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Model 1 907 Self-loading Rifle .35 1 Caliber, High Power
"The Gun That Shoots Through Steel"

Standard ride, 20-inch round nickcl-sieel barrel, pistol grip stock of plain
walnut, not checked, weight about "jY^, pounds, number of shots, six. List

price, $28.00.

A HANDY, HANDSOME, POWERFUL GUN: The Model 1907, .351 Caliber
High Power is a six-shot, take-c'.'own. handsome and symmetrical in outline and
simple and strong in construction. It is a serviceable, handy gun from butt to
muzzle. There are no moving project! ois on the outside of the gun to catch in

the clothing or tear the hands, and U" .screws or pins to shake loose. It is easily
loaded and unloaded, easily shot with great rapidity and' easily taken d.own and
cleaned.

THE .351 CALIBER HIGH POWER CARTRIDGE represents the latest

development in powder and cartridge manufacture. Although small in size, it

develops tremendous velocity and energy, making it powerful enough for the

largest game. The soft-point bullet mushrooms splendidly on animal tissue,

tearing a wide killing path. The regular cartridge will shnot a metal patched
bullet through a 34-ii''ch steel plate. This most modern type of cartridge also

possesses the added advantage of economy. Owing to the comparatively small
amount of metal used in the shell, it costs much less than the old: style cartridges
no more powerful.

THE WINCHESTER SELF LOADING SYSTEM is positive, safe, strong
and simple. There is nothing experimental about it. Tested) by use and abuse
for two years, it has proved its absolute reliability and practicability. In these

(lualities there is no other self-loading system that approaches it. We were tlie

pioneer manufacturers of self-loading rifles.

A SIMPLER AND MORE HANDY TAKE DOWN device than that used
in the Winchester Model 1907 is next to imposisible. A few turns on the take-
down screw found at the rear of the receiver, and; the rifle is separated into two
]),irt>. the stock and action being in one and the barrel and receiver in the other.

When taken down, the exposed working parts are all accessible, making it ea.-y

to clean the action.

RAPIDITY OF FIRE: This rifle has a detachable magazine, which can be
inserted in the gun when the bolt is closed, making loading quick, safe and easy.
The superiority of this style of magazine for this' type of rifle was demonstrated
at the recent National Matches at Sea Girt, when the Winchester Self-Loading
System won all the competitive prizes for rapid-fire shooting; the record being
50 shots in I minute, against 20 fired^ from the other self-loading rifle having a

fixed magazine. Still another advantage of the detachable magazine is that it

makes it unnecessary to work the cartridges through the gun in unloading.

COMPARISON IS CONVINCING: We know of no better way for a pros-

pective purchaser to become convinced of the superiority of the Winchester
.Model 1907, .351 Caliber High Power Rifle than by comparing it with other makes
of similar gun-f. Look at them, handle them, price them, load them, take them
down, shoot them, test their penetration, killing power and range if you will. In

fact, compare them in any way you see fit.

Circular fully decribing this Rifle sent free upon request.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., New Haven, Conn.
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'Strong and Steady

—Always Ready"
Kiad

A Summer's Pleasi
Almost any Family Can Afford

This applies to keeping the car without extrava-

garce, as well as buying it. With a Cadillac

Single cylinder car the whole family will do more
tiaveling than you could aiford to do on a train,
more evenly distributed and with fau- greater

enjoyment. Always ready, stanch and reliable,
with the style and finish of the higher

Shown
by 147 affidavits 1

on file in our office, runs from practically

nothing; to as high as ten or twelve dollars a month.

but averages less than $2.50 monthly, exclusive of tires.

The average gasoline consumption runs from 1 6 to 23 miles

per gallon or less than M of a cent per mile for each passenger.

These 147 are owners of single cylinder Cadillacs in

almost every state in the Union.

These cars—either touring or runabout—are the greatest
combination of economy and efficiency in the world. They
truly afford ail there is in motoring—except the troubles.

Dealers are always glad to demonstrate. Fully described
and illustrated in Catalogue "My," mailed on receipt of

requrst. .

C.1DIIMC MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit, Mich,
/l'"!;'''^.

MODEL K

Lea & ftrrins' Sauce
THE ORIGIJSIAL WORCESTERSHIRE

/ Never Dine Without It,

My chef, who is always successful

with his seasonings, tells me that

Lea & Perrins' Sauce is the secret

of his success. I find it gives an

to an otherwise

like it in Soups,
It certainly does

appetizing relish

insipid dish. I

Stews and Hashes.

improve Roast Meats, Chops and

Steaks. Just a little on Cheese is a delight-
ful finishing touch. No Rarebit is complete
without it. It is a good digestive.

SEE LEA & PERRINS' SIGNATURE ON LABEL

John Dunc.in's So: s. Agents. New York
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REAM
Prevents

Sunburn, Tan
and FrecKles

30c Jar

"ANITA
CREAM"

IVemoves
All Facial BlemisHes

30c Jar

Sold by AM Druggists

It M

CLEAN HANDS ir«'.r»r°""

BATLEVSRUBBER
TOILET BRUSH

PATJUNE 4. 89.

lAlllHlllilllliliHIIIlif
Price 23o. eacH. For sale by all dealers in Toilet
Goods. Mailed on receipt of price, f^^Agents wanted.

Bailey's Rubber MASSAGE ROLLER
It Makes.
Keeps and
Kestores
Beauty in
Nature's
Own Way.
A Sample
Jar of Skin
Food GIVEN
with even
Roller.

For sale by all ETAa
dealers or mailed nilli
pon receipt of

'^^
RUBBER BOOK FREE

Baby's TeetH
cut -witHout irritation
The flat-ended teeth of Bailey's
TeetMnQRIna expand the sums,
keepiiisr tliem soft, comforts
and amuses the child, prevent-
ing conTnUions and cholera infantum

Mailed/or the price (.stamps), roc.

,C. J. Bailey & Co., 22 BoyIs ton St., Boston, Mast.

T h m Qualify S f m r m

There are lots of Clothing

Stores, but only cfne Cloth-

ing Headquarters — every-

thing for man or boy (except

shoes) at popular prices.

Mail Orders Solicited

Men's Suits, - - - $10 to $40
Boys' Suits, - - - $2.50 to $18

Furnishing Goods, Hats, Etc.

Mullen Sr Bluett
CLOTHING CO.

FIRST and SPRING
Los Angeles. Oal.

r.

SIERRA MOUNTAIN
Di^/^X Styles for Men
DvyV-f I and Women
This Men's

Tan Viscolized

Chrome Calf
Creedmoore is

made with
heavy viscolized

sole.handscwed
We have the

same boot H

inches high at

$7.00; 17 inches

high at $9-00

Women's
Boot, same ma-

terials, hfeight

16 inch s $8 00

Send for catalogue I for Outing Boots

For catalogue ) if you want our general

footwear catalogue

WETHERBY-KAYSER SHOE CO

217 S. Broad^Nray. Los Angeles
Vs J



Designated Depository of the United States

FIKST NATIONAL BANK
OF LOS ANGELES

Special readies' Department

Capital Stock | 1,250,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits l,4St>,023.98

Deposits 15,21:5,974.30

J. M. Elliott, President Stoddard Jess, Vice-President
W. C. Patterson, Vice-President
G. E. Bittinger, Vice-President
Tohn S. Cravens, Vice-President
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Way, Asst. Cashier E. S. Pauly, Asst. Cashier
E. W. Coe, Asst. Cashier A. B. Jones, Asst. Cashier

All departments of a modern banking business

conducted.

Saint Vincent's College
Los Angeles, California

Boarding and Day College

and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.

For Catalogue write the President.

KIDDER'S pastilles'. 'Ji«?^«^.Ast[iina.

STOWULL & CO., iRrs.

ABnro

Sold by all brugfrists,
or by mail. 85 cents.
Gliarlestown, Mass.

The German Savings

and Loan Society
S26 California St*, San Francisco

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $ 2,578,695.41

Capital actually paid up in cash 1,000,000.00

Deposits, Dec. 31, 1906 38,531,917.28

F. Tillmann, Jr., President

Daniel Meyer, First Vice-President

Emil Rohte, Secopd Vice-President

A. H. R. Schmidt, Cashier

Wm. Herrmann, Asst. Cashier

George Tourny, Secretary.

A. H. Muller, Asst. Secretary
Goodfellow & Eells, General Attorneys.

Directors

F. Tillmann, Jr., Daniel Meyer, Emil

Rohte, Ign. Steinhart, I. N. Walter, N.

Ohlandt, J. W. Van Bergen, E. T. Kruse,
W. S. Goodfellow

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The Savings and Loan Society, 101 Montgom-

piy street, corner Sutter, has declared a divi-

dend for the term ending June 30, 1907, at the
rate of three and three-quarters (3%) per cent

per annum on all deposits, free of taxes, and
payable on and after Monday, July 1, 1907.

Dividends not called for are added to and bear
the same rate of interest as principal.

EDWIN BOXNELT>, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Mutual Savings Bank of San Francisco, 706

Market street, opposite Third. For the half

year ending June 29, 1907, a dividend has been
declared at the rate of three and three-quarters
(3%) per cent per annum on all deposits, free
Jf taxes, payable on and after Monday, July
1, 1907. Dividends not called for are added to

and bear the same rate of interest as the prin-
cipal from July 1, 1907.

GEORGE A. STORY, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
San Francisco Savings Union, northwest cor-

ner California and Montgomery streets.—For
the half year ending June 30, 1907, a dividend
has been declared at the rates per annum of
and six-tenths (3 6-10) per cent on ordinary
deposits, free of taxes, payable on and after

Monday, July 1, 1907; depositors are. entitled
to draw their dividends at any time during the

succeeding half year; dividends not drawn will

be added to the deposit account, become a part
thereof and earn dividend from July 1st.

LOVELL white, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
California Safe Deposit and Trust Co., corner

California and Montgomery Streets.—For the
six months ending June 30, 1907, a dividend has
been declared on all deposits in the savings de-

partment of this company at the rate of four (4)

per cent per annum, free of taxes, and payable
on and after Monday, July 1, 1907. The same
rate of interest will be paid by our branch
offlces, located at 1531 Devisadero Street., 2572
Mission Street, 1740 Fillmore Street, and 19th
and Minnesota Streets. Dividends not drawn
will be added to tlie deposit account, become a
part thereof and earn dividend from July 1, 1907.

J. DALZELL BROWN, Manager.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
The German Savings and Loan Society, 526

California Street.—For the half year ending
June 30, 1907, a dividend has been declared at
the rate of three and eight-tenths (3 8-10) per
cent per annum on all deposits, free of taxes,

payable on and after Monday, July 1, 1907. Divi-
dends not called for are added to and bear the
same rate of interest as the principal from July
1, 1907.

GEORGE TOURNY, Secretary.

DIVIDEND NOTICE.
Office of tiie Hibernia Savings and Loan So-

ciety, corner Market, McAllister and Jones
Street, San Francisco, June 27, 1907.—At a
meeting of the board of directors of this society,
held tliis day, a dividend has been declared at



the rate of three and three-quarters (3%) per
cent per annum on all deposits for the six
months ending June 30, 1907, free from all taxes
and payable on July 1, 1907. Dividends not
drawn will be added to the deposit account, be-
come a part thereof and earn dividend from
July 1st.

R. M. TOBIN, Socretao'.

A SPLENDID
SOUVENIR

THE MISSIONS
OF CALIFORNIA

AND THE OLD SOUTHWEST

THIS
is the only complete, popu-

lar-price book of the missions

of California, Texas, Arizona,

New Mexico, and Lo'wer California.

It aims to give an account of the

movement for the establishment of

the missions early in the eighteenth

century, together with the location

and history of every mission edifice in

the West. No important particular

that the visitor or inquirer will want

to know about has been omitted from

this account.

With Thirty Full Fade Pictures

A BEAUTIFULLY PRINTED
AND CHOICELY BOUND BOOK

Price One Dollar
A. C. McCLURG y CO . Publi.her.

This Interestlnii Souvenir is for sale

by booksellers and newsdealers
everywrhere In California

Die in

open Air

Seeking
Water.

and grain tor it. Dry, clean; never leaves a mark.

At Drutf cists—15c a box. '* y°"" •>""'' "'""<' "• *^^
•3^ for one or 6oc. for three

boxes, express prepaid. Also ask your druggist for Yankee
Roach Powder or send us tf>.., we'll mail direct to you.
"Never fails."

The Rat Biscuit Co. 26 Fisher St. Springfield, O.

--=FOR THE—-—

INDIANS
The Sequoya League

is aiding the Mission Indians not only
by remedying abuses and trying to

get them better lands, but also by ex-

tending the market for their BAS-
KETS.
A representative collection is on

sak, for the benefit of the Campo re-

servations, at reasonable prices and

fully authenticated. These baskets
can 'be had of

Mrs* Chas* F* Lummis
200 Avenue 42, Los Angeles, Cal.

6o Additional Baskets, of Much Var-

iety, Recently Received.

Prices, $2 to $10

THE MONEY GOES TO THE
INDIANS



GOOD TO EAT—This Flotir Mixed with
Molasses and Water Makes Old Fashioned

OSTON
RO W NREAD

ABSOLUTELY PURE FOOD
The Government and the State have given us the

Pure Food Laws, but it remains for the women of

the land—the homemakers—to refuse to purchase
any article of food that is not fully guiarajnteied by
the manufacturers.

ALLEN'S BOSTON BROWN BREAD FLOUR
AND 3-B PANCAKE FLOUR

are prepared especially to meeit the demand for pure,
clean food and do not contain one partible of phos-
phatic acid or alum.

ALLEN'S BBB FLOUR CO., Inc.
Pacific Coast Factory-

San Jose, Cal.
Eastern Factory

Little Wolf Mills, Manawa, Wis.



BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
YOU'RE SAFE-

ill the hands of the little

captuin at the helm,— the
"roiiiplexion specialist,''
whose results are certain,
whoi^e fees are small.

MENNEN'S
Borated Talcum

TOILET POWDER
protects and soothes, a sure
relief from K u n l> ii rii ,

Prickly Heat, ClialiiiK,
etc. Put up in non-retill-
able boxeH — the "box
that lox"--for your protec-
tion. If Mennen's face is on
the cover it's genuine and
s guarantee of purity.
Delightful after shavlnK-
Guarantwd under Food <£ Driii^i
Act. JuD«SO, 1904. S<>ralNo.l.'>42.
Sold everywhere, oi by mnil, Hie.

KAMFLE FREE
G. Mennen Co., Newark, N.J.

Try Hennen'a
Violet Koruird
'rulcuml'ou drr
It has tne t(<-iit of
trnsh rut I'annA

Mothers!

Mothers ! !

Mothers ! ! !

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
has been used for over SIXTY YEARS
by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their
CHILDREN while TEETHING with
PERFECT SUCCESS. It SOOTHES
the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS, AL-
LAYS all PAIN, CURES WIND
COLIC, and is the best remedy for

DIARRHOEA. Sold by all Druggists
in every part of the world. Be sure and
ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syr-
up," and take no other kind. Twenty-
five cents a bottle.

Guaranteed under the Food and DruKs Act, June 30,

1906. Serial Number 1096

DRINHl

Maier & Zobelein

BREWERY

LAGER-BEERS
The best and purest brewed on the

Coast. For sale in bottles

and kegs.

TelvpHonesi Suns«t. Main 91
Home 91

WSp'

CALIFORNIA'WINES
The Pure Juice of

Selected Grapes
^^ed by time alone. We
make a feature of shipping
east two cases assorted
wines containing 24 bottles

(5 to gallon) for

$1 l££
Freight prepaid to any
R. R. station in the U. S.

Write for Price List

EDWARD GERMAIN WINE CO
€>35 So. Mam SW.
I.OS ANOCl.ES OAU.
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1

A. M. DUNN, Proprietor f

Designing
Engraving
Printing

Printers o f
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Estimates

Promptly
Furnished

J 214 Franklin St, Los Angeles .

COMMERCIAL, BOOK AND CATALOGUE

PRINTING and BINDING

Continental Building & Loan

Association
CORNER MARKET AND CHURCH STREETS
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•fourth or JULY IN COWLAND
By SHARLOT M. HALL.

"... The cry of a great joust

With trumpet blowings ran

From Camelot to farthest towers,

And everywhere the knights armed for a day of glory ;

For noisefull feats and acts of prowess done

In tournament and tilt."

"The gay jolly cowboy is up with the sun,

And quick in the saddle is he ;

He swings his quirt and jingles his spurs,

A dashing vaquero is he
;

He bangs and rattles and hits the high places

That bound the lone prairee,

And woe to the steer when he draws near,

For a bold bad roper is he."

CHORUS.

"Whoopla, set 'em afire !"

Shouts the rider free ;

"Give 'em the spurs and burn the earth,

A cowboy's life for me."

HE big fellow seated on the outer rail of the grandstand

kept humming the chorus in a swinging undertone. His

white-felt Stetson hat was pushed back on his head, and

the ends of his red necktie fluttered in the wind across

the shoulder of his sky-blue silk shirt. His face,

burned a deep brown with three months of wind and sun, was

flushed with excitement, and his eyes took in every foot of the wide

arena that swept from the base of the grandstand across to the high,

stockaded fence of the race-track.

Out there in the glaring desert sunlight, with the white alkali dust

All illustrations not otherwise credited are from photographs by Clarence M. Shaw
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spouting up under his hoofs Uke puffs of pistol-smoke, a lean, sweat-

grimed, "clay-bank" horse was fighting viciously to unseat his rider.

"Uh! he's took leather!" cried the watcher on the rail. "He'll be

eatin' dirt mighty quick."

The man on the horse had lost his stirrups and was hanging with

all his strength to the saddle horn. Up, down, the horse plunged,

the swinging stirrups beating his sides
; then a snort, and the man

was on his back in the dust and the red-eyed renegade turned furi-

ously to paw his fallen rider.

Before the vicious hoofs descended, a slim, whirling loop of

braided rawhide settled over his neck and the victor in the "bronco

Bringing Out a Bronco
Photo by HartMell

busting" contest was dragged back to the corral to cool off and wait

another daring rider anxious to win the championship belt—in this

case a fine new saddle. One of the cowboys dismounted, helped the

"busted" buster to his feet, brushed the dirt off his yellow pongee

shirt, handed him his hat, and he limped away, the red-white-and-

blue ribbons tied around his bridle-arm hanging limp in defeat.

The captain of the tournament rode up in front of the grand stand,

the silver trimmings on his outfit gleaming in the sun, and announced

at the top of his voice : "Palomeener throws his twenty-seventh man,
Buck Harris, the boss huckaro'^ of the Frying Pan ranch. Santa

Buckaro—cowboy corruption of the Mexican vaquero.
Palomeener—bastard Mexican for "clay-bank" horses.

Machey—a corrupted Mexican term, meaning among stockmen of the

Southwest, the wildest and most vicious of wild horses.
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Mariar Juan will try him again this afternoon. Next thing on the

programme is the first round of the steer tying-contest."

'*Them palomeeners* is onto their job. That ain't no common

bronc; that's a renegade out o' some machcy* band. That Greaser

won't ride no new saddle this trip!" said the man on the rail, as he

settled back to watch the long-horned mountain steers milling rest-

lessly in the corral at the end of the race-track.

Up over the grandstand the stars-and-stripes flapped and whipped

in the warm wind. Yards and yards of red-white-and-blue bunting

were draped along the rail, interspersed with green boughs of fra-

grant piiion pine, brought down, a four-horse wagon-load, from the

hills. Under the dustv cottonwoods, wagons of all kinds stood in

Photo 1iy Hartwell

"First RorTNo"

careless groups, deserted and empty except for big lunch boxes. The

teams, with harness still on, were tied to the rear wheels, and stamped

impatiently at flies, or ate alfalfa hay out of the wagon-beds, or

kicked at the motley and mongrel dogs who sniffed at their heels.

The grandstand was filled and packed ;
small boys flowed over onto

the roof and into the branches of the trees, and double lines of men

crowded the fence along the track.

There were cow-ponies everywhere, sleek and well groomed for

the big holiday of the year. Tiny flags were tied with tri-colored rib-

bon to their bridles, and ribbons were braided through their manes

and tied in knots on the saddles. All w^ere in their best trappings,

silver-mounted bridles, bits with big carved-silver conchos, and elab-

orately braided and tasseled reins of fine leather or hair.

The saddles were mostly of the single-cinch "California" type,
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with big leather skirts carved in beautiful and intricate patterns, the

long leather tapideros on the stirrups almost touching the ground.
Here and there some saddle with double cinches and a "grass rope"
tied to the horn betrayed the Texan

; here a stray Navajo Indian had

coiled his flat-braided rope of rawhide; but the majority of the sad-

dles held the smooth, supple, round reata of close-braided rawhide—
soaped, stretched, tested—ready to swing through the air with the

swift grace and sureness of a sparrow-hawk.

Groups of dashing riders threaded the crowded grounds on the

gallop, for the cowboy takes even his holidays best in the saddle. The

dismounted men walked about in their high-heeled boots, awkward
and stifif-gaited, like a sailor on shore. Most of them were in "Sun-

day" dress— silk shirts and neckties, dark suits, dark hats—the spurs,

the broad-rimmed Stetson, and the "chaps" for one day relegated to
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by their close, trim chaps of leather, with carved bands and pocket

flaps, and their hard-muscled, clean-limbed, wide-chested horses.

Santa Maria Juan is there, and many another
;
for weeks the news-

papers have heralded this event. Posted on ranch houses and cor-

rals and road stations, on pine trees beside the mountain springs and

giant saguaros along the desert trails, big-lettered placards with

gaudy flags and wide-winged eagle at the top have announced "The

Greatest Fourth of July Celebration and Cowboy Tournament Ever

Held in the Southwest," with prizes for everything from the "Hob-

bled cowboy footrace" to bronco-busting.

The spring rodeo is over. North or south there will be no more

big range-work till fall. Some branding of calves on the home

ranges, some shifting of stock if the water-holes fail
;
but just now

the big play-day
—the great contest of friendly skill in roping, in

steer-tying and bronco-busting, in stake-racing and flag-picking and

all the rest.

Many an old score will be settled, many a campfire boaster will

"get his come-uppance" before the three days' fun is over ;
for it was

usually three days, seldom less. Steer-tying and races on the Third
;

speeches and sports and a big barbecue and the grand ball on the

Fourth
;
and more steer-tying and more races on the Fifth—with

whisky and love-making all along the way, for throats were dry and

hearts an easy prey after the long months on the range.

The "cowgirl" was there, in short riding habit and gauntlets and

her own smaller Stetson ;
trim and at home in her heavy "cowgirl's

saddle," with its strong leaping-horn and sometimes an extra roping-
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horn, and richly carved skirts of heavy leather, the handsome horse-

hair "McCarty," or perhaps a light reata, coiled and tied in easy reach

of the right hand.

The "ladies' race," with a fine saddle, blanket and silver-mounted

bridle as prize, was one of the special events to which many a ranch-

girl looked forward. The Twentieth Century equestrienne in divided

skirts was yet to come—and she came first to the city, not to Cow-

Land.

On the mountain ranges the rodeo was just over; horses and men

were in prime training; every man had "busted"' his steer again and

again in the routine of work, and yet again with an audience of hills

and sky and some trusted pardner jxjsted, watch in hand, to "keep

cases" on the time. And now the cowboy's great god Chance held

for some lucky man silver bridles, spurs, good coin, and, proudest

trophy of all, a splendid saddle on which all the fiowers of the field,

with long-horned steers and plunging broncos, rioted at the un-

trammeled fancy of the finest leather-carver in the Southwest.

"Whoopla! Set 'em afire!" the man on the rail shouted, waving

his hat. "Turn 'im loose ! Turn 'im loose ! Bar X from Bitter Creek !"

Two mounted men had entered the corral from the rear and broken

the mill ; another was sliding the gate open. With a snort and plunge

a big black steer shot through, running like a race-horse. Beside the

gate the "tier'' reined his horse till it reared. A hundred yards out

the captain of the tournament sat rigid in his silver-trapped saddle, a

white flag high in his hand.

"Give 'm the spurs an' burn the earth !"

The flag fell as the steer crossed the "dead-line," and like the

swoop of a hawk the "tier'' was after him, the reata humming low as

it swung round and round, round and round, gathering momentum

till with swift, relentless grace it settled over the long horns and one

front leg.

Back ! One with his rider the cow-pony whirled and turned, the

reata went taut as a fiddle-string, and the steer flew heels over head

and came down on his side with a tremendous thud. When the dust

cleared the horse was standing with all four feet braced, ears laid

tight against his head, eyes flashing, nostrils quivering
—holding for

every pound he was worth. The man was on top of the steer, the

short "leg rope'' flying through his hands as he drew the hind feet,

then the fore feet together and "hog-tied" them. Then a spring to

the ground
—and he threw up his hands, and the judges rode over to

see if the tie was sure.

"Tied—time thirty-two seconds."

"Bar X! Bar X! 'Woe to the steer when he draws near, for a

bold, bad roper is he.'
"
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The grand-stand was one swaying- mass of men and women, shout-

ing, standing up on the seats, pushing, crowding in good-natured ex-

citement.

"Milling like Pecos steers in a thunder-storm," muttered the man
on the rail.

The captain rode up, with the ''tier" on his steaming horse along-

side. Rising in his saddle, he made a trumpet ot his hands and

shouted across the excited crowd : "Jerry of the Bar X outfit tied

his steer in thirty-two seconds—beating the world's best record."

"That's clear luck
; nobody'll beat that this day. Look how that

steer strung out
;
never stopped to fight nor nothin'. Rope clear ;

everything worked like greased lightnin'. Like findin' money in a

cow-track after a big rain."

The man on the rail was right. Some of it was clear luck—and

Starting the Steer Off

nobody beat the record. The next steer struck out at a sullen gallop,

doubled back on the dead-line, and gored the pursuing horse full in

the chest before anyone knew what had happened. One man's rope

was jerked off his saddle-horn, and the steer trailing it crashed

through the fence and sent the crowd up trees and into wagons be-

fore a cowboy, leaning from the saddle of his galloping horse, caught
the reata and with a few turns around his saddle-horn sent the rene-

gade rolling in the dust, "busted"—fight and wind both knocked out

of him by the fall.

Bad luck of one sort or another befell a dozen men in turn, and

Jerry bore off the cash prize and a saddle only a little less gor-

geous -than the one "Palomeener" had cheated the Frying Pan cham-

pion out of, earlier in the day. Twenty men had entered for the con-

test
; on the Fifth those coming nearest to Jerry's record would tie
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again in a last and keenest competition for private as well as public

stakes.

The track was cleared. For two hundred yards or more small flags

were stuck in the ground at intervals of a hundred feet. Back down
the track a dozen riders line up, ribbons fluttering, horses dancing

impatiently. The white flag drops and the first man is sweeping
down like the wind—then the saddle is empty and there is one flag

less in the line. Down again, again. Now he misses the fluttering

wisp of red-white-and-blue, and a shout of derision goes up.

This is play. The real thing is stooping for a reata, squirming like

a streak of greased lightning over rocks and cactus clumps with a

long-winded desert steer at the end. The flags are planted again and

the next man sweeps down to make a better score.

Santa Maria Juan's eyes snap under his silver-laced sombrero.

Roped

This is Gringo sport, good for boys and white men. Many a San

Juan's day, thundering down the one narrow street between the flat-

roofed adobe houses of his native village in Chihuahua, he has

clutched the bobbing, red-feathered head of the buried game-cock
and jerked him out in triumph. And flag-picking is to cock-pulling

—
the scorn shows in every line of Juan's lithe body as the mescal-

hardened hoofs of his pony fling back the dust. Hardly an instant

has the saddle been empty, yet he reins up before the grandstand and

hands the full set of flags to the judges.
A challenge goes up : "A hat race ! A hat race !" Five hats are

dropped at intervals along the course
; again the riders line up. The

trick is to ride down at full speed, pick up the first hat and fling it

over the horse to the ground on the opposite side, and on to the next,

missing none.
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"Never saw that in our day. Jim," a man in the tier just above

was saying to his seat-mate. "Coin's on Uke that would 've made old

Dad Chisholm eat his hat in place of pickin' it up at a dead run."

The speaker was dressed in "New York clothes," but half a life-time

in cities had not worn the range red oflf his face, and here in Cow-

Land the Texas drawl had come on top again in his speech.

His pardner was lean and brown and j;rizzled ; prosperous, too, in

his own way, with a twinkle of slow humor in his eyes. "That's

Mexican. We're half Mexican out here
; got it easy by way of Cali-

fornia. Some of it mighty near laid me out, though, an' I ain't clear

reconciled yet. But life's apt to be short an' Vv^earin' if you set out

to go contrary to the ways of the place you're stoppin' in."

"Well, Jim, I've follered that rodear of yours six weeks
;
there's

Making the Tik

a big change. You an' me begun night-herdin' horses for old Jesse

Chisholm. I reckon we could mark camp on every trail from Abilene

to Bellefourche ; but we didn't do it this way. When beef is goin'

to net you ten cents on foot at the end of a 2,000-mile drive, you

count the pounds you lose bustin' a steer that could just as well be

drove quiet an' gain on the road. We didn't bust our horses an'

scare 'em into spasms of deviltry ; give 'em a chance to learn what

they had to do. We branded in a chute. I've turned over a thou-

sand head of steers vented an' trail-branded ready for the drive with

less noise than your outfit makes in one day's calf-brandin'."

"I know; but that's the Mexican of it. Plenty horses, worth a

dollar a head in cash ; plenty cattle, good for hides an' taller an' the

beef vou can eat. That's how it started back in California. Big
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range, no market, no use bein' savin'. Rope a calf and run your
brand on—sell him when you can catch him again for whatever you
can get. This 'tournament's' just a big fiesta worked over an' pieced

out to suit—third cousin to a baile an' a bull-fight, with a few saints'-

days throwed in, an' enough camp-meetin' an' basket-picnic to suit

the women folks. But I tell you we can ride, an' beat the earth

swingin' a reata. Look there !"

The five hats struck the ground almost at once, whirled over the

shoulder of a boy in brush-scarred chaps.

Again the captain of the tournament stood up in his stirrups and

shouted across the noisy crowd : "Stake-race next, hundred yards
dash

; followed by the four-horse relay-race."

A stake was set in front of the grandstand. A hundred yards

Tied
t

down the track the riders lined up and at the drop of the white flag

came down at full speed, rounding the stake with a square turn that

would have swept anything but a cow-pony off his feet and any rider

but a cowboy out of the saddle. But a stake has the grace to stand

still, while a galloping steer may cut all sorts of right angles in half

the distance. "That's nothing ! Them broncs have been there be-

fore. They could turn round a four-bit piece on the dead run."

For swift skill and daring the relay-race went beyond them all.

Four horses were led out, clean-stripped of everything but the tie-

ropes, and stationed one in front of the grandstand, one directly op-

posite across the track, and one at each end a hundred yards from the

first.

"Ready !"
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"That's me!" said the man of the blue shirt, dropping to the

ground. He picked up his saddle, blanket and bridle at the foot of

the stand, and walked over to the first horse. Again the flag dropped.

By some sleight of hand the horse was saddled, bridled and plunging
down the course in the space of one long breath. Up at full speed
to the waiting relay, off saddle, bridle—on again

—the first horse

panting beside the track
;
another breathless dash, another lightning

change of mounts—on to the next—and the home stretch at a dead

run with two inches of daylight under the cinch.

Other horses are stationed along the track and other men saddle,

ride, and re-saddle with wonderful speed ;
but blue-shirt wins and

comes back jingling a silver-bitted bridle with be-tasseled, braided

leather head-stall and reins, and humming :

Announcing the Prize Winners

'Over the bowlders, leaping the sage,

His pony can't be beat ;

He'll get there, Eli, sure as you're born,

See how he handles his feet !"

I'bi.to i.y llartwell

Before sunrise on the Fourth, long rolling salutes were booming
across the valley, flung back in rumbling echoes from the hilltops

—
charges of giant powder set off in lieu of the absent cannon. Down
where some rough, gray-barked cottonwoods straggled away from

the main grove, wisps of blue smoke floated up and drifted through
the dusty leaves.

A smell—a decidedly g<x)d one to strike the trail of before break-

fast—occupied the surrounding atmosphere. .And a trench twenty
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feet long, nearly three feet wide, and almost as deep, occupied the

thick middle shade between two trees. Smooth stones had been laid

along the edge and old wagon-tires formed an interlaced gridiron,

on which two fat beeves and half a dozen sheep were roasting. At

the upper end a great iron kettle, full of brown Mexican beans,

boiled over, crusting its sides with brown stripes.

This camp of good smells was the barbecue. The commander-in-

chief, the boss range-cook of the country, stood guard with a huge

three-tined iron fork, which he alternately shook at his helpers when

they stirred up too much ashes in shoving fresh wood into the trench,

and speared into the savory meat when it needed turning. He had

been at work since midnight and the Big Dinner would begin at

Cutting Ofi^ a Broken Horn
Broken horns were frequent; broken legs and other serious injuries not
uncommon. It was the rough treatment of the cattle and the frequent
accidents that led to laws against steer-tying for sport.

eleven o'clock, after the speech-making, the recitations, and the patri-

otic music.

Rough board tables and benches had been set up in the grove near

by. The women would presently cover them with red cotton table-

cloths and heap them with good things from the overflowing lunch-

boxes—"stratified" cake, piles of "McGinties" and "good-go-downs,"
and stacks of dried-fruit pies ;

but the buckets of beans and the plat-

ters of crisp, brown, rich-flavored roast meat would be "the stuff to

stay with you."
In the grove a great floor of new lumber had been laid and en-

closed with a roof of green boughs and sides of draped bunting and
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The Man Who Broke the Record
Pliolo by Hiirtwell

flags, and rough benches set along the edges
—the scene of the Grand

Ball. Two violins and a guitar or so furnished the music; the musi-

cians sitting up on a table or platform at one end of the floor and

thrumming away from mid-afternoon till sunrise, only stopping for

the midnight supper of more cakes and pies and barbecued meat and

pails of strongest black cofTee.

No fancy music, except now and then a dreamy Mexican waltz or

dizzy fandango; but tunes that traveled West along the old trails

with the home-made fiddles from Indiana and Kentucky. "Buffalo

Girls," "Old Zip Coon," "Money Musk," "The Girl I Left Behind

Me," and all the wailing, haunting-sweet negro melodies—"Sweet
Taters in de Sandy Lan'

"
and all their kindred.

Four, six or eight sets could "form on" for the old-fashioned quad-
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; the floor manager was usually the best caller in the country and
more often than not some jolly, quick-witted fellow who would speed
the fun by singing the calls in impromptu rhyme:

"S'lute yer pardners ! Let 'er go !

Balance all an' do-se-do!

Swing yer gal an' run away !

Right an' left an' gents sashay!
Gents to right an' swing 'er cheat!
On to the next gal an' repeat !

Balance next an' don't be shy !

Swing yer pard an' swing 'er high !

Bunch the gals an' circle 'round
Whack yer feet until they sound !

Form a basket ! Break away !

Swing an' kiss an' all get gay !

Al'man left an' balance all !

Lift yer hoofs an' let 'em fall !

Swing yer op'sites ! Swing ag'in !

Kiss the beauties if ye kin !

Back to pardners, do-se-do I

Ladies break, an' gents you know !

Crow hop out an' dove hop in,

Join yer paddies an' circle ag'in !

Gents salute yer little sweets !

Hitch an' promenade to seats!"

"Vesuviana," with its swinging lilt, polka, schottische, Newport,
with endless graceful, languid waltzes, filled the time between quad-
rilles that romped and quadrilles with a hint of the stately minuet,
and more than once the most familiar and innocent dances mas-

queraded under bewildering names, as when one pretentious pro-

gramme announced :

1 Grand Circle Round-up March lo Branding Quadrille.
2 Horse Hunter's Quadrille. ii Cow and Calf Racket.

3 Catch Horse Waltz. 12 Night Herder's Lanciers.

4 Saddle-up Lanciers. 13 First Guard Waltz.

5 Bronco Racket. 14 Day Herder's Newport.
6 Captain's Quadrille. 15 Maverick Polka.

7 Bar Circle Gallop. 16 *Doegies' Last Chance Quadrille.
8 Round-up Lanciers. 17 Bull Calves' Medley.
9 Cyt Out Schottische. 18 Stampede All.

Out in the wagons or in the quietest corners the babies slept,

rolled in blankets, while their mothers danced. The fallen Frying
Pan champion, whom "Palomeener" had busted, waltzed with the

girl who won the ladies' race. But Santa Maria Juan—no waltzing
for him this year ;

for though he rode like a wild-cat, the lean yellow
horse knew a dozen tricks to match his skill, and Juan was laid up in

the Date Creek chuck-wagon, seeing more stars than were on all the

flags he had picked the day before.

Sunrise of the Fifth found them still dancing ;
but by noon the

women had packed their party finery and mostly gone home. Red-
white-and-blue ribbons and bedraggled flags were scattered in the

dust and grass, and the bunting and pifion boughs hung awry on the

grandstand. But not one of the tense, quiet crowd cared. Down
in front there was business going on—riding and roping and racing

*Doegies—Stray or motherless calves that come to the branding age poor
and stunted—yearlings that are poor, rough-haired, not up to the average size

and condition.
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for something more than fun and prizes. Good money was going
after bad, and many a man would "hit the boss" for a horse and out-
fit till he could strike a job and pay up.

But "such is life in the far West !" Out in front, with the glory
of the blue shirt dimmed and minus the silver bridle, the man of the
rail was humming cheerfully :

"Though often dead broke, his saddle in soak,
He never loses his pluck ;

He'll borrow a stake and hunt a job,
And hit her again for luck."

Already in his mind he saw next year's victory over long-horned
steers and "machey" broncos and spent the result of a season's

"punching" at "forty-five a month and found." The blue shirt and
red necktie, rolled up along with a pair of socks and a change of

underwear and stuffed into his "trunk"—a "Best California Flour"
sack—would go along, rolled up in his bed, where it would be handy
for a pillow, and would do to wear on Sundays when he laid off or

struck a ranch where there were women-folks.
The grand tournament was over

;
another Fourth of July was

gone. Now for the range again ! For the work and danger ; the dust
and heat and loneliness ; days of sun and wind and nights of silence,
with the slow breathing of the bedded cattle, and the great, near

stars, and memory.
Dewey, Arizona.

The use of cattle in steer-tying contests is now forbidden by law in New
Mexico, Arizona, and other parts of the West. With the constant curtaiHng
of the ranges and lessening number of cowboys, the big tournaments are things
of the past. Races, riding, and flag-picking are still part of an occasional

celebration, but the "miner's drilling contest" bids fair to supplant steer-tying,
as the miner is supplanting the cowboy.

The Last of the Barbecue
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THE RE-FORHSTATION OF SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
By E. A. STERLING. .

Assistant Forester, Forest Scnice.

ATURE permits man to lay bare certain of her pro-

cesses, but retains many secrets which no amount of

theorizing can fully disclose. One of these closed

chapters concerns the original cover of the mountain

slopes which are now barren or under chaparral. Thus

we are not certain that it is entirely proper to speak of re-foresting

the mountains of Southern California; it should perhaps be af-forest,

or just forest-planting, regardless of whether it is the first estab-

lishment of a true forest or the replacement of an earlier stand.

Despite the uncertainty when considering the mountains as a

whole, there is undisputed evidence that the forest, in places at

least, was once more extensive than now, and a good theoretical

basis for believing that all of the treeless slopes, save the more

barren at lower elevations and with a southern exposure, once sup-

ported tree-growth of some kind. Enough will have been accom-

plished if trees can be put back where they once grew; so it will

serve all practical purposes to treat the project as one of re-forest-

ation.

Stretching southward from Monterey Bay to where the coast

line juts eastward near Santa Barbara, He the coast ranges ;
while

from this point the Sierra Madre range, comprising the Santa Ynez,
Uiustrationo 8re from pho'ographs reproduced by permis.sion of the Forest Service,

U. 8. Dept of Agriculture.

Barrbn Sr.oPHS IN Nerd of Planting
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San Gabriel, San Bernardino and San Jacinto mountains, stretches

on towards the southeast until lost in the Colorado desert. Between

these mountains and the sea are the agricultural valleys which are

the garden spots of America and the Italy of California. A more
fertile soil and a more perfect climate do not exist, but without the

water conserved by the picturesque mountains at the back, the

country would be what it was originally
—a desert.

These mountains, then, in addition to their esthetic value, have

a direct practical influence on the industrial development of Southern

California. In their present condition they furnish the water which

gives life to the citrus industry and to the other revenue-producing

crops of the region. Prosperous cities and towns have been built

YELI^OW i^lNK UN RlUGK IN San BERNARDINO MOUNTAINS

up by virtue of the climate, the water, and the land
;
and they, too,

are dependent on the moisture which the mountains conserve. In-

tensive agriculture and close utilization are the rule, and practically

every inch of available water is at present used. This condition has

made the water question paramount, and water rather than bread is

the staff of life. The value of this essential is correspondingly high,

and the top-notch figure is reached with a second-foot capitalized

at $50,000. One miner's inch of water will irrigate a five-acre

orange-grove. With a normal crop this grove will yield five car-

loads of fruit, or 1650 boxes, worth $2.50 a box on the eastern

markets. Thus every inch of water is an essential factor in putting

over $4,000 into circulation annually. The average rental value of

water for citrus crops is about $10 per acre per annum.

One proof of the scarcity of water in Southern California is this
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high rental and sale value
;
another evidence of shortage is the com-

paratively small amount of irrigable land under cultivation. Cold

figures show that only one acre out of every six and one-half is

supplied with water and under cultivation ; the remaining five and

one-half acres, or about eighty-four per cent, of the total irrigable

area, is practically desert, and will remain so until the restoration

of the forest-cover on the adjacent mountains, or the construction

of large storage-reservoirs at distant points, increases the water

supply. This land, when irrigated, is worth as high as $2,000 per

acre; without water it has only a prospective value based on a

gamble that water will sometime be available.

The present situation boils down to a question of water supply.

Fire Lines in San Gabriei, Mountains, Near the Forest Nursery

The local water resources are wholly inadequate, and the future

development of a region of wonderful possibilities is mainly de-

pendent on this one factor. At the present time the mountains ad-

jacent to the agricultural valleys supply, directly or indirectly, most

of the irrigation and domestic water. Even the successful carrying

out of the Owens River project will not prevent the near-by moun-

tains from increasing in value for water conservation.

Fortunately for the people of Southern California, seven National

forest reserves, with an aggregate area of 4,451,240 acres, cover

most of the mountain ranges on which they are so dependent. This

land is not reserved because of the existence of forests of any

extent, but because the scanty cover needs protection which could

not be given under private ownership. It opens the way, moreover,
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Forest Fire Back of Pasadena

for experimental forest-planting, with a possibility of more exten-

sive operations if the results justify it.

Protection, however, is the first step ;
for even the chaparral cover

should be protected from fire, and opportunity given for the existing

forest to extend itself by natural means. Planting, moreover, would

be poor policy in any event without assurance that the young trees

were not to be destroyed by the fire demon, which has periodically

swept over the mountains. More efficient protection is now being

given by the forest officers, through patrol, fire-lines, trails, and

telephone systems. Organized effort of this kind will minimize
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the fire danger, but so long as 'the fool and his camp-fire" remain

unchained, there will be fires to fight. The people of Southern Cali-

fornia in general appreciate the need of protecting their mountains,

but there are a few idiots who can never be trusted with a safety

match ofif a brick pavement.
The mountains furnish water during the dry season because they

conserve that which falls during the winter. This water is retained

to be given ofif gradually, not because it falls in the mountains, but

because the mountain-cover absorbs the diffused moisture, reduces

evaporation, and prevents its escape as flood runoff. Much finds

its way gradually into the streams as surface-flow, part evaporates,

and the remainder percolates through the rocks to reappear as

taBMi
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Gabriel reserve it increases to eighty-one per cent. This poor cover

over so large an area is undesirable, and the attempts at re-forest-

ation are based on the assumption that a forest will conserve the

moisture better than chaparral and feed it more gradually to the

streams. The value of the chaparral, however, should not be over-

looked. It certainly exerts a very beneficial influence on run-ofT,

and has the marked advantage over the forest of sprouting readily

when burned. Moreover, the conditions are so unfavorable that

chaparral is the best cover which can possibly be produced on many
situations. It is only on the more favorable sites, such as in caiions

and on north slopes, that forest-planting is at all feasible, and even

here the work is bound to be expensive and the results uncertain.

Drv Steam Bed—No Trees, No Water

The enthusiasts who expect to see a solid green forest on all of the

sun-baked mountains of Southern California will be disappointed,

for such a result is not within human power.

Forest-planting by the Government on the National forest reserves

really had its beginning in Southern California, where in 1902 a

large quantity of seed was sown broadcast and in "seed spots."

This initial experiment in itself was a failure owing to drought

and the activity of birds and rodents. Out of it, however, have

grown, not only the two experimental planting stations in Southern

California, but also extensive forest-planting operations on other

reserves.

Following the direct seeding in the mountains came the estab-

lishment of a small nursery in Pasadena during the winter of 1903.
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The situation proving unfavorable, a nursery site was selected in

the San Gabriel mountains, at Henninger's Flat on the new Mt.

Wilson trail, and a lath-house covering about one-fifth of an acre

erected. Under this protection seedbeds were prepared and sown,

in which successive crops of seedlings have been grown yearly ever

since. In the spring of 1905 another planting station was estab-

lished in the Santa Barbara reserve, with an equipment of lath-

house, transplant-beds, water system, etc. This station is in the

San Marcos Pass, about fifteen miles from Santa Barbara. These

two nurseries furnish the young trees for experimental planting on

the mountains of Southern California.

These nurseries at present contain nearly 800,000 seedlings and

San Marcos Nursekv, Santa Barbara Forest Reserve

transplants. The bulk of the stock is of native trees, such as knob-

cone pine, Jeffry pine. Coulter pine and incense cedar. Many other

species, however, are being tried on a small scale, the more important

of which are pinon, digger, Canary, sugar and Monterey pine, white

fir, big-cone spruce, deodar, and several species of drought-resisting

eucalyptus.

Extensive field-planting has not been done by the Government,

because it is the policy to keep the work down to an experimental

basis at present. Moreover, it is only within the last two years that

the nursery stock has been large enough to set in the mountains.

During the rainy season of 1906, 32,000 seedlings of seven species

were set in selected planting-sites along the new Mt. Wilson trail

in the San Gabriel mountains. About 30,000 trees were also planted
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along the Cold Spring trail on the north slope of the Santa Ynez
range in the Santa Barbara reserve. For a time it looked as though
rabbits would entirely destroy the San Gabriel plantation, despite

poison and traps. Their ravages ceased, however, in early summer,
and on November first about forty per cent, of the trees were alive

and in good condition. Only about ten per cent of the loss was
caused by drought, the remaining fifty per cent, by rabbits. The
condition of the Santa Barbara plantation was even more encour-

aging. Fully forty-four per cent, of the trees planted are alive and
in such good condition that there should be slight loss next year.

Drought was entirely responsible for the loss, and the various species
suflfered in different degrees. The heaviest loss was of big-cone
spruce, of which only thirty-two per cent, survived

;
incense cedar,

on the other hand, came through the dry summer with a mortality
of only eighteen per cent.

Chaparral Destroyed by Fire

More extensive experimental planting was done during the wet
winter season of 1907. The planting stations conducted the planting
of some 85,000 trees in the San Gabriel, Santa Barbara and San

Luis Obispo reserves
; while the forest rangers put out an additional

60,000 on widely diversified situations. From this total of 145.000

trees, definite results may be expected on the general feasibility of

the project.
The people of Southern California are remarkably optimistic and

anticipate the re-forestation of most of the denuded slopes of the

mountains. Thefr enthusiasm is thoroughly appreciated and has

been very helpful, but it can easily be carried too far. The Govern-

ment is doing everything within reason to attain the ends desired,

but it should be clearly understood that the planting operations are

purely experimental. Reports have been spread broadcast that the

Forest Service is actually undertaking the general re-forestation of
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the mountains of Southern California. Nothing of the kind is being
done, since the very nature, of the problem necessitates extensive

preliminary experiments, and the natural obstacles of drought,

chaparral and scanty soil limit the scope of the operations. Despite
this, money is being spent freely to determine what can be done,
but the fact should be emphasized that it is all experimental. En-
thusiasm is an essential in overcoming opposition and obstacles, but

if unbridled it may bring a general smash-up. Let the enthusiasts

cease their clamor for action which will make a forest bloom imme-

diately on the scorched slopes of their mountains, and await with

patience the systematic experiments which will indicate whether it

is possible and worth while.

It is too early to discuss results, but we can say with certainty
that planting in Southern California will always be expensive. The

average cost of planting the 62,000 trees last year w^as $17.22 per

Pine Cones—The Source of the New Forest

thousand, as against $1.63 in the Dismal River reserve in Nebraska.
While this cost may be materially reduced, it will always remain

several times higher than where the ground is open and more ac-

cessible. If we take the limited amount of planting already done
as a criterion, it appears that a forest stand may be established on
the cooler north and northeast slopes, during seasons of maximum
rainfall. These slopes, however, are already well covered with

chaparral, which leaves many of the hot south slopes without possi-

bility of cover. Moreover, the only trees which will thrive on the

unfavorable situations are of little value as a cover and useless for

timber.

These things are not pointed out in a pessimistic mood, but to

show some of the difficulties encountered. The work is to be

continued on an experimental scale, and as such, should receive the

encouragement of every loyal citizen of Southern California.

Washington, D. C.
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SOME CALIFORNIA REPTILES
By ELIZABETH GRINNELL.

MAY not seem strange to the general reader that an

ornithologist should be interested in reptiles when it

is explained that reptiles and birds are believed to have

descended from the same parent stock. The mgst posi-

tive difference between a bird and a reptile lies in

the fact that from the skin of birds grow feathers. The anatomy
of the two species of animals is almost identical, as anyone may
discover by examining a "dressed" bird. If you could push the

tail of a lizard together, toward the body, in telescope fashion, adorn

this stump and the front legs and the body with feathers, and stand

the individual up on its hind feet, you would have a respectable

bird. Take a "dressed" bird and imagine the little stump where

the oil-glands operate (called by some irreverent folk the "Pope's

nose") pulled out telescope-fashion, and you have a respectable

lizard. The wing-bones are the fore-feet, while the hind legs pulled

out straight back are what they are.

Time was, so wise men tell us, when the tail of a bird was

exactly like a lizard's tail, with feathers on either side only, along

the edges ;
and with this ponderous equipment it did fly. Both

birds and reptiles are hatched from eggs laid by oviparous parents.

Baby lizards and baby quail may be found running over the mesas

of California together, each no more than a day old and independent

as far as locomotion goes. But they are "mothered" differently.

In the case of the birds, they are brooded at night, led to food-

places by day, and "hushed" at the approach of danger. In the

case of the lizard-babies, they are left to look after their own

rations, to "scoot" by their own instinct under stones and twigs

at the swoop of the foe, or to scurry like lightning across the dry

sand of our deserts, hot enough to fry griddle cakes on. I said

"at the swoop of the foe," for be it known that their winged rela-

tives are almost the only enemies to our beautiful lizards.

Before me is an illustrated bulletin of sixty-four pages, issued by

Throop Institute, on the Reptiles of Los Angeles County, by Joseph

Grinnell and Hilda Wood Grinnell. Strange as it may seem in the

light of modern custom, it is a fact that these two authors were

employed during their entire honeymoon in the study of reptiles.

But let not these two be credited with originality of design and

achievement. In the light of prehistoric history we behold the

First Pair, hand in hand, studying reptiles in far-away Eden. Is

it anv wonder that this modern pair of zoologists should take up

the cudgel and hunt snakes? As a result of their determination

tn exceed the original researches of their progenitors, we have, in
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the bulletin referred to, twenty species, including the turtle, seven

lizards and twelve snakes. These are native to the Pacific side

of the divide, it not being the intention of the authors to include

the strictly desert regions. (I believe that the species here men-

tioned are common to the Pacific Slope generally, as doubtless will

be proved by future explorers.) I, for one, anr glad of the advent

of this bulletin, since it will do much to set aside the common

aversion to snakes. The man, woman, or boy, meeting a snake

in our California arroyos is compelled by instinct to discontinue

Photo by Elizabeth Grinnell

Gopher Snakk Hiding Himski.f by Coiijng

the journey until said snake be killed by slow stages measured by

a stick, a succession of stones, or a series of rifle-shots. Why this

universal dread of, yet dogged determination to remain in the

I-resence of, the snake cannot be reasonably accounted for by one

who has niade the species an almost aflfectionate study. It must

be from lack of information only. The bulletin referred to will

do much to annihilate superstition, and is especially adapted to

students, giving exact information as to hunting, catching, and

preserving specimens for laboratory collections. An emphatic
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clause instructs collectors, in the true spirit of humane investigation,

to "Take no more than you really need!" I may be excused if I

seem to include, or even enlarge upon, any point of interest in this

bulletin, since I was pretty well acquainted with some of our reptiles

before these two authors started out on their hunt, armed and pro-
vided with guns, slip-nooses, fruit-jars with tightly fitted covers,

and milk-cans full of preservative. Besides, they distinctly invite

me or any other by saying, "We do not intend this paper to be final

or the only result of our work with reptiles of this region. We
plan to continue the taking of specimens and notes, and invite the

assistance of anyone inclined to help us to a better knowledge of

the subject."

Having made some little acquaintance with reptiles from a near

The "Horned Toad"

point of view—that is, in several years' confinement of the same

individuals—I will briefly notice some characteristics only hinted

at, or lightly touched upon, in the bulletin.

Of course everybody ought to know from repeated statements

by the best authorities that in California there are no poison-snakes

save the "rattlers." And these do resemble human rattlers to the

extent that not nearly all are guilty of assault and battery, nor are

they up to mischief all the time. Still there remains the universal

dread of snakes. Were it not so, what possible excuse could our

summer campers, bound for the mountains, conjure up for taking

along a liberal supply of snakebite-antidote ? Excuse is the gift of
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the gods, descended to us from the day when Mother Eve took stock

in what the old experienced serpent said to her about apples. I

have my doubts as to that snake knowing personally anything about

apples, from the point of his individual taste. If he did, from that

moment snakes have been restricted to a meat diet as far as I have

observed.

As to snakes in this Golden State, none are so beneficial as the

gopher-snake. Yet it "enjoys"' the same calumny generally heaped

upon the rattlers. Many a time have I extricated one of the beauties

from the clutches of the small boy, as well as the big man, in the

act of stoning it as if it were a pest. One especially large gopher-

snake, measuring six feet or more, I invited to the wired cage on

the upper balcony. There it lived a season, until one day it pushed

open the door and escaped. I was not certain but that it went into

the house, where all sorts of beings have found a welcome ever

Under Side of "Horned Toad"

since the boys were big enough to bring in a toad by the back of

the neck—the only way to safely convey a toad to any place.

This custom of ours of allowing all sorts of animal-folk the free-

dom of our house has many times served me a good turn. For

instance, after the big gopher disappeared, when a particularly

"lengthy" caller wore her welcome out, I had simply to remark,

"There's a snake somewhere in the house
;
I wish I could find it !"

This invariably started the visitor on her homeward way with more

alacrity than grace.

Let it not be supposed that the gopher-snake grabs its rodent

supper by the tail, or the back of the neck, and proceeds with its

meal in Christian fashion by the aid of knife and fork and teeth.

Always the victim is seized by the nose and smothered to death

quickly. Then, without relinquishing its hold, the rodent is received
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farther back into the mouth and part way down the throat, where it

is retained until the digestive apparatus below has sent up the

necessary fluids to insure rapid and uninterrupted descent into the

netherlands.

The snake is noiseless in its movements and completely surprises

its victim. Its jaws open by double hinges so that it is able to

appropriate the biggest old father gopher or rat without ceremony.
The descent of an animal so appropriated by the snake may be

traced by a big lump, giving one the same impression of impending
suffocation as when an ostrich swallows an orange and you watch

to see how long it takes to "go down."

My pet snakes were as fond of being scratched behind the ears

Photo by Hilda Wood Grinnell

Whip-Tatled Lizard

as is the cow or the cat.

When cornered by a stranger, most snakes coil, and the ignorant

take it for granted that the reptile is about to strike. The fact is

that the snake is trying to hide itself, as when an ostrich buries its

head in the sand. Snakes coil for self-protection as best they

can—hand-over-hand, so to speak. Even rattlers by no means strike

every time they coil, as I have studied them on the hot hillsides

of Dakota. They make a little hut or lair for themselves of them-

selves, but watch how the little keen, eye is always on the alert.

as illustrated by the gopher-snake in my hand, shown in the illus-

tration.

A word as to the so-called "Horned Toad," the California curio-

dealers' perpetual stock in trade—the same which, I believe, are
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now protected by law since the species is fast becoming extinct

The horned toad is the one reptile which the tourist dares touch.

These lizards used to be sent alive to any point of the compass by
mail. But the postal authorities have declared against them, not

for the same reason that they legislated at one time against trans-

porting honey bees alive in mail sacks; for horned toads have no

sting, neither do they bite. But many of them probably died in

transit, as did the frogs in the Egyptian plague, doing things which

caused the people to place papyrus handkerchiefs to their noses. As
to the horned toad actually "spurting blood" out of its eyes as an

act of self-defense, I myself and other eye-witnesses are able to

give assurance that this really occurs. Many a collector's khaki

shirt-front has come to grief as a result of this startling perform-
ance. Yet the incredulous do sometimes relegate the supporters

of this issue to zoological jjerdition for stating this fact.

But I must pass to the true lizards, which to me are most inter-

esting of all. I cannot in this sketch do them half justice. Suffice

it to say that in confinement they responded to their names and grew
as fond of the caress as their companions, the snakes. I never knew

them to deposit their eggs in dry sand or earth. Always I went

egg-hunting by lifting the water-dish. There, in the damp and

ooze, lay the little white oblong beginnings of life, as dainty as a

humming-bird's egg, but with only membrane, not shell. I never

knew the eggs to hatch, probably from lack of some natural condi-

tion denied in the cage, nor am I certain that both sexes were ever

represented in my collection—lizards, as with some birds, having no

external evidence of sex.

A word as to the lizard's tail. Mr. Chas. F. Holder said to me,

"I kept lizards in captivity all winter once on the desert, and I

failed to observe any growth of the caudal extremity." The reason

for the failure of this noted scientist to make this observation was

that he was a winter student of the lizards. The lizard in winter

is dormant, or half-way so. He rarely, if ever, changes his shirt,

as he does every week in summer, stripping it off the entire length

of his person and passing it down his throat as the act progresses,

as the most economical way of disposing of it. I have seen lizards

in summer grow a tail from three to four inches in a fortnight ;

as I have seen the bird known as "the road-runner" grow a tail

twelve inches long in three weeks in the proper season. Shedding

the tail is a summer act, partly in the interests of famishing birds

of the desert. When frightened, or pursued, the lizard drops its

tail, as the Siberian sledge-driver flings his load to the wolves to

appease them until he can himself get away. The extremity is

released at the will of the reptile at a joint of the vertebrae, and

when it grows it pushes out from the stump, telescope-fashion. The
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extreme distance of release from the hind legs is not less than one

inch, as I have observed it. If a bird in the pursuit of food snatches

the lizard by the tip of the tail, the tip comes off and the bird is

satisfied. If, however, in scurrying to cover with what is left of

himself, the lizard be overtaken by another bird intent upon "ox-tail

soup" for dinner like any other mortal, another segment is yielded

up in self-defense. No foe of the lizard takes it head first, as the

snake takes the rat, as the tail was given like an afterthought by
a wise providence on purpose for the mocking-birds to convert into

California song. If cut off unceremoniously by the knife or hunting-

hatchet, the wound does not heal for a long time, and then not

naturally or perfectly, nor can it ever grow out again. It continues

to ooze blood and serum indefinitely. In the natural way it heals

by first intention and "doesn't hurt a bit."

Let me assure our apiarists, who sometimes worry about the liz-

ards that haunt the bee-hives, as to the harmlessness of the lizards.

I have many times taken these to my hives and pled with them to

remain, so heartily do I endorse their preference for drones. It

helps the worker-bees. In captivity my lizards would scarcely touch

a worker, but would take the drones by dozens at a sitting. When

they do accept a yellow wasp, for which they have a special liking,

they grab the insect by the middle line, just where the corset-string

is pulled the tightest, and crunch it. A close observer will see the

sting emerge from its proper location and drop limp before the

lizard relinquishes its hold of the wasp's middle-back. The whole

operation is in plain view of the lizard, which, like the bird, is able

to see out of the back corner of its eye.

But I must not continue with these scattered remarks about reptiles

1 have known. I have written enough, I hope, to interest the

common mind in our friends the snakes and lizards
; and, if one

desires to know more, he is at freedom to look it up for himself.

Pasadena, Cal.
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TRUE STORY OF THE DISCOVERT OF
TOMBSTONE
By RICHARD GIRD.

[OR many years I have been importuned by relatives,

friends and acquaintances to set at rest once for all time

the truth about the discovery and the opening of the

mines that are known by the generic term, "Tomb-
stone." Heretofore, I have positively declined doing so

for obvious personal reasons. Recently the publication of a paper on

the subject in Out West and the pressure of friends has made me

relunctantly change my mind and the following statement of the facts

is the result.

I ought to say at the start that the name Tombstone never was

given to a claim or to a mine, but became the generic nomenclature

of the district and eventually the name of the town that sprung up
near the mines.

The name no doubt was suggested to Ed SchieflFelin by one of the

soldiers of the company that Ed accompanied into that country 'ere

he made his discovery. Probably in this way : Being asked what he

intended doing in that hostile Indian country, he answered, "I in-

tend to prospect it for gold," and was answered, "You are more

apt to find your graveyard," or, maybe, "tombstone." In all prob-

ability the soldier said graveyard, a common enough expression ;

whereas, "You are more likely to find your tombstone" sounds far-

fetched and unreal. The sequel will show that the first claim located

was dubbed "The Graveyard," which in a way sustains the foregoing
deduction. It is an easy transition from graveyard to tombstone.

Xevertheless, it is necessary to say that the first claim was named

the Graveyard because it proved worthless, and for no other reason.

As I will show, the first claim located that proved valuable was the

Lucky Cuss, about nine miles distant from where Ed thought he had

discovered what are now known as the Tombstone mines.

In the winter of 1878 I was working for the Signal Mining and

Milling Company as mining and mechanical engineer and assayer.

The property was managed by Thomas Ewing. The mill was sit-

uated on the Big Sandy, a tributary of Williams' Fork of the Colo-

rado river, in Mojave county, Arizona. The mill was about seven or

eight miles from the famous McCracken mine, of which the Signal

mine was an extension. I was necessarily much of the time at the

mine, assaying, and directing the work
; however, my time was di-

vided between the mill and the mine.

At the mine, along in January, I first became acquainted with A!

SchieflFelin, who was working for the company as a miner. One day

For another article on this subject see OiT We.st for March, 19J7
,
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in the blacksmiths' shop he showed me a small piece of ore that I at

once recognized as rich. It was of a character that should come from

a certain geological formation only. I had previously made a topo-

graphical map of Arizona, which the Legislature by an act had au-

thorized, and, with the assistance of Professor Whitney, who was

then acting State Geologist of California, I colored quite a number

of them, showing the geological formations as far as they then could

be determined. This work, together with many years of experience

and study, gave me the knowledge that enabled me to predict the

Ar, SCHIEFFELIN, OnK OF THE DiSCOVEKERS OF TOMBSTONE

kind of geological formation that produced the ore Al handed to me.

The piece was nearly the size of a hen's egg.

After assaying the piece, at Al's request, I met his brother, Ed,

who had been in the camp several days. I had a talk with him, giv-

ing him my idea of the kind of formation from which the ore should

have come, and what I thought might be found in such a forma-

tion.

After several more confabs, I proposed to fit out the necessary

traveling rig for the trip, suggesting that Ed and myself should go
down and prospect the country.
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Ed had little money ; therefore, I was to bear the outfitting and

traveling expenses. Al thought he liad better stick to his job in the

mine.

Hd had a brown mule, which he called "Beck," and I had a light

bay mule that answered to the cognomen "Mollie."

The plan, I recollect, was to buy a spring wagon and double har-

ness, so the two mules could haul the luggage, cooking traps,

blankets, and, above all, my assay -outfit, surveyors' transit and level.

This was no easy task; still, after much looking and dickering, an old

blue spring wagon was secured. We were now provisioned and

ready to start, and, 1 think, it was on Sunday morning, about the

last week in January or the first week of February, 1878, that we

pulled out from Signal. Our route lay down the Big Sandy to

William's Fork, thence to Dripping's Spring, where the first night's

camp was made.

Just before we arrived in camp, Al came riding up, saying that at

the last minute he had concluded to go with us—and right glad we

were to have him. He was mounted on a bay mare, which he rode

the whole distance. We were quite comfortable other than being

rather thinly clad ;
for when we spread our blankets on the ground,

we found before morning it was necessary to rustle out to make fire

to get warm.

From Dripping's Spring we followed the old Prcscott road to

C'.leason's, where we struck the road from I'rescott to Wickenburg,

which we followed via Martinez to Hassayampa and Wickenburg;

thence across the open plains to Salt River, leaving Phoenix to our

right and crossing at Hayden's Ferry. I recollect well one incident

here: Hayden, who was a fore-handed managing man, had some

fine pork that he had but recently killed and which he was dry-salt-

ing. It looked so good to us that we bought a goodly sized piece.

In camp that evening we thought that some eggs would go pretty

well fried with the salt pork so Ed started out to a neighboring ranch

to buy some ;
but as the ranchers talked Spanish only, Ed could not

make them understand his wants and came back without any. As I

still retained a little Spanish, held over from South American ex-

periences, I readily made them understand, and bought all the eggs

we wanted at what seemed a ridiculously low price. Surely we had

a feast that night !

From Tempe to Maricopa is over an open country, easy and

pleasant.

Maricopa brought us to the old overland stage-road, along which

we traveled, making from thirty to forty miles a day. We stopped

in Tucson over night, spreading our blankets in the corral, where we

kept our animals. I visited some old friends, particularly Dr. Handy,
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who was killed by Lawyer Heney, who is now prosecuting with such

vigor the grafters and boodlers in San Francisco.

Replenishing our supplies, an early start was effected. We were

somewhat apprehensive of other prospectors following us, so from

that point on we decided to camp away from the road and to travel

as rapidly as possible.

Pantano, or at least the place that has since been named Pantano,

thirty miles farther on, was our next stop. At this point was an old

stage station, showing with bullet-marks and with other signs the

sieges it had stood against the Indians. From here on we knew that

we were in a hostile Indian country. My past experiences with In-

RicHARD Gird at 43—About the Time of the Tombstone Discoverv

dians admonished me that it was the part of prudence to take all

the precautions possible in our way of traveling, which the boys, be-

ing inexperienced, did not think was necessary ;
but I insisted on put-

ting out fires, and, in addition, I got up before daylight every morn-

ing and scouted the high points around the camp until daylight. In

an Indian country they are most to be dreaded when there is no

sign.

Speaking of Indians, I will say here, parenthetically, that after

we had moved up to Tombstone, while on the lookout before day-

break one morning, I found a wristlet—a rawhide band, which fast-

ens around the wrist to keep the bow-string from cutting the left

wrist and hand—on the hillside above camp that had just been
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dropped along with some other things in the Indians' haste to get

away unnoticed. Their thin trail showed plainly in the dewy grass.

it seems that I was out too early to get a glimpse of them.

From Pantano on, our route was still by the old stage-road. I

recall how Al and myself suffered from the cold crossing this wind-

swept ridge. Before noon of the same day the San Pedro river was

crossed at Onasogins, which was an old stage-station ;
but not de-

siring to have to answer inquiries, we left the stage road to push
on up the east side of the river to and past the newly located Mormon
settlement of Saint David and camped near where Fairbanks now is.

Having, the day before, passed rather recently-made graves of two

persons that had been killed by the Indians, I deemed it prudent to

take even more precaution against surprises ;
for it was a well recog-

nized fact that one of the Indians' most favored modes of attack was

to secure a point of vantage near a camp during the night and to at-

tack early in the morning while the campers were crawling out of

their respective blankets. So, while Ed and Al were preparing break-

fast, I was out before daylight scouring the proximate high points.

The morning of breaking camp at Fairbanks and with visions o£

the freshly made graves in my mind, I kept my rifle loaded for quick

action, instead of removing the cartridges, which was our custom.

( )n starting I placed my gun in the wagon with the butt on the foot-

board. A heavy jolt while crossing a steep wash bounced the gun
off the foot-board, and the hammer striking the double-trees dis-

charged the ball, which passed under my right arm, through my
coat, vest and shirt, but fortunately for me, merely grazing the skin.

Ed was greatly frightened, but Al, who was riding ahead, took it as

a matter of course and with his usual sang-froid.

The next morning a permanent camp was made in the old Bronco

House, which was near by, where some digging had been done on a

copper-stained ledge. The old Bronco House has a history that

would take another story to tell. Suffice it to say here that the so-

called mining in the neighborhood was a mere blind to cover and

shield a gang of smugglers that plied their nefarious transactions

from this place ; they carried on their predatory acts on the border,

about twenty-five miles distant.

The Bronco House, which was to be our home-camp for some

time, was adobe, with walls about ten feet high, dirt roof and floor,

and an adobe fireplace in one of the corners. There were some adol^e

bricks of an old wall that we utilized to build an assay-furnace in the

fireplace; therefore, with the grate-bars and sheet-iron cover that

were brought along, the building of a chimney was unnecessary, and

in twenty-four hours after our arrival assays could be made.

We had all the assay implements and material other than a button
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balance, for I had sold mine to a company operating on the Mc-

Cracken.

To fill this want I made a device that proved closely accurate. I

polished a piece of soft, flat steel, about an inch wide and eight inches

long, upon which, with a sharp scratch awl I drew two fine divergent

lines, inclosing a very acute angle. By taking buttons of known

values and adjusting them to places on the divergent lines where they

filled the spaces between the two lines, and marking the values op-

posite I found that with care a very close approximation could be
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obtained. Silver buttons, when they are finished in the muffle, nat-

urally assume the same shape, especially if they are not too large,

and it is this that makes possible the comparative accuracy of the

foregoing device.

Having cleared up the place and got all things ready, we sallied

out about two miles to see the place from which Ed had taken the

samples that he had brought to Signal and which came from the only

discovery he had made. It was a great disappointment. He had

found a little stringer, showing for one hundred feet or so along a

low porphyry ridge, which contained a little black petanca in one

l)lacc. where, at the time Ed found it he had dug, probably with a

prospect-pick, a hole about eighteen inches, and which he filled in and

covered so that it should not be found by others. Of course Al's and

my disappointment was great ; for, having had knowledge and ex-

perience in such things, we saw at once that nothing could be made
of it, and I am sure that not a wheelbarrow-load of stuff was ever

taken from the find, which was, not inappropriately, named the

Graveyard. It then seemed to be the graveyard of our hopes. This

was Ed Schieflfelin's discovery. From this spot to the Tombstone

properties the distance is about nine miles.

We took back some samples ;
the black ore assayed well, but the

rest of the ledge or stringer-ruothing. Al and myself said to Ed:

"Ed, we are in a new and good looking country, and we will start in

tomorrow to systematically prospect all the region within reach and

try to find something." I liked the formation and Ed, although blue,

had his convictions that we might find something good.

Looking to the north, and then facing to the right and southeast

about twenty-five miles away, apparently neither high nor rugged,
is an isolated range, since named the Mule mountains—where at

present are located the great Bisbee copper mines. Farther to the

right loomed the San Jose on the Mexican border. Still farther to

the southwest, though more distant, can be seen Cananea, now fa-

mous for its great production of copper. Around farther to the

southwest the Huachucas raise their heads, covered with snow and

pine timber—the future source of the supply of lumber for the mines.

Still farther around to the northwest lies the rugged range of the

Whetstones, while out of sight to the north, some twenty-five miles,

is al.so the more rugged range of the Dragoons, including Cochises'

Stronghold ; out alone by itself, cuddled as it is amongst the higher

ranges about six miles away to the north, it appears like a small, flat

table-mountain.

The next morning, after we concluded that the Graveyard was not

worth while, at my suggestion and under my direction we began to

systematically prospect the slope of this table-mountain and its en-

virons by trailing up the gulches that come down from it from left
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to right. Al was left in camp for obvious reasons—besides he was

the boss cook, famous for his good bread.

Ed and myself were out every day other than when I stayed home
to do the assaying, and that was whenever we found anything that

looked favorable.

One afternoon—I was assaying that day and I recollect that the

assay in the muffle was just finishing
—Ed, as usual, came in with a

lot of rock for me to examine. Amongst the rest was a water-worn

piece that looked good to me, and on breaking it open I found it full

of horn silver. Ed, I believe, had never seen horn silver before, at

least to know it, and was incredulous
;

still he was greatly excited.

As there was still time, the furnace being hot, a piece was quickly

pulped and I put it through, getting an immense button. Having no

Richard Gird's Home for His Bride—1879

scales I later took the button to Tucson and on an apothecary's scale

I figured its value to be $2,200 a ton.

The next morning after the find I went with Ed to the spot

where he had picked up the piece of float, and without much diffi-

culty we followed up the gulch and soon found the Lucky Cuss

ledge
—the real discovery of the mines now known the world over as

the Tombstone mines. I picked up more rich float, some of the

pieces assaying as high as $9,000 a ton.

And this is the true story of the finding of the Tombstone prop-

erties.

I got out my surveying instruments, took the star to determine

the variation of the needle, established an initial point, and then I

surveyed and connected all the claims.

We made our own district regulations, recorded all in Tucson,

then the county-seat, and never afterwards was there any trouble
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about boundaries or locations, nor dispute over titles, other than the

attempt to jump the Contention claim, if that can be so designated.

And that little contretemps may as well be told here.

Ed one day rushed in to where I was assaying, in a state of great

excitement, and breathlessly told me that some person had jumped
one of our claims. It was the one that was afterwards named the

Contention.

One of our regulations was that a central monument on a claim

sufficed to hold it for 30 days in order to allow the discoverers time

to find the correct strike of the ledges, which in some cases was

extremely difficult. Indeed, this is why we named one of the claims

the Tough Nut. The jumpers contended that they had a right to

The Gird Mii.i,—The First Profitable Gold and Silver Plant
IN Arizona

locate everything up to our monument, and they built monuments

accordingly.

I asked Ed what he had done, and he answered that he had done

nothing, and suggested that we had better let them have the claim.

This I strenuously objected to, for I knew better than Ed its pros-

pective value. Strapping on my revolver, I asked Ed to accompany
me to the claim. On our arrival we observed a man sitting on a

boulder, deliberately whittling a stick, watching us. He did not

have long to wait, for I immediately began to kick down his monu-

ments. After doing so, I resurveyed the claim and erected new cor-

ner monuments. That was the beginning and end of all the contention

that we ever had in the Tombstone District. We learned, later on, that

the whittling jumper was a desperado, who not many weeks there-

after killed a man. Why he so quietly acquiesced in our rude

treatment of the monuments he erected, is a mystery to me even
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now. Probably because he had a just claim to the extension of the

Contention, and he did not dare risk a row out of fear of losing it,

too. Our claim to the Contention was legally and morally right,

and this fact he may have known also. At any rate, I desire to

give him the benefit of the doubt.

We afterwards sold the Contention to Sy White and Billy Parson

and it made them wealthy.

After the discovery of the Lucky Cuss, the rest was easy, for

farther on to the north low slopes of quartzite, silicious limestone

and porphyry were covered with rich float and corrugated with rich

croppings.

The only trouble was to determine the best way to locate the

The First Reduction Pi.ant in the Tombstone District

claims— 1500 by 600 feet—to conform to the law. I remember that

for that reason we named one of the claims the Tough Nut, and

also that when we were building the monuments I remarked to Ed
that we ought to get $50,000 out of our discoveries, and that he

ridiculed the idea.

But for myself, I looked upon it as the opportunity that I had

been so long looking for. Having, I reiterate, in addition to con-

tinuous study, been through the experiences of civil and mechanical

engineering, assaying, geological study and the practical working
and running of mines and mills, I realized that here was my oppor-

tunity, and I was ready for it.

Regarding m; associates, a better, more honest, truthful and

naturally good man it would be hard to find than was Al Schieffelin.
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Ed was somewhat self-conscious, given to personal display, ever

worrying what others might be thinking of his goings and comings.

He believed with Carlyle that the world is prone to take you at your

own estimate. Withal, at bottom, Ed in all aflfairs of life was hon-

orable and true.

In all our intercourse not the first difference arose between any

of us. All technical matters were left altogether to me, and in other

matters I sometimes thought that the brothers deferred to me, for

fear that I might think that because they were brothers two to one

would be unfair.

Al in particular was a fine character. There was never a doubt

in his mind between what was right and what was wrong. He was

naturally brave, and his courage was equal to any emergency. Al

never failed a friend.

Neither of the boys remained to work the property. Ed had,

as I have said, little or no knowledge of mining nor of milling. Al,

on the contrary, was a fairly good mine-man, but both seemed to

think from the start that I could do all the work alone, and I did.

Ed for a while attempted to superintend the mine, but in a short

time he gave it up and left the camp to go prospecting. He told

me candidly that he could not supply sufficient ore for ten stamps.
I placed Gus Barron in his job, and it was not long until he was

supplying ore for thirty stamps. Gus remained in the position dur-

ing my time, and the last report I have had of him was hale and

hearty and was shipping ore to the smelter from the Lucky Cuss

claim, which is paying him well. He has a lease on the Lucky
Cuss and has to ship to El Paso, Texas. Barron's assistant was

Jim Kirk, a remarkable man. Kirk is at present the general super-

intendent of the Green Consolidated Copper Co., at Cananea.

I have never seen this fact referred to in print, and I now reluc-

tantly publish it lest it may be wrongly construed into being a bit

of self-laudation. But if it is, I can only say that vanity must be

terribly deep-rooted, when a person that has passed his three-score-

and-ten has to revert to it for happiness. At any rate, this fact is

an integral part of the story: Both of the Schieffelins sold their

respective quarter stock interests in the mines long before I did and

greatly against my advice. When I sold later, I got for my interest

as much as they both obtained for their joint interests. Though
under no obligation to do so, I divided the excess that I received

between the three of us, so that in the end we all shared alike. Few
acts of my long life brought me more satisfaction and pleasure than

did this one.

It ought to be said here that from first to last there never was a

scratch of a pen to any agreement between the brothers and me.
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We somehow tacitly understood that we had an equal share or

interest, one with the other, in whatever we found and developed.

And this is the exception to prove the rule that all business agree-

ments ought to be in black and white.

The lesson of this story is the immense potentiality that may be

latent in the simplest act that we may inadvertently do. Ed's picking

up of a little piece of black rock, which he most likely carried in his

pocket, resulted in the finding and the opening up of those wonderful

Tombstone mines, causing an influx of prospectors into that here-

tofore unknown country, from which came the discovery of the

copper camps of Bisbee, Nacosario and Cananea, the extraction of

hundreds of millions of dollars from the rock-ribbed earth, and the

employment of many thousands of men, besides the far-reaching

effects upon the industrial world in consequence of the supply of

gold and of silver and particularly of copper, which is so much

needed in these days of electricity, which leaves behind the age of

iron and ushers in that of copper and electricity, and, many think,

is but the stepping-stone in the process of evolution to a realization

of a higher age
—that of Ethics.

Los Angeles.

TWO HOMES
By WILLIAM E. PELOUBET.

T^HERE'S a Home I love. It is far away,
* Where the trees are green, or bare, or gold.

As the years glide by, and gently sway
From Summer to Summer, through Winter's cold.

It holds the friends of my youthful love ;

It shelters dreams of my boyhood day.
So it holds a place in my heart, above

Life's common thoughts, or Love's decay.

There's a Home I love. It is near and dear—
A flood of sunshine, a wealth of bloom,

Where flowers blossom an unmarked year.
Few shadows darken. Untouched by gloom,

It holds the friendships that worth has won,

Hopes realized, and sweet content.

So it carries the pride of a work well done,
And the honest peace of a life well spent.

I sleep, and dream of the Far Away—
A dear old Home, in my dream, I feel,

I wake, and walk in the Near, and say,
A blessed dream—for the dream is real !

Los Angeles.
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THE ENO or A STORT
By EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES.

"Play uppe, play uppe, O Boston bells !

Ply all your changes, all your swells,

Play uppe 'The Brides of Enderby !'
"

|IGH in the hills stood the great dam, arched against the

prisoned waters. The ditches led away down the nar-

row canon, bringing life to the thirsty fields where,

miles below, the river vegas widened to a valley broad

and fertile as that of old Thebes.

Where mesquite and cottonwood had held undisputed sway were

rich fields and comfortable homes. A thriving village grew amain

at the junction of the Bonito and the Ruidoso. Somewhat preten-

tious, too, this La Junta, since its wakening from a languorous

siesta, sunny, century-long, to the full noontide of eager, hurrying
Saxon civilization.

There was a Chamber of Commerce, half club, half real estate

and advertising agency. To this Commercial Club—as it came to

be known—could be traced all La Junta's progress and "modern

improvements." One of them was the splendid Fire Department,

(with a wonderful engine, polished and spick-and-span, and resplen-

dent uniforms), which, owing to deplorable infrequency of fires,

was wont to drill on Main Street Saturdays, throwing water high
above the tallest business blocks, to the edification of La Junta, there

assembled in civic pride. On such occasions all boys under fifteen

made it a point to be thoroughly drenched.

An institution even greater was the La Junta baseball club, for

which the merchants opened their purses wide. It was remarkably
efficient both as a team and an advertisement, and boasted an un-

broken list of victories over much larger towns, Santa Fe, Albu-

querque, Las Vegas, Roswell, Carlsbad, Tucumcari—even El Paso,

Dalhart and far Henrietta, over the Texas border. The railroads

unbent sufficiently to run excursions at remarkably low rates. When
a game was scheduled at La Junta every business place, from the

humblest barber shop to the banks, sported a yellow placard which

said: , -: k, ±

m CLOSED THIS APTEBNOON «
« 91

9t FROM 2 TO 5. 9i

ft 9i

% BASEBALL GAME. H
% m

An evidence of patriotism ("enlightened selfishness") sufficiently

unique.
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Then there was the telephone system, from the great reservoir on

the west to the Narrows, where the farming-country ended, down
the river

;
the corn- and tomato-cannery, the creamery, the beet-sugar

plant
—all co-operative, all fostered by the same protective care. It

was the Club that furnished initiative and energy, advanced the

funds, selected the most up-to-date machinery, sent emissaries to

investigate the most modern methods, made contracts with the farm-

ers on the one hanr^ and the jobbers on the other, made the first

experiments with the sugar-beets, and procured a signed agreement
with the Oxnard Company to buy out their plant and increase its

capacity tenfold, if they proved conclusively that the soil was adapted
to the industry.

There was the Automobile Stage Route overland to Santa Rosa,

"the only one in the world;" the big new Court House, jail and

Bonded Debt; the Board of Health and the sewerage system; the

miles of concrete sidewalk and macadamized road; and the weekly
Homeseekers' Excursion from Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis.

(Weekly, that is, except during the high spring winds and the dry
time just before the rainy season, when homeseekers firmly declined

to leave the train.) All these things were due to the Commercial

Club.

Here, as ever, the way of the progressor was hard
; the old order

changed slowly, stubbornly. The hardy pioneers, secure in their

broad acres, steadfastly opposed every new thing, and talked regret-

fully of the good old times, before the railroad came like a new

serpent to a later Eden. Not that they didn't want the new things

nor profit by them. No, no ! Their opposition was purely a matter

of principle. They made changes difficult, but were careful to allow

the innovators to win by a narrow margin. Then they complained

bitterly, pointing out with reason that the Court House was too

expensive, the jail too strong. With the joyous assistance of the

outlying cow-countries, they persistently elected old-timers to the

fat county offices, shrewdly allowing the invaders the postoffice
—

because they couldn't help it. This was not "politics" in the com-

monly accepted use of the term, for the early settlers were all Texans,

therefore Democrats, and the new settlers were from Missouri.

(It is not generally known why Missouri went Republican in

1904. An erroneous impression is prevalent that Roosevelt's popu-

larity did it. The mere fact is that the Democratic majority of

Missouri very intelligently moved in a body to the Pecos Valley and

its tributary, the Hondo, where La Junta grew like Jonah's gourd.)

So the strife was purely between the new, enterprising blood and

those who may be called conservative, for lack of a better term—
though both they and any other known body of conservatives would
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have indignantly rejected the word as a misnomer. Certain of the

younger progressives were wont to refer to them as trilobites. This

was strictly in private, however. The safe-and-sane element were

given to radical action on occasion, being prone to shoot and apt

to hit.

Amongst other outrages was the successful introduction of straw-

berries, in wanton disregard of an ancient and honorable tradition

that they would not grow in the valley. The newcomers experi-

mented with asparagus, celery, nectarines, Kaffir corn, millet, milo

maize and a hundred other unheard-of things. The conservatives

scoffed, and, if the innovation failed, exulted loud and long in public

places. If it succeeded, they adopted it with noticeable unostenta-

tion. It was "heads I win, tails you lose," and the denizens were

prosperous and happy as never before.

By day there were several operators in the telephone station, but

from eleven at night till six in the morning Candelaria Hastings had

the central office alone. Her name tells her story
—a Mexican

mother, a Saxon sire. The blood of a famous Conquistador of old

Spain was the boast of her mother's house. That Candelaria should

be allowed to hold such a position shows how surely the new was

displacing the old. For the Mexican is wont to keep his woman-

kind at home.

Bright-eyed was Candelaria, with high-arched brows, with full

red lips, curved invitingly, and a wealth of soft black hair
;
an olive

cheek, tinted to rose by pulsing blood, a light step, a form a-thrill

with the joy of life—a child of summer suns, type of the luxuriant

beauty whose bud and blossom ripen early, whose petals fall too

soon. Here, in my northern snows, I have but to close my eyes

to see her—the dancing feet, the laughing lips, the joyous face that

shall not grow old forever.

Mellow and provoking was Candy's voice as she drawled "Hello-o !

Yes, this is Central." It attracted Gordon before he had ever seen

her—Gordon of the free ranges, who feared not God nor regarded
man

;
who broke their laws impartially ; who. sinned, withal, like a

prince, boldly, in the light of day ; Gordon of the hills, hard-riding,

violent, quick of eye and hand, whose way was as his reckless will ;

Gordon of the Gavilan, a very Gawain, faulty, light and light-hearted,

lawless, wild and free; Gordon, mocking, defiant, careless, whose

sunny eyes laughed at foes
;
whom men feared, hated, and admired.

And Gordon was with "Central" on that perfect summer night.

Laughing, they looked from her high window to the storm beating

round the great mountain far to the west.

This is the end of the story. The beginning is not new. Old

and sad as earth itself, there is no tongue in which it has not been
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told. Passionately it glows, like fire through the dark, where Dante

"stayed his drear strain, and sadly, sweetly sang"—the tale of Fran-

cesca da Rimini. Many singers, from age to age, wrought the epic

of Britain's Arthur. What prudent lips say not in noonday they
dare under the throbbing stars, swayed by red memories shared by
God alone. The secret sympathies of mankind have shaped, through
the creeping centuries, not the glory of the Blameless King, but the

song of Launcelot and sad Guinevere; of Tristram riding through

dim-dripping woods of Lyonesse—to Doom at gray Tingatil.

Gordon had come, at first, to have the telephone system explained
to him

; laughing down her scruples and the inviolable rules exclud-

ing visitors. He had made many visits since, yet was little the

wiser as to the mysteries of switchboard and transmitter. But there

was no need of parley now when he came
;
a traitor in the citadel

gladly unbarred the doors.

He bent and kissed her at the window. "Look! How it storms

on the mountain! The summit has been hidden for a week, and

never a cloud here. See the lightning flashes, fifty miles away !

There is where I live. Candy—there in the heart of the storm, where

the Gavilan has its source. You have never been there. Oh, it is a

wonderful country ! The long high ridges, the dim forests—the

great hills! Some day—"

The desk-bell—strong, sharp, urgent. Candy took up the re-

ceiver; between bell-stroke and echo she turned her face from life.

"The dam is doimi! Warn the valley, for God's sake!"

. . . Child and girl, her eyes had ever sought the far horizon, wonder-

ing what lay Beyond. This it was that lay beyond; to which all

paths had turned since the first toddling of her baby feet in the dim

old gardens of Santa Fe. The long-stretching perspective of coming

years, dream-haunted, misty, enchanted, all faded now and blurred—
then cleared away and left her face to face with the Appointed
Hour. So suddenly, in the mid-dance of pulsing youth, "Masks

off," it struck. Clear and high she heard the Call, above the tumult

of leaping blood, and answered, nothing doubting. She shot the

plugs into place and woke the farm highest up the valley.

"The dam is down! To the hills!"

Could her knightly ancestor have risen from his grave, she would

not have shamed him now. "Kiss me and go, Robert," she said,

ringing up the next farm. "My place is here—Hello! To the hills!

The dam is down!"

O, he laughed loud in scorn, this man whose hands were red with

sin. "Devil I have been named, but coward never !" He took his

place beside her
;
all life's vexing problems solved now, its shadows

rolled away. Clumsily he made the connections and called up the

Fire Department.
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"Ring all the bells! The dam is broken! Call out the town!

This is the end, sweetheart. *Tis up to us. We can't go till every

farm is warned—and there will not be time. Together, dear one—
Hello, the round house! Dam is down! Blow your whistles! Make

up a train—/ zmll 'phone people to escape with you!"
Clamor of clashing bells, shrieking of engine whistles, volleying

of pistol shots, roar of warning shouts. She flashed a look at him.

"God is good—I have loved a Man ! We will go to Him together.

He will understand—Hello! Hello! This is Central! The dam is

down! You must wake every one as far down as the Upton ranch.

There is no 'phone between you and them.—Call up the saloon at

Chihuahua,* Robert. There is no other phone there, and it will

take time to wake them."

Church and school-bells flung back the wild warning. Shouts

of racing horsemen in every street, oaths, screams, the furious clatter

of wagons. "Hello! Hello! Wake the Mexicans dozvn there—the

dam is down! You won't! This is Gordon—Boh Gordon. Let

one drown and you die. If I do not kill you, I pray God to damn

my soul to everlasting hell! You know me. Marsh. Your life for

theirs! Move!"
A sea of sound swelled round them—echoing footsteps, cries of

fear, shrieks, wailing of babes, as the town rose from sleep and

turned to the hills
;
over all the brave bells rang out their brazen

tumult. In their lonely tower these two worked for a thousand

lives. Swiftly, steadily, Candelaria called every number up the val-

ley, the farthest always first, while Gordon rang up the remoter

quarters of the town and began on the farms below.

The pealing bells were still. A roar echoed through the

silent streets ; the grinding of boulders, crumbling before the Wrath

of the Flood—swelling, closer, louder. They kept their post.

Though voices of all bright tomorrows called to them, they sent

their message far and wide to the sleeping, helpless homes below.

Nearer came that mighty roaring
—thunderous, appalling. From

their high window they saw the awful crest of water, the furious

front foam-white beneath the stars. This was Death.

A last glance, lit with love and pri'de and unwavering courage.

He slipped something on her finger, as, from the shelter of her

clasping arms, he shouted his last warning. Her head lay on his

breast
;
his strong voice rang above the sound of many waters,

"The dam is down! Warn all below you! Ride! Ride fast!"

They found them close-clasped; the same high-hearted look on

both faces—faces which the mercy of the flood had spared, un-

marred and beautiful. No other lives were lost.

Chihuahua is the Mexican quarter of an American town.
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On her finger was a thin gold band—the wedding ring of Gordon's

mother. She wears it still.

A strange, sad world of ours; where hatred of race and creed

mar texts of love; where virtue gives scorn for mercy, and dares

despise where it might protect, forgive. But once, at least, the

warring creeds were dumb in truce, where La Junta's thousands

buried their dead; these two sinners, God's erring children. And

young girls, pure and innocent, kissed her cold lips . . . who lived

not well nor wisely ; and none forbade them.

Candelaria was a Catholic
; Gordon was—Gordon. Perhaps it was

that no church walls shut out the sunlight; perhaps his eyes were

clearer for tears, that, looking up, the white-haired priest saw that

Rome was far and God was very near. Across the grave his hand

clasped that of the heretic minister—"Whom God hath joined to-

gether
—"

said the good father.

So, for this once, an unbeliever was laid in ground hallowed by

Holy Church, and solemn masses said for those who died in mortal

mortal sin.

Apalachin, N. Y.

THE CITY'S VOICE
By ELEANORE F. LEWYS.

U'ROM far-ofif verdant heights you gaze on me—
My ruins, with their hue of tragic age.

Ay, look you well!—for slow, insistently,

I cover up all trace of Nature's rage.

Deep in the night you hear the distant beat

Of mighty pulse that knows not sleep nor rest

Sounding—in clang of hammers, tramp of feet—
The heart that throbs unconquered in my breast

Though seven times seven the fiery holocaust

Consumeth all the sordid world holds great,

I rise—nor counting what is gone and lost—
Fling my defiance in the teeth of Fate!

San Francisco.
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THE RAVEN OF CAPISTRANO
A True "Wonder Tale

By CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS.

CHAPTER III.

HE mountain at night might be cold and dreary, but the

mountain at dawn, at noon, or at star-rise was the place

of all others to be the home of a boy ;
and a boy in hid-

ing might be as happy as the shy deer whose ways he

learned to imitate, finding safety in its forests and

means of escape in its precipitous slopes and rocky water-

,, courses, dried now into natural stairways for the use of him who

P could climb. The story of Jose's particular adventures in outwitting

his pursuer, the false clues he planned, and the risks he ran, need not

here be related. It was difficult work, but he felt a certain pleasure

in it; and time was never tedious, for all day he could rehearse in

memory the stories which Ramon told him by the fire at night, look-

ing forward eagerly to the new ones which were sure to be his

when after dark he ran down the mountain, crossed the meadow,
climbed the hill, and tapped at the old man's door.

Ramon had food ready for the hungry boy, who did not know
that the old man fasted the entire day in order to share the little that

he had, some days scarcely eating under the pretext of having made
an earlier meal—or so the boy understood it, for the old man loved

the truth too well to deny it if he had been questioned ; but the boy
was thoughtless, as boys are.

Jose wondered sometimes if Ramon were ill, his voice was so weak

and his head so bowed
;
but he always warmed with the enthusiasm

of the story, sheer pleasure to the boy, a religious duty to the old

man; for, unknown to himself, Jose was being educated in the

learning of the past, and was being examined from time to time with

adroit questionings to see how wise he were in understanding and

memory.
And well did he acquit himself. He absorbed this knowledge as a

flower drinks dew and sunshine, as something needful to growth and

welcome ;
and he gave it out again in expanding thought, in conclu-

sions derived from hours of lonely meditation. He was learning to

think, to cogitate, to realize his individuality and its connection with

the world about him, both the seen and the unseen.

One night Ramon was too feeble for a story. He told Jose that

he must postpone it till the morrow; but in answer to rriany ques-

tions he showed him the sacred pipe and explained once more how
man in smoking it may send his spirit upward.

"May I smoke it?" asked the boy.

"Not now. You are not initiated. That will come later."

Copyright, 1907, by Constance Qoddard Du Bois
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"When I drink the Datura juice. You told me about that."

"Yes."

"And it is then that the raven will teach me ?"

"Perhaps. When I am gone you will have no other teacher."

"But what raven will it be?"

"I do not know. On a hill near Capistrano there are a raven and
a rattlesnake, both living now, as they have lived there for hun-

dreds of years."

"Can we go there?" the boy asked eagerly. "Will you go with

me?"

"Gladly if I might, but I have no strength for the journey."
"Can I go alone?"

The old man shook his head.

"Could I not send my spirit there?"

Ramon nodded, unconscious of the words. He was very ill, he

knew
;
and he feared that he might die with his task half done, his

newborn, delightful hope unfulfilled. He lay on his bed in heavy

stupor, but Jose fancied that it was a healthful sleep ; and, not wish-

ing to disturb him, but believing that he had gained the wished-for

permission, he took the sacred pipe and raised it to his lips.

"I may not send my spirit upward in invocation," he said to him-

self. "That is too sacred, too solemn a thing. But I may send it, if

I can, so far as Capistrano."

The pipe was of soapstone, blackened by time. Strai'ge fiiriires

were carved upon it. It was an easy thing to light the tobacco with a

coal from the fire, and to take three long puffs upon it, blowing the

smoke wreaths westward. Then a wonderful thing happened.

Jose found himself, of a sudden, on the seashore—a slim little fig-

ure dancing in the moonlight, for joy of a sight so new and strange.

He had often seen the ocean from his mountain, but only as a flat

expanse of shimmering gold or silver, visible at certain hours when

the light struck upon it slantwise, the islands far towards the sunset

then appearing like purple ships adrift. He had heard the old

men sing about its tossing waves, about the animals that lived in the

water, and the shells and seaweed that strewed the beaches; but

these had been meaningless words. It was far different to stand

at the very margin of this white-and-green world of water
;
to greet

the shock and tumult of its onrush with out-stretched arms of wel-

come; to listen to its roar, its sighing, its smging—the thousand

voices that made one, and then ebbed away into silence, only to re-

peat the sport, the song, the tossing, over and over again.

Jose danced in the spray, where the moonlight made little rain-

bow halos about his head. The cold, brown rocks were slippery with

ooze and seaweed, and revealed a hundred marvels when the water
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left them dripping. A night could be spent here in searching every

moment for some new delight ;
but he remembered that he had other

work to do. He must take the shortest road to Capistrano. So he

climbed the bluff and crossed the valley, broad, green and sheltered,

which the good friars chose so wisely; passed the ruined Mission—
all that remained to mark the past ; and so went on among the rugged

foot-hills, searching for the raven.

It was baffling work
;
for one hill was like another, and all canons

led to the sea. The moon sank fast, and the shadows gathered closer.

He began to climb a cone-like hill, using for path the narrow runlet

which the winter rains had made—a channel cut in the solid rock'

and filled with loose rounded stones that slipped beneath his feet.

The top of the hill was flat, and strewn with gigantic boulders

whose shadows bewildered his progress; and at the foot of one of

them he stumbled over a grayish heap which rattled fearsomely. He
had often heard that dreaded sound, and he sprang back in instinctive

alarm while a gigantic rattlesnake erected its head from the center

of what seemed a heap of dingy sea-shells, but which Jose perceived

to be the rattles of its own tail, two or three hundred in number.

These occupied the center of the coil made by the huge body, and im-

peded the motions of the snake, who showed little vitality and no

disposition to strike at the intruder.

His back was beautifully marked, the diamond pattern showing in

black and white, and the marvel of his age and size would have dis-

posed the boy to examine him more closely; but at that moment he

caught sight of the raven perched upon the rock just above his

head.

"Witte!" said the bird—the Indian word for welcome. "I have

looked for you, and now you have come. It is well."

He stirred his great wings with an effort. They were stiff, the

feathers rusty black, broken and ragged at the ends. His legs were

crooked with much perching in one spot, his claws huge, twisted and

deformed. His eyes alone showed unabated vigor. They glowed
like coals of fire; and Jose felt that they pierced his soul, and read

his thoughts. He could conceal nothing from that searching gaze.

"It would be better if he had come sooner," said the rattlesnake,

in a husky voice.

"I did not know of your existence until tonight," explained Jose.

"But we knew of you for weeks and months and years," continued

the rattlesnake. "Time passes very, very slowly."

"Slowly if you count the past, too quickly if you count the future,"

remarked the raven. "And what we know is not the point to be

considered. The only thing of importance is how much the boy -

knows." /
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"I am willing to learn," said Jose timorously.

"And you do very well for a beginner," said the raven in his deep
hoarse voice. "It is for no common purpose that the rock talked, and

the stone bowl walked."

"Ah, you know about that too!" cried Jose.

"Naturally, since they obeyed the command I sent them in both

cases."

"It is very kind of you to take such an interest in me," said the boy,

"but I can not help wondering at it."

"One naturally takes an interest in the person upon whom one's

life depends," returned the rattlesnake sententiously.

"It is hardly necessary to explain that so early in the day," in-

terrupted the raven. "But since So-wut has blurted out the fact

with his usual impatience of consequences, I will trust you with the

truth. We two last beings of a departed faith live only by virtue of

the thought of one man's mind. So long as his belief in us is true,

we remain, my friend and I. If he can teach his belief to another

before he dies, our existence is prolonged by the space of a human
life. Ramon may die at any hour. He is very old and weak, but

you are young and may live seventy years
—who knows? So long

as you believe truly, we are safe."

He ruffled his feathers, and his head sank upon his breast as if

wearied with the effort of conversation.

"You are wondering why we wish to live," remarked the rattle-

snake, surprising the boy by reading the thought uppermost in his

mind." It is not a cheerful existence ;
but when you are further

along in your studies you may know some things concerning life

of which at present you are ignorant
—such things as these, for in-

stance: Being is quite as important as doing; thinking is quite as

joyful as acting; and knowing is best of all."

"The lesson is over for today," said the raven rousing himself.

'Tomorrow you will begin the regular course of instruction in the

outward observances and the meaning of them. Smoke the sacred

pipe nightly. But above all, believe. Believe truly."
"Never forget that," added the rattlesnake.

CHAPTER IV.

"The boy sleeps late," remarked Dolores, who was seated upon
the floor of Ramon's hut engaged in feeding the old man some warm
porridge, which he was eagerly devouring. Between each spoonful
she cast a loving glance at the son from whom for the first time in

his life she had of late been parted.
"He needs rest," replied Ramon, "His life has been hard, hunted

like a deer on the mountain."
"But you took him in and fed him, nearly starving yourself for

his sake. A little more and you would have died of that sick stom-

ach which comes from lack of food," said the mother gratefully. "I

shall not forget it."
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"He is a good boy," said Ramon. "He may be a great man. If I

might have him to myself without interference, I would bring him

up in the old ways, and teach him all that I know. He should first

of all drink the Datura. That is necessary above everything else as

a beginning."
"Santa Maria forbid !" cried Dolores, setting the empty bowl upon

the floor. "I will not risk my boy's soul by any of the pagan doings

my mother delights to tell about. They were good for the old times,

but not for us who are Christians."

"They are good for all times," answered Ramon, concealing his

disappointment. "They teach only good things, and they interfere

in no way with the work of the priests and the prayers said in Church.

The padres in the Missions never objected to the Indians dancing
as they chose upon the mountains."

"Never shall my boy drink the juice of the Datura," said Dolores.

"It is only by so doing that he can become great," urged Ramon.
"The power within him is not the power of the white man. At the

white man's school they call him a dunce."

Dolores went to the bed of the sleeping boys and shook him by
the shoulder. "Up!" she said. "Come home with me."

Jose opened his eyes, clouded with slumber, and smiled when he

heard his mother's voice.

"Home is not safe for me," he replied. "I cannot run the risk

after escaping so long."
"Then stay at Ma-lah-va. I will send you bedding for the cave,

and Susanna shall carry you meals from me. This is not a good place
for you."

She spoke in English, that Ramon might not understand; but he

read her meaning in the boy's face. He was used to affronts, but

he wondered that Dolores had so soon forgotten her gratitude.

Jose looked deprecatingly at his old friend, and followed his

mother far enough outside to be beyond his hearing before he an-

swered. "The old man loves me as if I* were his son."

"That is not strange," she replied. "But he can teach you only old

and useless things. His day is gone by."
"But I am an Indian, Mother," said Jose proudly. "There is no

white blood in my veins. Ramon thinks that some day I may be

chief in his place, if I learn well."

Dolores laughed loudly. "So that is his notion, and yours too?

He is in his dotage. Of what is he chief? Where is his tribe? Who
obeys him? But if by such nonsense you please him and yourself,
I suppose there is no harm done. He has been good to you, going
without food and almost starving himself that you might eat. And
it is cold at Ma-lah-va. But why not sleep at home?"

"I heard that Jo Williams watches the house day and night," re-

plied Jose. "Be patient, mother. I am near you now, but the East is

very far away; and three years is a long time to be parted from

you."
Dolores threw her arms around him. "You are right. I will not

interfere. Some time they will be tired of hunting a boy, to drag
him from his mother."

Jose went back light-hearted to the hut, but the old man was
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sad and changed. The flow of his conversation, always so ready
when alone with the boy, was checked like a frozen stream. So Jose
climbed to his pine-tree, to consider his future course of conduct. He
could no longer rob the generous old chief; and he knew that sup-

plies were scant at his own home, where there was no man to furnish

them. Susanna, too, must never go hungry for his sake. He would

gladly work, for he was tall and strong and had already earned

many a dollar. But what work was to be done in a neighborhood
where a price was set upon his discovery ?

On the further side of the mountain, where he spent most of his

day-time hours in the densest tract of the untrodden forest, he heard
the voices of white men ; and, on a narrow trail, he met a party of

surveyors, who hailed him as he was about to dart away into the

shadow of the woods.

"Hi, boy, come here ! I'll give you a dollar to carry this chain.

I thought that would fetch him. He looks 'intelligent. Can you
speak English ? So much the better. One of the boys sprained his

ankle this morning and we are a man short."

"I will work for you," said Jose, "if you will tell me which way
you are going."
"What difference can that make? But we're going over to War-

ner's." This suited Jose well, as every step would lead him further

from home. So he spent the day with the men, and proved such an
active assistant that they engaged him for the week at a dollar a

day, Jose gladly agreeing to the bargain on condition that he should

be paid daily, and that his nights might be free to return to the house

of his father. So he called Ramon.
The men laughed, and bantered him on the sweetheart he had left

behind him
;
but at the conclusion of every toilsome day, the boy

took the ever-lengthening road to the old man's house, that he

might share his earnings with him, and smoke the sacred pipe as the

raven had commanded. And every night he sent his spirit forth

upon some new adventure.

In order to obtain permission to use the sacred pipe under Ramon's
watchful eyes, it was necessary to tell the old man the history of that

first strange visit to Capistrano; and when he heard the tale Ra-
mon's awe-struck wonder was equalled only by his delight. This

was confirmation of his faith in Jose and his future far beyond his

hopes. Trembling with emotion he entrusted the carved stone pipe
into the hands of the boy, watching him half enviously as he made
the invocation which he had taught him, blowing the smoke to the

four quarters of the sky, then upward with a solemn gesture. And
when Jose sank into slumber, the old man remained awake through
the long hours of darkness chanting the all-night music of an an-

cient ceremonial.

Jose hardly knew why he lingered in spirit in a moonlit cafion,

to watch a night-flying moth sucking the sweets from a great yellow
blossom

;
nor why he stopped to shake an oak-bough to see if acorns

were ripe, when all the time he was bound for the high mesa at

Po-lah-lak. He decided that it was timidity which delayed his prog-
ress, and the doubt of what new experience might be in store for

him ; but when he heard a loud voice call his name, he sped onwards,

feeling that after all he was only going towards home—a home that
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had been his, perhaps, a hundred years ago. At any rate, no matter

what happened, he need not fear the strange or unexpected.
The shadows deepened in the forest, which was denser than he

had ever known it. Hundreds of Indians were moving among the

trees, but all trod lightly, speaking in whispers, if they spoke at all.

Through the pine trunks the glare of a great bonfire struck upon
his eyes and about it a concourse of people was gathered as if await-

ing a coming ceremonial. At the turn of the trail a large hand

grasped his own, and the voice he had heard before said softly, "The
other way, Uttle man! You will see the fire later. All in good
season."

So he allowed himself to be led away from the firelight and into

a circle of men and boys who were seated in solemn silence in one

of the darkest recesses of the ancient woods, where the interlacing

tree-tops made a roof that shut out even the gleam of stars.

Jose, when awake, could not remember the half of that which he

saw and heard on this memorable night ; but of 'one thing he was
certain. He drank the juice of the Datura when it was his turn to

do so, trembling no more than all the other half-naked little boys
with painted bodies in whose company he found himself.

He knelt beside the stone bowl and bent his head until his lips

touched the fiery liquid contained within it, of which he took draught
after draught, although it burned his throat and made the tears

come in his eyes.

"Enough, my son !" said the chief, and the strong arm of his guide

helped him to rise and held him as they stood waiting for the march
which was to begin when all were ready, the march to the fire.

This was a very grand and solemn thing, for the chief led the

way, and the greatest captains were in the line—those whose names
were celebrated in song and story, the heroes of the old times.

Jose's heart swelled with pride, for a thousand men were waiting
in the crowd around the fire, and every one was ready to greet him
as a brother, now that he had drunk the Datura juice.

The march led through an open glade ;
and out of the shadow and

into the star-light the procession came two by two, while in front of

all, Tam-yish, the sacred stone bowl, came rolling and twisting down
the narrow path, at sight of which the thousand men shouted as one.

"The power is with us," they cried, and then the dance began.

Jose's head was dizzy and his limbs were weak. It seemed to him
that the trees which stood about in a circle were dancing, and the

stars danced overhead. The world spun around, and he spun with it.

Soon he sank into a stupor, and the strong arms of his guide re-

ceived him, and bore him to a safe resting-place. "Sleep well, my
brother, but remember your dream," he heard the deep voice say. "I,

Wis-kun, will keep watch. No harm shall befall you. Then when

you wake, you shall learn how we put out the fire."

A dream within a dream is difficult to remember. Jose fancied

that a little brown squirrel was near him, sometimes frolicking about

upon the ground, sometimes climbing an oak tree and pelting him
with the acorns which stung him at last so sharply that he awoke,

opening his eyes upon the sight of the leaping flames, and remem-

bering that he was to witness the concluding events of the cere-

monial.
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An open space, bare even of leaves, had been cleared for the great

bonfire, and pine trunks full of pitch were heaped to feed the roaring
flames. Showers of sparks driven by the wind soared above the

tops of the forest trees.

"Now you shall learn a lesson which white men could never teach

you," said Wis-kun. "This is what we do who have the power."
And he leaped inta the middle of the fire.

His smoothly moulded limbs, bare and bronze as those of a statue,
shone in contact with the fiery whirlwind that enveloped him. The
feather head-dress which he wore scorched and shrivelled in the

flame. But while Jose cried aloud in terror, Wis-kun sprang out

again unharmed and faced his young charge, laughing at his wonder.

"Try it !" he said. "It is your turn now. Can you do as I have
done?"

Jose's heart began to thump, and a lump rose in his throat. A
panic weakness seized him. Every one was looking at him. The

very stars seemed eyes that searched his soul to spy the base fear

hidden there.

He must do it. It was better to die than to be a coward. So he
made the invocation, and leaped into the sea of flame.

If he had shrunk in self-pity from the torture, he would have

proved himself unworthy; for the test was a real one, though only
the spirit form encountered it. But Jose, with the eyes of heroes

upon himi, met it like a hero. He yielded himself to endure to the

uttermost. He laved himself in the fire, and breathed the scorching
smoke, and danced in the dancing flames.

"Enough," cried Wis-kun, while all the people shouted; and the

boy sprang out as his teacher had done, unharmed, but not un-

changed ;
for in an hour his soul had grown from the soul of a boy

to that of a man. He had learned a lesson through the teaching of

an incommunicable experience, never to be forgotten.
So when Jose opened his eyes in Ramon's hut next day, he awoke

as one initiated. He looked upon the familiar things about him as

if he had never seen them before. The old mean's face seemed

changed to him. He noted with a new pity its pathetic sadness, the

lines carved by grief and age, and the sorrowful droop of the

mouth. And he tried to cheer him by loving words and cheerful

prophecies.
"Tell me your spirit dream," said Ramon

;
but Jose shook his

head. "All was confused," he answered. "Vast shadows
; dancing

figures; stars like eyes that watched me, and a squirrel that threw
acorns on my head."

Ramon was disappointed. He had expected something glorious,
an old world memory vivified into actuaUty, such as had been the

conversation with the raven at Capistrano.

Jose, with his new-born sympathy for the old man's feelings, had

purposely refrained from telling him that in the spirit he had drunk

the juice of the Datura; that the greatest chief of the olden time had

given him the initiation into the brotherhood of heroes, and the

noblest captain of them all had been his teacher; for he knew that

this grandiose experience would chill the cherished hope of old

Ramon that he himself might one day revive the ancient ceremonial

for the benefit of his adopted son and successor.

(To be continued.)
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AN EPISODE OF NINETT-THREE
By ZOE G. WILLIAMS.

LASKA is pretty close to the rest of the world to-day

(said my friend from the north), but in 'ninety-three

it was distant enough for some of the people there to

get hungry. We had no monthly mail-boat then,

stopping here and there along the coast, and after the

hurly-burly of the salmon season ended, and the pack and the

packers left, communication hibernated. If the provisions ordered

in the summer did not arrive, we might surmise that some cog in our

plans had slipped
—and that was all. Perhaps the goods would come

before spring. If they did, we were lucky; if not, we weren't.

In 'ninety-three a cog slipped badly, and a few of us wintering east

of the Copper river had a chance to respect the aborigines for their

ability to live near to nature.

By the end of November our last dish of beans and pan of bread

were but memories, the flour-sacks themselves had lost their identity

in the household linen-chest, and in the grocery line we had come

down to tea and sugar, and—well, they are not very filling.

We had begun by feasting, changed to dieting, and ended by al-

most starving on the fattest salmon and juiciest ducks in the world,

but we would gladly have exchanged them for a mess of pottage.

That is the way a white man feels on discovering that the herbivor-

ous predominates over the carnivorous in his make-up. An Indian

would have smiled like a Mellin's-food baby on that repast, but we
were all rebellious inside, and looked as hungry as crows as we sat

on the rocks, surveying the uncommunicative stretch of ocean for

the belated ship that carried our winter supplies.

As we gazed, one of us discovered a dark spot on the shore-line.

At first it was like a gnat, crawling on our picture ; then it divided,

and soon we recognized two of the men who were wintering fifteen

miles oflF, on one of the Kayak islands.

"Any grub over here ?" was the greeting they gave us.

"Salmon, duck and one porcupine." The names sounded immense,

"Hope you've brought some bread along," said one of our gang,

grinning. "Our bakery's closed."

"Bread? What is bread?" the newcomer replied.

"You don't mean to say the store over there's given out!"

"There's some drygoods left. Let's have a look at that salmon

and ducks."

"How about the two sacks of flour we took you a while back?" I

asked.

The men laughed. "Where's that salmon and ducks ? There ain't

even anything to kill on Kayak. We had meant to stick it out until
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the ship came in, but when all the grub was gone—well, some of the

boys rigged up a schooner and went outside to Orca. The only one

left at home now is too sick to get away."
"
'There lies a horse on yonder plain, Billy Magree, Magraw,'

"

sang our musical genius, with a glance towards the hills northwest

of us. "But—"
The "horse" was ten sacks of flour stored in a cabin on Martin

river; the "but" meant a variety of things. It was over forty-five

miles to the cabin
;
the clear weather we had been enjoying was not

calculated to last; a storm on the trail would render traveling un-

pleasant, if not disastrous ;
the ice on the sloughs and streams in our

path was still too thin to bear much weight, yet there was too much
of it to allow making the trip by water—our usual thoroughfare.

Two months earlier the ice had almost caught us on the way from

Orca. We had been in the same predicament then, in regard to

provisions ordered from the south in the summer, and, feeling un-

certain about the arrival of the ship
—besides fearing we might have

to face the winter unprovided—two of us had rowed a whale-boat

eighty miles across the Copper river delta to Orca and started back

with a load of supplies. The ice was forming then. Forty miles from

Orca it closed in on us. At a considerable risk to boat and cargo we
made the five miles to Kuken Hene island, where we fixed up an

empty cabin in which to spend the winter. We thought of those at

home, looking down the coast for the belated ship and up the coast

for us, and hoped the ship would arrive, for we were locked fast.

But one day, about two weeks later, the ice floated out again
—kind

of chuckling to itself as if the whole thing had been a joke
—and we

followed on its heels, making the fourteen miles to Martin river.

There it seemed advisable to lighten the load, on the principle that

half a cake is better than none, for there was no law to prevent the

drift-ice catching us again along the thirty miles that lay between

the river and home.

A few miles up the river stood an empty cabin, where provender

might He safely until called for. So we dumped half our freight

there, and with a lightened boat made good speed home, then on,

with the last of the load, to the fellows on Big and Little Kayak
islands.

That was the flour we had started for in October. Now we

planned to get the rest of it. About nine o'clock next morning the

five of us set out, taking along a canoe and a sled. The sled was

to be useful as far as Softuck, where the mud flats begin ; the canoe,

the rest of the way—for it could be dragged like a sled over the

frozen marsh and floated where navigation was open.

The weather was clear and just cold enough to make the blood
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tingle. Our way lay close to the coast. On the left was the ocean,

all deep blue shadows and golden lights, under the slanting rays

of the morning sun; on the right we looked across white-blanketed

lowlands to the thickets of ice-jeweled spruce and hemlock that

stretched high up the mountains. It was all sparkling and beautiful,

except where an occasional clump of dead trees stood out black and

gruesome, like a skull at a feast. On we went, feeling as insignificant

as fleas, crawling over this sleeping giant.

By noon we had reached the salt-marsh south of Softuck, and met

our first delay. The tide was in, with its waters alive with youngs

canoe-destroying ice, and there was nothing to do but wait on the

sandpit for it to recede, so night had closed down by the time we
made the crossing. We had expected to lunch on the Softuck clams
—a large variety of cockle as luscious as they are filling

—which,

fortunately, can be dug by star-light. Wading in a shallow stream—
the tail of the out-going tide—we felt, with our moccasined feet,

for the edges of shell that betrayed the hidden bivalve, and soon

gathered enough for a feast.

The next day we made the rest of the distance, and by night reached

the cabin where the flour was stored.

One might imagine that our first consideration would have been

to cook a square meal, but, the only cooking utensils being a tin

coffee-pot, we decided to make some tea and forget emptiness in

sleep. One of the boys made some flour-paste, which he recom-

mended as both filling and nourishing, but the rest of us declined to

risk spoiling the breakfast we hoped to take next morning at the

fur-station higher up the river.

This station was kept by a squaw named Ishlot. She stood a little

above her swarthy sisters—much as a four-leaved clover stands out

on a lawn—and she ran that station about as well as a white man
could. Ignorant as a coyote about the things one acquires at school,

she had invented a system of book-keeping that was indisputable.

One sheet of paper was her ledger, but the dots and crosses on it

formed an accurate record of her transactions. Whether or not

these marks stood for anything more than money, I never knew—it

is probable that part of her system was just remembering—but she

could describe, to a hair, every pelt that had ever passed through her

hands, and the price it brought.

It hardly seemed neighborly to be so near without calling, so shortly

after sunrise next morning we were in sight of the shariTy.

A hope-inspiring column of smoke issued from the chimney as

we came up, and later we detected an appetizing smell of cooking.

On arriving we learned that our approach had been noticed in good
time and breakfast was readv. It consisted of a stew of mountain-
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goat and rice, besides biscuit baked in a real oven—for Ishlot owned

a stove and could cook like the civilized.

We did justice to the repast, and in the genial haze of an after-

breakfast pipe exchanged news and discussed the trip homeward

with Ishlot and Holka Ish—an Indian buck who was temporarily

indisposed on account of having run foul of a porcupine. With one

side of his neck the size of a foot-ball he appeared to us to be in a

deplorable condition, but he did not seem to mind it.

I had heard of the painfulness of an imbedded needle working
its way out, and, judging that a porcupine quill must be a pro-

portionately greater discomfort, was surprised when he offered to

show: us a short-cut over the mountains. He was interested in a

bear-hole over our way, and, not having visited it that Fall, thought
to combine business with pleasure by going along with us. We
gladly accepted his oflfer and put in the next few days repairing our

moccasins and waiting for the ice to harden. Every day meant

better foot-traveling, but we would have profited by curtailing our

visit a little.

It was about daybreak one morning that we finally said good-

bye to Ishlot and started for the little cabin. Two hours later we
had the flour packed on the sled the Indian had loaned us, and were

crossing the Martin river mud-flats on a Hne north of the one we
had come by—the Indian in the lead. The ground was level, mostly
frozen marsh, with an ice-covered stream here and there. It was

easy to make good time on this stretch, and we covered about six-

teen miles by what we thought to be two o'clock. The sun, our

only chronometer, had gone back on us. During the morning it

had shone out bravely, but was now hidden in a dark grey sky that

threatened snow.

Halting on the shore of the widest slough we had met, we looked

across, wondering if the ice would bear us. It appeared firm, but

knowing that we had reached the tide-water limit, and thinking of

the corrupting eflfect of salt-water on ice, we hesitated.

One of the men went out to test it. Very cautiously he walked

a third of the distance, then, giving a few light bounds, passed mid-

stream in safety and sent up a war-whoop. Another man followed.

He carried the end of the sled-rope, and, one by one, all but myself
reached the opposite shore. I, being the lightest, stayed to push the

sled. Finally all was ready for the grand finale, and at the word

"go," with a push and a pull, the sled was started.

"Whish !" I was half way over.

"Crack !" I was waist-deep in the water, hanging on for dear

life.

"Pull, fellows !" They pulled with a will, the rope held, and we
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were dragged upon firm ice, but the sled was a sight
—one runner

broken short off anci the piece gone. This was discouraging, and the

prospect of having to tote that flour the rest of the way home on

our backs did not cheer us. My sled was fifteen miles off at Sof-

tuck, snow was beginning to fall and we were all dead tired. It was

then that Holka Ish showed what it is to be an Indian.

"I get sled," he said, with a withering look. He was just warm-

ing up.

Well, we let him—seeing he was willing
—and described the sled's

location, feeling sure that he would find it—smell it out, should

our directions be misleading. Indians have a faculty for such

things.

While we built a fire, made tea, and tried to forget our troubles,

Holka Ish struck out for Softuck.

It was long after dark when he returned, with the sled in tow,

and, piling the flour on, we started at once. We could not wait for

day, as the snow was momentarily growing deeper on the trail, and

the Indian did not appear to need rest.

Our admiration of his endurance was not untinged with envy.

He had walked over forty-five miles since morning, and eaten noth-

ing, had not once mentioned the swelling on his neck, and was,

seemingly, as fresh as a daisy. Now he started off ahead of us,

breaking trail through snow a foot deep, we following as close as

the load would let us. He led us over a varied country, up and

down steep inclines, and across open parks. The trail generally

skirted the timber-Hne, but at times we descended steep canons

where the thick growth and numerous wind-falls made it necessary

to unpack the sled and carry it and the flour to where the way was

open again. The Indian's steps never flagged, but soon after day-

break he stopped, and, going to one side of the trail, hid his gun.

We noted this with silent satisfaction, thinking it might be a

sign of fatigue. We were ready to drop.
"Bear-hole up there," he explained, pointing off at right angles

and indicating a place in the hills. Then he went on for about six

miles, and, stopping again, showed us our shanties in the distance.

"Go back now," said he. "Get that bear."

"No, come with us. Have something to eat. Plenty good grub,
now. Stay all night, get bear tomorrow."

"No, think I catch that bear now."
Words were useless. There was no inducement we could offer

that could postpone the chase for even a little while.

We could only look in amazement at Holka Ish's retreating figure.

He had walked sixty miles without stopping, it was fully fifteen

more to the bear-hole, and we wondered if he would get a bear-

steak for his trouble—and his breakfast. We hoped he would,
whether he needed it or not.

San Francisco, Cal.
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bless you ! though Tomsy was so deep in disgrace, he did not seem

to know it. His well-scrubbed face glowed with zest as in a great

novelty. He ran around and around his stake, clucking to himself.

He capered and backed, sidled and bucked, and thoroughly enjoyed
himself as the wildest of ponies. True, the amusement might have

exhausted itself in time, but long before that point was reached

Tomsy made a great discovery.

In one of his scampers clear to the end of his rope he caught a

glimpse of something queer and dark and still just around a corner

of the house. His towhead remained in one spot for a long minute—
he was carefully investigating Felicity. Terrified as he had appeared
to be at the first sight of her that morning, it was only a mock dis-

may which presently sent him scampering off. Very soon he was

back again.

The third time he peeped Felicity may have turned the tail of a

black Indian eye upon him, for he laughed aloud as he fled.

What could possibly keep him from repeating so gleeful an ex-

perience? As for Felicity, no "grown-up" was there to watch her,

and before she knew it, she was making feints to catch him. Tomsy
scurried gloriously back and forth, forth and back. It was a noble

game. He grew bolder each instant, and, at last, communicative.

"Tomsy's tied up."

"Why for?" demanded Felicity, promptly showing her fine teeth

in a smile that wonderfully enlivened her dark face.
"
'Cause."

"
'Cause why ?" urged Felicity.

But Tomsy was not to be held down to reasons.

"Can't catch me!" he gurgled, gazing at her with unfearing eyes.

And the game began afresh, ending at last with Tomsy perched,

rope and all, shrieking with ecstasy, on Felicity's strong, young
shoulder.

They were sworn comrades from that hour.

Yet Felicity had trying ways: what Indian girl has not? If she

did not want to do what she was told—she hated work, Felicity!
—

she would pretend not to understand a syllable of English ; or, if one

were in a desperate hurry, she would stand stock-still and stare and

ask, "Porque?" ("Why should I do that ?") until very soon Tomsy's

mother came to have no patience with her, and dubbed her a No
buena—a good-for-nothing.

But Tomsy's father was more indulgent.

"After all she is only a child," he said; and so she was, though

wonderfully compact and strong for her years.

So the summer went by and the winter came on. Gray storms

and ghostlier storms, all in white shrouds, were forever trailing their
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draperies over the boulder heaps and through the tangled chamisal

back of Tomsy's home. The snow lay so long upon the high ground
that wild animals, seldom seen in the valley, were driven down to

seek for food. Traps were constantly set for foxes and other prow-
lers in the stable-yard. And that is why, one bright afternoon when

Tomsy's father and mother were starting off for a visit to a neigh-

bor's, ten miles away, Felicity's orders were to keep Tomsy close

indoors.

The afternoon wore late and house-romps were quite exhausted.

To prevent Tomsy from making a break for liberty, Felicity locked

him in the parlor, even hiding the key. She chose that room, partly

because it was forbidden her, but more because from a window there

she could watch the road where the home-wagon ought soon to ap-

pear.

She sat by the window with Tomsy in her lap. For five consecu-

tive seconds Tomsy interested himself trying to look for mamma,
but then he cried to have the window opened. Felicity obeyed him—
the beginning of troubles

;
for immediately Tomsy was wild to climb

out of it. He hung on the sill
; he projected himself over it

;
his

tow-head bobbed restlessly about. FeHcity kept a firm hand on his

jacket and her eye was now on him, now off through the tree-boughs

on the road. All at once some slight movement between her eye and

the road drew her attention—horribly fixed it. There, in a fork of

the tree just above the open half of the window, was a gaunt moun-

tain wild-cat as flat as four-footed beast can lie and still be on its

legs. The movement which betrayed its presence to Felicity was

very likely some stealthy turn of its head, timed to the bobbing of

Tomsy's head over the sill. The creature was already feeling its

legs under it, trembling for a spring.

As Felicity dragged Tomsy back from the window, his wrathful

outcry was answered by an unearthly scream. The cat had landed

on the window ledge. A second leap brought it into the center of

the room. For an instant it stood erect, bristling with rage and

glaring around
; then, discovering itself shut close as it were in a

cage, was overtaken with panic fear. It flung itself bodily against

the nearest wall, and, further maddened by that obstruction, went

up the wall, which was of cloth and paper, digging its claws deep
into the wood beneath. One mere second it clung writhing just un-

der the ceiling and then fell heavily to the floor—falling only to re-

bound to the wall. In ten seconds it had been in as many different

parts of the room, testing Felicity's strength and agility to the ut-

most, what with terrified Tomsy clinging to her neck, to avoid its

frantic rushes.

The wall-paper came down in long, irregular tongues, window-
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shades fell clattering and every noise, every contact with an obstacle,

seemed for a time to redouble the beast's terror. But worse was at

hand. Its blind fury ended as suddenly as it had begun. It no

longer ran up the wall, but watched Felicity's movements with deadly

malevolence from the top of a table where it had landed. Its pointed

ears were laid back, its savage teeth bared, its gaunt bristling body
trembled for a fatal spring. In this deadly moment Felicity must, at

last, have remembered the open window. She backed quickly to it,

tore Tpmsy loose from her neck and dropped him over the sill to

the ground. Did she hope to follow him? There was no time.

Baby-like, Tomsy did not understand what was being done for him.

He shrieked with fear, shrieked for Felicity, tried to clamber upon
the window-sill to get to her, to hold her fast. Then it must have

been that the Indian girl resolved upon a deed worthy of a heroine.

She pushed the child back and shut the window.

Tomsy, at least, was safe.

A few minutes later—or was it only a few seconds?—the sound

of wheels announced the arrival of the wagon, and lo! there was

Tomsy, all alone and bareheaded, "playing horse" with the handle

of a grindstone. There were traces of tears on the cheeks which he

turned toward his mother.

"That dreadful girl !" she began, but Tomsy's father cried out,

"Listen!" And as soon as the wagon ceased rattling, both heard

muffled but terrible sounds coming from the direction of the house.

The man caught his rifle from the wagon and was over the fence at

a bound. That awful mingling of human screams with screams

such as never came from human throat directed him toward the

front of the house. He reached the window under the fig-tree, and

peered in.

Felicity was vigorously, defending herself with a chair, but before

the man could bring piece to shoulder and fire, the great cat had

borne her down, chair and all, with a terrible leap. At the noise

of the shot and crashing glass, the beast left its prey and sprang to

the wall, where a second shot reached it, ending its savage life.

The room was not more badly wrecked than Felicity's garments,

yet, saving one long claw-scratch from shoulder to elbow, she was

sound and unhurt, as she deserved to be.

A gray cat-skin with undertone of yellow still adorns the ranch-

house wall.

San Diego, Cal.
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A MAN, A horse: AND A WOMAN
By ESTHER HARLAN.

HE man and the horse came together. The man said

his name was Reddy Benson and he wanted work.

The boss looked him over; he wasn't the type that

inspires confidence at sight, but they were short of

hands.

They all stood off from the newcomer for a while and Reddy went
about his business and made no overtures. But curiosity as to the

mare eventually won the day.

"Say, Benson," began Al Mitchell, when the gang were loafing

under the trees one bHstering noon, "how'd yer come by that Blue-

grass o' yourn?" It was an unusual inquiry for the locality, by
no means one to venture with a stranger. Its directness in this

instance was intended as a compliment, and Reddy accepted it as

such.
J

"Yes," he said, "she's the real thing. I didn't buy her."

"Thought as much," returned the other. "Thought yer must

ha' raised her when I seen the store yer set by her. Guess she'd

come high if yer was to sell her."

"Sell her!" echoed Reddy, darkening. "What yer made of, man?
I'd a durn sight ruther sell my soul than let ary other leg cross Kitty's

back as owner!" and the glower with which Reddy left the group
boded ill for any aspirant to such honor. When Reddy glowered
he was not good to look upon. He was cross-eyed, a scar across

his forehead furnished a perpetual scowl, and ragged red hair and

beard gave his appearance a far from pacific tone. Nature had not

been kind to Reddy, but his voice was good—deep, steady, clear.

About a week after this there was another accession to the camp
circle. The boss came back from an all-day ride with three travel-

stained strangers in tow, a middle-aged man and two women, one

very young and very pretty. At least, so thought the boys, who,

in twenty-two months, had seen nothing more nearly resembling a

woman than a pair of spectacles and a red cotton handkerchief, and

who now showed their unanimous reverence for "the little lady,"

as they immediately named her, by such great and personal sacrifices

as jack-knife shaving, birch-bark combing, and a general washing

of shirts. Dead-fall Tim went so far as to ofifer ten dollars far a

piece of looking-glass two inches square, and even old man Payson,

who had been in bunk for a week, got up and began chewing tobacco

and calling for his clothes.

Though the boys never got hold of the whole story, they made

out enough of it to understand that the three had been separated from

a party in company with whom they were searching for somebody—
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somebody of the black-sheep variety, but who was, nevertheless,

very dear to "the little lady." Almost immediately she and Kitty

had become fast friends, and, strangely enough, it seemed to please

Reddy to have the mare whinney as she passed, and rub her nose

against the girl's arm.

Once he came unawares upon "the little lady" in Kitty's stall, her

arms about the arching neck and her tears falling silently on the

soft mane.

"Don't yer mind," he said awkwardly, failing in an attempt to

slip out unnoticed, his face vying in redness with its shaggy fringe.

"It'll all come out right; don't yer mind."

Reddy hadn't the least idea what he was talking about, but he

felt vaguely that the situation required something of him, and he

did his best.

"Oh, but you don't know !" the girl answered, with the abandon

of a child, burying her head again in Kitty's mane. "He is at

fault—he did wrong, oh ! very wrong ;
that is what hurts most.

But—I can't help loving him all the same ! He must have a chance.

He never did. Everybody's been down on him always, and they
won't understand ! They—they think—but, oh ! don't you know
what I mean?"

If Reddy knew, he gave no sign at the time. The only visible

effect of the appeal upon him was to dye his face a deeper magenta
and hopelessly impede his utterance.

"Tell Kitty," he managed to mumble. "She'll know. She knows

everything. I could get along 'thout a God in heaven better'n I

could 'thout Kitty there!"

Thereafter there was a sort of wordless freemasonry between the

three, as often happens with creatures of the same mettle, whether

they be horse or human.
"The little lady" spent much of the time galloping about the

undergrowth and clearings around the camp, and Reddy's boast

that the mare took food from no hand but his own speedily lapsed
into tradition. But Long Bill nearly lost an eye one day when he

ventured some coarse banter upon this, and the boys thereafter

accepted the situation in silence.

As a matter of fact, the camp almost worshipped the girl with

the great sad eyes that seemed so many years older than the sweet

fair face from which they shone, and any one of them would gladly
have crawled the length of the gulch to do her a service. It seemed
rather hard lines, though, that Reddy, uncombed and unwashed as of

yore, and openly scornful of their attempts at civilization, should

be taken into such evident favor when the most that ever fell to

their share was a gentle "Good-morning," or a "Thank you," and
a smile.

One night
—it was hardly a week after their arrival—"the little

lady" could not sleep
—one of those strange fits of restlessness that

imaginative people call "the shadow of coming events" and practical

people, "nerves." Far into the night she sat, gazing at the fantastic
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shadows cast by the moon-beams, filtering down through the thick

branches about the cabin's roof
; wondering, longing, hoping—always

hoping.
As the stillness of time's ebb-tide settled over the wild hill-country,

a formless fear possessed her; a leaf's fall made her start; every
sense seemed tense—alert. A faint sound—was it a sound ?—in the

direction of the hut that served as stable
; was that the soft burr-r-r

of a slowly turning hinge ? Was it Reddy going to Kitty's stall ?.

The mare had had a hard trip that day—forty miles over to the

mountain. The girl moved to the other window. She could see

the shadow of the half-open stable door, bitten cleanly out of the

moonlight patch of bare ground before it. She was still partly

dressed, and her first impulse was to go out and ask if there were

anything the matter. Then a man emerged—plainly not the six-foot

owner of the frightened creature hanging stubbornly back on the

bridle-rein, but indistinguishable in great-coat and slouch hat. And
yet? No, it could not be! The girl rushed to Reddy's shanty as

the man flung himself on Kitty's back, and, spurring, was off like

an arrow.

"Wake up ! oh, wake up !" she cried, frantically gripping his

shoulder. "Some one's stolen Kitty. Oh, make haste! She's only

just gone !"

The man was on his feet in an instant. There was no time nor

need for further words. He caught a pistol from the wall and in

less than three minutes the furious gallop of the camp's best horse-

flesh was putting the shining length of trail between Reddy and the

excited girl at whose heart gnawed a nameless pain she tried in vain

to ignore. She stood, listening, until the last echo of the flying feet

was swallowed up in the grim distance, and then went back to her

untouched bed, sick at soul.

Out on the valley road, Reddy's face was set, his jaw squared and
his eyes dark with anger. Once he leaned far down and listened,

as only a wilderness-trained man can, every other sense in abeyance.

Yes, there it was—the dull, regular thud, and not so far away. He
settled himself in the saddle and gathered his horse together for a

final spurt. Kitty was swift and game, but she was spent. A gap
in the ragged forest about him—what was that on the sky-line before

him? Reddy's spurs tore his horse's flanks and the air shrieked

in his ears as he cleft it, head down
;
the ground beneath was one

long, blurred streak. His horse's ears were laid back and its breath

came in long, regular waves. There was strength and endurance

in his mighty quarters, his long, space-devouring stride. He was

gaining rapidly. Reddy raised a little and bent forward, revolver

in hand. The moon hung high in the cloudless vault, lighting the

mad race. Kitty was clearly distinguishable now, doing her best—
but her wind was gone. He was gaining, and the man before him
knew it, for his arm rose and fell about the mare's straining flanks.

Reddy winced with each blow, half choked with the flood of rage
that surged through his powerful frame. Still he gained, and the

end must be counted by minutes. All at once the mare ahead

swerved, thrown almost on her haunches. Reddy smiled grimly ;

he remembered now—the Burnt Gulch yawned just there. He had

them at last—rats in a trap ! But—the man in front rolled from his
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saddle
;
did his spur catch in the spent muscles of the panting beast

under him ? There was a cry of terror and anguish that was almost

human, the tumult of full-leafed undergrowth, ripped root-wise from

its moorings, the muffled roll of earth-clods. The gulch was so

deep—there was no after-sound, even in that awful stillness. The
man cowered alone, before Reddy's revolver.

"Stop ! For the little lady's sake, stop !"

Reddy's finger stayed ;
then his hand lowered.

"You cursed coward!" he ground between his teeth, when the

creature before him had whimpered out his shabby story : That it

was he for whom the three wayfarers were searching, but even they
could not insure him safety. That the others were on his trail.

He had had news of the camp and knew the drift of the last week's

happenings, but dared not show himself. A figure, horseless, crept
out from the shadow. With a growl of fear, the smaller man felled

it with a blow.

"They're on me!" his voice rattled, uncontrolled. "Save me!
She'll tell you— I"

Something "she*' had said that day in Kitty's stall about never

having "had a chance" came, oddly enough, to Reddy's mind now.
There was no time to think; the thud of hoofs, close at hand, cut

from him all reply. The man before him shrank like a trodden

worm at the sound. Reddy thrust a roll of notes into his hand,

pushed him out of sight over the many-ledged side of the gulch,
and turned to face "the representatives of justice" over the dead

body of their scout.

The "trial" took place at the settlement, over on the other side

of the mountain. Such things are not allowed to lag in that wild

country. If Reddy had not killed the man, who had? The dead
man turned out to be an old enemy of his, too, which settled the

matter. There were other marks against Reddy's score beside this

one. Almost before the camp got wind of the matter, Reddy's doom
was sealed. In the few hours left them, after they did hear, they
left no stone unturned, though the man himself pleaded with them
to let things take their course. Not a question would he answer,
not a statement make, in his own defense.

"Hangin's a durn sight easier than livin' sometimes," he said. He
sent a letter, a page of rough, cramped characters—but they spelt

out the loyalty of as brave a soul as she had ever known. It was
addressed to "the little lady." Somewhat he told her—enough.
And a year later, when that other, to whom had been given his

"chance," was dying in delirium, he told her the rest, as she sat by
him hour after hour, her heart seared by the confessions, fever-

loosed. And there came back to her then a word of Reddy's, in one
of his rare lapses into speech. They had been talking of Kitty.
"She loves you," the girl had said. "She would do anything for

you—whether you coaxed her or spurred her. It's a strange thing
—

love."

"Yes'm," Reddy had answered awkwardly, "that's about the size

of it, I take it, anywhere you strike its trail. It ain't gettin' ;
nor

it ain't havin'. It's jest a-holdin' true to yer own mettle. It's jest
holdin' true."

Shelton, Conn.
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some: leaves from a California
calendar

By ETHEL GRIFFITH.

VII.

July 1st.

SIT on an east-fronting hill, for the night has been cool

and the rays of the early sun are genial. A fine strong

tang of early autumn is in the air. What is this rare

ambrosial mixture of the air which now for the first

time makes its faint suggestion and which we call

autumnal? Composed, is it not, of the moisture of the atmosphere
condensed in the cooler nights and at this particular season perfumed
and saturated by the volatile oil of drying herbs and flowers? The

stirring of a slight breeze is now felt like the rich breath from some

great sandal-wood fan
;
the wind of heaven resting a moment on the

dew-wet bosom of the earth, whence all sweet oil-secreting plants

exude their rare, medicinal odors, then rising again at sunrise whence

it came.

A universal twittering of blackbirds
;
a far-away owl on some dark

hill-slope ignores the dawn; an occasional lark-song in waiting

silence bursts with a quick soft bubble of music. Even the pow-
dered dust of the highway is damp with fragrant, oil-scented dew,

and my feet as I come through the meadows are wet to the ankle.

Bees, since earliest dawn, have been going by almost in swarms

towards the eucalyptus trees now blooming along the north road.

A truant worker from the hurrying mass lit on my dress and sat

there as long as I stayed; his brown, hairy body golden in the sun,

his wings varnished and shiny as oiled paper. Cuddling his feet

up cosily under him with a contented and domestic air, he gave

promise of lying down like a kitten on my dress, and I had almost

listened to hear him purr; but instead he put his forelegs to his

mouth and, by way of taunt, pulled out such an astonishing length

of insulting tongue at me that I was committed to much laughter

and he was in no small danger of being shaken off. He gripped

the tighter with his stout legs and scratched his head in very human

wonder at the vast subterranean quakings; then, giving it all up as

a puzzle, set about a careful toilet, busily and thoroughly massaging

every tiny pin-point of his body with one or another complemental

pair of legs, and with utmost care, occasionally thrusting out a

taunting tongue at me by way of diversion and all the time waving

his antennas airily and rhythmically in pleasing gestures.

Gipsy, the hound, who has been abroad at dawn, keeping an ap-

pointment at the coyote knoll, returns and stretches muddy paws

at my feet, imploring with wide, brown eyes a word of applause.
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Her deep tunnel in an unoccupied hole, the result of several hours'

warm work, is, to the calculating eye, a dismal failure, but she is

never discouraged. Hers is a devotion by means of action, and

she believes (with what in her case might be considered some dog-

matism) that "effort is itself the deed."

I observe the earliest decline of summer, as her birth, with equal

delight (perhaps the former is more beautiful, a richer, riper season

of maturer glory) and I do not see but that death should always be

as beautiful as birth, or that it is in any way different. The death

of summer is now the birth of autumn and the preparation of winter.

I am as eager for one as the other.

July 1 2th.

Hall Dudley has been several days absent on business in the city,

and today I received, most unexpectedly, a letter from him.

In many ways a letter is a surer expression than the spoken word,

a gift freer from consciousness of self and more wholly animated

by the spirit. I think I am seldom so completely in the society of

my friends as when, in their absence, I write or receive from them

a letter. They rise in their grandeurs and gather up their nobilities

like the outlying spurs of imposing mountains as I depart from

them, and from my own low-lying waste I for the first time measure

and comprehend them.

In the stifling heat of the dusty inland town he seems to have

turned with something of relief and longing to the wind-swept plains

of home.

He says at the close of a short letter : "You may remember that

when I sent you Bacchus, he bore on a card about his neck a quota-
tion from Thoreau—'For man tames nature only that he may at

last make her more free even than he found her.' That, in the

spring, was the acme of my philosophy, but I have noticed that

during our California summers even old stumps may grow. The

transplanted English variety, for which you had in the spring such

faint hope, has expanded a little in the genial atmosphere of your

garden, and today it occurs to me that as true a statement may be

made if we say of Nature, referring to the higher spirit of Nature

which animates and directs the course of life and of which her

visible, outward forms are only the beautiful symbols, that Nature

tames man, only that she may at last make him more free even than

she found him.

"Have you forgotten that ride through the hills on which, pointing
to a spiney, wild Spanish bayonet, you were moved to liken my
humble character to the plant's? But Nature has completed her

work in the evolution of the bayonet, while she has only lately taken

me quite seriously in hand, and for the first time I am invited to
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hope for a larger unfoldment than I have before dared to dream
this short life might contain.

"Do you know that this season the Spanish daggers are blooming
as never before? Their fragrance is rich as the 'culminating flower
of love in a strong heart.' And though you would not cut them,
you say that their spines are never dangerous 'to one who knows
their secret.'

"Do you suppose they can ever be domesticated?
"I am consumed with interest concerning one all-important ques-

tion—would you be willing to transplant and grow a bayonet in

your garden?"

July 17th.
Shadows of spring are blue and slate on the grass, variable and

soft and shifting to lighter or darker shades with mild blendings of
the light; but under this white light of mid-summer, objects are

outlined as in sepia, a dark brown or black upon the yellow-ochre of
bare ground. Smaller shrubs on a white, sandy hillside are etched
out sharp and strong by the afternoon sun in vivid blots of black,
without blend or variety

—
except for the endlessly changing hue

and tint of browning and grey-green shrubs and the rich-dyed reds

of the adobe hills. These red and browning hills, blistered and bare
and peeling in cracked flakes under the heat, stretch mile after mile

with hint of no variety. Their low, level length invites the eye
—a

broad and easy expanse, endlessly simple and vastly impressive, over
which the imagination hovers captive.
A glorious morning—one of Nature's extra, hand-made sort we

sometimes have in mid-summer.
Sun just risen. Soundly and deep have slept the long, brown

lands, stretched flat and relaxed under a brooding, breathless night;
but at dawn the sea rustles softly, a breath comes sighing over the

mountains, the light streaks softly, peering along the loftiest peaks,
and the earth blushes rosy red with the awakening kiss of the prince-

royal of princes, the majestic, all-conquering sun.

July 20th.

Jonas Breme has come home to California—and I might have

known it would be so. I might have known it would prove im-

possible, after these years of California life, to transplant him. How
foolish to expect the prickly pear to flourish in New England !

The summons of his deserted land—importunate, irresistible Cali-

fornia—laid hold upon him in his eastern nest, reaching him across

the great stretch of his hurried, retreating trail, and he was obliged
to return. This wonderful Chosen Land! No one is impregnable
to its charm, and no one can spend a day within the mystic atmos-

phere of this bronzed daughter of the sun and live long enough
elsewhere to forget it. People otherwhere select such pleasant places

as they think will do them for a home, but the Californian takes

instead such browned and smiHng hill-lands as he knows he cannot

longer do without.

Jonas, who arrived on the evening train from the East, drove

immediately out from the town to buy back his place of the Dudleys ;

only to find, however, that they will not at any price consider a sale.

Jonas will not go back to the city, and Hall has allowed him to

work on the ranch; but he wanders forlornly about his old fields
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as homeless as a squirrel who finds his nest inhabited by the ground
owls. I cannot but be sorry for him.

Next to the Dudleys', Jonas greatly covets our own adjoining
fields.

Father is not so well.

July 24th.
Our ranch is sold—and to Jonas Breme.
There are other things besides one hundred and sixty acres of

tillable ranch land in a world of our size with which a woman may
engage her time.

Now that we have no legal claim to any of the land, I have for

the first time entered into the feeling of a real and vital possession
of all of it, being at once both rich and disencumbered and free to

take it with me as I go. No rod of ground in all the long, brown
uplands but I know and claim my own. No stunted shrub or poi-
sonous weed or sprawling spiney thing but knows and holds me
still. This long, brown land

;
these wise, grey hills

; these tolerant

plains, over which I have wandered since a child, whose magic has

stolen through my heart a thousand dreaming, untold hours—this

Chosen Land and I—we understand ! We know each other well !

10 P. M.
Hall Dudley has heard of the sale of our ranch. He came hurry-

ing over through the twilight to find me in the arbor, even as on
that June night, how many millenniums ago? For surely I have
lived several lives since that time.

His shoulders were weighted as before, but not this evening from

fatigue, and he threw down at my feet a great full-flowering stalk

of Spanish bayonet
—that warrior of the hills we love so well.

He has asked me to continue my home here in the valley
—not,

"however, on my own, but on his side of the rabbit-tight wire netting.

July 30th.
We have been strangely happy tonight. Life moves in a low,

strong, sweet song whose very words are audible to the heart. It

says, "Joy and Peace—Joy and Peace."

Outside, the great starlit, brooding night
—so calm, so serene, so

mighty over all the tiny things. Its silence is the held breath of

Eternity, its endless peace is mighty as God's face.

In the low, drying weeds the crickets sing and sing; from the

iDrown hill the wild owls call ;
a night bird swings crying by on

long, dark wing, happy and alone through the night.
On the soft breath of a whispering breeze the ever-restless, dream-

ing ocean stirs and murmurs drowsily to its dampened sands. The
little grasses, wet with dew, droop on the bare, brown bosom of the

earth—everything sleeps.

One longs to share the secret of the night
—the silent, informing

and familiar night
—unbound, confidential ; to lay one's ear to the

•calm earth, to drink in the sound of its low breathing. The still,

steady throb of some omnipotent life is there. To be caught to

the breast of the Eternal and absorbed in the life of the Whole.

The strong delusion of separateness, and all the pain and travail of

emerging self, would so drop wholly from us, like a garment that

IS torn.

National City, Cal.
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'ALAMEDA, CALIFORNIA
By E. C. SOULES.

|F ALL the progressive and prosperous cities on the east side

of San Francisco bay, none of them can outbid Alameda for

the honor of being the queen residence city of the Coast.

With a splendid climate, convenient location, the best of

school and public buildings, a ferry system the envy of all

other cities about the bay, with miles of water-front and beach,

Alameda offers to home-seekers an opportunity to acquire a home in a most

favored spot. It supplies all of the virtues of close proximity to the me-

tropolis and fast-growing Oakland with none of the drawbacks of living

within a bustling, crowded city. So many are her virtues that there seems

no logical beginning or end to their enumeration.

A city of thirty thousand population, Alameda has the air and finish of

a successful city. Though in no sense a country town, Alameda lacks the

usual vices of a modern city. Her school and public buildings are of the

finest; her library received the proud compliment from Congressional Libra-

rian Putnam of being the model library of America for its size ; her city

hall was built without scandal and on the financial closeness of a private

contract; her new high school building would be an ornament to any city

in the West; her churches are numerous and most of them costly structures.

Two of them are comparatively new edifices, and a third new church is about

ready for dedication.

Alameda's city government has never been marred by the taint of scandal.

Under a new city charter, adopted this spring, the city is broadening her

municipal scope, without the aggravation of machine municipal politics.

Alameda is not a dry town, and yet is forever free from the menace of an

An AI.AMEDA Home
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An Alameda Home

overplus of saloons, for the new charter permanently forbids more than

twenty saloons. This leaves one license to spare, for there are but nineteen

places where liquor are sold, and several of these are not open bars, but

liquor depots, maintained principally for family trade. The twentieth license

is being reserved for the big tourist hotel which is bound to be erected as

soon as hotel capital takes the trouble to investigate and become interested.

The city has efficient police and fire departments. The law guardians have

little to do save comply with police regulations, for Alameda's high type of

citizenship reduces turbulence and violations of the law to a minimum which

keeps the police blotter free from arrest entries for weeks at a time. The fire

ALAMEDA City Hall
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An Ar.AMEDA Home

department is well drilled and maintained at a high state of efficiency. It is

seldom that a fire is not conquered by the watchful firemen before the loss

has exceeded a few hundred dollars.

Alameda's suburban train and ferry service is the envy of all the other

cities about the bay. Two Southern Pacific lines traverse its long narrow

territory for practically the entire length of the island, nad every resident

of the city is within a few minutes walk of a train station. A twenty-minute

service is maintained on one road and a thirty-minute service on the other,

making five trains and boats an hour between Alameda and San Francisco.

The biggest improvement in transportation in the city's history since the

first local train ran out of Alameda will be a realization within a few months ;

for the Southern Pacific has voted upwards of $2,000,000, and ordered all the

material for the changing of the Alameda mole lines from steam to electricity.

The preliminary work is now under way, and the material is expected from

the East daily. Included in the equipment ordered are new electric cars of

A Vista in Alameda Park
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A Home Place in Alameda

the finest and latest build. As no freight or through-passenger traffic is

operated through Alameda, there will be no noisy locomotives running through

the city after the change to electricity is made.

General Manager Calvin, of the Southern Pacific, announced, the first of

May, that the new electric trains would be running in and out of Alameda

by September first of this year. Two additional ferr3'boats are to be added

to the company's fleet, and the present twelve-minute trips will be reduced to

a ten-minute schedule of trains and boats. The Southern Pacific carried

one million more passengers last year than ever before in its history. A
considerable part of this immense new growth is located in Alameda.

The two lines to Oakland of the Traction Company are to have a rival;

An Alameda Bathing Beach
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for the Southern Pacific, when its new electric service is in operation, is to

establish an inter-city service between Alameda and Oakland and compete

for this business.

Alameda has the finest bathing beaches and boating facilities on the Coast.

Five boat-clubs are among its social and athletic organizations, and its waters

are dotted with canoes, skiffs, launches and white-winged sailboats and

yachts.

The city gets the benefit of the cooling summer trade-winds, but the wind's

bluflFness and vigor is toned down to a refreshing breeze by the sheltered

location of the city. Its summers are never hot, its winters are never cold.

Alameda's municipal lighting plant supplies electric light and power at a

Sxiui^ Watkk Bathing at A,..^.....wA
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At.amkda Public Library

rate believed to be the lowest in America. A reduction of thirty per cent, in

light and power charges was made this spring. Its water rates, kept at a

low figure by a watchful city government, are less than half those paid by

most cities of Central California. The charges for fuel and illuminating

gas are remarkably low, being forced down to enter into active competition

with the charges of the municipal electric plant.

The merchants of Park street have installed over fort)^ electroliers on the

three blocks between the two Park-street railroad stations. The merchants

of Seventh street, at the west end of the city, have purchased, and are now

An Alameda Home
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installing, upwards of thirty powerful arc lights. The city furnishes free

current for these lighting improvements, and the two streets will be a mass

of bright light.

The Adelphian Club, Alameda's leading women's club, has purchased a

site, and is closing plans for a $25,000 club house. The new Elks Lodge has

a building fund, already so plethoric that the lodge will build as soon as

definite plans are adopted and a site secured. The me/chants are spending

considerable sums in a very general plan of remodeling and improving busi-

ness properties. Several handsome new business structures were built during

the year, notably a $40,000 bank building. The city and telephone company

are to co-operate this summer in removing the unsightly poles from the main

An Acamhda Church
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thoroughfares and putting the wires underground. The new city govern-

ment, elected last April, is pledged to a program of progress, including the

transforming of Seventh street into a wide boulevard, and connecting Oakland

and Alameda with a perfect auto and vehicle driveway.

Such an improvement is by no means needed to afford perfect facilities

for autoing, for Alameda's streets have a fame which reach beyond the State

boundaries. There are miles and miles of level avenues and cross streets,

kept in the highest state of repair and as smooth as a laid floor.

There is not a city in America where sanitary conditions are better, and

Alameda is known as the cleanest and healthiest city in California. This

Alameda High School
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claim is backed by the death-rate which is but i,o66 per i,ooo per month, or

12.79 per year, and is the lowest death-rate in the State.

The Mayor, nine councilmen, library and healrfi boards, electricity and

police commissions serve without salary. All paid offices, save City Auditor

and City Treasurer, are appointive and under the scrutiny and direction of

boards and commissions.

Despite the high prices of building material and labor, Alameda has built

several hundred new homes the past winter and spring. The building program
for the coming year is double that of any previous year in the city's history,

hundreds of building lots being sold within the last few months.
^
The drop

in the price of building material has stimulated building, and most of these

home-sites will contain a new residence before the year ends. Alameda has

probably more handsome residences to the square mile than any city about the

bay. It is largely the home of people of substance and culture, who take

keen interest in maintaining thc^r homes in attractive condition.

In addition to her attractions as a residence city, Alameda has an industrial

side which appeals strongly to the manufacturer. Her northern water front

lies along Oakland Harbor for miles. A freight spur is being run through
this territory, for the accommodation of the factories. Along this shore are

machine shops, large ship-yards, big lumber depots and yards, and the mam-
moth plant of the Alaska Packers' Association. Water-front sites for factory

purposes can be secured cheaply. To the west of Alameda lie the broad

reaches of the main bay of San Francisco. Oakland Harbor furnishes splen-

did facilities for ships to lie at anchor or at wharves, and the harbor is always

thickly dotted with ships of all kinds and classes.

An Alameda Home
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s AN MATEO
THE FLORAL CITY

San Francisco's Nearest and Most Beautiful Suburban City

THE PENI^SULA

Now in course of construdtion at a cost of $500,000 will open April 1st, 1908

accomodating 400 guests

San Mateo has reached that stage of development which nothing short

of complet annihilation can now permanently check. The expansion of

San Francisco, as inevitable as that of New York, must in the very nature

of things be toward San Mateo, on the land side, unimpeded by intervening
water. Just so surely as New York has, by degrees, spread into West-

chester, so must San Francisco march into San Mateo with the teeming
thousands which are to populate the new and greater city. With such a

future, San Mateo becomes a point of wonderful opportunity, not alone to

the suburban home seeker, but to those, who recognize the value of realty
investments as sources of future wealth. Just as up-town realty built up
the Astor fortune in the Eastern metropolis, so will future Astors of this

coast realize from investments in San Mateo and vicinity.
For any further information, address San Mateo Board of Trade or

any of the following:

H. N. Royden, Real Estate
Peninsula Realty Company, Real Estate
Loveland & Shand, Real Estate
W. H. Cone, Real Estate
B. L. Grow Realty Co., Real Estate
E. M. Warn Lumber Co.
W. E. Tourtelotte, Contractor
Chas. N. Kirkbride, Attorney-at-Law
Clare- Metzgar Co., Furnishing Goods,

Clothing
E. H. Alt, Shoe Store
Levy Bros., I^erchants
San Mateo Bakery
T. Masterson, Hotel Wisnom
J. A. Foster, Electrical Engineer

Wisnom, Bonner Hardware Co.
Jennings Bros., Livery
A. L. Sanderson, Dentist
Sneider & Smith, Furniture Store
G. Palanca, Floral City Music Depot
C. M. Morse, Druggist
Peninsula Meat Co., Meat Market
San Mateo Planing Mill Co.
J. F. Killelea, Co., Painters and Decorators
Borges & Kenner, Cigars and Stationery
John F. Lee, Building Contractor
W. R. Spence, Pianos and Phonographs
H. G. Von Gorschot, Photo Studio
C. W. McCraken, Confectioner
N. Van Kammen, Jeweler and Optician
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NTINO SMOKE NUISANCE 1847

What Sixty Years Have Accomplished
B 1 847 the changes and improvements in every phaseof lifeare almost inconceivable,

silver plating industry, like all other lines, has been completely revolutionized,

Jie original brand of silver plated ware is still recognized as the world's standard.

i4

1847 ROGERS BROS
9»

> has, for three-score years, ably maintained the title of "Silper Piatt that Wears."
itic patterns, correct style, brilliant tinjsh and emluring quality form the
ret combination that has made spoons, knives, forks, etc., marked
7 ROGERS BROS." the choice of the majority.

Sold by leading dealers eperva>hert.

ECTRIC SMOKELESR TRAIN 1»07

Curious
Facts

About 1847

Are revived and
reviewed in an
nniquely i 1 1 iirI rated

pablicatiun called the
•«8U»*r HUodsrd "- full
of interest to loverg of
the qoaitit and curiuas,
a copy of which will be
sent to any one who so
requests when writing for
our Catalogue" (;-»."

MERIOEN BRITANNIA CO..

McRioEH. Conn.

(InU-riiaiional SilrerC*..
Suoceasor. )

m§m^

'TIME IS MONEY"
Thtm- is iuMt as true In regard to Sewing
^, Machines as anything else.

By using Long
Shuttle Machines,
no matter how
well mad^, you
are actually
throwinf; away 3

hours out of every
icven

THE STANDARD
ROTARY
SHUTTLE
SEWING
MACHINE

Will make 360
stitches in same
time Long Shut-
tle Machines make
only 300.

Thesiandaid Rotary Principal is most scientiflc-

lly correct, which fact has been proven by 2-i

earsof successful use in all parts of the world.and
•y our coniceiitors coniiniiouH v trvlnsr to copy it,
ut without s.u(e«s. THE STANDARD GRAND ROTARY The
fORLD'S BEST SEWIN6 MACHINE is two inathines in one
jOck and i haiu Stitch—Ball Bearing Stand—
traight Automatic Lift Do not fail to investigate
he nu'ritsof the Fastest, Most Silent, Easiest Run-
ilng and the most Murable Sewing Machine
nade THE STANDARD ROTARY. "A demonstration is a
evelation" \> rite for prices and Easy Payment
Man. Guiranteed S«wing Machines $ 12.00 UP
The Standard Sewing Machine Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.

FOR SALE BY
Williamson Piano Co., 327 South Spring St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Actual

Alignment

Accomplished

The Secor Stand-
ard Visible Writ-

ing & Billing Ma-
chine is the only
typewriter that
has secured per-

pendicular as well as horizontal control
of its aligntnent.
The SECOR alone has solved the per-

fect alignment problern.
The SECOR type-bar is made of the

finest spring steel, tempered and ground.
The bearing is made of the same ma-
terial, hardened, ground and lapped.

Nothing Finer Can Be Made
The SECOR, excelling in EVERY-

THING, will be ready for delivery soon.
Write for booklet.

Exclusive Pacific Coast Dealers

Baker-Hoey Company
Southern California Sales Oftice,

244 South Broadway, Los Angeles



SIGHTSEERS, LOOKl

You havn't seen the beauties of the
Pacific Coast until you visit

ENSENADA (Lower CaL) MEXICO
Take the Lower California Develop-
ment Co.'s beautiful Steamer St. Den-
is from San Diego and you'll be well
repaid.

Time Card of Steamer St. Denis

LEAVE SAN DIEGO

2, 5, 8, 14, 18, 24 and
27th of each month,
at 9 p. m., arriving
next morning at En-
senada

LEAVE ENSENADA
3, 6, 12, 15, 22, 25 and

28th of each month at
8 p. m. arriving next
morning at San Diego

FOR HEALTH,



Escondido
CALIFORNIA

Offers great*

inducements to the

CITRUS and

DECIDUOUS
Fruit Growers

FOUR-YEAR-OLD CITRUS ORCHARD

It has the desired soil.

It has plenty of water—cheap.
It has an abundance of cheap land. It has foothill lands and valley lands.

It is in no danger of frosts.

The bearing citrus orchards this year netted their owners from $500.00 to

$1000.00 per acre.

It is the natural home of the raisin grape.
Don't put your money in high priced lands, when you can buy better land her<^

for a trifle—INVESTIGATE.

Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Escondido, Col.

Climatic Conditions at San Luis Obispo
Located in an amphitheater formed by the Coast Range, ten miles from the ocean,
it has the benefit of the pleasant trade winds and the warm interior air, a combina-
tion making a distinctive and perfect climate. Mean temperature, Dec. 52.9; Jan.

52.3; Feb. 54.9; July 65.3; .\ug. 65.4; Sept. 64.8; Annual mean temperature 58.9; an-

nual number partly cloudy days 87; cloudy day 69, of which 46 were rainy.

CLEAR DAYS 209—giving freedom from fogs without excessive heat found at

no other i)oint.

Chamber of Commerce, San Luis Obispo, Cal.

Shippers of

Household GoodsBEKINS VAN & STORAGE CO.
Reduced Rates to and From all Points

140 South Broadway, Los Angeles
1060 Broadway . . . Oakland

OFFICES 530 First National Bank BIdg., Chicago
13th and Mission St., San Francisco

XYTESTERN HOTELand 3 Annexec
'^

Marysville, Cal. 200 Rooms
European plan—50c to $2.50. Never
closes, night or day. J. Rupert Foster,
Prop.

r^LARENDON, Los Angeles,^^
European plan, tourist and commercial

hotel. Central location, one block from Broad-
way. Special rates by the week.

'T'HE NEW ROSSLYN; i osAngeiss

Comprising the Lexington and Rosslyn
Hotels. American and European plans. Center of
city—28s rooms— 150 with bath. Rates, Ameri-
can, $1.50 up; European, 75 cents up. Fine
sample rooms. Free 'bus meets all trains.

OOTEL WESTMINSTER,
^ ^ LOS ANGELES. Largest and best. Euro-

pean plan. $1 per day and upwar'^.s. Service the
best. Cor. Main and
Prop.

4th Sts. F. O. Johnson,

HOTEL HOLLYWOOD, Hollywood

Cal. Only hotel in the beautiful Ca-

huenga foothills. Unique for home comforts com-
bined with every modern convenience of a first

class hotel.

HOTEL REDONDO, Redondo, CaL

18 miles from Los Angeles, at Redondo-
by the Sea. "The Queen of the Pacific." Open
all the year; even climate.



THe Best Advice Free

Invest in Southern California

and tKen

FOLLOW YOUR INVESTMENT
^VERYBODY wants to come to Southern California. Truer
statement than this was never made. Hundreds of thous-
ands have already made their homes here. Hundreds of

thousands more will come in the near future—as soon as

they can make arrangements.
YOU M^ant to come of course. Why not invest a few hundreds

or a few thousands now, and then follow your investment as soon
a.? may be?

A good plan is to invest where you are most likely to make your
home. You can have a lot or a home ready for yooi when you come,
or an investment easy of access and readily investigated or disposed of.

You cannot find a better spot, either for a home or for investment,
or both, than Long Beach, Los Angeles County. Twenty-five miles
from Los Angeles, on the Pacific ocean, its population has grown from
2,000 seven years ago to 21,000 in 1907.

Long Beach has prospered and grown strictly on its merits as

an all-the-year-round home city, with an ideal climate. Now it is

experiencing its awakening as an industrial city. A model harbor is

being constructed, on the shore of which the million-dollar Craig ship-

building plant will at once be established; and other great kindred
industries will follow.

Fortunes have been made from Long Beach real estate. More
fortunes will be made in the next few years. For safe investment,

increasing values and large profits it cannot be excelled.

We have exceptionally good facilities for securing for our cus-

tomers the best bargains in business lots, harbor lots, residence lots,

ocean frontage and apartment house
,
sites. Our lists include the

cream of Long Beach property. If you are interested in Southern
California in any way, do not fail to write us.

Those who do not wish to handle entire pieces of property will

find our debenture system, the new plan of making profits from real

estate, strong, substantial and attractive. It makes the small investor,

in proportion to the amount of his investment, the equal of the capital-
ist. Send for literature. Ask any questions you like about Southern
California.

United Syndicates Company, il£:
14 Pacific Ave. LONG BEACH, CAL.
References:—National Bank of Long Beach; Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co., Los Angeles



LONG BEACH
CALIFORNIA'S GREAT-
EST BEACH RESORT

ENTRANCE TO PIER, LONG BEACH CAL.

POPULATION 21,OQO
Thirty-five minutes' ride from Los Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power
plants; six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great
many paved. The finest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacifiq Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.

The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length, of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This
institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,
offering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.

For copy of new booklet, just out, address Jas. A. Miller, Secretary Long Beach
Chamber of Commerce, or any of the following firms:

United Syndicates Co., Ltd.
AInniitoH I<nnd Co.
The NnllonnI Rnnk of Lonic Beach.
Flrnt NntionnI Knnk of liong Ileach.
To^vnnend-Dayninn Inventment Co.
R. nonnldMon Hrntvn, Real Entate.
T. Sherwood HodMon, Jr., Real Ktate.
The Cowan->ViMeninn Co., Real Batate.
F. >V. Stearnn & Co., Real Entate.
Georice H. Rlonnt, Real Entate.

E. Jj. Covert &. Co., Real Entate.
Youngr-Parmley Co., Real Kntate.
J. AV. Wood.
Longr Beach Bath Hoa«e & AmuMement Co.
Dr. L. A. Perce.
C. W. Hibbard, Real Estate and Inveat-
mentn.

Wheeler Real Entate Agency.
Tincher A Cox Realty Co.
Knnitaii Realty Co.

Help—All kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



ifoFiniia:
Greatest Educational Center of the West ^j? Most Beautiful Home City In California

PALO ALTO HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING

Located twenty-eight miles (forty minutes by rail) south of San

Francisco, on the Southern Pacific Coast Line. Two miles from the Dum-
barton Bridge crossing the Bay of San Francisco, which is to afford an

all-land entrance to San Francisco for four transcontinentil roads.

Most equable year-round climate in California—a delightful region in

winter or summer. Scenery unsurpassed.
Town of Leland Stanford Junior University. Most favored spot for

country homes of San Francisco business men. Center of a present popula-
tion of twelve thousand in a radius of two miles.

Palo Alto has finely paved streets, cement walks, beautiful homes,

good sewers, municipal ownership of water and light, an excellent library,
two miles of park along the San Francisquito Creek, and healthful condi-

tions all the time.

Many manufacturing enterprises are securing sites along the bay shore

in the immediate vicinity. Realty is selling rapidly in Palo Alto and the

surroimding valley, and at prices which insure a profit to the purchaser.
Get information concerning the golden opportunities offered by writing to

any of the following parties :

Secretary Board of Trade, Palo Alto, California, or
Co-Operative Land & Trust Co., Real

Estate
Board of Trade
Dudfield Lumber Co., Lumber and Mill-

work
The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
"Curry of Palo Alto," Furniture, Carpets,

etc.
Palo Alto Promotion Committee
B. F. Hall, Real Estate
H. W. Simkins, Bookseller
Corbaley's Cyclery, Bicycles and Model

Making

•J/*

Palo Alto Hardware Co.
Alfred Seale'
Mendenhall & Woods, Dry Goods
S. J. Parsons, Livery
Mrs. M. Rafferty, University Hotel
Corbaley & Thorpe Auto Co.
Michael Sabadin, University Restaurant
C. E. Haskell & Co., Men's Furnishings

and Hatters
C. N. Williams, Carpet Cleaning Works
Thoits Shoe Store
Earle & Co., Grocers
Frank W. Backus, Crockery and Paints
Palo Alto Transfer Co.



ALAMEDA ...The City of Homcsi..

POPULATION 30,000

On the East Side of San Francisco Bay, connecting
by Ferry every Twenty Minutes with Jan Francisco

No Fogs No Cold Winds No Smoke

The growth of Alameda has not, nor does it partake either of the mushroom or

boom trend. Its just natural, simply having an individual attractiveness that

holds those visiting the city for the first time. The climate for one thing, the

schools, the streets, the Ughts, the bathing and beach, the flowers, the trees, the

beautiful homes, and its general cleanliness and moral tone, and the liberal advan-

tages which its city charter provides, holds one fast to it. Its transportation, now
being improved, and as it is the best of any suburban city, and its accessibility to

the markets, the play and the life of the metropolis has its advantages not easily
obtained elsewhere and which go to its enhancement as an idealistic home com-
munity.

The undersigned will gladly give any information required.

Haiiiinf>nd t^ If niiiinonil, ItenI Estate.
Miller Aj liiintn, KenI Kntate.
ClinrleN AduiiiM & Co., Heal Katate.
K. K. Neville, Keiil Kntnte.
Ilnliiey W elm Co., Real lOMtate.
J. S. Hnnley & Co., Real Rntate.
I.eM'in A Shnvv, Real Bntate.
I.. \V. Metilauflin, Real Kittate and In-

Muruiiee.
Seott <V Jiidd, Real Eiitate.
Alameda l.nnd C-o,, Real Kntate.
Inland Real Kntnte Co., Real K-ttnte.
Wni. Uufoiir & Co., Real Kntate.
a. H. Suelflohn, Real lOntate.
H. G. Mehrtenn. Real Kntate.
Geo. K. I'liininier A Son, Real Katate
and Contractorn.

C. V. Iliiehen Co.. Real Kiitate.
A. J. Torres, Real Estate.
Hally & Co., Real Estate.

^V^l. ZniKK, Merchant.
Ichodes & Janileson, Wood, Coal and

lee.

B. D. Ells <& Co., Furniture Store.

Henry Schneider, Stationery Store.

M. H. Ovrens, Plumber.
California Cabinet Co.
Hank of Alameda.
T. Von Ah Ala. Stables.

KreiK & Hnlton, Gents* Furnishings.
I^. A. KoniKshofer, Dry Goods Store.
Jersey Creamery Co.
Combs & Fisher, Meat Market.
Citizens Bank of Alameda.
Prosser Pharmacy.
R. P. Clark. Carpenter.
Hans Anderson, I<''urniture Store.
Snil'ey «S: GallaKhir. I'ndertakers.
C. P. Magagnos, Photo Supplies.



Check Your Baggage For-

Which is fifteen miles from San Francisco
T» 1 «• '»*-»/^/-» Average J

Summer 62 deg.Population, 3000 Temperature 1 Winter 60 deg?

j\ City of Beavitifxil Homes and an Ideal

Manufacturing Locality.

Beautiful Shaded Streets Modern Sewer System
First Class Jlailroad Facilities

"EDENVALE" The residence of F. C. Talbot, near San Leandro

A typical scene of one of the many beautiful homes near San Leandro,
Alameda County, California. The proprietor is a well-known San Fran-
cisco lumber merchant and he has recently added several hundred acres

to his original property. Here may be seen groves of olives, oranges,
lemons and other citrus fruits, together with cherries, apricots, peaches
and the like, all in a flourishing condition. "Nestling in the hills surrounded

by the choicest fruits and flowers, "Edenvale" as its name suggests, is a

veritable paradise.
"Would "Yoxi LiKe SxicK a Home?
Come and See "WKat We Have.

For further information write the San Leandro Board of Trade or any of the

following firms:

The Best Mfg. Co., Agricultural Machin-
ery

O. J. Lynch, Druggist
A. Whelton, Real Estate

A. L. Peralta, Real Estate
C. W. McLaughlin
Suburban Electric Light & Gas Co.

a

H. H. Clark
J. M. Estudillo, Real Estate
M. C. King, Garage and Cyciery
J. J. Gill
J. M. Santana
F. B. Eben
Leo Best
E. Hoerst



San Bernardino, California
Located in the center of a magnificent and fertile val-

PonUldtlOft 15,000
ley and reached by three transcontinental railroads—
the Salt Lake, Santa Fe and Southern Pacific. and Increasing Rapidly

>^

KHOM IROFICAL SAN BERNARDINO TO FRIGID MT. SAN BERNARDINO

The scenic beauty within and surrounding the city is unexcelled in Southern
California. Splendidly equipped trolley lines radiate to all neighboring towns and
communities. As a business and commercial center San Bernardino ranks among
the best in the State.

First class schools, Public Library and churches of nearly all denominations.
For booklet and further information address

Secretary Board of Trade, San Bernardino, California

The San Bernardino Merchants' Protective Association

or any of the following leading business firms:

San Bernardino Realty Board.
Neff & Adair, UenI KHtate.
Boyd ct Soott, Keal Kittatr & Insurance.
Vental & Iliibbnrd, Keal Riitate & In*.
Star Realty Co., Real Kntate.
iDHuranoe, Loan & l..and Co.
Taylor Realty Co., Real Eatate, Loana A

iDMurnnee.
Coolirnn & RidenbauKh (Miniatare Orange

Grovea, $300.
San llrrunrdlno Realty Co., Real Estate,
InHurnnoe & I>oann.

Pioneer Abatract & Title Guaranty Co.
San Bernardino Abittract Co.

ConMolldated Abdtrnot & Title Guaranty
Co.

Arrovrhead Garage*
Home Furniture Co.
David R. Gla«M, Preiiident Knnineaa College
Geo. M. Cooley Co., Hardware.
Mm. C. H. Davia, Bradford Roomlns House
\%'. W. BrlHon, Jr.
Board of Trade.
San Bernardino National Bank
H. M. Barton
H. ^X. HaKerman.
T. A. Blakely.



I^:i:X^stl::'is la JOLLA By the Sea

14 miles north of San Diego and built right on the edge of the great bluff which dips into the Pacific

among the wondrous rocks and sandy beaches. LA JOLLA IS BEAUTIFUL as to Climate, Surf Bath-

ing, Rocky Coast Line, Mountain Scenery and Ocean Scenery. Its unequalled beauty and climate is being

rapidly recognized by the best people. As an inveslment La Jolla offers unusual advantages. Residence

lots from $200 up. Furnished cottages from $15.00 to $60.00 per month.

FOR INFORMATION ADDRESS ANY OF THE FOLLOWING:—
Mary H. Fitzhugrli, Real Kstate.
Walter S. Lieber, Real Estate.
C. D. Rolfe, Real Estate.

1308 C Street, San Diego, Cal.
La Jolla Bath House <& Entertainment Co.

Mrs. A. P. Mills, Real Estate.
L. A. & S. D. Beach R. R. Co.
La Jolla Mdrse. Co.
La Jolla Improvement Ass'n
E. J. Swayne <& Co., Real Estate.

IMPERIAL c
San Diego Covinty

alifornia
THE METROPOLIS OF THE IMPERIAL VALLEY

WEST SIDB OP IMPERIAI, AVENUE, IMPERIAL. IMPERIAl, HOTEL IN FOREGROUND

Imperial is the center of the largest body of irrigated land under one system in

the United States, and Hpn. Frank W. Mondell of Wyoming, chairman of the Irri-

gation Committee of the House of Representatives, said after a recent visit: "I

consider the owners of land in the Imperial Valley among the luckiest farmers in

the United States. They are singularly blessed by nature and by man. They have

everything that they could ask to make themselves well to do. They have the soil,

the climate, the WATER, and the location, with railroad facilities for marketing
their crops, and good and constant markets for their products close at hand." For
further information address

H. N. DYKE, Secretary Chamber of Commerce, IMPERIAL, CAL.



ma
REDLANDS, CAL. A REDLANDS PATH

Nowhere is there a place more abounding in paths and byways, sequestered
spots where brook and shade trees fill life with poetry apd peace. Situated near

the mountains, with numerous streams running down to the sea, one of them passing
directly through the city, there is an abundance of picturesque beauty that charms
both the visitor and the resident. Pure mountain air, one breathes in Redlands;
pure mountain water, one drinks. These form such a brae mg mixture that stronger
stimulants are not needed, and Redlands offers them freely to the world. Learn of

facts and figures as to Redlands' climate and attractions, by writing the Board of

Trade, or anyone of the following firms:

WIIIIamH-Cartln Co., Rral y^utnr^, John P. Fi«k, Real Biitate.
J. W. JenkinM, Klectrleal Contractor. IV. J. Davenport & McLain, Contractom.
Caan I.onia Hotel Co. Geo. S. Blgrsln, Real Mutate. J. J. Nausbton.
D. M. Donald, Contractor. Redlands Abstract &. Title Co. First National Bank.
Mutual OrnoKe DlstrlbntorM, Fruit Shii pers. Jobn P. HiKbt, Jr., Real Bxtate.
John UIodKett, I.U ery. Hill Vv^nt inn. Redlands Fruit Association
J. C. Reeven, Hay & Grain. Redlands Laundry Co. I>. E. Huntington, Contractor.
Palm Confectionery, B. F. Case. Dike &. Losrie, Real Estate.
Anderson & AMher, Heal Estate. Austin &. Clark Co., Real Estate.

Reasonable Ilates HOTEL CASA LOMA Ejcc»tt*nt JiccoiftnoAationa



Occansidc

The Finest Home Site and

Pleasure resort in San

Diego County

THE SAN LUIS REY

VALLEY

Which is tributary to

Oceanside, is a large,
beautiful and fertile valley
watered by the San Luis

Rey river, the largest
Rebuilding Corridors at San Luis Rev Mission Stream in the county. Wa-

ter in abundance is obtained from the underflow of the river by means of wells and
pumping plants. Large and small tracts can be bought at reasonable prices. The
land is adapted for fruits, vegetables, alfalfa, dairying and poultry raising. The San
Luis Rey Mission is four miles from Oceanside in the valley and was founded in 1798.
With one exception it is the largest and best preserved of all the California missions
and well worth a visit by all who come to Southern California. It is a pleasant drive
from Oceanside over a good road. Write Board of Trade, or the following:
The HnyeM liand Co. First National Bank of Oceanside.
Thos. C. E:xton, Drug:g:i8t. H. T. Blake, "Mlra Mar Hote)"
Bank of Oceanside. Oceanside Klectric & Gas Co.
P. J. Brannen, Hardware. Griffin Hayes, Diamond Livery.
Goeta Bros. Co., General merchandise. Geo. P. McKay, General Merchandise.
J. £}. Jones, Merchandise. F. W. Rleke, Contractor.

Southffestern Realty Co.

FRUITVALE
The Queen city around the bay of San Francisco, a suburb of Oakland and San

Francisco, a delightful temperate climate; a population of 20,000; magnificent schools
and churches; a city essentially of homes where the tired toiler may rest after his

weary day's labor, and where his wife and children can obtain that health and
strength which is denied in congested cities, and yet we are only 20 minutes from
the metropolis of California, where flowers grow the year round and where property
can be had for a small fraction of the cost of a home in the large cities. Wide and
beautiful streets; 2 treUiscontinental railways pass through the town and with un-
excelled electric street car facilities. One of the most beautiful towns around the

bay of San Francisco extends to you a cordial invitation to invest and become one
of us.

FRUIT VALE ALAMEDA COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA

For further information address Secretary of Board of Trade or any of the

following firms:

Frultvale Realty Co.
Transbay Realty Co., 1357 Broad-way,

Oakland. Frultvale Heights Tract.
S. T. Smith, Real E:state.
H. A. Pleitner, Real E:state.
Frank K. Mott Co., 1060 Broadway,
Oakland, Real E:state.

Geo. H. Lee & Sons, Real Estate.
Myers & Maloon, Ellectrlcal Elnslneers

«ikd Contractors.
Bank of Frultvale.
Li. R. Green, Plumbing.
Berhmann & Jamison, Livery and

Boarding Stables.
J. E. Lloyd, Harness and Saddlery.
Frultvale Hard-ware Co.
Gibbons &. Guirey, Contractors and

Builders.
Frultvale Lumber Co.
E. L. Brown, Grocer.
Frultvale Garage Co.
T. McKenzle, Groceries.
S. S. Austin.
Grant D. Miller. 1128 23rd Ave., Oak-

land, Undertaker.
Henry Barkmeyer.

^pfaVaioma tpiletS^ap AX AUU
DRUG STORE:



I HOLTVILLE
^

J

"ALAMO" HOTEL

la IMPERIAL VALLEY San Dieeo County
Calilornia

Has land like the valley of the Nile, watered from the mighty Colorado Ri-

ver and sunshine twelve months in the year, producing the most wonderful

crops of early grapes, melons, grain, vegetables, etc. A natural home of

the alfalfa, which is harvested eight times per annum. HOLTVILLE is

favored with a most perfect, natural drainage, situated above sea level and

having lots of FINE SHADE TREES. A new creamery, a Public School-

house, and Public Library are just being completed. Tributary to this

town are thousands of acres of land 5delding as high as $1,000.00 per acre.

You must come and see to be convinced of the immense possibilities on

these cheap lands, with unlimited \vater supply. Government land still to

be had. Information can be had by addressing

^""•sfcVe^Sv
""' CHAMBER of COMMERCE, Holtvillc, CaL ~

'^riJi'fS^T'""

Ed. £1. Boyd Realty Co.
I\ing L. n.endle. R.eal Estate
L. S'windle, R.eal Estate
r. N. Chaplin CSL Son, Real Estate
J. R.ay "Wimp
M. P. Harris
H. J. Messenger, Livery and

Feed
G U. ApKins

busincM firnu:

C. J. SchencK, Genl. Mdse.
J. V. Daggart. Jr.
F. J. Cole
"W. F. iVobinson, Hotel A.laino
F. M. Morris, Confectionery
Citizens BanK
J. S. Bridenstine
National Lumber Co.
MT. F. Holt. Redlands, Cal.

\.
Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 £. Second St Tel. Main 509.

J



Huntington BeacK
The Most l^apidly Growing Beach Town in Southern California

A. To^rn of Opportunity

The Tent City, Huntington Beach, Methodist Auditorium at the left

If present indications count for anything, Huntington Beach will in a few

years assume an important position among the leading cities of the Pacific Coast.

The development of the last two years, the vigorous progress of the present and
the unlimited capital behind this town give positive assurance of its success.

Huntmgton Beach spells opportunity for the homeseeker and investor. Im-

provements costing hundreds of thousands of dollars have recently been estab-

lished by the developing company. Property is selling more rapidly here than
at any other point along the ocean front. Handsome residences have been
constructed—others are in course of building. Business activity is seen on every
hand—manufactures are increasing in volume and diversity.

In addition to being a growing shipping point for a vastly rich agricultural

country—the citrus belt of the Southland, the world's largest celery fields, etc.—
Huntington Beach is both a summer and winter resort possessing irresistible

attractions. In balmy climate, Huntington Beach is even, more highly favored
than Los Angeles.

Only 32 miles from Los Angeles—an hour's ride on the fast Pacific Electric

Interurban line. Cars at Sixth Street Depot.
For full information write today to

Huntington Beach Company ^^^Jyui^^i"^
First National Banlc
Seely A Gillettpie, Real Estate
The Hub Investment Co., Real Estate
J; W. Toms, Ivy Restaurant
Iieatherman & Talbert, Real Estate
Liincecum & Thompson, Livery
Geo. E. Phelps, Livery and Furnished Rms.
Geo. M. Miller, Plumbing

J. E. Glenn Co., Orange County Real Estate
Huntington Beach Tent City Co.

Pacific Tours Co.
F. H. Hopewell, -with J. E. Glenn Co.

M. E. Heime, Furniture
Moncton & Cummings Realty Co.

\V. C. Smith, Butcher

mrnti



REDONDO As a Com-
mercial Port

^ r
1906 Improvements

New electric power plant, cost $1,250,000.
The L. A. & R. Ry. spent $350,000 for

tract improvement.
The L. A. & R. Ry. spent $125,000 for

new cars.

The City of Redondo spent $75,000 for

street improvements.
A High School building completed at a

cost of $27,000.
200 Dwelling houses erected at a cost of

$175,000.

J 907 Improvements
A Pavilion to cost $40,000.

A Bath House and Plunge to cost $35,000.

A Septic Sewer System to cost $80,000.

A City Hall to cost $25,000.

Street Improvements about $75,000.

Several new Business Blocks and Dwell-
ings to cost about $100,000.

A new Wharf for increased shipping $25,-

Redondo is forging ahead. Her days of stagnation are past. The predictions
are that in 1910 she will have a population of 10,000 people. The assessed valuation
of property last year was $1,125,000; this year it will almost reach the $2,000,000
mark. The bank clearances for 1906 were over $1,000,000 and the postal receipts
showed an increase of 40 per cent.

If you are looking for a place to combine business with pleasure, a place of

perpetual sunshine, a place of health, happiness and prosperity, come to Redondo
where the sunset turns the ocean's blue to gold and the people live a contented life.

For further information address
Hcilonilo Improvement Co.
itcilonild Itoiird ot Trade.
Ilotrl Kedondu.
(linH. J. (reller, Real Estate.
Krdondo Iteiilty Co.
HontKnmery & Mullen Lumber Co.
Kedondft MilllnK Co.
<'. (liiunlil Lumber Co.

J. F. Reber & Co., Plumber*).
\%>llii & Co., Real Entate.
Redondo Rullding; Co.
L. J. Quint.
H. R. Alnnworth.
A. J. Graham.
A. R. Steel.



IDEAL, Yes indeed,

San

Jacinto

Has advantages

hard to beat

Address^
Chamber ofCommerce

SAN JACINTO BOY
Buff Wyandotte^ ownfcd by

O. S. Hofmann

Ideal for
Poultry

Soil of a sandy

loam, plenty cot-

ton-wood trees, (a

native here), arte-

sian water of the

purest.

SAN JACINTO,
Riverside County, Cal.

NATIONAL CITY, CAL. on San
Diego Bay

Five miles from the business center of San Diego, an ideal residence suburb. It is

now being connected with the electric street railway, electric lights and gas systems of
that city.

The pride of National

Cit»y, is its beautifully lo-

cated Sanitarium, on a prom-
inence overlooking Paradise

Valley, its choice residential

suburb.

This institution is conduc-

ted upon the same rational

lines as the famous Battle

Creek Sanitarium. It is an

ideal place for those who
need rest and recuperation.

Write for booklet to Secretary BOARD OF TRADE or any of the following:

Peoples State Bank, G. W. DeFord, Hay and Grain; A. G. Williams, Grocer; Paradise Valley
Sanitarium, Hutchison Bros, Frank A. Kimball, Real Estate; San Diego Land Co., C M. Fly,
M. D.; M. K. Campbell, Phil C. Bauer, J. G. Fleming, Orange Grower; . T. R. Palmer, Attorney;
L. Butler, Hardware; E. B. Leach, Lemon Shipper; Theo T. Johnson, M. D.; National City &
Otay Railway.

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is, not a freckle coatinsr ; it n-
moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., Los Anareles



A RIVERSIDE STREET SCENE

RIVERSIDE

Good Roads together with the absence of saloons and
slums are the success of this model community,

A city of 1 2,000 people and community interests amount-
ing to more than Thirty Million Dollars and where the Citizen-

ship is of the highest class.

Let the Chamber of Commerce or the follow ng business men tell you
how it. was ^one:

B. B. Bush.
RlTino Land Co., Valencia Groves.
Geo. F. Klllott, Real E:Mta«e.
F. Far Sibley, Antomobilea.
Riverside Abstract Co.
First National Bank.
Riverside Title & Trust Co.
Sbiels & Son, Plumbins A Heatins.
Home Telephone Co.

Jarvls & Dlnsmore.
Frank A. Miller, GlenTvood Inn.
Riverside Trust Co., Orangre Grovea.
Seaton & Klnnear Lumber Co.
Riverside Savings Bank & Trust Co.
Cresnier MfsT. Co., Planins Mill.
Rnss Lumber & Mill Co.
Padfle Lumber Co.
ArllnKTton Apartments, Lime and BiKhth

Stn,, Furnished Rooms.



i'lie Royul Flame
Tokay Grape

Place than l^Oul) CQ 1 •

It is situated in tiie heart of the great
San Joaquin Valley, on the main line of
the Southern Pacific Railroad, between
Sacramento and Stockton, and has be-
come famous for its

Royal Flame Tokay Grapes
Over one-third of the table grapes from
California were shipped from Lodi, the
g-rowing-, prosperous city. No better grapes
grown anywhere. No better soil. No
better water, (and in great abundance).
No better climate. (Summers warm and
delightful, nights cool and refreshing).
No better roads. No better place for a
home or investment.
Every product of the temperate and semi-
tropical zones can be grown within a
radius of five miles around Lodi, the
largest body of fine rich sandy sediment
loam in the State.

Before deciding, see l^odl, and you will
find there is No Better Place. For more
detailed information address Lodi Board
of Trade or any of the following:

Henderson Bros., Hard'ware.
W. A. Young Lumber Co.
W. J. Robinson, Barley Mill.

Dougherty, Whitaker ife Ray Co., Hotel.
The Realty Company.
John C. Be^vley & Co., Real Estate.
I.eMoIn <& Fish, Publishers.
Northern Hardware Co.
San Joaquin Land Co.
Garner & Woodson, Land.
Beckman, Welch & Thomson Co., Grocers.

COLTON The Hub City of Southern California
The Center of the Orange Belt

Colton offers

special induce-

ments to Home-

seekers who should

be mindful of its

splendid school

and church privi-

leges; its business

land social life, the

ideal climate and

the location as the

HUB CITY.

HOTEL AND PARK, COLTON, CAL.

COLTON is a rapidly growing city of 4,000 inhabitants, and has exceptional prospects for the future. Colton
is 56 miles east of Los Angeles, on the main line of three transcontinental railroads. You can'ttafford to pass through
without stopping to investigate. For further particulars address any of the following:

W^ilcox-Rose Mercantile Co.
H. G. French & Co.
The First National Bank of

Colton.
Colton Fruit Fxchange, out-
put 1906, 400 cars of or-
anges and lemons.

H. E. Fouch & Co., Real Es-
tate.

Gregory Fruit Co.

Hon. James D. Knox.
R. L. Deaklns, Palace Clgrar

Store.

G. M. Green, Supt. of Schools*
Colton Grain & Milling Co.
D. C. Swartz, Undertaker.
M. A. Hebberd Co.

U'Ren and Hayter, St. Clalr
Livery Stables.

Colton Pharmacy
J. M. More, Blacksmith.
O. L. Emery, Hardware.
G. B. Caster^ Contractor *

Builder.
Mrs. M. A. Fox, Real Estate.



Earlimont

Gathering the Earliest Oranges in the
State near Portersville.

Tulare

County

California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise

Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

EARLIEST
That's What Counts

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives

Quickest Returns

Extraordinary Prices

EARLIEST VEGETABLES

EARLIEST DECIDUOUS FRUITS EARLIEST SMALL FRUITS

South of Portersville, earliest part of Tulare County. Rolling upland. At base
of Sierra foothills. No killing frosts. No scale. No smut. No diseases. No
heavy winds. A beautiful landscape. Responds to landscape gardener's art. Pure
air. Unsurpassed climate. Remarkably healthful. Well located. Abundant cheap
Water. Virgin soil, extremely rich. Close to railroad. Near to mountain camps
and resorts. Splendid hunting and fishing grounds in easy reach.

FIRST SUBDIVISION—TO THOSE WHO W^ILL IMPROVE
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tracts for sale for
subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
groves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $3od to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone, etc.. will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.
Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, CaL



COVI N A Ji city amid the Orange Groves

Picking Oranges—A Typical January Scene

Covina is situated on the Soutliern Pacific railroad and the new Covina line of
the Pacific Electric, in the center of the world famed San Gabriel "Valley, in a thickly
populated neighborhood, has first class Grammar and High School, six churches, two
national banks and savings bank, live newspapers, hotels, good stores, Carnegie
library, ladies' and men's club houses, electric lighting and power, gas and telephones
and finer roads for automobiling than any other town or city in the United States.
Abundance of pure water and the finest orange groves in the state. The place for a
home, the place for investment.

Hourly trolley car service \rith Los Angeles. Running time thlrty-flve minutes.
For further information write to Board of Trade, Covina, Cal.

"If You Will Write
,

The Board of Trade, Santa Cruz, California, for booklet

D, stating in what particular proposition you are interested.

You Shall Know Why
the-following investments in that city are profitable:

I. The erection of modern, furnished cottages of five,

six and seven rooms on suitable ground.
II. The establishment of a fruit canning and processing

factory.

III. The establishment of glass and sand-lime brick

factories.

IV. The erection of a one hundred and fifty room, mod-

ern, first-class hotel near the beach.



The Famous Santa Clara Valley and

County California ==:=^=..

'Population^
, A0,000 ,

PUBLIC LIBRARY, SAN JOSE, CAL.

_ Santa Clara County Is Pr*'»niln»ntly
th* Horticultural County of the State

San Jose (Pro
nounced\

"San Ho'Say" J

50 MILES SOUTH FROM SAN FRANCISCO. Magnificent all Year
Climate, No Ice, No Sno-w, Stimxilating, Not Enervating

This is the world's famous fruit valley, and poultry thrives in this section. We will

make room for 5000 good famiilies with a few thousand dollars to secure orchard
homes of 10 to 20 acres that pay. We need the boys and girls in the summer to pick
fruit and work in the canneries at good wages. We raise more peaches, prunes,
cherries, apricots, etc., than any other section.

For Information Address

SanJose Chamber of Commerce lZyi°if?ll:t^.
Jo>. H. Rucker & Co., Real Emtnt*.
A. C. Darby, Real Estate.
MiNMion Uealty Co..

14 E. San Fernando St.

Cane. «hort & Ryan, Real Estate.
Eairle Brewery.
Home L' nl<in. Groceries.
Hotel RrlMtol.
Spencer & Healey, Veterinary Snrgeona.
Fred M. Stern, Send (or Cowboy Outfit

Catalogrne.
Rrd Stnr Laundry.

T. S. MwntKomery A Son, Real Estate.
T. C. Barnett, Real Entate.
Johnson &' Temple, Real Eatate.
Flrnt National Ilnnk of San Jose.
Garden City Hank and TruMt Co.
A. Damonte & Co., Mtg. Calif. Glace Frnlts.
The Bank of San Jose.
Security State Bank of San Jose.
Canibern-Hayen Co., Furniture.
Trinkler-Dohrmann Co., Crockery.
E. A. A I. O. Hayes.
The J. K. Arnmby Co., Dried Fruit Packers.



Oxnard
The Beautiful

The Home o f

American Beet

Sugar Company
(Founded 1898)

Corner of 5th and B Streets, Oxnard, Cal.

Has now 3000 population. L,ocated in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Angeles, in the best

farming district in the state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is

represented here. No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth
par value. Water works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of
schools, good churches.

For further information address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the following well known firms:
American Beet Sugar Co. Hill & Laubacher, Real Estate and Inti.

Ventura County Power Co. Oxnard Furniture & Plumbins Co.
Oxnard Livery & Feed Stable. W. R. Norton, Oxnard Neurs Agency.
I^eliniunn Bros. L. E. Vaughn, Jeweler.

Robert Green, Barber.

MELROSE ALAMEDA CO.
CALIFORNIA

The mechanic may own a home, and educate his

children in Melrose. The millionaire can find no
better or more attractive place.

Mill's College is the only women's college west
of the Rocky Mountains. As an educational institu

tion and in the beauty and healthfulness of its loca-

tion in the hills at Melrose, it is the equal of any in

the world.
Union High School Number Four is our pride.

In its splendid new $125,000.00 building and campus
on the Boulevard, it will open its third term with

300 pupils.
Melrose Grammar School is where our boys and

girls first see the world away from the home nest.

Four hundred and fifty youngsters will fill its large

building and engage the attentions of a gifted and

competent corps of teachers for the ensuing term.

Sunday schools aid mother and teacher in fitting

the young folks for life's battles.

Make your home in Melrose and make your chil-

dren happy.
The State University only a few minutes' ride

from Melrose and the cost but a nickel on swiftly

running electric cars is the capsheaf.
For further information write any of the following:

H. G. Gunning, Real Estate.
Geo. A. Taylor, Real Estate.
Chas. A. Armstrong, Real Estate.
Pleasants & Pleasants, Suburb Realty

Co.
Healy Home Building Co., Real Estate.
H. W. Davis, Real Estate.
Fred R. Bammann, Hardware, Etc.
P. A. Dubois, Drugs.
Baker Bros., Garage.

Li. Castera, Gents' Furnishings.
Wm. Schoening, Grocer.
P. M. Hoist & Co., Hay and Grain.
C. U. Henderson, Lumber.
G. E. Parker, Insurance.
R. H. Roane, Inspector.
Taylor & Park, Ice Cream Parlor.
J. R, Talcott.
Armstrong & Storey, Cigars and Bil-

liards.



FRESNO

COUNTY
^Professor Blackmar of Washington, D. C. says, "It is a

truly wonderful County. Productive beyond imagination,
and rich beyond the dreams of wealth—a wealthy agricul-
tural district in one of the grandest valleys the sun ever
shone on."

^It is the County of opportunities for the man of small means
and plenty of grit.

^It is equally great in yielding returns on the rich man's in-

vestments.

qPRESNO COUNTY raised in agricultural products in 1906

nearly $25,000,000.

^FRESNO COUNTY has fourteen banks with deposits ag-

gregating $8,500,000.

^That means the saving of the ten, twenty and forty acre

man. Looks good, doesn't it?

^How does it appeal to you?

^If you are interested write to any of the undersigned or to the

Fresno County Chamber ofCommerce

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

and they will forward you a finely illustrated 48-page pamphlet,

telling of the great resources of this wonderful County.

IT FORMS A TRUE TALE OF A WONDERFULLY RICH DISTRICT

Gill Real Estate AgentTt Real Estate.
Peralta Inventment Co., Oranfce I^and.
Pearaonn Realty RxcbaoKe, Real Kntate.
W. N. Rohrer & Co., OranKe & Grnpe I^and.
Jesae Janaoo A F. IH. Blanchard, Real

Estate.
OeTvitt H. Gray A Co., Real Ratate.

Sheperd-Teafn>« Co. Send for Free Home-
aeekera Guide.

Fulton & Grand Central Hotela, under one
manaKement, special accommodations
for commercial travelers.

Sperry Flour Co., Flour, Feed and Grain.
NARES t SAUNDERS. Manaters. Laguna da Tactie Grant



OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER AND LUX
Los Banost Merced Cownty

California

WOODLAND
The Capital of

Yolo County, California
WOODLAND Is only 86 miles from San
Francisco and 22 miles from Sacramento,
the State Capital. WOODLAND has twelve
churches, three two-story grammar school
buildings, one commodius high school, one
Holy Rosary Academy, one well-equipped
business college, the best talent obtainable
for the schools, one Carnegie library build-
ing, and fine free library, four social and
literary clubs, twenty fraternal and bene-
fit lodges one 200-barrel flour mill, one
fruit cannery, two butter creameries, one
fruit packing establishment, one winery,
one olive oil and pickling plant, two large
lumber yards, four solid banks, four ho-
tels, one large city hall, one well-equipped
fire department, four large grain and hay
warehouses, a well conducted telephone
system, an average rainfall of 17 inches,
and many commodious business houses
representing all lines of trade.
For further particulars address any of

the following:
Bldwell & Relth, Real Kstate
Woodland Grain and Milling; Co.

R. E. Boyle, Books and Stationery
Banlc of Yolo
Bank of Woodland

Sierra Lnmber Co.
M. C. Campo, Rancher

SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA
XKe Harbor City

San Pedro, the Harbor City

of Southern California, the

dreamland of the vvrorld,

where nature has poured out

her blessing with so lavish-

a hand that it is doubtful

whether our great mother in-

tended to build a home for

the Gods or for humans. San

Pedro, the future gateway of

the orient; the one spot more
SAN PEDRO HARBOR talked about, because more in

the minds of the men who make the commerce of this country, than any other

along the many thousands of miles of our coast line. San Pedro undoubtedly has

the brightest future of any city on the west coast, aid is the place for the young
man or the old, for the capitalist or the laborer.

For information relative to commercial conditions and busines prospects, ad-

dress The Chamber of Commerce, San Pedro, Cal., or

A. P. Ferl Dodson Bros., Contractors L. Kelly

J. A. Weldt John T. Gafley Miss C. Rogers & Co., Real

Olsen Hardware Co. William W. Burke & Sons, Estate

Grocers Alcorn & Cox., Real Estate

RamonA Toilet 3oA p FO R 3 ALE
EVERYWHEP?E



EUREKA, CALIFORNIA,
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight

rates ranging from $i.oo to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise,
clothing, manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those those of the
latter place, and vary but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has:

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort.

Healthfulness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giv-
ing variety in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great
natural resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inex-

pensive. Cheap fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools
within reach of every home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap
freight rates by sea to all Pacific points. The largest and best body of redwood on
earth. An honest, peaceful, law-abiding population

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and liti-

gation. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants,
to interfere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles
to destroy the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long
winters when stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegetation. Crop failures

from any cause whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms:

H. L. Ricks, Pres. Chamber of Com-
merce.

Geo. W. Baker, Real Estate.

Eureka Ice Co.
R. D. Johnston
Delaney & Young
Taylor & Zane
J. H. Hunter.

G. A. Waldner, Western Hotel.

Skinner-Duprey Drug Co.
Thos. H. Perry.
A. B. Hink.
Porter, Fautz & Brooks, Real Estate.

J. C. Henderson.
E. G. Kramer, (Revere House)
Bank of Eureka



A Wonderful
Mountain Trip

The ascent of Mount Lowe by trolley affords

the visitor to Los Angeles one of the most marvel-

ous and beautiful mountain railway journeys in the

world. And it is only one of the features of a

railway systeni covering 400 miles and reaching
all the points of interest in the garden spot of

America.

TKe Pacific Electric IVail^way
Depot at Comer of 6tK and Main

Los A.n^eles California

NAVAJO BLANKETSAND INDIAN CURIOS AT \Sr H O L E S A L E
I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skilful now

living, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns,
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices.
I also handl« the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians, buying them under

contract with the trading posts at Keam's Canyon and Oraibi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
Navajo "rubles" cut and uncut, peridots and native turquois. Also the choicest
modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

Write for my Catalogue
and Price List

J. L HUBBELL, '"""" Trade,

Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona

400—Passenger Trains Daily-400

rioi»DouBL[™(ib::o(Uii|

DOU B L E
"to the

TRACKS
ocean'

The most beautiful ride in the world. The scenic route of Southern California,

through Orange and Lemon Groves, Grand Mountain, Valley and Ocean Views.
14 miles along the Ocean front

26 Express Trains Daily, Except Sunday
Baggage called for and delivered to all principal points. Regular round trip

50f; 10, 80, 54 and 60 ride commutation books sold to all poinis. For partic-
ulars

GenL Office^I6W. 4th, St, Tn^ui^; .T, A, Short,Gen, Pass. Agt.



^firnvr'

TWO - PINE - FAST - TRAINS

EVERY DAY EAST OVER THE

SUNSET ROUTE
THROUGH NEW ORLEANS

UNSURPASSED SERVICE OBSERVATION PARLORS CAFE
DINING CARS DRAWING ROOM SLEEPERS

PERSONALLY CONDUCTED EXCURSION SLEEPERS

NEW YORK PHIUOELPHiA WASHINGTON CINCINNATI CHICAGO BOSTON

California to the East

THE WAY TO THE

Jamestown Exposition

l^ound Trip Rate to Norfolk, Va.,

July 9, 10,31; August 19, 29;

September 11, 12, 13,

$97.75
Low Rates to points all over the

country and return are also in effect

on July 3, 4, 5; August 8, 9, 10, and

September 11, 12, 13.

Information as to the pleas-

ure and comfort of this

route may be obtained at

City Ticket Office

600 South Spring St., Los Angeles

or from any Agent of the

Company

Southern Pacific



SOUTHERN
^-P A C I r I C^

SUMMER
EXCURSIONS

TO

LaKe TaKoe
During 1907

$23.00 Round Trip

Yosemite Valley
$45.50 Rovind Trip

Mount SKasta Resorts
From $26,20 to $29.55 Round

Trip

"The Jlpad of a Thousand
Wonders"

•#•

T. A. Graham, Asst. Gen. Freight and Pass. Agt.

600 SOUTH SPRING
STREET 600

Cof. Sixth Los Angeles, Cal.

jg|

«i»p«tppi
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GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA ""vt'.tr"- Santa Fc



YourNext Eastern Trip
Will be remembered with pleasure if you so arrange hat it be made

On the

Los Angeles Limited
Which runs daily over the Salt Lake Route, Union Pacific and Chicago &
Northwestern, through Salt Lake City and Omaha, in

THREE jyJiYS, LOS ANGELES to CHICAGO
Theres nothing finer in railway train equipment and there's beautiful scenery
to view along the way. You will surely be pleased in every way if you travel

^^^ Salt Lahe Route
Any ticket agent con tell you about it or we will

F. A. Wann, General Traffic Manager.
T. C. Peck, General Passenger Agent.

Los Angelas
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$Q25 Will Buy this fine HOPKINS & ALLEN

Military Bolt Action Repeating Rifle

^=_
!E 22 Caliber

16 Shots

Vou will make no mistake in buying this Rifle-

It's the HOPKINS Sr ALLE^^ Junior l^epeater

—
recof^iiizcd c\c'i \ \\ irtc hs the haiulsonie.si, di-m handling-. (juickcM aiKi

strniq:htc5t shooting 22 caliber Repeating Rifle made in America at the

Shoots 22 caliber short, long and long rifle cartridges without

ciiau^c of carrier. Shoots 16-22 caliber short and 12-22 caliber long and long

rifle; the ejector works like lightning. You can make bull's eyes as fast as

you can work the trigger; the appearance of the gun is something you can

take pride in.

THE STOCK is of beautiful selected American Walnut, 'ight. stroi^ .tin.

graceful—polished almost like Mahogany. BARREL is of fine high power
rifle steel, rifled with our new patented increase twist which gives best

range and trajectory. ACTION: is improved Military Bolt Pattern (side

ejection) which is recognized as the best action made for a repeating rifle—
action is also equipped with Positive Safety Device, removing danger of

accidental discharge. GUN is 403/2 inches long, barrel 22 inches—takes

down 'it u parts and can be packed in a trunk or suit case. Materials,

manufacture and Assembling are of Highest Grade Throughout—and the

Rifle is Warranted to Give the Greatest Satisfaction—a Remarkable Bar-

gain at our Price.

Call at your Dealer's or Write us Today. WE WILL SEND THIS
RIELE DIRECT TO YOU FOR $8.25—AND GUARANTEE SAFE
DELIVERY AND SATISFACTION—IF YOU CANNOT FIND IT \T
NEAREST STORE.

)U ARE INTEREST-
\' ANY KIND OF A
\RM. WRITE FOR
BEAUTIFUL "GUN

<!• AND CATALOG"
1907. IT'S FREE.
-- more points on Riin-

iny catalog published.
best prices and most
te line.

TheHopkins&AllenArms Co.

Dept. 70, NORWICH. CONN., U. S. A.

l^ar^est Manufacturers of HigH-Grade. Popular-
Priced Firearms in tKo AVorld



^mn^
Absolutely^ Pure

A Cream of Tartar Powder
free from alum or phos-

phatic acid

MAKESHOME BAKING EASY

"A Pure Cocoa of Undoubted
Quality and Excellence of

Manufacture"

Walter Baker's
A distinguished London physician, in giving

some hints concerning the proper
preparation of cocoa, says:

"Start with a pure cocoa of un-
doubted quality and excellence

of manufacture, and which bears
the name of a respectable firm.

This point is important, for

there are many cocoas on the

market which have been doc-

tored by the addition of alkali,

starch, malt, kola, hops, etc."

HIGHEST AWARDS In

Europe and America

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.
DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780

THE ONLY FRUITS
IN THE W O R L_ D
Wl T-M $ I

, OOOPURITV GUARANTEEON EVERV -JAR

BISHOPS
CALIFORNIA

PRESERVES
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

BIS H O/ P &
C O M P /d M V
LOS ANCBEUES
15 JAY ST l^ew YORK

WINES
OF UNQUESTIONED AGE
=AND PURITY=

Grapes raised in our vine-

yards, pressed in our winery
and aged by time in our wine
cellars.

DELIVERED FREE OF FREIGHT

TO ALL EASTERN POINTS

Two cases of Old Peerless XX
wines— assorted, with one
bottle California Brandy

For $11.00
Two cases of XXX oldest

vintages - assorted, two
bottles California Brandy
and one bottle Calilornia

Champagne

For $15.00
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

>rn California'
Los Angeles, Cal.
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different types of Eskimo—the Greenland and the Alaskan. The

former occupy the region between Hudson Strait and BaflFin Ba>.

Their houses consist of large blocks of snow, about three feet long,

two feet high, and six inches thick, which are built up in circular

rows, spirally, constituting a dome-like shelter.

The main room varies in size from five to twelve feet high and

from seven to fifteen feet in diameter, and is connected by means of

passageways with smaller chambers which are used principally as

store-rooms.

The Alaskan or Western Eskimo, as illustrated by the dwelling

house of the Kinugmut tribe, build an entirely different kind of

home. It is constructed of logs set on end with another row above

resting on them. The whole is covered with earth and moss. The

entrance is a very rude aflfair and is quite a distance from the living

portion of the house. A part of the latter can be seen through the

opening shown in the picture, which has been thus made for the pur-

pose of exhibiting a portion of the interior arrangement. Ventila-

tion is provided by cutting holes through the roof—an apparent!}

simple, though at times an exceedingly uncomfortable, arrangement,

one would suppose.

The shores of Kings Island, on which the house here illustrated is

situated, are very steep, and the builders were probably impressed

with the rugged appearance of the cliflfs and adojitcd them as their

vxotif.

The home of the Haida Indians, which will serve to illustrate fhc

North Pacific region, is quite picturesque with its gaudy totem-

poles, on which are carved representations of animals and various

devices exemplifying what we should call the "crests" of the differ-

ent clans.

These houses, which are themselves profusely painted with her-

aldic emblems connected with family symbolism, form parallelograms

about fifty feet wide and thirty-five feet in depth, i'osts planted m
the ground are jbined together by means of timbers, which are cov-

ered on the roof and sides with hewn planks. The entrance is usu-

ally through a low doorway cut through at the base of the totem-pole.

Dwellings made of skins laid on a panel-work of poles are inhabited

by the Montagnais Indians, and these habitations represent the type

of house used in the region of Eastern Canada. The skins are not

sewn together but are held in place by means of trunks of small

trees leaned against the sides. They are secured in this position by

stones laid around the base. These Indians are of Algonquian

stock, and at one time were found throughout Labrador as far north

as Ungava Bay. The group of dwellings here shown includes fin-

ished tents, a wood pile, and a platform or stage on which are stored

a number of skins and robes.
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The type of house chosen to ilhistrate the dwellings of the In(Hans

of Cahfornia, Utah and Nevada is adopted by the Digger Indians,

of whom there are many tribes belonging to several linguistic fam-

ilies. The style of their habitation is very primitive, and the group

here illustrated includes the communal house, which is the public

place of family gathering, built of boards and shingles, a shed where

the milling operations are carried on, a summer house, where the

industrial arts are pursued, a storage platform or stage, and a

granarv. These Indians live principally on acorns and the women

spend most of their lives in gathering nuts, drying and hulling them,

and grinding them in stone mortars, preparatory to cooking and

serving the meal in the form of mush and bread.

Among the most interesting of all Indians are those of the Great

J'lains, among whom were at one time included the Siouan, Algon-

(juian, Kiowan and Shoshonean tribes. Their tents consist chiefly

of bufifalo skins and deer hides fastened around poles placed con-

icallv. The poles are lashed together at the top and the covering is

held down by pegs driven into the ground near its edge. In the cen-

ter is the fireplace. The furniture consists of skins for beds and a

few ladles or spoons of wood or horn for dishes.

The Pawnee Indians of the Missouri Valley region, formerly liv-

ing along the banks of the Platte river in Nebraska, furnish a rather

curious case of independence in house construction—that is to say,

in the land they now occupy they have seen fit not to adopt the

custom of that region, viz., constructing tents of skins, but have

continued their former northern type of earth-covered abode with a

slightly sunken floor. The frame consists of logs set on end in a

circle and connected with other timbers, while, as seen in one of the

dwellings, the roof is made of radiating poles, rafters covered with

brush, over which is spread a thick layer of earth and sod: A
passageway several feet long connects the circular chamber with the

outside, forming the entrance way. A feature of special interest in

these houses is that they are strongly suggestive of the origin of the

small mounds wiiicli are so abundant in the Mississippi Valley.

The architecture employed by the Pueblo Indians of Arizona and

New Mexico has been the subject of special study by several ethholo-

gists of the Government, and the reader is referred to the exhaustive

monographs of the Bureau of American Ethnology for detailed de-

scriptions. It is safe' to say that the remains of pueblo architecture

are scattered over thousands of square miles of the arid region of

the southwestern plateaus, abounding in canons whose rocky walls

have been carved by t+ie elements into divers shapes of much rugged

beauty. Shelves, shelters and caverns were numerous in the high

cliff walls, and these have been used extensively by the ancient

tribes for living purposes. A group of these dwellings is here
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shown, from which it will be seen that the fronts of the recesses

were closed in with stone walls, while by means of partition walls

the space so inclosed was divided into rooms of varying dimensions.

The approach to these dwelling groups was steep and tedious, and

we must excuse the Indians who occupied them if their ablutions

were few and far between when we recall the fact that in order to ob-

tain water, it was necessary to go a long distance for it, as well as to

descend the tedious ladders or stone steps which connected their

homes with the ground below. During comparatively recent years

a considerable change has been brought about in the Pueblo archi-

tecture, and it is hoped that a discussion of this subject may form

the basis of a separate article at some future time with the consent

of the courteous editor.

The Papago Indians, who will serve as a type of the Sonoran re-

gion, are of Piman stock. They inhabit Pima County, Arizona, and
the State of Sonora in Mexico. They dwell in dome-shaped houses

of grass. A frame of mesquite poles is first put up. When this is

fastened together with yucca twine, it is covered over with long

grass and mud, and is protected with stalks of- the "ocotilla." To
the left of the picture are seen a pole-supported structure and the

enclosure for culinary purposes. The food of these Indians is chiefly

vegetal, the principal kinds being the beans and pod of the mesquite
tree. They are very clever at making pottery.
The attention of the reader is now drawn further southward into

Venezuela, where is found the home of the Goajiros Indians, who,
from the ethnological point of view, form a type of the Orinoco

province. Here the conditions are radically different in many re-

spects from those of more northern localities, and the discoverers

of South America were astonished to find tribes of Indians living in

huts built out over the water. This discovery led to naming the re-

gion Venezuela, or "Little Venice." The huts occupied by these

Indians, which are only a few feet square, stood among the trees,

on platforms constructed by interlacing the stems. Later the houses

were supported on piles or trunks of trees, sunk in the water and

standing five or six feet high. In the center of each platform was a

pile of earth, and on this a fire was kept continually burning. Over
the platform was suspended a low roof thatched with palm leaves,

and the house was approached by means of a notched tree trunk.

The Indians moved about in dug-out canoes, and when the water was

high one of these could be seen tied to every notched ladder.

The last picture shows a dwelling group of the Tehuelche In-

dians of Patagonia. These Indians are counted among the tallest

people in the world. Their houses, called "toldos," consist of a

framework of sticks partly surrounded by a number of skins sewn

together. They are generally left entirely open in front, a condition

no doubt made necessary on account of the hot climate of that coun-

try. The illustration shows a tent in process of construction, a fin-

ished tent on the right, and a temporary shelter on the left. The men
and women clothe themselves in skins of animals, and are occupied
for a great portion of the time in dressing hides and curing meat.

National Museum, Washington, D. C.
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date: culture in the southwest
By M.IRV LAirSOX Mil-F, M. D.

EAR Tempe. Arizona, there is a little tract of fifteen

acres of reclaimed desert—the "alkali" soil of the Salt

River valley
—which holds in its bosom treasures whose

future value no one can now foretell. A few years ago

only a tract of dust-colored land could be seen, dotted

with precious bundles done up in burlap wrappings, and giving no

hint of their contents. From out these swaddling clothes, after sev-

eral weeks, peeped the green fronds of date-palms, beginning to

grow in their new home. Well might these tiny foster-children of

the Southwest hold up their heads proudly, for never before in all

their ancestry
—and their pedigree was already a long one when their

leaves strewed the path to Jerusalem
—was any member of theii

family so traveled, so tenderly cared for on the journey, or so

cherished in the home of its adoption.

Arrived at the American sea-board, these immigrants, as those of

shorter pedigree, have their quarantine. Careful examination is

made for harmful parasites, and fumigation rites must be scrupu-

lou.sly j,erformed. The railway journey by fast freight completed,

the little travelers are received at the Tempe station into trained

hands, and pass from, the custody of the Department of Agriculture

of the United States to that of the Arizona Experiment Station, un-

der whose immediate care is the Co-operative Date Orchard.

Of about one hundred and twenty varieties that have been im-

ported, nearly twenty have come into bearing. A few of these are

the so-called "dry" or "camel" date, hard and firm in texture, and

much prized by the Arab for its keeping qualities. Besides its value

as food for camels, it furnishes a date flour of high dietetic value. It

is less cloying to the palate than the sweet, soft date familiar in the

market, known as the "moist" or "sticky" date.

Botanically, these two groups, each with very many varieties, be-

long to the species Phoenix dactylifera. The nomenclature of the

date family is redolent of romance. The name "Phoenix" is that

of the fabled bird of Arabia who dwells in the desert. After a life

of five or six hundred years, she builds her own funeral pyre, fans it

with her wings to flame, and from the ashes springs again in all the

freshness of youth. The symbol of immortality, and of life in the

desert, the name lent itself most apropriately to the date-tree—living

quite as long as the mythical bird and springing again and again

from soil which could produce no other form of life. That Phoenix.

Arizona, should chance to be one of the centers around which the

development of date-culture is occurring is somewhat of a coinci-

dence.

The names of the varieties of dates are also charged,, to the
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Anglo-Saxon ear, with Oriental charm. "Deglet Noor," one of the

best known varieties, means "the date of light." Many names are

those of women, as "Rasheedeh," "Sultaneh," "Amreeyeh," "Ha-
zaneh"—the latter meaning "the broken-hearted woman." Some are

the names of places, as "Seewah," an oasis of the Sahara. And do

not the names "AH Rashid," "Zebel-el-Aled," "Nekleh-el-Pasha,"

conjure up before the mind's eye a very mirage of the desert—the

palms quaking in the first breath of the sirocco, and the train of

camels hastening across the sands to shelter?

The Department of Agriculture has shown great wisdom in carry-

ing on with much care the testing of imported varieties before the

general planting of date orchards is encouraged. The first date-

trees imported proved in many cases worthless, and later a trained

member of the Agricultural Department was sent abroad, who saw

to it that the plants were properly selected for exportation.

Some of the earlier varieties imported have proved of inferior

quality, while some ripen too late for the locality in which they have

been tested. Of these the "Deglet Noor," a valuable date of which

a number were imported, requires a longer season than is afforded

in the vicinity of Phoenix. At Fort Mohave and Yuma, Arizona,

young "Deglet Noor" trees have been set out, and a few years will

demonstrate whether either locality will afford a season long enough
for the maturing of the fruit.

One of the most satisfactory imported varieties in bearing in the

Salt River valley is "Rhars," a large and early date of exaellent

quality. The "Seewah" and the "Itima" also have demonstrated their

value in the climate of Arizona, as has the "Safraia," a dry date high-

ly esteemed by the Arab.

Fourteen varieties of ripe dates were to be seen at the last Terri-

torial Fair in Phoenix, in the exhibit of the Arizona Experiment
Station. These are but a few of the many imported varieties which

it is hoped will prove adapted to the climate of the Southwest. The

majority of these foreigners come from Southern Algeria, though

Egypt, Arabia, and Persia are also represented. Northern Persia

contributes a special variety now under observation, from which

much is hoped, as it both ripens early and flourishes in a compara-

tively high altitude. One importation from which good results were

expected proved the embodiment of all the faults with which the

(late family could be endowed. The pit was large, the amount of

flesh small, the flavor poor, and the crop slight.

The development of this industry must of necessity be somewhat
slow, as will be seen from a consideration of the life history of a

date plant. The sucker, when about two years old, is detached from
the parent tree, in its native land, and prepared for exportation. After
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rcachino- its destination, three more years must elapse before it be-

gins to throw out suckers on its own account.

The number of trees to be propagated from one parent tree would
seldom exceed twenty-five. An unusual record is that on March 12,

1896, twenty-six suckers were transplanted from a female tree of the

"Zeb-el-Aled" variety, at the Experiment Station Farm near Phoenix.

It is now fourteen years since the importation of date palms by the

Department of Agriculture' was begun, and at the normal rate of in-

crease it will be some years yet before the planting of tested date or-

chards in the Southwest on any large scale will be feasible.

The number of trees to the acre is about one hundred in Algeria,
and somewhat more in Egypt. In Arizona the trees have usually
been planted twenty feet apart. The utilizing of the partial shade

of a date orchard for crops of vegetables has not been tried in

America, but is a common practice in the Sahara.

The majority of date palms have alternate years of production and

rest. Some, however, bear each year a smaller crop, and a few are re-

ported as bearing abundantly every year. An altitude of five thou-

sand feet is borne by some varieties, and light frost is no menace, if

it occurs after the fruit has matured.

It has been noticed that the dates borne the first year or two on a

young tree are likely to be seedless, and curiously enough, this fact

is referred to by Pliny in his observations on the date.

Seedling dates are by no means to be despised. Mrs. Julia Lount,
of Phoenix, has several such trees, of excellent quality, and in full

bearing. These trees began to bear fruit about 1890, having been

planted in 1883
—

strangely enough, the very year in which W. K.
- Klee predicted that dates would sometime be successfully cultivated

in the extreme Southwest. Alany other seedlings, bearing fruit of

good quality, are reported from dififerent parts of Arizona and South-

ern California. Two such trees are in the grounds of the Territorial

Insane Hospital, three miles east of Phoenix, and others in the park

surrounding the Capitol building.

The careful naming of these seedlings was recommended by the

Arizona Experiment Station a few years ago, but in only one instance

known to the writer has this been done—that of the American seed-

ling called the "Kale" date.

The study of the date, to one thoroughly interested, becomes really

absorbing. Its botany, its economic value, its history, its culture,

even its political and religious aspects open in various directions

fields of thought that are most inviting. The history of the date can

be traced to the twilight of archaeological research. In the hiero-

glyphics of Egypt and the inscriptions of Mesapotamia, it is fre-

quently mentioned. The date-palm is referred to by Herodotus and
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Pliny, the latter giving, in his Natural History, many facts about its

botany and culture. Even a single tree often has a history of great
interest. In Palestine, one has a recorded life dating back to 490
A. D., which time it is said to have been planted by St. Sada.

The oldest date-trees in the Western Hemisphere are in Mexico,
and are supposed to be about two hundred years old. The Mission

fathers planted these in order to have the leaves for the proper cele-

bration of Palm Sunday. At the San Gabriel Mission in California,

the date-palms which in earlier years formed one of its attractive feat-

ures, have been destroyed by storms. No doubt some readers of this

article will recall them as adding much to the beauty of the old

Mission.

The date is mentioned frequently in the Hebrew Scriptures. At

Elim the Israelites encamped where three score and ten date-palms

Co-operative Date Orchard in Arizona— Young Trees

grew by twelve wells of water. Later, as a religious emblem, the

date-palm became identified with the Hebrew ceremonial. At the

Feast of Tabernacles it was particularly specified that date-fronds

should be used in the celebration, principally in the construction of

the booths. The date was used as a motive in designing the orna-

mentation of the temple at Jerusalem ; and the righteous, according

to the psalmist, "shall flourish like the date-palm." The Mohamme-

dan religion teaches that it is a sacrilege to cut a fruit-bearing date-

tree. Even in case of conquest and pillage this rule is observed by

the faithful.

The botany of the date is no less interesting than its history. An

endogen—or monocotyledonous plant
—its growth is from the ter-

minal bud, and if this is destroyed, the plant dies. A date-tree often
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grows two feet a year, and will sometimes show alternate thickening

and thinning of the trunk, as a record of alternating seasons of drouth

and of rain. The members of the palm family are dioecious—that

is, some are fruit-bearing, or female trees, while others are pollen-

bearing, or male trees. The seedling trees come about half and half,

which would entail great waste in an orchard. Moreover, seedlings

do not come true to the parent tree, so that these two objections

render unpractical the raising of dates from seeds, to any great ex-

tent. The proper method of propagation is by transplanting the suck-

ers, which spring up about the trunk of the parent tree during three

or four of the early years of its life. These trees are true to the

parent, and fruit-bearing trees in date countries are all named, and

Small Orchard of Seedling Dates in Phoenix

the varieties carefully perpetuated. The male trees, of which there

should be one to six or eight female trees, are never named, and may
be seedling trees, without detriment to the fruit. As there is con-

siderable variation, however, in the value of male trees, depending

upon the amount of pollen produced, and the length of the flowering

season, it is an advantage to propagate the male tree also from a par-

ent of good quality. It is entirely practical to pollenize the fruit by

bringing a branch of the pollen-bearing blossoms from a distance,

and hanging it in the fruit-bearing tree. The Arabs after con-

quering a country often destroy all the male date-trees, thus re-

quiring the people of the subjugated region to send each season to
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their conquerors for pollen blossoms, for which tribute must be paid,

until new seedling trees have matured.

The date-tree lives an indefinite length of time, but is most valu-

able as a producer during the first thirty years of its life. The ex-

treme height of the tree sometimes renders the harvesting of the crop

very difficult, as dates ripen a few each day, and should be picked

and put to dry as they ripen. The Arabs have an ingenious method

of lowering a valuable tree. A balcony is built around the trunk

immediately below the leafy crown, and filled with soil, the surface

of the trunk covered by the soil having been preciously hacked in

several places. If this earth is kept moist, roots grow out into it

from the hacked jMaces on the tree, and after perhaps a year the trunk
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The Souf region in the Sahara, with a population of twenty-five

thousand people, exports annually about seven million pounds of

dates. The story of the sunken date orchards of the Oued Souf re-

gion reads like a romance. Here, more than elsewhere, the date can

have "its feet in the water, and its head in the fire," as the Arab

proverb runs.

The wealth of the, A rah. consists largely in date-trees. In the

cases of Algeria, where one hundred and fifty varieties are known, a

date-tree in bearing is valued at from thirty to one hundred and

thirty dollars, a sum much larger there than here. The ownership

of a date-orchard is equivalent to wealth among these people.

The food value of the date is verv high. Dieteticallv, it ranks

"Seewah" Palm, Showing Arrangement ok Fruit Cluster

more nearly with the vegetables rich in proteid, like the legumes,
than with fruits. Dried dates often form the entire subsistence of the

Arab crossing the desert. The date is classed as one of the most

valuable foods for the repair of the nervous system.
In the practical work of rearing date-trees, some technical knowl-

edge is required. The skillful handling of the suckers, the protection
of the fruit from birds and bees, the amount of moisture, the selection

of soil—though the date is not fastidious as to soil—and the best

methods of curing, packing and marketing the crop are to be con-

sideerd. The price of labor may be the determining factor in esti-

mating the value of a date-orchard in America. The delicious flavor
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of a (late fresh from the tree is something never to be forgotten.

This consideration gives it a great value for the small home orchard,

while its beauty as an ornamental tree makes it one of the most de-

sirable from an aesthetic standpoint.

The culture of dates in America has undoubtedly come to stay,

and great interest will be felt in the future of the industry. Those

wishing to become more thoroughly informed on the subject will find

I'.ullentin Xo. 53 issued by the Bureau of Plant Industry at Washing-
ton and entitled "The Date Palm in the Southwest," by Dr. W. T.

Swingle, of great interest and value. Bulletin Xo. 86 is also of in-

terest ; as is Bulletin Xo. 29, issued by the Arizona Experiment Sta-

tion.

Oracle. /\rizona.
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THE LANDWARD CALL O' THU SUA
By ETHEL GRIEFITH.

'HE swinging flank of a marching Sea;

The strong command of the tide ;

And borne on the night's great symphony,

Like cavalry hosts to a martial air,

The storm-flung breakers ride.

The strong attack! The swift retreat!

The stinging breath of the Sea—
And over the salt' brine, bitter-sweet.

Comes the call o' thy Love to thee!

The call o' thy Love to Ye-o'-the-Land,

For he hath sought ye long.

To you the kiss of the salt-wet sand.

And the Sea's brave marching song!

"Captain and Lord-of-Myself am L
With none to say me nay ;

Master of Fate and the Iron Gate

That swings for my Destiny.

Czar and King of mine own brave Soul,

Strong in a warrior's right."

To hearts that be free, "Reveille !" chants the Sea,

".\wake and arise in thy Soul's great might!"
But heavy of sleep ye have drowsed ye long.

The dull, deep swoon o' the Land,
And hardly ye dared to dream ye heard

The call of His Marching Song,

The strong attack ! The swift retreat !

The stinging breath of the Sea—
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And over the salt brine, bitter-sweet,

Comes the call o' thy Love to thee !

The call o' thy Love to Ye-o'-the-Land,

For he hath sought ye long ;

To you the kiss of the salt-wet Sand,

And the Sea's brave marching song !

National City, Cal.

o
THE OPEN TRAIL

By FLORENS FOLSOM.

WHO of us is who has not longed
—craved—yearned—

for the Open trail?

The paths we plod to the Hidden God, to the Truth

behind the Veil.

They are packed and beat by shackled feet till hard as a

pave they seem.

Give us the spring lush grasses bring—we follow the lure of a

Dream !

We are sick of tramping single-file in the roads our fathers trod—
There must be a way more straight, through Fate, to the Gate of the

Living God!

Back here in the East, where Love is least and highest of all ranks

gold,

Meagre, a-cold grow the Fires of Uld ; they die in the shrivelling

clod.

From here in the East, where Love's a beat, or a trafficked thing in

the mart.

We gaze Out West, where the Old Things rest—where still man
owns a heart

;

Where brothers are brothers, back-to-back, instead of eye-to-eye;

Where hands are ready to help and give, and lips less quick to lie

Than to cheer and praise through weary days, stifling the selfish sigh.

Arroyo, mesa, and canon, glowing, wondrous, grand.

Ye woo our feet from our narrow street to your broad, enchanted

land
;

For flaring gas of lamp-post-glare you offer the clear great stars.

And the Open Trail to all who fail in this place of bolts and bars
;

Who here in the complex pettiness, the straining shift of life,

Have failed to lay hold on the One Thing, Gold, and so gone down
in the strife—

Arroyo, mesa and canon, to these are calling deep :

"To her feast the West in-binds the East ; come hither, and Harvest

keep !"

Upper Montclair, N. J.
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THE HUNTING OF MEIN
By MARGARET TROILI.

jRABBiT scuttled across the road, his ears laid low witii

fright. The dog chased after it into the bushes by the

road. There was a sharp scream, as of a child in pain.

Then the dog reappeared, laid the dead rabbit on the

road, and trotted on.

"Oh, Dash, you brute !" exclaimed the dog's companion, shocked

by the swift tragedy. The limp, warm body lay on his arm. He
stroked it gently and laid it under the bushes.

"It is the way, little rabbit," he said. Nor could he find blame for

the dog in his heart, for that is also the way for him.

Austin returned to camp. There was cheerfulness, there were

bright faces in the firelight, agile young men moving about w^ith

pots and pans.

"What d'you get?" they asked him as he came within the magic
fire circle.

"Nothing," he said. "Dash got a rabbit."

"Well, you don't seem to mind nothing," they shouted.

"No," he responded lightheartedly. "Let the critters live."

"Fine sportsman, you !" they scofifed. "Come on. Supper 's

ready."

The circle sat down, and there was a gay clatter of tinware and

of tongues. Dick had seen a deer. Bill had killed a rattlesnake. Jack
had come on two coyotes.

"Oh, Austin," said Dick, "did you hear the news?"

"What news?" he asked.

"There was a shooting affair two days ago among the Greeks

on the gang. One of them killed the foreman."

"Those Greeks are always fighting," he responded.

"Yes, and now that fellow is up here in the hills somewhere." said

Dick.

"He is! How is he to live?"

"I guess the other fellows help him. They all stick together."

The campfire was smouldering like a sleepy red eye, and the stars

were shining down on the camp under the oaks, when Willie Morgan
rode into it and woke everyone with a tremendous whoop.

"Hey, you fellows !" he shouted, profaning the cafion and the stars.

Four "fellows" bounded out of their cosy blankets.

"What's up?" they demanded. "Who are you?"

"Y-you know them Greeks? Well, they were up to our place

sun-down and got water. They said they were going to work over

in Bear Valley, but th-that's a lie. One of them 's the fellow shot

that other fellow, and you fellows wants to git a move on. I hurried

down soon 's got dark."
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"Well, what is it anyway? What of it?" Willie's reputation for

truthfulness was brittle. But Willie moved wildly in his saddle.

"Hey now, you fellows. That's so, all right. They went up that

a-way," dropping his voice. "You want to git out and hunt them.

That's what I came for. Made bronc' run all the way."

"Well," said Dick. "Here's our chance to help the law. What

do you say, fellows?"

"Get ready," they all said.

So they made ready, saddling their horses and taking what provi-

sions they could.

The sleepy red eye of the fire blinked a few times at the shadowy

cavalcade, and, left to itself, shut entirely.

"Vigilance committee," whispered Austin to Dick, as they rode

up the caiion together. The noisy Morgan had ridden home.

"Somewhat," responded Dick. "I never before felt myself a part

of the law."

"Now you're quite an arm of it, aren't you?" laughed Austin.

"It's a big country to reach an arm into for a villain," said Dick.

"Oh, he may not be a villain," returned Austin.

"No, but there's the deed. The law sees that first."

"Yes," admitted Austin.

"We've got to catch those fellows," asserted Dick. "They're an

ignorant set. Don't know the majesty of the American law."

"They certainly haven't much feeling for any law," said Austin.

"They have enough, though," insisted Dick, "to get out of the

way of consequences."

"Some primitive sense of retaliation, and fear that the wronged
one may return, it may be," mused Austin. "It seems brutal, some-

how, to hunt a man as if were a beast."

"What are you going to do?" asked Dick. "The law generally

has to find its man."

"It seems to me there should be some other way," said Austin.

"I don't just see it," returned Dick.

They rode and rode through the gray-lit night, and in the morning
made camp, somewhere in the mountains "back of things," as Dick

said, surveying the landscape which emerged from the dark. They
were at the head of the caiion; further progress would have to be

made over the side-slopes covered with "old man," or growth of

sHppery elm and wild mahogany. It was indifferent country, almost

desert, for the hills were dry, and most of the cafions waterless. A
land in which the water slips away below the surface has this re-

served, tight-lipped demeanor for the comer. It neither invites, nor

pushes away. "If you can get anything, take it," it says, "but we
are busy. We cannot give any attention to you. We are cpncerned
with eternity, and the order of things."
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The four companions rested, made such preparations as were nec-

essary, and in the afternoon rode their several ways. Austin was
to ride to the top of Bear Mountain, the others would take circuitous

routes to head off the fugitive and his companion.
Dick said to Austin as they parted : "If you find them, hold them

if you can. If you can't, head them north, and track them. I think

we can meet off that spur. Anyway we'll come together. You
know the sign. So long."

Austin began the ascent of the old mill-road. The canon sank be-

low him, the distant country rose about him. Cattle moved leisurely

out of his way, or hurriedly, if startled. Grass was dry, water lack-

ing, game scarce. He gained the top of the ridge, left the sage be-

hind, and came out on a flat, green stretch where white oaks were

just greening, belated into the middle of summer. It was now well

towards evening. He noticed a bunch of cattle moving before him,

half a mile away. They had evidently scattered from some center of

alarm. Presently some of them halted under a group of dark pines,

but their manner of turning their heads and their restless motions in-

dicated that something had passed that way. Under cover of the un-

easy animals, who would not be startled by a man on horse-back, he

rode on carefully, glad of the on-coming dusk. A lean coyote slunk

away, regarding him with wary eyes. The animal reminded him of

Dash, whose companionship he missed. The thought of Dash re-

called the dead rabbit whose eyes were blank while its body was

still soft and warm. Tonight, was he Dash, the hunter? Man come

to hunt man on the still mountain-top, silver-dusky above the black

valleys ? Yes, he would hunt the man, seek him and find him.

The wind swayed through the pines overhead. A flame wavered

redly beyond the grove. It sank, another flickered upward, until the

fire glowed, full-blown, against the dark. The Hunter would meet

the Hunted. His horse's hoofs sank in the pine-needles. He unsad-

dled the animal and staked him out with the reata. He kept his gun
with him, and walked on to the fire. Two men were moving about

it. He recognized them as Greeks.

"Good-evening," he said calmly, and stepped into the light.

The men sprang to their guns, wide-mouthed with fear.

"No," said Austin calmly, "Don't be afraid. I no hurt you."

"Wat you want?" they screamed hoarsely.

"I'm hungry. You got anything? Hunting you see?" He held

up the gun. "No get anything."

There was a swift conference in Greek. "All ri," said one—he had

a round, jovial face. "You stay. No got much, though."

"Plenty. I'm sure," said Austin, "I've got some corned beef,"

and he took a can out of his pocket.

The Greeks had tea in a tin can, and a big loaf of their sour, heavy
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bread. So they supped, with the big night welling up over them,

and the campfire glowing on the withheld tide of it, banked all about

them.

The Greeks explained that they were going "over there" to work.

And the fire ceased to leap ; the log fell in
;

it pulled itself together,

as a dog does, to sleep; the coals "snacked," glowed, fell apart: the

dark tide began to flow in, but the red coals used it up, until the fire

grew wan and closed under its ashy eyelid. Austin and the Greeks

lay down and slept by the fire.

"Mr. Ufeten!"

Austin was far away in dreams when the voice came

to him. He struggled to reach the land of awakening, and found

George, the jocund-faced one, still shaking his shoulder. He sat up.

"Say," began George, "your horse gone. Bill gone."

"What!" said Austin. "When? Where?"

"Oh, you see," went on George, and Austin paused in his dressing

to listen, "Bill's afraid. You no hear? He kill a man"—he looked

away over the shimmery morning valley
—"down there, you know ?"

There was effort in the confession, and the Greek looked furtively

at Austin to mark the effect.

"Oh," said Austin. "What are you and I going to do?" He
looked calmly at George.

"You go home," advised he. "Bill, he'll send your horse back.

You bet. I go on over valley
—go to work." He pointed to the

fantasy of field and plain below.

"Where will he send the horse? Where do I live?"

"Oh, you," George looked frightened, "you live station, don't you ?"

"No. Camp down there—surveying, you know. I was going over

to valley, too. Maybe we go together, eh ? Maybe I get some game,
see?"

George's bright face darkened. "Well, mebbe," he began per-

plexedly. "You no care about horse?" tentatively, cocking an eye

at Austin opposite against a tree.

"No," Austin assured him gravely.

So they broke camp and set forth.

Austin knew the country thoroughly, the Greek had slight knowl-

edge of it. So by edging away a little to the north, they were lost,

as George thought. George had provisions—they had come on

mysterious caches before they left the accustomed trail to Bear

Valley. The afternoon they were lost they stood on a rugged spur
of the mountain. Rough cafions rayed away from them, but Austin

recognized two monumental landmarks, Mount Breckinridge, and

Tehachepi Mountain.

"Where to go?" quizzed Austin.
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The Greek looked over the country. "I no know," he said. "Mebbe

camp here."

"All right," assented Austin. The Greek expected his friends, he

concluded. They found a spring in the canon below—of which

Austin knew—and made their camp.

They were there one day, two days. No one came. The third da}*

George slipped away to the top of the hill. Austin made no attempt

to hold him or to accompany him. He was willing to wait.

George came back, very moody. He sat by the fire while Austin

cooked their supper. During the night he was restless, and often rose

to heap fuel on the fire. He muttered, he prayed, he crossed himself,

while the flames rose again from their bed of ashes, and leaped on

him in his vigil. At last he crept to Austin's side again, in the com-

forting company of the firelight dancing within the mute circle of

the huge shadows under the trees. Austin gave no sign. The next

day he invited George to go on a hunt. They went up and down ;

they climbed and slid
; they tore their way through brush. The deer

were shy. At last they sighted one across a deep, but narrow, brush-

choked gulch.

"See," said Austin to George, pointing to the animal grazing in an

open space. "Shoot it."

George lifted his gun, but it shook in his trembling hand and the

shot went so far astray that the deer never even lifted his head.

Austin said nothing, simply raised his gun, and the deer sank to

his death. The Greek looked up in his face, so white and wretched

that Austin felt a stab of pity.

"You good shot," he muttered, hoarsely. "You take me away my
friends, you lose me, you shoot me by-in-by."

"No, George," said Austin, and gripped the man's shoulders.

"No, I will not kill you. But I'll stay with you." George squirmed

away, shifted his feet, his gun, glanced at Austin uneasily.

"Maybe I go get deer," he suggested. He scrambled down through

the brush, and after a while stood by the fallen deer. Austin rested

his gun on a rock and his elbows on the gun, with his chin sunk

on his arm. He watched George under the brim of his slouch hat.

The Greek stooped over the deer, glanced back at Austin and then

picked his gun up with a sleight-of-hand swiftness. Dropping on one

knee, he aimed the gun at Austin. Austin felt a tightening of all his

muscles, as he saw the tiny end of the barrel, enlarging to his vision.

He pushed up the hat, and heard the shot hit a boulder some ten feet

again.

"Bring the deer over, George," he shouted, and sat down to wait.

After a while George appeared, panting under the heavy load.

"You're a poor shot, George," remarked Austin. "Where was the

other deer ?"
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"No deer," he grumbled. ^

They went back to camp. Austin was weary, George tired. They
made up the fire, fetched water from the spring, dressed the meat.

At last, the simple household duties done, they sat at supper. George
behaved like a child repenting of some misdeed. He waited on Aus-

tin
;
he appealed to him. He seemed to be coming nearer, man to

man. Austin felt the appeal. He had been living with a stranger

of his living, held to him by the commonplace needs of life, not know-

ing he was a prisoner by his will. But now the man was freeing him-

self—not the law, not the Hunting of Men, had forced him. In the

wilderness, the trammels unloosen.

They sat by the fire together, they two alone of all the living things

in the hills with light upon them in the big darkness.

"Mr. Usten," said George, as they sat there, "you ever see man
mad?"

"Yes, I think so," returned Austin slowly.

"Me," said George.
"You?"

"Yes, me. Mad today
—shoot you, Mr. Usten."

"Did I make you mad?" asked Austin, turning to him. The

Greek's face was white with emotion.

"No, me mad inside—bad—wicked, you call him?"

"Sometimes," said Austin.

"Me wicked. I hate you. I think you going to kill me."

"No," said Austin. "No, I wasn't going to kill you."

"I know now, I know," the Greek cried. "You no care, no afraid.

You good man. Me bad man. I afraid." Even then he seemed to

come closer to Austin.

"You're not afraid now, are you?" George leaned nearer.

"Pretty soon no more afraid," he returned. "I tell )-ou, Mr. Usten.

Bill, he no kill that man. I mad, I kill him. I send Bill away with

your horse."

"I know, George," said Austin. "I've been waiting for you to

tell me."

"You know all time?" George screamed, and sank to his feet.

"What you going to do?"

"Sit down, George," Austin urged him, "You said you were not

afraid."

George sank down again, sobbing, his head in his hands.

"George," Austin began, "you know when you hunt, dog runs after

rabbit long time
;
rabbit gets tired ; dog catches him, kills him. Rab-

bit screams, dog no care. He runs off." George cowered in the

ashes. "When a man does wrong," Austin went on, looking at the

fire, and feeling the man near him, "sometimes he runs away, and
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men come after him, and hunt him all over. The man runs and gets

very tired and afraid. Then the men catch him. They have to.

Little children run away and hide, too. They're afraid because they're

going to be hurt. They're not afraid of the wrong they did."

The man on the ground was very still

"But a man, a big man, will not be chased like the silly rabbit, or

stand in a corner like a child."

Austin paused, George sat up.

"You're a big man, George," said Austin, and smiled at him.

"Me ? No, me little man—rabbit—baby. Me afraid."

"No," returned Austin firmly, "You're a man."

George raised himself slowly, got to his feet.

"Me a man, now," he said, with courageous simplicity. "No mad.

No afraid. Tomorrow we go and tell."

Austin stood up beside him. "Brother, you are a man. Tomorrow

we will go." And with a clasp of hands he pledged the brotherhood.

San Francisco.

REVOLLE
By Aldis Dunbar.

WHEN
the wind calls "Come out!"

How shall I stay

Four walls behind,

Through the heart o' the day
In a study confined,

Thoughts into verse fair and shapely to bind?

Grass and bough sweep and sway!

(Hear the wind shout

As he ripples the hay !)

Can I bide here to stay

(Bent among books piled all silent about)

The sole thing in my mind—
That the wind cries "Come out!"—'

In strict form, well defined,

Closing my ears to his claim on me? Nay!

Ho, Brother Wind,

Let's be up and away!

Erie, Pa.
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THE LINE OF LEAST RESISTANCE
By EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES.

"Hereafter, in a better world than this,

I shall demand more love and knowledge of you."

F HER cheek was pale, it might have been but the glare

of the approaching headlight ;
if her hand had trembled,

it might well have been from cold. For the long, bright

summer was over; October winds were keen. A last

word of parting from the little group on the platform.

The bell rang, the engine puffed noisily, gathered headway ; the last

car slipped by them, the quadrangle of red lights on its platform

merged to a glow in the distance. She was gone. Gone—and he

had said no word !

When the last glimmer of the receding lights died away, Colton

went to the stables, saddled, rode slowly westward through the thick

night. A chill wind shrilled by him
;
an endless billowy sea of gray

grama rose wave on wave against him, broke sobbing at his feet

with rustle and whisper and moan. Before him the darkness gathered

to vague shapes, which bore down on him to bar his way—only the

swaying yuccas! As they faded into the blackness behind, others

rose, warned him back, challenged his advance. A coyote howled to

his mates in mournful cadence. The weird notes lingered along the

moaning waste, till fancy deemed the ghostly music not stilled, but

borne away by desert winds, to break, far off, against the silent hills.

As he rode at a foot-pace through the dim night, up and across

the slow ridges that rose, wave on gray wave, to the Rim on the

desert's edge, thoughts sadder than desert or wind or night came to

him. Thoughts of his bleak and desolate childhood, that had never

know a mother's love nor a father's care; of his hard and friend-

less boyhood on the World's Edge. Good men and bad fared to

the World's Edge; he had chosen the worst. Whiskey, cards, vio-

lence and death were the common events of life; drunkards, gam-
blers, tricksters, murderers, outlaws and thieves his associates.

Then manhood. He knew now—too late—that, under happier

auspices, he might have made his life a useful and a happy one. He
had measured his strength with the strongest

—body and mind and

will—to find none more strong. But all his high powers, his splen-

did energies, his indomitable resolution, his unfaltering courage had

been devoted,

"In the mid-might and flourish of his May,"
to the service of evil. A prince of outlaws, foremost in violence, tur-

bulence and crime.

Driven at last from his old haunts, he had taken refuge in this

lonely land. Freed from associations twice-bound upon him by old

service given or received, his better instincts had proved ascendant.
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For a dozen years he had lived peaceably, honestly, usefully

—even

honorably. Unlettered, he turned now to readin^^to find things
difficult for ordinary men clear to him almost at a glance. Books be-

came a mine of inexhaustible delight, yielding their treasures to his

acute intelligence as readily as if he possessed Aladdin's fabled lamp.

Withal, he had prospered. His strength had been a refuge, his gen-

erosity unfailing.

Guarding his new-found honor jealously, prizing the respect of his

allies and followers—and of himself—he told his heart that his evil

deeds were outweighed by the good already done, the high resolve

for future accomplishment. And then—she came.

The long, bright summer ! The pleasant rides together ! Her trust

and confidence ! The twilight songs ! More than all, the high com-

munion with the glorious company of brave and true, heroes of his-

tory, legend and song, passing in infinite review. Not dim phantoms,
dust and ashes centuries ago, nor shadowy creations of a poet's brain,

but glowing, splendid, breathing, changeless, immortal, radiant in

deathless youth. With what eager delight they cried out greetings
to old favorites, joyed in their high companionship—Esau, Jonathan,

Hector, Herman, Brutus, the Maid of France, Rosalind of Arden,

gentle Enid, D'Artangan, strong Danton, loved, "bright-sparkling''

Camille, Carton and Cyrano—comrades all !

A dream ! He woke to bitter memories of shame and sin
;
to the

sure knowledge that her pure eyes would turn shuddering from the

pages of his black history. . . . Surely, her hand had trembled

in his own. It tingled at the thought. . . . And he might live

to be an old, old man ! Colton, erstwhile train-robber and bandit,

groaned aloud.

The slow moon rose as he reached the Rim. It showed the wide ex-

panse of desert behind him, flooded with trembling light ;
northwar J,

the buttressed and fantastic peaks of Fray Cristobal ;
their jutting

shadows streaming into the gulf beyond, athwart the silvery ribbon

of gleaming river, twining in mazy loops across the broad vallev

below. At his feet the black shadow of the Rim fell away ; but, where

a bold promontory shouldered far out, the moonlight showed the

frowning level wall of lava cliff, where the plain broke abruptly into

the chasm beneath; the iron desolation of the steep sides, bouldti-

strewn, savage and forbidding.

"A land of old up-heaven from the abyss."

Long since, there had been a flourishing Mexican town in the

valley. A wagon-road had painfully climbed a long ridge to the

Rim, twisting, doubling, turning, cUnging hazardously to the hill-

side, its outer edge a wall built up with stone, till it came to the

shoulder under the tremendous barrier. From there it turned north-

ward, paralleling the Rim in mile-long curve above a deep gorge;
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turning, in a last desperate climb, to a solitary gateway in the black-

wall, torn out by flood-waters through slow centuries. Smallpox had

smitten liie people; the treacherous river had devastated the fertile

valley, and, subsiding, left the rich fields a waste of sand. The town

was long deserted
;
the disused road was gullied and torn by flood,

fallen away, overhung with drooping cat-claw, choked by debris,

the soil washed away, leaving a heaped and crumbled track of tangled

stone. But it was the only practicable way as far as the sand-hills,

and Colton led his horse down the ruined path, with many a turning

back and scrambling detour.

It was daylight when he reached the sand-hills. As he rode through

the silent streets of what had been Alamocita, the sun peered ovci

the Rim, gilding the crumbling walls, where love and laughter had

made music, where youth and hope and happiness had been.

Silent now and deserted, given over to lizard and bat and owl, the

smiling gardens choked with sand and grass, springing with mez-

quite and tornillo; a few fruit trees, gnarled and tangled, drooping
for days departed, when young mothers sang low lullaby beneath

their branches. . . . Passed away and forgotten—hopes and

fears, tears and smiles, birth and death, joy and sorrow, hatred and

sin and shame, falsehood and truth and courage and love. The sun

shone cheerfully on these gray ruins—as it has shone on a thousand

such, and will shine.

So mused Colton, as he turned heavily up the river past the broken

acequias, to where a massive spur of basaltic rock had turned the

fury of the floods and spared a few fields. In this sheltered cove

dwelt Don Francisco Gonzales y Ortega in true pastoral and patri-

archal style; his stalwart sons and daughters, with their sons and

daughters in turn, in clustering adobes around him.

A cheerful settlement, this of the Rincon del Fray Cristobal, nest-

ling at the foot of the friendly rampart, sheltered alike from flood

and wind. To the east, the long wall of the Rim
;
far down the

river the edge of the Caballo, its northern extremity a gigantic mass

startlingly carven to an elephant's head—Elephant Butte. Be-

yond the river the vast and dominating bulk of San Mateo, the

keen profile of Cuchillo Negro, the rolling mesa beyond, the dim
outline of the Black Range on the far horizon.

In their fields the "gente" of Gonzalez y Ortega raised ample crops

of alfalfa, wheat, corn, frijoles and chile, with orchard, vineyard and

garden. Their cows, sheep and goats grazed the foothills between

Fray Cristobal and the Rim, watched by the young men or boys,

penned nightly in the great corrals. Their horses roamed the hills

at will, only a few being kept in the alfalfa pasture. They ground
their own grain, tanned their cow-hides at home. Mattress and pil-

low were wool of their raising, their blankets and cloth their own
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weave. There were granaries, a wine-press, a forge, a cumbrous

stone mill, a great adobe oven like a monstrous bee-hive.

Once a year their oxen drew the groaning wagons up the sandy
road to San Marcial, and returned with the year's marketing—salt,

axes, iron and steel, powder and lead, bolts of white domestic or

manta for sheets and shirtings, matches, tea, cofiFee, tobacco and

sugar. Perhaps, if the saints had been kind, there were a few rib-

bons, trinkets or brightly colored prints of Joseph and Virgin and

Child, St. John the Beloved, The Annunciation, The Children and

Christ ; perhaps an American rifle or a plow. But, for the most part,

they held not with innovations ; plowed, sowed and reaped as their

fathers did, threshing with oxen or goats.

The women sewed by hand, cooked on fireplaces ; or, better still,

in the open air under the trees, with few and simple utensils. They
ate, save on state occasions, from whitest and cleanest of sheepskins

spread on the floor. But, the walls were snowy with whitewash,

the dirt floors smooth and clean, the coarse linen spotless. The scant

furniture of the rooms—a pine bed, a chair or two, a mirror, a brass

candlestick (with home-made candles), a cheap print on the wall, a

great chest for clothes, blankets and simple treasures, the bright fire

in the cozy-corner fireplace
—all combined to give an indescribable

air of cheerfulness, of homely comfort and of rest. This quiet comer,

where people still lived as simply as when Abraham went up from

Ur of the Chaldees, in the spring-time of the world, held, to seeing

eyes, an incommunicable charm.

Small wonder that Colton turned hither for healing, brought here

his sorrow, anguish, despair and loss. The more, that, for old ser-

vice in sickness and need, he was here a loved and honored guest.

When he arrived, the cattle were already on the hills, the pigs and

chickens far afield. Don Francisco, white-haired, erect, welcomed

him with stately courtesy.

"Enter, then, Don Tomas—the house is thine in very truth. Nay,
the young men shall care for thy horse."

He raised his voice. Three tall sons, Abran, Zenobia, Donociano,

came at the summons, gave Colton grave greeting, and stood to

await their father's commands. Fathers of families themselves, they

presumed not to sit unbidden, to join in the conversation, or to loiter.

Breakfast was served presently, in high state. Savory venison,

chile, fish, eggs, tortillas, etole, enchiladas, cream and steaming coflFee

was the fare. The snowy cloth was "laid for one and spread for

six," as Colton laughingly protested to the Senora Josefa, who, with

Don Francisco, sat gravely by to bear him company, while a silently

hovering damsel anticipated every need.

Thence, when his hosts could urge no more upon him, to the deep

shading cottonwoods. Wine was brought and the "makings" of
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cigarettes
—corn-husks, handcut, a great jar of tobacco and a brazier

of mesquite embers. At a little distance women washed, wove or

sewed ; the young men made buckskin, fashioned quirts, whips, ropes,

bridle-reins, tie-straps, hobbles, pack-sacks and chaparejos of raw-

hide; made cinches of horse-hair; wrought ox-yokes, plow-beams
and other things needful for their simple husbandry.

Meanwhile, Don Francisco entertained his guest with grave and

leisurely recital of the year's annals, Mateo, son of Sebastian, had

slain a great bear in the Pass of All the Winds ; Alicia, daughter of

their eldest, was wed with young Roman de la O, of Canada Nogales,

to the much healing of feud and ancient hatred
; Diego, son of Eu-

sebia, was proving a bold and fearless rider of wild horses, with

reason, as behooved his father's son ; he had carried away the f^allo

at the Fiesta de San Juan with the fleet dun colt "creased" from the

wild bunch at Mescal
; the herds had grown, the crops prospered, all

sorrow passed them by, through the intercession of the blessed

saints.

The year's trophies were brought. He fingered with simple pride

the great pelt of the silver-tip. Antlers there were and lion-skins,

gleaming prisms of quartz, flint arrowheads and agates brought in

by the shepherds, the costly Navajo blanket won by the fleet-limbed

dun at Cafiada races.

Hither came presently another visitor—Florentino, breaker of wild

horses, despite his fifty years ; wizened and withered and small,

merry and cheerful, singer of forgotten folk-songs ; chanting, even

as he came, the song of Macario Romero—Macario, riding joyous

and light-hearted, spite of warning, omen and sign, love-lured to

doom and death.

" 'Concedame una licencia

Voy a ir a ver a me, Chata.*
"

Dice Macario Romero,
Parando en los estribos :

'Madre, pues, esto voy a ver,

Si todos son mis amigos !'

"

But, though the gay talk went on, the shadow of Colton's mood
was heavy upon him. The keen-eyed host saw it and after dinner

they left him alone under the pretext of siesta and work to be done

thereafter. Alone, with bitter thoughts of guilt and shame and loss—
brooding over the black ledger of his life.

Wasted, misspent, thrown away ! The simple contented life around

him, the old man ending his days of honest usefulness, attended by

well-earned

"Love, obedience, honor, troops of friends,"

by contrast, made his own dark past darker, his future more desolate

and hopeless. . . . She might wonder sometimes, but she would
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forget him soon. Better so. Surely, better so. He remembered

with a pang her womanly pity, her tenderness, her compassion for all

unfortunate lives. Perhaps, sometime, when he was an old man, he

would seek her and tell her.

A shadow fell where he lay face downward in the grass. He looked

up. A steel barrel covered him, a steady eye behind it. A stranger—beyond, a crafty face he knew
;
another steel barrel, not so steady.

"I arrest you in the name of the law," said the stranger. "For

robbery and murder of the United States paymaster at Fort Gibson

in 1880."

Handcuffed, locked in a windowless adobe room while his captors

ate supper, he paced to and fro. Taken at last, unaware—captured

without even a chance for resistance ! He saw the curious crowds,

the courtroom, the grim gallows, where his long account would be

balanced, the flaring head lines. And she would know !

A stealthy step
—a key turned softly in the padlock. Finger on lip,

the aged Josefa appeared before him.

"Fly, then, quickly ! I lock the door again, to give more time."

"And leave you in trouble—at your age
—"

he began. Her swift

Spanish overwhelmed his words.

"Think not of me, Don Tomas ! None know I have a key. What

you have done, I know not. But that I owe you a life for the life

of my young son—that I know well, and more. I am an old woman
and my eyes are dim. Not so dim but that I could see how my way-
ward daughter Francesca—child of my age, my Panchita—flung

herself in your path, to be trampled on if you so willed. Not so dim,

Don Tomas, but they saw that you turned aside and harmed her not.

Wicked you may be, but our House owes you a life and more than

a life, for the immortal soul you spared. Though you be all they say,

these old eyes shall weep for you, these old lips shall not breathe your
name but in grateful love and honor, shall not cease to pray for you
to the Mother of Sorrows ! No more words, but go !"

Deep in the tornillo bosque he lay and heard the loud search around

him. The open playa spread between him and the river
;
the low sun

dipping behind San Mateo, made the waters swirl red as blood.

Half an, hour longer, and it would be dark.

The marshal rode swiftly along the bank, "cutting sign." That

other with the crafty face had passed within a few feet of his hiding

place. They were now in sight, beating the next tangle. And they

were going from him. The sun was down, the brief twilight fading.

He would have his Chance. What zvas that?

Above him was an open space, a sand-bar pushing out into the

river. And out toward the black water toddled little two-year-old

Manuelito, son of that Panchita for whose sake he was free.
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Now kind Heaven, turn aside those helpless feet; Heaven send

that the marshal, or that crafty-faced one, may look back to see the

threatened danger ! Now All-seeing God, to whom that gray-haired

woman prays, spare that innocent life, hear my prayers who have

never prayed before ! But the little feet go on to the furious river,

all unmarked. White and bare a cottonwood log overhung the water :

the fearless feet are on it, slipping
—balancing.

Colton broke from cover. There was a thrill of pride, the leaping

blood all a-tingle. He had not hesitated, his swift choice had been

inevitable and sure—though it led to death and shame.

Not all unworthy of her, the hand in which her own had trembled.

As he ran swiftly up the shore, the child slipped, screamed, fell—
"Ho!" Clear and strong, he called his distant foes as he ran, his

eyes on the tossing waters.

Shouts, running of horses, bullets cutting the sand around his feet.

Then the child's head above the water, its shrill scream. The mar-

shal's thunderous voice reached him,

"Don't shoot ! See the kid ! Stop, damn you !"

Another shot. Colton fell on the playa's edge. Dazed, he raised

himself on his elbow. Racing furiously across the sand-bar, the

marshal whirled his rifle on high, struck the crafty-faced one from

his horse, plowed on through the heavy sand. Other figures, running
afoot with clamor and outcry. Colton staggered to his feet. The

child's face rose again abreast him, close by. HandcuflPed, all

wounded as he was, he plunged in.

The furious river swept him down
;
its shock and chill cleared his

senses, renewed his strength. Strongly, steadily he swam, search-

ing with watchful eye. A little hand ! He flung out with mighty

strokes, his hands closed on the baby form.

But now he was in the swiftest current, his strength failing, the

struggling child choked him. The cruel waters clutched him, swept

him away, bore him down. The marshal's horse was swimming

bravely, the marshal's shouted promise reached Colton 's failing

senses. Tossed, tumbled, overborne—sinking
—

rising for a stroke

or two, a breath, then beaten down the depths. . . . Her hand

shook in mine—God's blessing on her! . . . The marshal's

face was near. With a last desperate effort the outlaw held the child

up to the reaching arms and fell back,

"Not ever to be questioned any more."

Apalachin, N. Y.
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•a bit of old CALIFORNIA
By ANNA MATILDA BILLE.

"It has hitherto been the fate of these regions like that of modest merit or

humble virtue, to remain unnoticed; but posterity will do them justice; towns
and cities will hereafter flourish where all is now desert; the waters over

which scarcely a solitary boat is yet seen to glide will reflect the flags of all

nations; and a happy prosperous people, receiving with thankfulness what

prodigal nature bestows for their use, will disperse her treasures over every

part of the world."

HESE words of Otto von Kotzebue, Captain of the Rus-

sian ship, the Rurik, which stopped at San Francisco

in the fall of 18 16, come to us with all the force of a

prophecy fulfilled. Strange indeed has been the change
of less than a century

—the change from a distant har-

bor in a neglected province of Spain to a great American city.

On board this ship there was also, fortunately, a well known

German poet, who left us a description of San Francisco as it was

when the surrounding country was still unpeopled save by the

natives who roamed the woods, when no boats ruffled the calm waters

of San Francisco Bay, when the Presidio and the Mission alone

marked the beginnings of an approaching civilization. He gives us,

to be sure, but little actual description, but from his account we can

very well reconstruct the atmosphere and the life of the time. We
can see the neglected, homesick soldiers; the sleek, prosperous

priests not above "dipping their mantles too deep in the blood of the

vine;" the venerable governor, Don Paolo Vicente de Sola, in his

dignity and his night-cap; the uncompromising, kindly captain,

Otto von Kotzebue; Herr Kuskoff, with his eye for business; and

through it all the cheerful, lovable, humane spirit of the writer.

Albert von Chamisso.

Since Chamisso is the man who gave its scientific name to the

California poppy, a brief sketch of how, as he puts it, fate played

with him, may be of interest to Californians. He was born in 1781

of a French noble family which was among those who were com-

pelled to flee from France in 1790. After many wanderings through

the Netherlands, Holland and Germany, the family finally settled

in Prussia, where the boy became a page to the queen. In 1798
he enlisted in the army and served until 1806. Meanwhile he pur-

sued his studies and began to write poetry in German, which at-

tracted considerable attention. He was drawn into the circle of the

Romanticists and of Madame de Stael. At this time also he took

up the study of botany, and in order to continue this he entered

the University of Berlin in 1812.

Then came the year 1813, with the war between the country of

his nativity and the country of his adoption, the war in which he

could take no part, for, as he says with simple pathos, "I had no
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longer any country, or rather, still no country." He was a man of

a sensitive, poetic nature, and his life at this time was embittered by

the fact that he was a man without a country. The result of the

spiritual struggle he went through at this time was embodied in the

beautiful fairy tale, "Peter Schlemihl," which he admits represents

his own life in allegory, and which has such an irresistible appeal

because he put his very soul into it.

No sooner did affairs seem to be settled than, in 181 3, there was

another call to arms, and Chamisso had his battle to fight all over

again. One day in the house of a friend he happened to see a

newspaper which told of a proposed Russian expedition to the North

Pole. "I wish I were with these Russians at the North Pole!" he

exclaimed. His friend, finding that he was in earnest, procured his

appointment as naturalist on the ship. Thus it happened that on

August 17, 181 5, he sailed from Copenhagen on board the Rurik,

commanded by Otto von Kotzebue, Post Captain in the Russian Im-

perial Navy, bound for a voyage around the world, in the course of

which they stopped at San Francisco. The story of that visit I will

let him tell in his own words :

"At four o'clock in the afternoon of October 2, 181 6, we sailed

into the harbor of San Francisco. A great commotion arose in the

fort at the southern entrance of the channel. They hoisted their

flag. We raised ours, which did not appear to be known here, and

saluted the Spanish flag with seven shots. We dropped anchor be-

fore the Presidio, but no boat came away from the shore to meet us
;

for the Spanish have not a single boat on these glorious waters.

"I was at once ordered to accompany Lieutenant Schismareff to

the Presidio. Lieutenant Don Luis de Arguello, acting commandant
since the death of the captain, received us with marked friendliness,

and provided at once for the immediate needs of the Rurik, sending
fruit and vegetables on board. In the evening he despatched a mes-

senger to the governor of New California at Monterey to inform him

of our arrival.

"The next morning, as I was about to go to the Presidio upon
the command of the captain, I met the artillery officer, Don Miguel
de la Luz Gomez, and a father from the local mission, who were on

their way to the ship. I accompanied them on board. They brought
the most cordial offers of help from the commandant and from the

wealthy mission. The priest invited us to the mission on the follow-

ing day, which was the festival of the saint, saying we would find

horses waiting to take us there. At the request of the captain we
were at once supplied with an abundance of meat and vegetables. In

the afternoon we pitched our tents, and set up the observatory and the

Russian bath. In the evening we paid a visit to the commandant.
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The captain was received with a sahite of eight shots from the

Presidio.

"It was not these superfluous ceremonial shots, however, that the

captain wanted, but the two still due the Russian flag, and he insisted

upon their delivery. They negotiated about the m.atter for a long

time, and it was only in an unwilling and compulsory fashion that

Don Luis de Arguello finally saw fit to deliver the two missing
shots (I know not if not first upon command of the governor). And
then one of our soldiers had to be sent to mend the line for hoisting

the flag, which had broken when last used, and none of the natives

had been able to climb the pole.

"The Festival of Saint Francis gave us an opportunity to see the

missionaries in their work, and to observe the peoples to whom they

were sent, in the tamed state. Concerning the races of the natives

one may consult Choris,* who in his "Voyage Pittoresque" has given
a valuable collection of good portraits ; only pages X and XII drawn

afterwards in Paris, are to be excepted : That the natives do not

use bows as there represented, everyone knows. Choris even gives

California music in his text. Who may have undertaken to write

down the notes as Choris sang them, here and at other places in the

course of the work, I do not know. To be sure, I used to admit that

my friend sang better than I, but he could not claim the one advan-

tage that my singing possessed over his, namely, that it was hardly

ever heard.

"The captain here, as in Chili, knew how tu accustom the com-

mandant and his officers to eating with us. We ate in the tent on

the shore, and our friends from the Presidio were not in the habit

of being late to meals. The relationship between us arose almost of

necessity. The soldiers could not play the host because of the misery
in which they had languished for six or seven years, forgotten and

deserted by Mexico, their mother country, and the need to unburden

their hearts to some one, drew them closer to us with whom they

could live easily and agreeably. They spoke with only bitterness of

the missionaries, who, while the soldiers lacked provisions, had a

superfluity of the fruits of the earth. But since their money gave

out, the missionaries would not let them have anything except upon
their notes of hand, and then only what was necessary for the barest

existence. Neither bread nor flour was included. For years they

had lived on maize, not even having seen bread. Even the soldiers

who were stationed to protect the missions were provided by them

with necessities only in return for notes.
"
'You are too good !' cried Don Miguel, meaning the captain.

*Louis Choris, a Russian traveller and painter of natural objects who

accompanied the expedition of Kotzebue. His "Voyage Pittoresque" consists

of pictures by him with text by Chamisso and others.
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'You should have requisitions.' A soldier went still farther, and

complained to us that the commandant would not allow them to catch

natives and make them work for them as they did in the missions.

They were also dissatisfied because the new governor of Monterey,

Don Paolo Vicente de Sola, since he had taken office, had opposed

the contraband trade, which alone supplied them with the most in-

dispensable necessities.

"On the 8th of October the mesesnger returned from Monterey.

He brought the captain a letter from the governor, saying he would

arrive in San Francisco in the near future. Don Luis de Arguello

was empowered, as Kotzebue had requested, to send a messenger to

Mr. Kuskoff at Port Bodega.* The captain wrote to the latter in

order to get from this settlement, which was thriving and prospering

in its trade, what was beginning to give out on the Rurik.
"
'Mr. Kuskoff,' says Captain Kotzebue (Vol. II, p. 9) in a note,

'Mr. Kuskoflf, Agent of the Russian American Company, has at the

command of Mr. BaranofT, who is at the head of all their possessions

in America, settled at Bodega in order to supply the means of sub-

sistence from that point to the possessions of the company.' But

Bodega, which lies about thirty miles or half a day's journey north

of San Francisco, is claimed (not without some appearance of right)

by the Spanish as their territory. On Spanish territory, then, Mr.

Kuskoff, with twenty Russians and fifty Kodiak Indians, has in

time of peace, erected a nice fort with a dozen cannon, and there

carries on agriculture, has horses, cattle, sheep, a windmill, etc.

There he has a warehouse for the trade with the Spanish harbors,

and from there he sends out his Kodiaks, who catch on the California

coast every year a couple of thousand sea otters, whose hides—
according to Choris, who is probably well informed—are sold in the

market of Canton, the poorest for thirty-five piasters, the best for

seventy-five. It is to be deplored that only ships which take not over

nine feet of water can enter the harbor of Bodega.
"It is not incomprehensible to me that the Governor of California,

when he received tardy news of this settlement, was disturbed by it.

Various steps had been taken to induce Kuskoflf to vacate the place.

In reply to everything directed to him, he referred the Spanish
authorities to Mr. Baranoff, who had sent him there, and upon whose

command, could it be obtained, he would gladly withdraw. This

*In 1812 one hundred Russians and one hundred Kodiak Indians came down
from the North and squatted on a narrow strip of land in what is now
Sonoma County, making Bodega their port. They protected themselves by

maintaining forts and soldiers, and in 1841 they numbered eight hundred

Russians and a great company of Indians. They kept cattle, raised grain,

and hunted. Though always regarded as intruders they held undisturbed

possession until 1841, when they sold out to Captain Sutter. In 1842, after

thirty years' occupation, they retired voluntarily.
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was the state of affairs when we arrived in San Francisco. The

governor set his hopes upon us. I shall have conferences and ne-

gotiations to tell of, and shall give to the world the memoirs of

my diplomatic career. But I am getting ahead of my story.

"On the 9th of October some Spaniards were sent over to the

northern shore to lassoo horses for the courier who was to be sent

to Mr. Kuskoff, and I took the opportunity to look around a little

on that side also. The brownish red cliffs there, are, as I have

said in my 'Bemerkungen und Ansichten,' and as you may see in

the mineralogical museum at Berlin, silicious schist, but not con-

glomerate, as Moritz von Engelhardt' (K. R. Ill, p. 192) as-

sumed in order to erect a superstructure on this supposition.

"It was late in the season, and the country, which in the spring

months (when Langdorf^ saw it) is said to resemble a flower

garden, now offered the botanist only a dry, dead field. In a slough
near our tent a water plant is said to have grown, about which

Eschscholtz3 asked me after our departure. I had not noticed

it, but he had felt sure that a water plant, my known favorite, would

not escape me, and moreover he had not wished to get his feet

wet. Such things one may expect from his best friends.

• "On the bare plain which lies at the foot of the Presidio, a single

oak rises solitary above the low shrubbery. My young friend,

it closely he would have seen my name cut in the bark.

Adolph Erman4 has recently seen that tree; had he examined

"On the 15th of October the courier who had been sent to Kuskoff

returned, and on the i6th salutes from the Presidio and the fort

announced the arrival of the governor from Monterey. Immediately
thereafter a messenger came from the Presidio to request the aid of

our doctor for two men who had been seriously injured by the

discharge of a cannon. Eschscholtz went at once.

"On the morning of the 17th Captain von Kotzebue was waiting

on the ship for the first visit of the governor of the province, and

the governor, on the other hand, an older man and an officer of

higher rank, was waiting at the Presidio for the first visit of Lieuten-

ant von Kotzebue. The captain was informed that he was expected
at the Presidio, whereupon he sent me to the Presidio with the

(i) Moritz von Engelhardt, naturalist, professor at Dorpat. "Reise durch

die Krim und den Kaukasus," Berlin, 1815.

(2) Geo. Heinrich von Langsdorf visited California on the Krusenstern

expedition around the world in 1803-6.

(3) Eschscholtz, physician on the Kotzebue voyages, was the friend for

whom Chamisso named the California poppy the Eschscholtzia.

(4) Geo. Adolph Erman visited this coast in the course of a voyage around

the world, 1828-30. This account of Chamisso's was not prepared for publica-

tion until after this date.
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doubtful order to tell the governor that he, the captain, had been

informed, that he, the governor, would visit him on shipboard early

today, and that he was expected. I found the little man in full

uniform, wearing all his decorations, but he still had on his night-cap,

which he wore, prepared to remove it when necessary. I delivered

my message as best I could, and saw his face stretch to three times

its natural length. He bit his lips, and said he was sorry, but he

could not stand the sea before eating, and regretted to be compelled

to postpone the pleasure of the captain's acquaintance for the pres-

ent. I foresaw the outcome. The old gentleman would mount his

horse, and, with his object unaccomplished, start back through the

desert for Monterey. For that Captain Kotzebue would yield when

once there had been open disagreement is not to be supposed.

"As I was stealing back to the beach considering this, a good spirit

intervened, and, before the unfortunate happened, sealed the pre-

vailing peace with a most beautiful bond of friendship. The fore-

noon had passed and the hour had arrived for Mr. Kotzebue to land

for dinner and to wind the chronometer. The scouts at the Presidio

announced that the captain was coming; so, as he stepped on shore,

the governor came down the slope to meet him. He in turn went

up the slope to meet the governor, and half-way Spain and Russia

fell into one another's open arms.

"Dinner was served in our tents, and as the affair of Port Bodega
came up for discussion the captain had the opportunity to express

his regret that he had not been instructed to end the injustice which

the Spaniards were suffering. From the aforesaid harbor there

arrived today a great Kodiak bringing from Mr. KuskofT every-

thing the captain had asked for. By the same Kodiak, who re-

turned the next day, the i8th, Kotzebue sent a message in the name
of the governor, requesting that Mr. Kuskoflf attend a conference

in San Francisco.

"On the i8th we did not see the governor, who perhaps was

expecting a visit of state at the Presidio. On the 19th we were

entertained at the Presidio, and a toast to the alliance of the sov-

ereigns and the friendship of the peoples was accompanied by artil-

lery shots. On the 20th we were again hosts at dinner, and in the

evening we danced at the Presidio. As the bell rang at eight o'clock

the music stopped for a moment and evening prayer was offered in

silence.

"Captain Kotzbue was a man of pleasant manners, and Don Paolo

Vicente de Sola, though a stickler for formality, became very

friendly to us when he saw the necessity of dispensing with it in

the present instance. The here-beloved spectacle of the fight of a

bear against a bull was promised us. On the 21st ten or twelve

soldiers went over to the north beach to lassoo bears. Late in the
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evening a yell is said to have been heard which was attributed to

the bear hunters on the far coast, but no camp-fire was to be seen.

The Indians are said to be able to raise a piercing yell.

"It was not before the evening of the 22nd that the hunters

brought in a little she-ber.r. They had also caught a larger bear,

but so far from the sea that they could not get him to the shore.

The animal, which was to fight the following day, remained over-

night in the barracks, and was, as was customary, left with head

and mouth free, so that it might be fresher. The governor spent

the whole day, noon and evening, in our tents. At night there was

a big fire in the country back of the harbor. The inhabitants were

accustomed to set fire to the grass to make it grow.
"On the 23rd the bear-fight took place on the beach. Unwilling

and hampered as the animals were, the spectacle was nothing lofty

or elevating. One could feel only pity for the poor creatures which

were treated so shamefully. In the evening I was with Gleb Simon-

owitsch at the Presidio. The governor just received the news that

the ship Acapulco which had stayed away for many years, had at

last arrived once more in Monterey with supplies for California.

With this news he also received the latest newspapers from Mexico.

He shared these papers with me, to whom he showed himself

friendly and well disposed at every opportunity. Edited as the

papers were under royal authority, they contained only the short

news de la paciftcacion de las provincias, of the conquest of the

provinces, and a long article telling the story of Johanna Krueger,
under-officer in the regiment of Colberg—which story was not new

to me, as I had had an opportunity to make the acquaintance of

the brave soldier himself through an officer of his regiment.

"Once when Don Paolo Vicente came down from the Presidio to

our tents he brought a present 'a su amigo don Adelherto' a flower

which he had picked on the way, and which he solemnly presented

to me, the botanist. It happened to be our silver-weed (potentilla

anserina), as beautiful as it blooms at Berlin.

There were at Monterey at this time prisoners of various nations,

who, attracted by the contraband trade and the sea-otter fishing, had

come to seek adventures on this coast, and of whom a few were

doing penance for the rest. Among them were a couple of Kodiaks

whom an American sea captain had used in otter-hunting in the

Spanish harbors on this coast for seven years. The Russians not

only use up these people, but they let them to others for half the

profits, I have seen scattered Kodiaks even in the Sandwich Is-

lands. Among the prisoners at Monterey was one John Elliot de

Castro, of whom we shall hear more. He had, after many adven-

tures as supercargo on one of the ships of the Russian American

Company, which was sent by Mr. Baranoff from Sitcka for contra-
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band trading on this coast, with a part of the crew, fallen into the

hands of the Spaniards. There were three other Russians there

besides the prisoners, old servants of the Russian American Com-

pany, who had strayed out from the settlement at Port Bodega, and

now, missing the speech and customs of their home, were repenting

of the step.

''Don Paolo Vicente de Sola offered to deliver the Russian pris-

oners, including the Kodiaks, to the Captain, though he had refused

to give them up to Mr. Kuskoff. It does not seem that the Span-
iards ever demanded a service, or drew a profit, from these people

whom a strange avarice had drawn from their homes to seek their

fortunes in a strange country. The king of Spain allowed, or was

to allow, a real-and-a-half a day for each prisoner of war. The

captain, limited by circumstances, could only take the three stray

Russians on board and offer Mr. Elliot passage to the Sandwich

Islands, whence he could easily get to Sitcka or wherever he wished

to go. The governor sent for these Russians, and when they ap-

peared, he delivered them to Kotzebue after having demanded and

received from him his solemn word of honor that he would not

punish in any way those who had sought and found protection under

Spain. I considered his behavior on this occasion very noble.

"Among these Russians was one Ivan StrogonofT, an old man,
who rejoiced heartily to be with his own countrymen once more.

As he would hardly do for sailor-service, the captain detailed him

to wait on the passengers in the cabins, and informed us of the fact.

The last days we were in the harbor he was sent on the hunt. Un-
fortunate one! The evening before we left his powder-horn ex-

ploded, and he was brought back mortally wounded. His only

wish was to die among Russians
;
out of pity, the captain kept him

on board; he died the third day out. We lowered him gently into

the sea, and with him the last hope of having our shoes blacked once

more on the trip. Peace be with Ivan Strogonoff !

"But I am ahead of my story. I retrace my steps.

"On the 25th of October Mr. Kuskoff arrived from Port Bodega
with seven small seal-skin canoes; a clever man in every respect

equal to his position.

"On the forenoon of the 26th the diplomatic conference took place

at the Presidio. Don Paolo Vicente de Sola, Governor of New
California, showed the indisputable right of Spain to the territory

of which the settlement under KuskofT had taken possession, and

demanded that Mr. KuskofT vacate the territory thus occupied in

violation of the rights of Spain. Mr. Kuskoff, agent of the Rus-

sian American Trade Company and manager at Port Bodega, with-

out entering upon the question of right, which did not concern him,

expressed the utmost readiness to vacate Port Bodega as soon as
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he was empowered to do so by his chief, Mr. Baranoff, who had
ordered him thither. Thereupon the Governor demanded that Cap-
tain von Kotzebue should interfere in the name of the Kaiser and
effect the evacuation of Port Bodega. The Lieutenant of the Im-

perial Russian Marine and Captain of the Rurik declared himself

unauthorized to act in an affair, where, moreover, the right seemed
to him so clear that it would only need to be expressed in order to

be recognized. And so we were back at the starting point.

"Thereupon it was decided to draw up in dupHcate a report of

the day's proceedings, to be signed and sealed by all the participants
in the deliberations, to be directed to the two sovereigns, one copy
to be delivered to his majesty, the Czar of Russia, by the Captain
of the Rurik; the other to be sent to his majesty, the King of Spain,

by the Governor of New California.

"I, as interpreter, had to supervise the wording of this official

document, which was in Spanish. I discarded the first draft, in

which I missed something; 'for,' I said to Don Paolo Vicente de

Sola, 'since you bring this affair before the throne of the sovereign,
and expect from the Czar of Russia himself the removal of this

wrong and the punishment of the servants responsible to him, you
give up the otherwise indisputable right of self-help against the

interlopers, and therefore must not anticipate the decision of the

monarch.'
"To that Paolo Vicente de Sola had no objection. He praised

my foresight, had the report re-written, and in the evening, when
it was signed at the Presidio, gave his solemn word of honor not to

use force upon his own authority against the aforesaid Kuskoff and
the Russian settlement at Port Bodega, but to leave the affair in

statu quo until the decision of the monarchs. I signed the document
as interpreter.

"I will not boast of this turn of affairs. For even if Don Paolo

Vicente de Sola had made no promise, he would hardly have opened
hostilities and undertaken an attack upon the Russian fort at Port

Bodega.
"I have been told that the aforesaid report did not fail to fulfill

its peculiar mission in St. Petersburg, and that, without being fur-

ther acted upon by the then ministry, it was laid on the table. But a

Russian decoration is said to have been sent to Don Paolo Vicente

de Sola, Governor of New California. I received from Mr. Kuskoff
a present of a beautiful otter-skin, which you may see in the Zoolog-
ical Museum at Berlin, to which I have presented it.

"One immediate consequence of the conference of the 26th of

October was not a profitable one for the Rurik. The business had
lasted past the noon-hour, and no one had wound the chronometer
for the captain. He confided to me that the large chronometer had
since then altered its course so that he had to consider it ruined.

"The territorial claims of Spain on this coast were not regarded
with any more respect by the Americans and English than by the

Russians. Spain also claimed the mouth of the Columbia as her

territory. Of the story of the settlement there the Spaniards and

Mr. Elliot have given us tolerably similar versions. The Americans
had come there from New York, part by land and part by water,

and had founded a settlement there. During the war between
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England and America the frigate Racue, Captain Black, was sent

out to take possession of this post. English merchants from Can-
ada went thither by land and when the warship which threatened

the colony came in sight of the harbor, they took possession of

the place for money, for fifty thousand pounds sterling, and raised

the English flag. A trade-way by land is said to join the Columbia
with Canada. Relato refero.
"The time of our stay in California was up. On the 26th of

October, a Sunday, after a ride to the mission, we had a final cele-

bration in our tents. The artillery of the Rurik accompanied the

toast to the union of the monarchs and the nations and the health

of the governor. A good missionary had dipped his mantle too

deep in the blood of the vine and tottered visibly under the load.

"On the 28th we broke camp and took ship. While we were

sealing the report at the Presidio, Mr. Kuskoff had, with the knowl-

edge of Captain Kotzebue, sent out two canoes to hunt otters in the

back of the bay.
"On the 29th there left, on the one hand, Mr. Kuskoff early in the

morning with his canoe flotilla for Bodega, and on the other hand,
later in the day, the good Don Paolo Vicente de Sola for Monterey.
The latter took with him for transmission to Europe our letters,

the last our friends received from us on the trip. With these our

tracks were lost. When, in the fall of 18 17, we failed to return to

Kamtschakta they had to give us up in Europe as lost.

"On the 30th all the animals and an abundance of vegetables were
taken on board. At the same time a great swarm of fles came on

board, making the air thick. We took on fresh water, which, in

this harbor, especially in summer, is hard work. For a little cask

of wine from Monterey we were indebted to the governor. Our
friends from the Presidio took dinner with us on the Rurik. We
were ready to sail.

"On the 31st our friends were still with us for a last farewell;
some of us rode out to the mission in the afternoon. Late in the

evening Mr. John Elliot de Castro arrived, still undecided whether
or not he should avail himself of the permission of the captain. He
finally decided to do so.

"On the 1st of November, the morning of All Saints, we lifted

anchor at nine o'clock while our friends were at church. We saw
them arrive at the fort just as we were passing. With a salute

they hoisted the Spanish flag; we likewise ours. They saluted us
first with seven shots, which we returned shot for shot.

"The water of the harbor of San Francisco was phosphorescent
in a high degree, showing very fine light-points, and noticeably

shimmering. The foaming waves were rolling up on the beach
outside the bay. I have examined the water of the bay with the

microscope and did not observe much in it except small infusoria
to which I cannot ascribe any role in the light-making.

"Every day here we saw the play of the fog, rolled in by the sea-

breeze eastward over the sun-bright land, flowing in and then lifting.

Especially beautiful was the sight afforded us on our departure,
when it now concealed and now uncovered the different points and
regions of the sea coast."

Palo Alto, Cal.



THE RAVEN OF CAPISTRANO
A True "Wonder Xale

By CONSTANCE GODDARD DUBOIS
CHAPTER V.

jUSANNA sat beneath an oak tree on the mountain ;
and

Jose, at her side, was engaj^ed in carving a wooden flute

out of a piece of elder wood.

"Ramon taught me the tune the deer used to play,"

he said. "I wonder if I can remember it when my flute

is done."

Susanna had dressed herself coquettishly, tying her hair with a

ribbon, and she wished that Jose would give more attention to her

appearance and less to his useless occupation of flute-making.

"Ramon's tunes have very little music in them," she remarked. "I

am learning a tune on the melodeon." Since Jose made no response,

she added, "The missionary who teaches the lace class is giving me
lessons. She thinks I may be able some day to play the hymns for

the Sunday school."

"Hallo," interrupted Jose. "A chipmunk is chattering there in

the thicket as if an eagle-hawk had him in its claws."

He sprang to his feet and darted into a clump of bushes, out of

which a huge bird soared, frightened from its prey.

"One good turn calls for another," said the chipmunk, whisking
its brown tail. "I, Wiskun, was your teacher last night in the

Datura dance at Po-lah-lak. Do you remember how, following my
example, you jumped into the fire?"

"You," cried Jose in amazement. "You are only a tiny brown

squirrel."

"You cannot judge by appearances," replied the chipmunk. "An-

other night we may meet again." And he scurried out of sight

while Jose returned in bewilderment to his seat beside Susanna on

the ground.

"Did you hear anything strange?" he asked with a side glance

at his companion.

"Only that you called the chipmunk a tiny brown squirrel, and

that, of course, he is. But you spoke in a tone of surprise."

It was evident that she had not heard the chipmunk's words.

Jose remembered that only the greatest hechiceros could understand

the language of birds and animals; and he felt that destiny had

placed a gulf between him and the bright-eyed girl who had been

his neighbor from childhood, but whose thoughts and interests were

all remote from his new hopes and plans.

It was Sunday, and Susanna had climbed the mountain on the

chance of meeting Jose, who, recognizing her from a distance, had

Copywright, 1907, by Constance Goddard Du Bois
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joined her half-way on the trail, glad of a chance for conversation,

since the surveyors had departed at the week's end, and he was

weary of the solitude of the forest.

"We are to have a new day-school teacher, tomorrow," remarked

Susanna after a pause.

"What," exclaimed Jose, genuinely interested now. "Is Miss

Allen to give up the school, and why?"
"I do not know why," Susanna answered. "A week ago she

got a letter, and she and her mother talked a great deal about it.

She told us on Friday that it was to be her last day with us, and

she said goodbye to all the children. Tomorrow a man comes to

teach us, and his wife will be matron. I shall not like them, I know.

I wish I could run away and hide as you have done."

"Where is Miss Allen going?" asked Jose breathlessly. "Shall

I never see her again?"

"Oh, yes, you will see her, for she has not gone far. Her mother,

they say, cannot live away from these mountains. They have gone
to board with the lace-teacher, and she was at Sunday school this

morning. She wore a new hat with pink roses."

"Why did you not tell me about it before?" exclaimed Jose.

"About the new hat?"

"No, foolish child ;
but that she was there in that house we can

see at the foot of the trail, and that she sang in the hymns I heard

plainly this morning."
"What difference does that make? You cared very little about

my playing upon the melodeon when I told you of that."

"You are only a child, Susanna."

"But some day I shall be a grown woman. Will you like me
then?"

"No, I shall Hke no woman," said the boy. "Never, never. A
great hechicero has no need to marry."

"It is true, then, what people say," exclaimed Susanna. "They
told me Ramon was teaching you to believe as he does in all that

the strange old stories and songs tell about. They said you could

hear the raven talk as the hechiceros did in the old days; that the

rock had spoken to you. And that, to be sure, is the reason for

what you said just now to the chipmunk. I understand. Ha, ha!

You do not need to talk to silly little girls. You have better com-

pany here in the woods."

Jose was vexed, but he answered calmly, "There are many won-

derful things in the world which you can not understand; and it

is the habit of people with little minds to ridicule a great man like

Ramon, because he knows more than they do, and has different

thoughts and experiences."

Tears shone in Susanna's eyes.
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"I came to find you because I thought you were lonely," she said.

"^I listened every evening at sunset for the coyote's call, but you
never gave it as you promised. You would not share my food.

And you think you are to be so great a man that you will never

need any other friend than old Ramon and such as he. But you are

mistaken, Jose. He tells you lies. If the stories were once true,

they are true no longer. You will go crazy with this nonsense

talk of birds and animals. You can not be a great hechicero. The

white man will not allow it. Ramon himself says that the past is

dead, and that the white man interferes with all his plans."

"He said that before he knew me," explained Jose simply. "We
are planning together for the future of our people. I shall make

enough money for him to buy back all the land for the tribe
;
and

he will teach me how to be chief when he is gone. The old days

will come back again. You will live to see it."

"I do not want to see them," she cried energetically. "The new

days are better, I would rather sell a piece of lace and buy a sack

of flour at the store than go all day over the mountain shaking tiny

ripe seeds into my basket to grind into a handful of pinole at night.

I like my pretty white dress, and my blue ribbons. You did not

notice my ribbons."

Jose sighed. "It is very hard to beUeve truly," he said. "But

there is more in life than ease, or comfort, or fine clothes. I choose

the past. It is not dead, and it shall Hve again."

"Goodbye, then, great and glorious hechicero," said the girl,

mockingly. "Don't call up a thunderstorm to spoil my best dress

on my way home. And tell me of it the day that you buy the land

and become the chief of the people."

She burst into shrill laughter, and ran down the path still laugh-

ing, until she was out of sight and hearing; when she paused, look-

ed backward, sighed and brushed a sudden shower of teardrops

from her lashes.

CHAPTER VI

Lucia Allen sat on the narrow piazza of the Mission house en-

gaged in toilsomely acquiring the art of lacemaking. Within the

house, a row of Indian women were working at their cushions, and

the click of their bobbins played a merry tune. Lucia envied the

native dexterity of their fingers, and the instinct of quick observa-

tion which enabled them to grasp the intricacies of a new pattern

which to her book-trained faculties seemed hopelessly confused.

"I do not think I shall ever be able to make my living in this

way," she remarked to Mrs. Ellis, her instructor. "I am a dunce

at the work."

"Well, I should like to encourage you, Lucia," replied the
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deaconess sweetly ; "but the fact is you have done this wrong from

the beginning."

"Lucia is so intellectual," remarked Mrs. Allen, who was reclin-

ing in an easy chair at the further end of the piazza, enjoying the

new-found leisure against which her daughter rebelled. "She can

do anything with her books, but she has never needed to work with

her hands."

"But now I must do whatever I can," said Lucia, trying to smile.

"Three people cannot live on a pension of fifteen dollars a month."

Mrs. Allen made a gesture of despair. "My dear Mrs. Ellis,"

she said. "Do try to persuade this obstinate girl that she need not

give up her whole future for the sake of her poor old mother. When
promoted to a new position in Montana, what should she do but

resign from the service, giving up the Government work just be-

cause, with my asthma, I am well nowhere but here. Then wh^ she

might leave me to be comfortable in my own way on my small in-

come—I could live so cheaply by myself—she refuses to marry a

man with a good position in the East, where she might go and live

in luxury if she chose."

Lucia colored deeply.

"I urged Elm^r to leave his work and come out here to be mar-

ried," she confessed. "I thought we were so sure of my pay ;
and

he has studied mining engineering, and could easily locate a mineral

claim—perhaps make a fortune in tourmaline. So he resigned his

position ; and, when I wrote him of our change of plans, it was too

late. Another man had stepped into his place. So he has started

for California, and it looks as if we were to begin housekeeping in

a tent on an income of fifteen dollars a month, or not at all."

She tried to laugh, but there were tears in her eyes.

"It is such a disappointment to Lucia," sighed Mrs. Allen. "She

had all her wedding things ready."

"So that is the reason you have been watching the road for days,"
said Mrs. Ellis, beaming with friendly sympathy. "No wonder the

lace pattern did not go right. Well, speak of angels and they appear.
There is a young man riding now up the grade. He is out of sight

for a moment in the hollow beyond the schoolhouse. Look ;
there he

comes."

Lucia gazed awhile, then started like a frightened deer. "Tell

him he will find me on the trail," she said; and she ran, hatless,

across the garden and the stubble field, to find the welcome shelter

of the pines.

Jose had not been able to return to his lodging place at Ramon's
for a week; for Jo Williams had learned of his habits, and had

planned to surprise him there at night. So he slept in the cave at

Ma-lah-va, and his mother sent him his suppers by the hands of i

I
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small boy, her nephew, who lived in her house, since Susanna now
refused to be messenger.
Lacking the sacred pipe, he dreamed of common things, most

often of Miss Allen and the schoolhouse where she seemed to be

setting him endless examples in puzzling figures which had no
relation or sequence.
He was thinking of her now as he sat beside "the Wash-tub,"

a deep round hollow in the rocky bed of a water course, worn by
the age-long pounding of a boulder which lay out of sight in the

basin it had made—a basin always full, even in summer time
;
for the

shade of gigantic ferns and matted thickets of wild roses and honey-
suckles intercepted the chance sunbeams which might filter through
the forest trees that stood like sentinels along the overhanging cliffs.

The little stream ran all the year, singing and gurgling over the

pebbles, or fretting and foaming over the rocks. Jose took a daily

plunge in the Wash-tub long before the dawn had streaked the

east with color; and he came at noon to fill his canteen from the

tiny waterfall above it, where the stream ran clearest and coldest

of any on the southern slope of the mountain.

No other canon gave shelter so safe and comfortable in the heat

of the day. Even the deer avoided the prickly hedges of wild rose

and blackberry that guarded the descent; and the slippery boulders

made difficult paths for the surest footed of the forest dwellers.

To his surprise Jose now heard voices on the ledge of rock above

him, and reaUzed that two people had seated themselves beneath
the trees that overhung the narrow caiion. He could not stir

without attracting their attention, and was forced to remain and
listen to the conversation which a natural instinct of reserve would
have taught him to avoid, especially where white people were the

speakers.
"Let us be happy, Lucia," the young man was saying, "because

we are alive and can be together once more. What does anything
else matter? It is perfectly lovely here in the mountains. Why
should we not be married just as we expected? We can build a

little hut of boughs like those of some of the Indians I saw as I

came along the road. And we can eat what they eat—acorns is it ?—
and I can shoot deer."

"The primitive life is not perfectly ideal," answered Lucia, with

a little laugh. "The Indians are so dreadfully poor, since white men
have taken all the good land. After seeing hungry people always
about me, I have come to realize the importance of three good meals

a day. You could not shoot the deer every month in the year; and
I could never learn to make the we-weesh, as they call the acorn
mush. Only a very experienced and skillful person can do that

properly."
"I am sure I can find the tourmaline mine in no time," said

Elmer Drew. "That ledge yonder suggests lithia formation."

"But there are difficulties as to that too. You can not file on

reservation land, and almost everything else is already taken up.
The greed for these gems is wonderful. Everyone is looking for

them."

"Well, I shall have nothing else to do for a while, and I will spend
most of my time prospecting over the mountains. I saw an Indian
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on the road who promised to show me about. His name is Jo
WilHams."

"Oh, he is only half Indian, and a very bad specimen at that,

having the faults of both races instead of their virtues," said Lucia.

"He will do anything for money, but he will not serve you truly. He
is spending his time now looking for a young Indian who is playing
truant from school just because his mother needs him to work for

her. The boy was my scholar, and it was partly my fault that he

was driven from his home. I have written to Washington for per-
mission for him to leave school and live at home. Now that I

am out of the service I can write as I choose
;
and I think the Com-

missioner will grant the favor, for he is a good man. I sometimes

lie awake at night thinking of all that might happen to the poor boy
alone in the darkness on the mountain."

"Lucia, you are an angel," said her lover; and he bent and
kissed the fingers of the hand he held. Jose did not see this, nor
the happy smile that answered him, and the voices died into a

murmur which he could not hear.

Soon the two rose and strolled onward, and a direful loneliness

possessed the wilderness. Jose's heart was lonely.
He was a being of rare endowment cramped within the narrow

limits of an uncongenial life. In the old Indian days he would

inevitably have been chief and priest, religious teacher and poet

composer. He would have led the worship of the tride with the

intensity of feeling of which he was capable, understanding and

knowing the secret things entrusted only to the few.

The world of actuality, built up about him by the white man's
works and ways, left no room for hope or aspiration. And the

dream-world, into which to please Ramon he had thrown his youth-
ful energies of thought and belief, gave as yet no opportunity for

action. The future was full of uncertainty. His mother's words
and Susanna's jeers reflected only common opinion. The Indians

themselves cared no longer for the Indian ways. They had for-

gotten the Indian past. How could one revive the dry bones of a

life whose soul was dead?
There was only one channel into which the emotions of his soul

might pour themselves without restraint or measure. To Lucia
Allen he gave such adoration as the nun gives to her saint, the

soldier to his flag. It was love pure as crystal but ardent as fire. Its

hopelessness gave it vigor. Now the cold reality of common life

had invaded even this most sacred kingdom of his fancy. Lucia
Allen was to marry the man she loved. The knowledge of this

made a chasm between the past and present; and life could never
be the same again. But he gratefully remembered that she had

pitied the truant Indian boy, and her thoughts had followed him
at night upon the mountain.

He sat long with his head bowed upon his hands; and, when he
roused himself, he rose heavily, feeling the burden of disillusion-

ment and the threat of coming years.

(To be continued.)
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THE SONGS or BIRDS
By VIRGINIA GARLAND

|HAVE heard people speak of the unsustained quality of

bird-songs, their incorrect, broken rhythm. Some have

written at length to prove that the connected run of

bird-notes cannot be classified as music. Stevenson

complained that the Wren-tit's descending scale was al-

ways off the key. Are there no true tones in the Open outside the

recognition of our musical gamut ?

Again there are others who insist that bird-songs may be scored

perfectly with our chromatic scale, and who have put the songs of

various birds into our measure. Yet these written songs are hard

to recognize
—the timbre of the instrumental medium utterly unlike

the tone of the feathered throat. They make, written so, a pretty,

melodious phrase, but scarcely of any worth to the student of bird-

songs. He soon finds that the field identification will not tally; the

elusive song must be learned heart to heart with the bird.

One must smile a little at the idea of a Song-sparrow keeping what

is named "proper time." He is keeping consistent and loving time,

indeed, but not as we would modulate his song. A note shortened

here, a semi-breve held over, scores the time exactly on paper; but

the bird sings just as his mood is—swayed by the sky he is under
—

joyous
—erratic—unprecise. Listen to him there in the rain, his

mottled breast undampened, sounding four beats where there should

be three
; closing over, silencing, a note to hear the pattering drops

finish the meter
; singing a fresh, new-pitched ripple over the sunny

brook
; pausing, no doubt, in the wrong place

—music in a rhyme and

reason of his own. Who would improve upon his song?
To be sure, he does often mark his time (as Thoreau will tell

you) "Maids—maids—maids—hang on your teakettle, teakettle-et-

tle-ettle," but he is as likely to sing, "Maids—maids putyourtea-

kettle—on." And Nature has placed his every note just where it is

wanted, and finds no song of his incomplete.

Bird-notes slur over, glance through, or hold in full, many tones

unknown to our scale. Their songs may be written approximately,

but the free, oscillating, unfixed flow is not there. Evidently there

was no thought of conforming to our octave when a bird's throat

was first stirred to song. A reedy pipe, a willow whistle, when

vibrated in the Open, under the breath of a close, close-listening, long-

wild-watching heart, will give forth the same essential rapture. The

moment one becomes too correct, forgetting to change the fluent

strain with every finest mobile spell of earth and sky, the spontaneous

bird-spirit is not nearly followed.

Sometimes a happy country boy, whistling down a leafy lane, idly

catches the lilt of the songsters between his careless lips
—a sweet,

spasmodic echo, regardless of time or key. Then we hear a joy of
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breath approaching the bird's—responsive, free, unconscious, meas-

ureless.
* *

An acute ear can always detect something of a bird's environment

in his song, which is often but a mordant part of the whole harmony
of a day. One is listening externally

—not at the center of things
—it

he expects a bird's refrain to start and round to a finish a complete

musical phrase. One California bird alone does that. Understand-

ing his surroundings, you learn why. The song of a bird will in-

troduce a theme, or trill for a few moments a running accompani-

ment, or will come in at the end of some swell of sound with falling

cadence. The note of the Black Phoebe sounds monotonously when

his call is detached, listened to alone; but when you hear the far

winds coming, nearing in singing swell—the distant voice of the

river softly booming, hurrying onward, increasing in whirling cli-

max—then you wait for the bird's clear, high note to culminate the

wandering strains with serenely descending inflection.

Many of the sparrow songs are short, metallic, burring, insect-like

trills, pleasing only, while fundamentally musically, because they are

tonic to some other more finished voice. The dry rustle of stubble in

the Field-sparrow's song, the quiver of heat in Warbler notes, the

drop and trickle of water in the song of Towhee. And these sounds
—the rustle of grasses, the run of the brook, the undefined, reflective,

sunny glint in many bird-songs
—

give rise to, uphold, the stronger,

clearer aspirations of others, in beautiful basic impulse.

Every location, special aspect, river, grove, hill, has its peculiar

musical expression, voice which answers to voice, music correspond-

ing, responsive. The bird sings his part in a great concordance. Not,

of course, that he deliberately places his song in accompanying or

closing refrain
;
but that certain regions evolve certain life and music.

The bird's singing heart is played upon, and he in turn subconsciously

plays his music over marsh and mountain and valley and mesa

where it is most enharmonically planned. And if from some throats

harsh voices fall, they are taken care of—the dissonances covered,

counterpoised, holding together at times the rarest, most enchanting
harmonies.

When one has lived long under the direct touch of the sky, his ears

become gradually attuned to the pleasurable reception of all sound,

gaining a marvelous suppleness of hearing
—able to separate here, to

complement there, to disentangle, merge together, to overhear and

underhear—^and at last always, in sound or in silence, to be conscious

of the music unceasing, universal. Then the strident calling of the

Jay is no longer harsh, but, with some overlangorous tone—the trop-

ical drift of madrono leaves down the wind, the sleepy murmur of

brooks—the balanced measure gains in melody and strength.
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Put the terse, querulous call of the Red-shafted Flicker, or the

emphatic, rocking repeat of the California Woodpecker, with some

vague, sensuous passage of sound in the forest, and you have a bet-

ter-poised swinging quatrain
—

virile, satisfying. And in that soft-

grey muffled love-note of the little Screech-Owl (so-called) the

trained ear will hear the twilight itself—all the dim ensconsed night

transposed into voice when the bird's shadowy monotone shakes out

its velvet tremulousness through the dusk.

* * *

It is a mistaken idea that a bird sings directly to and for the ear

of his mate alone, wooing her with his music. Most of the finest

songs are sung to other males after the stress of rivalry is past and

each little lady's love secured. If the motive of the singing were to

attract the female, the best songs would be heard during the first

stage of love-making. But birds go very slyly about their mating;
and when a male bursts out in song, one can be pretty sure that the

demure wife is very busy over important affairs of her own. 'Evtry

close observer of birds must notice that the female is often indifferent

to the singing of her mate.

As the love-season comes on, a bird naturally overflows into song—it may be to attract some female nearer, though every bird has a

distinct significant love-call which carries as far as his song. The

moment she appears upon the scene he has less musical ways of court-

ing her. Should he go on singing, some more strenuous suitor would

surely get ahead of him. He will fight for her—feed her—coax her

with low, guarding notes. But if he is singing loud and clear, it is

in triumph. She is won—is his—and, like all truly loving mates,

gives him his freedom to go back to the springs of his being for rest

and inspiration.

Out of the fullness of his heart, in his complete happiness, the

male sings. But Hsten!—a brother bird answers. Sometimes the

response is just outside the range of our hearing. Change your po-

sition, circle about farther from the bird you hear plainly, and you
are sure to catch the answering refrain—a bird of the same species

singing back. This reiterative play of song is tossed back and forth

between two males long after the mating season is over.

Again, it is said that the male perches near the nest, singing to

cheer his mate's long, patient brooding. Rather dull perception of the

heart of a mother-bird ! She needs no cheering
—she is quite happy

there, soft breast close pressed to her treasures, singing her own

speechless mother-song.

He sings to the wide world, she to her nest
;

In the fine ear of Nature, which song is the best?
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Birds commonly mimic each other's songs. Not alone among those

of the same species
—two of different family will borrow each from

eath the other's notes and inflections. The Black-headed Grosbeak

sings so often like Bullock's Oriole that the strain of the former is ac-

cepted in general as belonging to the latter. Sometimes the Purple

Finch and Vigor's Wren, when living near one another, will give

scarcely differing runs and trills. Yet who could ever confuse the song
of the Mocking-bird and the Solitaire together? the Meadow-lark's

carol and the chant of the Russet-backed Thrush ? Not to know the

voice of these, and others as individual, seems a strange lack in

hearing.

Listened to critically, the song of the Russet Thrush is cold in

tone—the last accents taken more or less in too high a key, seeming
to strain the bird's throat—a chime of sweet chilly bells clashing

together, ringing in overwrought assertion. On open hills, in vil-

lage gardens, river-basins, level tracts, the characteristic spiritual

quality of the song is scattered, flattened. But listen to this thrush

in a deep-mouthed caiion. Here, I fancy, God first taught him to sing.

The high cool ramparts enclose the floating arabesque of sound—
the quiet concentrates about each note. The moss-padded walls shut

off the thin escape of the final vibrations, holding back the pulsing

echoes. Almost imperceptibly the song is merged at its close into

the brooding of the ravine. You hardly know the last ranfied sus-

surated tinkle has ceased until the strong exaltation of the opening
of the opening tones claim your hearing again.

The different song of the Western Meadow-lark may be repro-

duced in our broad-spaced sharps and flats—a distinct melody which

comes down clearly on the notes of the scale we are most famihar

with. He is our largest song-bird. Out of his big, gracious throat

issues a powerful, mellow strain, easily dominant over other sounds

on his far-stretching meadows, where the winds find no other sing-

ing confluent link fitting to carry on his refrain. Rich and strong,

his carolling encounters the unentangled air, the last bursting triplet

notes left unsupported in clear relief, for the bird to take care of.

The song is his alone.

Big of heart, enthusiastic, true of ear, he rounds his measure mas-

terfully, interpreting, as none can better, the broad of blue ether, the

undulate roll of wide, wide mesas and valleys.

One may trace very closely with this bird the effect of surroundings

upon expression. In the Eastern States, the Meadow-lark whistles a

pretty call, limited as the space about him—thickly settled commu-

nities, encroaching stir and narrowed habitat. Toward the west the

Intermediate Lark changes—his breast more ample, his song fuller.

When the unbounded arena of the Western Slope is reached, the bird
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is no longer Sturnella magna of the East—he has become Sturnella

magna neglecta, the Western Lark—his song all western, rich, ex-

hilarant, indomitable.

Some throats evolve their best music in the Middle or Atlantic

States ;
with some the Pacific Coast seems to have lessened their pe-

culiar power of song. The Baltimore Oriole's song far surpasses that

of the the western Bullock's ; the music of the one Brown Thrasher

of the East appears to be better appreciated than the mocking brill'

iancy of our many Thrashers. The Meadow-lark evidently needed

just the western influence to develop his latent power.

For some time the jubilant Bobolink has been gradually coming
west. According to some authorities he is breeding now along^west-

ern rivers. It will be interesting to listen if our coast meadows

change his song—how our reed-lands speak to his bubbling spirit.

A bird wholly western, called forth alone from Pacific Slope re-

gions, is the Wren-tit—the Scale-bird. His peculiar haunting whistle

sounds from the chaparral throughout desert, valley and mountain-

range. The land which has laid its strong expectancy upon so many
minds has given its enticing potent character to this native voice.

How many lone prospectors bending over the lure of the panning
have been unconsciously led, stirred, by the long-drawn, restless

quavering call—three clear, separated, far-echoing notes, followed by
a long, loud, vaguely descending trill, which, though clear in timbre,

scarcely touches the lowering notes, slipping and sliding between

the barely suggested descent. Yet you find the close of the quavering
whistle has fallen a surprising span ; and, moreover, you are left with

the quite indescribable impression that through the downward run

has sounded somewhere an upward inflection. A song simply sweet,

purely, solely melodious, could never diffuse this bird's insistant,

penetrating inspiration. No doubt his unconformable, curious, force-

ful voice has aided the roaming artist, striving for that singular at-

mospheric shimmer which bathes the western ladscape in strange

light. Nor is it hard to believe that the battling engineer demon-

strating his plan over a fierce region, the ferreting scientist, the deep-

pondering, wandering writer have all heard the insistant forward-

pressing message—have been cheered and subtly spurred by the

spirited call.

A young bird gives the descending scale clearly, each note falling

rather laboriously distinct; or the ending trill may still waver on

the first-struck key, as if the bird did not know how to let go. After

the late autumn and winter lessons, the one in training has learned

to avoid this too clear and (in the mind of a Scale-bird) forced,

crude rendering, has succeeded in the vague slurring of notes, and

brought out the obscure, latent, occult resonance. A strange voice
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calling in our wilderness—the notes of an ordinary scale insufficient

to fathem its elate mysticism,
* * *

Birds answer readily any sound directed to them. Their whole life

is spent in response. However faulty your copy of their notes, they

will hear the sincere effort in it. Have some free-hearted, sincere

boy, wise in the lore of forest and meadow, make you a willow

whistle. There is, you know, a magic in the loving link of things ;

so you should understand him as he cuts and shapes and joins the

rustic pipe
—the good youth of him—the bright, keen eyes, unclouded

yet awhile by the trying dross of living. Let no boy's scorn of you
go into his whistling. Find yourself worthy of the Open, the boy
and the birds—otherwise you will blow on the woodland fife in vain.

A true boy seldom looks at you when he first tries his whistle. He
stands remote, answering the call of the wild. A shrill, sweet, whiz-

zing note cuts a path down the channel of the valley. You in turn

lift the whistle to your lips
—can you sound it so? A diffident at-

tempt, and then another arrow of sound follows the first.

And now you want to be alone, to coax out of your willow flute the

low sigh of wind in water-loving trees, the drip and swish of rain,

the roll of brook-boulders. You know the music is there—simple
sounds and bird-melodies, requiring no skill but that which lies in

flexible, mimicking, wishful lips, and open ears which have listened

closely at least half of your life to all the sounds of the Open. You
have followed long in the footsteps of the outdoor gods. You have

longed for the Pipes of Pan, They are yours,
in i^ *

There are singers to come to your flute all the year round in Cali-

fornia, We reason that birds sing only in summer, because at that

season there are more birds. The greater volume of their music

spreads over, nearing our homes, overflowing into the confines of our

hearing, which is too often content with this ultimate reach, letting
the fresher, rarer winter-songs sound unheard, unsought. There is a

special charm in the song of a wintering bird—his unconditional trib-

ute to the beauty of the earth, no matter if food be scarce and the

cold a bit keen and the urge of the love-time all forgotten. He still

sings, though his song is farther away—nearer the source.

Choose if you will—you and your whistle—a river-copse in late

autumn. Through the brush a gilmpse of sandy bars—the bronze
curve of lapsing currents—a Killdee's teetering run—its quick buoy-
ant cry as it wheels backward in the sunlight, answering to, and
curious of, your fluted call.

Pipe a creaky note to the Pine Siskins, clinging like warm brown
buds over the seed-cones in the alders. They leave their feasting to

dip out over your head, responding to their wheezy measure.
It is difficult to sound the thin soft sibilant whisper of the Wax-

wings floating high in air, but the whistle will do it, recalling the

tenuous hsp of the winds in poplar and willows and alder—the Wax-
wing's own song.
Down the stream is approaching the stridulous jangle of the Belted

Kingfisher. Drop a pebble in your fife, and perhaps you can make
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him repeat his rattling crescendo as he whirrs up and down the river

looking for the voice so unlike, and yet resembling, his own.
In the banked cascara hedges, Ruby-crowned Kinglets and Gold-

finches. The Finches are twittering their plaintive song. The King-
lets are very busy, flitting here and there, fluttering on poised wings
to peer under the leaves, scolding you with their rasping alarm-note.

But when your whistle speaks, fluting their summer-song which you
learned high on pine and cedar eyries, they lift the concealed surprise
of their deep coral-red feathers, and out ripples the answering song—
"Where—where—Oh, there you are—there you are."

Meeting the wild shrubbery of the river-bed, a rich-soiled field.

Ragged, still-standing stalks of corn, rustling, wind-shredded, pale

gold in the warm afternoon light. Big yellow pumpkins lying heavy,
each curved about in blue shadow. The Varied Robins are here,

stalking weevils. You get no response from them, for their songs
blossom in lone, high places, where the spring sunlight lies on un-

melted snow. For a time your whistle is forgotten as you watch
the animated interchange of duplicate colors—the rounded swell of

the pumpkins and the plump curve of the Robin's breast, the same

bright orange. And when a bird stands upright on a golden sphere,
it looks as if some rounded vortex of massed blue and yellow had
flamed upward in irregular brighter glow.
And now in the deep, solemn Big-tree groves, with the silence

pressing down. No sound of bird or flit of wing, but the California

Creeper should be here. Call him, with a sweet, frail curveting note.

A wee freckled mote of a bird drifts from somewhere down the dim
aisles

; veering against a bole, clings there
;
then begins his spiral

climbing, familiar with every cranny grooving the great trunk. A
soft piping song trills up before him as he goes, floating up the

branches—and the oppressiveness of the great trees is softened. It

is as if an humble flitting smile had passed over the face of the vast

austerity. After all they are no bigger than a round day, or than

the sunUght, to which we have ceased to give our wonder. It is just
this tender touch which bird-songs give to great Outdoors, openmg
all its portals, teaching us a near and loving approach.
Out in the sunlight again, and a long walk home, flinging the care-

less notes here and there with no time to see what bird catches them.

Your heart is full. You and your sylvan flute have been made wel-

come—taken into the arms of the Open. How sound is your sleep
that night!

* * *

Bird-songs are like whififs of perfume. Drifting again our way,
they recall some moment, some hand, some heart-beat which their

music has once circled. Never forgotten, though we but may have
but half Hstened ;

for we hear better than we are aware—our spirit

has made record, though our ears be dull.

They girdle the whole earth around with music and with memories,

stirring upward the inherent deepest-lying faith in us
; bringing a

message each year of unfailing returning hope ; giving us that good
communion with the vital soil

; leading our souls straight into the

blue.

Brookdale, Santa Cruz.
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TANSENS FRIEND
By R. C. PITZER.

HE big, stolid German did little more than walk up and
down the hay-rack, and guide the horses from wheat-
shook to wheat-shock. Now and then his fork re-

arranged a bundle, but he possessed one of the best

wheat hands in the neighborhood, a never-tiring, never-

shirking, reasoning machine, and he was quite satisfied with the way
his grain-stocks were growing. Marx, on the rack, might move his

heavy muscles soberly, with a calm pleasure in their exertion, and

might look out over the bare, rolling hills of desolation to the far

mountains, and up to the ultra-Italian sky, but Jorcey, on the ground,
bent his whole energy, concentrated his whole mind, upon the dreary
work of the day.
The coolness of the morning was a memory when Marx, with a

very German grunt, stopped his team. "Vait," he called down to

his hand, "dot woman crawls dro de wires, unt vants speeches mit
us. Can'd she see we're workin', huh ?"

Jorcey leaned on his pitchfork and glanced down the hill, where,

by the dry gully, he saw a woman carefully freeing her skirt from
the barbed wire. "It's a shame," he dryly observed. "In ten minutes
we'd gather up fifteen bundles or more."

"Dot's vat I say," Marx grunted. "Call mit her to meet us at

dose stackSj unt ve'll go aheat now."

Jorcey struck his fork-prongs into the ground, and slowly smiled

under his stubble of black and dusty beard as he assumed an affected

pose of waiting. Marx grunted again, but did not voice his re-

monstrance.

"Say," Jorcey said suddenly, "she's coming over from Tansen's,
isn't she ? Can't any thing be wrong there ? Isn't she Ed ?"

"Tansen's? Yes, she is Mrs. Tansen," Marx replied. "Dot hus-

bant of hers is turned up missin' again, dot's all."

Jorcey quickly glanced about him and shuffled uncomfortably. "I

haven't seen her since last winter," he said. "I've been down jn

Kansas, you know. Has Orin taken to liquor again ?"

"Oh, dot Tansen, he is chinned so," Marx made a motion of re-

treating his chin, "und eyed so." Marx rolled and shifted his eyes.

"No, he ain'd broke loose once since de babies come, but once is a

brecedent. I haf told my wife he vill be gone some day. Now,
behold."

The woman advanced rapidly, nor did the climb up the hill, or

through the soft soil, quicken her breathing. As she approached,

Jorcey sidled away, the while his eyes dreamily rested on her round-

ed form and studied the oval contours of her strong, brown face.

"She's just the same," he said under his breath.

She did not notice the farm laborer, but spoke directly to Marx,
as soon as she came within a reasonable distance. "I wouldn't bother

you," she began, without preface or greeting, "but I'm alone with the

children, and I must have help. My husband went to the city day
before yesterday morning, and something has happened. I am
worried."

"He haf driven in?" Marx slowly inquired.
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"Oh, yes, with a load of cabbages and early corn."
"Hah !" Marx's tone told all his thought, and Mrs. Tansen flushed

painfully.
"One of the horses is nervous," she defiantly said. "There has

been an accident, and I must know about it. Now, when the wheat
is scattered in the fields, only an accident would keep him away."
Marx shrugged his shoulders. "I am sorry," he reflected. "Vy

not go to dose Cottonwood Hall und delephone inquiries mit de city ?

Dot is the best way, unt Mr. Rounce will let you use de 'phone. I

haf myself at dot blace dey calls de Lodge, py de gate. De bolice

vill inquiries make unt inform."

Marx seemed to feel that this—for himi—lengthy speech was all

that was required, for he unwrapped the lines and looked at Jorcey.
"Oh, but," the woman cried, "I can't! Don't you see I can't? It's

three miles down to Mr. Rounce's country place, and Orin took the

horses. And I have Irvina and the baby."
Marx grunted, as he grunted when he closed a business discussion,

and again glanced at Jorcey, Mrs. Tansen's eyes followed, and she

exclaimed aloud in surprise.

"Good-day, Edna," Jorcey awkwardly said, touching the brim of

his hat.

"Why, Neal !" she cried in unaffected pleasure, as she gave him
both her hands, "how good it is to see you again ! So you've come
back to Foothill County ! Oh, I'm so glad to see you. I'm in trouble,

Neal, will you help me find Orin? Something has happened to

him."
"I'll go down at once," Jorcey rejoined. "But there ! don't worry,

Ed! Some business has detained him, perhaps. Yes, I'll go down
at once."

Marx leaned far over the wheat, and glared. "Vot's dot?" he de-

manded.
"You heard," Jorcey shot back, "Mrs. Tansen's in trouble. Aren't

you man enough to help a neighbor
—a woman?"

"Now, you loog here," Marx protested, "dot man'll be home py
dark, und if not so, den's de dime to hunt. You may haf all de night,

und welcome, but how apout dis veat, hey ? how apout dis veat ? Unt
de drasher coming in a week ! You dink I gifs you a day oflf in de

veat harvest?"

"Why, yes, I think so, under the circumstances."

Marx snorted his disgust. "Yah. you haf anoder dink comin'.

Don' I dreats you right? Don' I gif you blenty grub, und pay von

iind four bits a day for dwo weeks yet? Unt dot farmer Grow
haf a man who works for dwenty de mont, unt Brink pays von unt

dwo bits only, unt Hiester—"

"Oh, you Dutch are all alike," Jorcey broke in hotly. "Heaven
deliver me from a Dutch boss. I'd a sight rather be his horse. I'm

going to the city; and if you don't like it, you can hunt some one

else." He viciously threw his pitchfork aside.

"But we can wait till night," Mrs. Tansen began propitiatingly.

"You mustn't—"
Marx's voice interrupted her. His purple face was almost black

with blood, "You're all von kint of animal, you hants," he roared.

"How I gets my veat in, hey? It's only ten o'clock, you cheats me
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of eight hours yet, unt I von't py mit it. You haf holitay Sunday
mit only chores—leetle chores, dey don't amount to dot!—unt you
want today. Do my horse haf holitay ? Do I haf holitay ? Do my
vife haf holitay? Ah, you go, und I discharge mit you. I pack you
off. I haf no morn pusiness py you."

Jorcey laughed. "All right, I'm discharged. You can have the

morning work for my breakfast. We'll drive over to the house,
and you can pay me, deducting a dollar for pasture. I have a bronco

here," he explained to Mrs. Tansen. "it's just what we need. Orin
has a little buckboard, hasn't he? I'll bring the horse over and drive

to town at once."

"Veil," Marx grimly observed from his perch on the wheat, "I

von't vaste vorts mit you. You tam loafer—go mit de town unt get
drunk py Tansen. Ah, you American drunks, you play der teufel.

Gidap!"
"Hold on her, where are you going?" Jorcey demanded.
Marx pointed towards the distant wheat stacks. "I haf some of a

loat," he said, "unt de coming hours I vork py myself till dark. I

haf no holitay pecause dis voman's huspant is drunk py de gutter.
I pay you py de night any night. I discharge you. Gid ap."

Jorcey shrugged and smiled. "Now, Ed," he commanded, "run
back to the house and take care of the kids. I'll go over to Marx's

pasture and catch my horse before I come. I don't suppose there's

anything else I ought to know?"
Mrs. Tansen dug at a clod with her toe. "I'm sorry you did that,"

she said finally, "it—makes the obligation deeper. But no, I'm not,

Neal. There's nobody I'd ask before you. I'm glad you were here.

Neal, you don't think—you don't believe—Orin, when he was a boy,
was sometimes a little wild."

"Of course I don't think that," Jorcey promptly said, answering
the suggested query. "It's either business or an accident."

"Because," Mrs. Tansen resumed, "he did once, the summer after

our marriage. He was gone a week, and I forgave him; and he

promised." She started away, and Jorcey walked beside her to help
her through the fence. "I told him," she continued, almost under
her breath, "that I'd always love him, but, if ever he did that again,
I'd never live with him, here—or hereafter. He's a good man—he's

the best man I know," her eyes clearly looked into Jorcey's as she

said that, "but he is weak sometimes."
"I see," he said, trying to speak in a commonplace tone of voice,

"you yourself hardly believe in the accident. Never fear, Ed, he's

your husband, that'll keep him straight."
"It didn't," she sighed. Suddenly a green tint glittered in her

ox-eyes. "We are still in debt," she flashed. "If he has spent that

money on drink, I'll leave him to his own devices. I told him, and I

mean it, here or hereafter, I'll never see him !"

"Tut, tut," Jorcey soothingly said, "you used to be a mighty
strong-nerved girl. Don't let married life change your nature, Ed."
He put his foot on the bottom wire of the fence, and strained on

the next .until there was a gap wide enough for her to crawl through.
She stopped on the other side.

"I wouldn't have said that much to any one else," she said, as she
stared westward towards the magnificent mountains, "but if any-
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thing happens, I want you to know why I leave
; and to reahze that

I'll always love him."

"Nothing '11 happen," Jorcey said with forced lightness. "I'll get
the horse and be down at once. It'll save time if you find the single
harness and see that the buckboard wheels are greased."
He stood looking after her for a moment, and then, turning his

back, started off at a round pace. Riding the bare horse and carry-

ing a battered telescope-grip in his hand, he reached the Tansen
ranch-house before Mrs. Tansen had finished greasing the wheels.

Perforce leaving her to that dirty and masculine employment, he
hurried to the horse-trough and plunged his head, shoulders and
arms into the water. A quick change of clothes in the tool-shed

transformed him into a stout, weather-beaten, but not at all verdant,

young man, and he hurried out to find his horse hitched to the buck-
board.

"The bronc' is fresh," he said, taking the reins; "I ought to be

back by night."

Decidedly the horse was fresh
;

it almost ran away then and there,

and the rattling wagon threw a trail of dust down the barn-yard.
Once in the winding lane, Jorcey turned in his seat. Mrs. Tansen
stood where he had left her, by the low, half sod, half stone barn, and
as he looked she suddenly ran toward the bare, two-roomed shanty

standiwg against the hill. Her hands were over her face.

At one o'clock horse and driver were dustily traversing the sub-

urbs, and at two Jorcey stood in the police-office and put his inquiries
with a business-like directness. He had not uselessly stopped to

waste time in misdirected effort, but had gone direct to the head-

quarters of all unpleasant news.
With the assistance of a plain-clothes man, Tansen's path through

the city was easily traced. It had been exceptionally lurid. Arriving
on Commission Street Tuesday afternoon, he quickly sold his load of

vegetables at a fancy price, and thence drove to a livery to rest and
feed his horses. It so happened that the animals were rather light

for farm-work, but would make an exceptionally good city team;
moreover the liveryman needed just such a span. The bargain was

quickly struck, and Tansen, elated at his double good fortune, left

his wagon and went out to hunt for cheap farm-horses. A link was

missing there. Whom he met, or how he was first diverted from the

way of rectitude, was not apparent. Some one or some thing, how-

ever, had worked on his weak nature, and that night was to him
an orgy which many denizens of the other world remembered. All

day Wednesday Tansen had roamed the city, trailing clouds of glory
in his wake. It was probably the most successful debauch he had

ever accomplished, and, very early in the morning of Jorcey's arrival

in pursuit, it ended in the Union Railway Station, where Orin Tan-
sen left town. It was noticeable, too, that Laura Clover, of the half-

world, had also emigrated.
"When the money's gone," said the plain-clothes man, "the woman

'11 shake him. But say, it's a holy wonder how he done so much on

that wad—and it not all spent yet. After he gets the tra-la, and

wakes up in some bum joint with a head like a kettle, he'll begin re-

memberin' the wife and the flap-jacks, see? And he'll pike home. We
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can telegraph for him, but if I know men that guy'U be glad to come
back pretty soon, without a deputy beside him."

,

"No, don't telegraph," Jorcey hastily said. "I half expected some-

thing of this sort. I know him, you see. We'll wait."

It was a long, dreary drive back to the ranch, and Jorcey had

plenty of time to mature his plans before he reached Mrs. Tansen
in the dusk, where she had come with the children half a mile down
the lane to meet him.

"He has broken his arm, that's all," Jorcey called when he saw
her.

Mrs. Tansen cried inarticulately.
"That's all," Jorcey cheerfully repeated. "It's hard luck, of course,

that goes without saying, but it isn't really worth crying about, you
see. The horses got scared at a trolley-car, and ran away; and
he's in hospital for a few days."

"Just his arm ?" she asked.

"Oh, a few more little things, but he's not seriously hurt, honest."

He stopped beside her, and she lifted the children to him, finally

climbing up to the seat. "Things are awfully smashed," he went
on glibly, "and one horse had to be shot. The other may be some

good to a street peddler."
Mrs. Tansen drew a deep breath. "I suppose we are ruined," she

said, "but I am glad. I can't say how glad. We can go some-
where and get work. I am, oh, so glad !" Her voice trembled

;
her

full face, in the dusk, was transfigured.
"Not a bit ruined," Jorcey said, needlessly lashing the horse and

reining it in again ;
"I'm going to help you. Now, I'm out of a job !"

he hastily cried, "and I'm going to let you pay me when you can.

I know you haven't any ready money, and you've simply got to take

me, or let the wheat rot in the shocks."

"But the horses ?" she asked, "and some one to help you ? Either

is impossible."
"I don't need help. I'm a good hand, and I can easilv load from

the ground. As for the horses, I'm going after them now."
"We can't pay cash, and no one would—"

"I'm going to borrow a team from my brother-in-law. You forget
I'm not all farm-hand."

She remained silent a moment. "I see no other way," she acqui-
esced with a sigh. "But Mr. Sanford's place is in the Wildcat Hills,

twenty miles from here."

"This bronc' will take me there tonight yet. I'll be back by noon."

"But Orin !" she suddenly cried. "Is he so badly hurt he can't be

moved? Don't you see? I must go to him at once. I must nurse

him."

"Now, don't you fret," he said, stopping before the wire gate. "I

made him take a private room. He'll use the money he got for the

corn and stuff, but it can't be helped, and he's in good quarters and
has good nurses. Besides, how can I get the wheat in, and cook my
own meals? I'm tackhng a pretty big job as it is."

"You are sure he's not seriously surt ?" she asked again, while she

clambered to the ground. "You are not uselessly comforting me?"

Jorcey laughed boyishly for answer as he handed the baby to her.

"Perhaps you don't know," she said slowly ;
"the first harvest after
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I was married, I—Orin couldn't get a hand, and I helped him. You
simply can't do it alone, no matter how big you talk. Well, I'll

help."

Jorcey gasped. "It would kill you," he protested.
"I did it often when a girl," she said. "I'm a farmer, all through,

as you ought to know. I can do it again. I can't pitch high, but
we'll make low stacks near the house, and Irvina will mind baby
sister, won't she?"

"
'Tourse," lisped the Httle girl in overalls as Jorcey Hfted her out,

"wif Doggie-Doggie."
"But you—"

Jorcey began.
"If I accept your help, you must accept mine," she said, a ring of

finality in her tone. "Remember, the threshers come in a week, and
we ought to be ready by then. You can't do it alone."

"Very well," he said, recognizing the inevitable. "No, I had an

early supper in the city. Expect me by noon."

He turned his vehicle creakingly, and whipped down the lane.

"She didn't ask what hospital," he chuckled aloud. A moment he
whistled in his teeth, then, "The first harvest after her marriage she

pitched for him, did she? The first summer it was that he went
on his other racket. Two and two," he slowly continued, "make
four."

If Jorcey had any trouble in borrowing horses from his brother-

in-law, he carefully refrained from saying so, or if his brother-in-law

demanded an exorbitant hire, that also remained secret. He secured
the team, at any rate, and, true to his word, was at the Tansen ranch
in time to eat a dinner of boiled potatoes, boiled eggs, boiled coffee

and fried salt pork. The children were carefully fastened in the little

yard with the guardian dog, and Mrs. Tansen, in a short skirt and

sunbonnet, determinedly mounted the hay-rack. Jorcey helped her

much, and hard as the work was it did not greatly weary her. As
for Jorcey, he was transfigured. Marx would not have recognized
in that mobile face his stolid man

;
but Mrs. Tansen caught the spirit

of the light-hearted sallies, the cheerful babble, the flashes of wit, and

unconsciously a girlish coquettishness entered her eyes, and she be-

came gay in her friend's gayety.
Back and forth all the hot afternoon, and at twilight they cooked

the meal together, tired, silent, but seemingly contented. Then,
while Mrs. Tansen put the children to bed, Jorcey tramped into the

dusk, bound for Cottonwood Hall and the lodge telephone. As he

walked he frequently looked at; the dim ranch house, desolate and

dreary on the bare hillside. Thence his eyes wandered past the

wheat, over the dry gullies, and down to the distant garden, strug-

gling in its cloak of Russian thistles and milkweed. "What a place
for her !" he said under his breath. He looked again. "If she had
loved me—"

he dreamed. His eyes turned west over the lowering

landscape, where the forest of cottonwood waved above Rounce's

country place
—farther yet, where the city smoke streamed up the

valley, and on to the violet hills. Yes, it was dreary, but could even

he have made it less so?

Reaching the timber, he crawled through the fence and sat be-

neath a tree till dark finally fell, and then, shaking his mood from

him, he returned up the silent lane. Mrs. Tansen was awaiting him

by the field gate.
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"Getting along nicely," he cheerily called. "The doctor thinks

Orin can be moved before very many days. Nothing damaged in-

side."

"Oh, I'm so thankful. You left a message for him?"
"That the kids were well, and not to worry."
•'About the wheat?"
"I said you had hired a man and a team. Very tired?"

She shook her head.

"Better let me tackle it alone until afternoon," he suggested. "You
shouldn't be so stubborn, Ed. But you always were."

Mrs. Tansen laughed in her throat. "Yes, it's a failing of mine,"
she said. "I've put a candle by the bed in the tool-house. Good-

night." She turned when she reached the door of the little shanty.

"Good-night," she repeated, "pleasant dreams, Neal."

He answered quietly. Pleasant dreams ! Exhaustion only could

give rest to his troubled mind, and exhaustion was not reached for

that strong body. Another day in the wheat-field, however, where
he did three men's work, and longed to do more, brought as a re-

compense quiet sleep.
It would have taken two experienced men a week to clean that

field
;

it took Jorcey, and his co-worker, "Ed," no longer. They
had but a few last shocks to gather ;

the hot afternoon sun was blaz-

ing on them out of a hot afternoon sky ; Mrs. Tansen, far up on the

wheat, guided the horses, and Jorcey's arms moved like machines.

They talked intermittently, but cheerfully, and Mrs. Tansen looked
more youthful, and far more contented, than was usual with her. On
the road below them a thrashing machine was noisily and very slow-

ly progressing, and now and again they glanced down towards it.
"
'Must be headed for Marx's," Jorcey observed. "Tom Ring-

wood's outfit, isn't it? I'd better ride over there tonight, and see if

he can do us next, don't you think?"
"I'd like to hear from Orin first," she reflected. "I'm so sorry he

couldn't write, but of course with his arm broken—"

"And he has left telephone messages with the nurse every night,"

Jorcey reminded her.

"Yes, but he doesn't say anything—he doesn't advise me. It's

always," she flushed a little, "always things he should say himself.

Of course, I know he loves me. He needn't make that the body of
the message always. And he never answers any serious questions.
But we'll have him here soon," she continued brightly. "This is the

last day, and to-morrow—he can be moved now, I'm sure. You
won't mind, will you, before you leave? You can bring him home
to me. He needs me."

Jorcey looked away. "I'll go down," he soberly said, "though he

may not be able to travel so far yet. And yes, he needs you."
"Oh, I'm sure he can be moved. But look," she pointed. "Isn't

that buggy turning up our lane?"

Jorsey shaded his eyes. "That's odd," he slowly reflected, "it be-

longs to the thrashing outfit, and has been following it until now. A
big, fat man is driving, isn't he? That must be Tom Ringwood.
Odd!" he repeated.
The light vehicle stopped at the wire gate, and its occupant

clumsily got to the ground. After glancing about him, he tied the
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horse, crawled through the wires into the pasture, and began to

cross towards the wheat-field.

Jorcey glanced at Mrs. Tansen, her face was clouded by a pre-
monitory anxiety.

"I can't fancy," she began uncertainly. "He wouldn't be coming
just to—to see about thrashing us, would he?"

"Why, of course," Jorcey cried, "what else? I'll run down and
meet him. We both need a rest, anyhow."
"But—"
"Oh, no trouble, and we'll really save more time than if we wait

here. You lie down on the bundles and study the sky. You're look-

ing a little tired."

He started away before she could protest again, but when his back
was turned to her, his face, too, grew anxious, though the anxiety
was no mere premonition. A sudden possibility had occurred to

him, an explanation of one odd phase of Orin's disappearance, and,

knowing both Orin and the approaching thrasher, Jorcey's heart

failed him. He crossed into the pasture and rapidly came up with

Ringwood.
"Hello, Tom," he called. "Don't you know old acquaintances?

What's up? You're not lost, I suppose?"
Ringwood's smooth, fat-lapped face brightened oilily. "Why,

Jorcey !" he exclaimed. "I heard you was here, but I'd have gam-
bled you was raisin' Sam away down in Kansas City yet. You've

got tired of sportin', and 've come back to God's country, eh ? Glad
to see you. Where's Orin? I thought maybe you was him."

"Orin had an accident. He's laid up in a city hospital for a time."

Ringwood slowly smiled. "Hard luck," he commented dryly. "I

thought there might be doin's, when I saw him in town a week or so

ago."

"Oh, you saw him?" Jorcey's eyes narrowed.

"Yes, we had a little business dicker. Ain't that Mrs. Tansen over

there?"

"What sort of a dicker?" Jorcey persisted.

Ringwood looked a trifle uncomfortable. "Well," he said, "we
talked about my thrashin' this wheat here. I bantered him to sell it

to me on spec, just as it stood, and we finally struck a bargain.
Here's the papers." He took a leather book from his hip-pocket.

Jorcey breathed hard. "You paid him ready money?" he asked.

"Sure," Ringwood said, lifting his thin eyebrows. "That's why he

sold."

"You know that man as well as I do," Jorcey slowly said. "You
know Edna, too, and all about them. He was half drunk, or he'd

never have done such a thing. You deliberately took advantage of

him, Tom Ringwood. You've robbed Edna of a mere living, that's

what you've done."

"Settin' up to be her protector?" Ringwood sneered. "Kind of

supernumerary boss of the ranch, you are? Why, I've done you a

favor, then— She's lookin' !" he suddenly cried, as he made ready
to dodge.

Jorcey stopped and stared. The red died out of his eyes, but he

breathed quickly.
"Do you suppose I don't know your gag?" Ringwood demanded.
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"Why, no one in the neighborhood believes Orin's in a hospital.''
That'll do for kids and women. He's in jail, that's where he is, and

you're runnin' a bluff on Mrs. T. Now, you look here, She'll know
it in just ten minutes if you don't come along like a gentleman."

"In jail?" Jorcey slowly repeated. "So, that's what you think?

Yes, she'd understand. Look here, will you keep your fat mouth
shut?"

Ringwood smiled superciliously. "Don't get gay," he advised.

"You've come for the wheat?" Jorcey asked.

"You bet your sweet life I have, and I'm goin' to begin thrashin'

before night."
"I suppose you see you'll cut a pretty poor figure in this county,

if the story ever gets out? You've practically robbed an irresponsi-
ble drunkard. I'm not sure the law would give you the wheat. But

here, back me up in my story, and the grain's yours. I hope there's

a curse on it. Will you back me?"
Ringwood veiled his eyes and pondered. "Go ahead," he grunted.

"We'll see."

They started across the fields together. As they approached, Mrs.
Tansen stood shading her eyes. The anxious expression on her

face was deepened,
"Ed," Jorcey began awkwardly, "I've got a sort of a confession to

make. (Drin's all right now—out of danger
—but he wasn't exactly

getting along as well as I said."

"Orin !"

"It was blood poison," Jorcey cut in quickly. "A mighty bad

case, but he insisted on your not knowing, and I myself thought it'd

only worry you needlessly, so I faked up the reports about his getting

along so well. It was a tight squeeze. They—they had four or five

specialists with him all the time."

She looked at him oddly, while changing expressions twitched her

face. Suddenly she turned away and faced Ringwood. "You bring
news?" she breathlessly inquired. /

"Oh, he's well enough," Ringwood said indifferently, "but it was
a close call. Them specialists cost money, hey Jorcey ? And they've

got to be paid spot cash. No money, no cure."

"That's it!" Jorcey eagerly added, "and Orin's money was ex-

hausted. So—so he sold the wheat to Ringwood here, as it stood, to

get the necessary funds. Only the specialists could have cured him.

you understand. But he's about well now ; he—"

"And you kept me out here, knowing nothing, believing all was
well ?" she slowly inquired. "You had me here in the field, uselessly

pitching grain already sold, while he—while he—might have been ^
dying?"
"But—"
"Not another word!" she hysterically cried. "Oh, I'm disappointed

in you ! I'm ashamed of you ! You are—are no—friend !" She col-

lapsed upon the wheat, and Jorcey fancied that he heard her pain-
full sob.

"I'm going to town," he whispered to Ringwood. "I'm going to

find that brute, wherever he is, if I go to Chicago. Take care of her—I— She mustn't understand."

He threw his fork aside, and, disregarding Ringwood's sugges-
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tions, hurried away. He did not look behind him, but almost ran
to the pasture, caught hi shorse, and led it to the barn. He dressed

feverishly, he seemed burning. Mrs. Tansen's scorn was a physical
pain to him, and only action could relieve it.

Continually he repeated aloud, "She must not know !" and, so re-

peating as it were a mystical chant, he harnessed the horse, jumped
into the buckboard, and fled down the road. On the last rise after

passing the thrashing machine, he glanced back against his will. The
loaded hay-rack was slowly moving across the hill-slope towards the

ranch-house and the wheat-stacks, and, standing in the fore, Mrs.
Tansen guided the horses. Then his own horse, stung by the whip,
galloped down into the valley, and the Tansen ranch was obliterated.

What he would do, Jorcey as yet but vaguely comprehended fur-

ther than to know that he would find Orin. He had a few hundred
dollars in a savings bank, and could go wherever Orin had gone. He
would do that much, at least. "I'll bring him back somehow," he

grated. "She shall never know !"

In the city he once more turned towards Police Headquarters, but
he never reached that building. Driving through a labyrinth of mean
saloons and dirty lodging-houses, he heard his name tremulously
called. Orin Tansen, greasy, dirty, hollow-eyed and ragged, had re-

turned to town. The young farmer was a wreck, he shook and trem-
bled on Jorcey's shoulder, he stuttered unintelligible explanations,
babbled appeals and apologies.

"I know all about it," Jorcey cut in sharply, "and I want no words
out of you—you hear? Climb in and help me find a livery. We'll

go to a Jew clothier first, and then to a Turkish bath. I'll take you
home tonight. No words !" he cried in fierce anger, and Tansen cow-
ered beside him.

Jorcey spoke hardly at all as he busied himself in making Edna's
husband a respectable man in appearance. He finally entered a

Turkish bath with his charge. "Put this fellow through the mill,"

he ordered, "and keep him till I get back."

Alone on the streets he walked until he found the cheap residence

of a poor practicing physician, to whom he told the story with direct

simplicity ;
and the doctor marveled. So, at dusk that night, Tansen

and Jorcey descended the physician's stoop and climbed into the

buckboard
; Tansen, thin, pale, but renovated and decently clothed.

His right arm, too, was in a sling, and he subtly diffused an odor of

clinging drugs.
The physician shook Jorcey's hand at parting. "I wish to heaven

I had as good a friend as this man has," he said.

Silent, self-absorbed, sombre, the two men rode through the night,
Tansen did not attempt either to explain his own conduct or to in-

terrogate his acquaintance, and not until Cottonwood Hall was

passed did Jorcey deign to address Edna's husband.

"Here," he finally began, "I want to show you just what sort of an

animal you are." Quietly, in repressed language, he pictured to Tan-
sen the scenes that had resulted and would result from Tansen's mad-
ness

;
he told the whole story, and minutely explained his own elab-

orate lies. "Now, understand," he continued, "get it burnt on your
soul—if Ed ever learns one word of this, she'll run from you as she

would from a prairie fire. The least thought of you would turn her
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sick at the stomach. As you value your happiness, and hers—though
you can't value that very much—keep up the deception. Come in

town once a week and have Dr. Polehill dress your arm. And to-

morrow take back those horses to Sanford. Have you any money
at all?"

Tansen shook his head and womanishly wept. "We'll starve," he

moaned.
"You're better off than when you first married," Jorcey said.

"This fall you can get a team on your note. Here—there's four hun-

dred in this wallet. Shut up ! I'm not done. When you get home,

you'll tell Ed that that is what's left. You can repay me some day,
if you keep straight."

"Oh, I don't know what—I don't know how—" Tansen stuttered.

Jorcey pulled up with an oath. "Here's your lane," he said.

"You'll find the buckboard and harness here in the morning."
"But—"
"Will you shut up?" Jorcey almost screamed. "Remember," he

continued in his former repressed key, "she mustn't know. You'd
be a yellow dog without her

;
and she—well, she'd be miserable with-

out you. That's one of life's practical jokes. Now get away from

here."

Tansen obediently started away, but he quickly returned. "You
can say what you please," he said, "but you're a good friend of mine,
Neal Jorcey

—the best I ever had. Will you shake hands?"

Jorcey did so listlessly. A moment Tansen stood beside him, and

then, with a sigh, slowly went up the lane.

Jorcey freed his horse and waited, gazing into the night. Up on

the black hillside he saw a streak of light where a door was opened.
He heard a sudden cry ful! of passionate relief, of unexpected

happiness. Springing on the horse's bare back, Jorcey dug his heels

into its ribs, and galloped into the darkness like a madman, going
neither he nor the horse knew where, but leaving behind him happi-
ness.

Denver, CoL

NIGHT-FALL
By NEETA MARQUIS

MISTY gray has quenched the smoldering west

Like sprinkled ashes, and the deeper sky
Is yet unwarmed with stars. The clouds, once high,

Have lowered to the tree-tops, where they rest.

A ghost-wind gasps and starts, as one oppressed
With guilty burden, one that may not die

And let the vexed world pass unnoted by.
But must live on by memory obsessed.

Now is the lonesome hour of all the day
When cheerful toil is over. From the street

That quick last sound of homeward-hasting feet

Within some fire-lit hush has died away.
The lonesome hour—day past, the night to come—
God guide his steps who has no waiting home !

Los Angeles.
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San Francisco has always been in a class by itself. No other city

in the world's history was ever founded by colonists who walked so

far on foot and on purpose. No other city ever grew so fast on its

sand-hills, nor turned so many sand hills into reclamation of ocean

and lifting of valleys ; no other city ever had so many destructive

fires. No other city had ever quite the same spasms of communal

virtue. No other city ever contained so large a proportion of people

who were not born in it—nor of people who so advantageously

mitigated the traditions to which they were born. After all its

golden and heroic age, the last quarter century, for San Francisco

has been one of civic and political degeneration. It was not only

debauched in politics, but in business by politics. No city knows

better how to live, so far as the comforts of life go ;
no city is more

responsive intellectually to art, and literature, and science
;
but in

business the California metropolis has learned the ill habit of sub-

mission first to corporate tyranny and then to the still worse tyranny
of the Walking Delegate. To one who has studied many American

cities, San Francisco is still the Sphinx.

True to its record of out-doing all records, San Francisco suffered

a year and a half ago the grisliest visitation- ever known to a city

of the United States. The national sympathy for this cataclysm

was a good thing for the nation
;
and still better was the superb

example of courage and resilience qrn the part of the stricken. But

the earthquake and fire were small disasters compared to the loss

of its old independent ideals. This was a poverty unto which no

relief-train could minister. Other cities may be able to count in

the same pitiful category of civic abasement; but even in this, San

Francisco again heads the list.

The new Vigilante movement is unlike the two historic episodes

which have made San Francisco famous as the only city in which

so-called "lynch law" was ever advantageous. The Vigilance Com-

mittees of 185 1 and 1856 were collective and organized movements

of the best citizens. These men took their lives in their hands—
and not only their lives, but the harder handful of their responsi-

bility to law. They made the city the best-governed in America—
a condition which persisted for a generation. The present reform
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movement is the result not of popular excitement, nor mass meet-

ings, nor associations of a few hundred strong men ; but apparently
an off-hand purchase of an apparently good citizen

; more or less

supported by the moral approval of an unknown number of good
citizens. The cynic sees only a "deal" by which the investment

in civic purity shall return as bread upon the waters to its millionaire

funder in the shape of franchises. The optimist will believe in the

sincerity of Mr. Spreckels' gift of a fortune to cleanse city politics—or will at least await the final outcome, and, meantime, give the

benefit of the doubt to the presumable patriot. All such matters

are complicated. It has been demonstrated beyond cavil that the

Mayor and the Supervisors of the City and County of San Fran-

cisco were as rotten a lot as might be expected in a city which

tolerated the Teamsters' Strike of a few years ago. How much

the bribe-takers are worse or more pardonable than the bribe-givers :

whether the men are good citizens who "do the usual" except when

they think they have to "do as the Romans do" and buy the right

to live and do business
;
how far the men who have done more

than any others in the throttled city to loosen the clutch from its

throat are to be branded because they bought the purchasable thugs
who never did the city any good—all these are matters not so much
of opinion as of perspective. The historian a century from now
will be better able to judge between the upper and the nether mill-

stone.

But there is no question that even if the prosecution is also

human, it has done as dramatic and as fine an act in self-justification

as the most ingenious dramatist could have devised. After dethron-

ing the cheaply bought Mayor by methods never before, I think,

pursued in any American city, and very much after the methods of

the earlier Vigilantes; and after granting more or less immunity
to the yellow-dog Supervisors ; and \yhile all critics friendly or

unfriendly were up in the air as to the meaning of these things and

their import
—this mysterious force which is swinging the destinies

of nearly half a million people as absolutely as the Czar ever swayed,

suddenly appoints as Mayor a gentleman and a scholar. So far as

I know there is no other large city in the United States whose present

Mayor ranks with Dr. Taylor. A man still in full vigor of life, he

is in the front rank as a lawyer, and as a doctor, and as a book-man.

In the whole West there is probably no other one person who could

out-rank him in any two of these three professions. There are more

eloquent pleaders, and more famous practitioners, and more Homeric

writers ; but there is certainly no man who unites so much of each

with a broad sanity.

If the prosecution can continue to bear this kind of fruit, it will
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easily hold the record in the United States as to civic purging.
Whether the scion of the Hawaiian sugar millions is inhumanly
disinterested

;
whether the Irish bull-dog of a prosecutor is faultless

and detained from heaven only to await the arrival there of harps
of Erin; whether, in a word, this whole procedure is angelic or

merely a finite attempt to better an American city—the fact is in-

disputable that San Francisco has a better chance now than it has

had in fifty years. Its scoundrels are being hounded
;

it has a

clean strong man at its head
;

it has an awakened conscience of what

has been and of what should be.

Power to the elbow of the old town !

If all teachers were principals, and all principals were State Su-

perintendents, and all State Superintendents were Commissioners of

Education—then doubtless the Mother-Tongue would be less often

harried from her rest. Doubtless ignorance will never die. It

would die everywhere if it could be chloroformed habitually and

inevitably in the house of education
;
but its stronghold is there.

The same old idiocy of Deformed Spelling broke forth again at

the convention of the National Educational Association in Los An-

geles this year; and grown-up "educators" gravely discussed

whether they should spell like civilized people, or like savages with

the sign language. I am not much of a mind-reader—but I can

generally tell by their face a person who writes "thru." They are

about all of them good people
—all of them educated a little beyond

their intellect. It is the same class that supported the infamous

Indian policy which this nation maintained for fifty years, but which

is now dead, thanks to an administration which uses its brains.

They are not enough educated to understand the heredity of lan-

guage. There is something about them which an observer can gen-

erally relate to their attitude as to spelling. The most egregious

example of course was that powerful personality who forgot his

father, who was named Dewey, and whose baptismal name was

Melville, and for years wrote himself Melvil Dui. Even for him the

laughter of saner, if less brilliant, associates fetched him down from

the Dui perch.

The Lion believes in saving time. But you don't save time when

you throw better things away. It would "save time" never to take

oflF our hats to ladies, nor to say "Good morning" to our parents.

But it would lose all that makes Time worth while.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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THAT
WHICH IS

WRITTEN

m^
III all the long shelf of valuable works

published by the Smithsonian Institution

in its half-century of the diffusion of

knowledge among men, probably no other publication will have so wide and
so general use as the "Handbook of American Indians," of which Part I. has

just issued from the press. This is a dictionary, so to speak, of the names,
habits, habitat and customs of the Indian tribes north of Mexico, with the

interpretations and condensed ethnological, geographical, bibliographical and
historic notes. This Part I. (down through the letter M) covers 972 pages,
with illustrations and maps, and is by far the most convenient reference book
in its line in the world. To its content, the many and competent scholars

who have mastered this American field contribute directly or indirectly;
while the whole is enough to define (to those who did not know it before)
the fact that Mr. F. W. Hodge, its editor, is the best man in America for

this exigent work. The volume is and must be tentative ; but it is a monu-
mental beginning. Of the greatest usefulness to the scholar for reference,

it is without question likely to become the most popular volume ever printed

by the United States Government. Every public library must have it. Every
student of anything relating to the American Indians must consult it. After
a generation of important monographs, which were largely buried in pon-
derous and forbidding tomes, it was a happy thought which projected this

dictionary and index, assembling the gist of all these researches into conven-
ient shape. It shows, perhaps better than any other work, how enormously
the history, the geographic names, the present customs and vocabulary of
this great nation are indebted to the First Americans. Besides our thou-
sands of Indian place-names, from Kennebunk to Seattle, we use a great
number of common words without a suspicion that they were taught us by
the brown schoolmaster we have so ill requited. What politician, for in-

stance would dream that Caucus, and Old Hickory, and Mugwump are Indian
words? What housewife, that Succotash and Hominy and even Squash are
from the Algonquin? And Terrapin arid Chipmunk, Possum, Coon, Wood-
chuck, Moose—even Skunk—are likewise Indian.

There are thousands of books with Indians for text. The vast majority
are absolutely worthless, from whatever point of view. If "interesting,"
they are generally trash ; if instructive, they are a.s a rule readable only to
the student. Bandelier's one attempt at a novel, "The Delight Makers," was
a wonderful photograph (by reconstruction) of the prehistoric life of the
Pueblo cliflf-dwcllers ; and there it stands alone. It has long been out of

print, but is still consulted, and always will be, as to that ancient American
culture. Yet it is not "easy reading."
The stories of "life among the Indians," by white men who have actually

so lived, have sometimes nluch of interest and somewhat of lasting worth—
except in the usual cases, where they were written for the "author" by scrub
penny-a-liners.
The most extraordinary book that I know of among all these narratives, is

"My Life as an Indian," by J. W. Schultz. It is told by a real frontiers-
man who lived twenty-four years among the Blackfeet—and not only among
them, but of them—and who has the rare twin gifts of truthfulness and direct

expression. He married a Blackfoot girl
—a most lovable character, whose

evidently true story will make many a civilized husband envious. He shared
the hunts and the war-parties of his adopted people on the Plains before
the railroad came. He sets down clearly, truthfully, sympathetically, the
actual life and thought of these very human people; and as a story of real
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life, it is deeply interesting ; while from the standpoint of history and science,
it is a most valuable contribution. It deserves the rarest of verdicts in the
case of "books about Indians''—namely, that it will be a piece of our perma-
nent American literature.

Marah Ellis Ryan has touched her highwater mark in "Indian Love Let-
ters"—the story of an educated Moqui lad

; taught—away from his people,
to be a scholar, a football player, a scribe—and to love a maid with corn-silk

hair, for whom he was good enough in his college days.
The story is told in his letters to her—and of course is the inevitable

story. Translation is the most difficult of all literary arts
; and particularly

when one with the enormous scope of English at hand tries to express the

compact poetry of the Indian mind. The poetry is all there
;
but its native

expression is terse as Terse. The language of an Indian is a marvelous
condensation of color—each word and syllable, and inflection stands for per-

haps a whole line or paragraph of the people who Have to Say it All Out.
Mrs. Ryan has shown creditable restraint, along with much real insight

not only of the fascinating Hopi country and its thought, but also of the

inevitable tragedy of the contact of the races. And she has written with
warm and contagious love.

It is within a few years that the homely record of the United States has

begun to be written by the men who made it. The romance and the flare of

war have had their abundant chronciers ; but the wars of the most ram
bunctious nation are a mere ripple on its' development, and but a tiny pan
of' its real history.
The development of the West has been written at; many times, in man>

ways—and sometimes with a strong hand. But we have never begun to

view in understanding detail the many strange and important industries

which were after all the excuse and the enablement by which half the United
States was» tamed, humanized, and made integral part of a nation.

For something like a quarter of the continental area of our country, the

"cow" business was the corner-stone of civilization. It was a memorable

epoch; and perhaps unique in human history. It was the day when domains
that would be principalities in Europe were controlled without investment,
nor without even heredity; and when herds, such as no important world-
monarch ever owned, ranged the virgin pastures of an unclaimed land.

For a quarter of a century the most obvious romantic angle of this life has
been interesting and active in American literature. But the "cow-boy" as

he has been written has been in general a mere wanton freak without visible

means of support. So far as I know, the first book to give a real under-

standing of that enormous industry which in its golden days covered a mil-

Hon square miles, and is all the more interesting because it is now but a

memory, is "Reed Anthony, Cowman; An Autobiography," by Andy Adams—whose cowboy books have before pleased us. Without literary art, and
with perhaps extraordinary tally of success, this volume of almost 400 pages
is one of the most valuable documents ever written as to the West. Whether
the author is in fact a grandfather, and whether he truly drove and sold

so literal an interpretation of "The Cattle upon a Thousand Hills," there

is no question as to the importance of his contribution to American history;
and the man who put his youth into this arduous trail ought to be a grand-
father, whether he is or not. It is a book which every Western library
should have and hold. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., $1.50.

A modest and useful little book is "The Big Trees of California," by Galen
Clark. Mr. Clark is known to thousands not only as the discoverer of the

Mariposa Grove, but for many years guardian of the Yosemite Valley. In

text as simple as the fine old character who wrote it, and with extraor-

dinarily beautiful illustrations, this little book covers one of the most inter-

esting topics in the world. Galen Clark, Yosemite Valley, Cal. $1.00 cloth;

50c paper.
C. F. L.
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'T'HERE is hope to restore this fall, the old Mother Mission of San
^

Diego, founded in 1769; the first of that wonderful chain of Franciscan

monuments. Several years ago, the club repaired and protected the

standing walls. It is now proposed to rebuild the fallen adobes and roof the

structure ; so that a century from now our children's children may see this

venerable first temple of civilization on the Pacific Coast.

All that stands in the way is insufficiency of funds. Many members have

responded promptly to the call for their dues, as the* following acknowledg-

ments show, but hundreds have, overlooked the matter. If all membership
dues can be collected, it will enable the club to get to work before another

rainy season.

All good Americans are invited to this membership. Dues are $1 a year;

life membership $25. Remittances may be made to the President.

FUNDS FOR THE WORK.

Previously acknowledged, $8,860.50.

New receipts—Life member, Mrs. J. O. Koepfli, Los Angeles, $25.

$10—Mrs. J. D. Hooker, Los Angeles.

$5 each—W. H. Burnham. Mrs. W. H. Burnham, Orange, Cal. ; M. C.
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2 each—Miss Margaret V. Greble, Pasadena; Mrs. G. S. Gay, Graftonville,
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$1 each—Los Angeles: F. K. Ainsworth, M. D.. J. D. Bicknell, Norman

Bridge, M. D.. John J. Bodkin, Mrs. C. B. Boothe, C. B. Boothe, Boston Dry
Goods Store. E. C. Buell, M. D., Mrs. E. C. Buell, R. W. Burnham, Chas.

Bozenta Chlapowski, Mrs. Cornelius Cole, George Cole, Prof. Theo. B. Com-

stock, Geo. F. Conant, Rt. Rev. T. J. Conaty, F. M. Coulter, Chas. C. Davis,

Rev. Wm. Horace Day, W. O. Dow, VV. E. Dunn, T. L. Duque, Mrs. L. M.

Foy, Mrs. Mary S. Gibson, Jas. A. Gibson, Miss Evelyn Hamburger, Mrs.

Geo. Allan Hancock, Harris & Frank, Harriet A. Heath, J. E. S. Heath, Her-

man W. Hellman, Godfrey Holterhoff, Jr., W. H. Housh, Mrs. W. H. Housh,
Mrs. Lora A. Hubbell, J. C. Kays, Miss Elizabeth Kerckhoflf, Mrs. H. H.

Kerckhoff, Mrs. Frank W. King, Bradney W. Lee, Mrs. M. A. Lewis,

Wm. M. Lewis, M. D., Mrs. Leon Loeb, Mrs. Jacob Loew, G. J. Lund,
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Albert McFarland, Albert McFarland, Mrs. S. G. Mitchell, Madame Helena

Modjeska, Mrs. J. G. Mossin, Miss Marie Mullen, J. A. Munk, M. D., Mrs.

Harriet Williams Myers, Wm. R. Myers, Mrs. Walter S. Newhall, Mrs. H.

Newmark, J. W. A. Off, Miss Olive Percival, E. T. Perkins, Mrs. E. T.

Perkins, C. C. P'erce & Co., R. W. Poindexter, Milo M. Potter, Mrs. H. H.

Rose, Mrs. Mary Schallert, Mrs. C. Seligman, Mrs. J. S. Slauson, Miss Laura

Solano, Southern California Savings Bank, Mrs. G. F. Stamm, W. D. Ste-

phens, Alfred Stern, Stoll & Thayer, Geo. P. Thresher, W. J. Trask, J. H.

Utley, M. D., Mrs. Jaro von Schmidt, Arthur Geo. Wells, Mrs. Arthur
Geo. Wells, Frank Wiggins, Mrs. Frank Wiggins, C. D. Willard, J. W.
Wolters, W. D. Woolwine, Miss Mary Workman, Mrs. Wm. H. Work-
man, Wesley Clark, Rt. Rev. J. H. Johnson, Jones Book Store, Prof. G.

Walford Lilke, G. W. Parsons, Mrs. Fred Lambourn, Mrs. Granville Mac-
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Pasadena, Cal.—Mrs. Roscoe B. Ashley, Benjamin Blossom, Arthur H.

Fleming, Prof. Geo. E. Hale, W. H. Hill, Chas. Lee King, M. D., Miss

Meeker, Mrs. J. E. Meeker, Miss Julia E. Meeker, Mrs. Martha C. Mohr,
W. P. Nelson, Frank W. Parker, Mrs. J. B. Phillips,' C. W. Smith, Mrs.

C. Stevi'art, Miss Susan H. Stickney, A. C. Vroman, Dr. J. H. McBride,
Dr. J. M. Radebaugh.
San Francisco, Cal.—R. H. Bennett, Zoeth S. Eldredge, T. H. Palache,

Frances R. Sprague, Frank J. Symmes, Lillian Ferguson, Hamilton W. Bar-

nard.

Miss A. R. Faulkner, Jarrett T. Richards, Dr. Lorenzo G. Yates, Santa

Barbara

Wm. Collier, John G. North, Riverside, Cal.

John P. Fisk, C. L. Partridge, Redlands.

Mrs. R. W. Hubbard, San Fernando; Mrs. J. C. Kays, Hollywood, Cal.!

U. F. Del Valle, Camulos; Thos. Flint, San Juan Bautista
; J. B. French,

Pomona; Mrs. Andrew Glassell, Miss Audelia Glassell, Tropico; C. M.

Goethe, Sacramento; Martin J. Griffin, Ridley Park, Pa. ;• Edmund G. Ham-
ersly, Philadelphia, Pa. ; W. C- Hanawalt, Lordsburg ; C. H. Hastings,
Lamanda

; W. M. Herbert, San Diego ; Vernon L. Kellogg, Stanford Uni-

versity; Wm. F. Marshall, Monrovia; Wm. Pridham, Alaftieda
; Henry

Morse Stephens, Berkeley; Thos. R. Bard, Huenerne: Sol Bibo, Grant's, N.

M. ; Miguel A. Otero, Santa Fe, N. M.
;
Wm. H. Holmes, Washington, D.
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Harvey Wheeler, Concord Junction, Mass. ; Geo. H. Maxwell, T. M. Prud-
den, M. D., New York

;
St. Anthony's Messenger, Cincinnati, O. ; Mrs. L.

A. Coonley Ward, Chicago, III; Mrs. Fred C. Williams, Forestville, Ct. ;

M. J. Riordan, Flagstaff, Arizona; Perry M. Williams, Maricopa, Arizona.

Total, $272.00.

. iirntiiMH.
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'mi:LROSC CALIFORNIA
By G. E. PARKER.

MELROSE
means honey of roses. A fitting name to. apply to one of

the sunniest and most attractive of the suburban towns on the eastern

shore of magnificent San Francisco Bay. A place where trees and

flowers grow with that luxuriance found in the banner county of the banner

State of our splendid country—Alameda County, California.

Melrose is one of the county's historic towns. It lies to the east of Oak-

land in the warm belt that extends from the shore of the inlet known as

San Leandro Bay, to the Contra Costa hills.

In the old days, when the larger city itself was only a promise of what

it has since become, Melrose boasted large manufactories with the best

of rail and water transportation facilities, its wharves being known as

Clark's Landing. In the changing of times and seasons, influences were

brought to bear which caused the withdrawal of the factories, the rails

rusted, the wharves decayed and the old town went to sleep to awaken at

a later time when new and different circumstances should bring its attrac-

tions to notice.

These attractions have now made it an ideal place for the home-seeker

whose work is in Oakland or San Francisco, and for those who are looking

for pleasant homes where they may take advantage of unsurpassed educa-

tional facilities.

The swift and comfortable trains and boats of the Southern Pacific ferry-

service, starting from the Melrose terminal every twenty minutes (and soon

to be supplemented by an equally good service by the Western Pacific and

the Key Route companies) enable the worker and business man easily and

quickly to reach San Francisco, while the car-lines of the Oakland Traction

Company, its cars running on a five-minute headway, provide the means

Shminar^ AvKNt'E, Melrose
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of reaching that city's busy streets. A nickel pays the fare of the San

Francisco commuter, and the same amount pays for the car ride to Oak-

land, to
'

Berkeley or to Alameda.

A line water-supply, an up-to-date sewerage system, city mail delivery,

free express delivery, and good streets all aid in giving Melrose all the

cimveniences of modern life. The town not being incorporated, our streets

arc under the control of the county, and, under the care of Hon. J. R.

Talcott, for many years supervisor from this district, and Alameda County's

foremost roadbuilder, have been put in fine condition. His able successor,

Mr. W. B. Bridge, can be depended upon to keep them so.

The Foothill Road from Oakland to Hayward's is a magnificent modern

boulevard. A complete roadbed, gutters, curbing and sidewalks from prop-

erty-Hne to property-Hne and ten miles in length, it passes through the most

desirable part of Melrose and offers splendid sites for the building of

beautiful homes.

)SE Porch, Mills Collkge, Mj.i.k

The Melrose school is one of the largest and best in the territory lying

east of Oakland. The census just completed shows a gain of 293 school-

childi"en for the year and a grand total of y^.
The Union High School No. 4, located here, is the pride of its promoters.

Organized to furnish accommodations for about sixty pupils, it was, within

its first term, compelled to provide for twice that number, and it also won
its accrediting to the State University, so. that those who gain its diploma
can enter college without examination. On a campus consisting of two

blocks of land fronting on the Boulo-ard, its new building, to cost $125,000,

and the equal of any in the State, is now going up, and there the third term
will open with some three hundred pupils and a full complement of teachers

and equipment.



186 OUT WEST
Situated in a tract of beautiful woodland just in the edge of the hills, a

few minutes' walk from one car-line and with another passing its gates, is

far-famed Mills College. The only woman's college west of the Rocky
Mountains, it is the Alma Mater of very many of California's beautiful and
talented girls, and its graduates are met with all around the world.

Fruityale and Oakland churches have claimed the allegiance of our
people in the past, but one fine building is now ready for dedication by one
congregation, and two others will, in the near future, replace their present
chapels with commodious churches.

In the hills beyond Mills College, and easily reached by means of O. T.
Co.'s California Railway, is Leona Heights, long known as Laundry P'arm,
a favorite spot with summer campers, and for many years a famous picnic-
ground for informal parties of holiday merry-makers.

In business lines, Melrose is again an active and wide-awake center.
'Phe $250,000 plant af the Oakland Chemical Co. has just been built on the
site of the old Melrose smelter, and a $400,000 cotton mill is building, which

High Street, Melrose

is to be one of the finest and most up-to-date in the United States.

The railroad station is a large, handsome building, which will be surround-
ed with a beautiful park, and the Melrose freight yards are the most ex-
tensive and see the handling of more freight than any other of the local

yards east of the Oakland main freight-station.
The new transcontinental railroad, the Western Pacific, is now building

through Melrose
;
the Ignacio Valley has a right of way and survey and

the Key Route Ferry is constantly making surveys and extending its lines

which will soon be giving another route from Melrose to Oakland, Berkeley
and San Francisco.

Stores, machine-shops and in fact all lines of business, are well repre-
sented, including a large lumber-yard and planing mill. Good business
no more attractive place. The children grow up strong and robust. Old age
passes the declining years in health and contentment.

blocks, lighted with electricity, grace the streets, and others are building
and planned for.

Real-estate values have increased three-fold in the last year, but, having
stopped short of boom prices, they offer excellent opportvmities for profit-
able investments.
The mechanic may own a home in Melros'e. The millionaire can find
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In the Woodland, Mills College

Out here in California, where the orange turns to gold,
And nature has forgotten all the art of growing cold,
There's not a day throughout the year that flowers do not grow ;

There's not a single hour the streams do not unfettered flow ;

There's not the briefest moment when the songsters do not sing,
And life's a sort of constant race 'twixt summer and the spring.

Why just to know the joy of it, one might his best years give—
Out here in CaHfornia, where it's comfort just to live.—A. J. Watcrhousc.

Be this my home, 'til some fair star

Stoop earthward and shall beckon me ;

For surely Godland lies not far

From these Greek heights and this great sea.

My friend, my lover, trend this way—
Not far along lies Arcady.—Joaquin Miller.
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JUl Roads
Lead to—

1
Holtville

Has Good
Shade Trees

The Irrigation Canal at Holtville

In Imperial Ualley, San Diego County, California
'^rHIS valley comprises Five Hundred Thousand Acres of land as fertile as the val-
i\\ ley of the nile. Water in abundance, from the Colorado River for all the land^^ Sunshine practically evtry day in the year. HOLTVILLE is favored with a

perfect natural drainage and is healthful. Receives the first water coming from '.:he

source to the valley, thereby insuring water under any circumstances.
Is situated just at sea level and generates electricity from water power for lights

and power for the entire valley. Tributary to this town lies rich sandy loam soil par-
ticularly adapted to raising the first (irapes and Catalogues in California. Alfalfa
can be harvested nine times in one season, though pasturing this grass is very profit-
al)le and in which case fences take the place of hay stacks and the hogs do the work
of the harvester. Land with water in this section can be bought for from $20.00 per
acre up. Come and see or address

^"^sfcr^a^r- CHAMBER of COMMERCE, Holtville, CaL
or any of thef oUowing business firms:

r. N. CKaplin (SL Son. Real Estate
Ed. E. Doyd Realty Co.
l\in^ L. Iliendle, IVeal Estate
L. S'windle, iVeal Estate
J. R.ay "Wimp
M. P. Harris
H. J. Messenger, Livery and

Feed
G U. ApKins

C. J. SchencK. Genl. Mdse.
J. V. Daggart. Jr.
F. J. Cole
"W. F, Robinson, Hotel Alamo
F. M. Morris, Confectionery
Citizens DanK
J. S. Dridenstine
National Lumber Co.
W. F. Holt, Redlands, Cal.



Out West Magazine Company
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The Greater Troop Institute

Its Expansion Into a Technical College of the Fitst Rank

The Trustees of Throop Polytechnic, Pasadena, have taken vigorous steps lor

placing this well known institution of learning upon a much broader basis than it

has heretofore occupied. For fifteen years Throop has been known as the largest
manual training school on the Pacific Coast, embracing elementary, academic, nor-

mal and collegiate departments.
Beginning with the school year which opens September 25th next the elementary

school is to be removed from the buildings and conducted under a separate cor-

poration, while the full power and means of Throop's management will be devoted
to strengthening and developing the Academy and College. In a word, the school
is to be a technical institution of the highest rank, its Academy preparing pupils

by theory and practice for the College of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering,
and the College oflfering full four-year courses in these engineering branches. The
Normal department for the education of teachers in art, manual training and do-

mestic economy, will be continued with increased facilities. The Boarding Hall for

boys will also remain open to pupils.
For the purpose of fully accomplishing these objects a new and picturesque site

of twenty-two acres has been secured on the outskirts of Pasadena, where new
buildings will be erected, filled with apparatus and machinery of latest patterns. The

Faculty of the school is also to be very much strengthened. Until the completion
of new buildings new apparatus and machinery will be installed in the present build-

ings, the removal of the elementary school having made a number of large ron:.!-

available.

For full particulars send to the Secretary for catalogue.

Ramona Toilet ^oA p FO R 3 A LE
EVERYWHERE
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A New Pattern

in a Famous Brand
CHARTER OAK is the name of the newest

pattern in "1847 ROGERS BROS." " Silver P/aie

that Wears.'' Particularly appropriate is this

name for the pattern brought out in the 6oth

anniversary year of the original Rogers
Brothers ware, which was first made in 1847

in Hartford, the home of the Charter Oak.

1847 ROGERS BROS:

knives, spoons, forks, etc., enjoy the distinc-

tion of being the best in silver plate. The
Charter Oak pattern is noteworthy in

the richness and finish of the design,

which is a combination of Bright and

French Gray, giving to the various pieces

an unusual degree of beauty and charac-

ter. Send for Catalogue "H-39" show-

ing this and the other leading patterns.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.
(Iiiternalional Silver t'o., Suci-pssor.)

OODLAND
The Capital of

lo County, California
JLAND Is only 86 miles from San
Ihco and 22 miles from Sacramento,
te Capital. WOODLAND has twelve
js, three two-story grammar school
,g:s, one commodius higrh school, one
losary Academy, one well-equipped
as colleg^e, the best talent obtainable
schools, one Carnegie library bulld-
d fine free library, four social and
clubs, twenty fraternal and bene-

f:es one 200-barrel flour mill, one
unnery, two butter creameries, one
>.icking establishment, one winery,
ve oil and pickling plant, two large
yards, four solid banks, four ho-

is large city hall, one well-equipped
artment, four large grain and hay
uses, a well conducted telephone

,
an average rainfall of 17 inches,

tmy commodious business houses
nting all lines of trade,
further particulars address any of
lowing:
»11 A Relth, Real Katale
MtUand Grain and Milling Co.

> B. Boyle, Hooks and Stationery
Bank of Volo
Bank of M'ooilland

Sierra liunilivr Co.
M. C. Cniiipo, Rancher

Irrig'ated
Farms

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER AND LUX
Los Bancs, Merced County

California
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LOS GATOS
The Most Beautifully Situated Residence Town in

Central California

PANORAMIC VIEW OF LOS GATOS, GAL.

Located in the foothills of the Santa Cruz mountains^ fifty miles south

of San Francisco and ten miles from San Jose
Stanford University and State Normal adjacent. Los Gatos has first

class facilities.

Numerous Churches^ No Saloons. Deligfhtful Climate all the Year.

Electric and Steam Railroad communication. This locality is the home
of all deciduous fruits. For information address Secretary Board of

Trade, or any of the following :

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods
J. H. Pearce, General Merchandise
A, C. Covert, Real Estate
W. L. Pearce Co., General Mdse.
B. H, Noble & Co., Real Estate & Ins.

Johns & McMurtry, Real Estate.

J. A. McCoy, Real Estate & Ins.

F. F. Watkins, Druggist
Bank of Los Gatos

George A. Green, Drugs & Photo Sup.

J. D. Crummey
H. J. Crall, Books, Stationary, etc.

J. J. Fretwell, Watchmaker & Jeweler
L. B. Mallory, Broker
E. L. Chase, Music
O. Lewis & Son, Hardware, Tinning
& Plumbing

Hunt's Steam Bakery



BURLINGAME
7 he most celebrated town

in Central California today.

The home of golf, polo, magnificent country residences, charming drives,

ealthy sea bathing and above all a climate that is second to none, educational

acilities of the highest order and a substantial class of "all the year round" San
'rancisco business men and tradespeople.

Burlingame is the home of flowers. Here are grown more roses, carnations,

A'eet peas and lilies than in any other section of California.

Coming more and more into public notice as a charming community of homes,

Burlingame is dominated today by a spirit of progress and any inquiry in regard to

eal estate, business opportunities or home advantages will be cheerfully answered
vhen addressed to any of the concerns whose names appear below.

'. J. Rodgfers & Co. Real Estate

-yon & Hoag:, Real Estate

iurlingfame Inv. Co. Real Estate
ieo. Wilkens, Grocer

leebe & Tyler, Building Contractors

ohn Shepherd & Son, Express &
Transfer Delivery

A. L. OfReld, Physician & Surgeon
J. H. O'Hara, Plumbing & Plumbing

Supplies
Thomas McCutcheon, Restaurateur
Alberi A. Myer, Real Estate
Archibald & Aubrey, Real Estate

Joseph Culbert, Livery & Private

Boarding
August Berg, Contractor & Builder



s AN MATEO
THE FLORAL CITY

San Francisco's Nearest and Most Beautiful Suburban City

THE PENINSULA

Now in course of construcftion at a cost of $500,000 will open April 1st, 1908

accomoclating 400 guests

San Mateo has reached that stage of development which nothing short

of complet annihilation can now permanently check. The expansion of

San Francisco, as inevitable as that of New York, must in the very nature

of things be toward San Mateo, on the land side, unimpeded by intervening
water. Just so surely as New York has, by degrees, spread into West-

chester, so must San Francisco march into San Mateo with the teeming
thousands which are to populate the new and greater city. With such a

future, San Mateo becomes a point of wonderful opportunity, not alone to

the suburban home seeker, but to those who recognize the value of realty
investments as sources of future wealth. Just as up-town realty built up
the Astor fortune in the Eastern metropolis, so will future Astors of this

coast realize from investments in San Mateo and vicinity.
For any further information, address San Mateo Board of Trade or

any of the following :

H. N. Royden, Real Estate
Peninsula Realty Company, Real Estate
Loveland & Shand, Real Estate
W, H. Cone, Real Estate
B. L. Grow Realty Co., Real Estate
E. M. Warn Lumber Co.
W. E. Tourtelotte, Contractor
Chas. N. KIrkbride, Attorney-at-Law
Clare- Metzgar Co., Furnishing Goods,

Clothing
E. H. Alt, Shoe Store
Levy Bros., Merchants
San IVIateo Bakery
T. Masterson, Hotel Wisnom
J. A. Foster, Electrical Enpineir

Wisnom, Bonner Hardware Co.
Jennings Bros., Livery
A. L. Sanderson, Dentist
Sneider & Smith, Furniture Store
G. Palanca, Floral City Music Depot
C. M. Morse, Druggist
Peninsula Meat Co., Meat Market
San Mateo Planing Mill Co.
J. F. Killelea, Co., Painters and Decorators
Borges & Kenner, Cigars and Stationery
John F. Lee, Building Contractor
W. R. Spence, Pianos and Phonographs
C. W. McCraken, Confectioner
N. Van Kammen, Jeweler and Optician



Escondido
CALIFORNIA

The Inland

Metropolis of
San Diego County

AN ESCONDIDO GRAPEVINE
V tluiiti- growing country, new homes and new business houses being built every
Is the center of a large area of productive farming country, and offers the best

kcments for a home or for investment in Southern California.
Here is an up-to-date Irrigation System owned by the people; no expense for

writer except cost of distribution and maintenance of the system. The finest high
1 building in Southern California. No bonded debt. No saloons. Just the
for an ideal home.

Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Escondido, Cal.

FOR HEALTH



Campbell
The central point of the best

fruit section in the state.

Swrrownded by orchard homes
for miles in all directions.

Campbell High School
wr

THIS
dependable town, surrounded by dependable orchards, and favored with a

dependable climate (RARELY EQUALED—NEVER EXCELLED), offers every
advantage to the home-seeker. Do you want to live in a good, clean community
(no saloons), where you would be proud to call every neighbor a friend? That's

CAMPBELL. Do you want the best educational advantages for your children?

Come to CAMPBELL. Would you like to live where there is an abundance of work

during the fruit season for young and old? Come to CAMPBELL. Do you want an

orchard home for pleasure and profit? Come to CAMPBELL. No mud! No dust!!

No desert!!!

For additional information address CAMPBELL IMPROVEMENT CLUB, Camp-
bell, Santa Clara Co., Cal., or

J. C. Ainsley, Fruit Canner ?f re. C. W. Sutter, Hotel
Farmers' Union
C. H. Whitman
B. O. Curry, Real Estate

John L. Hagelin

John F. Duncan
S. G. Rodeck
P. C. Hartman, Dentist

Mary F. Campbell

F. B. Kennedy, Real Estate
C. N. Cooper
C. Berry
E. W. Preston, Cyclery

Campbell Fruit Growers' Union

IMPERIAL CaUfcrnU
THE METROPOLIS OF THE IMPERIAL VALLEY

WEST SIDE OF IMPERIAL AVENUE, IMPERIAL. IMPERIAL HOTEL IN FOREGROUND

Imperial is the center of the largest body of irrigated land under one system in

the United States, and Hpn. Frank W. Mondell of Wyoming, chairman of the Irri-

gation Committee of the 'House of Representatives, said after a recent visit:, "I

consider the owners of land in the Imperial Valley among the luckiest farmers in

the United States. They are singularly blessed by nature and by man. They have

everything that they could ask to make themselves well to do. They have the soil,

the climate, the WATER, and the location, with railroad facilities for marketing
their crops, and good and constant markets for their products close at hand." For

further information address

H. N. DYKE, Secretary Chamber of Commerce, IMPERIAL, CAL.



MAYFIELD,
^

XHe Nearest XoMrn To
Stanford University....

The Shortest* Path to Stanford University,
is from Mayfield

Mayfield is a town

of homes with

splendid education-

al privileges; hun-

dreds of students

walk to and from

theuniversity thrice

daily.

Incorporated

No Saloons

Perfect*

Climate

Light, Telephone

and WaLer

(Sewers Under Way)

LAND CHEAP

For further information write to the

SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF TR.ADE
or any of the following business firms

S. A. Crary, Real Estate

<2o-operative Land fie Trust Co.

CS. Crary

J. J. Moyer. M. D.

|lXld(ield
Lumber Co.

jjoaeph R. Mesa, General Merchandise

V. Dornberger
D. H. Wood, Livery fie Boarding Stables

A. B. Clark

Alex. Pears

L, Distel

Peter Towne

J'



San Bernardino, California
Located in the center of a magnificent and fertile val- Pnnill<ltinn 1 *! f) fl

ley and reached by three transcontinental railroads— "
'

the Salt Lake, Santa Fe and Southern Pacific. and Increasing Rapidly
^

FROM TROPICAL SAN BERNARDINO TO FRIGID MT. SAN BERNARDINO

The scenic beauty within and surrounding the city is unexcelled in Southern
California. Splendidly equipped trolley lines radiate to all neighboring towns and
communities. As a business and commercial center San Bernardino ranks among
the best in the State.

First class schools, Public Library and churches of nearly all denominations.
For booklet and further information address

Secretary Board of Trade, San Bernardino, California

The San Bernardino Merchants^ Protective Association
or any of the following leading business firms:

San Bernardino Realty Board.
Neff & Adair, Real F.state.
Boyd & Scott, Real Estate & Insurance.
Vestal & Hnbbnrd, Real Estate & Ins.
Star Realty Co., Real Estate.
Insurance, Loan & Land Co.
Taylor Realty Co., Heal Estate, Loans &

Insurance.
Cochran & Rldenbaug^h (Miniature Orang;e

Groves, $300.
San Bernardino Realty Co., Real Estate,
Insurance & Loans.

Pioneer Abstract & Title Guaranty Co.
San Bernardino Abstract Co.

Consolidated Abstract & Title Guaranty
Co.

Arrowhead Garage.
<lonie Furniture Co.
David R. Glass, President Business College
Geo. At. Cooley Co., Hardware.
Mrs. C. H. Davis, Bradford Rooming; Honse
W. W. Brison, Jr.
Board of Trade.
San Bernardino National Bank
H. M. Barton
H. W. Hagrerman.
T. A. Blakely.



PAY A VISIT TO

SAN LEA City
9 q/ Moaimes

IS miles from San Francisco

Population. 3000 j^vera^e I Summer 62 de^.
Tempwratviie ( AVinter 60 dleg.

Climate Unsxirpassed Deavitiful SHaded Streets

...A fine: manufacturing locality...

Traction Engine FreigHtinK Outfit Hauling 52 Tons of Ore over a Sagebrush Desert. Made by
the Best Manufacturing Co. at San Leandro, Cal.

San Leandro is located in the upper or northern end of the world-renowned

ianta Clara Valley, and is reached by two transcontinental railroads—the Western
'icific and the Southern Pacific. It possesses all the 1)rst advantages for manufac-

irers. More of them are wanted and substantial induccnu iit:^ are offered to pros-
•«;ctive locators.

Come and See W^Kat We Have.

Tor further information write the SAN LEANDRO BOARD OF TRADE or

iiy of the following firms:

'h« Best Mfg. Co., Agricultural Machin-
ery

). J. Lynch, Druggist
h. Whelton, Real Estate

J
L. Peralta, Real Estate
W. McLaughlin

iiburban Electric Light &. Gas Co.

H. H. Clark
J. M. Estudillo, Real Estate
M. C. King, Garage and Cyclery
J. J. Gill
J. M. Santana
F. B. Eber
Leo Best
E. Hoerst



=Palo AltOo CaliforriLia:
Greatest Educational Center of the West ^^^ Most Beautiful Home City in California

As will be' seen by this map, Palo Alto has an ideal location. It is

close to the Sail Francisco bay, in the famous Santa Clara Valley, and is

but 28 miles south of San Francisco. Rapid transit makes the town a

popular place for suburban homes and Stanford University, at the gateway
of which the town lies, gives the greatest educational advantages found

in any town in the West. The climate is equable and mild the year through
and all the conditions make for healthfulness.

Palo Alto is progressive, has many public improvements, is now spend-

ing' $350,000 in paving streets, is free from saloons, and is in every respect

desirable for the homeseeker.

Write for information to Secretary Board of Trade, Palo Alto, Cal., or

Co-Operative Land & Trust Co., Real
Estate

Board of Trade
Dudfield Lumber Co., Lumber and Mill-

work
The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
"Curry of Palo Alto," Furniture, Carpets,

etc.
Palo Alto Promotion Committee
B. F. Hall, Real Estate
H. W. Simkins, Bookseller
Corbaley's Cyclery, Bicycles and Model

Making
Palo Alto Hardware Co.
Alfred Scale

•f'

Mendenhall & Woods, Dry Goods
S. J. Parsons, Livery
Mrs. M. Rafferty, University Hotel
Corbaley & Thorpe Auto Co.
Michael Sabadin, University Restaurant
0. E. Haskell & Co., Men's Furnishings

and Hatters
C. N. Williams, Carpet Cleaning Works
Thoits Shoe Store
Earle & Co., Grocers
Frank W. Backus, Crockery and Paints
Palo Alto Transfer Co.
Robert A. Thompson. Real Estate Broker
J. T. Simpson, Haberdasher
M. C. Lauridsen, Meat Market



ALAMEDA ...The City of Homes...

POPULATION 30,000

On thtt East Side of San Francisco Bay, connecting
by Ferry every Twenty Minutes with San Francisco

No Fogs No Cold Winds No Smoke

The Bay Shore of Alameda

The gfowth of Alameda has not, nor does it partake either of the mushroom or

boom trend. Its just natural, simply having an individual attractiveness that

holds those visiting the city for the first time. The climate for one thing, the

schools, the streets, the lights, the bathing and beach, the flowers, the trees, the

beautiful homes, and its general cleanliness and moral tone, and the liberal advan-

tages which its city charter provides, holds one fast to it. Its transportation, now
being improved, and as it is the best of any suburban city, and its accessibility to

the markets, the play and the life of the metropolis has its advantages not easily

obtained elsewhere and which go to its enhancement as an idealistic home com-
munity.

The undersigned will gladly give any information required.

Maniiiiond A Ilninniond, Heal Ii^atnte.
fMliler A Hiintii, Real KMtate.
rharlen AilaiiiM & CO., Heal Kutate.
K. R. Xrvlllr. Real lOntate.
Halaey Wehn Co., Real ICntate.
r S. Ilanley & Co., Real Kstate.
I>.ewlii A: HUa'n-, Real Katate.

! U. \V. MeGlauflin, Real Estate and In>
' anranee.
i^-ott A Judd, Real Eatate.
llanieda Land Co., Real Katate.
•land Real Eatate Co., Real Eatate.
^%'in. Diifoiir & Co., Real Eatate.
i. H. Sueinohn, Real Eatate.
i. G. MehrteuH, Real Eatate.
«eo. E. Plnmmer & Son, Real Eatate
and Contractora.

! f. V. HuKhea Co., Real Eatate.
J. Torrea, Real Eatate.

I ally A Co., Real Estate.

>Vni. Knigrgr, Merchant.
Rhodes & Jamleaon, Wood, Coal and

Ice.

E. D. Ells & Co., Furniture Store.
Henry Schneider, Stationery Store.
M. H. O'lvena, Plumber.
California Cabinet Co.
Bank of Alaniedn.
T. Von Ah Ala. Stablea.
Krels & Halton, Genta' EurnlahlnKn.
I<. A. Konlgrahofer, Dry Gooda Store.
Jeraey Creamery Co.
Comba & Flaher, Meat Market.
Citizena Rank of Alameda.
Proaaer Pharmacy.
R. P. Clark, (Carpenter.
Hana Anderaon, Furniture Store.
Smiley & Gallagher, Undertakera.
C, P. Magagnos, Photo Supplies.



LONG BEACH
CALIFORNIA'S GREAT-
EST BEACH RESORT

ENTRANCE TO PIER, LONG BEACH. CAL

POPULATION 21,000
Thirty-five minutes' ride from Los Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power
plants; six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great

many paved. The finest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacific Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.

The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length, of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This

institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,

oflfering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.

For copy of new booklet, just out, address Jas. A. Miller, Secretary Long Beach

Chamber of Commerce, or any of the following firms:

United Syndicates Co., Ltd.
Alaniltos Land Co.
The National Bank of Long: Beach.
First National Bank of Long Beach.
Tonvnsend-Daynian Investment Co.
R. Donaldson BroTvn, Real Estate.
T. Sherwood Hodson, Jr., Real Ktate.
The Cowan-Wiseman Co., Real Estate.
F. W. Stearns & Co., Real Estate.
Georgre H. Blount, Real Estate.

E. L. Covert & Co., Real Estate.
Youngr-Parmley Co., Real Estate.
J. W. Wood.
Long: Beach Bath House <& Amusement C«<

C. "w." Hibbard, Real Estate and Inveat-
ments.

W^heeler Real Estate Agrency.
Tincher & Cox Realty Co.
Kansas Realty Co.



RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

July 30, 1907.

Dear Old Dad:—
Do you remember how we

used to wonder what a South-
ern California summer was
like? I always imagined that
the heat must be something
fierce, but honest, it isn't half

bad. The thermometer tells

.p.uadful
tales in the middle of the day, has been over 100 two or three times, yet you

70uld swear the old thing was fooling. Men work out in the blazing sun the whole
ay through and never seem to mind. Haven't heard of a sunstroke this year. You

we always have nice breezes through the day and when evening comes it is

mply fine; so clear and cool that I sleep under blankets 'most every night.
I like my new job first rate. Riverside is a wonderfully busy little city, even

rough the summer months, and we are having fine trade at the store. The mer-
hants here get lots of business from the "back country" as we call it, the farming
"stricts lying all around us. This has been a great year for the ranchers there.

Ralph made a good move when he bought that five-acre Valencia grove. This,
ith his five acres of Navels will bring him a fine income this season; he expects to

~«ar over $3000 net. He is planning to start for the mountains with me on Monday,
e will be gone two weeks or more and will make it a regular camping trip. Don't
u wish your farm could run itself a half-month at a time without attention as his

range grove will. Pretty easy way to earn a living, I think.
I enclose two or three pictures I took around town. Are the neighbors still

ildng for those descriptive books? Tell them to write to the CHAMBER OF
IMMERCE direct, they have just got a fresh supply. The following business con-

tiTis like to answer questions, too.

B. BoMh.
t Land Co., Valencia Grovea.

». F. Klllott, Real Estate.
Rar Sibley, Antomobilea.
ralde AbMtract Co.
National nnnk.

/cralde Title & Trunt Co.
da & Son, Pliiniblne & Heatlnc-
He Telephone Co.

Jarvln & Dlnamore.
Frank A. Miller, Glen^ood Inn.
Rlvemlde Trniit Co., Orangre Grovea.
Seaton & Kinnear Lumber Co.
Rlvemlde Savlnga Bank & Truat Co.
Crenmer Mfjf. Co., Planing Mill.
RuHH Lumber & Mill Co.
Paclfle Lumber Co.
Arllnirton Apartment*, Lime and Blffhth

Stii., Furnlabed Rooma.

Love to all, write soon.

SAM.



FRUITV ALE
The Queen city around' the bay of San Francisco, a suburb of Oakland and San

Francisco, a, delightful temperate climate; a population of 20,000; magnificent schools
and churches; a city essentially of homes where the tired toiler may rest after his

weary day's labor, and where his wife and children can obtain that health and
strength which is denied in congested cities, and yet we are only 20 minutes from
the metropolis of California, where flowers grow the year round and where property
can be had for a small fraction of the cost of a home in the large cities. Wide and
beautiful streets; 2 transcontinental railways pass through the town and with un-
excelled electric street car facilities. One of the most beautiful towns around the

bay of San Francisco extends to you a cordial invitation to invest and become one
of us.

FRUIT VALE ALAMEDA COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA

For further information address Secretary of Board of Trade or any of the

following firms:

Fruitvale Realty Co.
Transbay Realty Co., 1357 Broadway,

Oakland. Fruitvale Heights Tract.
S. T. Smith, Real Estate.
H. A. Pleitner, Real Estate.
Frank K. Mott Co., 1060 Broadway,
Oakland, Real Estate.

Geo. H. Lee & Sons, Real Estate.
Myers <& Alaloon, Electrical Engineers
and Contractors.

Bank of Fruitvale.
Li. R. Green, Plumbingr.
Berhmann & Jamison, Livery and

Boarding: Stables.
J. E. Lloyd, Harness and Saddlery.
Fruitvale Hardware Co.

Gibbins & Guirey, Contractors and Builders
Fruitvale Lumber Co.
E. L. Brown, Grocer.
Fruitvale Garage Co.
T. McKenzie, Groceries.
S. S. Austin.
Grant D. Miller, 1128 23rd Ave., Oak-

land, Undertaker.
Henry Barkmeyer.

J^:iX^J^a^\ LA JOLLA By the Sea

14 miles north of San Diego and built right on the edge of the great bluff which dips into the Pacific

among the wondrous rocks and sandy beaches. LA JOLLA IS BEAUTIFUL as to Climate. Surf Bath-

ing, Rocky Coast Line, Mountain Scenery and Ocean Scenery. Its unequalled beauty and climate is being

rapidly recognized by the best people. As an investment La Jolla offers unusual advantages. Residence

lots from $200 up. Furnished cottages from $15.00 to $60.00 per month.

FOR INF'ORMATION ADDRESS ANY OF THE FOLLOWING-.—
Mary H. Fltzhugh, Real Estate.
Walter S. Lieber, Real Estate.
C. D. Rolfe, Real Estate.

1308 C Street, San Dieg-o, Cal.
La Jolla Bath House & Entertainment Co.

Mrs. A. P. Mills, Real Estate.
L. A. & S. D. Beach R. R. Co.
La Jolla Mdrse. Co.
La Jolla Improvement Ass'n
E. J. Swayne & Co., Real Estate.



The vine Is Better Than the

MINE IN CALIFORNIA Today

THE
Stockton Vineyard Company offers you a guaranteed 4% investment

for five years on its stock. After that the vines will pay 10, 20 or 25%
dividends. The guarantee is endorsed upon the certificates for five years

by our depository—The San Joaquin Valley Bank of Stockton, Cal.

Our terms, Cash. Incorporated for $150,000—150,000 shares at $r per
share. No salaries, no promotion stock—50,000 shares for sale at $1 per share

with above guarantee from date of purchase.
We have planted 200 acres and propose planting 200 acres next season, 200

acres following season. Have first class new house, eight rooms; large tank

house, barns, bunk house, pumping plant all new this season, and the mile square
rabbit proof wire fence 44 inches high and two strands above.

Our vineyard tract is bounded on three sides by the best roads in the County;
on the fourth side the irrigation ditch; ruris inside the fence, around the section,
are planted English walnuts, and across, both ways, are planted fruit trees,

cherries, plums, apricots, peaches, nectarines and olives; forming two beautiful

avenues at right angles. A fine grove of olive trees, 10 years old, giving a most
prolific yield, is on the place.

Each investor is on exactly the same basis: according to the amount of
stock will his returns be.

The entire management is under the care of Mr. Louis Sciaroni, of thirty

years' experience in Switzerland, Italy and California.

We are intending to have a model place on a large scale. We need help and
appeal to the investing people. Your money is absolutely safe and by the ex-

piration of your guarantee, the stock will be worth Five dollars per share. We
do not promise a fortune in a short time, but a big paying investment.

We retain one-third of the stock in the treasury, to be sold in the future to

put up a winery. That's where the greater profits are made—not from selling
the grape to someone else.

We append some results from vineyards in this county, compiled by so good
an authority as Mr. Frank West of the El Pinal Vineyard of Stockton, and we
can refer you to one of our friends who assured us he cleared 25% on a valuation
of $1000 per acre in one year.

Ezra Fisk, smallest receipts $28 per acre, average for 15 years $49 per acre.

Fitzgerald Estate, smallest '$24; average $56. D. H. Loveland, smallest $15;
average $82. I. W. Bunch, smallest $78; average $98. A. L. Bonham, smallest

$30; average $101.
See Chamber of Commerce Gateway Magazine.
Don't miss such a chance. It will appeal to you; 4% for five years is better

than any savings bank, and behind your guarantee you will have 600 acres of
choicest land, highly improved, worth $300 to $1000 per acre, to subdivide into
10 or 20 acre pieces, if the stockholders should so desire. The land is three miles
from Escalon, on the Santa Fe; six miles from Ripon, on the Southern Pacific,
and only two miles from Avena. on Santa Fe.

HENRY J^iJ-MNAPF. President, of Rumnapf & Co., Hay and Grain; JOHN
A. INGLIS, Vice-President. State Bakery; JOHN H. SMITH, Treasurer. Smith
& Lang, Drv Goods Merchants; R. B. TEEFY. Secretary, Cashier San Joaquin
Valley Bank; W. L. BRENNAN, Livery and Feed Stables. Address

Stockton Vineyard Company, ^^.foIktSSTcalif^



Huntington Beach
The Most Rapidly Growing Beach Town in Southern California

A Town of Opportunity

The Tent City, Huntington Beach. Methodist Auditorium at the left

If present indications count for anything, Huntington Beach will in a lew

years assume an important position among the leading cities of the Pacific Coast.

The development of the last two years, the vigorous progress of the present and
the unlimited capital behind this town give positive assurance of its success.

Huntmgton Beach spells opportunity for the homeseeker and investor. Im-

provements costing hundreds of thousands of dollars have recently been estab-

lished by the developing company. Property is selling more rapidly here than

at any other pomt along the ocean front. Handsome residences have been
constructed—others are in course of building. Business activity is seen on every
hand- manufactures are increasing in volume and diversity.

In addition to being a growing shipping point for a vastly rich agricultural

country—the citrus belt of the Southland, the world's largest celery fields, etc.—
Pluiitington Beach is both a summer and winter resort possessing irresistible

attractions. In balmy climate, Huntington Beach is even more highly favored
than Los Angeles.

Only 32 miles from Los Angeles—-an hour's ride on the fast Pacific Electric

Interurban line. Cars at Sixth Street Depot.
For full information write today to

Huntington Beach Company "2^»?I?,«e,B"«
First National Bank
Seely A Gillespie, Heal Estate
The Hub Investment Co., Real Kstate
J. W. Toms, Ivy Restaurant
Leatherman & Talbert, Real E^state
Liincecum <& Thompson, Livery
Geo. E. Phelps, I/ivery and Furnished Rma.
Geo. M. Miller, Plumbing:

J. E. Glenn Co., Orange County Real Estate
Huntington Beach Tent City Co.

Pacific Tours Co.

F. H. Hopewell, Tvlth J. E. Glenn Co.
M. E. Helme, Furniture

Sfoncton & CummlnKs Realty Co.
W. C. Smith, Butcher



Southern California

If you intend to visit Southern California you will want to see

J^
REDONDO BEACH
WhicH is Ei^Hteen Miles From Los Angeles

J^

Redondo Beach is one of the best open harbors on the coast. We have three

large wharves from which ocean vessels are daily discharging their cargoes.
As a residence place it cannot be equaled.
Our schools are modern in all respects.
Our churches are flourishing.

We Have the
Beautiful Moonstone Beach Nothing Like lt<

in the World

Redondo has three electric lines and the Santa Fe Railroad. Running time from
Los Angeles by electric car, 40 minutes.

The Redondo carnation Relds are famous the world over.
Our present population is about 3500, and it is rapidly increasing.
Visit Redondo Beach and you will find that what we tell you is the truth, and

you will want to become a resident.

The famous "Hotel Redondo" is situated in the center of a beautiful eight-acre
park. It is Brst class in all its appointments.

For further information address either of the following:
Redondo Improvement Co.
Redondo Ilonrd of Trade.
Hotel Itedondo.
Cknii. 3. Creller, Real Estate.
Redondo Kenlty Co.
MontKomery A: Mullen I<umber Co.
Redondo Milling; Co.
C. Giinalil Lumber Co.

J. F. Reber & Co., Plunibern.
W'ellit & Co., Real Katate.
Redondo Rulldins Co.
I.. J. Quint.
H. R. AinMirorth.
A. J. Graham.
A. B. Steel.



National City.

California

on San Diego Bay

The water system of

National City embraces
a reservoir which cov-
ers about 800 acres of

land, with a solid ma-
sonry dam about 500
feet long, nearly 100
feet high, 45 feet thick
at base and 12 feet

thick at top. The reser-

voir now contains about

7,000,000,000 gallons of

mountain water. lake at swetetwater dam
The City is out of debt, hence our low rate of taxation. The opportunities for safe

and profitable investment are numerous.

Write for booklet to Secretary BOARD OF TRADE or any of the following:

Peoples State Bank, G. W. DeFord, Hay and Grain; A. G. Williams, Grocer; Paradise Valley
Sanitarium, Hutchison Bros, Frank A. Kimball, Real Estate; San Diego Land Co., E. M. Fly,
M. D.; M. K. Campbell, Phil C. Bauer, J. G. Fleming, Orange Grower; T. R. Palmer, Attorney;
L. Butler, Hardware; E. B. Leach, Lemon Shipper; Theo T. Johnson, M. D. ; National City &
Otay Railway.

Occansidc

The Finest Home Site and

Pleasure resort in San

Diego County

THE SAN LUIS REY

VALLEY

Which is tributary to

Oceanside, is a large,
beautiful and fertile valley
watered by the San Luis

Key river, the largest
Rebuilding Corridors at San Luis Ray Mission Stream in the COUnty. Wa-

ter in abundance is obtained from the underflow of the river by means of wells and

pumping plants. Large and small tracts can be bought at reasonable prices. The
land is adapted for fruits, vegetables, alfalfa, dairying and poultry raising. The San
Luis Key Mission is four miles from Oceanside in the valley and was founded in 179^-

With one exception it is the largest and best preserved of all the California missions

and well worth a visit by all who come to Southern California. It is a pleasant drive

from Oceanside over a good road. Write Board of Trade, or the following:
The Hayes Land Co. First National Bank of Oceanside.
Thos. C. E^xton, Drussist. H. T. Blake, "Mlra Mar Hotel"
Bank of Oceanside. Oceanside E}lectrlc & Gas Co.
P. J. Brannen, Hardware. Griffin Hayes, Diamond Lilverj*.
Goetx Bros. Co., General Blerchandlse. Geo. P. McKay, General Merchandise.
J. E. Jones, Merchandise. F. W. Rleke, Contractor.

SoiithTrestern Realty Co.



REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA

"TTe

Gem
City"

The home of the Perfect Orange. Where

prf)sperity abounds and happiness and com-

fort are everywhere in evidence, and how
can it be otherwise? Visit us next January
and see our 7,000 acres of orange trees load-

ed with the golden ripe fruit; hundreds of

beautiful residences, the homes of the pros-

perous orange grower and the well-to-do

i>r wealthy easterner; the magnificent mansions on The Heights occupied bj' the

lillionaire who finds in Redlands the scenery, the climate and general conditions

^hich captivate him. All these people spend their money, and lots of it, in our

:ity. Then why not prosperity? Why not the best schools, the finest churches, a

thriving Y.M.C.A., social clubs and fraternal organizations, an up-to-date public li-

jrary, the best and cleanest streets and grounds and the largest deposit per capita in

3ur banks? GROWING! Of course we are growing!! The Col. Greene "Castle on the

lill" which is distributing $100,000 to labor alone at the rate of more than $3,000 a

ireek; the new Hubbard electric car line through the city; the Oak Glen electric line

^hout to be built to the new "Mile High Hotel" and mountain city; the opening up
)) 14,000 acres of rich land in Yucaipa Valley only five miles south of us; the growing
opularity of our many nearby mountain resorts; the expensive and extensive addi-

|ions and improvements to our New Casa Loma Hotel under the management of

M. Linnard, and last but not least the assurance of a big college in "this college
:wn without a college." all spell P R O S P E.R I T Y.

Write the Board of Trade or any of the following firms, or better still, come and

|ee us and let us tell you of the good things in store for REDLANDS.

^Ullama-Cartla Co^ Real >S«tsre. John P. Fink, Real EMtate.
W. Jenklnii, Electrical Contractor. W. J. Davenport A McLain, Contractora.

I.onia Hotel Co. Geo. S. BlgKln, Real Katate. J. J. Naugbton.
M. Donald, Contractor. Redlanda Abstract A Title Co. First National Bank.

Imnal Orance Dlatrlbntora, Frnlt Shli pers. Jobn P. Hisrbt, Jr., Real Fatate.
Ika BlodKett, Lliery. Hill Creat Inn. Redlanda Fruit Asaodatlon
C. Reevea, Hay A Grain. Redlanda Laundry Co. L. E. Huntington, Contractor.

Confectionery, F. F. Case. Dike A Loffle, Real Fatate.
lldemon & Aaber, Heal Fatate. Anatln A Clark Co., Real Fatate.



COLTON The Hub City of Southern California
The Center of the Orange Belt

Colton offers

special induce-

ments to Home-

seekers who should

be mindful of its

splendid school

and church privi-

leges; its business

rand social life, the

ideal climate and

the location as the

HUB CITY.

HOTEL AND PARK., COLION, CAL.

COLTON is a rapidly growing city of 4,000 inhabitants, and has exceptional prospects for the future. Colton
is 56 miles east of Los Angeles, on the main line of three transcontinental railroads. You can't{.afford to pass through
without stopping to investigate. For further particuleirs address any of the following:
Wllcox-Rose Mercantile Co.
H. G. Frencb & Co.
The First National Bank of

Colton.
Colton Frnit Eixchangre, out-
put 1906, 400 cars of or-
anges and lemons.

H. B. Fouch & Co., Real Fs-
tate.

Gregory Fruit Co.

Hon. James D. Knox.
R. Li. Deakins, Palace Cigar

Store.

G. M. Green, Supt. of Sehoolst
Colton Grain & Milling Co.
D. C. S^vartx, Undertaker.
M. A. Hebberd Co.

U'Ren and Hayter, St. Clair
Livery Stables.

Colton Pharmacy
J. M. More, Blacksmith.
O. Li. Emery, Hardtvare.
G. B. Caster, Contractor A

Builder.

Mrs. M. A. Fox, Real Estate.

'^

IDEAL, Yes indeed,

San

Jacinto

Has advantages

hard to beat

Ideal for
Poultry

Soil of a sandy

loam, plenty cot-

ton-wood trees, (a

native here), arte-

sian water of the

purest.

Address:
Chamber ofCommerce

SAN JACINTO BOY
Buff Wyandotte, owned by

O. S. Hofmann

SAN JACINTO,
Riverside County, Cal.

—I



Earlimont Colony
Tulare

County

California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise

Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

e:arlii:st
That's What Counts

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives

Quickest Returns

Extraordinary Prices

Gathering the Earliest Oranges in the
State near Portersville.

EARLIEST VEGETABLES

F.ARLIEST DECIDUOUS FRUITS EARLIEST SMALL FRUITS

South of Portersville, earliest part of Tulare County. Rolling upland. At base
of Sierra foothills. No killing frosts. No scale. No smut. No diseases. No
heavy winds. A beautiful landscape. Responds to landscape gardener's art. Pure
air. Unsurpassed climate. Remarkably healthful. Well located. Abundant cheap
Water. Virgin soil, extremely rich. Close to railroad. Near to mountain camps
and resorts. Splendid hunting and fishing grounds in easy reach.

FIRST SUBDIVISION—TO THOSE WHO WILL IMPROVE.
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tradts for sale for

subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
groves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone, etc.. will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.
Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, Cal.

IL



"If You Will Write
J

The Board of Trade, Santa Cruz, California, for booklet

D, stating in what particular proposition you are interested.

You Shall Know Why
the-following investments in that city are profitable:

I. The erection of modern, furnished cottages of five,

six and seven rooms on suitable ground.
The establishment of a fruit canning and processing

factory.

The establishment of glass and sand-lime brick

fsctories.

II.

III.

IV. The erection of a one hundred and fifty room, mod-

ern, first-class hotel near the beach.

The Royal Flame
No Better | ^^j; O y, 1
Place than l^OUl^ VrU 1 •

It is situated in the iieart of tlie great
San Joaquin Valley, on the main line of
the Southern Pacific Railroad, between
Sacramento and Stockton, and has be-
come famous for its

Royal Flame Tokay Grapes
Over one-third of the table grapes from
California were shipped from Lodi, the
growing, prosperous city. No better grapes
grown anywhere. No better soil. No
better water, (and in great abundance).
No better climate. (Summers warm and
delightful, nights cool and refreshing).
No better roads. No better place for a
home or investment.
Every product of the temperate and semi-
tropical zones can be grown within a
radius of five miles around Lodi, the
largest body of fine rich sandy sediment
loam in the State.
Before deciding, see Lodi, and you will

find there is No Better Place. For more
detailed information address Lodi Board
of Trade or any of the following:

Henderson Bros., Hard^vare.
W. A. Young Lumber Co.
\V. J. Robinson, Barley Blill.

Dougherty, Whltaker & Ray Co., Hotel.
The Realty Company.
John C. Bewley <& Co., Real Estate.
I.eMoIn <& Fish, Publishers.
Northern Hardware Co.
San Joaquin Land Co.
Garner & Woodson, Land.
Beckman, Welch & Thomson Co., Grocera.



The Famous Santa Clara Valley and

-County California -

NAILING PACKED BOXES OF PRUNES, EACH BOX WEIGI S 25 POUNDS

/Population'
\ 40,000 ,

_ ^anta Clara County Is Pr«t«minmntly
th« Horticultural County of the State

San Jose (Pro
nounced\

"San Ho.Say")

50 MILES SOUTH FROM SAN FRANCISCO. M »gnificent all Year
Climate, No Ice, No Sno-w, Stimvilating, Not Xnervatin^

This is the world's famous fruit valley, and poultry thrives in this section. We will

make room for 5000 good families with a few thousand dollars to secure orchard
homes of 10 to 20 acres that pay. We need the boys and girls in the summer to pick
fruit and work in the canneries at good wages. We raise more peaches, prunes,
ctierries, apricots, etc., than any other section.

For Information Address

SanJose Chamber of Commerce ofAlofT;
CAL.,

Following:
Ion. H. Rucker & Co., Real Eatate.
\. C. Darby, Real Estate.
>liNMion Itenlty Co..

1-1 K. .Snn Fernnndo St.
iiMf. fhort ^k. Ryan, Real Estate,
'^nirle Breyrery.
-fome T'nlon, Groeerlea.
lotel Ilrintol.
'pencer A Healey, Veterinary Snrseona.
>rd M. Stern, Send (or Cowboy Ontflt
Catalogrne.

Ifd Star I.niinilry.

T. S. MontKomery A Son, Real Estate.
T. C. Barnett, Real Estate.
Johnson & Temple, Real Estate.
First National Bank of San Jose.
Garden City Bank and Trust Co.
A. Damonte & Co., Mfg. Calir. Glace Fruits.
The Bank of San Jose.
Security State Bank of San Jose.
Cambers-Hayes Co., Furniture.
Trinkler-Dohrmann Co., Crockery.
E. A. & I. O. Hayes.
The J. K. ArmNby Co., Dried Fruit Packers.



ALAMEIDA. CO.
CALIFORNIA

On the Eastern Shore of San Francisco, Bay.

The Growth of a Year.

A train for the city every twenty miiiutes. Electric cars for Oakland, Alameda and Berkeley every five

minutes. Beautiful and convenient home sites for the mechanic and the millionaire. ^ A growing business
center, it offers fine opportunities for the business man and good accommodations in the many new business
blocks now building. •! Its railroad business has grown in a year from nothing to $15,000.00 a month. The
Chemical Company's big plant is now^ in operation and the still larger works of the Cotton Mills Company are

building. Come and see what we are doing.

H. G. Gunning, Real Estate.
Geo. A. Taylor, Real Estate.
Chas. A. Armstrong, Real Estate.
Pleasants <& Pleasants, Suburb Realty

Co.
Healy Home Building Co., Real Estate.
H. \V. Davis, Real Estate.
Fred R. Bammann, Hardfvare, Etc.
P. A. Dubois, Drugs.
Baker °

Bros., Garage.

L. Castera, Gents' Furnishings.
Wm. Schoening, Grocer.
P. M. Hoist & Co., Hay and Grain.
C. U. Henderson, Lumber.
G. E. Parker, Insurance.
R. H. Roane, Inspector. -

Taylor & Parl^, Ice Cream Parlor.
J. R, Talcott.
Armstrong & Storey, Cigars and Bil-

liards.

Oxnard
The Beautiful

The Home o f

American Beet

Sugar Company
(Founded J 898)

Corner of 5th and B Streets, Oxnard, Cal.

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Angeles, in the best

farming district in the state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is

represented here. No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth

par value. Water works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of

schools, good churches.
For further information address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the following well known firms:

American Beet Sugar Co. Hill & Laubacher, Real Estate and Ins.

Ventura County Power Co. Oxnard Furniture & Plumbing Co.

Oxnard Livery & Feed Stable. W. R. Norton, Oxnard News Agency.
Lebmann Bros. I- E. Vaughn, Jeweler.



FRESNO

COUNTY
^Professor Blackmar of Washington, D. C. says, "It is a

truly wonderful County. Productive beyond imagination,
and rich beyond the dreams of wealth—a wealthy agricul-
tural district in one of the grandest valleys the sun ever

shone on."

€[IIt is the County of opportunities for the man of small means
and plenty of grit.

^It is equally great in yielding returns on the rich man's in-

vestments.

qPRESNO COUNTY raised in agricultural products in 1906

nearly $25,000,000.

^FRESNO COUNTY has fourteen banks with deposits ag-

gregating $8,500,000.

^That means the saving of the ten, twenty and forty acre

man. Looks good, doesn't it?

^How does it appeal to you?

^If you are interested write to any of the undersigned or to the

Fresno County Chamber ofCommerce

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

' and they will forward you a finely illustrated 48-page pamphlet,

j telling of the great resources of this wonderful County.

IT FORMS A TRUE TALE OF A WONDERFULLY RICH DISTRICT

Mil Real Eatate Aseney, Real Eatate.
I'eralta Inveatment Co., Orange Land.
Peamonn Realty ExehnnKe, Real Eiitate.
>\ . N. Kolirer & Co., Ornnice & (>rnpe liand.
Jenne Jannon & F. M. Blanchard, Real

Estate.
Dmitt H. Gray & Co., Real Estate.

Sheperd-Teagrne Co. Send for Free Home-
eekera Guide.

Fulton & Grand Central Hotela, under one
manaKemrnt, npeoial accommodatlona
for coninieroini trnvelem.

Sperry F'lour Co., F'lour, Feed and Grain.
NARES ( SAUNDERS. Managers. Laeuna de Tache Grant



SAN PEDRO. -^xt'-iLt^S.l'^

San Pedro, the Harbor City
of Southern California, the

dreamland of the world,
where nature has poured out

her blessing with so lavish

a hand that it is doubtful

whether our great mother in-

tended to build a home for

the Gods or for humans. San

Pedro, the future gateway of

the orient; the one spot more
SAN PEDRO HARBOR talked about, because more in

the minds of the men who make the commerce of this country, than any other

along the many thousands of miles of our coast line. San Pedro undoubtedly has

the brightest future of any city on the west coast, aid is the place for the young
man or the old, for the capitalist or the laborer.

For information relative to commercial conditions and busines prospects, ad-

dress The Chamber of Commerce, San Pedro, Cal., or

/



EUREKA, CALIFORNIA,
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight

rates ranging from $i.oo to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise,
clothing, manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those those of the

latter place, and vary but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has:

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort.

Healthfulness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giv-

ing variety in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great
natural resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inex-

pensive. Cheap fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools
within reach of every home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap
freight rates by sea to all Pacific points. The largest and best body of redwood on
earth. An honest, peaceful, law-abiding population

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and liti-

gation. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants,
to interfere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles
to destroy the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long
winters when stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegetation. Crop failures

from any cause whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms:

H. L. Ricks, Pres. Chamber of Com-
merce.

Geo. W. Baker, Real Estate.

Eureka Ice Co.
R. D. Johnston
Delaney & Young
Tavlor & Zanc
J. H. Hunter.

G. A. Waldner, Western Hotel.

Skinner-Duprey Drug Co.
Thos. H. Perry.
A. B. Hink.
Porter. Fautz & Brooks, Real Estate.

J. C. Henderson.
E. G. Kramer. (Revere House)
Bank of Eureka



A AiVonderful

Mountain Trip

The ascent of Mount Lowe by trolley affords

the visitor to Los Angeles one of the most marvel-

ous and beautiful mountain railway journeys in the

world. And it is only one of the features of a

railway system covering 400 miles and reaching
all the points of interest in the garden spot of

America.

The Pacific Ellectric Rail^way
Depot at Corner of 6tK and Main

Los A.n^eles California

NAVAJO BLANKETS
AND INDIAN CURIOS AT MT H O L E S A L E

I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skilful now
living, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns,
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale price*.
I also handle the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians, buying them under

contract with the trading posts at Keam s Canyon and Oraibi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
Navajo "rubies" cut and uncut, peridots and native turquois. Also the choicest
modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

Write for my Catalogue
and Price List

J. L HUBBELL, '"<"" trader

Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona

400-Passenger Trains Daily-400

4
DOU BLE TRACKS
"TO THE ocean"

The most beautiful ride in the world. The scenic route of Southern California,

through Orange and Lemon Groves, Grand Mountain, Valley and Ocean Views.
14 miles along the Ocean front

26 Express Trains Daily, Except Sunday
Baggage called for and delivered to all principal points. Regular round trip

60''; 10, 30, 54 and 60 ride commutation books sold to all points. For partic-

ulars

GenL 0ffice3I6W, 4th. St. Y/^'ui;/L A. Short,Gen. Pass. Agt^



^:y

¥

>.400
i C^'

SUNSET ROUTE

Round Trip 397-75

August 19, 29, Sept. II, 12, 13.
Low rates to points all over
the country and return are
also in effect on August 8, 9,

10, 19, 20, 21, September 11,

12, 13.

City Ticket Office, 600 S.

Spring St., cor. Sixth,
Los Angeles



SOUTHERN—^P A C I r I C—^

SUMMER
EXCURSIONS

TO

LaKe TaKoe
During 1907

$23.00 Round Trip

Yosemite Valley
$45.50 Rovind Trip

Mount SKasta Resorts
From $26.20 to $29.55 Round

Trip

"The l^oad of a Thousand
Wonders"

T. A. Graham, Asst. Gen. Freight and Pass. Agt.

600—^°YAIet"'°—600
Cor. Sixth Los Angfeles, Cal.





GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA "".t'.tr'" Santa Fc



YourNext Eastern Trip
Will be remembered with pleasure if you so arrange that it be made

Los Angeles Limited
Which runs daily over the Salt Lake Route, Union Pacific and Chicago &
Northwestern, through Salt Lake City and Omaha, in

THREE DAYS, LOS ANGELES to CHICAGO
Theres nothing finer in railway train equipment and there's beautiful scenery
to view along the way. You will surely be pleased in every way if you travel

^^^ Salt LaKe Route
Any ticket agent con tell you about it or we will

F. A. Wann, General Traffic Manager.
T. C. Peck, General Passenger Agent.

Los Angelas
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Military Bolt Action Repeating Rifle

Buyj

22 CaUber
^^^^16 Shots

Yott Will Make No Mistake in

ing this Rifle. It's the

JiStiiOt IvCpCd^tCr recognized everywhere as the handsomest

best handling, quickest and straightest shooting 22 caliber Repeating
Rifle made in America at the price. Shoots 22 caliber short, long and

long rifle cartridges without change of carrier. Shoots 1 6-22 calibre short

and 1 2-22 caliber long and long rifle; the ejector works like lightning.

You can make bull's eyes as fast as you can work the trigger; the ap-

pearance of the Gun is something to take pride in.

THE STOCK is of beautiful selected American Walnut, light, strong and
graceful

—
polishes almost like Mahogany. BARREL is of fine high power rifle

steel, rifled with our new patented increase tw^ist which gives best range and
trajectory. ACTION: is improved Military Bolt Pattern (side ejection) which is

recognized as the best a<5tion made for a repeating rifle
—action is also equipped

with Positive Safety Device, removing danger of accidental discharge. GUN
is 40 'A in. long, barrel 22 inches—takes down in tw^o parts and can be packed
in a trunk or suit case. Materials, Manufacture and Assembling are of

Highest Grade Throughout—and tha Rifle is Warranted to Give Greatest Satis-

faction—a Remarkable Bargain at *he Price.

Call at your Dealers or "Write vis Today. We will send

this Rifle direct to you for $8.25—and guarantee safe delivery and satisfaction
—

if you cannot find it at nearest store.

T^QiWs^^m^J^^^MikSCo.
Dept. 70, NOR^WICH. CONN., U. S. A.

Largest Manufacturers o( High-Crade, Popular-Priced Firearms in the World

Free
If you are Interested in any Kind of a Firearm,
-write for our beautiful "Cun Guide and Cata-
log" for 1907. It's yf ^ ^ ^
Gives more points on guns than any catalog published. Gives best prices and

most complete line



^mn^
Absolutely Pure

A Cream of Tartar Powder
free from alum or phos-

phaticacid

MAKESHOMEBAKINGEASY

"A Pure Cocoa of Undoubted
Quality and Excellence of

Manufacture"

Walter Baker's
A distinguished London physician, in pivint,'

some hints concerning the proper
preparation of cocoa, says:

"Start Willi a pure cocoa of un-
doubted quality and excellence
of manufacture, and which bears
the name of a respectable firm.

This point is important, for

there are many cocoas on the

market which have been doc-

tored by the addition of alkali,

starch, malt, kola, hops, etc."

HIGHEST AWARDS in

Europe and America

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.
DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established 1780

A dainty appetizer
for Breakfast. Most
delightful for a Lun-
cheon Dish. Made
from the peel of the

orange, shredded; has
a fascinating flavor.

Sold at Grocers.

BISHOP & COMPANY
LOS ANGELES

23 Gold Medals and
Highest Awards on
Bishop Products

WINES
OF UNQUESTIONED AGE
—AND PURITY—

Grapes raised in our vine-

yards, pressed in our winery
and aged by time in our wine
cellars.

DELIVERED FREE OF FREIGHT

TO ALL EASTERN POINTS

Two cases of Old Peerless XX
wines— assorted, with one
bottle California Brandy

For $11.00
Two cases of XXX oldest

vintages - assorted, two
bottles California Brandy
and one bottle California

Champagne

For $15.00
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

irnCalifomia^
Los Angeles, Cal.
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RIFLES /or ALL KINDS o/ HUNTING
TEN MODELS TO SELECT FROM

From the ten different models of Winchester repeaters

you can surely select a rifle adapted for hunting your
favorite game, be it squirrels or grizzly bears. Win-
chester rifles are made for low, medium and high power
cartridges in all desirable calibers, from .22 to .50, and in

styles and weights to suit a wide diversity of tastes. No
matter which model, caliber or style you select, you can

count on its being well made, accurate and reliable.

The rough, hard usage that hunting rifles often receive

requires them to be constructed on sound mechanical

principles and of the best materials. All Winchester
rifles are so made. Strength, accuracy, reliability of

operation and general finish are all given careful atten-

tion Nothing is left undone that will make them shoot

well, work well, look well and wear well. '^ '^ "^ ^
Winchester Rifles are made for all kinds of Hunting and IVinchester Cartridges for all kinds of Guns

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. - - NEW HAVEN, CONN.



Continental Building & Loan

Association
CORNER MARKET AND CHURCH STREETS

SAN FRANCISCO

Paid in Capital and Reserve

$3,000,000.00

Pays 4 Per Cent Interest on Ordinary Deposits

Pays 6 Per Cent Interest on Term Deposits

WASHINGTON DODGE President

GAVIN McNAB Attorney
WM. CORBIN Secretary and General Manager

Pish, more than any other dish needs careful sea-

soning. It is rendered more appetizing by

Lea & Pcrrins' Sauce
THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

t is a deUghtful seasoning for Scalloped Oysters, Broiled

Lobster, Cod Fish Balls and Steaks, Deviled

Clams, Fish Salads, etc.3EWARE OF
MITATIONS.

John Duncan's Sons,

Agents, New York.



OUT V/EST
A Jvlagaisirie of tlie Old Pacific and ttie Nexv

CHAS. R LUMMIS
\ „,.^

CHARLES AMADON MOODY
\

^^^^^''•^

SHARLOT M. HALL, Associate Editor

Among thk Stockhoi,ders and Contributors arb:

DAVID STARR JORDAN
Presideut of Stanford University

FREDERICK STARR
Chicajfo University

THP'ODORE H. HITTELL
The Historian of California

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE
Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of "Stories of the Foothills"

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of "The Sister of a Saint," etc.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of "A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas

INA COOLBRITH
Author of "Song-s from the Golden Gate," etc

EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of "The Man with the Hoe"

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras

BATTERMAN LINDSAY

CHARLES FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of "The Life of Asrassiz," etc

CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of "The Shield of the Fleur de Lis"

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America,** etc

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society

WILLIAM KEITH
The Greatest Western Painter

CHARLES A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER
GEO. PARKER WINSHIP

The His'.Drian of Coronado's Marches
FREDERICK WEBB HODGE

of the Smithsonian Institution, Washing-ton
GEO. HAMLIN FITCH

Literary Editor S. F. ChronicU
ALEX. F. HARMER
CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN

Author of "In This Our World"
CHAS. HOWARD SHINN

Author of "The Story of -the Mine," etc
T. S. VAN DYKE

Author of "Rod and Gun in California," etc
MARY AUSTIN

Author of "The Land of Little Rain"
L. MAYNARD DIXON
ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL

Authors of "Our Feathered Friends"

Contents— September, 1907

The Fight at Culebra Cut, illustrated, by Ernest Cawcroft 191

A Neglected Field for Archaeological Research, illustrated, by Harlan T. Smith... 207
An Educational Garden, illustrated, by Grace Ellery Channing 214
The Feast, poem, by Ruby Baughman 223
The Garden of Fire, illustrated, by Margaret Troili 224
The Raven of Capistrano, serial, by Constance Goddard DuBois. Chapters Vil

and Vni 227
Meadow Larks at Dawn, by Ethel Griffith 234
lo California, poem, by Charles Elmer Jenney 239
The Trailer of the Sun, story, by Herman Scheflfauer 240
Queretaro, Mexico, sonnet, by Louis J. Block 246
The Man and Felicia, story, by Avery Abbott 247
The Hero, poem, by Courtenay DeKalb 251
The Commg of the Heiress, story, by J. Albert Mallory 252
Casey of Deadman's Flat, poem, by Matt Flamilton 258
The Dangling Horse Thief, story, by Richard Wilkins 260

In the Lion's Den, editorial, by Chas. F. Lummis 265
'Ihe Southwest Society, Archaeological Institute of America 268

Ihe "Old Master," illustrated 269
Palo Alto—The Home City, illustrated, by Frank Kasson 273
San Leandro, illustrated, by W. J. Locke 281

Campbell, illustrated, by A. K. Joy 289

Copyright 1907. Entered at the Los Angeles Postoffice as second-class matter. rSee Publishers' Page)



^SIERRA MOUNTAIN^
BOOT— Styles for Men

and Women
This Men's

Tan Viscolized

Chrome Calf
Creedmoore is

made with
heavy viscolized

sole.handscwed

We have the

satue boot H

inches high at

$7.00; 17 inches

high at $9-00

Women's
Bcot. same ma-

terials, hfcight

16 inch s $8 00

Send for catalogue I for Outing Boots

For catalogue ) if you want our general
footwear catalogue

WETHERBYKAYSER SHOE CO
217 S Broadway l^os Angeles

Th» Qu a t H y Storm

Mens and Boys Fall

Suits

Our new styles just arrived

are perfect beauties. Well

made, handsome patterns.

Best in Quality. Lowest

Prices Always.

Men's Suits, - - - $10 to $40
Boys' Suits, ... $2.50 to $18

Furnishing Goods, Hats, Etc.

Mullen 8r Bluett
CLOTHING CO.

FIRST and SPRING
L.OS Angeles, Cal.

We present to your notice again the merits of our No. 8, 6 hole

QUEEN STEEL RANGE
Up-to-date in all Respects

Has extra heavy cast Fire Box Lining and Duplex Grate, cast top, heavy
steel body, asbestos lined, full measure 18 inch oven, graduated lids, relief

door spring, oven thermometer, high warming
closet with teapot stands, and check dampers.

Furnished with stove pipe and set up in your
kitchen for

$37. SO
Do you want cheaper, Ughier or smallergoods?

WE HAVE THEM!

JAMES W.HELLMAN
161 N. Spring St«. Los Angeles

Ramona Toilet 3oAP FOR 3 ALE
EVERYWHERE



Designated Depontory of the United States

FIRST NATIONAL BANK Saint Vincent's College
OF LOS ANGELES

Special Ladies' Department

Capital Stock ? 1,250,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits 1,486,023.98

Deposits 15 2J3,974.30

J. M. Elliott, President Stoddard Jess, Vice-President
W. C. Patterson, Vice-President
G. E. Bittinger, Vice-President
Tohn S. Cravens, Vice-President
W. T. S. Hammond, Cashier

A. C. Wa>, Asst. Cashier E. S. Pauly, Asst. Cashier
E. W. Coe, Asst. Cashier A. B. Jones, Asst. Cashier

All departments of a modern banking business
conducted

For More than a Century
various disorders of tiie stomach and bowels,
such as indigestiou, sour stomach, heartburn,
biliousness, both in adults and children, have
been relieved by

HENRY'S
Calcined Magnesia
a mild and pleasant remedy. Corrects acidity, assists diges-

tion and relieves constipation, 'lake the genuine only-it

requires a smaller dose than imitations and is doubly efflca-

cioiis without harshness. In use since 1772. Bottle sealed

with old-style British "inland Revenue" stamp beannp: name
Tun^ A u/ii I »• HPNtfV Sold in the United States
THOs. & WlLLm. nUNKY ^j„j j^g j^g^g ^j Schieffelin

MANCHESTER & Co. on label, which secures

wrapper. Refuse inferior substitutes. Ask your druggist.

Los Angeles, California

Boarding and Day

and High School

College

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.

For Catalogue write the President. {

KIDDER'S PASTILLES. i^^Flf^AsfhHia.

STOWELLACajKraT
Sold by ail DrunKisls,
or by mail, ,S5 oontsi.

Cliarlestowu, Mass.

i

AR.NY AUCTION BARGAINl
Ti-Mts •

Kitlea-

y SaddleB - •

Bridles- - •

LeKKltiR, pr. .1.1

01(1 Pistols -

Officers' .Swoi'ds, new
Cavalry Sabres,
Army Fur Cap,
7 Shot Carbine,

$ ..',0 ,

in07 MIL,IT.4RV.K.\CVCI.OPKniC CATA
I.OIill'K ($1.00 IxMik), 2i>0 UrKe paKes, thiiiiHHii.l!, I>e:iii(

lul illiiBlratlons—whi>leKale.retHll prices of ir. acres <;|>VT
AIT4'TI<>.'V ^Aii>: roods, mailed 15 cents (^stamps

FKAIVCIH nA\:%KRMA\', 501 llroadwsy. New lor

The German Savings

and Loan Society

526 California St., San Francisco

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $ 2,603,7.55.68

Capital actually paid up in cash 1,000,000.00

Deposits, June 29. 1907 |38, 156,931. ^.'8

N. Ohlandt, President

Daniel Meyer, First Vice-President

Emil Rohte, Second Vice-President

A. H. R. Schmidt, Cashier

Wm. Herrmann, Asst. Cashier

George Tourny, Secretary.

A. H. Muller, Asst. Secretary
Goodfellow & Eells, General Attorneys.

Directors

N. Ohlandt, Daniel Meyer, Emil

Rohte, Ign. Steinhart. I. N. Walter, J

\y. Van Bergn, F. Tillman, Jr., E. T.

Kruse, W. S. Goodfellow.

==FOR THE-=-

INDIANS
The Sequoya League

is aiding the Mission Indians not only
by remedying abuses and trying to

get them better lands, but also by ex-

tending the market for their BAS-
KETS.
A representative collection is on

sale, for the benefit of the Campo re-

servations, at reasonable prices and

fully authenticated. These baskets
can be had of

Mrs^Chas* F^Lummis
200 Avenue 42, Los Angeles, Cal.

6o Additional Baskets, of Much Var-

iety, Recently Received.

Prices, $2 to $io

THE MONEY GOES TO THE
INDIANS



"TIME IS MONEY"
ThU iM luat aM true In regard to Sewing

Machines as anything else."
By using Long

Shuttle Machines,
no matter how
well made, you
are actually
throwing away 3

.hours out of every
'even

THE STANDARD
ROTARY
SHUTTLE
SEWING
MACHINE

Will make 350
stitches in same
time Long Shut-
tle Machines make
only 200.

The oitindard Rotary Principal \a most scientific-

ally correct, which fact has been rroven by 2o
Tearsof successful use in all parts of the world and
by our competitors continuous v trvlnit to copy it,

but without siocpos. THE STANDARD GRAND ROTARY Tb*

WORLD'S BEST SEWING MACHINE is two niaihines in one
Lnk HUd t liHiii Stitch— Ball Bearing Stand-
Straight Automotif Lilt Do not fail to investigate
the merits of the Fastest, Most Silent, Easiest Run-
ning and the most 'durable Sewing Machine
made TKE STANDARD ROTARY. "A demonstration is a
revelation" w rite for prices and Easy Psyment
Plan. Guaranteed S<wing Machines $12.00 UP
The Standard Sewing Machine Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.

'

FOR SALE BY

Los Anf(ele5 Sewing Machine Company
327 South Spring St. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Die in

Open Air

Seeking^
Water.

and grain for it. Dry, clean; never leavei a mark.

At Drut{i(ist5—15c a box. " y""" •"""'* "'"'"* "• *s="* '"5S''"' •»**^ - •^w"
j-jjj ^jjg j,^ fj^^^ f^^ three

boxes, expresf prepaid. AUo aik your druggist for Yankee
Roach Powder or tend ui I5v.., we'll mail direct to you.
"Never ftiU."

The Rat Biscuit Co. 36 Llmestom St
Springfieldt O.

•

Shippers of -

BEKINS VAN & STORAGE CO. Household Good.
Reduced Rates to and From all Points

140 South Broadway, Los Angeles
!I060 Broadway . . . Oakland

OFFICES 330 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago
13th and Mission St., San Francisco

TJTTESTERN HOTELand 3 Annexes
•^

Marysville, Cal. 200 Rooms
European plan—50c to $2.50. Never
closes, night or day. J. Rupert Foster,
Prop.

/^LARENDON, Los Angeles,
.^^ European plan, tourist and commercial
hotel Central location, one block from Broad-
way. Special rates by the week.

TTHE NEW ROSSLYN, LosAngeiss

Comprising the Lexington and Rosslyn
Hotels. American and European plans. Center of
city—28s rooms— 150 with bath. Rates, Ameri-
can, $1.50 up; European, 75 cents up. Fine
sample rooms. Free 'bus meets all trains.

UOTEL WESTMINSTER,
^ ^ LOS ANGELES. Largest and best. Euro-

pean plan. Si per day and upwards. Service the
best. Cor. Main and 4th Sts. F. O. Johnson,
Prop.

OOTEL HOLLYWOOD, Hollywood
^^ Cal. Only hotel in the beautiful Ca-

buenga foothills. Unique for home comforts com-
bined with every modern convenience of a first

class hotel.

HOTEL REDONDO, Eedondo, CaL

18 miles from Los Angeles, at Redondo-
by the Sea. "The Queen of the Pacific." Open
all the year; even climate.

^^1»Valoma Toii,et5?ap AX ALL
DRUG STORES

II

KNYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St Tel, Main sog.

prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating' ; it r»
moves them. ANYVO CO.. 427 North Main Su, hos AnffelM



A Tour of the World for a Few Cents a Day in the

LOQTJB3
^ FOR YOUR BOY AND GIRL

AT SCHOOL OR COLLEGE

n^HINK what a tour of the world

would mean to them, in the

company of the world famous

traveler, E. Burton Holmes,
as companion and guide.

Bacon says that travel is a

necessary part of a liberal

education. The Burton

Holmes Travelogues will

afford your boy or girl

all the pleasures and edu-

cation of travel, and will

enable them to talk with

confidence and intelli-

gence about foreign cities

and countries and their

people as they are to-

day. The New York State

Board of Education and Super
intendents of Schools everywhere

approve the work.

FOR THE WOMAN
AT HOME

CPLENDID entertainment is af-

forded by the Travelogues,

Thirty delightful tours into the

most interesting cities and

countries in the world, view-

ing the shops and thorough-
fares, the customs and

costumes of the people,
historical places and gor-

geous scenery— in truth

the great outside world

is brought to the very

fireside of the woman at

home. It has been truly

said that nothing will so

well equip one for conver-

sation as a speaking ac-

quaintance with the peoples

of foreign countries. There-

fore in a social way the Travel-

ogues are invaluable.

For the Busy Man
p^VERY man to be well informed should have a knowledge of foreign countries and cities

as they are to-day. The easiest way and the best way to acquire this knowledge is to

secure the Burton Holmes Travelogues. They will acquaint you with over four hun

dred rulers, diplomats and prominent people as well as over eight hundred types

of the common people, showing you their dress and manners, their home and

their business life as well as their religions. The Travelogues consist of ten ^^-
volumes, size 10 by 7 >^ by 1^ inches. They contain upwards of 4,000 pages
of descriptive text, 4,000 half-tone etchings and thirty full page color

plates. There is in them a wealth of entertainment and information

for your entire family.

T17'/?/r£ us to-day for a descriptive booklet containing
'*

specimen pages and color plates. You can onlv
make sure of securing a set of the first edition of the

Travelogues by writing us at once — This means
cut off the coupon and mail to-day.

McClure's Tourists' Agency y y^ Name
"Fireside Travel"

44 to 60 East 23d Street

NEW YORK CITY

-^y^ Sept.
McCJure's
Tourists'

Agency.
44 E. 23d St,

New York Citjit

Dear Sirs : Pleast

present without expense
to me specimen pages

and full description of th«

Burton Holmes Travelogues.
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TOILET POWDER
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c'.iptain at the helm,- the

•(•(iinplexion specialist,"'
whose restil's are certain,
» liofe fees are Bniiill.

MENNEN'S
Boratcd Talcum

TOILET POWDER
protects and soothes, asnre
relief Irom Sunburn,
t'rickly Heat. Chafini;,
(tr. Put up in non-reflll-
al>le boxex — the "box
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tlie cover it's Keniilu«> and
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DRINR

Maicr Brewing

Go's

SELECT
BEER

The best and purest brewed on the

Coast. For sale in bottles

and kegs.

T«l«pKonesi Sunset. £x. 91
Home 91

Mothers!

Mothers ! !

Mothers ! ! !

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
has been used for over SIXTY YEARS
by MILLIONS of MOTHERS for their

CHILDREN while TEETHING with
PERFECT SUCCESS. It SOOTHES
the CHILD, SOFTENS the GUMS, AL-
LAYS all PAIN, CURES WIND
COLIC, and is the best remedy for

DIARRHOEA. Sold by all Druggists
in every part of the world. Be sure and
ask for "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syr-
up," and take no other kind. Twenty-
five cents a bottle.

Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs Act, June 30,

1906. Serial Number 1098

CALIFORNIA'WINES
The Pure Juice of

Selected Grapes
Aged by time alone. We
make a feature of shipping
east t'wo cases assorted
wines containing 24 bottles

(5 to gallon) for

$1 1;22
Freight prepaid to any
R. R. station in the U. S.

Write for Price List

EDWARD GERMAIN WINE C0^
e>35 So. Mam Skr.
UOSANOeLES C/M-.
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Boston
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Bread

Flour
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TRADE MARK

FLOUR

Self

Rising

Pan

Cake

Flour

All first class grocers handle these goods because they are pure and

he a thful and give perfect satisfaction

to all customer's

Allen's BBB Flour Co., Inc.
Pacific Coast Factory, San Jose, CaL
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Bailey's Rubber A\ASSAGE ROLLER
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pon receipt of
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RUBBER BOOK FREE

Baby's TeetK
cut -witHout irritation
The flatH-nded teeth of Bailey's

TeethliQ RIfia expand thesrums, *

keepiiifiT tliem soft, comforts
and amuses the child, prevent-
ing conTnlsionn and cholera infantum

Mailtdfor the price (stamps), loc.

,Z. J. Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
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Economy!)
'

The very name Cadillac is a guarantee
of unfailing service and dependability.
Added to this is the fact that in operating
expense the Cadillac is the most econom-
ical car in the world—a result of advanced
engineering, mechanical efficiency and sim-
plicity. Set yourself right on this question
of maintenance by getting our book,
**The Truth about the Automobile and

Mrhat It Costs to Maintain One"
Not mere claims, but actual tesulls in fig-
ures given by owners of 164 cars operated
under all conditions of road and weather.
Full of vital information. Free, if you
write at once for Booklet No. 21

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY. Detroit.
Jiemters Asso. Licensed Aula. /1/rs.
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LONG BEACH
CALIFORNIA'S GREAT-
EST BEACH RESORT

ENTRANCE TO PIER, LONG BEACH. CAL.

POPULATION 21,000
Thirty-five minutes' ride from Los Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power
plants; six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great
many paved. The finest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacific Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.

The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length, of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This
institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,
oflfering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.

For copy of new booklet, just out, address Jas. A. Miller, Secretary Long Beach
Chamber of Commerce, or any of the following firms:

t'nited Syndiontea Co., Ltd.
AlaniltOH I>nnd Co.
The NntionnI Bank of Lons nenob.
Flrnt NntiohnI nnnk of Lonic Ilencb.
Tovrnaend-Dayninn Inventment Co.
R. DonnldMon Krown, Real EMtate.
T. Sher^vood Hndnon, Jr., Real Kfate.
The CoTian-AViMenian Co., Real Batate.
P. ^V. Stearnx & Co., Real Enlate.
Georee H. Blount, Real Mutate.

K. I... Covert A Co., Real Eiitate.
Yonngr-Parmley Co., Real Estate.
J. \V. ^Vood.
Iconic Beach Bath House & Amusement Co.
Dr. I-. A. Perce.
C. AV. Hlbbard, Real Estate and Invest-
mentM.

Wheeler Real Kstate AK*ncy.
TIncher A Cox Realty Co.
Knnnas Realty Co.



Come and See

SACRAMENTO I

«|» #1* #1* #1*

It*s good to see

good to live in

^ood to maKe money in

good to raise cKildren in

Because
CI Its streets are clear—wide—well paved—well lighted and well kept

Beautiful shade trees, shrubs and flowers grow in riotous profusion and

each and every inhabitant takes a personal pride in the City's beauty.

Cf Wages are good, living is cheap, fresh fruit, pure milk, fish, game, meat,

and abundance of fresh vegetables make it a positive paradise for the

thrifty housekeeper.

Cf Opportunities for profitable investment are on every hand. Business is

brisk and labor is reasonable, being well fed, well paid and contented.

There is a steady demand for men of brains in every line of work and

all who will may work and all who work may eat.

fll Children thrive in Sacramento, pale faces from the E^st grow rudy and

tanned, weak frames grow sturdy, and the flush of health and the joy of

living are seen on every hand.

O Educational advantages of a high order are free to all and the sanctity

of the home is given every protection.

How!
Don't you w^ant to live in

Sacramento? Come and see us.





Some Fads and Figures
ABOUT

SACRAMENTO
#$» 0^ #1* t^

Sacramento City

The Queen of

the Great Valley

Sacramento City, the Capital of California, embraces a gen-

erous area on the banks of the Sacramento, the largest river in

the State in which flows at all seasons an abundance of water for

the purposes of the large commerce of the rich valley which car-

ries its name and for irrigation on such of the fine lands as require that aid to nature.

The noble stream is navigable for a distance of about 200 miles, Sacramento City

being relatively about midway in this distance.

In the matter of transportation by rail, Sacramento is liberally

favored. The Southern Pacific leads to the East, affording distinct

advantage in economies of time and distance for the establishment

Unsurpassed

Transportation

Facilities

J of permanent commercial relations with the more productive sec-

tions of the Sierra Nevada mountains and the State of Nevada. The California &
Oregon reaches into the Northern part of the State and into Oregon and Wash-

ington. The Sacramento Southern and the Western Pacific, t\yo new roads now
being completed also enter and cross the City. The Northern Electric now operat-

ing, opens up the vast fertile lands to the North, tapping important fruit, mining
and timber districts of enormous wealth. Thus it is, Sacramento is supplied with

railroads running in five directions, supplemented by the transportation facilities of

the great water highway that flows by the City's doors

It has been truly said that a comparison of the climatic con-

ditions of Sacramento County with those of the great Riviera and

the citrus and olive belt of northern and central Italy demonstrates

that this county leads that great winter sanitarium of the world.

Glorious All the

Year Round
Climate

This county shows a warmer winter, spring and yearly average temperature and

about the same summer and autumn temperature as that of the noted citrus belt of

Italy, where it is said "perpetual summer exists, skies are blue and the sun ever shines."

The average number of clear days in this county is 244, being more in a year than

for any other inhabited portion of the Northern Hemisphere, except Yuma and the

Imperial Valley. The lowest temperature ever reached here was 19 degrees and
that occurred but twice in fifty years. Snow is unknown, except that about once in

ten years there is a slight fall sufficient to measure and which melts almost imme-

diately. The average winter temperature, according to the United States Weather
Bureau records at Sacramento, is 48.3 degrees; average spring, 59.5 degrees; average
summer 71.7 degrees; average autumn, 61.5 degrees; average yearly, 60.2 degrees.

The average annual rainfall is 19.94 inches. The winters are equivalent to spring

in Ohio, Iowa, Kansas, Central Illinois, Indiana and Southern Colorado.

For further details regarding this remarkable City and Country, address the

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, SACRAMENTO CAL.



VIEWS FROM SACRAMENTO VALLEY
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Sacramento River makes the Valley exceedingly fertile and flows through Sacramento
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We sell our own property ONLY
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California Corporation
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erations from the other side of the hill while aboard a railroad train,

intimates to his countrymen that no definite constructive proj:^ress is

being made, the chief engineer cables to Secretary Taft the laconic

answer : "Eight hundred thousand cubic yards of earth were taken

out of Culebra Cut during the past thirty days."

As a matter of fact this common measure of constructive achieve-

ment is in accord with the conclusions of engineers on both sides

of the water. Whether one favor the sea-level or lock type of canal,

it has been accepted as a fact, that the mountain of dirt in the interior

of the Isthmus must be mastered. The French, stimulated by their

success in building the Suez with inefficient labor and without mod-

ern machinery, sought the elimination of Culebra to such an extent

that it would be possible to send ships through the waterway at sea-

level. Sobered by their failure and desirous of having the most

practical waterway in a minimum amount of time, the American en-

gineers are seeking such a lowering of the Culebra Hills as will fur-

nish the grade for a canal of the lock type. This, then, is the task

which taxes the faith, the skill, the genius and the energy of the

Western World.

Culebra Cut is being besieged by the best brains and hardiest brawn

of America. History will record the fight at Culebra as one of the

great battles of the twentieth century. It is an inspiration, an in-

centive to patriotism, to traverse the region of this engineering con-

flict with nature. Not until one has been over the canal route between

Bas Obispo and Gold Hill does he fully appreciate the pivotal nature

of the fight which is being waged at Culebra. Discoverers and ad-

venturers for generations clung to the notion that there was an un-

discovered pass, like the Yukon, through the Isthmian jungle, which

would afford passage to the ships of the World. Modern topograph-

ical surveys, however, dissipated the dreams of the Spaniard and

Italian
;
and today engineering science is not seeking a natural pas-

sage, but is bending its skill to the task of creating an artificial route

through the inevitable barrier which lies between the two oceans.

It is interesting, indeed, to take a glance at this Isthmian seat of

war, both because its importance is still unappreciated by the lay-

man and because of the fact that, unlike European cathedrals and

historical reHcs, every day of construction affords a newer view and

gives added interest to the battle for the conquest of Culebra Cut.

Though you take your school map of Central America, it will not

reveal the natural barriers to the unity of the two oceans, which

exist in the region over which your finger passes between Colon and

the City of Panama on the Pacific side of the Isthmus. The arm-

bended Isthmus renders necessary the construction of the canal from

north to south. In the interior of the Isthmus one finds a land of
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malaria, tropical jungle, hills, uncontrollable rivers and rising lakes.

It is the plan of construction to utilize these obstancles in the service

of the waterway.
As the tourist approaches the swampy shores of Colon, little does

he realize that a few miles inland there are barriers and obstacles

which are taxing the engineering ingenuity of the age. The interior

of the Isthmus is the particular region of rivers, and hills called

mountains. The Chagres river flows through the center of that

region on the way to the Atlantic, and that is one of the natural keys

to the situation. Six miles inland from Colon, the tourist finds, as

the topographical map reveals, rising ground surrounding the valley

of the Chagres. Here we approach the first pivotal point in the canal

construction and one which must be borne in mind in understanding

One of the Troubles in Canal-work

the incentive to the fight at Culebra. There at Gatun, the site six

miles inland from the Atlantic-washed Colon, preparations are being

made for the construction of a gigantic dam, upwards of a mile in

length and with sufficient breadth to control the Chagres between

the mile-apart hills which make the river valley at that point. Once

this dam is constructed and closed, the rising waters of the Chagres

during the rainy season will create an inland lake. This will over-

flow many of the existing native villages ; and, with a width varying
from one to five miles, it will render necessary the relocation of the

Panama railroad on higher ground on the opposite bank of the water-

way. Affording a lake-channel forty-five feet in depth and only
limited in its width by the elevations of ground which the river fails

to overflow, the Gatun Dam will force the water back over twenty-
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five miles to a point in the vicinity of the settlement known as Bas

Obispo, This inland lake will flood the intervening jungle, over-

flowing the minor elevations between the two points indicated, and it

will allow a fleet of ships to pass at oceanic speed through the in-

terior of the Isthmus, thus obviating the trite objection to a lock

canal to the effect that such a locked prism retards the speedy move-

ment of ships.

Thirty miles from Colon and some twenty-five miles from Gatun,

the lake-channel narrows, the ground rises to a point which the tor-

rents of the Chagres cannot be expected to overflow even in the

rainy season. The artificial lake is thus barred by a nine-mile hill of

rock and dirt, and there is presented to the engineers the problem
of piercing this mountain as the only means of enabling ships to

reach the Pacific ocean. Here, then, is the engineering problem

presented by nature and emphasized by the very fact that the cre-

ation of this inland lake eliminates the necessity of constructing many
miles of ordinary canal-channels.

The reader will more readily appreciate the nature of this en-

gineering battle by not making the common mistake of assuming
that the attack upon Culebra Cut is confined to an eflfort to remove

one high but narrow strip of mountainous country. As a matter of

fact the height of natural ground which blocks the movement of the

water of the canal towards the Pacific extends from Bas Obispo to

Paraiso. This nine-mile strip of elevated country between Bas Obispo
and Paraiso includes such communities as Las Cascadas, Empire,
Culebra and other settlements, which are arising with the rapidity

of shanty-towns along a Western railroad extension. The ground
in this strip varies between 250 and 334 feet above sea-level. There

are those who have wondered whether, apart from the tropical

weather, the difficulties of overcoming the engineering obstacles of

Culebra Cut were not overestimated; but when it is remembered

that this nine-mile strip, varying from 250 feet to the top of Gold

Hill, west of Culebra, is composed of rock, slime, gravel and tropical

dirt
; when it is borne in mind that the existing prism of this canal

is subject to frequent landslides, and when it *is considered that this

region is washed by a torrential rainfall which exceeds twelve feet

yearly, some realization of the difficulties presented will be possible.

This is an engineering fight, a battle of brains and brawn, that is

worthy the best mettle of the country. The success of this mighty
effort to reduce this nine-mile elevation to a forty-foot level above

the sea involves the blasting, the boring, the shovelling and the ef-

fective removal of over fifty million cubic yards of rock and earth.

The plans for the completed canal call for an excavation of an addi-

tional one hundred million cubic yards ; and as the removal of over
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half that amount in the Culebra Division is under more difficult cir-

cumstances than surround the remainder of the project, it follows that

the definite progress of the work at Culebra and vicinity has necessi-

tated a perfection of organization, an efficiency of labor and a keen-

ness of direction not hitherto equalled even in the modern engineer-

ing world.

The writer will not, cannot, soon forget the hot, tropical day that

he wended his way over the hill from Empire station to obtain his

first view of Culebra Cut, which is of such pivotal importance to the

commerce and naval strategy of the world. As he ascended the

knoll of the hill at Empire he found in the distance his first glimpse

of the practical besieging of Culebra Cut. One might have inferred,

indeed, that a great battle was in progress. Looking westerly through
the artificial valley already excavated, between the point of vision

and the towering pinnacle of Gold Hill, the writer observed the op-

erations of fifty steam-shovels, built in Pittsburg and the cities of

Ohio. He heard the "pufT," "puff," "puff" from as many smoke-

stacks as the shovels gripped the masses of dirt-rock and the crane-

men turned the arms of the shovels to the dirt-trains on the tracks

adjacent. While he saw on one side the operations of the massive

seventy and ninety-five-ton shovels, he observed on the other the per-

sistent work of the men in charge of the steam-drills preparing the

solid rock for the insertion of dynamite. Between watching the

steam-shovels and dodging the passing dirt-trains, the tourist has

a busy time evading the charges of dynamite which are exploded
six at a time through a battery of wires.

Organization and system are the keynotes of the campaign that is

being waged for the demolition of Culebra. Those who are familiar

with the history of the Panama Canal project are aware of the credit

given to the French, both for the excellence of their engineering

organization and for the extent of the excavation while directing af-

fairs on the Isthmus, despite the widespread evidences of graft. It

is not necessary to reflect upon the efforts of the French in order

to commend properly the superiority of the existing endeavor; but

while the excavation under the De Lesseps regime was considerable

as measured in cubic yards of surface, the mere enumeration of fig-

ures in comparison with those credited to the existing organization

is not fair to the latter. It is one thing to blast and shovel a million

cubic yards out of Culebra, but it is another problem so to place

the excavation that it will be out of the way for all time, or so to

place it that it will protect the canal-channel on the lowlands of

the eastern portion of the waterway.
Then again, it is one thing to remove that million cubic yards and

it is quite another so to protect the excavated portion that it will
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not be necessary to repeat the operation. Those who walk through

portions of the Cut will witness a sight that convinces them of the

superiority of the American endeavor as compared with the futile

efforts of the French, evidences of which are to be found in So many
places along the route. The French seemingly thought nothing of

excavating a large hole, calculated to impress visiting stockholders,

and then abandoning it for work on other portions of the Canal.

What, then, was the result of such operations? While the total

French excavation was absolutely large, it was relatively small if

measured from the standpoint of permanent results. Let it be said

in honor of the Americans who, during two years of obloquy and

criticism, insisted on perfecting the system before commencing actual

constructive work on a large scale, that today every effort of the

A "L/Kdgerwood" Uni,oading Dirt From the Cut

steam shovels is followed by results. A walk through Culebra Cut

will convince any fair-minded man of that fact
;

it will assure him

that as the Cut is the supreme problem of the waterway, so its certain

demolition foretells the definite completion of the enterprise.

President Roosevelt manifested a high order of wisdom in in-

sisting on the selection of this canal route, which was already trav-

ersed by a railroad through the tropical jungle. The investigator at

Culebra, as on other portions of the ditch, is impressed at the outset

with the fact that the railroad is the key to the situation both from an

engineering and a sanitary standpoint. How many people appre-

ciate the extent of the system and the part that the railroad plays, in

the effective attack upon Culebra Cut? This canal cannot be con-

structed upon a trunk-sewer plan. All of us have intelligent friends
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who seem to think that it is only necessary to excavate and throw

the dirt along the banks of the waterway. But as the tourist obtains

his first view of the Cut at Empire, he observes that the rapidity

with which the dirt-trains are enabled to move out is the measure

of the day's achievement. Through this region, in order to assure

a prism of definite width, it has been found necessary to increase

the proposed width from time to time as one landslide followed an-

other ; and while that increases the total amount of the excavation, it

renders possible the placing of tracks one above another to accom-

modate the dirt-trains. As the observer moves down the incline and

gradually works his way into the Cut, the impressive thing which

strikes his vision is the dirt-trains, one tier above another like the

seats of a theater. It was the plan, and in that the men have suc-

'I'i-.- .'->'>:

Canal at Empire

ceeded, to work along one level, reducing the strip of hill ahead to a

common plane. Then a track is placed on the next level, with a

parallel track to accommodate the dirt-trains, and the steam-shovel

gradually works its way ahead again to the end of the Cut. One
tier above another, one shovel ahead of another, this operation is

commenced, finished and renewed from week to week. Fifty of these

shovels at work, supplemented by the preliminary work of the drills

and blasts, facilitates the loading and moving of four thousand cars

of dirt out of the nine-mile strip each working day.

But not until one's Yankee blood has surged with pride as he ob-

serves the operations in the Cut, can he appreciate the nature and

extent of the system which enables men under a tropical sun to ex-

cavate and dispose of four thousand carloads in the course of every
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working day of the month. In the first place, it was necessary to

secure rails from Pittsburg to double the trackage of the Panama

Railroad
; economy warranted the purchase of the largest possible

dirt-cars to supplant the "dinky" carriages of the French
;
then it

was necessary to purchase, ship and assemble on the Isthmus over

two hundred large engines. Having made adequate preparations for

the removal of the dirt, orders were placed for steam-shovels ag-

gregating a hundred in number.

The operations of these shovels, coupled with the completeness of

the system devised in moving the dirt-trains down the line, are re-

sponsible for the excavation of the four thousand carloads each work-

ing day. A train of fifteen cars is loaded by steam-shovel ; immedi-

ately it pulls out to a pre-arranged dump and another train appears

to keep the shovel in operation. The dirt-trains are unloaded by a

plow-like machine which passes along the cars and effectively shoves

the dirt into the jungle below. Soon the train reappears from a pos-

sible ten-mile trip and this operation is resumed from day to day.

But this is not the end of the system which has been devised in the

attacking of Culebra. There are tracks to be placed from the Cut to

the various dumps, and switches to be shifted from time to time to

keep pace with the progress of the work. Down there in the Cut it

is necessary to supply fifty steam-shovels with water, and along the

tracks run the pipes carrying the water from the hills
; then there is

a telephone and telegraph system which facilitates the safe and

speedy movement of the several dirt-trains. Culebra Cut, then, is

simply an engineering battlefield—a site where the drills, the blasts,

the steam-shovels and the ceaseless movement of dirt-trains, repre-

sent the charge and fire, the fire and re-charge of a vast army of

skilled men.

Certainly the figures bear out the conclusions of the eye-witness ;

the statistics demonstrate that with the passing of each month the in-

creased efficiency of the men and machines attacking Culebra is evi-

dence of definite progress. During the month of July, 1904, thirty-

one thousand cubic yards of dirt were excavated at Culebra Cut ;

one year later the monthly excavation was upwards of eighty thou-

sand cubic yards, and during the month of July, 1906, one hundred

and fifty-seven thousand cubic yards were removed from the nine-

mile strips. It is worthy of notice that on the fourteenth day of

March of the present year the daily excavation was greater than the

amount shoveled out during the first month of July cited. In other

words, in about three years, an organization has been created, two

thousand miles from the base of supplies, which will take more dirt

out of the Cut in a day than the previous monthly records. The

present monthly excavation varies between six and eight hundred
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thousand cubic yards; and with the passing of the rainy season a

milUon cubic yards a month will be the assured excavation-record

of the Culebra army.
But back of this record of monthly excavation, and as a prelimi-

nary condition essential to the present efficiency of the Culebra Army,
is the story of the conquest of the Isthmian Jungle. The world mar-

veled when the sanitary department of the Japanese Armv foresaw

every menace to the health of the Emperor's troops as the little men
marched over the cold fields of Manchuria

;
but history will record

that the department that made it possible for efficient white men
to work under wholesome conditions on the disease-producing, trop-

ical Isthmus performed a feat without parallel in the world and one

which renders possible the besieging of Culebra today.

Type of Native Colon Tenement

It must be understood that the excellent work of the sanitary

department is the very basis of every achievement on the Isthmus.

Four years ago the department was confronted with the problem of

creating a Northern civilization amidst a tropical, Latin environ-

ment. How the French neglected this necessary feature, only to

write their record in blood, and how every sailor dreaded the Isthmus

as he would a pest-house, the world knows. Thanks to the persist-

ence of the Sanitary Department, today Colon has risen above the

swamps; yellow fever has not stalked through the alleys of Old

Aspinwall in twelve months; and the department has not been back-

ward about fumigating or destroying properties which menaced the

health of the workers at the very doorway of the Isthmus. Through-
out the interior of the Isthmus, the work proceeds from day to day.
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The tropical jungle has been and is being cut clown or burned from

week to week; stagnant pools of water have been and are being

drained and mosquitoes have become a rarity ; the dozen or more

canal communities have been supplied with individual reservoirs;

and with improved roads, the Federal Government has made an

effort to lessen the chances of infection through workers being com-

pelled to travel the malarial swamps.
The thorough organization of this branch of the work may be

well illustrated by an extract from the May, 1907, report of the

Department of Health of the Isthmian Canal Commission, relative

to the campaign against mosquitoes, the breeding of which has been

encouraged this year by the prolonged dry season and the late

coming of general rains.

A Typical Canal Commlmtv—Las Cas.^aa/a.,

The principal source of mosquito-breeding has been along the Rio

Grande, Comacho, San Juan, Gamboa, Carabali and Chagres rivers.

As a rule, these streams are not mosquito-breeding, owing to the

rapidity of their currents, but during May all except the Chagres
consisted of still pools connected by a mere thread of trickling

water. It was against this condition that the health division directed

most of its efforts, and most of the standing pools were obliterated.

The canal cut proper has been a constant source of trouble to the

health division. In many instances outlets for drainage are imprac-

ticable, and the water supply can only be ditched in one pool. The

progress of each steam-shovel leaves in its train new and varied

drainage problems. This has necessitated constructing pools by

filling in, deepening ditches, confining the water by rough stone

walls, and ditching the large side-pools, thus turning all the water
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into the main ditch, where it forms a swift-running stream unfavor-

able to mosquito-breeding. Drip-barrels of oil have been placed at

points where the current slowed down, and this, combined with the

rapidity of the current, has reduced mosquito breeding in the canal

cut to a minimum.

The malarial reports of the district physicians being tabulated, the

number of cases in the different camps is compared with that of the

previous three weeks. If there is a decided increase of malaria at

any camp, the inspector of that district is telephoned to look for the

"point of infection."

The mosquito-inspector takes the list and goes over the whole

ground in order of greatest increase, locating or confirming the

point of infection, and reports upon the measures best adapted for

In the Ancon Hospital

the removal of the same. All the laborers of the district who can

be spared from the daily routine work are at once concentrated at

that point to make a swift and effective end to the mosquito-breeding

places. ,

Not content with improving the highways, controlling the swamps,

subduing the jungle, furnishing water and ice, the Government has

been successful in creating a chain of improved communities, acting

on the theory that wholesome living conditions are essential to effi-

cient labor. The community from which affairs are directed, at

Culebra, is typical of the twelve or more American towns on the

Isthmus. While, in the majority of cases, settlements already existed

at those points, the Government has followed the plan of selecting a

new site on higher ground for building the employes' community.
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Thus, 'way above the Cut, situated in the most heahhful spot be-

tween Bas Obispo and Paraiso, the tourist observes the Commis-

sion Headquarters, the offices, the hospital, the recently opened Y.

M. C. A. building, the apartments for unmarried men and the in-

dividual homes for the employes with families. These family houses

are constructed with broad verandas surrounding every side. These

houses, being always screened, afford a sitting room for the men

after working hours, and the wide covered verandas also prevent the

heat from reaching the walls of the house. Theoretically, every un-

married man is entitled to one square foot of space in quarters for

every dollar in gold that he receives as wages during the mouth
;
and

while many of the steam-shovel men, receiving two hundred and ten

dollars a month, are inclined to complain that they do not receive

their full quota, it is imagined that they will worry along while the

Government every day erects additional headquarters for the white

employes. Then, individual houses are provided for the white men
who bring their wives to the Isthmus ; and experience shows that

where the women are on hand to do some old-fashioned Yankee

cooking, the men are more contented and healthy. In fact, every
wife who joins her husband on the Isthmus increases the efficiency of

the Culebra Army proportionately. For the married men the Gov-
ernment provides houses, water, light and ice, while for the single
men it cooks a meal which costs thirty cents and arouses a kick from
one end of the Isthmus to the other. There are many vexatious

causes for complaint on the Isthmus, but when one considers that

none of them relate to the wholesomeness of life along the line, the

wonder over the excellence of the engineering and sanitary organ-
ization increases.

While the Spaniard, the Italian, the natives and Jamaican negroes
are doing much of the routine work of the waterway, the four thou-

sand Americans employed are the brains of the project and thev are

the picked men of the Republic. Mechanics, electricians, engineers
and steam-shovel men—these men must come with the recommenda-
tions of their employers during two years past ;

their character as

workers must be above question, and their mental and physical ca-

pacity is a matter for rigorous examination both before leaving the

United States and after arriving on the Isthmus. These men are

instructed to give detailed attention to everything pertaining to their

health
; and the fight that this highly organized, efficient army is

making at Culebra means much for the future potential capacity of

these men who will win the battle before returning to their special-

ized pursuits in this country. To have survived the fight at Culebra

Cut will assure any man a position in the line of construction work

during the decades which will follow the completion of the water-

way.
A little faith—and steam-shovels—will remove mountains.

Jamestown, N. Y.
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A NEGLECTED FIELD FOR ARCH^OLO-
GICAL RESEARCH

By HARLAN I. SMITH

HE territory roughly included in the area known as "The

Great Plains," "The Pleateau Region," and "The Bar-

ren Lands"—which forms such a vast portion of the

North American Continent—in my opinion, offers an

extensive field for co-operative archaeological research,

since its prehistoric ethnology is practically unknown.

Its historic ethnology has recently received attention at the hands

of energetic, trained anthropologists. Its prehistoric ethnology,

or archaeology, however, has been neglected, possibly because mod-

ern ethnological problems in that area have held the attention of

visiting anthropologists, or perhaps for the reason that, on all that

vast area, comparatively little literature or other material was visi-

ble. Few archaeological sites are known, and literature on the

whole subject is scant, even clews to sites being of rare occurrence

in papers on other subjects. Archaeological specimens from the

region in question, both in museums and in private hands, are not

numerous ; and those that do exist show a narrow range of forms,

and, with few exceptions, have little or no individuality. All

these facts have no doubt contributed to the causes of this deplor-

able neglect. A further reason was probably the supposition that

the region was uninhabited until comparatively recent times; that

it was an area where only a few finds could be expected as a re-

ward for the persevering toil of the investigator ;
and that such

finds would be of only a few types, of crude technique, and of a

low order of art.

Some archaeological work, however, has been done in this area,

notably in Wyoming, but by anthropologists chiefly interested in

problems relating to the ethnology of the present peoples.

The scarcity of archaeological specimens from this vast area, and

the dearth of literature on the whole subject, may be due to the fact

that until recently no one fitted to collect or to write has visited the

region, it having been occupied by white people only lately, and not

even visited by them until comparatively recent times. It must

also be remembered that the lumbermen, cattlemen, miners, and rail-

road men, who have made up a large percentage of the white people
who have been in the territory, belong to a shifting population, not

given to the examination, much less to the preservation, of archaeo-

logical objects ;
while until very recently the number of farmers and

settlers has been small. These stable people, having homes, possess
When Prof. Smith wrote this article for the Boas Anniversary Volume

of the American Museum of Natural History, he had no idea who would
take up the work suggested. Since that time, circumstances have enabled
him to take the field.—Ed.
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means of caring for such specimens as appear to them interesting.

Had they been in the region for a longer time, or even in greater

numbers, we might have had more data upon which to work.

On the other hand, the scarcity of archaeological material may
be due to the comparatively recent occupation of the area by In-

dians, or to a sparse population, if not to both of these causes. It is

quite possible that the Plains were not thickly populated before the

introduction of the horse, the acquisition of which, no doubt, gave

a great impetus to migration throughout the entire Plains area.

The area, more particularly but roughly defined, includes the west-

ern half of the Dakotas, all of Nebraska, the western third of Kan-

sas, Oklahoma, a wide strip north and south through Texas, all of

Colorado except a small portion in the southern part of the State,
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This whole area separates, or is in part bounded by, the Pueblo

and cliff-dwelling culture-area, that of the Mississippi Valley, that

of California, and those of the North Pacific coast and the plateaus
of Washington and Southern British Columbia as now outlined. An
exploration of it would probably exactly define the limits of these

culture-areas and the presence or absence of an intermediate culture

area or areas.

It must be remembered that pottery of certain well-known kinds

is one of the great characteristics or marks of individuality of the

Pueblo area and of the pr-ehistoric culture of the Mississippi Valley
and forest area to the northeast, while, on the other hand, no ancient

pottery is known from the California area or the Northwest coast.

Both of these latter regions are so well known, that the absence of

A Prehistoric Quarry in Wyoming

pottery, or at least its great scarcity, is determined
; but its presence

in the wide northern area of the interior of British America is pos-

sible. It is true that pottery has been found in Alaska which closely

resembles that from the adjacent portion of Siberia. The art of mak-

ing it may have come from Siberia ; so that it does not necessarily

lead us to expect to find pottery in the Upper Yukon, the Mackenzie

Basin, or, in general, in the Canadian Northwest.

In 1904 I called the attention of the Anthropological Club of Har-

vard University to the need of archaeological investigation in the

area lying between the plateau region of Southern British Columbia

and the cliff-dwelling and Pueblo region of the Southwest, pointing

out at the same time the absence of pottery in the former area, its

great development in the latter, and the interest which we have in
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defining the line separating the region where pottery was made from
that where it was not made.
The need of archaeological work in this vast territory is felt by

students of historic ethnology. As has already been mentioned, they
have started well in working up the area, and they would certainly
be interested in the prehistoric relations of their problems. The

length of time the various parts of the area have been inhabited, the

history of every culture that has developed there, the modification of

such cultures as may have been brought into the territory, their

causes, and the migrations into and round about over the area—all

these mav be mentioned among the problems to be solved.

It is true that in this region we may hardly expect to find archaeo-

logical material comparable to that found in the Southwest, Mexico,
and Peru, especially the kind that would appeal to architects, art-

Prehistoric (jiarries for Arrowhead Materiai, are Found in

These Wyoming Hills

ists, travelers, and students of modern history. But, however en-

tertaining it might be to contribute to these interests, it must be

borne in mind that archaeological work is not done solely to meet
the needs of those interested in these subjects; it is the professional

duty of the archaeologist to reconstruct prehistoric ethnology even
in fields that are held to be barren or largely so, and negative results

are helpful in arriving at a knowledge of the prehistoric ethnology
of the whole of our continent.

Judging from what we know, however, we may expect to solve a

number of problems by working over this area. It would seem
advisable to conduct this archaeological work in co-operation with
students who are investigating living tribes

; for a study of the
modern Indian of a certain spot throws light on the archaeology of
the region, and an understanding of the antiquities of a given place
is helpful in the study of its natives. Furthermore, by this system,
the continuity of historical problems is met by a continuity of method.
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In selecting successive fields of operation, it would seem best to

continue explorations in an adjacent area, sufficiently distant from

those already examined to present new conditions and give promise
that new facts may be discovered, possibly a new culture-area. At
the same time a new field of operations should be so near that no

unknown culture-area may intervene. Thus the limits of culture-

areas may be determined and new areas be discovered. This method
of continuing from past fields of exploration makes valuable the ex-

perience gained there in each successive field, while the discoveries

in every new region may always lead to a better understanding of

the areas previously explored. If the results obtained in an area

are not yet ])rinted. the light thrown upon them by later work is at

once available for the original publication.
In accord with this plan, it would seem best that those explorers

who are familiar with the Pueblo and clifF-dwelling region should

examine the adjacent part of this vast area, especially in Kansas,
where remains of pueblos are known to exist, and in the basins

which drain into the Colorado and the Rio Grande. To define the

limits of Pueblo culture would certainly be of interest to them, while

at the same time their exploration in the adjacent country would add
to the data needed by their co-workers.

In like manner the anthropologists of California are no doubt

nearly as familiar with the prehistoric ethnology of Nevada as are

those interested in the Pueblo region. Probably they will be more
interested in it ; and from their active investigation of the cultures

of the prehistoric inhabitants of their State, who depended so much
upon that natural jjroduct, the acorn, we are led to look to them for

the examination of the region between California and the great
Canon of the Colorado. It would seem best that those who have

explored in the Lower Columbia V^alley and the plateau region of

Washington and Southern P)ritish Columbia should push their in-

vestigations eastward throughout the area drained by the Columbia
and the Snake, thus attempting to define the eastern limits of the

Plateau culture, to bound it, and to further our knowledge of it.

Again, the explorers of the Mississippi Valley are perhaps best

fitted to investigate the western limits of the culture found there.

Some of these individuals are already interested in the prehistoric

migrations of the Mandan, who are thought to have taken a north-

westerly course from the Mississippi to the Missouri. The His-

torical Society of North Dakota has begun an investigation of the

antiquities of its own State. Therefore archaeological investigations
in North Dakota may probably be largely left to that society. The
Historical Society of Nebraska has expressed a desire to advance

archaeological research in its State, and possibly it may be able to

explore even more than that part of the field.

From another standpoint, the ethnologists interested in the his-

toric Indians might take up prehistoric ethnological work,—students

of the Siouan groups in the Siouan area, those of the Shoshonean

group in the Shoshonean area, and students of the Athapascan group
in the Athapascan area. By following this line of investigation, the

work of just these men would clarify the problems of the whole
situation.

New York City.



AN EDUCATIONAL GARDEN
By GRACE ELLERY CMANNING

T WAS Alexander Dumas, pere, who formulated the re-

quirements of great drama thus : "Three planks, two

trestles, and a passion."

Looking on at an experimental institution the other

day, it came to me that the elements of great Educa-

tion could be summed as simply : "A little ground, some children,

and a born Educator."

Here in Rome this simple combination has produced something

which, so far as I know, has no parallel in the splendid organized

playground system of America, and is, in its entity, a wholly novel

and beautiful experiment, which Romans, and the strangers in the

walls of Rome who happen to know of it, are watching with interest

and sympathy.
With even more gravity than ourselves, Rome faces the problem

of her growing youth, released from the arbitrary ecclesiastical con-

trol of centuries, and still to a great extent illiterate—the first gen-

erations born under the new conditions of liberty. The large pro-

portion of Italy's malefactors are mere youths or young, boys, back

of whom are the homes of poverty and too often "analfabetism,"

which are Italy's melancholy legacy from the Past. To bring all

this youthful force under a control the insufEcient schools cannot yet

exercise, various expedients have been devised, among them the ad-

RicREATORii Before (jueen Margherita
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mirable "Ricreatorii" ("recreation squads"), which, as they march

through the streets, each in a distinctive uniform, each with its own

band, wending their way for long tramps into the country, or going
on holidays with music and flying flags to salute the Pope or to lay

a wreath on Humbert's tomb, as the case may be, form one of the

most charming sights of Rome.

These are doing a splendid work, creating order, discipline, esprit-

de-corps in the gamin of the streets, and supplanting the dangerous
license and unhealth of those streets by the ordered physical exer-

cise, the long, healthy marches, the mental organization of the drill,

and the cultivation of a civic pride. They are deserving of an article

in themselves. But the Ricreatorri are essentially military in or-

ganization, and there was still scope for something more and diflfer-

RiCREATORii Before the Pope

ent
;
that something more has taken form as an "Educational Gar-

den."

Like almost everything noteworthy, it is largely the product of the

genius of one man. (The mothers of the world are invited to reflect

upon the fact that all the great educators have been men, from Pesta-

lozzi, Rousseau and Froebel down). Signor Sbriccoli is a retired em-

ploye of the Italian Government (which is equivalent to saying a

poor man), with a family of his own, but so native an educator that

neither a life of office-routine nor his unoflBcial cares have been able

to destroy in him the enthusiasm and freshness of mind which could

make such a venture as the Educational Garden successful.

Outside the famous gate of Porta Pia, by which in 1870 the Ital-

ians entered Rome, stretches the Via Nomentana and the wide and
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beautiful Campagna. On the edge of this, with a superb view of the

Alban and Sabine Mountains, yet still within a few minutes of the

trolley-line, a tract of uncultivated ground was obtained for the

modest rental of about ten dollars a year, and out of this relative

nothingness has been evolved the Garden, which now, in its fourth

year of foundation, includes within its sphere of influence over two

hundred children and a hundred families.

The first thought of an American, used to the magnificence of New
World methods, on approaching the Garden, is of the complete ma-
terial Poverty of the little place. An unattractive entrance to a rather

dusty piece of ground, a bare wooden building, and a vast number

ExEKCiSKS Bkforb Qukkn Margherita

of tiny patches of earth—here at first seemed little of promise. Here

were none of the sand-heaps, swings, complex gymnastic arrange-
ments and other elaborate outfit of an American playground.

No, but here were boys—any number of boys
—not playing but

working like ants in the minute patches of ground, digging, water-

ing, weeding, hoeing, raking, trudging back and forth with tin cans

of water under the blazing sun of Italy, emulous and gay ; and as

one wound one's way between the tiny plots where flowers of many
kinds were blooming, smiling faces were upturned to one, and willing

hands offered the first-fruits of plant or vine, or proudly pointed

out the beauty of a rose or the size of a pumpkin. Each boy has his

own garden plot.

"But no boy is obliged to cultivate it; no one is obliged to do any-
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thing here," said the Signor Presidente. "Our aim is a liberty

which shall lead to love of work. There is no constraint. If a boy
does not choose to cultivate his ground, after a while it goes to some-

one who does choose, since space is limited
; that is all. The boy

may do as he pleases."

Beyond the 'gardens stretched a miniature valley, which had been

sown in grain.

"We harvested last week," explained the president, with his

fatherlv smile.

Ix THE Flower Portion uk the Giakdino EducaTivo

And over beyond was still another portion reserved for vegetables,

where fat melons and pumpkins lay on the ground.

"We divided our melons also yesterday," observed the president.

Inside the bare wooden building were facilities for wood-carving,

for modelling, for paper work, for book-binding, of which the boys

may avail themselves.

"But it is all voluntary, whether they do or not," said the president

once more with gentle insistence.

And there is also a little stage where they may (and do) give

dramatic representations
—how admirably, those can imagine who
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have seen the children of the populace speaking pieces at Ara Coeli

during the Christmas holidays.

Outside the building a cement trough, deep and high, through
which the water runs constantly, serves as a bath for the boys,

nearly all of whom take advantage of it, and supplies a steady irri-

gation for the gardens. Parallel bars, the simplest gymnastic outfit,

oflfer another means of working ofif superfluous energy.

"Everything is voluntary," the President kept repeating; that is

the grand principle of the institution which differentiates it from

the other educational experiments of Rome. Here the children come

Boys at Work in the Grain Fields

to labor because they are drawn to it, not forced. You can compel
a man or child to work, and he will work just so long as the com-

pulsion is upon him
;
but lead him to love to work—and you have

planted a seed of infinite vitality for good. The only regulations in

the Giardino are certain elementary observances; tools, for instance,

must be returned to place before leaving
—someone may need them

;

and a courteous behavior is required
—or rather, since we are speak-

ing of Italian boys, it is taken for granted. Any boy may be ad-

mitted except one who has been refused by one of the Ricreatorii—a

regulation necessary at present, for reasons of good feeling. So
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soon as school is over, instead of rushing into the streets, the boys
rush to the Garden, and when the hour for leaving comes, they draw

up in line for one small formality, instituted for the benefit of the

families. Each boy presents a card which the director marks, and

which, carried home, is evidence that the bearer has really passed

that afternoon at the Garden ; and as the boys file out of the gate,

near where the Signor Presidente stands, with that gentle smile of

his, off flies every cap with a grace that is all Latin, alas !
—and that

is all.

Gathering Roses for Visitors

Thus much for the boys' share in the Giardino. There remains to

be noted the most unique and hopeful feature of all—that which has

in it, I believe, a great promise for the future. This is the introduc-

tion of the family into the Garden.

The boys' plots lie on one side of the tract of land ; the other side

is reserved for the use of "socii" (associates), and here, too, are gar-

dens, but of a more pretentious order. By payment of a franc and

a half a month (thirty cents) any family may acquire a plot of

ground, and already a hundred families have done so. Here they
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raise what crops they please, of beauty or utihty. Largely they raise

vegetables
— for precious in fertile Italy is the chance, for the poor,

to raise fresh salad, tomatoes, beans, melons, potatoes. But it is not

all utility. Nearly every family has erected, according to its means

or taste, a little pavilion of some kind
;

it may be a mere arbor run

over with vines, or a two-story summer-house, elaborately adorned—
touching and charming evidence in either case of that love of out-of-

doors and instinct for beauty which lies in the human, and especially

in the Italian, heart. "Parvus sed aptus mihi," ran the inscription

on one of these arbors.

And in these tiny farms, men and women who have already done

Summer Houses in the Garden

a day's work elsewhere may be seen working gaily, this time for the

joy of it.

"Mine is not pretty yet," said one woman excusingly. "It is only

ten months since we planted it."

And hither they come, father, mother and children, to take their

lunches or their evening meal, to make festival on Sundays or holi-

days, to attend the dramatic representations in the little theater, and

to take pride in the gardens of their sons and daughters. For after

much anxious effort on the part of the Signor Presidente, it has been

possible to admit girls also to the privileges at first exclusively en-

joyed by the boys. They are admitted only on certain days as yet
—

those on which it has been possible to secure the presence of women
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to give the proper oversight and guidance. How to bring them in

altogether still engages the President's mind. Meanwhile they do

come in, by way of the family gardens, on other days.

And here is a thought for those who eloquently deplore the dying

influence of the family. We can no longer "keep the boys at home"
—

especially the ''home" of the tenement—but the Giardino Educa-

tivo has found a means of carrying the home out doors after the

boys. And who can seriously question that the gay, social, health-

A "Socio's" Gakukn in thh Giakdino Iiducativo

ful hours, passed together by parents and children in the midst of

their common interest—the Garden—form a bond and will become

a restraining force which the narrow, nervous, repressive condi-

tions of a poor home could never supply, even if we could hermet-

ically seal the whole family up in it, safe from every alien influence?

The gardens of the "Socii' seem to me the real glory, the real social

contribution, of the "Giardino Educativo."

Naturally these "associates" are drawn as a rule from that class

of citizens to whom a patch of ground is an infinitely desirable pos-
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session, and to whom thirty cents is what the ItaHans call "a dis-

creet sum"—not lightly to be squandered. But beautiful possibilities

in the way of human brotherhood were suggested when the Signor
Presidente pointed out one flourishing plot as that of "the American

sculptor, Ezekiel," who from the first has been a friend of the insti-

tution and rents this tiny garden chiefly for the benefit of some small

friends and serving-men of his own. We knew all about the mag-
nificent "teas" the ''American sculptor, Ezekiel," gives in his pic-

Decorating for the Festa

turesque studio in the ruins of the Baths of Diocletian, to which all

the "High Life" of Rome is only too pleased to be invited
;
but

the really enviable guests will be those Mr. Ezekiel invites to quite

another kind of banquet
—al fresco

—in the pavilion which tran-

quilly overlooks his sprouting beans and cabbages, where once a

week he and the tenants of his plot all dine together. May they

prosper as this good American deserves ! For in them is the seed

of yet another harvest commendable to the cultivation of "Settle-

ment workers" everywhere. „

And the cost of all this? Something over $1200 a year, a tenth
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part of which is contributed by the Ministry of Instruction. The

rents of the "Socii" help to cover the running expenses and the

rental of the whole ; all the rest is raised as it can be. Of course a

larger sum could be spent to advantage, if there were a larger sum
to spend ; there are verious improved methods of farming, for in-

stance, the boys would like to try. But as it stands even now, the

whole essence of the educational idea is there—the "three planks,

two trestles and a passion" ; all else will be mere development.

There are the individual plots ; there are the communal grain-

fields ; there is the liberty to work and the freedom to play, accord-

ing to the natural impulse; there is also the beginning of a "George

Junior Republic," though it would be safe to assert the Signor Presi-

dente never heard of that institution. The boys elect their officers;

a head-gardener had just been elected, and we were told political

feeling ran very high on the occasion.

Calling to mind the stretches of land, given up to tin cans and scrap

heaps, which border so many of our tenement districts in America,

the remoteness of many of our parks, and the fact that these and our

admirable playgrounds are places of recreation only, and that no-

where is there any place where families can come together in mingled

groups, for a work which is the finest recreation of all, and a social

life which makes the poorest home a part of society ; it is impossible
not to feel that in America—even in out-door California—there is

room and scope for the Educational Garden. And not only room for

it, but a crying need as well.

For there is very little use in land—without the love of land
;
and

little comfort in a garden, if the children leave it to play on the

streets. Only when work is carried on in the spirit of the finest play,

and we have learned to make a fete of labor in the open air, shall we
be really educating our children in the love of either work or the

outdoor life, with all that these imply.
Rome, Italy.

T

THE FEAST
By RUBY BAUGHMAN.

'WO leafen cups, with prickly pear

Spines pinned, the clear brook-water bear
To thirsty lips; on boulder dark,

Two plates, of fresh-cut aspen bark
;

White slices of new country-bread
With yellow^ coat of richness spread;
And for the happy luncheon's crown,
The new-caught trout, crisped dainty brown
Between two thin flat stones—a rare

White altar in the coal's red glare.

Then, stretched beside the quiet stream.
Two silent comrades smoke and dream.

Helena, Montana.
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THE GARDEN OF riRH
By MARGARET TROILI

OME dry, electric, blue afternoon a leisurely cloud will

roll up from behind a hill wall, and gradually elongate

itself over its crest, not rising much, but growing all

the same. Or some morning the hills will be hazy,

bluish, as if the eyes of the day were not quite 'clear.

There will be a suspicious fragrance of punk in the air. The after-

noon cloud and the tang of forest incense burnt unwillingly startle

the mountain people. And the more if points of red begin to glow
on some distant crest. They kindle, twinkle, burst into lurid bloom
—

gigantic flowers rooted in the dry mountain-side, but swaying,

leaping, waving, wavering, sinking as if in a blaze of their own mak-

ing. Then the cry, "Fire ! Fire !" and men in the fields desert their

teams and machines and hurry away with shovels to try to pluck the

fire-flowers.

But ah ! how they spring into bloom ! That hill has a diadem of

them now, and the fire-garden is planting itself in a semicircle

down the slope. It is too much for four or five farm-hands. That

fire-seed sprang from an engine, probably. Telegraph for the Greeks

and Japs of the railroad gangs—sturdy Greeks, valiant Japs. "Here,

my men !" and up the mountain they go, marching like regiments,

armed with shovels, disciplined like soldiers. Here is one little Jap

who keeps up with the warden's horse, and grins cheerfully as they

rest.

These mountains are steep and uncouth, and knobby with massed

heaps of rocks, and set full of yuccas that sting when you meet them

point-blank. The line spreads
—the fire is half a mile or more away.

Now for a trail, and back-firing. The shovels scrape away the dry

grass, and a car runs over the hill. Then a m.atch sows a seed of

fire—fire rushes to meet fire. It will rage up from the canon, and die

in the arms of this enemy of its own race. For it is easier to stop

fire on the backbone of the ridge. Perhaps it hates to creep down

after its mad rush up the slope. But you should see it. The steeper

the height, the madder the fury of the flame. It comes with the

single sweep of a torch
;
or like a curtain of fire rolled up in an in-

stant. And the smoke rears itself, staggers over the height, rolls up-

ward, onward, and away, while the fire-flowers gleam, and wane, and

struggle in its thick sufifocating folds. It is luridly awful—and then

the flame is over the hill, and the smoke hails up from the next

cafion.

Ah! The fire has jumped the guard! "Quick, men, here!" It

roars like a thousand winds and waterfalls. The heat from the brush

sets the grass on the other side on fire. A big pine is smitten to the
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heart
;
the fire is Hke a vine now, and entwines all his branches. It

pulls him to the earth—the stone-gripping one whom all the winds

could wrestle with, but not vanquish. The fire-flower is almost white

now, a lily of heat lighting up the country for miles and defining the

shadows of houses down at the station. And to the blossoming of the

lily goes all the long music of the days on the hill, all the slow ripen-

ing. "There goes another pine," the watchers will say. But be-

ware when it falls. It will crash, and roll wildly down the slope,

scattering the seeds of flame, which sprout instantly wherever they

fall. But for this the fighters must watch, for a fearful harvest they

must reap.

Again, perhaps the fire has crept warily among the rocks and as-

sailed a tall Spanish bayonet. In among the leaves it snuggles until

each knob flowers into flame and starts on its new career. Down the

hillside it rolls, a ball of fire, as if the demon of flame had cunningly

adapted to itself the gentle customs of the botanical kingdom, and

made them evil.

"There, men ! There she goes !" and the line attenuates along the

hill, and the shovels scrape a fresh path. It is desperate work, the

tension taut, for the ways of fire are utterly wicked. The heat and

glare hold back the night. The fighters swelter in the heat that is

not the sun, in the light that is not day. The fire-gardens crown the

ridges
—

ah, well, let them burn
;
that country is given over. We've

got a guard three miles long ;
our men are watching that. It is

weird, beautiful, this fire alive and lost among the still ridges where

usually only the pale stars shine. It plays and throbs, in quivering
lines, in thick-set beds, in long rows, steadfastly glowing, then falter-

ing, failing, springing up anew elsewhere, staining onward, and

staining the night and the sky with rose-red. The garden will bloom
in the night, the fire-flowers use up the darkness, and in the morning
light, wither and droop—and the fire is out!

But in its wake ! The fire-flowers grew in ashes. When they
withered, the curtain of bloom rolled off the hills. The slopes are

black now, with wounded places of white where some dying tree

used up its intense life-energy in the fierce bloom of the moment.
There are rings of twig-ends about burnt-out holes—like the bones
from some wild beast's devouring.
The waste spells finality now. There is a homelessness in the

canons, there is nothing of life on the lovely curves of the hills. It

is as if life itself had been used up in the scorching and scarring of

the country. The black grass-ashes crumble under wary footsteps,
the stark black sticks of the chaparral scratch arms and shoulders

unbendingly. A stump, red-coaled at heart, waves the last pennon
of smoke. The secret nooks, the sheltered trails, are roofless now.
All the cunning faring-ways of the wild are traced white down the

black slopes. The whole flowery web is singed away. It will be

long before the hills can have house-warming again. For the oaks
and pines that have passed through the fiery ordeal stand lonesomely

apart, and keep their reserve in the face of such a calamity as this.

Tehachapi Pass, Cal.
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THE RAVEN OF CAPISTRANO
A Trxie "Wonder Tale

By CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS

CHAPTER VII

HE hunter seldom saw deer at Ma-lah-va
;
but they often

came near Jose's resting^ place, knowing him to be of

the forest and akin to its denizens.

One evening at sunset, Jose surprised a beautiful ant-

lered stag in a sheltered glen ; and, though it took flight

at his approach, it paused to call to him : "Come to Po-lah-lak to-

night, little brother. There will be something doing, something

worth your while to see."

Susanna's skepticism had weighed so heavily upon him that Jose

had almost begun to doubt the evidence of his senses, feeling that

perhaps he had been deceiving himself in believing that he could

understand more than his fellows. It both pleased and saddened

him to realize anew the truth of his claims to exceptional endow-

ment. There had been moments when he longed to renounce the

difficult task which he had undertaken. But when the deer spoke

to him, he dedicated himself again to the work before him, remem-

bering the consecrating flames. "There is more in life than appears

to those who care only for eating and drinking," he said to himself.

"It is not so hard to do the work, if only one can believe truly."

But it was a saddened and discouraged boy who crept at midnight

through the shadows to the house of old Ramon.

The old man was waiting for him at some distance from the hut,

as he had waited vainly for many nights in succession. His face

was radiant with pleasure when at last he saw the object of all his

hopes, his young successor, alive and well and still faithful to his

duty.

"I thought you might have forgotten old Ramon," he said. "I

knew you feared Jo Williams' knowledge of the place, but you

might trust me to be ready for you. Here is the pipe, my son. Take

it and keep it with you. There will not be many days to wait now.

The fiesta when the padre comes for service and baptizing will be

held two weeks hence; and all the people will be gathered together
then. They will come at his call if not at mine. A few of the

old men will dance the Indian dances. The great fire will be built,

and all the people will stand around and watch. Then I will perform
what they call a miracle nowadays, though it was a common
instance of the power in the old days. I will lay the sacred stone

on the hottest part of the fire and it will put it out. Then you
shall declare yourself as you choose, my son. It was a sign of the

Copyright, 1J>07. by Constance Qoddard Du Bols.
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power in the former times when the hechicero took the red-hot sacred

stone in his hand, and Hcked it with his tongue unharmed. But

you shall do as you will. The raven wiil teach you how. Then,

when the people realize the truth, I will give you to them as chief.

And after that we may still wait, if need be, to find money to buy
the land."

Jose received the pipe with reverence, touched by the old man's

confidence in him. "I will keep it safe," he said. "And as for the

fire-miracle, I should have no fear if all the people believed. A
thousand men might stand around and watch the hechicero leap in

and out unhurt by the roaring flames
; but if one Httle girl like Su-

sanna should jeer and hoot, I am afraid that it would burn like

white man's fire, and no hechicero power would help."

Ramon bowed his head in discouragement. "I am sure of my
stone," he said. "For the rest you may let it alone. We will find

some other thing for you to do."

"I may learn something tonight in my dreams," suggested the

boy, trying to cheer him.

"Yes, remember to tell me your dream. There is more meaning
in it than you may know," said Ramon. And he clung to the boy's

hand as if he could not let him go, but wished in some new way to

show the love which words could not express.

Jose's body lay asleep in the cave at Mah-la-va
;
but his spirit

was abroad in the forest, where at the very first turn in the path,

he once more met Su-kut, the deer.

"Jump on my back, little brother," he said. "The way is long but

I can carry you like the wind." And so it proved, for the two were

soon at the place of meeting.

It was a place well suited for its purpose
—a broad upland mesa

where the trees stood around in a circle, leaving a natural amphi-
theatre large enough to accommodate an army encamped, and high

enough to overlook all the surrounding country.

The air was full of the sound of voices, singing, shouting, argu-

ing, protesting ;
and when Jose slid from the deer's brown back, he

found himself seized upon by two men at once.

"Are you of the mountains or the seashore?" they cried.

"The mountains, of course," answered Su-kut for both. "And
v/ith one hand tied a Mountain man could whip a dozen of you
Lowland fellows."

"You will soon have a chance to try," said the man of the west,

who was grotesquely painted in black and white and wore a tall

head-dress of owl feathers. "Our Chief has called for champions
for a race, one for each side. You, Su-kut, may tiy it with Tonla,

the reindeer. He is a man of vour own sort."
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"Come on, then," cried Su-kut. "That will suit me well. I be-

lieve there is no man living can beat me at that."

So the course was laid out, judges were appointed to decide the

issue, and, at the given signal, the champions started off like the

wind.

But the Chief of the Western men had craftily contrived that the

race-course should lead over the coast plains and beaches, sand-

dunes and marshes, where the fleet-footed Su-kut, bewildered and

discouraged, lagged far behind his rival, whose loose swinging gait

bore him triumphantly onward.

The Mountain people concealed their disappointment when the

result was declared ; but their Chief suggested that another race

between the same principals might better settle their claims. So

he himself laid out the course, which he carefully chose over the

ruggedest trails of the mountain passes.

"Come on, now," said Su-kut. "Of course, there is no chance

for me with such a runner as Tonla, but here goes." So off they

started.

As might be supposed, Su-kut, with his feet on his native heights,

leaped from rock to rock, down the steepest slopes and along the

dizziest ledges where Tonla lumbered helplessly behind at the risk

of his life. Then the shouts of the Mountain people rent the air.

Jose, by turns dejected and elated, cheered with the rest.

"I suppose you realize that every man is at his best in his

natural element," a voice behind him was saying. "Now a fish out

of water is known to be the most pitiable of beings. So I decidedly

object to my Chief's choice of me for champion."
It was Sea-fish who spoke ;

and Muta, the sacred owl came swag-

gering down the path to meet him. It was natural that he should be

chosen on the side of the Mountain people, for who was so im-

portant as he?

"Allow me to assure you of my respect. Sea-fish," he said cour-

teously, as he encountered his adversary. "I have heard of you as a

great captain. But what is the contest to be ?"

The master of ceremonies explained the rule^. They were very

simple. The contestants were to face each other for as long a time as

it was possible to refrain from winking, and he who kept an immov-

able eye the longest was the best man.

So every one laughed and crowded about; and Mu-kut, they

thought, must win, of course. His eyes were so large and solemn

and round. But Sea-fish faced him unabashed, and fairly stared

him out of countenance.

"If I might speak to our Chief," said Jose to Su-kut, "I would

warn him to beware of the trickery of the Coast people. I have been
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watching Sea-fish, and I have discovered that he has no eyelids and

cannot wink."

"Our Chief is busy painting himself and putting on the feathers,"

was the reply. "It looks now as if a fight would be the result of

all this. But here comes Sea-fog, the Chief of the Western people.

He has some new trial of strength to suggest."

The Chief of the West wore a necklace cut from the rainbow-hued

lining of abalone shells. A girdle of seaweed encircled his loins.

•His head-dress was of the black and white feathers of ravens and

seagulls ;
and the mantle he had flung about his shoulders was made

of gray mist and white seafoam.

He was large and strong, with irregular features and eyes that

shone with an expression both crafty and domineering.

"Come forth, Thunder-cloud, Chief of the Mountain people," he

cried in a voice of hoarse defiance. "Let the leaders decide the

contest. The one who can so fortify himself in his own house that

the otKer can gain no entrance by overthrowing his walls, shall be

hailed as victor.'

In answer to the challenge, Thunder-cloud came out of his tent,

which was far to the eastward on the desert, and one stride brought
him into view on the summit of the mountain ridge.

His girdle was woven from the fibres of palm-trees, and string

after string of glittering disks of mica shone on his brawny chest.

The skin of a mountain lion was flung across his shoulders and his

owl-feather head-dress was built high to show his importance.

"Agreed," he said, and one might fancy that it thundered, so loudly

did his voice reverberate among the mountains. "I will soon blow

down your fortress, or set it on fire with my lightning bolts."

So Sea-fog went down into his treasure-caverns, and gathered

materials and began to rear his house. He was master in the art;

for every night he built this shelter for his slumbers, and every morn-

ing he took it down, as if it were a tent that could be folded away.

It was vast enough to shelter himself and all his people ;
for the roof

stretched from the ocean to the mountain-range, covering all the

Coast plains. He tJsed the scattered mountain-peaks for tent poles.

The pointed top of each was seen above the roof which they upheld ;

and looking down upon it from Po-lah-lak, only these could be

descried. It was as if the vast bulk of Sea-fog's house had blotted

out the rest of the world.

And very beautifully had he contrived it. It was made of the same

material as his mantle, but so densely woven that it had the appear-

ance of solidity ;
and on the uper surface it shone with the iridescent

hues of the moonlit surf. There was a fantastic likeness to ocean

breakers in the curling edges of it where it met the mountain summits.
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They seemed like islands lying in a tempestuous sea
;
but the dashing

waves appeared to be arrested in the very act of tossing, the most

evanescent thing in nature having gained permanency through the

trickery of illusion.

Within the house were all the treasures of the sea shown in vague
outlines—caves and sculptured rock pillars; seaweed and kelp;

whales, seal and goldfishes ; things great and small, repeating the

shapes of Sea-fog's nightly dreams.

Thunder-cloud discharged his arrows, each one a lightning flash.

East-wind came from the desert at his command and puffed and blew.

Sand-storm filled the air with intolerable heat, threatening destruc-

tion to every living thing ; but the roof and walls of Sea-fog's house

grew denser from every encounter. Its vapory foundations proved
as firm as rock.

Then the Chief of the Mountain people owned himself defeated,

and built a house in his turn. It was not so large as Sea-fog's house,

but the mountain formed its base, and its goldrcapped domes and

snow-white pinnacles rose beneath a sky of dazzling blue.

Its pillars were the whirling desert-sands, and its vaulting arches

were rainbows. The Mountain people rejoiced in its beauty ;
but

one puff of the Western Storm-wind, sent by Sea-fog, undermined

it. He came roaring from the ocean, and the forests bent before him.

Trees were uprooted ; villages destroyed ; and the house of the Chief

fared no better than the common houses of his people. Not a

vestige of it remained.

"Let us go home," said Jose, flinging an arm over Su-kut's

shoulder. "A wise man knows when he is beaten. I have no wish

to wait for another contest."

When he awoke in the cave at Ma-lah-va, the Westwind was

roaring through the forest. Dry leaves, grasshoppers and little brown

birds fluttered helplessly hither and thither, tossed and harried by it.

It seemed to Jose that these were the last of the contestants, the sur-

vivors of the race, which had been a long one and had led far.

CHAPTER VIII.

Elmer Drew was learning to know the mountains almost as well

as if he were an Indian boy ; for, with the happiness of his life at

stake upon the issue, he gave all the hours of daylight to the search

that might make his fortune. Upon Lucia's advice he rejected Jo
Williams as guide, and went alone, hoping to fall in with Jose, as

must some time chance as soon as the boy should learn the friendli-

ness of his purpose. But the companion of the shy birds and beasts

of the forest had so readily adopted their tricks of foreseeing and

baffling pursuit, that the white man's clumsy efforts at outreaching
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him might never have succeeded if Lucia had not sent Jose a mes-

sage, employing his young friend Svisanna to carry it.

The girl went to seek him at the cave, but he was not there. She
climbed the pine tree and waved a fluttering signal, but he did not

notice it. Then, peering over the falls of Wash-tub Cation, she gave
the coyote call and Jose answered it.

Soon she was seated beside him upon a fallen log in a dense fern

thicket, where the tinkle of the water was the only sound that broke
the stillness, and an indigo-blue dragon-fly, poised upon a scarlet

monkey-flower, was the only visitor besides herself. Even the birds

came seldom to Wash-tub Cafion.

"You have scratched your hands, Susanna," said Jose in a tone of

concern. "And you have torn your dress, which is a new one and

very nicely made."
"Mrs. Ellis taught me to make it," said Susanna, filled with pleas-

ure that he should notice either herself or her dress.

"It seems to me that you have grown since the last time I saw you,"
he remarked, surveying her gravely.

"Nearly two weeks ago," she rejoined, laughing.
"But when a girl like you takes a start to grow, she will soon be a

woman."

They both recalled what had been said upon this subject in their

last conversation, and Susanna cast down her eyes, while Jose became
silent.

"I came to tell you that Miss Allen is to be married some day to a

man from the East who is out here looking for a mine," said Su-
sanna. She paused to note the effect of her words.

"I knew it already," remarked Jose.
"I believe you really are an hechicero," said Susanna, awed by

the conclusion she had rapidly reached. "Perhaps the squirrels do
tell you things. But do you also know the message she gave me for

you?"
"No, I do not know that. Tell me,"' he urged.
"I was to tell you that she has written to Washington to ask that

you may not be sent to school. When she gets the answer, she is sure

that you will be free, and can go home and need not hide any more."

"So much I already knew," he remarked.
"There is not much more to tell," said Susanna, somewhat piqued

to find her news discounted in advance. "Only that Mr. Drew, the

man she is to marry, is your friend, because she has told him about

you ; and if you meet him he will help you to hide, and you can help
him to find the mine."

Jose laughed. He had purposes of his own concerning the mine,
but of this he did not intend to inform Susanna.
"He has met me a dozen times without seeing me," he answered.

"He has been near enough to me to touch my hand. Sometimes I have
lain hidden in the chaparral. Sometimes I have flattened myself be-

hind a tree or under a log. And since he has the white man's eyes,

he did not notice my tracks. Please thank Miss Allen for her good-
ness, and tell her that I will never forget it. I hope the letter may
come soon."

"She watches for it every mail-day," said Susanna. "She is dis-

appointed when it does not come. She likes you very much, Jose."
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"The boy's eyes shone with pleasure. \

"She did not tell me why Mr. Drew is looking for the mine,"
continued Susanna; "but I overheard them talking about it. Miss
Allen is very poor, and so is Mr. Drew, though he has a gold watch
and wears fine clothes. They can never be married unless he finds a

tourmaline mine, and they wish very much to be married. She cries

sometimes when they talk about it."

"Ah," said Jose to himself. "If only I had not promised Ramon
enough money to buy the land."

To gain one kind look from Lucia's eyes seemed to him at that

moment dearer to his wishes than to fulfill the life-long hopes of the

old chief.

Susanna's face clouded as she watched him. Once more she was

only an unimportant child, forgotten by him whenever the depths
of his heart revealed themselves.

She stood up and resumed the hat which the envious briars had
torn from its place, loosening her dark hair which fell heavily to

her waist. Jose looked at her, but not with the seeing eye.

"Good-bye," she said, and she was half way up the slope before

the boy aroused himself and answered her farewell.

It was indeed a difficult decision to which he must steel himself,
and it became even harder when he learned to know and love Elmer
Drew. Jtise's was an open nature, and it hurt his conscience that

he should acquire the white man's learning from his new friend only
to use it for his own purposes in fulfilling his promise to Ramon.
Elmer Drew taught him the value of the different varieties of tour-

maline
;
the sort of rock formation in which it was likely to be found ;

the manner of prospecting for it
;
how to open a pocket

—this and
more he communicated by means of the books and colored charts

which he carried with him in a knapsack, for of illustrative material

he found very little in a region which he had reason to believe should
be rich in the valuable mineral.

After each day of fruitless search, when the two parted, Jose
would scale a remote and inaccessible peak, tracing with eyes as keen
as a hawk's the indications which he had been taught to observe,

every day coming nearer to the longed-for discovery.
Ramon wondered why the boy gave less attention to his dreams and

more to work with pick and shovel. Although the mountain peaks
lay far. there was little concerning his young friend which the old

man did not. discover sooner or later. But when questioned, Jose
would reveal nothing, except that it was possible that the money to

buy the land might be ready on the day of the fiesta.

Ramon imagined that Jose had found a ledge of gold-bearing
quartz, of which he might be collecting a sackful, in ignorance of
its value, which, as ore ran in those mountains, must be trifling at

the best. Rut he was unwilling to disturb a hope which he knew
was based on the sole desire of pleasing him by fulfilling his dearest
ambition. So the two friends, young and old, awaited the great day
of the fiesta with equally agitated feelings of uncertainty and ex-

pectation.

(To be continued)



MEADOW LARHS AT DA^VN
By ETHEL GRIFFITH

HE Earth forever seeks the Dawn. To a newer and

yet brighter Day she turns on her axis forever. If the

night intervene, it is only that the triumphant Dawn
may at last overthrow him. I am awakened by the pal-

ing stars, whose friendly eyes have long outwatched my
own, and by the meadow lark's song in the grey of the dawning.
To me the lark has come to be the little Janus-faced watcher at

the gateway of Sleep, with a lullaby for the dreamers and a

waking reveille for coming pilgrims at the border-lines of the

Day—a sweet, wild, welcoming invitation back to Nature and the

glad simplicity which he incarnates. One's spirit is lifted irre-

sistibly (if only by the ears), for the bursting bubble of his song
znnll rise through thickest trammels of personal self, and break a

passage for the free-flowing spirit of the morning.
The lilac-grey sky flushes to rose and crimson. The west breaks

along high banks of cumulus a deepening red. The foundations

of deeper blue shade imperceptibly to the deep grey bowl of a sky
that is still asleep. Warm lights, along the quivering Eastern

world's rim, are beginning to waver and dance, and the torn edges
of mountains flutter in the shimmering light

—the frayed pendants

heralding the Day.
There are few clouds

;
the great and beautiful simplicity of Na-

ture's face is perhaps more impressive. It is the first, swift, in-

drawn sketch of the Day—a flat, crude wash of color, of vast ele-

mental simplicity, grandly pleasing and of infinite appeal. The

details of delicately inwoven shadows and highlights forming
themselves in pregnant masses through canon depths, and over

mountain peaks, will later perfect themselves in radiant, changing

maturity ; but the fresh, cosmical beauty, as it were the first un-

blemished morning of creation, shall later have passed away.
A pale-green, slender moon, tired and faint, rests languidly

mid-way the zenith, a belated and overtaken huntress outstripped

in the chase, hid partly by the clustering friendly clouds who

shield her in their nymph-like tresses. The eastern mountains, at

first so sharply outlined in jagged peaks of darkest indigo, their

surfaces flat as cardboard scenes, are now somewhat detailed. Out-

lines of shouldering hill and sleeping caiion are at length reveal-

ing, and softly, almost imperceptibly, there shifts through the

clefts of the ranges the conquering, inflowing light of the Day.

The song of the faithful crickets during the long watches of

the night (a night so warm they put their July cadences well in)

has somewhat died down, and in their stead the clamorous, sugges-
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tive cheers of isolated roosters encourage the belated Day. Over-

head, wild geese, outlined against the thin splinter of the dying

moon, are flying into the Dawn. Occasionally a lark bursts out

with a great soft bubble of melody ; and the creeping light grows
and glows. The Mexican mountains glow in rarest beauty; their

eastern shoulders, bathed in radiant mist, rise to receive the sun.

Although he has not yet arisen to the sight, one sees the smoking

gold of his chariot behind the eastern peaks, and it is behind Mt.

Tecarty, over which a flood of luminance hovers, that PhcEbus will

at last find open gateway.

The roosters are now quiet, save for a few brash, turbulent

spirits who desecrate the Dawn. Some distant birds are making
their fearless quest under the brightening heavens directly into

the majestic beauty of the East. They fly in graceful haste, the

welcoming heralds of the morning. How like the asking souls of

men turned ever and always, through blackest night of rack and

tumult, with unending faith, to the liberating glory of the dawn-

ing.

The clouds are silvering now against a cerulean sky of great-

est depth and purity. I watch with breathless, charmed intentness

the trembling burning crest of Tecarty
—and then, at last—the

Sun ! Yet how slowly, how nonchalantly, he rides over the moun-
tains to his waiting world !

The green-clad hills of the lowlands smile in greeting, and what

radiant stretches of dew-swathed meadows lift themselves to his

face ! The darkened valley-slopes at length respond ;
mountains

disclose their mist-wrapped, lilac shoulders reluctantly, like bash-

ful virgins won at last from rocky fastnesses, while over all the

joyous land floods the glad, warm radiance of the morning.

Larks on every tree salute the Sun. From every fencepost and

from all the little look-out towers toward the East, they deliver

their full throats in long suspended bars of melody—a rising,

growing chorus around the amphitheater of the hillside. The

Golden Age and Grecian spirit, here in our Land, is on this morn

renewed !

The spring-like, flower-scented air is riotous with lark songs.

A grey bird— I know him well—know the nonchalant, debonair

gayety of the male lark, if I glimpsed no more than the velvet of

black necktie—a-tilt on a flowering apricot twig, he bares his breast

sturdily to a vagrant breeze from the hills, and pours forth a cor-

dial salutation as it sweeps welcomingly around him. So have

the larks sung for days in irrepressible ecstacy. The dawn, the

sunrise, the fall from one solitary cloud of a light, playful shower

into a sun-filled atmosphere, fills them with uncontrollable de-
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light; and the valley lands, which shine like diamond girdles be-

tween the broad stretch of the mesas, are palpitant with tumultous

song. The passage of these early morning hours is a triumphant

pageantry. I begrudge the hour, the moment, I spend under other

roof than the vast canopy of blue.

Such a happy, friendly, sociable company consort with me in the

meadow. Here much conversation, some breakfasting and a great

deal of excellent music is being enjoyed. If the spiritual beauty
of their rapturous songs be any indication, to what superhuman

nobility, innocence and purity must their brief lives be attuned !

A trustful pair fly along ahead of me as I wade knee-deep through
dew-swathed grasses, pouring out such roundelays of appreciative

greeting as though they cordially offered me the great hospitality

of Out-of-Doors.

I would I had the courage worthy its acceptance, the joyous,

innocent humility of heart—their passport to Elysium. Then

through me too might flow the glad unassuming light of the morn-

ing, the fluid glory of the lark's song !

Feeding in large flocks along the meadow roads, they rise in

great whirls of rushing wings at too close an approach, yet seem

only prudent and never really much afraid. Some few brave spirits

remain behind as I approach, a bit of delicious bird courage or

bravado, to roll forth burst after burst of sonorous melody, liquid,

loud and thrillingly sweet, as I pass within a few feet" of them.

In its artistic, perfected unity, it is the very flower and frag-

rance of bird songs—the first two notes long, sustained and in-

flectional, a rising interrogative phrase, then in bewildering suc-

cession falls a string of glistening bead-like notes as he pours out

the rapid down-flung richness of delicious melody, a veritable

sugar-plum of dripping sweetness.

What a noble blend of bird virtues is theirs, combining as they

do the busy, cheerful, practical abilities of the larger birds with

great trustfulness and sociability. But most characteristic of all

is their essentially artistic temperament. Listen to their delicious

poetic exclamations at the changes on the face of Nature ! A cer-

tain trustful and loving observance of her every mood, makes, I

believe, the noble occupation of their hours. Long sun-filled days

they spend on the wind-twanged Aeolian harps of the telegraph

wires, with ears a-prick to the breathing voice of the Day. Small

accurate observances of the weather, the wind, the drifting of fogs,

or hints of rain. A sociable, high-minded, appreciative company—the poet-naturalists of "feathered folk." What true and note-

worthy reports they issue, I may not know
;
but the message varies

greatly with the hour, and, while always philosophically cheerful.
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has distinguishable shades Qf expression from sweet and plaintive

sadness, or blithe tolerance, to the very brimming rounded over-

flow of swelling ecstacy and rapture.

The question so often vexed among the wise men as to whether

animals really talk, troubles me not at all. I put up no logic for it,

but I know they do. If I were a little sharper of ear, a little less

dull of wit and understanding, and had a truly enlarged sympathy
and love, I know I could understand what they say. But it shall

need much lowly listening, to which our pert self-esteems but

stiffly kneel to hear at all. The spying of naturalists avails little.

Too often over-curious and prying, they pick and pluck about in

Nature's Palace Beautiful, examining the bric-a-brac, but seldom

behave as if the Spirit of Nature herself were really At Home,

They are strangers in her halls—how much more so, indeed, than

the tranquil animals! They come like ill-bred guests who ignore

the offered communion of spirit, preferring instead a low and petty

information
; as if one should visit a grand dame only to learn the

stitch of her crochet-tidies.

We seek the Earth and Nature in sane humility too seldom.

There is much more than we dream of good, sweet living close

to the Earth where the meadow lark sings; and have we not lost

somewhat by clambering up to our five or six feet? It needs a

higher tide to submerge .our petty personalities in the Universal

flow of Nature's Currents; and neap inundations, as our parched

uplands testify, are very rare. Many who consider a daily bath

of the body indispensible to health will evade a bath of the spirit,

I am ashamed to say how long. Their pettiness and assumption is

somehow shamed and rebuked before the everlasting, smiling leisure

and repose of Nature, and they flee her as naughty children a

good mother. But children who are really innocent know as

keenly and instinctively as animals the wealth of life in the cur-

rents that flow close to the ground.

The liquid melody of the lark's song pours down the mist-laden

valley
—a fluid glory, laving the heart to harmony of beauty. But

we seldom listen. It is so easy to Hve noisily to low and trivial

and transitory ends; so hard to listen above the clatter of Life's

details to the low, sweet song of the Soul.

It is early in the season, and yet many birds seem already to be

mating ; they are beginning seriously to practice up their best love

songs. I am reminded that it is a time for beginnings ;
if one might

also consecrate himself to the doing of something that shall be

worthy his faith and his hope! But for the most part our plans

seem faultily aimed, for nearly all one's actions deflect and some-

how miss goal. And while the birds are born wise, it commonly
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takes us a half century or more to learn the rudiments of living,

and no one can teach another. It often requires that preparation
which brings a person to Death, to prepare him successfully to

meet Life!

The larks above my head, where I have flung myself amid the

meadow grass, pour forth the Ave Maria of the morning. They
seem ever to face the vast audiences of Nature fearlessly, fully;

the rising sun, the waning moon, the noble sweep of strong west

winds are their auditors. In the face of these mighty powers they

pour out their precious spinkenard of melody with religious

ecstacy. Such abandonment to the flow of spirit that passes

through them! They give themselves entirely over to the divine

madness which seizes them, and are, for the time, the perfect con-

ductors of the musical electricity. The golden breasts of the males

gleam brilliant as mirrors of reflected light in the burnishing sun-

shine. The little rosary of black trembles and sobs under the riot-

ous, uncontrollable emotion of the pouring throat, and the whole

inspired body of him lifts and grows as he spreads his breast,

throws back a haughty little head, and gives himself utterly and

unreservedly up to song.

I have sometimes thought that the thing we humans most lack

is abandonment to the good that is in us. We lack a faith, it is

true, in its very existence that makes abandonment almost impossi-

ble. But had we the trust of children, or of animals, might we not

then approach nearest that great unimpeded flow of will and effort,

of love and joy in action, that stamps the genius of all time. But

one seldom takes side with the best that is in him, and seems rather

reticent of maintaining that he is not as mean as the worst think.

Why should a person cherish his cowardice and be fondest of

parading his meagerest self? Yet this, commonly, in society is all

that is required. A man may offer his best thought to you only in

private and behind closed doors. He will trust few with a glimpse

of his best self, and he is careful who shall catch him secreting a

generous or a noble impulse. Most love to affect a grosser ma-

terialism than they feel, to guard their sensibilities ; for our genius

is a shy and beautiful stranger whom we dare not address too

openly, nor hope to entertain for long. But what is more demoral-

izing than the petty fears that one allows to ride his Soul? What
merciless drivers are these ! Yet hardly anyone ever lived un-

saddled. Let a person buck oiT his load, and, though it break his

back, he shall come out ahead !

Never, as when I am a worshipper at the morning devotions of

the meadow larks, am I so painfully conscious of leading a life

devoted to mean ends; but abandonment to the highest nature
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means a lowly listening to which our noisy lives will not easily

attune. It means an abnegation of the dominant personal self to

the currents of universal thought and feeling from which the poor
little isolated personality shrinks. But to those who live health-

fully, one with the flowing currents of Nature's blood, Life then

finds an impersonal, unobstructed channel; and sunlit joy and

deathless vigor are his forever.

To be mobile with the vast liquid spirit of Nature, one's heart

pure and fluid as her own! One with the mighty strength and

grace of her; deep, broad and high as her skies and her sea!

This may be attained.

National City, Cal.

TO CALIFORNIA
By CHARLES ELMER JENNEY.

(1849.)

RUDE,
wild, unkempt, this strange new land

That bordered on the western strand—
From old ties far departed—

But they who sought beneath thy earth,
And delved to better know thy worth,

They found thee golden-hearted.

(The 'Seventies.)

Wide trampling o'er thy herbaged plains,
The herds clashed horns, the droves tossed manes,

Flocks fed o'er realms uncharted
;

Yet every Spring renewed the green,
And with her satin poppy-sheen

Bedecked thee golden-hearted.

(Today.)

Land of the strong and brave and free,

An Empire by the western sea.

Glad-homed and many-marted.
Where 'neath the vine and fig one roves,

Or through the dark-green orange groves,
All gleaming golden-hearted.

(The Future.)

Heir to the sunshine, heir to health,
Heir to unestimated wealth—

All that the Past imparted—
Shalt thou, bestowing with free hand

Thy blessings wide through every land.
Be called the Golden-hearted.

Fresno, Cal.
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THE TRAILER OF THE SUN
By HERMAN SCHEFFAUER

"We were young, we were merry, we were very, very wise,

And the door stood open at our feast,

When there passed us a woman with the West in her eyes,

And 'a man with his back to the East."

ANHATTAN, stormy island of human endeavor, tri-

umph and despair, had always been Kentully's home.

Here, amidst her roaring iron streets, in the shadows

of her cold colossal walls, he had been born into pov-

erty, irksome and unrelieved. He had seen his father

drop Uke a harried horse in the traces, and his mother grow weary
and worn sad years before her time. And before her time she

passed away, gray-haired old woman with the wan face and the

toil-gnarled hands. So a heavier burden fell upon Kentully
—the

care of his two young sisters. For sixteen years he had toiled for

them, taxing his sight and imperilling his lungs in a shipbroker's

dingy office near the water-front of East River. Often his eyes,

straining through dirty windows where spiders wove, fastened upon
the masts and the funnels of the world-roving ships that visited the

quays. When a well-known clipper or a rust-spotted tramp-steamer
came back after many months, it was to him like the dear returning

of sweet, familiar faces.

Kentully knew it not, or rather he had no clearly-defined con-

sciousness of it—but he breathed under a ban
;
he lived beneath the

blight and the curses that are the root and the fruit of the tree of a

stricken civilization. All around him arose, tier on towering tier,

monstrous buildings that stole the sunlight and flung gigantic shad-

ows over the streets and over his soul. Every room and office of

these clamorous bee-hives were filled with toilers; their roofs cov-

ered thousands, and incessantly the mighty struggle went on. In

the evening, like ant-hills struck into alarm, they disgorged their

black, wriggling torrents of humanity. He saw these arrogant

structures shoot up, hard and pallid monuments of Mammon, and,

to his rare, impressionable soul, they were like tombstones piled upon
the simple worth and dignity of man.

Every shapen block or squared beam that added to the congestion

of this city was to him less a manifestation of progress than a

triumph of money over man. Basalt the streets and granite the

walls, and the blue sky like a mockery high over the trench-like

streets—dark ditches filled with restless, swarming insects, preying

and preyed upon. He knew and felt the hard, fast law, the creed

of Greed: Devour, or be devoured!

When the sunUght smote the heads of these Goliaths of stone,
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when the morning or the evening splendors were flaunted from the

flags above their cornices or played upon their eternal cloud-masses

of snowy steam, ever restless, Kentully was aware of a very certain

and terrible grandeur and beauty that was all their own. All their

own was this terror and beauty, and both terror and beauty were

born of power—and that power was gold. His spirit arose in

revolt. The uncorrupted drops in his blood, bequeathed him by
lines of land-loving ancestors, were stirred into mute protest and

smouldering rebellion. His heart, sick of the city's taint, nursed a

yearning for free spaces and wide-arching skies, for lordly hills

that could dwarf these marble monsters into stepping-stones, for

ocean-plains limitless to their horizons. Thus his spirit sometimes

rose above the lowering twilight that enshrouded his place of toil

and his home. But that was very seldom. The shadows were

like fixed blots of ink ; the insolent fronts of the haughty houses, their

blank, staring window openings and yawning maws of entrances,

accentuated his insignificance and crushed him into the mire of an

almost hopeless resignation.

"One of millions, one of millions—one grain of sand on the

shore, one drop of the water in the sea !" he would say to himself.

Of such impatient hearts and restless brains teeming with peril-

ous and inflammable stuff are made anarchists, mutineers against

the law, and sworn foes of society. There had been danger for

Kentully, had his spirit, fine and lofty, not been clean and free

from the clutching fingers that drag to crime.

His sisters grew up, and both, early in the beauty of their youth,

were wooed and married. With the lifting of the burden of their

support, a great emptiness came into Kentully's life. His joy

had lain in that burden
; in providing for his beloved sisters he had

fulfilled a sacred duty, a purpose fine and noble. What was the

end of all his labor now? All endeavor seemed vain and futile;

it was only service for himself. His heart was hungry for more

than he knew.

Still upon her star-shaped base on the island in the harbor, arose

the bronze figure of Liberty, gray-green like the sea. Her huge
torch no longer flamed at night, proclaiming afar to the wistful

eyes of the approaching immigrants on the sea, the promise of a

fairer, better land. She loomed sombre and sullen, and to him

the tablets in her left arm were no longer glorious with freedom's

screed.

As of old, up from the East comes the sun and goes down into

the West—as of old. Kentully's eye seldom had chance to trace

its course, for only at noon the solar sphere traversed the ragged

gap of blue and flung its shafts for a brief space between the con-

fining walls upon the starving paves.
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The West—the Far West ! There was a haunting in the phrase.
He heard the echo of the words of a famous American sage:

"Young man, go West." The prophecy of Bishop Berkeley
flamed in his memory like a line of fire: "Westward the course

of empire takes its way." He had heard and read of its vastness

of plain, mountain and forest—all Idim and unreal to him as

tales of a land of faery or rude romance. Eagerly he read all

the publications from the metropolis of the West. They were

redolent of the large, free air, the virtue and strength of a virgin
land seemed to burn in their phrases, their illustrations bore out

with photography the amazing truth of things almost miraculous.

Truly here was the face of Nature he had hitherto seen only in

visions and dreams. Now came the world-whelming catastrophe
of earthquake shock and fire that levelled the bright and queenly

City of the Sunset Sea into a mournful mass of black and tragic

ruins. Kentully was led as though by a hand
;

his ears were

seized upon by voices that whispered, "Go!" A week later, with

the scant savings of several years, he fled from the teeming city

of New York—fled as though demons were driving and seraphs
were luring him towards the West. So, and in hopes high-flown,

he left the clashing, mighty metropolis of all the States; so he set

out upon the trail of the sun, his eyes reflecting the sunset fire,

his back upon the East.

The lord of the day soared grandly up from the wind-worried

Atlantic and was high in the eastern skies when the train, roar-

ing along its first miles, bore Kentully from his home. He half-

regretted the passing of the older means of transportation, the ox

teams and the prairie schooners, for in his re-quickened veins he

felt the desire and the enterprise for hardy feats, for the winning
of his way in primal wise. His manhood was at the height of

thirty years, and the congested life of sallow and feverish Man-
hattan had not drained all the hardiness from his blood and bone.

The States of the Union were unrolled like a pageant to his

eyes as the train raced through them headlong. The vastness of

the passing panorama widened and spread within him a corre-

sponding emotion, and his faculties underwent an expansion as

though a great weight had suddenly been lifted from them. Like

an eagle launching from rim to rim of a valley, so the express

flew from the green-flanked mountains of the Alleghenies across

the stupendous convexity of the Mississippi plains unto the frown-

ing ramparts of the Rockies rising grimly. Through decorous

Pennsylvania and fertile Ohio to young and wind-swept Chicago

on its sweet-water lake huge as the sea; thence to the City of

Louis the Saint on the Mississippi, the broad breast of the river
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burdened with traffic, bearing its steamers for a thousand miles

and draining a score of tributary States. Across the grassy

plains, starred with flowers swinging to the wind, across bleak

prairie-stretches, where the murderous cyclone wreaked its wrath,

straight to bright, fresh Denver lying clean-cut as a cameo in

the crystal air. Behind this shining city Kentully saw the granite

bulwarks of the Rockies like a great barrier forbidding access to

the fairer land of the Farther West. In a riot of smoke and

steam the train rose mile by mile, still on the trail of the sun.

The thin, gleaming threads of steel guided it past snow-smothered

peaks with the haggard leagues of the barren ranges and the loose

rubble of the unchanging, everlasting heights to right and left,

above and below. Now came the plains, white, flat and dry. The

gaunt miles lay spotted and mottled with starving vegetation un-

rolled to a flagrant sun. Then, glittering to the skies, the great

lake of the Salt Waters came into view and the tabernacled city

of a strange, religious people far-driven in early days with their

prophets to settle on this barren land by the bitter inland sea.

The iron charger and its cortege entered upon the arid table-

land of Nevada, robbed of its rains by the cloud-clutching peaks
of the Californian Sierras, rising into the blue like a line of daz-

zling tents, behind which the guiding sun hung like a golden

shield. Kentully saw it sink and the serrated fangs of the tower-

ing ranges eat sharply into the falling, blood-red disk growing
crimson out of gold. The pure white pyramids, with their age-

old snows now washed with a tender purple, seemed eternal mon-

uments whereon ambition was yet to write its records. The blue

vault and the interfused stains of the evening paving a path for

the sun's descent were like a rainbow full of promise to him—to

him, Kentully, waif from the weary East! When the morning

broke, his journey upon the trail of the sun was almost ended.

Before him, from the eminence of the soaring peaks, he saw out-

spread the Land of the Fulfillment of the Promise. Kentully's

eyes were touched by miraculous fingers of fancy, and he saw

with a power that was great and godlike.

Here, in a vision of departed ages, was revealed the flaming

figure of the Prince of Darkness standing huge and ruddy on the

edge of a beetling crag. Beside him, ineffably sweet and pure,

the radiant form of the Galilean made the snows seem gray. Be-

fore the two an enormous valley spread to northward and to

southward. Two great rivers drained it, twining bands of fluc-

tuating silver moving serpent-like through the green valley-floors.

To the West, by the Coast, uprose a long-stretched line of lesser

hills, and beyond these the ultra-marine expanse of the Stilly
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as Kentully's eyes that beheld them. In the center of the moun-
tain range by the coast he saw a narrow gap broken towards the

sea. From this inlet from the sea, basking in the light of the

moon, a vast bay spread its three huge basins all clasped and de-

fended by the surrounding hills. Kentully, with his face to the

Golden Gate, knew that at last he pressed the soil of the land

of California.

The group upon the crag stood boldly relieved in the stark

sunshine. The stately demon swung his arm with an imperious

gesture from end to end of the majestic panorama. He spoke—and his voice was like a mountain torrent.

"This and these will I give thee, forest and flood, mountain and

valley, sea and forest, grain in countless acres and gold in the

veins of the hills. Lo, on the wings of the red levin-bolt I have

flown and flown about this earth-ball, but lovelier land have I not

found nor shall find, nor any richer nor more like Aideen that

was. Cities, opulent and splendid shall be thine. Thou shalt lead

men and the sons of men into this second Paradise."

The white-robed figure raised its hand and a sweet, soft voice

was heard, though its command was firm :

"Retro, Sathanas!"

The kingly demon vanished. A flapping of wings was heard

and a great red cloud cast its monstrous gloom athwart a sun-

smitten peak—then a condor sailed over the valley and dragged
its shadow across the emerald bottoms. Kentully looked again,

but only the crag was there and the timid flowers waving in a

little wind.

Joy was mistress of all his being. The divine exaltation of Col-

umbus when land loomed over his caravel's bow, the ecstasy of

Balboa bursting upon the Pacific, the rapture of path-finders and

pioneers was his. The fettered life in turbulent Manhattan sank

away and dissolved like an uneasy dream. That same evening he

stood in the immolated City of the Sunset and the train of the

sun was ended.

Began for him an advance along the pathway of a new life,

and happiness filled with hope and worthy work. About him,

blooming up from the ruins, the unconquered city of Saint Francis

put off its garb of doom and sprang bravely to meet the passion-

ate sunlight and the fawning sea-surges as of old. The fire-blasted

streets shone again with bright buildings, the chant of hammer,
axe and trowel was heard in the land, pitched to a chorus of

mighty achievement. Tireless the activity, boundless the faith,

unconquerable the courage of the metropolis of the Uttermost
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West. Niagaras of energy were here unloosed, and man in stone

and wood and steel proclaimed his triumph over Nature and his

faith in himself and his fellow-man. Kentully's heart caught fire

—the heroic and the romantic in his blood were quickened by this

epic task, the tune of this mighty turmoil, the rebuilding of the

city that was—and was once more to be—Queen of the West.

One of the empty chambers of his heart was filled at last. He felt

himself of manifold use. No longer he said to an aching heart :

"One of millions, one of millions, one grain of the sand on the

shore, one drop of the water in the sea." Rather he said to him-

self:

"I am part of all this—this head and these hands do goodly
service and take, because they earn, a goodly wage."

Still, somewhere in the depths of his soul, he felt a void, a dim,
uncertain yearning, a sense of something unsatisfied. It was a

vague feeling of incompleteness and spiritual imperfection.
One mellow night when the spring was splendoring the land,

he realized in a sudden revelation what thing this mute desire

sought. He sat in Golden Gate Park beneath a full-orbed moon
that hung like a silver cymbal directly above the tree-tops. From
a neighboring bench on the opposite side of a thicket, he heard
the whisperings of two oblivious lovers, the trembling accents of

aflFectionate words, the sound of a kiss, and the rapturous silence

that spoke louder than all. Out of the darkness and the silence

of the night, the great want of his heart arose before him like a

flame. That night as he strode homeward, the laughter of the

little children smote strangely on his ears and drew as with in-

visible fingers upon chords of his heart that had never been moved
before.

When he saw Isabel for the first time and they had speech to-

gether, it was as if something cried out within him : "This is the

woman Nature has formed for you—this is your mate." An im-

ulse to stretch forth his arms and bear her away with him rushed
over him.

She was the child of a pioneer, one of the fairest of California's

daughters. Her girlish bosom was fortified with the spirit of a

mature woman, bold and resolute, yet chastened and made tender

by the ordeal of those fateful April days in the sufltering city.

In Isabel was something that would have hung as a grace upon
Diana, some trace of wild-wood fragrance and freshness of soul.

Now Love became an imperious need to James Kentully—the

love of this adorable one—this woman of the West. How barren,
cold and purposeless the old life seemed, the years of gloom in

wild New York, brightened only by the knowledge of the sacrifice

he made for his sisters. This new world, this new life, was a

better world and a better life. The Trail of the Sun had led him
unto contentment and plenty and a deeper zest in life. Now re-

mained only his heart's desire for one ultimate, happiness.
On a Sunday he and Isabel sat upon a spur of the lilac-colored

rocks that crown the rugged head of Tamalgais. The valleys lay
before them, afar the city and the bay and the sea. The same
wind that bellied the sails of the distant ships on the Pacific flut-
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tered a stray tress of Isabel's hair across Kentully's cheek as he
read to her from one of the masters.

"I will leave my kinsmen and my country and fare forth into

the world. I will follow the sun to his setting until I come to a

fairer land where falls nor hail nor snow, nor the blue bolt from
the clouds, where famine never comes nor any flood nor whirlwind

bringing woe. The sun is father of that land
;
the fruits and flow-

ers are his children. There will I build me a strong house free-

fronted to the four winds, and forget the rust and the dust of

old maddened cities and the hardness of the hearts of men. There
will I rear my altars unto Love and Happiness. I shall take to

wife a woman strong and fair, who shall bear me children and
crown my life with her love. To that country will I fare, there

live and there die, so that of my ashes may be made the flowers

of that peerless land."

Kentully ceased. His left hand lying loose upon the turf was
now warmly clasped by soft insistent fingers. Slightly he turned
his handsome head and looked into the eyes of the Woman of the

West. There lay within their ineffable blue depths more than

all the volumes of the world's masters held of lore and love. Ken-

tully uttered no word, but a mist rose to his eyes as he put forth

his arms and drew Isabel towards him. Lips of man and woman
met and a joy too vast for utterance rushed from heart to heart.

Then downward along the mountain flanks they took their way,
their hands tightly clasped, their lips set in tender smiles, bul-

warked with silence against the floods of rapture that lived with-

in. When they reached the valley, ended the day. The sun with

all his court of colored clouds sank redly into the sea. Here, too,

ends the tale of the Trailer of the Sun and his bride won of the

West.
San Francisco.

QUERIITARO. MEXICO
By LOUIS J. BLOCK.

FAR
off the billowing mountains and the sky,

A noble blue with moveless isles of cloud;

The valley stretches slow and sweetly proud
On every hand

;
the river glitters by

With smooth, bright waters, and the convent, high

And white upon the hilltop, speaks, not loud

But sure, a message, which the heedless crowd

Should harken, with its silent poignant cry.

No bird-call anywhere—the stillness deep

Makes the heart pause; all questionings are past,

The spiritual whole is clear and dominant.

The distant town reposes in golden sleep ;

The goal is here attained and found at last—
The peace that grows from life like some vast plant.

Chicago.
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THE MAN AND TELICIA
By AVERY ABBOTT

RAVINE, crested heavily above with elms that lean to-

ward the hollow and hang their branches down, their

trunks rising from a tangle of bushes and blackberry

vines. Below, where the shade lies thick, mats of

brown leaves plumed with ferns
; and, in the sun, banks

of daisies descending abruptly to a series of steps in the grey rock,

a kind of giant staircase down the center of the ravine.

Over the rocks, just enough water to keep the moss green ;
flow-

ing out upon the smooth surfaces, wandering along the seams, gath-

ered together at last in a stony cup at the foot of the lowest step.

At one side of the brook, in the shadow of a cave-like opening in

the bank of the ravine, a man, at an easel, painting. He works

steadily ; the afternoon sun grows lower ; there is a rustle in the

bushes above, a pause, then a swift rush and flutter of skirts, and a

girl in a green gown and broad hat brings up suddenly at the foot of

the last rock, as she catches sight of the easel.

"Oh!"

Felicia sits down abruptly on the bank
;
the daisies nod around her

green skirts
;
the man goes on with his painting.

Felicia cannot see his face, only the rim of his straw hat past the

edge of the canvas. She approves of the line of his shoulder and

of his coat. The hand that holds the palette is long and slim and

olive brown, but Felicia is annoyed. This is her ravine, and that

man ! She looks at the back of the canvas severely and at the brush

that dabs at the palette, disappears, then reappears. At last the man

says slowly, as the brush takes up a quantity of ochre and a flick of

white, "I thought you were the cow."

Felicia snaps off the head of a daisy. The man continues : "She
is usually the only person who comes down here besides myself."

The man had a good voice, but with a lazily amused note that

made Felicia look inexpressible things at the back of the canvas.

He resumed: "She fell down the cave once—the cow. I sup-

pose she thought that, like all well-regulated caves, it had a top.

Unfortunately, it hadn't. She has never been quite herself since."

Felicia glanced down the ravine, where the cow stood in the shade,

languidly switching flies. "She looks all right," said Felicia, with

a touch of concern.

"Does she? I hope you don't mind if I don't look at her just now.

This light is precisely as I want it and it is getting late. Besides,

now that I recall it, I believe they told me it was a previous cow."

The brush appeared and disappeared regularly, or was changed
for one of the others in the bunch under the man's slim thumb.
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Felicia braided daisies

; when the chain had reached her knees, the

man spoke again :

"By the way, how did you come?"

"From the house up above. We only got here on the noon train.

I came across the little meadow and over the fence. The grass is

high now—it closes up after you like the Red Sea, when the Israel-

ites passed through."
The brush stopped, making a smear in the sienna

; the palette was

getting in a mess. The man did not go on with his painting. After

a while he said, as if half to himself :

"That is an odd fancy, that about the grass."

"Ohj no ! That is the way it is. It always was. You can play

that when you are grown up. There are so many things you can't—
after you are old." Felicia sighed with the weight of years.

"Perhaps, after you are grown up, you do not want to."

"But you do. You are always wanting to. That is why I came

back."

"Sometimes it is a mistake to come back."

The voice of the man had an exultant note that does not go with

mistakes. Felicia looked up from her daisies. He had moved the

canvas and was looking at her.

Because his eyes were dark and shadowy, she was not going to

enjoy having him take possession of her ravine. If he did not in-

tend to paint
— She remembered her resentment.

"I am afraid you will waste the light."

"That may be true. I am not quite sure about that."

He ought not to look at her so steadily. She failed to realize that

she was also looking at him.

His eyes were almost as beautiful—of course they were not quite—that was impossible
—but they were almost as beautiful as An-

tonio's.

She caught the thread of her thought again.

"I really was afraid to come "back. It has been so long ago, you
see. It has been—eight years !" Her intonation had the echo of

eternity. "And yet I was always thinking about it."

"Yes?" His tone answered her mood.

"Whenever I heard water trickle, you know, that hushed, sleepy

way, I could see this ravine and the little brook down there. I could

smell the mint. You can get a fancy like that from a rain pipe, if

it is night, and you are only half awake. There were fish, such wee

ones ! not any longer than my finger-nail ; we used to catch them

with a handkerchief—Antonio and I."

"With a handkerchief—"
his tone was hardly questioning, but

Felicia was looking away into the deep green shadows with absent

eyes.
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"Yes, you take hold of the corners, one on each side of the brook.

You put a pebble in to sink it, and then the fish swim in. The sun-

shine dazzles them, I think. You can have a whole aquarium in a

tumbler. I hope nothing has happened to the fish; I have been

afraid they might not be there any more."

"Yes, they are there. I looked."

"Oh, are they? Then I think I will go and see them now."

Felicia picked up her neglected daisy chain ; there was a preparatory

rustle of the green skirts.

"Wait a moment." The man rose slowly, and coming over to

the daisy bank, sat down. "Tell me about Antonio. Was he your
brother?"

The laugh of Felicia was a very pretty thing. Perhaps to remem-

ber the ripple of a brook is good for voices.

"No, indeed! Antonio was not my brother. I never had a

brother ; and if I had—he would not have been in the least like An-

tonio. But then I have never known anyone else in the least like

Antonio. He had the Southern temperament—the Latin. Of course

I did not know that then ; I just knew that he was much nicer than

anybody else to play with. I believe he was very beautiful; I know
I thought so. I used to wish that my hair was dark and curly like

his, instead of long and light."

The man was resting on his elbow in the high grass ;
his hat was

off. He ran his fingers through his hair, then smoothed it down,

smiling whimsically. Black hair it was, wavily thick, with brown

lights. Felicia had paused, so he suggested :

"And Antonio, was— ?"

"Oh, he Ites the washer-woman's boy. Not her son really. They
said he was Italian—I think it was likely."

"And you played with him—"
just the shade of a question in the

man's tone.

Felicia's cheeks flared rose, and her chin went up. "Surely! I

have told you that he was beautiful—my little Antonio. Not only his

face was beautiful, but his nature. Singing, and laughing, and lov-

ing, that was Antonio. Oh, he could have black moods, too, and be

angry—but never with me." Her voice dropped into its softer note ;

she had forgiven the man.

"Do you see the wall?" she asked him.

"Where?" To follow her eyes would have been to look away
from her.

* "Over there," with an indicating nod. "Over there through the

trees. You can see the g^ay of the rocks where the sun shines on

them."

He was obedient, but only for an instant.
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She resumed : "That is where I used to go to call Antonio. My

chin came just to the top stones. I suppose I could lean my elbows

on it now. Isn't it a pity?"

"Do you think so ?" as though inclined to differ.

Felicia was unheeding. The red curve of her lips crinkled into a

distracting pucker. "Hoo-oo, hoo-oo ! like a phoebe-bird's note—
that was the way I called him. He lived across the road and up a

little hill, in a rickety yellow house; and if he was not turning the

wringer, or carrying water, or putting up the clothes-line, he always
came. He never answered, because that might have given rise to

complications with his mother. Antonio hated complications."

"They are most disagreeable." The man spoke with the con-

viction of experience.

Felicia was dreaming aloud, small fingers clasped about one knee.

"The ravine was not the same place at all unless Antonio could

come. The enchantment was all gone out of it if I tried to play

here by myself. And that is the best part after all, of everything, the

mystery, wonder part. You can never quite get hold of it
; it slips

away from you always, like the edge of a dream when you are wak-

ing. But that only makes it all the more beautiful.
, Isn't it so ?"

She realized the man.

"Yes"—such soft reverence in the man's voice !
—"Yes, all the

more beautiful."

There was a long sunny silence in the ravine. The brook gurgled

drowsily over its pebbles and whispered through the stems of the

mint. After a little the sun would be hidden back of the gray stone

wall. A tender bird-note rose and fell, threading the sleepy hum
that makes the summer stillness.

"Listen !" Felicia's eyelids drooped till the lashes quivered on her

cheeks. "That is a phoebe-bird. Is it happy or sad? I can never

tell."

"Perhaps the bird does not know ; only the one who hears it," an-

swered the man. "This time I think it is very happy."

"I am not sure," said Felicia. "But it was always happy when

Antonio and I—"
She dreamed again.

"And you went away?" the man recalled her.

"Yes, I went away, at the end of the summer. Antonio came run-

ning down to the station, just before the train started. He brought

me a daisy-ball as big as my head. It was tied with a shoestring."

Felicia stopped ; then, smiling, "I kept the shoestring." After a

moment she added, softly, "Little Antonio !"

"But if he grew up," suggested the man.

"Oh," vaguely troubled, "somehow, I have never thought of him

as -any older. Yet he loved all beautiful things. If he is a man he
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must be—" But Felicia could not think what a grown-up Antonio

would be.

"If he so greatly loved beauty, perhaps, when he was grown,

he would want to try to paint it." The man's glance wandered to

the forgotten easel, and the eyes of Felicia followed.

Suddenly, she put her hand back on the bank as if for support.

Over her neck and face crept a slow flush, a crimson so deep that

it drowned the faint pink of her cheeks; then the rosy flood, re-

ceding, took the pink with it, and Felicia looked at the man.

She looked at the waving black hair, at the slow-smiling eyes,

deep, dark, soft, almost as beautiful as Antonio's
;
and her face was

white as a pearl when she spoke, so low that the man could scarcely

hear, though there is no doubt how he listened :

"If I were to go to the wall—now—and call to Antonio—do you
think—perhaps

—Antonio would come?"

The man leaned toward her, laying slim olive fingers over the

little hand down in the daisies ; and, as he answered, his eyes were

more beautiful than Antonio's had ever been.

"No, he would not come—^because after this—always—he hopes

to be—on this side of the wall."

From somewhere in the tree-tops came a bird-call—a sweet small

note, that rose and fell.

"I know now !" said Felicia. "The phoebe-bird is happy !"

Omaha, Neb.

^ the: hero
By COURTENAY DEKALB

THUS
did he fare-

In blinding glare
Of glowing sun;

No secret way,
No place to pray

Silent, alone.

Wild plaudits rise,

Shaking the skies
;

Men grasp his hand,
And women weep,

Bidding him keep
Watch o'er the land.

Mark where he goes,

Charging our foes.

Dutiful, brave;
But stronger they,
And swift we say,

"The fool! The knave!"
"

-

Los Angeles



THE COMING OF THE HEIRIISS
By J. ALBERT MALLORY

AVE KERNAN, foreman of the E. Q. ranch, sat list-

lessly on the top bar of the horse-corral staring discon-

solately and with unseeing eyes into the shimmering
heat-waves that hovered over the brown wide-lying

plains. Thus he had sat since three o'clock that after-

noon, and it was now near sunset. It was plain that Dave was brood-

ing deeply over some knotty problem, the solution of which was more

than difficult.

His attention was attracted to a cloud of yellow dust far up the

trail. "I wonder if that's the Old Man?" he growled under his

breath
; and, as the cloud drew nearer, disclosing the figure of a man

on horseback, he added : "No, it's Big Charley
—

well, it'll be a com-

fort to have someone to talk to."

Big Charley approached rapidly, and, swinging lightly to the

ground in front of the foreman, remarked cheerily :

"Hello, Dave, what's the trouble? You're sure lookin' some down-

hearted."

"Yeh," responded Dave, "an' I'm feelin' that way, too. The Old

Man's gone to Wilcox to git married."

"What!" sympathetically. "Who's he goin' to marry?"
"I don't know. An' that's what's worryin' me," gloomily. "To

have a woman that any ordinary mortal'd marry mussin' around the

place would be bad enough, but just reflect on what kind of a female

Ebaneezer Quinn would pick out for a life partner. Likewise one

what v/ould tie to Ebaneezer Quinn !"

Charley reflected in silence for a moment, then he asked hopefully :

"But are yuh sure, Dave? I ain't heard nothin' about it."

"No, of course not. You ain't been settin' up nights with the Old

Man for the last two months like I have, listenin' to him philoso-

phizin' on the loneliness of his bachelor existence, with no one to love

him an' nothin' to do but ride the range with a bunch of ornery

cowpunchers—"

"Did he say that? Honest, Dave, has he been actin' that way?"
"Has he! Well, I guess yes

—an' then some. I thought it fun

at first, an' like a blame fool encouraged him—thought he'd outgrow

it," he spat disgustedly, "but he didn't, no, sir
;
not him ! He kept

right on gettin' worse every night. An' furthermore, he's got three

letters, what I know of, in a woman's handwritin' which he's read so

often they're plumb near wore out. An' this mornin' he togged out

in his best rig that he ain't had on since he wore it to Pete Cole's

funeral, an' drove off to Wilcox in the buckboard, just hittin' the

high places an' lookin' considerable nervous an' joyful. Oh, thev

ain't no doubt about it."
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Charley swore long and earnestly.

"It sure looks like yuh say, Dave," he agreed. "When do yuh
think he'll be back?"

"I shouldn't wonder if that's him now."

Both men gazed far up the trail, where a tiny black speck envel-

oped in dust showed dimly in the short southwestern twilight. As

they looked, it took shape and developed into a light four-wheeled

vehicle drawn by two rapidly-running yellow ponies. Than this

they could not see more because of the dust.

"He's certainly comin' in a hurry," remarked Charley. "I bet

he's drivin' with one hand an' lettin' them ponies have their head.

An' here's where I duck." He led his horse into the corral, picked

up his saddle, and quickly vanished through the door of the bunk-

house.

Dave strolled leisurely over to "the Old Man's shack," a five-

roomed ramshackle affair standing by itself on a little hill a few

hundred yards from the bunk-house, where lived Ebaneezer Quinn,

owner of the E. Q. ranch, Dave Kernan and "Dutchy," the cook.

When Dave arrived at the house, Ebaneezer had disappeared. The

cook was holding the plunging ponies by the bits anji swearing gut-

tural German oaths. Dave jumped to the seat of the buckboard

and gathered^^p
the reins :

"Did he—did he bring—?"

"Yah, dot's vot he done!" Dutchy interrupted. '-Dey are now

by der house in. He says for you to haf one of der boys der ponies

unhitch, und you he vants at vonce to see."

Dave slowly climbed down from the seat, and standing by the

wheel, he called:

"Charley ! Oh, Charley !"

Out of tlie door of the bunk-house Big Charley projected his

head.

"Charley, unhook the team, will yuh ?" Dave waited until the big

fellow was quite near, then he added in a hoarse whisper : "He done

it, he sure done it."

"What's she look Uke?" asked Charley in the same tone.

"I ain't seen her yet," Dave responded. Then, turning on his

heel and bracing his shoulders as if expecting a violent attack, he

strode into the house.

Ebaneezer Quinn stood at the end of the room, facing the door,

his yellow hair rumpled like a rat's nest, an awed look in his big

blue eyes, holding awkwardly in both arms what appeared to be a

bundle of clothes, from which, here and there, projected several

strands of pink ribbon. Dave paused and looked at him curiously.

"Well, what yuh standing there looking at ? You act like a fool !"
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cried Ebaneezer, stiffening his neck and trying to look dignified.

"Dutchy said yuh wanted to see me."

"Well, I do want to see you. Do you know anything about

l)abies ?"

"What !"

"I said, do you know anything about babies?" and Ebaneezer^-.

voice was a wrathful scream. "Can't you understand English?"
Before Dave could reply, the loud, ishrill cry of an infant filled

the room, seeming to emerge from the bundle in Ebaneezer's arms.

"Now look what you've done !" exclaimed Ebaneezer in a hurt

tone of voice. "You've woke it up again."

"Oh, Lord!" moaned Dave. "A kid, too!"

The baby continued to cry and Ebaneezer strode frantically back

and forth across the room.

"What am I to do with it, Dave?" he pleaded. "Can't you think

of something? What do you want to stand there like a silly yahoo

for, eh ? Do you think it'll hurt itself howling like that ?"

"Why don't yuh give it to its mother?" Dave asked.

"Mother!" Ebaneezer exclaimed. "It has no mother! It's an

orphan. Oh, Heavens ! what am I to do with it ? I didn't think it

would act this way."
"Better call your wife," said Dave in a low voice.

"Wife ! My wife !" screamed Ebaneezer, fairly frothing at the

mouth in his frenzy. "Dave Kernan, what are you talking about?

You know I got no wife!"

"No wife?" blankly exclaimed Dave. "See here, Ebaneezer

Quinn, didn't yuh go to Wilcox today to git married?"

"No, I didn't," snapped Ebaneezer. "Do you take me for a

blame fool?"

"That's what I sure do," returned Dave. "What did yuh go for

then? An' where did yuh git that kid?"

"I got it out of an orphan asylum in Phoenix, that's where I got

it. And a lot of trouble I had, too. Had to give references and

hire a lawyer and all that. Been corresponding about it for two

months. A nurse woman brought it to Wilcox and I got it off the

train. Say, what's the matter with you anyhow? Can't you do

anything but ask silly questions and act like a fool?"

Dave leaned weakly against the door-jamb for a moment; then

he stole gently outside, and above the wails of the baby could be

heard the steady flow of his profanity. Presently he returned and

sank limply into a chair.

. "Where you been?" Ebaneezer asked. "Did you tell the boys?"

"No, I didn't ! Do yuh think I want to take my life in my hands

by goin' into a bunk-house full of law-abidin' cow-punchers, an'
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sayin', 'See here, yuh beef-fed sons of kiyotes, the Old Man's

been browsin' on loco weed an' lost what little sense he ever did have

an'— '

Say, Ebaneezer, what is it—a boy ?"

"N—no," sheepishly, "it's a girl."

Dave remained moodily silent and the baby continued to cry.

"I've heard that the proper thing to do with them when they

cry like this is to walk the floor ; but it don't seem to work with this

one." He paced 'round and 'round the small dining-table till he

became dizzy and was compelled to sit down. The crying ceased.

"Did yuh adopt the kid?" Dave asked finally.

"Yes, sir, I did," responded Ebaneezer proudly. "And I'd like

you to use more respectful language in referring to the heiress

of the E Q Ranch."

"What's her name?"

"Mary—just plain Mary. Don't you like it?" and Ebaneezer

looked belligerent.

"Oh, yes, I like it fine," said Dave soothingly. "An' her other

name ?"

"Quinn, you idiot!"

"Oh." ^
The baby commenced to whimper.
"See there now ! She's going to begin again," moaned Ebaneezer,

"I tell you there's something the matter with this baby. You don't

suppose it's cholera, do you? Say, what's good for cholera in

babies? You wouldn't treat them like you do cattle, eh?"

''Do yuh take me for a wet nurse?" roared Dave, wrathfully;

then he added, "Maybe she's hungry."

"Why, of course !" cried Ebaneezer, springing to his feet, his face

beaming with joy. "Now, you're talking sense. Hey, Dutch!

Now, where's that jelly-bellied Dutch cook gone to?" and he fin-

ished with a string of oaths.

"Such scandalous language to use in the presence of a lady,"

commented Dave.

Ebaneezer glared at him and was about to say something more

shocking still
;
but at that moment the cook entered, his arms filled

with steaming dishes.

"Der boys in der kitchen vants to der baby see," he announced,

rapidly setting the table.

"Send them in, send them in," pompously replied Ebaneezer, pull-

ing his chair as near the table as the bundle in his arms would

allow, and frantically endeavoring to get one hand free long enough
to smooth his rumpled hair. He ran his eye over the table, saying :

"Now, what do you think she'd like to eat, Dave? I reckon that

beefsteak would be a little too tough for her, eh?"
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"Better try her with somethin' soft," Dave replied. "Some of

them mashed spuds or stewed prunes ought to fix her."

"Sure thing! I'll give her both," and Ebaneezer Hght-heartedly

placed some of each on his plate, mixing them together, extracting

the pits from the prunes. A heaping teaspoonful of the resultant

mess he presented to the baby's open mouth, and the howl that

followed surpassed in volume any of the infant's previous efforts."

While Ebaneezer was vainly endeavoring to pacify his adopted

daughter with pats on the top of the head, the cook escorted the

cowboys into the room. They crowded around and peered over each

other's shoulders.

"It sounds healthy, all right," commented one.

"Acts like somethin' was disagreein' with it," said another.

"Maybe it's hurtin' inside," remarked a third.

"Why, it ain't got no teeth !" surprisedly, from a fourth.

"Why don't yuh sing to it, Ebaneezer?" asked a fifth.

"That kid's hungry, that's what's the matter with it," said Big

Charley with the air of one who knows. "Why don't yuh feed it ?"

"I tried to, you damn fool!" exploded Ebaneezer. "Ofifered her

some mashed potatoes and prunes, but she wouldn't stand for it.

What do babies eat anyhow? Say, do any of you know?"

"Milk," said Charley. "You're a nice father, ain't yuh ?"

"Milk !" cried Ebaneezer, looking hopelessly from one to another,

"but we have no milk."

"There's an old cow with a calf down back of the corral," volun-

teered Dave, "I drove her in this afternoon 'cause she's got a

sprained shoulder an' can't rustle very good on the range. Ket

your ropes, boys, an' we'll see if we can milk her."

They found the cow peacefully sleeping with the calf by her side,

and after throwing her and tightly tying her feet together, two of

them managed to secure about a pint of milk in a tin bucket, while

two more held the calf. Range cattle know man on horseback, but

not man on foot, and when they turned the cow loose they had to

run for their lives.

"Now," said Ebaneezer when they returned with the milk, "who

knows how to give it to her?"

"I've seen my sister feed her kids out of a bottle with a rubber

do-dad onto the end of it," said Charley. "An' she thinned it down
some with water, too

;
but I reckon this one'll have to take hers out

of a spoon."

"You feed her, Charley
—that's a good fellow," pleaded Eban-

eezer. "You know how."

Charley, thus appealed to, took the baby in his arms, and, seating

himself on the floor with the pail of milk beside him, began to ad-

minister it to the red-faced infant a spoonful at a time; and finally,
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fed and apparently well content, the baby nestled down in his lap

and went to sleep.

"Now isn't that marvelous!" exclaimed Ebaneezer in an awestruck

tone. "Charley, you're a wonder."

And they all tip-toed out of the room, leaving Big Charley seated

in the middle of the floor, looking greatly embarrassed and not dar-

ing to move.

"Now, look here, Mister Ebaneezer Quinn," said Dave, as the

whole party congregated in the kitchen, "yuh can't keep that baby
on this ranch in no such way as you've set out to do. I s'pose yuh

got sense enough to see that, ain't yuh?"
"I reckon so," humbly admitted Ebaneezer.

"Well, what yuh goin' to do?"

"I ought to get a nurse, eh?" brightening.

"Yuh sure had. An' yuh want to do it quick, too. I hear Char-

ley commencin' to swear already."

"But there isn't a woman this side of Wilcox," wailed Ebaneezer.

"There's ofH Bill Brown, what keeps the chicken ranch three mile

west of here," one of the cowboys remarked.

"What the hell has Bill Brown and his chicken ranch got to do

with it?" demanded Ebaneezer. "There are no women folks at his

place."

"No; but yuh might borrow a incubator off him," the cowboy
returned "I've heard of babies bein' raised in incubators."

"Do you think that would do?" and for a moment Ebaneezer

looked quite cheerful.

"No, of course it won't do," said Charley through the open door.

"You git them buckskins hooked onto the buckboard right quick
an' light out for town. I'll take care of the kid till yuh come back.

An' when yuh do come, be sure an' have a nurse—a female nurse—
along with yuh, or this kid'U die, that's what'U happen to her. An'

how'd yuh like that, hey?"

Twenty minutes later Ebaneezer was again traveling the road to

Wilcox. Charley finally succeeded in depositing the sleeping baby
on Ebaneezer's bed, and he and Dave kept watch all night, admin-

istering milk whenever little Mary Quinn woke up and commenced to

cry. About an hour before sunrise they heard the buckboard to

stop in front of the house, and, going outside, they saw Ebaneezer

leading an angular, elderly female into the house.

"Holy smoke!" exclaimed Dave in an undertone. "That's old

Miss Williams from Benson. She's a grass widder an' 's been

huntin' for another husband for six years. She must 've been visitin'

her sister in Wilcox. I bet yuh what yuh like she ropes the Old

Man."
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"It sure does look like they was goin' to be a weddin'," agreed

Charley.

They followed Ebaneezer and the new nurse into the house.

Charley brought the baby, who had commenced to cry again, and

placed it in her arms.

"Oo—o,' the pitty itty baby," she cooed, rocking it in her arms

and soothing it with soft words and kisses.

"How long has your wife been dead, Mr. Quinn?" she asked

softly.

"Wife? I never had a wife!" exclaimed Ebaneezer.

"Sir!" Mrs. Williams laid the child back on the bed and stood

facing the shrinking Ebaneezer, casting upon him a look of supreme
disdain. "Mr. Quinn, sir, I will thank you to take me back to

Wilcox this instant."

Dave and Charley quietly slipped into the kitchen and closed the

door. At the end of about fifteen minutes Ebaneezer sidled awk-

wardly into the room.

"Dave," he faltered, "I wish you'd saddle up and go to Wilcox and

bring back the— the—"

"The Parson?' asked Charley.

Ebaneezer nodded.

San Diego.

D

CASEY OF DEADMAN'S FLAT
By MATT HAMILTON

EADMAN'S FLAT, they called it, pardner—
Me an' Casey had a claim.

Mighty rough that self-same section—
Bet it lived up to its name.

Rigged a whim, did me an' Casey,

Hired a boy to drive the boss;

Both of us was workin' powerful,

Neither one of us was boss.

Round of shots set me an' Casey,

Fuse a-burnin' mighty fast;

Signalled to the lad to hoist us—
Kid asleep had fallen fast !

Lived a life-time in that hell-hole

As the seconds ticked away;
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"Gawd Amighty !" yelled out Casey,

"Up th' rope wid us this day!

Go ahead, an' go dom loively,

For we have no toime to sphare.

You up fir-r-st, an' Oi will folly
—

Hiv-v-ins, man, don't shtand an' shtare!"

Hand o'er hand went me an' Casey,

Me three feet above his head;

God, but it was slow, the climbin !

Heavy grew my hands like lead.

Casey saw me slippin' downward;

Si^raddled he across the shaft,

Foot on either side a-bracin'— !

;
Cut the rope below like daft.

Caught me in his arms, did Casey,

As I come a-slippin' slow;

Rope-end noosed he round my shoulders—
How he done it God may know.

Hand o'er hand alone went Casey,

Me a-dangHn' over hell;

Then my senses kinder left me.

An' I guess it was as well.

Angels helpin', up went Casey,

Reached the top and clubbed the skate;

Me a-sailin' up to safety,

Hittin' up a lively gait.

At the shaft-mouth Casey caught me.
As a roar that shook the hill

Filled the hole with deadly fragments—
But I wasn't there to kill.

I have seen a lot of darin'

An' the bravery of men.

But the like of this here Casey—
Well, just show me where or when!

Grass Valley, Cal.



THE DANGLING HORSE-THIEF
By RICHARD WILKENS

T WAS Antoinette's wedding night and half an hour

past the time at which she should have marched dream-

ily up the church aisle, leaning on the bridegroom's
arm. In one of the rear pews she sat, a maze of angel-

white, with lowered eye-lashes, for she was as per-

plexed as were the wedding guests. She felt their stolid stare

keenly. The pity of it cut her deeply. She turned whiter each

moment and the brightness of the many lights, which at first had

blazed a welcome brilliancy, now annoyed her as they flickered and

flared.

She tried to whisper a calm word to the bridesmaid and best man
beside her. The utterance lumped in her throat. An instant she

looked up and around. Hundreds of eyes seemed to be shooting at

her. She saw it all too wretchedly. The organist was running his

lean fingers through his rufiled hair
; the minister showed signs of

concern
;
the ushers were waiting restlessly, the spectators even more

so; the sexton fretted at the vestibule doors, and was nipping off a

finger-nail; a fidgety old man was feebling out of his pew, and in

his wake two or three other older folk were quietly tip-toeing out.

Her eyes were beginning to moisten when the stillness snapped.

Consternation broke loose at the church door. She turned. Others

did, too. She could not refrain from hearing the creaking pews and

the rustle of silken gowns, as a snake in the grass. Piercing its way
through the slit between the partially-met inner doors, came a high-

pitched yet husky voice. She listened :

"The bridegroom is a horse-thief !" said the husky voice. "His

body at this minute hangs high from the arch of the lower bridge !"

"What's that you say ?" she heard the sexton demand as he passed

out with the ushers.

"He's a horse-thief," said the husky voice, "and his dead body
is danghng from the lower bridge."

"Nonsense !" declared the ushers in one breath.

""No—it's just as I say," rasped the voice.

"It's impossible !" they ejaculated.

"Not impossible for him to have been hung by mistake," continued

the voice sneeringly. "But, anyway, the Jackson boys from over the

line usually know what they're doing, and they've strung him up."

Antonette shifted uneasily in her seat. She could not rise. The

church interior began to rock. The pipes in the organ lengthened

out till they seeimed to go (through the church roof. The pews

swayed up and down. She almost collapsed, but she grimly deter-

mined to seem calm. She felt every eye in the church burning her

up with pity.
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But perhaps, she thought, it was all untrue. Then she realized

that both the bridesmaid and the best man had been calming her. At

the same time she heard heavy slow steps in the vestibule. As in

a dream she saw a number of wedding guests push out into the

church lobby. Through the open door she saw the village tailor.

He had hobbled into the vestibule's glare. She saw that his eyes

shone fear and that his expression wondered what would happen
next.

"Don't wait," said he. "There'll be no wedding."

"It's true, then !" they exclaimed, and Antoinette's lips faltered the

same words.

She leaned eagerly over the back of the pew as the little old tailor

paused. She sai^^ him draw his handkerchief, apparently to clear his

spectacles, but obviously to brush away a tear or two. During that

eternal pause, she saw even the bridesmaid and the best man move to

hear the tale. She noticed the wedding guests one after another

crowd out to listen. Her eyes dimmed and bleared as the tailor spoke

again.

"Dave is on the lower bridge," he said slowly. "He's hanging—
and he's dead. The Jackson boys run him up for a horse-thief."

"He's dead!"

"He's dead," sobbed the tailor. "His body hangs in the last suit

I made, the last suit he will wear, and it's his wedding-suit. I fin-

ished it only yesterday. And he was so light-hearted."

Unnoticed, the crestfallen bride, with new wild energy, stole up
the church aisle, hurried past the altar with a crazy little laugh, and

brushed through the choir door.

She raced unseen toward her home, going into the barn from the

rear. A moment and she had saddled her horse, another and she was

astride. Heading the animal for the mountains, she slapped him

sharply on the neck. The beast responded instantly. Off they shot.

When she passed the cross-roads near the church, the horse was

snorting. She herself was a disheveled .figure in white, clinging

madly to the bridle. With quick words she was urging the animal

faster, faster, "Oh, faster. Feather-boy!"

She was like a witch of the air. Her streaming white gown glared

with an orange-red tinge from a moon that hung big and swollen

over the tree-tops. The high lights of her wind-tossed hair burned

now with a lustrous silver and again with a golden bronze. Her pale

face was fixed to the mountains. Her purple lips urged inces-

santly.

"Faster, Feather-boy, faster!"

The church that was to have been so sacred to her was passed as

the dirt. The horse and its crazed burden plunged on. At times
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the soft earth outside the town shook beneath the heavy tread. Soon

the nostrils and flanlcs of the trembling animal were as white as

the wedding gown. Long before the foothills were reached she had

ceased to urge the beast—he seeemd to know.

She saw no light when she dismounted at the ranch. The moon-

light was not enough to prevent her from stumbling over a black

form at the door. She put down her hand quickly. It was a dog.

She did not stop then, but on her return the lantern showed it to

be Dave's fondest dog, Rango. He had been shot dead as he started

from the house to challenge the strangers.

She mounted the stairs to Dave's room. It was in disorder. In

place of the wedding suit were his old clothes, on the floor near the

foot of the bed. She fell on her knees over that heap of muddy,

working-apparel, and cried. But she did not stay long.

Suddenly she sprang to her feet, fearing that her wild ride had

been seen, and fearing that someone might thwart her in getting

the one thing which she wanted now—death. The river was the only

friend she could count on now. She would jump from the railroad

bridge, the trestle. From that she could see his body on the other

bridge, wave adieu and then—then—go where Dave was.

Out in the barn she found two horses gone, Dave's favorite bay
mare and a sorrel. The Jackson boys had evidently made him give

up the one and ride the other to his death. The next minute she was

in saddle and dashing for the trestle. The course led her on an un-

frequented road. No one stopped her. She was free to go to her

death, as free as she was anxious.

Soon a broad expanse of shimmering water greeted her. It was

not only the Pajaro river, for the heavy rains up in San Benito had

caused the head-streams and creeks to swell the river, which was

overflowing the low banks and richly inundating much of the orchard

lands.

To reach the trestle, she must go through an apple orchard. She

guided the horse through the stunted trees, bending her head close

to his mane. Even then the branches snapped and the twigs crackled

as she brushed through, and she thought she heard the minister

calling her, but she put the idea aside as a mockery of her troubled

mind.

After tying her horse to a tree, she stepped out on the trestle-work,

taking it tie by tie. The swift current in the center of the river

was the point over which she would pause for a brief space. The

moon was higher now and its swollen appearance gone.

The river was inviting. It was deep and soft, and it was racing to

the bosom of Monterey bay. Hardly had she reached the half-way

position as marked by the running silver below, when she caught a

glimpse of the grewsome body on the bridge downstream.
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"Dave, dear!"

Faint at heart she sank between the rails. She must have cour-

age, she thought, and revived herself after a struggle. Not courage
to face death

;
she had that, but courage for a moment to watch that

strangled body so precious to her. She stood erect, and with ex-

tended arms raved like the madwoman she was.

"Forgive me, Dave !" she moaned. "I know I should have kissed

those dear cold lips, but I couldn't bear to see your precious body

hanging stiff—to see it so lifeless—and to see the rope cutting into

your dear neck, beside which you pressed a kiss upon my cheek not

so many hours apro. And your tied hands ! I couldn't bear to see

the hands that so tenderly seized my face and planted a kiss squarely

on my Hps, I couldn't bear to—"

The shrill whistle of a locomotive sounded a quarter-mile away.
For a minute it terrorized her. Then she remembered that that, too,

could bring her death, sweet death—and Dave. Unmindful of the

oncoming freight train, she stood there. Soon it was almost upon
her. She stood with yearning arms, a wild white figure, full in the

flare of the engine's headlight.

The trestle vibrated. The brakes screamed. The engineer had

seen her. He gauged well. The frenzied girl saw that the loco-

motive would stop short. She sprang.

"Dave!" she called, as if seeing him in the rushing waters.

A splash and the dark water that lay in the shadow of the trestle

swallowed her. A weird song was humming there, but the gurgling
water as it swished through the trestle work had sounded to her like

the insistent voice of Dave. She had obeyed the call.

After a little her eyelids parted in a half-dazed fashion. The one

thought was still uppermost. She felt that death had brought her

her Dave. She believed he was beside her and they were both on the

shores of eternity. Her eyes closed again. She was contented. She

held out her hand and her succorer took it.

She felt him bend over her for an instant and draw back quickly

as water from his saturated head dripped on her eyebrow. It jarred

her eyes open.

"I wanted you," she said, seeming to note a reticence, yet tighten-

ing her grip.

"How came you to fall in, little girl ?" he asked, thinking to hide

that he knew the truth.

About to make reply she caught sight of his clothing. She half

raised herself on one arm.

"Your old clothes 1" she mumbled perplexedly. "I thought—I

thought you had your
—

your wedding suit on when you—^when you
were hung."
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A soothing answer to her question was interrupted by a horse and

rider splashing through the shallow waters between the mainland

and the little flood-made island. She recognized the rider, in clerical

garb, as the minister. She saw he was hatless and greatly excited.

"Did you save her? Is she alive !" she heard him say in one breath

as he fell from his horse. "You know," he continued, coming to her,

yet speaking to the other, "that she was to have been wed tonight,

and—"
"Even in heaven. Reverend Richardson," she broke in, "do men

lose their heads ?"

"Lay back," she heard him say more calmly. "You are not strong

enough to rise yet."

She let him ramble on to the other. She heard him say that Dave

had sent word through the local railroad telegraph operator and

would be in town within an hour or so. But her facial expression

hardly changed. She seemed still to have the one thought. Con

tentment shone in her dream-like eyes.

"Are you dead, too, Reverend Richardson?" she queried.

"My child ! No, and you are not dead, either. You are as much

alive as we are," he added assuringly.

"Well," she sighed decidedly, still clinging to her succorer's hand,

"this is Dave. I know the touch of his hand. I thought he was

dead, but he's not—are you, Dave?" she supplemented coquettishly,

jogging his arm playfully.

"No, little girl," answered the wet mass of clothes as it stooped to

kiss her.

"Why, Dave!" she heard the minister exclaim. "It's you!"

"Yes," her dear Dave's living voice said. "You didn't recognize

a wet rat. After sending you the message, I jumped a passing

freight, leaving my sorrel behind. I was unsuccessful in rounding

up the horse-thief who stole my favorite bay mare and togged him-

self out in my wedding suit !"

Watsonville, Cal.
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While this is noL a newspaper, it would be less than the duty of

this magazine as a mirror of the Southwest if it failed to record the

extraordinary action of Los Angeles in bonding itself for $23,000,000

to bring a river 240 miles. The election held June 12, 1907, brought

out an affirmative vote of 21,918 to 2,128. Obviously this is the

hardest kind of a ballot that is ever taken. Faction or feelings do

not enter, and politics are lukewarm. That, by so tremendous a

majority
—and in face of a fight made by selfish interests against

this issue—the city has mortgaged every man, woman and child in

it for something like $90 apiece, means something.

The Lion has known Los Angeles for a long time—in fact, since

it was a trustful town of perhaps 14,000 people. It is the safest vot-

ing population he has ever known. Some twenty years ago when

this frontier village, always controlled by the saloon element, held

an election as to high license, those who fought for regulation had

no serious hope of victory
—but they were of the kind that fought

anyhow. High license carried two-and-a-half to one—and that

first test between the old go-easy spirit and the new spirit of self-

denial and of regulation was typical of everything since.

In proportion, perhaps no other American city has ever under-

taken so large a task as this putting a ring in the nose of the Owens
River and leading it across the desert so far to furnish water and

power. It is a beautiful combination of business and of faith. What-

ever may be true as to municipal ownership in general, there is no

question that the acquirement of its water system by Los Angeles

was a God-send to the whole city. The vote of the public to intrust

a plan upon which the whole future of Los Angeles depends is faith ;

for it is based on the experience of half a dozen years under prac-

tically the same management to which the Owens River matter has

been intrusted by this election.

Why are eye glasses?

The nature-faker controversy which has filled so much space as

the papers had no other use for, is part of the same conundrum. It

is not necessary to think a man a horse-thief because he is short-

sighted; nor yet for the short-sighted man to bring suit for dam-
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ages against the normal person. There are all kinds of eyes—includ-

ing the four-eyed kind. A few civilized people see what they see;
most of them see what they think they see, or what they would like

to see. It is all a matter of endowment—just as the length of vision

is. Precfsely as one man upon a given drive sees the number of

stories in the business blocks, and nothing else; and another sees

the flowers and the cottage homes, and doesn't remember that there

were any business blocks along the route—so it is with these students

of nature who are now becoming epidemic.

Mr. Roosevelt has to wear glasses to sweep his desk. Several of

the gentlemen who are under his criticism can probably see their

desk without lenses. But the eyes
—natural or reinforced—are only

a part of the common-sense God gave us. Some people are cross-

eyed, even with field glasses ;
and some retain, in spite of myopia,

the ability to size things up. Mr. Roosevelt is one of the latter.

That's the reason why he is President.

The Rev. Mr. Long, who challenged him to a duel of some sort—
I forget whether with knives or big sticks or composing-sticks

—has

the disadvantage of divine interposition. He doubtless sees all he

wishes. But he is handicapped by an oracular profession and a spir-

itual sense. He sees what he sees—and Then Some—his addendum

being revelation. It is a hard task on any man to be Referee for

Eternity; and when from the ministerial board he projects this au-

thority to his observation, it is doubly dangerous.
It is also natural for a minister, who could not hit a flock of barns

flying low, to be perturbed by the vision of a hunter. Hunting is a

good job. If our fore-fathers had not been hunters there would not

be so many civilized folk to fuss today over nature-study. If I had

a boy who did not like a gun, and to kill something with it, I would

try to find some safe and lawful way of drowning him. On the

other hand, I should be sorry if this same boy did not in fifty years

or so learn how to hunt without killing off his own lay-figure. One
who has killed and killed, across and up and down a continent, and

practically every kind of game in the hemisphere, has a right to

speak of this conversion. But any male person who has not the

hunting instinct (even though chastened and enlightened) ought

to become resigned to be a dummy in a clothing-store window or a

clothes-pin in a nunnery.
As in every other question on earth, there are two sides here.

Those who write poetry and human nature into the "animals" are in

danger to make them too poetical. That is the tendency of all story-

telling. There never was—and never will be, thank God—a hero

like even a Howell's hero, nor a heroine so unspotted of humanitv

as the poorest female in the poorest novel. On the other hand, those

who look on our feathered and four-footed neighbors as mere brutes
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unrelated to us are still further from the truth. If the "animals"

weren't "human," we wouldn't be. Old Man God is not nearly so

foolish as many of his smartest children would make Him. He
established certain laws necessary for the perpetuity of all animal

life
;
and all of us that are vertebrate share in the heredity.

"I will not ask Jean Jacques Rousseau,

If biiUs confabulate or no."

They do not need to confabulate. They get along anyhow. They

get along at least as well as we do. We have no possible indication

that they worry as much as we do—in spite of all the cats, shot-

guns, small boys, traps, hawks and other drawbacks of bird life. I

never heard of a bird selling its nest
;
I never heard of a bird chuck-

ing its chicks into an asylum. I never heard of a bird begging a

living.

As for Mr. Long and his sort, they mean well, but they are civ-

ilized out of their common sense. A ground-hog that saw his own

shadow in the shape they "see" nature—well, he would precipitate

weather of very much the same inclemency that Brother Long has

run into.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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THE
work of the Southwest Society and the beginnings of the South-

west Museum are both marching ahead steadily and surely. The

membership is growing, and the gospel spreads. Articles of incor-

poration for the Southwest Museum are being drawn up by the Law Com-
mittee (Henry W. O'Melveny, Joseph Scott and Charles Cassat Davis).

Fortunately, new laws passed within about a year in California make it pos-

sible to incorporate a benevolent and educational institution of this sort under

more satisfactory terms than was ever possible before in any State of the

Union. It is particularly fortunate that last year California passed a law

exempting public museums from taxation. With a $50,000 site and in time a

$500,000 building, the problems of the Southwest Museum would be much
more complicated if it were necessary to pay taxes.

The Southwest Society has already conducted two expeditions in Southern

California, and two in Arizona; and is now prosecuting one in New Mexico
—in the wonderful region of the Jemez Plateau. A member of the Executive

Committee has generously financed this expedition ; and Dr. Edgar L.

Hewett, Director of American Archaeology for the Archaeological Institute of

America, is in charge. He has five Eastern college men for assistants, and

will employ a considerable force of laborers. These excavations are ex-

pected to yield extraordinary results for science, and also a large collection

for the Southwest Museum. Every expedition conducted by the Society thus

far has been successful
;
and unless all signs fail the present expedition will

be the best of the series to date.

A member of the Executive Committee of the Southwest Society, himself a

judicious collector, has purchased for $1,000 and presented to the Southwest

Museum, the Chappell Collection of Catalina and other island archaeology.

Dr. F. M. Palmer, Curator of the Museum, has packed and brought this

very important collection to the rooms.

The Sinaloa Land & Water Company, with headquarters in Los Angeles,

has donated to the Southwest Museum an old Mexican ox-cart—the historic

"carreta" ; now almost an extinct rehc of the heroic age of pioneer trans-

portation.

The public is cordially invited to visit the Museum rooms at 371 Pacific

H-lectric Building, Sixth and Main streets; open daily (except Sunday) from

2 to 4 p. m. Dr. F. M. Palmer, Curator, in charge ;
and also to visit the

By their consent, and subscribed by the Southwest Society.
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Museum Hill, overlooking Sycamore Grove—either Garvanza car-line to

Avenue 46.

The Third Bulletin of the Southwest Society is being widely circulated;

and will be sent free to any address on request. It is an illustrated pam-

phlet of eighty-four pages, which reviews the work already done by the

Southwest Society and fowcasts the work to be done.

The campaign for the purchase of the 38.69 acres for a museum site—
confidently claimed by the museum to be "the most beautiful location occu-

pied by any public building in America"—is going on in earnest. Thirteen

thousand dollars has to be paid before September 5 ; and $10,000 more before

the year passes. The title will be vested in the Title Insurance & Trust

Co. ; and the trustees are John D. Bicknell, Henry W. O'Melveny, and James
Slauson. The following list of donors to this good work is here repro-

duced from the Third Bulletin of the Southwest Society :

$1000 each: H. W. O'Melveny, C. A. Canfield, Lacy Mfg. Co., C. C.

Desmond, Dan Murphy, Geo. H. Pike, R. A. Rowan & Co., Wm. G. Kerck-

hoflF, Abe Haas, W. E. Hampton, A. C. Bilicke, James Cuzner, James Slauson,

Edward L. Doheny, John D. Bicknell, Arcadia B. de Baker, Maria de los

Reyes D. de Francis, Guadalupe M. Dominguez, Gregorio del Amo, Susana

D. del Amo.

$500 each : H. Jevne, Kaspare Cohn, J. A. Torrance, T. L. Duque.

$200—Dr. Norman Bridge.

Since that has been printed, Rt. Rev. T. J. Conaty, and Henry E. Hunting-
ton have contributed $1000 each ; Mrs. S. C. Foy has given $500, and George
W. Marston, of San Diego, has given $250.

There are thus far twenty-three Patrons at $1000 each; five Fellows at

^500 each, and two Associates.

Since the last acknowledgment the following members have been admitted

to the Southwest Society; Mrs. George H. Curtis, Pasadena; Herbert Brown,
Editor Tucson Post, Tucson, Ariz. ; Hon. Geo. H. Hutton, Superior Court,

Department 7, Los Angeles; Mrs. Mary A. Drake, FrankHn, N. H. ; Prof.

H. E. Bolton, University of Texas, Austin, Tex.
;
Frederick D. Butterfield,

President Los Angeles Olive Growers' Association, Los Angeles; Maj. F. R.

Burnham, Pasadena ; S. A. Butler, President Butler-Walsh Investment Com-

pany, Los Angeles ;
Elizabeth Wolters, Pasadena ; J. H. Reed, Riverside, ;

Charles C. Chapman, Fullerton, Cal. ; E. L. Doheny, H. J. Lelande (City

Clerk), Los Angeles; Burt Estes Howard, Ph. D., Dan Murphy, Los Angeles.

' THE "OLD MASTER '

3HE Madonna of the Ring, which was included in the

Caballcria Collection, now owned by the Southwest

Society, has been the subject of serious and critical

scrutiny of late. When it was first cleaned and re-

framed no marks of identification could be found on it.

The only thing that was evident in it was the influence of Murillo

and a workmanship of which the master himself need not have been

asham.ed.

Within the last few months Mr. James D. S. Chalmers has been

making a serious study of this masterpiece. The following extract

from his report is not only interesting, but apparently conclusive.
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The picture is reproduced in half-tone, in the First Bulletin of the

Southwest Society, which will be sent free on application. It may
be added to Mr. Chalmers scholarly note that the signature is still

"working out," and is much more apparent now than it was a few
months ago. C. F. L.

"Several of the accessories of this picture are very unusual. I had, for

ready reference, a collection of some four or five hundred Madonnas
;
none

of these show that cherub-floral decoration
; only two have the halos repre-

sented t)y a circle of stars, and on only one is shown the ring on the finger
of the Virgin. The decorative work seemed such a departure from the usual
treatment of the subject as to suggest its not having been a part of th(.

original picture. A careful examination, however, seemed to prove it a*

having be.en done with the same brush, with the same paints, and at the same
time. The other two pictures v/ith the Stella halos had evidently no kinship
with this, though, by rather strange coincidence, the Virgin in one of these
also wore a ring. This latter is a very crude composition, by an unknown
artist, and hangs in the little Church of Our Lady of the Rosary, at Pompeii.
The other is a magnificently strong picture by Manuel Dominguez, an altar-

piece in the Church of Saint Francis, at Madrid. I do not know ox any
other of the old Madonnas showing so little of the costume and drapery, so

that no hint could be gotten in that way as to the date of the work. In
the absence, or supposed absence, of any signature, it was hard to find

available cues
;
the only ones to work on being a trace of Murillo influence

and the ultra-ornate ornamentation. So, for the time I gave up the quest
as to its authorship.

"Remembering a few days ago what a bad light the picture hung in at

the Chamber of Commerce, it occurred to me to make another trial. This
time fortune favored better, for, down in the proper corner for the signature,
were certain dim lines that might be taken as part of the foliage of the
wreath. Careful examination, though, and careful manipulation ot the lights

proved conclusively that the lines formed an inscription. First I deciphered,
in an abbreviated form the name Antonio. Then gradually came the letters

P— A— L— with some other undefined letters after them. Underneath that

the date, i6<50.

"The other letters of the name were very chary of making themselves
known. A search in the library suggested Antonio Palomino, and then I

hied me back to the Museum, when the recalcitrant letters graciously per-
mitted themselves to be less invisible. Ergo—The conclusion is that the pic-
ture is signed Antonio Palomino. Part of the inscription beneath the

name is to me illegible, but may be safely taken as 'fecit ajino,' or 'pinxit

anno,' or something to that effect, mayhap a Spanish equivalent, before the

date 1690 If any o»e can interpret better these cryptic symbols, it will be

good.
"Now concerning Antonio Palomino, whose full name was Acislo Antonio

Palomino de Castro y Velasco, called the Vasari of Spain, because, as Vasari
was the art historian of Italy, so Palomino was of Spain. He was born at

Bujalance in 1653. His parents, Barnabe Palomino and Dofia Maria Andrea
Lozaro, were in good circumstances, and, wishing to give him the best ad-

vantages, moved to Cordoba for his education, while he was yet very young.
It was at first intended that he should go into the priesthood, and for this

he studied. He gave much time, however, to drawing and painting. Now
Valdez Leal, who was an original member of, and at one time steward of,

an Academy founded by Murillo in 1660, visited Cordoba in 1672, and became
much interested in young Palomino. The latter credited Leal with his

success in art. This may in part account for what resemblance there is in

this picture to the work of Spain's greatest Master, as it imolies that

Palomino was a student of a student of Murillo. In 1675 Alfaro also helped
him with work and counselled him to go to Madrid, which he did in 1678.
In 1688, after finishing painting in fresco the ceiling of the Queen's gallery
at the Alcazar, he was appointed painter to the King, without salary. Ten
years later, in i6$8, the same appointment came to him with salary.
"The finest work of his easel in the Queen of Spain's gallery represents

the Immaculate Conception—the young Virgin, with cheeks of roses and locks

of amber, standing on clouds and surrounded by lovely cherubs. He is spoken
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of as having designed several series of adornments, in fact "adornments" seem
to have been a specialty with him, which may account for the wreath on this

picture.
"He became famous for Hb works in the Alcazar, and in the Escuria!; and

at Salamanca and at Grenada. However, he is better known through his

writings on Art than as a painter, being author of 'El Museo Pictorico y
Escala Optica,' which was published in two volumes in Madrid, 1715-24. Yet
his mere literary rank is perhaps not much higher than that he has among
artists.

"His wife having died in 1725, he returned to his intention of the priesthood,
taking holy orders in that year, but died the year following."

James D. S Chalmers.

Property of the Southwest Society, A. I. A.

The Madonna of the Ring
An "Old Master," secured (with the "Caballeria"Collection) by the

Southwest Society for th^ projected .Southwest Museum.
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PALO ALTO-THH HOME CITY
By FRAXK KASSOX

ME San Francisco pk'ninsula is attracting a larger degree of at-

tention and experiencing a greater development than any por-

tion of Central California has heretofore known. This activity

consists in the rapid increase in population of the various

towns, the platting of new town sites, the creation of hun-

dreds of country homes, the establishment of manufactories,

the extension of railroad facilities, and a general improvement in material

conditions.

Palo Alto is the central point in these developments, and consequently a

steady growth in population and business importance obtains. The town

owes its existence to the establishment of Stanford University, and lies at

the gateway to the campus. Its sole distinction for a number of years was

its association with this great institution, and this will always be one of its

chief advantages. But as the town grew, to meet the demands of the Uni-

versity, the natural beauty of location and the excellence of climate became

factors in making it a home town. The greatest development will naturally

be as a' suburban residence section of San Francisco.

To state the population of Palo Alto as being 6,000 is misleading in com-

parison with most other towns in California, as the incorporate area is but

one mile square. Within a radius of two miles, which includes Stanford

University, Mayfield and Menlo Park, there is a population of 12,000.

The town has municipal ownership of its water and lighting systems, and

reahzes a net income from these sources sufficient to pay all administrative

expenses and to cover a large part of the cost of the exterfsions of the sys-

tems made necessary by the growth of the town. As a result taxes are not

heavy. The water supply is secured from exhaustless artesion wells; and the

water is pure.

Bryaxt Street, Palo Alto
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During the present season
fiv^

miles of streets arc being paved with asphalt

and macadam at a cost of $350,000. Practically all the streets are provided

with cement sidewalks. A complete sewer system, with an outfall to the bay,

insures the best sanitary conditions. The town has an attractive public

library building containing 6,coo volumes. A city hall building has been

erected during the present year. 1 he ' assessed valuation of property is

$3,ooc,coo, and the tax rate is kept within the one dollar limit.

Palo Alto is twenty-eight miles south of San Francisco and seventeen

miles north of San Jose, in the famous Santa Clara valley. The Bay of

San Francisco is two miles distant on the east, and on the west is the inner

coast range, known as the Santa Cruz Mountains, with the ocean eighteen

miles away. The floor of the valley is thickly wo.)ded with live oaks, with

occasional trees of other native varieties—white oak, tollon. madrono, buckeye

A I'ALu At,To Ho.uE

and laurel. The scenery is most pleasing and varied. Observations made

during a series of years by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
demonstrate that the upper portion of the Santa Clara valley (an area

extending four miles north and the same distance south of Palo Alto) has

the most even climate of any part of Central California. There are very
few hot days in summer, the thermometer rarely registering 50 degrees.

One of the delightful features of the town is a wildwood park—a strip

of land of varying width extending along the San Francisquita creek for a

mile and a half. Palo Alto avenue, a picturesque boulevard, winds along
the parked banks of the stream, and is perhaps the most unique drive in the

valley.

The winters are mild, wi:h flowers blossoming and vegetation growing
during every month. The county roads are kept in fine condi'.ian, and afford
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pleasant opportunities for driving and automobiling. The people of the

valley spend much of their time out of doors, with the consequent healthful-

ness that life in California assures.

The public schools are excellent, and include a High School and four

public-school buildings, with plans in hand for a larger high-school building.

Graduates from the High School are accredited to both Stanford University

and the University of California. In addition there are four well-known

preparatory schools—two for boys and two for girls. St. Patrick's Theo-

logical Seminary, the largest institution in the West devoted to educating

young men for the Roman Catholic priesthood, is less than a mile distant

from Palo Alto.

But pre-eminent among the educational institutions of California stands

Palo Alto Live Oaks

the Leland Stanford Junior University, with its great endowment, with its

group of buildings that have been pronounced the most artistic in the world,

with its libraries, laboratories, enirineering departments and almost unlimited

facilities for higher education, and with its faculty composed of men of

natonal reputation in educational work. Stanford University offers oppor-

tunities to secure a liberal education at a minimum of expense to the student,

and attracts here many of the ablest young men and women of the country

and many families who desire to educate their children under such favorable

conditions and amid such pleasant environments as exist here.

The coast line of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company gives Palo Alto

thirty-five trains daily, and with the completion of the bay-shore cut-oflf

(now about ready to be put in operation) trains will be run each way every

twenty minutes during a greater part of the day. The time between Palo

Alto and San Francisco will be forty minutes, which will place this vicinity
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Oaks on a Palo Alto Street

on an advantageous footing with the "communter" travel from San Fran-

cisco. It is as a residence place for San Francisco business men that Palo

Alto is destined to win its greatest increase in population. The natural

trend of the suburban development of the metropolis is south along the

peninsula, rather than by ferry across the bay.

A Palo Alto Home
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The cut-oflf from Mayfield to Los Gatos leaves the main Hne of the Southern

Pacific just south of Palo Alto. This short line to Los Angeles by way of

Santa Cruz will inaterially reduce the time and distance to the southern city.

The Dumbarton Bridge across the Bay of San Francisco (now being con-

structed) is but two miles from Palo Alto. This bridge is being built jointly

by the Southern Pacific and Western Pacific Companies, and will give an all-

land entrance to San Francisco for the overland traffic of these roads. This

insures a rapid development of the bay shore north from Palo Alto. Already

many manufactories have secured locations along the bay, attracted by the

advantages of both rail and water transportation. A number of these manu-

facturing enterprises are being located immediately adjacent to Palo Alto,

and will add greatly to the business and importance of the town, while not

detracting from its residential advantages by the presence of factories within

the town.

A local electric railway is in opera^tion in Palo Alto, and a line to connect

San Francisco and San Jose is now being constructed, with only a few miles

of the distance yet to be completed. This railway will reach all the towns

ni the valley and aflford easy access to Palo Alto and Stanford, the chief

center of population and importance on the west shore of the bay.

Palo Alto has no saloons. In all deeds to land is included a clause prohibit-

ing the use of the property for the manufacture or sale of intoxicating liquors,

on penalty of a reversion of the land to the original owner. The sale of

liquor is also prohibited by ordinance.

In all respects Palo Alto appeals to those who desire a home amid the

ideal surroundings which can be found alone in California. A tour of the

Pacific Coast is not complete without a visit to the Santa Clara Valley.

A Palo Alto Home
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SAN LHANDRO
By IV. J. LOCKE

H, HOW BEAUTIFUL! 1 had no idea this was such a lovely

place."

This or some other similar expression, is the one which

invariably falls from the lips of those beholding San Leandro

for the first time
;
and a stay of any length in the town always

convinces the sojourners that their first impression was no mistake.

This charming burg lies on the eastern side of San Francisco Bay, about

four miles below Fruitvale, and occupies about the same relative position

to Oakland on the south as Berkeley does on the north.

It is no exaggeration to say that San Leandro has the most even climate

of any locality in the State, the United States Weather Reports of 1906 show

ing the average to be sixty-two degrees Fahrenheit in summer, and sixty

degrees in winter, which is unquestionably an incomparable record—a place

where "Jack Frost" is a stranger and the severe rigors of winter unknown,

likewise, a place never oppressive with the sultry heat of summer.

This remarkable equality in climate is due largely, if not entirely, to the

proximity of the ocean, the cool breezes of which temper not only the sun's

rays, but the severe chills of winter as well.

The damp fogs which creep through the Golden Gate seldom reach San

Leandro, and when they do come that far, it is always at such an elevation

as to be entirely unobjectionable.

San Leandro is on the line of two transcontinental railroads, the Southern

Pacific and the Western Pacific. Additional passenger service is given by

the Oakland Transit Consolidated, which runs through the main street of

the city and connects with the ten-minute ferry-service across the bay to.

San Francisco. The other railroad improvements which are now under con-

San Lbandru
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structjon will undoubtedly in a very short time place the town on an equal

footing with Berkeley as regards both service and rates.

Of all other things, San Leandro is probably best noted for its beautiful

streets. In the early history of the bicycle craze it was here that many a

famous record-run was made. At the present writing the automobile enthus-

iasts are proposing to Irold the Vanderbilt Cup races here, and the arrange-

ments are in a fair way to be made.

Estudillo Avenue, which connects the San Leandro Road with the new

Scenic Boulevard, is without a rival in the State for beauty. Tall over-

hanging locust-trees meeting overhead, give the appearance of a roadway

through a veritable tunnel of green foliage.

The new Scenic Boulevard referred to is almost completed to San Leandro.

It is a wide, finely-paved roadway, running along the foot-hills as far as

Haywards, and will cost the county nearly half a million dollars. It is

The Plaza, San Leandro

claimed that more automobiles run through San Leandro than anywhere else

in California.

The fine climate makes this locality a choice spot for fruits and flowers.

Cherries and apricots are the principal fruit-products, with apples, peaches,

pears and plums in lesser quantity. Berries and melons do equally well.

San Leandro has on more than one occasion furnished the first raspberries

to the San Francisco market. All kinds of table-vegetables do fully as well

as fruits and melons, and the value of the vegetable products is quite equal

to that of the fruit. Situated about a mile east of the town, nestling in the

foot-hills, is beautiful Lake Chabot, famous not only for its scenic beauty,

but also for the fact that its waters are restrained by the largest earth-dam

in the world. A good roadway runs for five miles along the western shores

of the lake, and makes an attractive drive. Lake Chabot furnishes the town

with water, and also contributes. to the water-supply of Oakland.

San Leandro is an ideal manufacturing city, by reason of being on the
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line of two transcontinental roads and having a climate which enables men

to work at their best in all seasons of the year. The largest plant now

located here is that of the Best Manufacturing Company, devoted principally

to making harvesting machinery, traction engines, crude-oil engines and

other machinery of that class. It occupies over two square blocks and gives

employment to over three hundred men. Its business is steadily on the in-

crease.

The Junior Monarch Hay Press Works are also located here. The "Junior

Monarch" and "Little Giant" hay presses are well known all over the

West.

Here, also, is the home of the popular "Boss Ladder" made by Driver,

Aber & Co., who, by the way, are the largest ladder-manufacturers on the

Coast.

.\ S.\.\ Li.A.MJKO Drive

The Pacific Preserves Company, and the California Fruit Canners' Asso-

ciation, both have large establishments here, which during the season give

employment to a considerable number of people.

San Leandro has its quota of schools and churches. The primary and

grammar school buildings are well located in a spacious block with attractive

grounds. Both schools have a good record. There is also a Catholic con-

vent for young ladies, under charge of the Dominican Sisters, where all

English branches are taught, besides foreign languages, music, painting and

fancy work. Boarding pupils left in their care are given a complete educa-

tion.

A modern paid fire department is one of the proud possessions of the city,

which was recently augmented by the addition of a powerful gasoline fire-

engine. The trustees now have in contemplation the installation of a fire

alarm telegraph, which will put the town in first-class rank as regards fire-

protection.
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Residence near San Leandro

The Bridge, San Leandro
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The Suburban Electric Light Company has its head office here, and supplies

light and power to many surrounding towns. San Leandro itself is admitted

to be one of the best lighted towns in the State.

Another distinguishing feature is the number of fraternal orders located

here. Every prominent fraternal society is represented, and they all have

a good membership and apparently thrive. Consequently social entertainment

is never lacking.

In conclusion, it can be truthfully said that this charming locality possesses

extraordinary features. Its proximity to San Francisco and the fast-growing

city of Oakland makes it convenient for "suburbanites." The railroad im-

provements contemplated and those under construction will undoubtedly
double its population within a short time.

As a manufacturing locality, as a place of residence or for investment,
San Leandro offers exceptional attractions.

A San Leandro Home
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ANTICIPATION AND REALIZATION
By A. K. JOY

HOSE who have had no experience with other climates than

that of California can hardly realize the widespread desire

on the part of men and women in the East and Middle West
to come here and share the blessings Californians have by

heritage. Many a business man or clerk as he sits at his desk,

many a mechanic as he works at his trade, builds castles in the air of the

far-away clime where the earth and sky vie with each other in producing

the greatest blessings and comforts to appreciative mortals. And it is their

hope that these castles in Spain will materialize in the fullness of time,

when they will gladly bid adieu to cyclones and blizzards, the alternate

freezing and thawing of winters, and the thunder-storms and heat-prostrations

of summers.

So much has been written about this land of fruit and flowers, and so

many sections offer exceptional opportunities, that the question of selection

is a perplexing one. Too much care cannot be given to this question, if you
wish to be perfectly contented. If your past environment has been hills

and rolling ground, you will tire of level plains, no matter how perfect the

climate, nor how fertile the soil. If, on the other hand, you are fresh from

the level plains, do not select the California hills. There are some sections

in this State, however, that happily combine the essential features of the

hills and plains, and no place more fully than Campbell, situated in the most

Cherry Blossom Season at Campbell
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fertile section of the great Santa Clara Valley, and yet almost within

touch of the lower foothills of > the Santa Cruz mountains. Here one has the

richest of sediment soils and level cultivation of orchards, and yet the swell-

ing hills are so near that they are part of the environment.

The town of Campbell is an ideal one to those who have pictured to them-

selves suburban life with urban advantages. It is what is known as a "dry"
town. Through a wise provision on the part of the founder of the town

(Mr. Benj. Campbell), the deeds for all town property prohibit the sale of

liquor. This in itself bespeaks the character of the community—it is a home
town, peopled by the better class of American citizens, whether they be rich

or poor, for Campbell is particularly democratic. It is an old saying that

in New York a man's standing is regulated by what he is worth
;
in Philadel-

phia by who was his father ;
in Boston by what he knows. Here it is what

is your character, regardless of all else.

Unukr the Maples, near Campbell

The educational advantages at Campbell are of the best. A first-class

graded grammar-school takes the children at the first grade, continues them

through the eighth grade and passes them on to an unexcelled high school,

which, in turn, finishes them up with a certificate accredited at any of the

colleges. Stanford University at Palo Alto, the State University at Berkeley,

and the University of the Pacific at College Park, all offer free tuition to

graduates of the Campbell High School. Think of this, ye men and women
with children to educate, when you are pondering on the question of where

to go.

The Congregationahsts and Methodists both have commodious churches,

with large congregations, and the union meetings of church and allied organ-

izations indicate the fullest co-operation. The leading fraternal organiza-

tions are well represented. In fact, there is scarcely an evening in the week

on which some one of the societies is not in session. A free library and
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A Home at Campbeui,

A Home at Campbell
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reading room is a great blessing to the transient visitor as well as the per-

manent resident. Stores of all kinds, bank, postoffice, etc., etc., will meet

your daily wants, while the Interurban Electric line is a connecting link with

the metropolis of our valley (San Jose), which is but four miles away from

our orchard city.

Space forbids more than a brief mention of some of the industries here.

The Campbell Fruit Growers' Union is a co-operative organization for the

handling of fruit. It is fully equipped for the business, and has the largest

fruit-drying grounds in the world. Despite this fact, it is frequently com-

pelled to rent additional ground for drying purposes. The J. C. Ainsley

Packing Company conducts one of the largest canneries on the Pacific coast.

CampbeIvL Schooi,

Mr. Ainsley's trade is almost exclusively that of high-class export. Handling,

as he does, nothing but the best fruit, he wisely located his plant where the

best fruit was grown. During the fruit-season here every available house,

room or shed is occupied by men, women and children, who come to work

at these or kindred plants in this vicinity. Vacant lots are covered with

tents to receive the overflow from the houses. In fact, many prefer the tents,

as it adds to the "outing" feeling; and in this climate all the house-room

needed is a screen from public gaze. A favorite name for Campbell is "Or-

chard City," and if Johnny Appleseed were favored with a view of our orchard

homes he would think his pioneer work well done. A stranger could not tell

where the town of Campbell begins and ends. For miles in all directions are

interspersed small, medium and large fruit ranches, all with tastily arranged

grounds, the houses almost concealed by flowers and vines that grow luxuri-
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antly both summer and winter. It seems like a never-ending beautiful sub-

urb. Orchards of all kinds of fruit abound everywhere. Side by side are the

apple, orange, pear, lemon, fig, peach, prune, persimmon, English walnut, al-

mond, olive, pomegranate, and many others. As one more nearly approaches

the foothills, more vineyards come in view, with their clusters of grapes—
white, purple or black. Multitudinous windmills give evidence of the water

supply. An inexhustible supply of pure cold water is available for ^11, and

the same breeze that comes daily to refresh and exhilarate furnishes the power
to pump the water.

The perfect roads, never dusty in summer nor muddy in winter, com-

bined with the innumerable small holdings, each with good improvements,
make this an ideal place for those who wish to respond to the call of the

twentieth century, and get back to nature, and yet retain the comforts of

advanced civilization. Here one can have varied opportunities from a modest

cottage on a town lot on up by acres or fractions of an acre to a commercial

orchard or vineyard of almost any size desired. Coupled with all this is a

superb climate at all seasons. It is a happy mean between the harsher coast

and warmer interior climates. The people here are equally proud of their

weather, products and communit}^—a trinity of good things well worth going
after.

A Ho.Mii NKAR CAMi'iiKi.1,
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The Gfeateif Thifoop Institute

Its Expansion Into a Technical College of the Fitst Rank

The Trustees of Throop Polytechnic, Pasadena, have taken vigorous steps for

placing this well known institution of learning upon a much broader basis than it

has heretofore occupied. For fifteen years Throop has been known as the largest
manual training school on the Pacific Coast, embracing elementary, academic, nor-

mal and collegiate departments.
Beginning with the school year which opens September 25th next the elementary

school is to be removed from the buildings and conducted under a separate cor-

poration, while the full power and means of Throop's management will be devoted
to strengthening and developing the Academy and College. In a word, the school
is to be a technical institution of the highest rank, its Academy preparing pupils

by theory and practice for the College of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering,
and the College offering full four-year courses in these engineering branches. The
Normal department for the education of teachers in art, manual training and do-

mestic economy, will be continued with increased facilities. The Boarding Hall for

boys will also remain open to pupils.
For the purpose of fully accomplishing these objects a new and picturesque site

of twenty-two acres has been secured on the outskirts of Pasadena, where new .;

buildings will be erected, filled with apparatus and machinery of latest patterns. The
Faculty of the school is also to be very much strengthened. Until the completion
of new buildings new apparatus and machinery will be installed in the present build-

ings, the removal of the elementary school having made a number of large rooms
available.

For full particulars send to the Secretary for catalogue.

RamonaToilet^oap POR £ ALE

Help—All kinds. Se« Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



Irriasitedl

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER AND LUX
Los BanoSf Merced County

California

^VOODLAND
The Capital of

Yolo County, California
roODLAND is only 86 miles from San
rancisco and 22 miles from Sacramento,
le State Capital. WOODLAND has twelve
lurches, three two-story grammar school
Itldiners, one conimodius hlg^b school, one
My Rosary Academy, one well-equipped
blness college, the best talent obtainable
fir the schools, one Carnegie library bulld-
itr, and fine free library, four social and
torary clubs, twenty fraternal and bene-
: lodges one 200-barrel flour mill, one
ult cannery, two butter creameries, one
uit packing establishment, one winery.
If olive oil and pickling plant, two large
niber yards, four solid hanks, four ho-'

:i. one large city hall, one well-equipped
I department, four large grain and hay
rehouses, a well conducted telephone
tem, an average rainfall of 17 Inches,
I many commodious business houses
resenting all lines of trade.
For further particulars address any of
following:
Idwell A Rrith, Real EMate
Woodlnnd Grnin and MIIllnB Co.

R. K. Ituyle, Hooka and Stationery
Ilnnk of ^'olo
Hank of Woodland

Sierra l.iiniher Co,
M. C. Cnmpo, Rancher

The

Charter Oak

Pattern
now ready lor delivery, bears an apprc-

priale name lor a design in the lamous

brand ol
" 1847 ROGERS BROS."

"super Plate that Wears."

It was almost under the shadow ol the

historic Charter Oak Tree at Hartlord. Conn.,

that the original Rogers Brothers- sixty years

ago. li.'st discovered the process ol clccSro-

silver pla'ing.

The Charter Oak pattern, like all goods

that bear the stamp

WROGERS BROS:

is as artis'ic in design and as skilllully and

carelully made as sterling silver. The liniih

is a very pleasing combination ol Bright and

French Gray, the pattern lending itsell

readily to this treatment. We bcUev?

that the Charter Oak Spoons. Knives.

Forks, etc.. will prove very popular,

as the design is not only beautiful,

but possesses an unusual degree ol

character. Sold by leading dealers

everywhere. Send lor Catalogue

'J-39" showing all the newer

as well as standard pattens.

MEBIDEN BRITANflia CO:iPANT.

Meriocx, i;ohh.

(Iiitrmntlonal Bilrer
( o., Succwtor)



JUl Roads
Lead to Holtville

Has Good
Shade Trees

The Irrigation Canal at Holtville

Jn Imperial Ualley, San Diego County, California
-^rHIS valley comprises Five Hundred Thousand Acres of land as ferlile as the val-

/jM ley of the nile. Water in abundance, from the Colorado River for all the land
^^ Sunshine practically evt-ry day in the year. HOLTVILLE is favored with a

perfect natural drainage and is healthful. Receives the first water coming from "jhe

source to the valley, thereby insuring water under any circumstances.
Is situated just at sea level and generates electricity from water power for lights

and power for the entire valley. Tributary to this own lies rich sandy loam soil par-

ticularly adapted to raising the first (irapes and Cantaloupes in California. Alfalfa

can be harvested nine times in one season, though pasturing thi grass is very profit-
able and in which case fences tnke the place of hay stacks and the hogs do the work
of the harvester. Land with water in this section can be bought for from $20.00 per
acre up. Come and see or address ,

^°sfc;^a°y''- CHAMBER of COMMERCE, Holtville, CaL
or any of the following business firms:

C J. ScHencK, Genl. Mdse.
J. V. Tagifart, Jr.
F. J. Cole
"W. r, Robinson, Hotel Alamo
r. M. Morris, Confectionery
Citizens BanK
J. S. Bridenstine
National Lumber Co.
W. r. Holt, Redlands, Cal.

r. N. CKaplin (SL Son,Real Estate
Ed. YL. Boyd Realty Co.
tling L. ftendle. Real Estate
L. S-windle, Real Estate
J. Ray "Wimp
M. P. Harris
H. J. Messenger, Livery and

Feed
G U. ApKins



BURLINGAME
The most celebrated town
in Central California today.

The home of golf, polo, magnihcent country residences, charming drives,

healthy sea bathing and above all a climate that is second to none, educational

facilities of the highest order and a substantial class of "all the year round" San

Francisco business men and tradespeople.

Burlingame is the home of flowers. Here are grown more roses, carnations,

sweet peas and lilies than in any other section of California.

Commg more and more into public notice as a charming community of homes,

Burlingame is dominated today by a spirit of progress and any inquiry in regard to

real estate, business opportunities or home advantages will be cheerfully answered

when addressed to any of the concerns whose names appear below.

F. J; Rodg:ers &
Lyon & Hoagft Real Estate

Geo. Wilkens, Grocer

Beebe & Tyler, Building Contractors

John Shepherd & Son, Express &
Transfer Delivery

A. L. Offield, Physician & Surgeon
Thomas McCutcheon, Restaurateur

Co. Real Estate

Burlingfame Inv* Co. Real Estate

J. H. O'Hara, Plumbing & Plumbing
Supplies

Albert A. Myer, Real Estate
Archibald & Aubrey, Real Estate

Joseph Culbert, Livery & Private

Boarding
August Berg, Contractor & Builder
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LOS GATOS
The Most Beautifully Situated Residence Town in

Central California

LARGEST CONCRETE ROADWAY BRIDGE IN CALIFORNIA

Located in the foothills of the Santa Cruz mowntains, fifty miles south

of San Francisco and ten miles from San Jose
Stanford University and State Normal adjacent. Los Gatos has first

class facilities.

Numerous Churches. No Saloons. Deligfhtful Climate all the Year.

Electric and Steam Railroad communication. This locality is the home
of all deciduous fruits. For information address Secretary Board of
Trade, or any of the following :

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods
J. H. Pearce, General Merchandise
A. C. Covert, Real Estate
W. L. Pearce Co., General Mdse.
B. H. Noble & Co., Real Estate & Ins.

Johns & McMurtry, Real Estate.

J. A. McCoy, Real Estate & Ins.

F. F. Watkins, Druggist
Bank of Los Gatos

George A. Green, Drugs & Photo Sup.

J. D. Crummey
H. J. Crall, Books, Stationary, etc.

J. J. Fretwell, Watchmaker & Jeweler
L. B. Mallory, Broker
E. L. Chase, Music
O. Lewis & Son, Hardware, Tinning
& Plumbing

Hunt's Steam Bakery



Escondido
CALIFORNIA

The Inland

Metropolis of
San Diego County

AN ESCONDIDO GRAPKVINK
A thrifty growing country, new homes and new business houses being built every

day. Is the center of a large area of productive farming country, and offers the best
inducements for a home or for investment in Southern California.

Here is an up-to-date Irrigation System owned by the people; no expense for

water except cost of distribution and maintenance of the system. The finest high
school building in Southern California. No bonded debt. No saloons. Just the

place for an ideal home.

Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Escondido, Col.

Campbell
The central point of the best

fruit section in the state.

Surrounded by orchard homes
for miles in all directions.

Campbell Hi^h School

THIS
dependable town, surrounded by dependable orchards, and favored with a

dependable climate (RARELY EQUALED—NEVER EXCELLED), offers every
advantage to the home-seeker. Do you want to live in a good, clean community
(no saloons), where you would be proud to call every neighbor a friend? That's
CAMPBELL. Do you want the best educational advantages for your children?

Come to CAMPBELL. Would you like to live where there is an abundance of work
during the fruit season for young and old? Come to CAMPBELL. Do you want an
orchard home for pleasure and profit? Come to CAMPBELL. No mud! No dust!!
No desert!!!

For additional information address CAMPBELL IMPROVEMENT CLUB, Camp-
bell, Santa Clara Co., Cal., or

J. C. Ainsley, Fruit Canner Mrs. C. W. Sutter, Hotel
John F. Duncem Farmers' Union
S. G. Rodeck C. H. Whitman
P. C. Hartman. Dentist B. O. Curry, Real Estate

Mary F. Campbell John L. Hagelin

E. B. Kennedy, Real Estate
C. N. Cooper
C. Berry
E. W. Preston, Cyclery

Campbell Fruit Growers' Union



IMPERIAL c
San Die^o Coxinty

alifornia
THE METROPOLIS OF THE IMPERIAL VALLEY

WEST SIDE OP IMPERIAL AVENUE, IMPERIAL. IMPERIAL HOTEL IN FOREGROUND

Imperial is the center of the largest body of irrigated land under one system in

the United States, and Hpn. Frank W. Mondell of Wyoming, chairman of the Irri-

gation Committee of the House of Representatives, said after a recent visit: "I

consider the owners of land in the Imperial Valley among the luckiest farmers in

the United States. They are singularly blessed by nature and by man. They have
everything that they could ask to make themselves well to do. They have the soil,

the climate, the WATER, and the location, with railroad facilities for marketing
their crops, and good and constant markets for their products close at hand." For
further information address

H. N. DYKE, Secretary Chamber of Commerce, IMPERIAL, CAL.

SIGHTSEERS, LOOKI

You havn't seen the beauties of the
Pacific Coast until you visit

ENSENADA (Lower Cal.) MEXICO
Take the Lower California Develop-
ment Co.'s beautiful Steamer St. Den-
is from San Diego and you'll be well

repaid.
Time Card of Steamer St. Denis

LEAVE SAN DIEGO

2, 5, 8, 12, 22 and
25th of each month,
at 9 p. m., arriving
next morning at En-
senada

LEAVE ENSENADA
3, 6, y, 19, 23 and

29th of each month at
8 p- m- arriving next
morning at San Diego

FOR HEALTH, HAPPI-
NESS AND A HOME

COME TO

Southern
California

Write for information

and illustrated printed

matter, enclosing a 5

cent stamp, to

-THE.-

Chamber of Commerce

Los Angeles, CaL



s AN MATEO
THE FLORAL CITY

San Francisco*s Nearest and Most Beautiful Suburban City

THE PENINSULA

Now in course of construdtion at a cost of $500,000 will open April Ist, 1908

accomodating 400 guests

San Mateo has reached that stage of development which nothing short

of complet annihilation can now permanently check. The expansion of

San Francisco, as inevitable as that of New York, must in the very nature

of things be toward San Mateo, on the land side, unimpeded by intervening
water. Just so surely as New York has, by degrees, spread into West-

chester, so must San Francisco march into San Mateo with the teeming
thousands which are to populate the new and greater city. With such a

future, San Mateo becomes a point of wonderful opportunity, not alone to

the suburban home seeker, but to those v.'ho recognize the value of realty
investments as sources of future wealth. Just as up-town realty built up
the Astor fortune in the Eastern metropolis, so will future Astors of this

coast realize from investments in San Mateo and vicinity.
For any further information, address San Mateo Board of Trade or

any of the following :

H. N. Royden, Real Estate
Peninsula Realty Company, Real Estate
Loveland & Shand, Real Estate
W. H. Cone, Real Estate
B. L. Grow Realty Co., Real Estate
E. M. Warn Lumber Co.
W. E. Tourtelotte, Contractor
Chas. N. Kirkbrlde, Attorney-at- Law
Clare-Metzgar Co., Furnishing Goods,

Clothing
E. H. Alt, Shoe Store
Levy Bros., Merchants
San Mateo Bakery
T. Masterson, Hotel Wisnom
J. A. Foster, Electrical Enplne'^r

Wisnom, Bonner Hardware Co.
Jennings Bros., Livery
A. L. Sanderson, Dentist
Sneider & Smith, Furniture Store
G. Palanca, Floral City Music Depot
C. M. Morse, Druggist
Peninsula Meat Co., Meat Market
San Mateo Planing Mill Co.
J. F. Killelea, Co., Painters and Decorators
Borges & Kenner, Cigars and Stationery
John F. Lee. Building Contractor
W. R. Spence. Pianos and Phonographs
C. W. McCraken, Confectioner
N. Van Kammen, Jeweler and Optician
H. G. Von OORSCHOT



t
MAYFIELD,!

^
TKe Nearest ToAvn To
tanford University ....

The Shortest. Path to Stanford University,
is from Mayfield

Mayfield is a town

of homes with

splendid education-

al privileges; hun-

dreds of students

walk to and from

theuniversity thrice

daily.

Incorporated

No Saloons

Perfects

Climate

Light, Telephone

and Water

(Sewers Under Way)

LAND CHEAP

For further information write to the

SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the following business firms

^.

S. A. Crary, Real Estate

Co-operative Land & Trust Co.

Mayfield Bank Trust Co., C. S. Crary, Cashier

J. J. Moyer, M. D.

Dudfield Lumber Co.

Joseph R. Mesa, General Merchandise

V. Dornberger
D. H. Wood, Livery & Boarding Stables
A. B. Clark
Alex. Pears

L. Distel

Peter Towne
Stanford Realty Co., Chas. Macrum, Mgr.

J



San Bernardino, California
Located in the center of a magnificent and fertile val-

ley and reached by three transcontinental railroads—
the Salt Lake, Santa Fe and Southern Pacific.

Population 15,000
and Increasing Rapidly

FROM TROPICAL SAN BERNARDINO TO FRIGID MT. SAN BERNARDINO

The scenic beauty within and surrounding the city is unexcelled in Southern
California. Splendidly equipped trolley lines radiate to all neighboring towns and
communities. As a business and commercial center San Bernardino ranks among
the best in the State.

First class schools, Public Library and churches of nearly all denominations.
For booklet and further information address

Secretary Board of Trade, San Bernardino, California

The San Bernardino Merchants' Protective Association
or any of the following leading business firms:

San Bernardino Realty Board.
Neff A Adair, Real Kntate.
iioyd & Scott, ileul Kntate & Insurance.
Vental & I{iil>bard, Real F.ntate .V luk
Star Realty Co., Real Kntate.
Innuranre, Loan & I^and Co.
Taylor Realty Co., Real Eatate, I.oana A

Innurance.
Cochran A RIdenbausrh (Miniatare Oranse

Groven, 9.300.
San liernurdino Realty Co., Real Eatate,

Inniirancc & Loann.
Pioneer Abatract A Title Guaranty Co.
San Bernardino Abstract Co.

Connolidated Abstract & Title Guaranty
Co.

ArroTvhead Garage.
Home Furnitare Co.
David R. GlaMN, President Business Collese
Geo. M. Cooley Co., Hardware.
Mrs. C. H. Davis, Bradford Roomins House
W. >V. Brison, Jr.
Board of Trade.
San Bernardino National Bank
H. M. Barton
H. "W. Haserman.
T. A. Blakely.
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Don't go to CALIFORNIA
without paying a visit to

SAN LEANDRO
ALAMEDA COUNTY

Climate Unexcelled No Winds or Fogs

Average Temperature
j ^^^'^^ *»!?• I?'-

RESIDENCE OF 1. W. HELLMAN, Jr.

SAIN UEAISDRO
possesses many attractions as a place of residence. It is convenient of access from
San Francisco and the fast growing city of Oakland; cars running every ten minutes
and connecting with the ferry service across the bay. Round about here are the

finest roadways in the State and San Leandro is a famous rendezvous for autoists.

For further information write to

The Best Mfg. Co., Agricultural Machin-
ery

O. J. Lynch, Druggist
A. Whelton, Real Estate

A. L. Peralta, Real Estate

C. W. McLaughlin
Suburban Electric Light & Gas Co.

n

H H Clarl<
J.M.' Estudillo, Real Estate
M. C. King, Garage and Cyclery
J. J. Gill
J. M. Santana
F. B. Eber
Leo Best
E. Hoerst



RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA

July 20, 1907.

Dear Old Dad:—
Do you remember how we

used to wonder what a South-
ern California summer was
like? I always imagined that

the heat must be something
fierce, but honest, it isn't half

bad. The thermometer tells

dreadful tales in the middle of the day, has been over 100 two or three times, yet you
would swear the old thing was fooling. Men work out in the blazing sun the whole
day through and never seem to mind. Haven't heard of a sunstroke this year. You
see we always have nice breezes through the day and when evening comes it is

simply fine; so clear and cool that I sleep under blankets 'most every night.
I like my new job first rate. Riverside is a wonderfully busy little city, even

through the summer months, and we are having fine trade at the store. The mer-
chants here get lots of business from the "back country" as we call it, the farming
districts lying all around us. This has been a great year for the ranchers there.

Ralph made a good move when he bought that five-acre Valencia grove. This,
with his five acres of Navels will bring him a fine income this season; he expects to
clear over $3000 net. He is planning to start for the mountains with me on Monday.
We will be gone two weeks or more and will make it a regular camping trip. Don't
you wish your farm could run itself a half-month at a time without attention as his

orange grove will. Pretty easy way to earn a living, I think.
I enclose two or three pictures I took around town. Are the neighbors still

asking for those descriptive books? Tell them to write to the CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE direct, they have just got a fresh supply. The following business con-
cerns hke to answer questions, too.

RItIbo Land Co., Valencia GroTca.
Geo. F. Elliott, Real Eatate.
F. Far Sibley, Automobllea.
Rlvemlde AbNtrnct Co.
FIrat Nntionnl Hank.
Rlvemlde Title & Tru«t Co.
Ahleln A Son, Plumbing A Heating.
Home Telephone Co.

Frank A. Miller, Glenwood Inn.
Rlvemlde Trnut Co., Oranfre Grovea.
Sentnn /k Kinnear Latnber Co.
Rlvemlde Savlnga Rank & Trnat Co.
Creamer Mtg. Co., Planing Mill.
RuHM Lumber A Mill Co.
Paclflfl Lumber Co.
Arllnarton Apartment*, Lime and BlKtatk

Sta., Furnlabed Rooma.

Love to all, write soon.

SAM.



Keep Your Eyes oi\

PALO ALTO
The Home City of California

Watch Us Grow

The J. J. Morris Real Estate Company
Believes in the future of Palo Alto as the best

residence city in northern California. Let us

give some reasons for our belief : : : :

ist: Palo Alto has no SALOONS.
2nd: Palo Alto has the climate of the Santa Clara Valley, famous the world over

as the best all-the-year climate anywhere.

3rd: Palo Alto is a municipal ownership town. The Municipality owns its own
water system and electric light plant and furnishes these two necessities at

cost.

4th: Palo Alto has an energetic, progressive body of citizens who believe in a
clean town and pull together for public improvements.

5th : Palo Alto is located but 33 miles from San Francisco, the -great commercial
metropolis of the Pacific Coast. The completion of the Bay-Shore Cut-Off
will bring Palo Alto 8 miles nearer to San Francisco and but 40 minutes
ride. In the future the growth of Palo Alto will be as the growth of San
Francisco.

6th : Palo Alto is the seat of the Leland Stanford Jr. University, the most richly
endowed institution of learning in the world. No city on the Coast can com-
pare with ours in educational advantages.

7th: Palo Alto is an ideal home town. The location, the charm of scenery, the

prevalence of beautiful live oaks, the absence of saloons, the high moral

standing of the population, the culture and refinement of an educated people—these things make Palo Alto a place that appeals to every man who de-
sires to surround his family with right influences and to live amid scenes
of health, comfort and contentment.

Ihe J. J. Morris Real Estate Company
INCORPORATED

REAL ESTATE AND FINANCIAL AGENTS
120 University Avenue Palo Alto, California



PALO ALTO ^lifornia

Greatest Educational
Center of tKe "West

Most Beautiful Home
City in California

What the Hudson River region is to New York City, such is the San Francisco

Peninsula to the metropolis of California. Land lying near any great city has an
investment value that is unsurpassed, both in regard to stability and income.

The region for fifty miles south of San Francisco is being developed at a mar-
velous rate. Palo Alto is the central point in this development. Its educational

ALONG A PALO ALTO SIDEWALK

advantages, its public improvements, its business opportunities and its high moral
tone make the town especially attractive to all home-seekers, while rapid transit

brings it into convenient distance as a residence place for San Francisco business
men. No one who anticipates making a home in California should fail to see
Palo Alto.

Write for information to Secretary Board of Trade, Palo Alto, Cal., or

Co-Operative Land & Trust Co., R«al
Estate

Board of Trade
Dudfield Lumber Co., Lumber aitd Mill-

work
The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
"Curry of Palo Alto," Furniture, Carpets,

etc.
Palo Alto Promotion Committee
B. F. Hall, Real Estate
H. W. Simkins, Bookseller
Corbaley's Cyclery, Bicycles and Model

Making
Palo Alto Hardware Co.
Alfred Seale

Mendenhall & Woods, Dry Goods
S. J. Parsons, Livery
Mrs. M. Rafferty, University Hotel
Corbaiey & Thorpe Auto Co.
Michael Sabadin, University Restaurant
C. E. Haskell & Co., Men's Furnishings

and Hatters
C. N. Williams, Carpet Cleaning Works
Thoits Shoe Store
Earle & Co., Grocers
Frank W. Backus, Crockery and Paints
Palo Alto Transfer Co.
Robert A. Thompson, Real Estate Broker
J. T. Simpson, Haberdasher
M. C. Lauridsen, Meat Market



ALAMEDA ...The City of Homes...

POPULATION 30.000

On the East Side of San Francisco Bay, connecting
by Ferry every Twenty Minutes with San Francisco

No Fogs No Cold Winds No Smoke

The Bav Shore of Alameda

The growth of Alameda has not, nor does it partake either of the mushroom or

boom trend. Its just natural, simply having an individual attractiveness that

holds those visiting the city for the first time. The climate for one thing, the

schools, the streets, the lights, the bathing and beach, the flowers, the trees, the

beautiful homes, and its general cleanliness and moral tone, and the liberal advan-

tages which its city charter provides, holds one fast to it. Its transportation, now
being improved, and as it is the best of any suburban city, and its accessibility to

the markets, the play and the life of the metropolis has its advantages not easily

obtained elsewhere jmd which go to its enhancement as an idealistic home com-

munity.

The undersigned will gladly give any information required,'

Hammond & Hammond, Real Elstate,
Miller & Banta, Real Estate,
Charles Adams & Co,, Real Estate.
F. R, Neville, Real Estate.
Halsey Wehn Co., Real Estate.
J. S. Hanley & Co., Real Estate.
Lewis <& Shaw, Real Estate.
L.. W. McGlauflin, Real Estate and In-

surance.
Scott & Jndd, Real Estate.
Alameda Land Co., Real Estate.
Island Real Estate Co., Real Estate.
Wm. Dufour & Co., Real Estate.
G. H. Suelflohn, Real Estate.
H. G. Mehrtens, Real Estate.
Geo. E. Plummer & Son, Real Estate
and Contractors.

C. V. Hughes Co., Real Estate.
A. J. Torres, Real Estate.
Hally & Co., Real Estate,

Wm. Znlgg:, Merchant.
Rhodes & Jamieson, Wood, Coal and

lee.

E. D. Ells & Co., Furniture Store.
Henry Schneider, Stationery Store.
M. H. Owens, Plumber.
California Cabinet Co.
Bank of Alameda.
T. Von Ah Ala. Stables.
Kreie & Halton, Gents' Furnishingrs.
Li. a. Konlgshofer, Dry Goods Store.
Jersey Creamery Co.
Combs & Fisher, Meat Market.
Citizens Bank of Alameda.
Prosser Pharmacy.
R. P. Clark, Carpenter.
Hans Anderson, Furviture Store.
Smiley <& Gallagrher, Undertakers.
C. P. Magagnos, Photo Supplies.



The vine Is Better Than the

MINE IN CALIFORNIA Today

THE
Stockton Vineyard Company offers you a guaranteed 4% investment

for five years on its stock. After that the vines will pay 10, 20 or 25%
dividends. The guarantee is endorsed upon the certificates for five years
by our depository—The San Joaquin Valley Bank of Stockton, Cal.

Our terms, Cash. Incorporated for $150,000—150,000 shares at $1 per
share. No salaries, no promotion stock—50,000 shares for sale at $1 per share
with above guarantee from date of purchase.

We have planted 200 acres and propose planting 200 acres next season, 200
acres following season. Have first class new house, eight rooms; large tank

house, barns, bunk house, pumping plant all new this season, and the mile square
rabbit proof wire fence 44 inches high and two strands above.

Our vineyard tract is bounded on three sides by the best roads in the County;
on the fourth side the irrigation ditch; runs inside the fence, around the section,
are planted English walnuts, and across, both ways, are planted fruit trees,

cherries, plums, apricots, peaches, nectarines and olives; forming two beautiful
avenues at right angles. A fine grove of olive trees, 10 years old, giving a most
prolific yield, is on the place.

Each investor is on exactly the same basis: according to the amount of
stock will his returns be.

The entire management is under the care of Mr. Louis Sciaroni, of thirty
years' experience in Switzerland, Italy and California.

We are intending to" have a model place on a large scale. We need help and
appeal to the investing people. Your money is absolutely safe and by the ex-

piration of your guarantee, the stock will be worth Five dollars per share. We
do not promise a fortune in a short time, but a big paying investment.

We retain one-third of the stock in the treasury, to be sold in the future to

put up a winery. That's where the greater profits are made—not from selling
the grape to someone else.

We append some results from vineyards in this county, compiled by so good
an authority as Mr. Frank West of the El Pinal Vineyard of Stockton, and we
can refer you to one of our friends who assured us he cleared 25% on a valuation
of $1000 per acre in one year.

Ezra Fisk, smallest receipts $28 per acre, average for 15 years $49 per acre.

Fitzgerald Estate, smallest $24; average $56. D. H. Loveland, smallest $15;
average $82. I. W. Bunch, smallest $78; average $98. A. L. Bonham, smallest

$30; average $101.
See Chamber of Commerce Gateway Magazine.
Don't miss such a chance. It will appeal to you; 4% for five years is better

than any savings bank, and behind your guarantee you will have 600 acres of
choicest land, highly improved, worth $300 to $1000 per acre, to subdivide into
ID or 20 acre pieces, if the stockholders should so desire. The land is three miles
from Escalon, on the Santa Fe; six miles from Ripon, on the Southern Pacific,
and only two miles from Avena, on Santa Fe.

HENRY RUMNAPF, President, of Rumnapf & Co., Hay and Grain; JOHN
A. INGLIS, Vice-President, State Bakery; JOHN H. SMITH, Treasurer, Smith
& Lang. Dry Goods Merchants; R. B. TEEFY, Secretary, Cashier San Joaquin
Valley Bank; W. L. BRENNAN, Livery and Feed Stables. Address

Stockton Vincyatd Company, "sto^6k?onT cVS!



I^:i^ysl^L!^u LA JOLLA By the Sea

14 miles north of San Diego and built right on the edge of the great bluff which dips into the Pacific

among the wondrous rocks and sandy beaches. LA JOLLA IS BEAUTIFUL as to Climate, Surf Bath-

ing, Rocky Coast Line, Mountain Scenery and Ocean Scenery. Its unequalled beauty and climate is being

rapidly recognized by the bsst people. As an investmsnt La JoUa offers unusual advantages. Residence

ots from $200 up. Furnished cottages from $15.00 to $60.00 per month,

FOR INFORMATION ADDRESS ANY OF THE. FOLLOWING.—
Mary H. Fltzbugh, Real Kstate.
Walter S. Lieber, Real Estate.
C. D. Rolfe, Real Estate.

1308 C Street, San Diego, Cal.
La Jolla Bath House & Entertainmeiit Co.

Mrs. A. P. Mills, Real Estate.
L. A. & S. D. Beach R. R. Co.
I^a Jolla Mdrse. Co.
La Jolla Improvement Ass'n
E. J. Swayne & Co., Real Estate.

National City,

California

on San Diego Bay

The water system of

National City embraces
a reservoir which cov-
ers about 8oo acres of

land, with a solid ma-
sonry dam about 500
feet long, nearly 100
feet high, 45 feet thick
at base and 12 feet

thick at top. The reser-

voir now contains about

7,000,000,000 gallons of
mountain water. lake at sweetwater dam
The City is out of debt, hence our low rate of taxation. The opportunities for safe
and profitable investment are numerous.

Write for booklet to Secretary BOARD OF TRADE or any of the following:

Peoples State Bank, G. W. DeFord, Hay and Grain; A. G. Williams, Grocer; Paradise Valley
Sanitarium, Hutchison Bros, Frank A. Kimball, Real Estate; San Diego Land Co., E. M. Fly,
M. D.; M. K. Campbell, Phil C. Bauer, J. G. Fleming, Orange Grower; T. R. Palmer, Attorney;
h. Butler, Hardware; E. B. Leach, Lemon Shipper; Theo T. Johnson, M. D.; National City &
Otay Railway.



Southern California

If you intend to visit Southern California you will want to see

J^
REDONDO BEACH
"WhicH is Ei^Hteen Miles From Los Angeles

J^

Redondo Beach is one of the best open harbors on the coast. We have three

large wharves from which ocean vessels are daily discharging their cargoes.
As a residence place it cannot be equaled.
Our schools are modem in all respects.
Our churches are flourishing.

We Have the
Beautiful Moonstone Beach '^rJ.^vtlSd"^

Redondo has three electric lines and the Santa Fe Railroad. Running time from
Los Angeles by electric car, 40 minutes.

The Redondo carnation fields are famous the world over.
Our present population is about 3500, and it is rapidly increasing.
Visit Redondo Beach and you will find that what we tell you is the truth, and

you will want to become a resident.
The famous "Hotel Redondo" is situated in the center of a beautiful eight-acre

park. It is first class in all its appointments.
For further information address either of the following :

Redondo Improvement Co.
Itedondo llonrd of Trade.
Hotel Redondo.
Ctann. J. Creller, Real Estate.
Redondo Realty Co.
MontRomery &. Mullen Lamber Co.
Redondo Milling Co.
C. Gannlil Lumber Co.

i. F. Reber & Co.. Plumbem.
^VellM & Co.. Real E:Htate.
Redondo Rulldlne Co.
I.. J. Quint.
H. B. Ainxworth.
A. J. Graham.
A. B. SteeL



Occansidc

The Finest Home Site and

Pleasure resort in San

Diego County

THE SAN LUIS REY

VALLEY

Which is tributary to

Oceanside, is a large,
beautiful and fertile valley
watered by the San Luis

Rey river, the largest
Rebuilding Corridors at San Luis Rey Mission Stream in the COUnty. \Va-

ter in abundance is obtained from the underflow of the river by means of wells and
pumping plants. Large and small tracts can be bought at reasonable prices. The
land is adapted for fruits, vegetables, alfalfa, dairying and poultry raising. The San
Luis Rey Mission is four miles from Oceanside in the valley and was founded in 1798.
With one exception it is the largest and best preserved of all the California missions
and well worth a visit by all who come to Southern California. It is a pleasant drive
from Oceanside over a good road. Write Board of Trade, or the following:
The Hayes Land Co. First National Bank of Oceanside.
Thos. C. Exton, Drnssist. H. T. Blake, <<Mlra Mar Hote)"
Bank of Oceanside. Oceanside Electric & Gas Co.
P. J. Brannen, Hard'vrare. Griffin Hayes, Diamond Livery.
Goeta Bros. Co., General Merchandise. Geo. P. McKay, General Merchandise.
J. E, Jones, Merchandise. F. W. Rleke, Contractor.

South-western Realty Co.

FRUITV ALE
The Queen city around the bay of San Francisco, a suburb of Oakland and San

Francisco, a delightful temperate clima te; a population of 20,000; magnificent schools
and churches; a city essentially of homes where the tired toiler may rest after his

weary day's labor, and where his wife and children can obtain that health and
strength which is denied in congested cities, and yet we are only 20 minutes from
the metropolis of California, where flowers grow the year round and where property
can be had for a small fraction of the cost of a home in the large cities. Wide and
beautiful streets; 2 transcontinental railways pass through the town and with un-
excelled electric street car facilities. One of the most beautiful towns around the

bay of San Francisco extends to you a cordial invitation to invest and become one
of us.

FPTTTTVATF alameda county,r I\ ^J I M. VAl^E CALIFORNIA
For further information address Secretary of Board of Trade or any of the

following firms:

Fruitvale Realty Co.
Transbay Realty Co., 1357 Broadway,
Oakland, Fruitvale Heishts Tract.

S. T. Smith, Real Estate.
H. A. Pleitner, Real Estate.
Frank K. Mott Co., 1060 Broadway,
Oakland, Real Estate.

Geo. H. Lee & Sons, Real Estate.
Henry Barkmeyer. Real Estate
Myers & Maloon, Electrical Engineers
and Contractors.

Bank of Fruitvale.
L. R. Green, Plumbing:.

J. E. Lloyd, Harness and Saddlery.
Fruitvale Hard^^-are Co.

Gibbins & Golrey, Contractors and Builders
Fruitvale Lumber Co.
E. L. Brown, Grocer.
Fruitvale Garage Co.
T. McKenzie, Groceries.
S. S. Austin.
Grant D. Miller, 1128 23rd Ave., Oak-

land, Undertaker.
Berhmann & Jamison, Livery and
Boarding Stables.



The home of the Perfect Orange. Where

prosperity abounds and happiness and com-

fort are everywhere in evidence, and how
can it be otherwise? Visit us next January
and see our 7,000 acres of orange trees load-

ed with the golden ripe fruit; hundreds of

beautiful residences, the homes of the pros-

perous orange grower and the well-to-do

or wealthy easterner; the magnificent mansions on The Heights occupied by the

millionaire who finds in Redlands the scenery, the climate and general conditions

which captivate him. All these people spend their money, and lots of it, in our

city. Then why not prosperity? Why not the best schools, the finest churches, a

thriving Y.M.C.A., social clubs and fraternal organizations, an up-to-date public li-

brary, the best and cleanest streets and grounds and the largest deposit per capita in

our banks? GROWING! Of course we are growing!! The Col. Greene "Castle on the

Hill" which is distributing $100,000 to labor alone at the rate of more than $3,000 a

week; the new Hubbard electric car line through the city; the Oak Glen electric line

about to be built to the new "Mile High Hotel" and mountain city; the opening up
of 14,000 acres of rich land in Y.ucaipa Valley only five miles south of us; the growing
popularity of our many nearby mountain resorts; the expensive and extensive addi-

tions and improvements to our New Casa Loma Hotel under the management of

D. M. Linnard, and last but not least the assurance of a big college in "this college
town without a college," all spell PROSPERITY,

Write the Board of Trade or any of the following firms, or better still, come and
see us and let us tell you of the good things in store for REDLANDS.

'Wllllama-Cartia Co^ Real Kmimrt. John P. Flak, Real Eatate.
J. >V. Jenklna, Electrical Contractor. W. J. Davenport A McLaln, Contractora.
Caaa Loma Hotel Co. Geo. S. Blssln. Real Eatate. J. J. Naushton.
D. If. Donald, Contractor. Redlanda Abatract A Title Co. FIrat National Bank.
Mntnal Orange Dlatrlbntora, Fruit Shll pera. John P. Hlffht, Jr., Real Eatate.
John BlodKett, Lliery. Hill Creat Inn. Redlanda Frnit Aaaodatloa
J. C. Reevea, Hay A. Grain. Redlanda Laundry Co. L. F. Huntlngrton, Contractor.
Palm Confectionery, E. E. Caae. Dike A Losle, Real Eatate.
Anderaon & Aaher, Real Eatate. Avatla A Clark Co., Real Eatate.



^
IDEAL, Yes indeed,

San

Jacinto

Has advantages

hard to beat

Address:
Chamber ofCommerce

SAN JACINTO BOY
Buff Wyandotte, owned by

O. S. Hofmann

Ideal for
Poultry

Soil of a sandy

loam, plenty cot-

ton-wood trees, (a

native here), arte-

sian water of the

purest.

SAN JACINTO,
Riverside County, Cal.

"If You Will Write
,

The Board of Trade, Santa Cruz, California, for booklet

D, stating in what particular proposition you are interested.

You Shall Know Why
the-following investments in that city are profitable:

I. The erection of modern, furnished cottages of five,

six and seven rooms on suitable ground,
II. The establishment of a fruit canning and processing

factory.

,1,11. The establishment of glass and sand-lime brick

fsctories.

IV. The erection of a one hundred and fifty room, mod-

ern, first-class hotel near the beach.



Earlimont Colony
Tulare

County

California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise

Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

EARLIEST
That's What Counts

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives

Quickest Returns

Extraordinary Prices

Gathering the Earliest Oranges in the
State near Portersville.

EARLIEST VEGETABLES

EARLIEST DECIDUOUS FRUITS EARLIEST SMALL FRUITS

South of Portersville, earliest part of Tulare County. Rolling upland. At base
of Sierra foothills. No killing frosts. No scale. No smut. No diseases. No
heavy winds. A beautiful landscape. Responds to landscape gardener's art. Pure
air. Unsurpassed climate. Remarkably healthful. Well located. Abundant cheap
Water. Virgin soil, extremely rich. Close to railroad. Near to mountain camps
and resorts. Splendid hunting and fishing grounds in easy reach.

FIRST SUBDIVISION—TO THOSE WHO 'WILL IMPROVE
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tracts for sale for

subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
grroves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone, etc., will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.
Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, CaL



The Royal Flame
Tokay Grape

% Actual
Size. Its
Color Is a
Deep
Lillac-Plnk

Place than luOQl) Cal.
It Is situated In the heart of the great

San Joaquin Valley, on the main line of
the Southern Pacific Railroad, between
Sacramento and Stockton, and has be-
come famous for its

Royal Flame Tokay Grapes
Over one-third of the table grapes from
California were shipped from Lodl, the
growing, prosperous city. No better grapes
grown anywhere. No better soil. No
better water, (and in great abundance).
No better climate. (Summers warm and
delightful, nights cool and refreshing).
No better roads. No better place for a
home or investment.
Every product of the temperate and semi-
tropical zones can be grown within a
radius of five miles around Lodl, the
largest body of fine rich sandy sediment
loam in the State.

Before deciding, see Lodl, and you will
find there is No Better Place. For more
detailed information address Lodl Board
of Trade or any of the following:

Henderson Bros., Hardware.
W. A. Young Lumber Co.
W. J. Robinson, Barley Mill.
Dougherty, Whitaker & Ray Co., Hotel.
The Realty Company.
John C. Bewley <& Co., Real Estate.
I.emoln <& Fish, Publishers.
N^orthern Hardware Co.
San Joaquin Land Co.
Garner & Woodson, Land.
Beckman, Welch & Thomson Co., Grocera.

COLTON The Hub City of Southern California
The Center of the Orange Belt

, . -«*^

,...,a^^-^&6^ .^.^



The Famous Santa Clara Valley and

^County California

Population''
ao.ooo J

i-ui TAGE HOME IN SAN JOSE

_ Santa Clara County la Pretaminentty
th* Horticultural County of the State

San Jose (Pronounced\"San Ho'Say")

50 MILES SOUTH FROM SAN FRANCISCO. M »gnificent oil Year
Climate, No Ice, No Snoiw, Stimvilatin^, Not Znervatin^

This is the world's famous fruit valley, and poultry thrives in this section. We will
make room for 5000 good families with a few thousand dollars to secure orchard
homes of 10 to 20 acres that pay. We need the boys and girls in the summer to pick
fruit and work in the caruieries at good wages. We raise more peaches, primes,
cherries, apricots, etc., than any other section.

For Information Address

SanJose Chamber of Commerce off„vi°rF.,f„^,;
Jus. H. Kucker A Co., Real Eatate.
A. C. Oarby, Real Estate.
MiHMion Uenlty Co..

1-1 K. San Fernando St.
fane, $hort & Ryan, Real Estate.
EaKl« Brewery.
Home Union, Groceries.
Hotel Bristol.
Spencer A Healey, Veterinary Sarseons.
Fred M. Stern, Send for Cowboy Ontflt

CHtmlofgne.
Red Star Lanndry.

T. S. MvntKomery A Son, Real Estate.
T. C. Barnett, Real Estate.
Jobnson & Temple, Real Estate.
First National Bank of San Jose.
Garden City Rank and Trust Co.
A. Damonte A Co., Mfg. Calif. Glace Fruits.
The Bank of San Jose.
Security State Bank of San Jose.
Cambers-Hayes Co., Furniture.
Trinkler-Dohrmann Co., Crockery.
E. A. A I. O. Hayes.
The J. K. Armsby Co., Dried Fmlt Packers.



The Home o f

American Beet

Sugar Company
(Founded t898)

Corner of 5th and B Streets, Oxnard, Cal.

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Angeles, in the best

farming district in the state of Califtft-nia. Every business known to first class California towns is

represented here. No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth
par value. Water works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of

schools, good churches.
For further information address

SECKETARY BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the following well known firms:

American Beet Sugar Co. Hill & Lanbacher, Real Elstate and Ins.
Ventura County Povrer Co. Oxnard Furniture & Plumbing Co.
Oxnard Livery & Feed Stable. W. R. Norton, Oxnard Ne'ws Agency.
Lehmann Bros. L. F. Vaughn, Jcvfeler.

Robert Green, Barber.

SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA
XHe Harbor City-

San Pedro, the Harbor City

of Southern California, the

dreamland of the world,

where nature has poured out

her blessing with so lavish

a hand that it is doubtful

whether our great mother in-

tended to build a home for

the Gods or for humans. San

Pedro, the future gateway of

the orient; the one spot more
SAN PEDRO HARBOR talked about, because more in

the minds of the men who make the commerce of this country, than any other

along the many thousands of miles of our coast line. San Pedro undoubtedly has

the brightest future of any city on the west coast, aid is the place for the young
man or the old, for the capitalist or the laborer.

For information relative to commercial conditions and busines prospects, ad-

dress The Chamber of Commerce, San Pedro, Cal., or

A. P. Ferl

J. A. Weldt
Olsen Hardware Co.

Dodson Bros., Contractors L. Kelly

John T. Gaffey Miss C. Rogers & Co., Real

WUliam W. Burke & Sons,Estate
Grocers Alcorn & Cox., Real Estate



FRESNO

COUNTY
^Professor Blackmar of Washington, D. C. says, "It is a

truly wonderful County. Productive beyond imagination,
and rich beyond the dreams of wealth—a wealthy agricul-

tural district in one of the grandest valleys the sun ever

shone on."

^It is the County of opportunities for the man of small means
and plenty of grit.

^It is equally great in yielding returns on the rich man's in-

vestments.

^FRESNO COUNTY raised in agricultural products in 1906

nearly $25,000,000.

^FRESNO COUNTY has fourteen banks with deposits ag-

gregating $8,500,000.

^That means the saving of the ten, twenty and forty acre

man. Lx>oks good, doesn't it?

^How does it appeal to you?

^If you are interested write to any of the undersigned or to the

Fresno County Chamber ofCommerce

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

ind they will forward you a finely illustrated 48-page pamphlet,

telling of the great resources of this wonderful County.

IT FORMS A TRUE TALE OF A WONDERFULLY RICH DISTRICT

GUI Real Eatate AvocT'* Real Estate.
Pcralta Inveatment Co., Orange I^and.
['raraoDH Realty Exchange, Real Eittate.
W . >'. Kohrer & Co., OrnnKe A Grape I<and.
Jriiiie JanHon A F. M. Blanchard, Real
Estate.

Devvitt H. Gray * Co., Real Estate.

Sheperd-Teasve Co. Send for Free Home-
eekera Gnide.

Fulton & Grand Central Hotela, under one
manaKenient, npeolal accommodation*
for commercial travelers.

Sperry Flour Co., Flour, Feed and Grain.
NARES t SAUNDERS. Maugsn. Lagima de Tache Grant



C O V I N A Ji city amid the Orange Groves

Picking Oranges—A Typical January Scene

Covina is situated on the Southern Pacific railroad and the new Covina line of
the Pacific Electric, in the center of the world famed San Gabriel Valley, in a thickly
populated neighborhood, has first class Grammar and High School, six churches, two
national banks and savings bank, live newspapers, hotels, good stores, Carnegie
library, ladles' and men's club houses, electric ligiitlng and power, gas and telephones
and finer roads- for automoblling than any other town or city In the United States.
Abundance of pure water and the finest orange groves in the state. The place for a
home, the place for Investment,

Hourly trolley car service 'with Los Angreles. Running time thlrty-flve minuten.
For further information write to Board of Trade, Covina, Cal.

ALAMEDA CO.
CALIFORNIA

On the Eastern Shore of San Francisco Bay.

A train for the city every twenty minutes. Electric cars for Oakland, Alameda and Berkeley every five

minutes. Beautiful and convenient home sites for the mechanic and the millionaire. ^ A growring business

center, it offers fine opportunities for the business man and good accommodations in the many new business
blocks now building. Q Its railroad business has grown in a year from nothing to $15,000.00 a month. The
Chemical Company's big plant is now in operation and the still larger works of the Cotton Mills Company jure

building. Come and see what we are doing.

H. G. Gunning;, Real E:state.
Geo. A. Taylor, Real Estate.
Chas. A. Armstrong:, Real E^state.
Pleasants & Pleasants, Suburb Realty

Co.
Healy Home Building Co., Real Estate.

».»«1 TJ^^*r

L. Castera, Gents' Furnishings.
Wm. Schoening., Grocer.
P. M. Hoist & Co., Hay and Grain.
C. U. Henderson, Lumber.
G. E. Parker, Insurance.
R. H. Roane, Inspector.



EUREKA, CALIFORNIA,
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight

rates ranging from $i.oo to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise,
clothing, manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those those of the
latter place, and vary but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has:

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort.

Healthfulness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giv-

ing variety in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great
natural resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inex-

pensive. Cheap fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools
within reach of every home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap
freight rates by sea to all Pacific points. The largest and best body of redwood on
earth. An honest, peaceful, law-abiding population

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and liti-

gation. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants,
to interfere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles
to destroy the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long
winters when stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegetation. Crop failures

from any cause whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms:

H. L. Ricks, Pres. Chamber of Com-
merce.

Geo. W. Baker, Real Estate.

Eureka Ice Co.
R. D. Johnston
Delaney & Young
Tavlor & Zane
J. H. Hunter.

G. A. Waldner, Western Hotel
Skinner-Duprey Drug Co.
Thos. H. Perry.
A. B. Hink.
Porter. Fautz & Brooks, Real Estate.

J. C. Henderson.
E. G. Kramer, (Revere House)
Bank of Eureka





TO THE

Jamestown

Exposition

by the

SUNSET
ROUTE
Sept. II, 12, 13, 25, 26. LOW
RATES TO POINTS ALL
OVER THE COUNTRY
AND RETURN also in effect

on October i and 7.

City TicKet Office

600 S. SPRING ST

•is

Oui Wtit Cue, L A



SOUTHERN
=-P A C I r I C—

SUMMER
•§•

EXCURSIONS
TO

LaKe TaKoe
During' 1907

$23.00 Round Trip

Yosemite Valley
$45.50 Round Trip

Mo\int SKasta Resorts
From $26.20 to $29.55 Round

Trip

"The llpad of a Thousand
Wonders"

T. A. Graham, Asst. Gen. Freight and Pass. Agt.

600—'"V/rIet"""—600
Cor. Sixth Los Ang-eles, Cal.
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To Chicago
The train that in its

equipment, service

and time makes the

strongest appeal to

people who under-

stand the refinement

of life

You should stop

over at the

Grand Canyon

en route

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It Is not a frecklp coatlnsr ! it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., lios Angeles



GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA ""'"tlT'^ Santa Fe



L I M I TbE 13

YourNext Eastern Trip
Will be remembered with pleasure if you so arrange that it be made

On the

Los Angeles Limited
Which runs daily over the Salt Lake Route, Union Pacific and Chicago &
Northwestern, through Salt Lake City and Omaha, in

THREE DAYS, LOS ANGELES to CHICAGO
Theres nothing finer in railway train equipment and there's beautiful scenery
to view along the way. You will surely be pleased in every way if you travel

^^^ Salt LaKe Route
Any ticket agent can tell you about it or we will

F. A. Wann, General Traffic Manager.
T. C. Peck, General Passenger Agent.

Los Angeles
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For good shooting and quick hemdling qualities,

perfect proportion, correct alignment and bal-

and the ability to stand up under hardance

shooting for years without working loose, the

Hopkins & Allen
DOUBLE BARRELED SHOT-GUNS ARE UNEQUALLED

The Twist and Damascus

Barrels are imported goods of

the highest quality. The plain stec:

barrels are decarbonized American steel

of selected manufacture. Stocks and fore-

ends are of best select walnut, and the

frames and working parts of these double

guns are made of

HOPKINS 8 ALLEN
Hammer Double Gun

IMPORTED

DAMASCUS
BARRELS

12 or 16 Gauge
28 or 30 in.

Barrels

The Hopkins & Allen Gun Guide
and Catalogue is the most complete
Book on Guns ever issued. It tells

you all about rifles, shot-guns and

revolvers— the sort to own and how
to care for them. Every man inter-

ested in Firearms should have one.

Sent Free on Request.

the finest quality

steel and are better

than any guns made
at anywhere near their price.

The joint is a doll's head exten-

sion dressed to a wedge and circle

shape with cell in frame to corres-

pond and a bevel-wedge locking

joint, adjusted to take up any wear

that occurs. This joint will posilroely

not shoot loose. Years of hard use

will find it as tight as on the day it was
first purchased.

Tliese guns are regularly in stock in the

of all representative dealers ; but will be gladly

direct in cases where a dealer is inaccessible,

anteed safe with all factory-loaded nitro-shells.

$20 S!

At All Stores

or

Shipped
Direct

stores

shipped
Each gun is guar-

THE HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS CO., 70 Chestnut St., Norwich, Conn.
Largest Manufacturers High Grade Popular Priced Firearms in the World



POWDER
Absolutel/ Pure

A Cream of Tartar Powder
free from alum or phos-

phatic acid

MlKESHOMEBWINCEtSY

BAKER'S
COCOA

Eeglstered,
U. S. Pat. Off.

First in Years !

First in Honors !

First on the

Breakfast Tables

of the World!

HIGHEST AWARDS IN

EUROPE AND AMERICA

Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.
[Established 1780]

DORCHESTER, MASS.

WINES
OF UNQUESTIONED AGE
—AND PURITY=

Grapes raised in our vine-

yards, pressed in our winery
and aged by time in our wine
cellars.

DELIVERED FREE OF FREIGHT

TO ALL EASTERN POINTS

Two cases of Old Peerless XX
wines— assorted, with one
bottle California Brandy

Tor $11.00
Two cases of XXX oldest

vintages - ass-orted, two
bottles California Brandy
and one bottle California

Champagne

For $15.00
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

2ri\ California''
Los Angeles, Cal.
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WmCHt:STBR

Model 1907 Self-Loading Rifle
.351 CALIBER HIGII POWER

The strongest, simplest, fastest shooting and most reliable recoil

operated rifle ever made. Nothing complicated, cumbersome or

freakish about it. It shoots up-to-the-minute type of ammunition;
less expensive and less bulky than old style cartridges no more

powerful, but big enough and hard-hitting enough to kill the largest

game. In competition, its speed has been shown to be more than

twice as fast as other similar rifles. It can be unloaded without

working the cartridges through the action, which adds to its safety

and simplicity. It is a two-part take-down and can be taken apart

as easily as opening a jackknife. These are only a few of the

innumerable points of superiority of the W^inchester Self-Loader.

Circalar describing this rifle,
"

The Gun That

Shoots Through Steel,
" Sent upon request.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.



MENNENS
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER

F^S'''^ / . "^

" When KrnsI is on the Pum ikin

anti f. l.!<r s 11 111'- shock." there comrs a tcelinif <

s.tot.iction t<> daily users oi

Mennen's Borated Talcam Toilet Powder'
at having survived the summer months with eUar skin and com-
plexions unimpairrd. Menarn'a is a safe and pure toilet necessity

deltirhtiul after b*tbiac and after shsrlBC, and indispensable in

the nursery.
For your protection It is put up in a aa-r*nilablc box—the

"box that loi." If K.15IEX H face Is on the cover It's r'anine
and a rBaraater of purity. Guaranteed under the Food and
Drugs Alt, June 'Wth. l'«v.. Serial No. 1M2.

Sold everywhere, or by mail, 25 cents. Sample Free.

OCRHAID MENNEN GO.. Newark. N J.

Try MENNKN'S Violet (Borated) T.ilcum Toilet Powder
It has the scent of fresh-cut Parma N'iolets

Grealeai Poastble Service
for Least Poasible Expense

This fact has been thoroughly demon-
strated by 16,000 users all over the woild.

A car that provides all the enjoyment
there is in automobiling, all the time,
at an expense so small that almost any
family can ri.ord it. The average
expense to maintain the

SINGLE
CYLINDEI

I

AUTOMOBILE -

is less than that of a horse and bugjfy.

Kqually depeudable. with many tunes
the service. An ideal family car gond
foryears ofservice. The oldest Cadillacs
made are still ruuuing as well as ever.
Most practical and economical for all-

the-year use, for business and pleasure—
simple and efTicient. We prove all these
claims in our 64-pagre booklet, entitled

"Ttae Truth about the Automobile and
What it Costa to Maintain One~

b;/ acti(nl results In (iRiirca, pivon by u.sors of 104

cars, oppmtod under every road and wonllieroont'l-
tlon. ^laUed freo—wrlto ut ouco for Booklet ^' o. 2t

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO^ Detroit. Well.
Member As.'.ij. , . Mfrs.

ROAST MEATS
Hot or cold, Soups, Steaks, Chops, Gravies, Cheese and all

kinds of Salads are given a rare relish by the judicious use of

Lea & Perrins' Sauce
THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

Leading Chefs say it is the Secret of their Success

lewarc of Imitations. J°^" Cancan's Sons. Agts., N. Y,

«#



OUT WEST
A Magazine of tine Old Pacific and ttie New

CHAS. F. LUMMIS
\ ^..^

CHARLES AMADON MOODY \

^^^^^^-^

SHARLOT M. HALL, Associate Editor

Among thb STockhoi,dbrs and Contributors arb:

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President of Stanford University

FREDERICK STARR
Chicag'o University

THEODORE H, HITTELL
The Historian of California

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE
Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of "Stories of the Foothills"

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of "The Sister of a Saint," etc.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of "A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas

[NA COOLBRITH
Author of "Songrs from the Golden Gate," etc

EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of "The Man with the Hoe''

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras

BATTERMAN LINDSAY

CHARLES FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of "The Life of Atrassiz," etc

CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of "The Shield of the Flenr de Lis"

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America,** MC

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society

WILLIAM KEITH
The Greatest Western Painter

CHARLES A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER
GEO. PARKER WINSHIP

The His'.^rian of Coronado's Marches
FREDERICK WEBB HODGE

of the Smithsonian Institution, WashlnfirtOB
GEO. HAMLIN FITCH

Literary Editor S. F. ChronicU
ALEX. F. HARMER
CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN

Author of "In This Our World"
CHAS. HOWARD SHINN

Author of "The Story of the Mine," etc
T. S. VAN DYKE

Author of "Rod and Gun in California," etc
MARY AUSTIN

Author of "The Land of Little Rain"
L. MAYNARD DIXON
ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL

Authors of "Our Feathered Friends"

Contents — October, 1907

San Pedro Harbor, illustrated, by Capt. Amos A. Fries .<or

The Scattered Sheep of Mission Flocks, illustrated, by Wayland H. Smith Zi-

The Raven of Capistrano, serial, by Constance Goddard DuBois. Chapter IX.... 343

Teacher, story, by Lucia Shepardson
'

352

"Miss Smith of the Eagle," story, by Sara Burns 35Q

In the Lion's Den, editorial, by Chas. F. Lummis 365

Brookdale, illustrated, by Virginia Garland 381

Copyright 1907. Entered at the Los Angeles Postoffice as second-class matter. fSee Publishers' Page)



16 Ft. Steel La^unch With
"

ZHPEn^ine

complete

18-21-23 foot launches at proportion-
ate prices. All launches fitted with two
cycle reversing ehgines with speed con-
trolling lever; simplest engine made; starts
without cranking; has only 3 moving parts.
Steel rowboats, $20.00. All boats fitted with
water. Ui^ht conipartiKi't ,. ca iiiul tiull, neeit uu bo«l house.

t'fare Ihe largest luanuracturers uf

pleasure boats lu Ihe world. Orders
tilled daj reoeived. We sell direct to

user,ou(ting out lulddlenieu'a prulit.

Free catalosuc.

MICNKtIN STEEL 10/IT CO.
1312 Jttlsrsea «>t. Dclrail.Micli

Espey'sFragrantCream
Will relieve and heal chapped hands and lips, rash sun-
burn, chafed or skin rough from any cause. Prevents ten-

dency to wrinkles or aging of the skin. Keeps the face and
hands soft, smooth, firm and whit^ lUS 00 Oliual. Ask
(or it and take no substitute.

PacKa^e «-»f Espey's Coort Plaster
Sent FREE on receipt 2c to pay postage

P. B. /C^Y-J*. 'Agt.. Ill So. Contor Avo., Chicago

KJDDER'S pastilles! ^^'-.flstliina.

STOW ELL & COm *fr8.

Sold by ml i)ruK)ri8t«,
or by mail. 85 cents.
Cliarlestowu, Uitu.

Th» Qu a i I t y Storm

Mens and Boys Fall

Suits

Our new styles just arrived

are perfect beauties. Well

made, handsoine patterns.

Best in Quality. Lowest

Prices Always.

Men's Suits, - - - $10 to $40
Boys' Suits, - • - $2.50 to $18

Furnishing Goods, Hats, Etc.

Mullen Sr Bluett
CLOTHING CO.

FIRST and SPRING
Los Angeles, Cal.

We present to your notice again the merits of our No. 8, 6 hole

QUEEN STEEL RANGE
Up-to-date In all Respects

Has extra heavy cast Fire Box Lining and Duplex Grate, cast top, heavy
steel body, asbestos lined, full measure 1 8 inch oven, graduated lids, relief

door spring, oven thermometer, high warming
closet with teapot stands, and check dampers.

Furnished with stove pipe and set up in your
kitchen for

$ 3 7 . 5 O
Do you want cheaper, lighter or smallergoods?

WE HJiVE THEM!

JAMES W.HELLMAN
161 N. Spring St*. Los Angeles

RAMONA TOILET 30AP FOR 3 ALE
EVERYWMEI^E



There is nothing so soothing as a mother's
kiss, except

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs
Act. June 30, 1906. Serial number 1098

Millions of Mothers will tell you
t softens the gums.

It allays pain.
cures wind colic •'

It is the best remedy for dieurrhoea.
It is absolutely harmless.

For sixty years it has proven the best remedy for chil-
dren teething. Be sure you ask for

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup

Saint Vincent's College
Los Angeles, California

Boarding and Day College

and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.

For Catalogue write the President.

Henry'sGalcined Magnesia
prevents and relieves sour stomach, assists digestion, overcomes
constipation, and benefits every torm of stomach and bowel
trouble. A mild and pleasant remedy for both children and
adults. The genuine has been in use since 1772. and the bottle

is sealed with the old-fashioned British" In land Revenue ''stamp,
while the wrapper is sealed by a white label in which the name
of Schieffelin & Co. (agents for the U. S.) guarantees the efficacy

Lof this superior remedy. Ask your druggist for the genuine. j

AR.MY AUCTION BARGAINS
$1.90 up 01(1 Pistols - - -

J .60 up
Rities- - 1.95 *' Officers' swords, new- $1.7.",

ifldles - - 3.0U " Cavalr.v Sabres,
'• - 1.50

Army Piir Cap,
" - 2.(<o

7 Shol Carbine, " - 3.iO

1.00' Bridles- -

*'
Let^gina, pr.

1007 mil,IT.%RV KXCVCLiOPEDICCATA-
liOt.l'K ($1.00 iKMili). 260 larse pai;eH, thousaiKIs lieantf

fill illustrations—wholesale, retail prires of 15 acres «<»VT.
AVOTIO.V ^AI><] joods, mailed 15 cents (stamps .

FKAHi'CIS BAWKRMAW, Snl Urosdwar, New lork

The German Savings

and Loan Society
526 California St«, San Francisco

Guaranteed Capital and Surplus $ 2,603,755.68

Capital actually paid up in cash 1.000 000.00

Deposits, June :^9. 1907 |1>8, 156,931.28

N. Ohlandt, President

Daniel Meyer, First Vice-President

Emil Rohte, Second Vice-President

A. H. R. Schmidt, Cashier

Wm. Herrmann, Asst. Cashier

George Tourny, Secretary.

A. H. Muller, Asst. Secretary
.Goodfellow & Eells, General Attorneys.

Directors

N. Ohlandt, Daniel Meyer, Emil

Rohte, Ign. Steinhart, I. N. Walter, J

W. Van Bergn, F. Tillman, Jr., E, T.

Kruse, W. S. Goodfellow.

==FOR THE--=

INDIANS
The Sequoya League

is aiding the Mission Indians not only
by remedying abuses and trying to

get them better lands, but also by ex-

tending the market for their BAS-
KETS.
A representative collection is on

sale, for the benefit of the Campo re-

servations, at reasonable prices and

fully authenticated. These baskets
can be had of

Mrs* Chas* F* Lummis
200 Avenue 42, Los Angeles, Cal.

60 Additional Baskets, of Much Var-

iety, Recently Received.

Prices, $2 to $10

THE MONEY GOES TO THE
INDIANS



FOR HEALTH,



DRINR

Maicr Brewing

Go's

SELECT
BEER

The best and purest brewed on the

Coast. For sale in bottles

and kegs.

Xelephonesi Sunset, Ex. 91
Home 91

GAUFORNIAlWINES
The Pure Juice of

Selected Grapes
Aged by time alone. We
make a feature of shipping
east two cases assorted
wines containing 24 bottles

(5 to gallon) for

$11 £2
Freight prepaid to any
R. R. station in the U. S.

Write for Price List

EDWARD GERMAIN WINE CO
€>3d So. Mam Str.
UOS ANOEI_ES C.AL..

The Waysde Press
"^ WOLFER & DUNN, Proprietors {

Designing
Engraving
Printing

Printers . o f

OUT WEST

Estimates

Promptly
Furnished

837 So. Spring St* Los Angeles

COMMERCIAL, BOOK AND CATALOGUE

PRINTING and BINDING



A Tour of the World for a Few Cents a Day in the

•^ FOR YOUR BOY AND GIRL
AT SCHOOL OR COLLEGE

'FHINK what a tour of the world

would mean to them, in the

company of the world famous

traveler, E. Burton Holmes,

as companion and guide.

Bacon says that travel is a

necessary part of a liberal

education. The Barton

Holmes Travelogues will

afford your boy or girl

all the pleasures and edu-

cation of travel, and will

enable them to talk with

confidence and intelli-

gence about foreign cities

and countries and their

people as they are to-

day. The New York State

Board of Education and Super-
intendents of Schools everywhere

approve the work.

FOR THE WOMAN
AT HOME

CPLENDID entertainment is af-

forded by the Travelogues.

Thirty delightful tours into the

most interesting cities and

countries in the world, view-

ing the shops and thorough-
fares, the customs and

costumes of the people,
historical places and gor-

geous scenery — in truth

the great outside world

is brought to the very
fireside of the woman at

home. It has been truly

said that nothing will so

well equip one for conver-

sation as a speaking ac-

quaintance with the peoples
of foreign countries. There-

fore in a social way the Travel-

ogues are invaluable.

For the Busy Man
^VERY man to be well informed should have a knowledge of foreign countries and cities

as they are to-day. The easiest way and the best way to acquire this knowledge is to

secure the Burton Holmes Travelogues. They will acquaint you with over four hun- y
dred rulers, diplomats and prominent people as well as over eight hundred types yfy^ O.W.
ol the common people, showing you their dress and manners, their home and y^i^ Oct. 'o7

r6t

their business life as well as their religions. The Travelogues consist of ten

I volumes, size 10 by 7 'i by 1 '4 inches. They contain upwards of 4,000 pages

f of desfcriptive text, 4,000 half-tone etchings and thirty full page color

plates. There is in them a wealth of entertainment and information

for your entire family. y&!.

11/RlTE us to-day for a descriptive booklet containing
''

specimen pages and color plates. You can only
make sure of securing a set of the first edition of the

,^
Travelogues by writing us at once — This means: '"*

]
cat off the coupon and mail to-day

McClure's Tourists* Agency
"Fireside Travel"

44 to 60 East 23d Street

NEW YORK CITY ^^ Address

i>>" McClure's
Tourists'

Agency.
44 E. 23d St.,

New York City.

Dear Sirs : Please

present without expense
to me specimen pages

and full description of the

Burton Holmes Travelogues.

Name.
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LONG BEAC
C/\LIFORINI/V'S ORE/VT-
E&T BEi/VCH RC:»ORT

POPULATION 23,000
Thirty-five minutes' ride from Los Angeles brings you to Long Beach, 21 miles

due south. A model city, with a most excellent school system, water, light and power
plants; six banks, with assets of more than $3,000,000.00. Streets oiled and a great
many paved. The finest climate, due to its direct south exposure. It is reached by
the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railway Systems and the Pacific Electric Rail-

way, the finest electric system in America, if not in the world.
The Bathing Beach is 14 miles in length, of hard white sand, with a width of

300 to 600 feet.

A feature of interest to all visitors is the Long Beach Bath House, an institution

unequalled in America, containing Warm Salt Plunges, and all forms of baths. This
institution maintains during the summer months, a complete Life Saving Service,

offering visitors absolute safety whilst surf bathing.
For copy of new booklet, just out, address

^as. A. Miller,
Secretary
or any of tlje following firms:

Loi%d BeacK CKaiv^ber of Contiivierce

K. I.. Covert & Co., Real Biifnte.
YounK-Pnrniley Co., Real E«tate.
J. \\'. A\ ood.
I'ODic Bearh Bath Iloufie & Amasement Co.
Dr. I.. A. Perce.
C. ^V. HIbbard, Real EHtate and IiiTe«t-

nientH.
Wheeler Real EMate Afcency.
Tinoher A: Cox Realty Co.
KnnMnn Realty Co.

United Syndicates Co., Ltd.
AlaniitOH Land Co.
The National Bank of Loni? Beach.
Flrnt National Hank of I^ong Beach.
To^vnMend-Daynian InvcMtnient Co.
R. DonaldMon Bro^vn, Heal GMtate.
T. Sher^vood HodMon. Jr., Real Etate.
The Co^an-WiHcinan Co., Real Estate.
F. \V. StearnM & Co., Real Entate.
Oeorire H. Bloiint. Real Ewtate.



SAN PEDRO
California

FINEST CLIMATE IN THE ^^OitLD

San Pedro is the second largest lumber distribut-

ing point on the Pacific coast, as shown by the fol-

lowing figures, taken from the annual report of

lumber receipts, compiled and filed in the office of

the collector of customs:

During the fiscal year which ended June 30, 1907.

the following lumber receipts were recorded at the

custom house at San Pedro:

Lumber (feet) 484,879,000
Shingles (count) 170,284,000
Shakes 1,349,000
Laths . : •. 30,006,00
Ties, railroad 275,689
Piles, wharf 12,052
Poles, telephone and telegraph 12,230
Poles, Tel. and Telephone 18,230
Posts, all kinds 37.854
Staves, all kinds (tons) 789
Shocks, all kinds (tons) 2,206

To transport this immense quantity of assorted

lumber from the mills in California, Oregon, Wash-
ington and foreign ports, notably Japan, 956 steam-

ers, 281 schooners and 79 vessels of other rigs were

called into service.

For information and literature concerning San Pedro, write to the

Secretary of the

CilAPlBER OF COMMERCt
Sai% Pedro, Califori%ia



SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA
TKe Harbor City

San Pedro, the Harbor City
of Southern California, the

dreamland of the world,

where nature has poured out

her blessing with so lavish

a hand that it is doubtful

whether our great mother in-

tended to build a home for

the Gods or for humans. San

Pedro, the future gateway of

the orient; the one spot more
SAN PEDRO HARBOR talked about, because more in

the minds of the men who make the commerce of this country, than any other

along the many thousands of miles of our coast line. San Pedro undoubtedly has

the brightest future of any city on the west coast, aid is the place for the young
man or the old, for the capitalist or the laborer.

For information relative to commercial conditions and busines prospects, ad-

dress The Chamber of Commerce, San Pedro, Cal., or

A. P. Ferl

J. A. Weldt
Olsen Hardware Co.

Dodson Bros., Contractors L. Kelly
John T. Gaffey Miss C. Rogers & Co., Real
William W. Burke & Sons, Estate
Grocers Alcorn & Cox., Real Estate

ON THE ISLAND. BROOKDALE

BROOrLDALE

BEAUTIFUL

Brookdale
In the heart of the mountains, yet close

to ocean and city. Only a few miles from

the Fremont Big Tree Grove and the State

Sequoia Park.

A village of lovely homes set among
groves of redwood, bay, spruce, oak,

madrono, and other trees. The purest

water in the state can be piped into every
home. No liquor selling, nor other objec-

tionable business. Ideal for summer resi-

dence, or for all-the-year homes. For il-

lustrated descriptive pamphlet, write to

LANDS COMPANY
DrooKdale, Santa Crviz Co\intx« California



BREAKFAST MENU
Sliced Grape Fruit

Parsley Omelet Baked Potatoes

Hot Cakes, Maple Syrup
CofJee

Hot Cakes—Use Allen's Self-rising

Pancake Flour, mixed with water or

milk and water. Full directions in

every package.

LUNCHEON
Scalloped Onions Cucumber Salad

Brown 'Bread Sandwiches
Berries ajid Cream Cookies, Tea

Sandwiches—One loaf Boston
Brown Bread sliced thin and spread
with butter. Make bread from AL-
LEN'S BOSTON BROWN BREAD
FLOUR. For sale by all grocers

' Directions in every package.

DINNER

Soup—Cream of Tomato
Roast Lamb Mint Sauce

Green Peas Mashed Potatoes

Lettuce Salad Salted Wafers
Plum Pudding—Foam Sauce

Fruit Nuts Coffee

Plum Pudding—Stir one cup raisins

into two cups Allen's Boston Brown
Bread Flour and add one-half cup
New Orleans molasses, one cup sweet

milk, one egg, one teaspoonful cloves

and one-half a nutmeg grated. Steam
two hours.

Foam Sauce—Directions in every

package of Allen's Boston Brown
Bread Flour.

For sale by all grocers.



SACRAMENTO
Sacramento the Wide Awake

Come to Sacramento where increasing population, five new
railroads, great industrial and territorial development are mak-

ing values advance with a rapidity that daily transforms modest
investments into splendid competences.

For Home Makers
Who has not heard of hospitable Sacramento, the City of

Homes? Sacramento where health, air, sunlight, shady boule-

vards, plazas and parks, trees, flowers, modem schools, flour-

ishing churches, libraries, theaters, clubs, congenial social life

and a high standard of clean living, grip the heart of the home-
maker and hold it closely. forever.

For Business Men
Prosperity is everywhere. Low taxes, cheap water communi-

cation, new railroads, large commercial interests, mines of

agricultural wealth, splendid banking facilities, enormous and

ever increasing payrolls, the open-minded fairness of its citi-

zens, intense activity in all lines and the low cost of living

makes business success a certainty. Sacramento gives everyone
a chance.

For Indtistrial Workers
Railroad shops, canneries, mills, great building activity, new

irrigation projects, extensive railroad development and a great

commerce, large grain areas, grape lands, asparagus country
and strawberry fields, assure to the industrial worker constant

and well paid employment in a splendid health-giving climate.

Write! Write!! Write!!!

Write to our Chamber of Commerce, write to our Realty

Board, write to our Jobbers' Association, write to our banks

and to our business men. Ask them for information, they will

be glad to send it to you. Sacramento needs you and you need

Sacramento. "Sacramento the Wide-awake" will give you the

great glad hand and great strong shove

^

Up the Ladder of Success

J
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SACRAMENTO PARKS

SACRAMENTO AS A
RAILROAD HUB

OLD LINES

Central Pacific, overland route to Ne-
vada and the East.

California and Oregon R. R. to Wash-
ington and Oregon, traversing both
sides of the Sacramento Valley.

Sacramento Valley R. R. to El Dorado
County.

Southern Pacific to San Francisco.

NEW LINES

The Western Pacific Railroad.
Sacramento Southern, a new line to San

Francisco.
Northern Electric, connecting Red Bluff.

Colusa, Chico, Marysville with Sacra-
mento.

Vallejo and Northern from Vallejo.
The Central California Traction from

Stockton.
The Sacramento and Lake Tahoe, link-

ing Fairoaks and Orangevale with
Sacramento.



View of Residence Section of Sacramento taken from the Dome of the Capitol

View of K Street. Sacramento. Looking East. (Golden Eagle Hotel and Post Office on the left)



SACRAMENTO LEADERS
ILEAL ESTATE

We sell our own property ONLY
YOU would better see US.

j

California Corporation
Sacramento . - - . California

U. L. DiKe Investment Co.
63 1 J Street, Sacramento

The ELVERTA Tract, 20 minutes from Capi-
tol on Northern Electric line. Teo acre tracts

and easy terms. BUY A HOME.

BANKS

California National BanK
of Sacramento

Capital and Surplus $1,300,000.00
Deposits

: : .

• 6,500,000.00
The largest financial institution in California

north of San Francisco

Your banking should be done Mrith the finest bank
in Sacramento

"THAT'S US"

Fort Svatter National BanK

HOTELS

CAPITOL HOTEL aoo Rooma

Newly furnished.
lei

Cor. 7th and K Sts

. lewly turnistied. European Plan.

Grill Room. Special-rates to commercial men.

W. O. Bower, Prop.

GOLDEN EAGLE HOTEL
Large, Comfortable Rooms

All modern conveniences. American Plan.

Special rates to commercial travelers.

MERCHANTS

WEINSTOCn, LU6IN CEL CO.
Almost anything you need for MEN,

WOMEN, CHILDREN AND THE HOME
400 to 418 K Street

CH AS. P. NATHAN CO. CO.
Outfitters for

MEN WOMEN AND CHILDREN

Big J Street Store J and 6th Streets

PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION

Sacramento Valley Development Association

Representing Butte, Colusa, Glenn, Sacramento, Solano

Sutter, Tehema, Yolo and Yuba counties of the Sacra-

mento Valley. Information and illustrated matter sent

for the asking. lOOft FovirtK St.

Sacramento R-ealty Board

"THE BOOSTERS"

For Information Write Box 142, Sacramento

je/ £/ jS/ real ESTATE,

H. A. McClelland go.,
S. W. Cor. sth and J.

NOBLE & WENTZ,
1 01 5 Sth St.

HAWK, HAWLEY & CARLY CO.
623 J St.

PACIFIC COAST INVESTMENT CO.
507 J St.

THE CARMICHAEL CO.,
800 J St.

SUTTER'S FORT REALTY CO.,
424 J St.

KLEINSORGE & HEILBRON,
605 J St.

TENNYSON-FENTON REALTY CO.,
915 7th St.

INSURANCE, ETC. £/ jB/ jS^

CHARLES T. HILLS,
617 J St.

BROCK & WISEMAN,
704 J St.

JOHN G. HOUSTON, Builder,

2705 O. St.

SACRAMENTO ABSTRACT &
TITLE CO.,

701 I St.

BECKER & FOSTER, Real Estate,
Oak Park, Sacramento.

ED. CONRADT, Builder,

(Bauunternehmer) 2916 26th St,

J. E. HARRIS, Builder,

1114 P. St.

WM. H. BRADLFY & SONS, 1015 nth
Street, Automobiles for rent.
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""SAN PEDRO HARBOR
By CAPT. AMOS A. J-RJES,

Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, in charge of River and Harbor and

Fortification Work in Los Angeles District.

HE popular idea of Heaven pictures Saint Peter on guard
at the gate, and when the Spaniard built his City of

the Angels (Los Angeles), what more natural than

that he should name its gateway San Pedro (Saint

Peter) ?

In the early days, when the Catholic fathers founded the first Cali-

fornia missions, including those in and around Los Angeles, the

ocean was the only highway, and the harbors were the gates to the

missions. The missions were, wherever possible, built along fresh-

water streams, and close to harbors. Such were the San Francisco,

Monterey, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Diego missions.

When California became American territory there was no direct

water connection with the remainder of the Union except by way
of Cape Horn. Just then, however, was ushered in the age of steam

and iron on land and the railroad became supreme. The old gateway
was forgotten and the City of the Angels turned its face to the east

and gave homage to the locomotive.

After a while the city began to grow fast, and yet faster, and the

day soon arrived when the railroad could not begin to furnish the

food for further growth. It was then that the city remembered San

Pedro, and turned to her for relief. And well has she kept faith.

However, it was soon seen that the gate itself was too small, so in

1 87 1 the United States began seriously to enlarge it. More or less

steadily has the work progressed ;
but as the gate has widened, the

entering loads have become larger, and now, as ever, the last load

is just a little too big to enter until somewhat relieved. Just so

will the work go on, and bold is the man who dares prophesy the

size of the gate fifty years hence.

Let us go back and trace the growth of this harbor, and the
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reasons for it, from the day when the Spanish sailor sought it as a

place to unload supplies for Los Angeles and vicinity, up through
the present time and on into the future so far as man can see.

In the 500 miles between San Francisco and San Diego, San

Pedro is the nearest approach to a natural harbor. Catalina Island

protects it from the huge seas that may accompany south to south-

west storms, while Point Fermin does the same for southwesterly
to northwesterly storms. There was only a small angle between

due south and southeast from Point Fermin, Avhere the waves had

a "fetch"' (clean sweep) of more than eighty-five miles in which to

gather force, while through the remainder of the angle, around to

due east, the "fetch" rapidly diminished to about fifteen miles. It

was to protect the anchorage area from waves coming through this

quadrant, south to east, but especially between south and southeast,

that the breakwater, now 85 per cent complete, was designed.
In the earliest days the ships anchored about a mile off-shore,

and goods were landed or loaded from small boats, or lighters.

Dana, in his "Three Years Before the Mast," mentions the rolling

of hides down the steep bluffs at San Pedro to the small boats, or

lighters, in which they were carried to the ships. The locality men-

tioned by him is probably near where the Government reservation

of forty acres is now located, a half mile inside the breakwater.

The bluff in this vicinity varies from forty to about eighty feet in

height, with an almost vertical slope, down which bundles of hides

would easily tumble.

By the close of the Mexican war in 1848, large sections of the

most fertile lands of California had been granted to various persons.

Mexico granted nearly all the territory of which San Pedro and Wil-

mington (or inner San Pedro) harbors now form a part to two fam-

ilies. One grant (the western) was called Los Pales Verdes (green

trees), and the other was called San Pedro. The boundary line passes

nearly north and south through Wilmington Lagoon, just east of

the present town of San Pedro and just west of Wilmington
The Mexican Government reserved from the Palos Verdes Rancho

as an embarcadero (or landing place) an area on the water front

five hundred varas (about one-fourth of a mile) square. To this

spot all could come on equal terms to trade and load or receive goods
from ships. Each could camp with animals and wagons, but none

might build permanent structures. This was under the early half-

formed Mexican Republic. Under free America it has been done

differently.

Later, inside the forty-two acres reserved, but near the southwest

corner, a tract one hundred varas square (about 1.77 acres) was

set aside for permanent houses, and here stores were long main-
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tained. The United States has retained the forty-two Seres as a

miHtary reservation, but in some manner, two men, Juan Alexander

and John Temple, acquired a valid claim to the 1.77 acres inside.

A patent to that tract has just been issued to their successors in

interest, the Southern Pacific Company.
A\'ith a few slight exceptions, this forty-two acres and its fourteen

hundred feet of water front is the only* land with harbor-frontage

not now under control of the Southern Pacific Railroad.

To the stores on the 1.77 acres inside the embarcadero came a

young man named Phineas Banning. He was energetic, shrewd,

and began work as a clerk. Later he drifted with the tide of trade

to Wilmington. Here he prospered, though not without some seri-

ous set-backs, until he owned a number of boats and considerable

land. We shall hear more of him later.

Inner Harbor, Looking Toward Wilmington

While the earliest trading was carried on near the present break-

water, the scene of activity at a later period was shifted to Wilming-

ton, nearly four miles distant, and inside Wilmington Lagoon.

Wilmington Lagoon begins near Deadman's Island, a sand, clay

and rock promontory some fifty feet high and less than two acres

in extent, located about three-quarters of a mile nearly due east of

the Government reservation. The Lagoon is generally low land,

overflowed at high tide, but largely mud-flats at low tide, extending

northward and eastward distances of three to four miles from Dead-

man's Island. In all there are some 1360 acres in the

Lagoon. About one mile north of Deadman's Island there were two

or three channels leading to Wilmington, having from two to six

feet of water at low tide, though across the present entrance, west

of the island, there were generally depths of only one to three feet.
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Light-draft vessels and boats used these channels, though they were

very crooked and constantly shifting.

When the United States acquired California by the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, land titles were in a sadly mixed state,

owing to overlapping grants and many fraudulent claims. In order

to settle these titles, a special commission was appointed in 1851 to

determine the proper boundaries of grants and the rightful owners

thereof. The District Federal Court for the Southern District of

California passed finally on all these claims, which, after being sur-

veyed and described by metes and bounds, were patented to the

owners by the United States.

When the San Pedro grant was surveyed, the usual outside bound-

ing lines were described, after which that part of Wilmington Lagoon

coming within those lines was excepted in the following terms :

San Pedro Looking North from Ftrmin's Point.

IMG Southern Pacific Slip

Dredge Excavat-

"Excepting, reserving and excluding from said tract, as thus surveyed, that

portion thereof covered by the navigable waters of the inner bay of San

Pedro, and which are included within the following described lines, to-

wit: * * * "

The San Pedro grant included about 85 per cent of the entire

lagoon, the remaining being apparently excluded from any grant.

The old Mexican diseno, or map, represents the lagoon as forming
a portion of the eastern boundary of the Palos Verdes grant, and the

United States Surveyor, when surveying this grant preparatory to

issuing patent, simply followed the high-water line around the lagoon,

and in consequence the deed makes no mention of it.

These two portions of the Lagoon, then, differed slightly in a

legal sense, inasmuch as one was specifically reserved from a grant
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after having been included in its description, while the other was

simply ignored, as would ordinarily be the case with any other

navigable water of the United States,

Early in the 'fifties the United States passed certain swamp and

overflowed land acts, allowing states to sell such lands for reclama-

tion after they had been properly surveyed and paid for at the rate

of one dollar per acre.

It was just here that Phineas l»anning displayed his business

ability and foresight by having surveyed and then buying all of these

tide lands possible. Soon after beginning to buy these lands, it was

discovered that most of them were within two miles of the city of

lifaK^^

Prving Stone from Fla.t Cars for Substructure

Wilmington, for which a special act of incorporation was passed in

1872 by the Legislature of California. One of the clauses of the

Swamp and Overflowed Land Act forbade selling such lands when

located within two miles of an incorporated city. This proved no

serious obstacle, because, by the simple expedient of having the

special act of incorporation repealed by another special act in 1887,

the lands could be bought up. This was soon accomplished, but

the city did not re-incorporate until 1905. The Los Angeles Cham-
ber of Commerce attempted to prove that the town is still incor-

porated under the act of 1872. If that were true, the present incor-

poration would be illegal, and consequently the titles to the tide-

lands acquired subsequent to the disincorporation act of 1887, and
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prior to the re-incorporation of 1905, would be illegal. The State

Supreme Court has decided that the disincorporation act of 1887 was

legal, which clears the land-titles so far as that question is concerned.

As noted earlier in this article, about 85 per cent of these tide-lands

were excepted by the surveyor and so recorded in the deeds as

forming a part of the navigable waters of the United States. The
other 15 per cent was excluded as navigable by implication, that is,

by simply carrying the survey along the high-tide line.

Some students of the case believe that neither the State of Califor-

nia nor the United States had any legal right to sell those tide-lands.

About 85 per cent, of the area was granted by Mexico to the owners

of the San Pedro Rancho. Mexico acknowledged such ownership,

and when the United States acquired California by the treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo it was stipulated that Mexican titles should b.?

recognized by the United States. The commission appointed to ex-

amine all Spanish and Mexican titles confirmed the above grants so

far as Wilmington Lagoon was concerned, and so did the Federal

Court having final jurisdiction prior to the issue of patent. After-

wards the United States Surveyor excluded the Lagoon as navigabU'

water, and patent was issued accordingly.

But, no matter to whom the land belongs, or who will ultimately

benefit by it, the question that is now and has been before the

United States and its officers since the great Civil war is, what

are the best lines to lay down for a harbor at San Pedro to accom-

modate present shipping as fast as it comes and yet provide for the

great seaport that must inevitably center around San Pedro Bay.
It has been said, yes, is being said today, by rivals, that there is

not and never can be a harbor at San Pedro. Let us see. What
is a harbor? It is a place where ships may come in safety, discharge

their cargoes conveniently and in safety, take on new cargoes with

speed and safety, and depart in safety. Yes, a harbor must first

be safe. Then it must be large enough, and of such shape that

cargoes can be handled quickly.

For safety we must have an anchorage ground accessible at all

times, especially during storms, and secure and large enough to

accommodate all vessels that may possibly want to use it at one time.

Naturally, San Pedro was sadly lacking in safe anchorage room.

So v/as many another harbor now famous—Alexandria, in Egypt ;

Cherbourg, in France; Genoa, in Italy; Chicago, Buffalo, Cleveland,

on the Great Lakes ; Plymouth, England ;
and many others. Each

was made safe by a breakwater, and so is San Pedro.

The question of a breakwater, to give safe anchorage in storms,

began to be agitated early in the eighties. As a result, a survey

was made and a report rendered in 1886 in favor of a breakwater

built in tw^o parts, commencinsf at the shore near where the present
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breakwater begins. The sho-e arm was to be 4,0(X) feet long, run-

ning nearly southeast. Then a gap of i,ooo feet was to be left, and

then another arm running a little north of east 3,500 feet long. The

estimated cost was $4,000,000. A Board of three Army Engineers
in 1890 reported in favor of a breakwater at San Pedro very similar

to the above, but estimated the cost at $4,500,000. A second Board

of five Army Engineers in 1892 reported in favor of a continuous

breakwater at San Pedro, 8,500 feet long, to cost $2,885,000.

In 1896 Congress passed a bill appropriating $2,900,000 for a

breakwater "for commerce and of refuge" at San Pedro, or Santa

Monica, and authorized the appointment of an Engineer Board con-

CuMKACiUKb i>RhL»t.fc, i.N In.NJ-.K HaKHOK, BHtuKK GoVHKNMHNT
Dredge Was Built

sisting of one naval officer, one officer of the Coast and Geodetic

Survey, and three civil engineers skilled in riparian work. The de-

cision of the board was to be final. As had been done three times

before, the 1896 board (commonly known as the Walker Board)
decided upon San Pedro as the proper place for the breakwater.

The breakwater is built up to low water with rubble stone dropped
from derricks, or pried oflf cars with crowbars. These stones weigh
from one hundred pounds to fifteen or twenty tons, two-thirds aver-

aging over 1,000 pounds each. As designed, the width of the sub-

structure at low water was thirty-eight feet, but this has been in-

creased in practice to nearly forty-eight feet.

The superstructure begins at low water and ends fourteen feet
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above, the two walls being laid in courses with rectangular blocks

of granite. On the ocean side there are four courses, each three

and one-half feet thick, no stone weighing less than 16,000 pounds.

The harbor side is built up of seven courses, each two feet thick,

with no stone weighing less than 6,000 pounds, while the interior

is filled solidly with all sizes of stones. The width between the

outer edges of the bottom courses is thirty-eight feet, and at the

top twenty feet. The courses above the bottom on the harbor side

are each set in three feet four inches, and those on tlie harbor side

one foot four inches.

The breakwater was to be made continuous, 8,500 feet long, or

as much longer as the money available would permit, but beginning

1,800 feet from the shore. It was to have two straight arms con-

nected by a three-degree curve.

Work was begun in 1899 under contract, but in less than one

year the United States declared the contract forfeited on account

of the slow progress made, and a new contract was entered into

rn June, 1900. Work was begun in August of that year, and has

proceeded steadily ever since. It was found that by the terms of

the contract there was enough money to build the structure 9,000

feet long, and it has been so ordered. This length is now about 85

per cent completed, the stone in place July 31, 1907, amounting to

2,234,432 tons of 2240 pounds each. All stone above low water,

and about 74J/2 per cent of that below, is granite from quarries near

Riverside, Cal., about seventy miles from the breakwater. This

granite weighs from 160 to 170 pounds per cubic foot. The remain-

ing stone is a sandstone from Chatsworth Park quarry, about sixty

miles north of San Pedro. When finished, the breakwater will

shelter from storm waves an area of 350 acres having thirty to fifty-

two feet of water at low tide, and over 200 acres more having twenty
to thirty feet at low tide.

This harbor is easy of access at all times. The entrance is 4,000

feet wide, with a depth shoaling gradually from fifty feet at low-

tide at the breakwater to thirty feet at the inner line. A vessel

needs only to round the breakwater, even during severe storms, and

all is calm. There is no narrow, rock-lined channel to pass through,

where any minute the ship may be ground to destruction, nor is

there a seething breaking bar to cross, where water is scarce al

best, and where the captain of a ship is in mortal terror that a

swell may let his vessel onto the bottom and break her in two.

Some people have stated that the breakwater will not stand—that

a storm like such and such a storm in the past will utterly destroy

it. In this connection it must not be forgotten that Catalina Island

shelters it from the direction of the heaviest seas, the island being
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only eighteen to twenty-five miles distant. Moreover, the wharves

that are maintained at Santa Monica, Redondo, Long Beach and

other places are a very good index of the violence of the storms in

this locality, and furthermore, the design of the breakwater was

only decided upon after a thorough study of successful breakwaters

in various parts of the world, many of which are located in far more

exposed localities. A storm violent enough to wreck the breakwater

would desolate every coast town in the storm's path from San Diego
to Puget Sound.

Doubtless in the near future the 1800-foot gap between the break-

water and the shore will be closed, for the reason that it will make

U. S. Dredge San Pedro at Work in San Pedro Harbor
Note absence of smoke, showing economy in use of fuel.

the area inside truly a harbor "for commerce'' as well as "of refuge."

The waves that run through this gap during storms make a com-

paratively large shoal-water area inside the breakwater very rough.

This area will later be reclaimed by the construction of bulkheads

and solid fills to the shore, and will be made available for commerce

by the construction of wharves in front. When these fills are made,

the frontage will be even rougher than the same locality is now,

since the waves will then be deflected in deep water and continue

with only slightly diminished force. At present each wave is de-

flected always toward the shore, due to the retardation of its shore

end in shallow water on the rough bottom. Since the depth of
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water in this gap varies only from twenty-four feet to nothing at

the shore, the connection need not be made with the regular courses

of heavy wall stone above low w^ater, but the whole can be built

as a random rubble mound, i. e., with rock simply dumped in place

to a^ height of fifteen feet above low water and having a width of

fifteen feet on top. The side slopes can be made one vertical to

one and one-half horizontal on both sides, the total amount of stone

required being about 140,000 long tons.

Along the shore inside the breakwater will be warehouses, wharves,

tracks and all the appliances for carrying on a big business. Here

vessels of any draft and any length may come and go in safety in

Ladoek and Cutter of U. S. Drhuge San Pedro

any weather. The largest ships may lie along wharves built par-

allel to or as slips extending out from the breakwater itself, where

any depth up to fifty feet is available.

All of this is outside of Deadman's Island, the sentinel at the

gate to the inner harbor, where today over one million tons of freight

is unloaded every year. At present in the inner harbor there is

available one mile of harbor with widths of 500 to 800

feet, and everywhere, from wharf to wharf, twenty-five feet of water

at low tide.

True, the entrance has a low tide depth of only twenty to twenty-
three feet, but there is never any swell, thanks to the breakwater.
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Vessels drawing twenty-five feet can come in at mid to high tide

and lie safely as many days as may be necessary to load and unload.

Just in August the "R. C. Rickmers," a five-masted sailing vessel

480 feet long and drawing 24 ^/^ feet, came in. When the ship ar-

rived it had 40,000 barrels of cement from Germany and drew 26^
feet of water. She had to be lightened to 243/^ feet in the outer

harbor before entering.

But this condition can and will be remedied. For a half million

dollars, or less if done with the present dredge, the entrance and all

the inner harbor, including a turning basin 1,600 feet in diameter,

can be dredged to thirty feet. This will give 11.550 feet of frontage,

Pile Driver at Work at Outer End of Breakwater

and with a very little extra dredging 3,450 feet more can be made

available, besides the Southern Pacific Co.'s great slip now being

dredged to thirty feet.

As yet Wilmington Lagoon, with its 1360 acres of tide-lands, has

not been touched. It will be dredged out into wide channels and

commodious turning basins, along lines which the Government will

insist upon, whosoever may own the land. The material dredged

will be pumped onto those areas outside the channels and basins

where land for wharves, warehouses, railroads, shops, etc., will be

formed. The land adjacent to the areas to be dredged, including

that adjacent but not included in the Lagoon when the Ranchos San

Pedro and Palos Verdes were patented, will probably amount to

800 acres. The cost of dredging the channels and basins and re-
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claiming the land will not be greatly more than the cost of improving
a like amount of frontage at San Diego or San Francisco.

Much of the frontage still undeveloped at the two latter places

is along extensive mud-flats, or very shoal water, necessitating the

dredging of deep channels or the construction of long and expensive

piers to reach the ship channel. That work is as expensive

as the dredging at San Pedro. Besides, at San Pedro the land to

be reclaimed will be worth far more than the cost of dredging, with-

out even considering the frontage developed. Each harbor will then

grow in proportion to the wealth of the city and country adjacent

to it, and also in proportion to both its present and prospective rail-

road facilities.

A harbor must have good railroad connections or it can never

T!f9%'t 1 1 y iiHairB

Trrstle Where Salt Lake R. R. is Building

Drawbridge over entrance to Long Beach harbor.

attain first rank. Goods must be carried between the harbor and

the surrounding country. In this respect Los Angeles is best

equipped of any city on the coast south of Portland, Oregon.
Here are the lowest passes over the Rockies south of the Columbia

River, and no snow or ice and but little rain to interrupt. It is now
reached by three transcontinental railroads, and will, in the not dis-

tant future, be tapped by a fourth, the Western Pacific.

The intentions of the Western Pacific south of San Francisco are

unknown, but the freight required to maintain a rapidly growing

city of 280,000, and suburbs of about 220,000 more, is too great a

prize for Gould to overlook. The freight received and shipped by
a half million people is many times more than the foreign commerce

of the coast south of San Francisco will amount to for years to come.

However, as local demands and facilities increase, foreign com-
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merce will increase in a much greater ratio and will patronize that

harbor nearest its source of supply and demand. Thus San Pedro

Harbor stands pre-eminent in the South Pacific Coast of the United

States.

For many years the question was, can a harbor be constructed at

San Pedro, and is that the place for the port of Los Angeles? No
doubt of the necessity and propriety of locating a harbor at San

Pedro existed in the minds of the army engineers. The improve-
ment of the entrance to Wilmington Lagoon was begun in 1871 by

starting a jetty from Rattlesnake Island (now known as Terminal

Island). This was gradually extended to Deadman's Island, one

and a quarter miles southward.

To further confine the ebb and flow of the tides of Wilmington

Lagoon, a jetty was built from Timm's Point in San Pedro, begin-

ning just where the bluff turns sharply to the westward from the

entrance to the inner harbor. This jetty ran southeast until about

600 feet from the first or east jetty, and then paralleled it for a half

mile to a point a short distance beyond Deadman's Island.

This work was so successful that where there was but two feet

of water before the work began, there was afterwards a channel

fourteen feet deep at low tide. This deepening was due to the scour

of the tides, except that some dredging was done below a depth of

ten feet on a reef of hard material near Deadman's Island. Later

the entrance has been deepened by dredging to twenty feet at low

tide, with a width of 4CX) feet, which is the greatest draft that can

now be carried into the inner harbor at mean lower low-water.

The inner harbor proper is being dredged to twenty-five feet at

low tide. This dredging is being done by the Government dredge

"San Pedro." It has 20-inch suction and discharge pipes, and a

centrifugal pump eight feet inside diameter. This pump is run by

a 600-horsepower triple-expansion marine engine, running 175 to

200 revolutions per minute. The fuel used is crude oil, about 1600

barrels per month being consumed. When discharging through

1800 feet of pipe the velocity is about 12.3 feet per second, the liquid

material discharged being about 26,8 cubic feet, or 201 gallons per

second. The dredge is run night and day, except from Saturday

midnight to Sunday midnight, three full crews being employed.

From June 30, 1906, to June 30, 1907, the dredge removed 827,400

cubic yards of material, which was pumped an average distance of

1800 feet into the sea outside the jetties. The cost of this dredging,

including repairs and depreciation of plant, was about eight cents

per cubic yard.

The Salt Lake Railroad Company is just completing a bulkhead

of stone and timber to restrain this material, and thus reclaim about
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eighty acres of very valuable land. Its reclamation is nearly com-

plete, about 1,500,000 cubic yards of material having been pumped
thereon. The railroad company acquired title to the land through
a 50-year lease from the city of Long Beach. The title to all sub-

merged land is vested in the State, which allows incorporated cities

to give leases thereto for terms of years not greater than fifty.

There remain yet to be dredged in the turning basin 1,915,000

cubic yards, wdiich will take about two years, all money being on

hand to complete the work.

From the very complete and accurate records kept of time of

pumping, making repairs, etc., it was found that of the material

removed in the year ending June 30, IQ07 (fiscal year 1907), only

Five-Masted Steel vShip Lying in Inner Harbor, San Pedro
This ship is 512 feet long over all, and draws 30 feet when loaded.

5 per cent was sand, gravel, clay, shell, etc., the other 95 per cent

being water. Of course the percentage of sand and silt runs up to

twenty, and possibly almost thirty per cent for short periods.

The dredge began work April i, 1905, and in the twenty-nine

months to September i, 1907, has dredged 1,876,000 cubic yards.

This record has been made in spite of delays to allow vessels to

pass in a busy harbor, and of the large quantities of hard material

encountered. Some of the material was almost a sandstone, and

some a dense black clay very difficult to cut.

One of the most vital parts of a hydraulic dredge for general use

is the cutter. That on the Government dredge is supported on the

end of a steel framework, called the ladder, fifty-five feet long from

the pivot in the bow of the boat. It is cylindrical, being five feet

in diameter and five feet long, with ten heavv cutting blades, and is
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revolved at the rate of twelve to fourteen turns per minute by a

i(X)-horsepower engine.

The dredge would be more efficient all around if it had 200-horse-

povver on the cutter, and the cutter was built to stand it, because in

hard material the whole output of the dredge depends upon the

ability olthe cutter to loosen the bottom.

To complete the 3,877,000 yards in the present project will cost

about 1 1 Yi cents per cubic yard, including the cost of the dredge.
San Pedro was the natural harbor chosen by the Spaniards to

serve the Los Angeles and adjacent missions, because the shelter

afforded by Point Fermin, close by, and Catalina Island, more dis-

tant, together with the good holding bottom for anchors, made it

the safest place for vessels anywhere in the locality.

Near View of End of 2U-incu Discharge Pipe, Miner Concession

When the Government began the improvement of the entrance to

Wilmington Lagoon by means of jetties, the shipping point was

changed from the embarcadero, in front of the present United States

military reservation near the breakwater, up to the town of Wil-

mington. This was for two reasons : the lagoon was much smoother

than the sea shore, and the wagon-haul to Los Angeles was some
four miles shorter.

Then came the railroad, at first independent, but soon acquired

by the Southern Pacific. Although its terminus was at first at Wil-

mington, it was in a few years moved to San Pedro, the railroad

being extended across the Lagoon on a trestle. Later the railroad

was further extended to about opposite the shore end of the break-

water and the construction of a deep-sea wharf begun, under Leland

Stanford, then president of the Southern Pacific.

However, just at this time a violent feud broke out between the
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Huntington and Stanford interests, and soon after the wharf was

begun ColHs P. Huntington, wresting the presidency of the Southern

Pacific from Stanford, stojijDed the work. About the same time the

Jones road from Los Angeles to Santa Monica was acquired by the

Southern Pacific, and Huntington proceeded to make Santa Monica

the Southern Pacific Company's seaport for Los Angeles.

This was about the time that active legislation began for the con-

struction of a breakwater near Los Angeles. Naturally Huntington
threw all his tremendous influence, in and out of Congress, in favor

of Santa Monica. In this he was opposed by a majority of the

people of Los Angeles, and at once a bitter fight began which lasted

for ten years.

One of the most serious stumbling blocks to Huntington's plans

was the attitude of every army engineer who had anything to do

with harbor work around Los .Angeles. Every one of them, includ-

ing two special boards, reported in favor of San Pedro. Finally a

special Board of Engineers, none of whom were army engineers,

was appointed, and the money ($2,900,000) appropriated by Con-

gress, The decision of the board was to be final, and the Secretary

of War was empowered to go ahead as soon as the board's report

was rendered. All but one member of this last board voted in favor

of San Pedro. This was in 1896, but it was nearly two years before

the Secretary of War authorized the beginning of construction.

And just here the Southern Pacific, with keen foresight, quickly

purchased control of practically all remaining portions of the water

front of San Pedro, beginning opposite the shore-end of the break-

water, and extending to the point where the Southern Pacific trestle

enters Wilmington Lagoon.
In 1892 the Los Angeles Terminal Railway was built from Los

Angeles to San Pedro, on the east side of the entrance channel to

Wilmington LagoOn. Going from Los Angeles, it passed east of

the Lagoon through the city of Long Beach, crossed the Los Angeles
River at its m.outh, and thence followed Rattlesnake Island down to

the old Terminal wharf and landing on that island. Rattlesnake

Island was simply a long sand-bar thrown up by wind and waves

a few feet above high tide, and was the neutral ground formed by
the battling of the waves against the silt carried to the sea by the

Los Angeles and San Gabriel Rivers through long ages.

Until diverted by irrigation works, the San Gabriel River for

many years found its way through the Rio Hondo (deep river) into

the Los Angeles River near the town of Downey, about fifteen miles

north of Long Beach. At present the San Gabriel flows through
its own proper channel into Alamitos Bay, some six miles east of

the mouth of the Los Angeles River.
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Winter floods and the ebb and flow of the tides in the Los Angeles
River under the trestle of the Terminal Railway caused the latter

to build a dike and dam in 1898, and so close the mouth of the river.

The Government, through the engineer officer in charge of the dis-

trict, with headquarters at San Francisco, protested, and the general

manager of the railroad agreed to open the dam whenever the Gov-

ernment insisted it was necessary. The Terminal Railway was later

built on to Salt Lake City, and became the San Pedro, Los Angeles
& Salt Lake Railroad. It was built as an independent road by
Senator W. A. Clark of Montana, but the Southern Pacific soon

acquired control of it.

Pursuant to an order from the Secretary of War, the Salt Lake
Road is now constructing a draw-bridge in their trestle across the

Land Being Reclaimed in Outer Harbor, (Miner Conce.'^sion)

mouth of the Los Angeles River. The bridge will open vertically,

being a single-leaf bascule or lift-bridge with a clear opening of 180

feet. It will be fitted with machinery powerful enough to fully

open or fully close it in one minute. The Los Angeles Dock &
Terminal Company is building jetties and digging a channel through
the draw, opening to a harbor it is dredging in the marshy land

abutting the high ground on which Long Beach is built.

The map accompanying this article shows the harbor from the

breakwater at Point Fermin to Long Beach on the east, and to Wil-

mington on the north. The areas bounded by solid lines show_
wharves and reclamation work now completed or in process of con-

struction, and also areas and improvements proposed, but whose

boundaries are not yet definitely decided upon.

Beginning at the breakwater, the improvements are as follows :

Wharves parallel to, and slips making an angle with, the breakwater.
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These will afford berths for vessels of any size now built or that will

be built in a hundred, yes, probably in a thousand years. Here

the water is fifty feet deep, and a single wharf parallel to the outer

straight arm of the breakwater might be 4,000 feet long. Wharves

and slips along the breakwater are favored because they really in-

crease the anchorage area, for the reason that every vessel tied to

a wharf takes only a fraction of the room it does swinging at anchor.

Beginning at the breakwater and extending along the shore to

the west jetty at the entrance to the inner harbor, there is first an

area of 155 acres, to which as yet no concessions have been granted

by San Tedro or the United States; next, the Government reserva-

tion with about 1,400 feet of channel frontage; next, the concession

of the Outer Harbor. Dock & Wharf Co. (formerly known as tho

"»Mini:r Conckssiux", (Jutkr Harhok, San Pedro

Miner concession) of about 150 acres; and last, the concession of the

Los Angeles Inter-Urban Railway. Between these last-named con-

cessions a chaimel at least 400 feet wide has been recommended, but

it is at present strongly opposed by the Huntington interests. Never-

theless, it is believed that there must be some sort of channel, be-

cause even Mr. Huntington can have but little use of his frontage

without it.

Then there is the slip building by the Southern Pacific Company,
which is quite a harbor itself. This slip is about 2000 feet in

length along its central line, 250 feet wide, and thirty feet deep at

low tide. The entrance channel between the two jetties is 400 feet

wide and twenty to twenty-two feet deep at low tide, and extends

to the foot of the Salt Lake Railroad Co.'s wharf, a distance of 7,000
feet from the 22-foot contour outside the entrance.

The remainder of the inner harbor, almost up to the turning
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basin, is dredged to twenty-five feet at low tide from wharf ^o

wharf. This portion of the harbor varies in width from 500 to

800 feet, and is now one mile long.

Dredging the turning-basin is now being pushed, but will not be

completed for about twenty-one months. On the east side two bulk-

heads are being built, and about 160 acres of land is being reclaimed

by the Salt Lake Railroad Co. and the Pacific Wharf & Storage Co.

To carry the dredged material from the end of the Government dis-

charge-pipe to their concession, the Pacific Wharf & Storage Co.

has installed on the Salt Lake Railro.id Co.'s filled land a rotary

pum.p run by two alternating current motors having in the aggregate

350 horsepower. This pump is being used as a relay to force ma-

terial onto the company's property, which lies from 1,700 to 6,000

feet beyond the relay pump. In deUvering material to the relay the

dredge will discharge through pipe varying in length from about

1,050 to possibly 2,600 feet, when working at the upper end of the

turning-basin.

Above the turning-basin lies Wilmington Lagoon, in which nothing

is yet done but in which much is planned. A good deal of this

Lagoon will probably soon be in process of transformation. The

general plan is to form two main basins, one east and one west of

the Southern Pacific and Los Angeles Inter-Urban Railways, the

basins to be known as the East and West Basins, Inner Harbor,

San Pedro. A third turning-basin, on the principal of a railroad

"Y," is also proposed along the water-front of the town of Wil-

mington. A draw-bridge is proposed in the trestles of the two

railroads betw-een the turning-basin and the West Basin.

In this connection it is often asked if a great deal of dredging
will not always be required to prevent the harbor from filling up.

After very careful study of the situation, San Pedro seems to be

unusually fortunate in that respect. Indjeed, it is hard to conceive

an ocean harbor that will cost less to maintain. The two causes

of deterioration of a harbor are silt carried down by rivers flowing

into the harbor, and the sand piled up at the entrance by cross-

currents and wave action. The Los Angeles River is the only one

whose waters now reach the harbor during the rainy season. During
the greater part of the year the river goes entirely dry before reaching

the sea, due to irrigation and the great quantity of water used bv

the city of Los Angeles. Moreover, as before stated, the Long Beach

Harbor will have its own entrance to the sea through the old mouth

of the Los Angeles River. When any silt at all reaches the sea it

will pass through the Long Beach entrance and never reach San

Pedro at all.

As regards wave action, it was noted before the breakwater was
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commenced that the entrance to the inner harbor kept its depth

remarkably well. Xow that the breakwater shuts off all wave action

and practically all currents, it is very difficult to see how the harbor

can deteriorate at all.

It is believed that the inner basin, up to and including the turning-

basin, should be deepened to thirty feet at low tide at as early a

date as possible. From the turning-basin the channels and basins

of the inner harbor can be dredged to twenty, twenty-five or thirty

feet at low tide, as may be desired by the owners of the frontage,

or as the Government may decide wherever it chooses to do work.

Beyond the turning-basin the work can be carried on progressively

into the East and West Basins respectively, and again progressively
in each basin itself. Channels just wide enough to allow vessels to

pass in one direction only would be the first step. These channels

Fill on Salt lake R. R. Pboperty, Kast San Pei ro

The sacks are filled with shells gathered for chicken food.

could then be widened as time allowed and commerce demanded.

From the southeast corner of the East Basin, Cerritos Slough,

narrow and tortuous, connects with the Los Angeles River at the

locality where the Long Beach Harbor is being developed. There

is also a small channel running some distance beyond the northwest

corner of this basin. Each of these should, and undoubtedly will,

be straightened and widened, the first to connect with the Long
Beach Harbor mouth, and the second to serve the present lumber

yards and future industries along the northern edge of Wilmington.
In the West Basin a 500-foot channel is shown in the northwestern

corner extending to the high-water line. This will enable a channel

to be dug througl^ to Bixby Slough, about half a mile distant, and

from that slough about four miles on to Nigger Slough, just south
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of Gardena and only about twelve miles from the heart of Los

Angeles. From the best information obtainable, the deepest cut

to reach Bixby Slough will be twenty-eight feet to low water, and

to reach Nigger Slough, thirty-two feet. The bottoms of these

sloughs are about five feet above low water in Wilmington Lagoon.
It is not believed that any rock will be encountered, so the work

should not be much more expensive than dredging in ordinary ma-

terial. The development of these sloughs seems entirely feasible,

with no engineering diflficulties worthy of comment to overcome.

The one question is, will the business to be done pay interest on the

cost of construction and maintenance?

There is one fact that should always be kept in mind when con-

sidering whether an improvement is needed, or whether it will pay.

Southern Pacific Slip, San Pedro

That fact is the need of room by some one or several enterprises,

which may find it much cheaper to dredge a considerable distance

to frontage than to buy or lease from owners already on or very

close to deep water.

The statement is frequently made that there is room enough in

the East Basin for all business for long years to come, and, there-

fore, that a draw-bridge to the West Basin is not necessary. This

may be true so far as mere frontage and acres back of it are con-

cerned, but how about the man with no frontage in the East Basin,

but with lots of it in the West Basin? Must he be compelled to do

business with the "owners of frontage in the East Basin on the latter's

own terms, simply because a draw-bridge costs money? Such an

attitude is indefensible as a m.atter of public policy, and besides, it

would be very unfair to the man owning property in the West Basin.

This brings up again the one great question still to be solved in
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regard to San Pedro Harbor. How shall the freedom of the harbor

be assured? Or, in other words, what can be done to guarantee to

every man the use of the harbor on equal terms with every other

man upon the payment of reasonable and just fees?

To realize the vital import of this question, note the ownership
situation today. The Southern Pacific Railroad parallels the shore

line on the west from the breakwater to Wilmington Lagoon. The

Salt Lake Railroad, controlled by the Southern Pacific, parallels the

east side from a point about 3,700 feet above Deadman's Island to

the Long Beach Harbor, and owns all the adjacent land. The

Southern Pacific Company is reliably reported as owning a half

interest in the electric railroad, and necessarily a half interest in the

Huntington concession in the outer harbor. It toyns the land along

the shore from the breakwater to the Government reservation, and

from Timm's Point to Wilmington Lagoon. Between the Govern-

ment reservation and Timm's Point is the Miner fill. The Miner

lease is fairer than most to San Pedro, as it gives the city 1,000

feet of frontage, with a strip of fill parallel to it 200 feet wide, and

a street 100 feet wide connecting with the shore line. In addition,

the city has the right to open other streets. It is claimed that this

is entirely independent of the Southern Pacific Railroad.

The Southern Pacific Company acquired the land between Timm's

Point and Wilmington Lagoon from the heirs of the Palos Verdes

Rancho before the town of San Pedro was laid out. That is the

main reason why San Pedro is cut ofif from wharfage room, and

with only one street open to the water front. That street is San

Pedro, extending from the top of the blufif southeastward, parallel-

ing the Southern Pacific slip, to the west jetty not far above Dead-

man's Island.

Practically all of Wilmington Lagoon is claimed, by virtue of

State tide-land patents, by the heirs of Phineas Banning. Those

heirs owning the greater portion of the tide-lands have joined with

the Southern Pacific and Salt Lake Railroads in an application to

the Government for permission to dredge channels and reclaim the

whole of the East Basin. Nearly all the land owned by the other

heirs is located in the West Basin, to reach which, as before stated,

a draw-bridge is necessary.

The land east of the Lagoon, as well as that south of the East

Basin, is owned by the Salt Lake Railroad Co. The land being

reclaimed by the Pacific Wharf & Storage Co., an independent cor-

poration, is cut ofif by the Salt Lake Railroad's land from any outlet

except by way of the Salt Lake Road.

The Pacific Electric Railway, in which the Southern Pacific has

a half interest, has just been granted a fifty-year franchise to build
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a steam railroad, with the privilege of using electricity on the streets

and public road from about the center of Wilmington around the

West Basin to connect with the Los Angeles Inter-Urban line. This

practically completes the girdling of the harbor with railways domi-

nated by the Southern Pacific.

The chances for independent development and the efforts being

made to free the harbor are in brief as follows: The breakwater

itself is owned and controlled absolutely by the Government, and

will remain free, unless the people interested go to sleep. Likewise

the- Government reservation and its 1,400 feet of frontage, though
the Southern Pacific Company claims a railroad right-of-way across

it. . About twenty-seven acres of additional land can be reclaimed

by bulkheading and filling out to the harbor line. Under no con-

BuiLDiNG Jetties at the Mouth of the Los Angeles River, Long
Beach Harbor. Thev are 500 Feet Apart

sideration should this reservation be sold. It should be kept for a

military post and for its valuable frontage. The Government, under

acts of the California Legislature, on March 3 and 9, 1897, has

exclusive jurisdiction over the submerged land 900 feet beyond and

entirely around the low-water line of Deadman's Island. This in-

cludes about 2,000 feet of the west jetty, and several acres of sub-

merged land to the west of it. There appears to be no reason why
this 2,000 feet along the west jetty cannot easily be made into val-

uable frontage. San Pedro street leads to it, thus aflfording a public

outlet into the city of San Pedro. Next, the city of San Pedro has

1,000 feet of frontage on the Miner fill, with a strip of land 200

feet wide back of it and connected with the shore by a street 100

feet wide.

The Imperial Investment Company has acquired privileges from
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some of the tide-land claimants in the West Basin, and now has an

application before the War Department for a permit to dredge, bulk-

head and reclaim along the west shore of that basin.

The Wilmington Dock Company has an application in to do the

same in the East Basin, along the Southern Pacific Company's
tracks across the Lagoon. A most commendable feature of this

company's appHcation is that title to about two-fifths of the reclaimed

land and one-half of the frontage will remain with the City of Wil-

mington for public use.

Nine members of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce have

made application to bulkhead and reclaim some twelve acres of land,

and provide about 800 feet of public frontage just above the area

asked for by the Wilmington Dock Company.
Then there is the important harbor being dredged at Long Beach.

It is api)arently free, within the meaning of the term "free' as here-

tofore stated, except as to present railroad conveniences.

The Government has now appropriated, and when the work in

progress is completed will have spent four and one-half millions of

dollars on the harbor. It has been made to appear a number of

times during the past year that the Government is contemplating

the appropriation of large sums to build other harbors in the imme-

diate vicinity of San Pedro. It is not known what Congress may
do. but it would appear to be poor business for the Government to

scatter its appropriations until San Pedro is in better condition.

In conclusion, there appears to be no reason to be afraid that the

harbor will not eventually be made free for all to do business on

equal and reasonable terms. It simply requires the people to con-

trol the corporations, and there can be no question of their right

and ability to do so. To think otherwise would be to acknowledge
our Government no longer a Republic. Thus, money appropriated

by the general Government for San Pedro is spent broadly for the

benefit of all the people in the United States, though more particu-

larly for every one in the vicinity of the harbor. Los Angeles, Pasa-

dena, Long Beach, Riverside, Santa Monica, and all the rest of the

surrounding country have just as great an interest in San Pedro

Harbor, in direct proportion to their population as has San Pedro

itself. It is not San Pedro's harbor, nor Wilmington's harbor, but

the Harbor of the Southwest. All Los Angeles county, at least,

should have a say in its management. Then be Americans, and not

San Pedroiios, Wilmingtonians, or Angelenos. Sectional jealousies

are what the foes of good government everywhere desire above all

else. If all pull together, the harbor must soon become what it was

planned for—The Great Public Gateway of the Southwest.

San Pedro, Cal.
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THU scattere:d sheep of mission
ELOcns

By WAYLAND H. SMITH.

ADRE JUNIPERO SERRA was the last of the great

patriarchs. Under him the Indians were gathered in

docile and industrious communes. The beautiful mis-

sion buildings were grouped around enormous patios.

There were great churches, refectories, kitchens, work-

shops, living quarters, where a marvelous communal life was lived,

and the padres were the fathers of their people. The valleys were

tilled. The hills were covered with herds of cattle, sheep and horses.

Then came the year of the Independence of Mexico. The mis-

sions passed from under the control of the Spanish crown. The

steady and wise policy of the padres was interrupted.

Freedom demands wisdom for its administration. Nothing is so

dangerous as the specter of Freedom without the directing spirit

of Intelligence.

Under the Mexican politicians the plundering of the missions and

the enslavement and neglect of the Indians began. It advanced

with only partial success until that momentous day when the

"Gringo" soldiers marched into Monterey and the splendid, pic-

turesque and prodigal days of Spanish California were finished.

Under the Mexican rule there was at least some sense of tacit

responsibility to the stately work of the great padre. But the

"Gringo" knew nothing of all this. He was then as now an enemy
of "superstition" and a friend of "freedom." So he looted the

Campanile and Mission at Pala
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remaining wealth of the missions, thus abetting the Cause of Prog-
ress. He drove the Indians from their fat lands into the desert

and the mountains. The fertile mission valleys became the pos-

session of the "non-superstitious" and "progressive" white settlers.

The Indians under such conditions decreased rapidly in numbers

and became wretchedly poor. But their hiding places on the flanks

of the mountains or in the waterless desert were so obscure and

remote that even the wandering American who might have been

interested in fair play knew nothing of their unhappy state.

Then over the plains and around the Horn came pouring in the

Gold Hunters of '49. Lawless, picturesque, pre-occupied with the

Quest, they overran the land like a flame. The great Spanish land

grants were broken up under the auspices of the Gringo, the In-

Gknkral View of Pala Valley

dians driven further and further into the desert, and onto mountain

land that no white man coveted.

In 1876 Helen Hunt Jackson came on her memorable mission, to

look into the condition of the Indians of Southern California. As
results of her careful and sympathetic examination we have her

famous novel, "Ramona," and the summing-up of our too successful

Indian Policy in "A Century of Dishonor"—a terrible arraignment.

She sent also special reports to the Indian Bureau,

The heroic labors of Helen Hunt Jackson probably did much

toward shortening her life. Some people burned with considerable

indignation over the situation as shown in "A Century of Dis-

honor"
; kind-hearted tourists shed tears at the fate of Alessandro

and Ramona. Nothing further, however, occurred. Some of the

most picturesquely outrageous evictions occurred after the investi-

gation by Mrs. Jackson.
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Headgates of New Pai,a Ditch

The actual formation of the Sequoya League took place at a

meeting held in November, 1901, in Mr. C. F. Lummis's residence

on the Arroyo Seco. Work was begun at once. Mr. Lummis's

vigorous campaign resulted, as an initial achievement, in the settle-

ment of the evicted Warner's Ranch Indians in the fertile, well-

watered Mission Valley at Pala, instead of the somewhat arid loca-

tion first selected. These Indians are now happy and prosperous.

The land is ample for all their wants. Here follows a brief descrip-

tion of the present condition of Indian matters in Southern Cali-

fornia.

Lower End of Tunnel,, Pala Irrigating Canai.
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RiPRAPPiNG Bki.ow Sand Irap in New Pai.a LtixcH

PALA

Chief Engineer Code of the Indian Service has recently completed

some extensive improvements that vastly better the usefulness of the

irrigating canal at Pala. New ball-bearing intake gates have been

erected at the point of juncture with the San Luis Rey River (whose
entire flow may be diverted to the canal). A covered concrete

conduit has been relocated where it cannot be washed away, as the

old one was
;
a practical sand-trap has been built, and the entire

ditch put into serviceable condition. When the system of lateral

ditches now being dug by the Indians is complete, Pala will have

as fine a system of gravity irrigation as could be asked for. When

RiPRAPPiNG AT Head of New Pala Ditch
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the foolish "portable" houses furnished by the department (hot to

suffocation in summer and cold as ice-chests in winter) have been

replaced by Indian-built adobe houses, the old mission valley of

Pala will be in fine condition for the government to let alone, so that

the Indians may work out their own salvation in their own way.

Nothing can be more stupid or more hurtful than the persistent

attempts to remake Indians on white patterns.

CAMPO.

The Sequoya League's discovery and amendment of the starving
condition of the Campo Indians excited at the time national interest.

When Senator Flint visited Campo with Mr. Lummis and the writer,

shortly after his election, he said that he wanted to know Indian

Intbrior of the Old Mission at Pala

The vails were decorated with paintings done by Indians,

recently destroyed by a coat of whitewash.
They were

conditions in Southern California at first hand and for himself.

That trip was epoch-making in the history of the Indian situation in

Southern California. More has been done to adjust the historic

wrongs of the Mission Indians during the last two years, than in

all the years since the coming of the Gringo. It was late Fall when
the trip was undertaken. Sixty miles of uphill climb due east of

San Diego, among mountains of inconceivable savageness and re-

moteness, brought us to Campo. As many more miles over unused

roads and bridle-paths showed us the various reservations of La

Posta, Manzanita, Cuyapipe and Laguna, and their gaunt and half-

starved inhabitants.

The result of this rough wagon-ride of nearly two hundred m.iles,

and others that we took later, was shown in Senator Flint's splendid
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work in securing the appropriation of $icx),ooo, now being laid out

under the supervision of Mr. Kelsey, for the purpose of furnishing

land and water to the Indians of Southern California. Thirty thou-

sand dollars of this fund will be spent in the rehabilitation of the

five Campo reservations. Twelve hundred acres of land with abund-

ant water, have been purchased from this fund. Of this, 420 acres

are arable; 120 acres irrigable. It is proposed to add to the Man-

zanita and La Posta reservations the newly purchased land, carrying

with it the use of some 30 inches of gravity water. To this will be

added by Congressional action over 20,000 acres of government land,

useful only for grazing cattle. (It is hoped to interest these Indians

in the raising of cattle.) This will make a single reservation of

Indians Fishing in a Spring Freshet

22,000 acres some forty-five miles in circumference. It is proposed
to fence the entire reservation, develop the water and put in ditches,

buy up the improvements of McCain, who has been squatting (by
the Surveyor's error, be it said) on 200 acres of Manzanita reserva-

tion land, and to aid the Indians in building the necessary houses.

When this is completed, the Campo Indians will also be in fine

condition to let alone. What these Indians need is a sufficient quan-

tity of inalienable land and water, that they can divide according to

their custom, to suit themselves, and then to be let alone. Nothing
is worse for the Indians than the uneasy, inquisitive, meddlesome-

ness that many benevolent whites believe to be essential to Indian

well-being, yet a reasonable independence to the Indians can be se-

cured only as the result of a constant and vigilant awareness of the

dangers of the situation.
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PACHANGA.

For years the Pachanga Indians have been obHged to haul their

entire water supply some five miles in barrels. This included all

water used for drinking, bathing, cooking and garden use. It is

not perhaps remarkable that bathing was curtailed under such cir-

cumstances. There is a good spring in a cafion adjoining the reser-

vation, located on Government land. When Senator Flint was in

Pachanga he went up and examined this spring, recognized the

urgency of the situation, and promised the Indians that he would

do what he could to have a pipe put in to carry the water down to

the village. He also noticed the inadequacy of the land to support

the Indians. As a result, Mr. Kelsey has been empowered to buy
some 235 acres of fine land from the Little Temecula grant (their

Two Young Matrons of Manzanita Reservation

former home), which will be added to the reservation, together with

the government land containing the spring spoken of. The pipe

line from the spring is also being constructed. Altogether some

$10,000 have been expended. This pipe will furnish about 30,000

gallons of water a day, not enough for irrigation, but ample for

household use at Pachanga. The Indians here, it is expected, will

be made self-supporting.

LOS CONEJOS.

These Indians have long been in great destitution. They live on

an isolated section of the Capitan Grande reservation and have been

saved great sufifering by food and clothing furnished through the

League. Enough land has been added to their reservation to make

them comfortably independent, and their water supply has been pro-

tected. The water supply on the various Southern California res-
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OF THE Padres at San Louis Rey

ervations, vastly important and heretofore overlooked, has been espe-

cially cared for by Mr. Kelsey.

AGUA CALIENTE.

At this reservation, also called Palm Springs, $6,000 have been

spent in securing the Barney land, some 800 acres, and all rights,

including a pipe-line eight inches in diameter and 6,000 feet in

length, carrying abundant water. Some water rights in the caiion

below are included.
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PAUMA.

On this reservation a reservoir will be built, securing to the Indians

a permanent water supply that has been greatly needed.

SANTA ROSA.

These Indians are located inside the forest reserve. This secures

them from molestation, and an attempt is being made to have the

land occupied by them given to them legally.

SANTA YSABEL AND MESA GRANDE.

The exact limits of these two reservations have been long in doubt

and the Indians have always had a great deal of trouble about them

with the adjoining settlers. The Santa Ysabel Indians were long

ago evicted from their homes in the beautiful and fertile Santa Ysabel

valley in the high-handed fashion so popular in dealing with the

Phoio by Mrs. C B. Daggett

An Outlying Hut of the Campo Reservations

aborigines of the coast. They are now living on the top of a flat

mountain called Volcan, and in an adjoining cafion. The bound-

aries of both reservations are being settled, and both will be fenced.

The League has earnestly demanded the fencing of all these South-

ern California reservations, and most of them will now be fenced.

The importance of this is clear to those who are familiar with the

aggressive habits of white settlers located near Indian lands.

CABEZON, TORRES, ETC.

A pumping plant, as designed by Chief Engineer Code is being

erected for these Indians. It is located on the highest part of the

reserve, and will irrigate 250 acres of land that is now without

water. The new wells will be of large capacity, and should make

the land fruitful.
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SAN AUGUSTIN.

Here also an artesian well is being bored and an auxiliary pump-

\\\^ plant installed. This land is of excellent quality, nad with water

will make a fine property.

MORONGO.

Tests of the cieriega by borings, etc., are being made to see if

there is water enough to warrant a cement dam to bed-rock. If

practical, this will be built. If not, some other means of securing

a water supply will be used.

SAN MANUEL.
Here a five-acre tract that has been used by the Indians as a

garden and a seven-acre tract above the ditch, containing the Indian

Photo by Mrs. ('. li. DHjrgelt

Two Campo Patriarches

cemetery and orange trees have been bought. Among the Indians,

their cemeteries are held in the highest veneration, and no greater

calamity can befall them than to lose the burial place of their dead.

CAHUILLA.

Attempts are being made to develop water when it seems feasible

and an enlargement of the reservoir has been begun.
MARTINEZ.

Some fifteen artesian wells will be put in at and below Martinez,

as soon as the question of the Salton Sea is settled to the Depart-
ment's satisfaction.

CHIMEVI.

The lands occupied by these Indians on the Colorado River have

been temporarily reserved, and it is expected that the land will be

allotted to them or other suitable provision will be made.
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SAN PASQUAL.

Nothing has yet been accomplished for these Indians, but it is

hoped that they may be cared for in the near future.

GOVERNMENT LANDS.

Large tracts of government lands have been set apart as additions

to the reservations of Capitan Grande, Inyaha and Agua Caliente.

There have been also additions of government land to the reserva-

tions of Campo, Laguna and Cuyapipe, besides those already re-

ferred to in connection with the new reservation purchased by the

government at Manzanita. All this indicates a long stride toward
the completion of the local work undertaken four years ago by the

Los Angeles Council of the Sequoya League. We feel that too

much praise cannot be given to Senator Flint for his intelligent and
tireless work, and to Mr. Kelsey, Special Agent for California In-

dians—for his handling of a problem that demands minute knowledge
of the situation, and much horse sense.

Photo by Mrs. 0. B. Daggett

Family Group at Campo

The function of the Sequoya League is to maintain a center of

informed interest in Indian affairs,
—knowing what to do and how

to do it. The Indians are children, quite incompetent to make head-

way against the cunning or force of the white settlers who covet

their lands. The League proposes to see that the Indians are justh
treated. They are Indians, not white men; with Indian blood, the

Indian traditions, and also the Indian sense of dignity and honor.

It is the League's suggestion that they may remain Indians if they
want to, as they unquestionably do; and that they should be also

guaranteed, out of the boundless lands that we have taken from them,
at least enough on which to gain a decent living by labor and thrift.

This the Sequoya League has set itself to secure
;
and when it is

secured, to make permanent, being well assured that eternal vigilance
is the price of red as well as white independence.
Los Angeles, Cal.
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THE RAVEN OF CAPISTRANO
A True "Wonder Tale

By CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS

CHAPTER IX.

T CAMK, as all days must come, good or bad, in the in-

evitable progress of time. Jose awoke at earliest dawn ;

for he had various sorts of work to do whose success

was problematical enough to give him keen anxiety as

to the result.

First of all, he must seek his enemy, Joe Williams, and obtain his

permission to appear openly at the fiesta. His mother had paved

the way to this by opening negotiations with the man she so much

detested that to speak to him was torture to her undisciplined nature.

l)Ut Jose had argued the matter in a visit stolen to his home until

she had consented to follow the path which her son had marked out

for her. though she was in terror as to the result.

"It is necessary sometimes to risk all on a single throw," remarked

Jose. "Do you remember the story my grandmother tells of the

little boy whose uncle had gambled him away, point by point, arms,

legs and head, until nothing was left but his heart? Then the boy

sings the song, 'My Heart, It Is the Last of Me,' as his uncle throws

the slick through the hoop. If that point is lost, all is lost. Well,

1 am in almost the same fix as that little boy. All depends on the

answer which Miss Allen is to receive from Washington. Will it

come? She thinks it will. And will it be Yes? She believes so.

Jo Williams knows nothing of this letter, and I am not obliged to

inform him
;
so if I promise to allow him to arrest me the day after

the fiesta on condition that he will wait until then, it will not be my
fault if I am freed by the word from Washington before he has a

chance to earn his reward.''

"But if the letter should not come in time?" suggested his mother.

"That is the last point, and we are gambling on that chance,'' Jose

said, laughing.

But he did not feel like laughing when, awaking in his mother's

house, he dressed himself in his best clothes and strode boldly down
the highway to the house where Jo Williams was expecting him.

Wliat hai)pened at the interview did not transpire; but Jose suc-

ceeded by force of oratory when it seemed for a time that he might
fail : for Jo Williams' dark eyes had gleamed when he saw his prey

within his reach, and the weeks of unavailing effort which had made
him the laughing stock of the tribe urged him to seek revenge.

"You understand," he said to Jose, "that if you try to play me
a trick, I will shoot you at sight. And if the money you promise is

Copyright, 1937, by Constance Ooddsrd Da Bois.
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not ready, I will take it out of your mother and your friends. I will

make them suffer as well as you."
"All w^ill be well," Jose assured him. "You will have the money

from me, whether or not the white man pays your claim."

So the bargain was concluded
;
and for the three days of the fiesta

Jose was to enjoy the sweets of liberty and the open association with

his friends of which he had so long been deprived. On the fourth

day he was voluntarily to surrender himself to his' would-be captor,

relinquishing all the apparent advantage he had gained by the long
and successful struggle with his fate.

The course of events, however^ had made him a hero among his

people. The humor of the situation satisfied the keen Indian sense

of the ludicrous. That a boy of seventeen could outwit the desperado
of the tribe, whose open boasting gave point to the failure of his

plans, this had all the while pleased those who had little personal in-

terest in the result, but who had more than once aided the fugitive

by throwing obstacles in the way of his pursuer.

Of course the game of hide-and-seek must have an end, and it

was fitting that Jose's surrender should give it a dramatic conclusion,

allowing him at the same time to attend the fiesta to which his pres-

ence lent an added interest.

The popularity of his idol delighted Ramon. It seemed the pre-

destined preparation for the great event which he had in view—the

restoration of tribal rights and the appointment of the youthful chief

as his successor.

The old man moved about among the crowds that came and went,

feeling that they were the figures of a dream. He was weak from

the voluntary fast which he had undertaken to fit himself for the

ceremony which he intended to perform on the concluding night of

the fiesta.

The Spanish padres, with far-seeing tolerance, had never attempted

arbitrary interference with the religious ceremonials of their native

converts, but by degrees had identified these with the observances

of the new religion. The date of the Indian festival became the day
of the patron saint. The gathering of the people from far and wide

was now at the call of the priest. The worship of the olden days had

many things in common with the Christian religion of the Spaniards.

Both inculcated fasting, lonely vigils, the importance of visions, and

belief in the invisible and the spiritual ;
and Ramon, in clinging to

the teachings of his ancestors, did so quite unaware that the un-

thinking called him a pagan. His reverent mind accepted the new

dispensation as a metamorphosed form of the old, to be made use of

in the same spirit with which he ate the white-man's fine wheaten

flour, instead of pinole made of the seeds of wild plants and ground
on the metate stone by Indian women. If he preferred to eat pinole.
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if he longed for and regretted the habits of the past, it was only be-

cause loyalty to a departed cause and a vanishing race was ingrained

into the very fibres of his being.

His conscience was well satified that all his life he had obeyed the

ceremonial laws made valid by years of observance before the com-

ing of the white man ; satisfied, too, that he could honestly receive the

padre's blessing as one who respected the holy mysteries of the

church.

The Indian ceremonial concourse of prehistoric times, and the

Spanish religious fiesta of Mission days had become unfortunately

superseded by the corrupted modern form of the Indian fiesta, which

was a composite of past idealism and modern degradation, the latter

introduced by the lowest type of frontier civilization.

Mexican gamblers shamelessly displayed their outfits, alluring to

the Indians' love of games of chance, but bewildering to minds that

had to be taught the meaning of swindling and dishonesty.

Peddlers of ribbons and calico brought kegs of vile liquor con-

cealed beneath their bales, and sold it in open defiance of the law

to men whose ancestors had known no intoxication except the sacred

madness of the Datura drink.

White spectators of a more inoffensive sort bribed the old Indian

dancers to perform the sacred rites for their amusement—and this,

in Ramon's eyes, was the worst evil that the white man's supremacy
had wrought.
No one understood his feelings. He could not hope for co-opera-

tion or support. The gambling and drinking were hateful to him.

It tortured him to see his people robbed, or changed into soulless

forms to lie where they fell along the roadside, provoking the scorn

of the race that had wronged them
; but he had no power of preven-

tion or redress.

To have survived the loyalty of his own people was the bitterest

grief of all. He could remember the days when hundreds of Indians

came at his call ;
when fifty captains owed him allegiance ;

when

great hechiceros worked his will, and the land as far as the eye could

reach was his. He had not thought it possible to be fallen so low

that the children bom of a line of heroes should jeer at him. They
were ignorant of the names of their ancestors. They had been

taught to despise the past. He pitied without blaming them; for.

in spite of the corroding grief always at work within him, he cher-

ished neither malice nor rancor. His was a noble nature, sweet and

sane, full of high thoughts and generous aspirations ; and his inborn

dignity included that large meekness which cannot feel the personal

hurt. It was in his representative character that he bore the com-

mon loss, suffering for those who only half realized their wrongs.
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So the old man remained in the center of the three-days festival,

and yet kept himself apart in spirit from the animated throng,

cheered only bv Jose's sympathetic presence.

A village of ramadas, three- or four-roomed dwellings made of

green boughs freshly cut, was built for the accommodation of the

assembled people and their guests. In one belonging to a distant

relative Ramon found shelter
; and Jose with his family occupied the

adjoining space. It was therefore possible for the boy to join in the

merrymaking and mingle with his friends, and yet find time for

much conversation with the old man.

Jose understood distinctly the programme that was to be carried

out, and did his best to further it by directing the attention of the

people to the Indian dances to be performed on the last night of the

fiesta, when some unusual exhibition of the power of the olden time

was to be looked for.

The idea was soon abroad that Ramon was no longer to oppose the

exhibition of the ceremonial dances, but would himself assist in them
;

and that Jose was to prove in some way the miraculous endowment

with which he was credited by many, the power of the hechicero be-

ing still recognized by the more credulous.

The write people who were attracted by curiosity to the scene felt a

lively interest in the prospect of witnessing the Indian dances. Lucia

Allen had particular reason to anticipate the close of the ceremonies,

for the welcome letter from Washington had been received in due

time, and she was withholding it until she might present it with dra-

matic effect at the appropriate moment.

"Did you ever see anything so picturescpte ?" exclaimed Elmer

Drew as he stood with Lucia under the shelter of green willow

boughs. "This is the sort of thing I had in mind, Lucia, for our

housekeeping. Nothing could be simpler, cheaper, or more delightful,

than just such a little green nest. Why must we wait to be rich?"

"The ramadas are lovely while they are fresh," said Lucia. ''But

they grow brown and rusty. The leaves fall and the wind whistles

through."

"You are the least sentimental of beings," complained Elmer. "I

cannot make you see things as I do."

"I could be happy in a ramada with you," she answered, "but the

wise elderly people warn us that the nest must be well built and

furnished so that love may not too soon fly out of the window."

Elmer's reply was all that she could desire; and, oblivious of all

but the presence of one another, the two forgot that they were el-

bowed and jostled in a busy crowd, until the preparations for the

Indian dances attracted their attention together with that of all the

rest.
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CHAPTER X.

A circular enclosure of brush had been made, and at one end a

great fire was burning, constantly renewed by some small Indian

boys who enjoyed the office of feeding the flames.

The old Indians who were to be the principals in the coming cere-

mony had retired, no one knew where
; but, half an hour before, Jose

had been secretly summoned to join the circle of aged men who
awaited him in the blackest shade which could be found, in a rocky

hollow to which the ground fell from the level meadow where the

fiesta was being held. Hanging thickets concealed them from above,

and a heap of boulders, flung together in some convulsion of nature,

was crowned by a, gigantic live-oak tree whose branches, spreading
in a circle, made a tent which the moonbeams could not penetrate.

Ramon sat beneath the tree, and in front of him was placed the

round stone bowl which the boy had first seen under such strange

circumstances in its arrested march along the highway. It had lately

been painted in bright colors, and was full of a liquid of uninviting

appearance which Jose saw not for the first time ;
while around it

were ranged many smaller stone bowls of similar shape and decora-

tion, together with flat winnowing baskets and curiously shaped

stones, the whole designed with ceremonial precision.

"The old times are dead," said Ramon, addressing Jose in a voice

hoarse with emotion. "I cannot make the Datura dance as it should

be made. I could not even sing the chant as I pounded the root just

now, for fear the spying white people would be here with their

picture machines. But in secrecy I prepared everything, and in se-

crecy you must drink the Datura juice, my son, for only one of the

initiated can be chief of the people. You will then be as dead for

twenty-four hours or more, but before the intoxication of the drink

begins I will show the fire-miracle and proclaim you to the tribe."

"My father," said Jose, "I have already drunk the Datura juice,

and I have seen and performed a fire-miracle." And, to an awe-struck

and wondering group, he related in detail the events of his spirit-

world initiation, too real and vivid in his memory to be considered

as simply the phantasms of a dream.

"Why did you not tell me this before ?" inquired Ramon, reproach-

fully.

"It was so wonderful, so glorious a thing," replied Jose. "So

many thousand Indians were there, together with the greatest of the

captains and the mightiest of the chiefs, and all was just as you would

plan it if you could. But you cannot. The past is dead. And I

thought it would make your heart sore to feel that it is now so dif-

ferent from the old days."

"True," replied Ramon. "And my heart is heavy to think that my
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labor has been in vain, and that not I but another is your chief. But

though I lose, you gain, my son. You are to be the greatest he-

chicero in the world."

So the old man went apart from the rest, and emptied the Datura

drink upon the ground, and the shade was too dense for anyone to

note the tears that fell from his eyes. Then he returned all the sacred

things to the deep hole among the rocks, where they had been buried

for safe keeping, and came back with forced cheerfulness to the

group that awaited him.

"We must go on with the rest of our work," he said. "It must he

that the power will be with us
; and that one so set apart by the

spirits of the mighty dead will be acknowledged even among the

people of the new day. The members of the tribe are all eager to see

the promised marvel. I must not fail them or they will not believe

me when I proclaim the future greatness of Jose."

So the little band climbed the hill, and the old men, reduced to a

pitiful remnant by the deaths each year had numbered, began the

dance.

Ramon, seated in the place of honor by the fire, had on former

occasions been well content with the ceremonies as performed on the

anniversary of a death, or at times when the white man's presence

did not desecrate the event. He knew that only fragments of the

appropriate ritual could be attempted ;
that nothing was ceremonially

perfect ;
but hampered as he was by changed conditions his conscience

was satisfied in doing what he could.

Now he saw in fancy the dances of seventy years before, when

many captains had brought the people of their pueblos at his sum-

mons, and a dozen great hechiceros had stood about the fire with the

power of their wonder-working sticks to reinforce the power of his

sacred stone. Never before had he so clearly recognized the contrast

between the past and present. Never had his heart been so desolate.

The meaningless chatter and vacant laughter of the white specta-

tors vexed his soul. One old white man, by way of amusing his as-

sociates, joined in the circle and made a mock attempt to imitate the

motions of the dancers. His hollow chest, mean figure, and useless,

shrunken muscles were in pitiful contrast with the vigorous forms of

the aged Indians, each one lean and agile as a grayhound ; though the

shirts and trousers bestowed upon them as appurtenances of the

white man's civiHzation obscured the physical effect, and added an

element of incongruity to the Indian dances.

Feet were stamped, arms raised, fists clenched. The motions were

monotonous, but changed from pose to pose like a dissolving picture,

to be renewed with greater vigor, emphasis, even fury, as the songs

waxed louder and the women's chants gave shrill encouragement.
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Then, suddenly as a stone falls, all was ended, to begin again with

each succeeding song.

The boys who tended the fire, urged by the admonitions of their

elders, had built it ever higher and higher ; and when the dance was

over, Ramon approached it and placed in the midst of the flames a

smooth piece of soapstone carved in curious shape, which he had

removed from a string worn about his neck.

Nothing happened. The fire still burned. In fact, a sudden gust

of wind, arising at that moment, sent the flames swirling as if in

mockery, more fiercely than before.

If the white people who were spectators of the scene had had

an inkling of its significance, the old chief as he turned would have

faced a loudly jeering crowd ;
but the Indians, who were fully in-

formed as to his purpose, made no such demonstration of their feel-

ings. Ramon's ears were quick enough to detect a scornful laugh

here and there. He understood their voluble comments, and de-

tected the meaning of each smiling glance. But the Mexican gam-

blers, the wine-sellers, the country people who came in wagons and

now prepared to depart, having satisfied their curiosity, considered

that the Indian ceremony had reached its accustomed conclusion.

Jose, more than any other, realized the torturing disappointment

of the chief. He went to him and whispered eagerly, "Come with

me, my father. Come to the ramada. I will show you the price of

the land. All is not yet lost, let them laugh as they will.. The power
is not with us because they do not believe. Like white men, they

care only for money. They will think you are great when- you can

show them that."

Ramon felt a joyous heart throb. It was not his fault that the

power had failed him at the test. He hardly dared to credit the

promise of future wealth ; but unobserved he followed Jose into the

hut of willow boughs which was the boy's temporary home.

It was deserted now, since everyone was abroad outside where a

shrill fiddle struck up an invitation to the young girls and youths to

try their steps in the white man's waltzes upon a platform built for

the occasion.

Jose led Ramon to the furthest recesses of the dwelling, Ufted the

corner of a mattress which lay there, and drew forth a heavy sack

which he opened by the light of a lantern set within the house. Care-

fully depositing its contents upon the bed, he disclosed to the eyes

of the old man a great heap of shining crystals of the most perfect

form and color, each one reflecting the light with the brilliancy of

a cut gem. Some were large and some were small ;
some dark green

like seaweed, others the brown of a deep mountain pool ; some were

delicate pencils shading from coral pink to pale green, the colors
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blending almost imperceptibly ;
and all were of a beautiful transpar-

ency, like the atmosphere of a sunset without clouds.

"It is tourmaline," cried Jose. "I learned about it from a white

man. What is here is worth hundreds of dollars, and it is all for

you. I can bring you as much more when you choose, for I have a

mine of my own which no one has ever found or claimed. You
shall have plenty to eat, my father, and you can buy all the land that

was once your own, and the people shall live on it as they used to

in the past."

Ramon had stood as if transfixed with surprise; but to Jose's

amazed chagrin, he showed neither joy nor satisfaction. His hands

were raised as if invoking aid against a new calamity.

"My son, my son," he cried, "this is the stone most sacred to

Chung-itch-nish, him whom we celebrate in dance and song. No
man in the old days could lay a hand upon it without suffering in-

stantly some strange disease sent as punishment for his impiety.

Only the chief of the tribe and the greatest hechiceros, of whom you
are one, could handle it

;
and with it they could work wonderful cures

in cases of other diseases like the bites of rattlesnakes or sudden

attacks of pain which were punishments, too, for sin, for the stone

that could kill could also heal. The white man turns everything to

money; but we cannot sell a sacred thing."

Tears rose in the boy's eyes. The happiness for which he had

planned in nights of watching and hours of toil had failed him in a

moment, and an unimagined disappointment left life empty.
"You may ikeep a little of it to use for cures like that," continued

the old chief. "But for the rest, return it to its place before the sun

rises. Cover it carefully that Chung-itch-nish may not know. Then
all will be well."

The restrained anxiety of his tone assured Jose that Ramon was

intensely in earnest in what he had said, and that no entreaty or re-

monstrance, no suggestion of his own deep disappointment, could

move him to reconsider his decision.

He therefore replaced the crystals in the bag, maintaining a silence

which was as eloquent as words to express his wounded feelings.

Ramon watched him with eyes gloomy with grief. "Are yoti.

ready now for the last thing we had planned to do?" asked the old

man. "We have failed in all but this. Will the people refuse to

accept you as their chief?"

"You may ask them, if you choose," said the boy, trying to master

himself out of consideration for the old man's age and many sorrows,

remembering, too, that he shared in this disappointment. "But I

believe that it would be better to wait for another day. They are

jeering now at the failure of the stone to put out the fire. I heard
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them say that you are no longer chief; that no one will obey you,

not even the old men
;
that it is a sign that the stories told in the past

are lies, and the hechiceros cheats."

Ramon bowed his head as if before a storm,

"But you, my son," he asked. "You believe truly?"

"How can I help believing after all that I have seen and heard?"

replied Jose. "But of what use is my belief when to you the precious

tourmaline is of no present value, and to the people the sacred things

are only lies. Either we must believe as the white men do, or the

people must believe as we do. If this cannot be, then, as you say, all

comes to an end."

Ramon took the boy's hands in his, and looked long and search-

ingly into his face as he had done at their first meeting.

"And the power that shows itself in you, has it no purpose, no

meaning?" he asked. "I cannot think so. There is still another way
untried. In the old days no one thought of money. To seek as you
have done for something that might be sold was unheard of. That

is the white man's way. We are of the ancient world. The hechi-

ceros had great power of life, also of death. They could sing songs

that could kill a man at a distance as far as from here to Po-lah-lak ;

and they could use their power to drive their enemies before them like

frightened sheep. Do this one thing more for me, my son. Sleep

this night again in the cave at Ma-lah-va. Seek counsel in your

dreams. Then, when you awake, shoot forth, if you can, the invisi-

ble power that will drive the white man from our country. Let it take

the form of fire that shall destroy his houses
; or sickness that shall

strike him down
;
or a terror that shall make him flee. Whatever you

may learn in your dreams, do that, and the old days shall return. The

people shall believe."

"We both have friends among the white people," suggested Jose.

"You like the white woman who is good to you and gives you food.

I like Miss Allen and Mr. Drew."

"The power will not hurt the friends of the Indians," said Ramon.

"Try it, my son, for to what other purpose were you dedicated in the

flames?"

(To be continued)
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she must have very funny and delightful thoughts, all to herself.

And it was these reports that sometimes caused the parents to shake

their heads doubtfully.

So she sat in her schoolroom on this day of November—which

was so unlike any November day she had known before— and

harbored thoughts not good for the soul of anyone, for they warp
one's faculties and do all sorts of dreadful things.

Just then the wheels of a buggy were heard. The hired man was

coming for her. She jumped up, got her things, and shut care in the

room she left. Hers was a buoyant nature, usually
—

only once in a

while did "the blues" assail her. As they drove home she took off

her hat to let the warm air blow through her hair, and rested her

eyes on the mountain which stood at the head of the valley. During
the first hot days of summer it had seemed to the girl that she could

never, never become used to the brown of the land, the dust of the

roads, the long rainless days, but when she turned her eyes toward

this presence with its eternal calm and cool, deep greens, comfort

would come to her heart. Beautiful it was at all times, yet only at

the setting of the sun did its full glory come upon it. Then, over

and around the mountain a radiant rose-pink would fall, shading
off in exquisite delicacy to the blue of the surrounding hills, and

lingering there for half an hour. The rare and precious gift
—the

glamor of the Italian haze—this marvelous light is like nothing else

in all the world. Its home is in Italy, and nowhere else is it found

save in California. As to the reason for this miracle not the wisest

scientist of all the tribe of scholars can give us an explanation.

Teacher had always been of the impression that the haze of Italy

was a figment of poetic fancy until she had seen for herself, and

now she thought it worth journeying half way around the world to

see.

But the West is a land of sudden changes, and one morning,
toward the last of that same week, a few clouds drifted in the sky
and the air became very warm and sultry.

"Earthquake weather," announced the hired man, as they drove

to school.

**Oh, do you think there will be one?" asked Teacher. "That

would be dreadful. I have never seen an earthquake."
"You don't see 'em. You feel 'em. They just shake things uj)

some, that's all. Anyhow, I don't expect we'll have one today."

"I knew, of course, you couldn't see them. I meant to say feel,"

rejoined Teacher with dignity. She was aware that her seeming

ignorance concerning nature was vastly entertaining to the hired

man. "And I don't think I would be a bit afraid," she added.

"No, I s'pose not," was the answer.
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School progressed listlessly that morning, for Teacher found it

as hard to follow the children as they did to recite. Towards noon

she glanced out of the open door, and noticed that heavy black clouds

were settling down over the mountain, while lowering banks of dark

grey were coming up over the hills along the sides of the valley.

Not a leaf was stirring on the trees by the windows.

"Could these be signs of an earthquake?" she wondered. She was

unused to the moods of the weather out here, and did not know what

to expect. Before long the sky became overcast.

The "B class" was struggling with the improprieties of improper
fractions and having a bad quarter of an hour, even as do the hero-

ines of French novels. An unwilling mathematician was at the black-

board, trying to reduce seven-thirds to its normal condition, with

the combined help of Teacher and the class. Order was being grad-

ually evolved out of chaos and seven-thirds was getting beautifully

reduced, to the satisfaction of all—even the victim at the board—when

suddenly a terrific clap of thunder interrupted the proceedings. It

was followed in a few seconds by a flash of lightning. With one

accord the children dropped their work, some started to leave their

seats, some began to cry. Thunder is an extremely rare occurrence

in that country, and was the most terrifying thing imaginable to the

children. Another clap came in a few minutes, followed by light-

ning, and the school would have lost all self-control but for Teacher,

who now stod before them, severe-looking.

"Keep your seats. I am ashamed of you. Stop crying, Florence

—there is nothing to be afraid of. The lightning cannot possibly

hurt you." Abashed, then, at their fears, they sat quietly in their

places, although they could not fix their attention on their books,

and improper fractions baffled them quite. As for Teacher, she

no longer felt nervous. She knew now that it was no earthquake,

but a thunder-storm that had been brewing, and compared with the

storms to which she was accustomed, this was a very mild speci-

men. Soon it began to rain, and how it did come down ! Doors and

windows were hurriedly closed and fastened. The air was white

with the downpour, and the noise made by it was so great that

classes had to be stopped, and school was let out fifteen minutes

earlier for noon. Up at the head of the valley it looked as if the

elements had quite escaped Nature's control. The mountain could

not be seen at all, for dark clouds wreathed and swirled about it in

fantastic forms, while lightning played among the misty wreaths,

and the rain came down in solid sheets.

The children spent the lunch-hour in wandering about the room,

or watching the storm from the windows. Just before one o'clock

one of the pupils saw a sinuous yellow line along the row of willows
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near the creek. "The creek's rising," he cried. All rushed to the

windows, and surely enough, the turbid water could plainly be seen

whirling rapidly along. But what could it mean? Usually it took

days and days of rain to cause a rising of the water
; yet now, with-

in two hours, the water was plainly becoming higher every minute.

Finally one of the older boys solved the question. "I know what
it is. It's a cloud-burst up on the mountain." And he was right—
the old inhabitants still speak of it as the "Big Cloudburst." Teacher

did not understand quite what a "cloud-burst" was, but she felt a

bit anxious as she watched the creek rising.

School was called to order and for half an hour lessons went on.

Teacher keeping her eye on the line of willows. Once, for twenty,

mmutes she was kept busy on the other side of the room and could

not watch. When she returned she was startled beyond words, for

in that short time the yellow streak had grown to twice its size.

For perhaps twenty seconds she debated as to what to do. If the

children stayed there much longer, they would have to remain over

night, for at the present rate of rising the water would soon be high
above the bridge. There would be nothing for the children to eat,

no place for them to sleep. They would probably be ill as a result

of such an experience ; and then was to be considered besides, the

anxiety caused to their parents.

On the other hand, perhaps her fears were groundless, and she

would only needlessly frighten the children. She would wait a few

minutes more. She did wait, and at the end of that time she was

convinced that the danger was real. It was a study-period, and the

school had settled down to work. There was a great turning of

pages, scratching of slate pencils and consulting of the dictionary,

as the small students improved their intellects. The workings of

the dictionary had just been mastered by the "D class," and it was

by far the most popular article of furniture in the room. One child

after another strutted over to it, with all the importance of a mis-

sion in life, and rustled the big pages. The quiet scene was sud-

denly interrupted by Teacher, who stood by her desk very straight,

with a bright spot of color on either cheek.

"Put away your books, quickly but quietly. The creek is rising

so fast that I think we had better go home. There is no danger, but

I want you to hurry, before it rains again, so we can all reach home
without getting wet. Put on your things, and do not waste any
time."

The children rose wonderingly but joyfully to do her bidding.

School out at a quarter of two. How lovely ! And Teacher to walk

home with them ! It would be a sort of picnic. They crammed their

books into their desks, hoping it would not be noticed if they were
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not neatly arranged. They could have done far naughtier things

unperceived, had they only known it
;
for there was but one thought

in the mind of the girl in whose care they were, and that was, to get

them safely home. There were grave doubts in her mind as she

wondered what that dreadful little brook would do. It was such

an abnormal sort of thing, with its sudden rises and cloud-bursts.

It would be useless to expect help from any of the farmers there-

about, for most of them lived out of sight of the creek, and would

not dream of a flood at such short notice.

Soon they were ready to depart. As they went down the school-

house steps and came in sight of the whole sweep of the stream, the

children grew suddenly grave. The water was then not ten feet

from the bridge.

"We can't get across," said one of them, and the others all joined

in, frightened at the prospect before them.

"Yes, we can. We've got lots of time. Don't you want to run

with me? Then we can stand on the other side and watch it."

Thus cheering and encouraging them, she started bravely out.

There were fourteen children who had to cross that bridge to get

home. By running she thought they could reach it in fifteen minutes.

Waters can rise high in fifteen minutes when their fountain-head is

a cloud-burst, and she could see the stream creeping rapidly up-

ward. Eight feet of space remained between the thin boards of the

bridge and the rushing torrent, when they came to the banks. The

children were terrified beyond measure and screamed and drew back

when Teacher tried to start them across. All her persuasions an-l

coaxings failed. Possessed by blind fear, they absolutely refused to

move. As for her, she had no time to be afraid. For one second

she gazed at the rushing tide of the river which had sprung from a

little harmless stream, then an inspiration seized her.

"I'll tell you what we'll do. You stay here with the rest of them,

Ruth, and I'll take two across at a time. You won't be afraid then,

will you, dears? I won't let you fall in, and the water can't reach

you."
Ruth was the oldest of the pupils, and she was but twelve. How-

ever, she agreed to stay with the younger ones until Teacher could

pilot them over by twos. It comforted them, somehow, to hold

Teacher's hand while going over.

She took the two littlest ones first, and started. Their short legs

could not travel very rapidly
—the unevenness of the boards tripped

them—the bridge was a long one. It seemed to the girl that she

would never reach the other side. To keep them from peering be-

tween the cracks at the angry water below, she bade them look at the

funny shapes the clouds had formed. There was one which looked
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like a house, she was sure; another was just like a big castle. Thus

they gradually got over, and the waiting ones on the farther bank,

seeing the two youngest laughing happily, felt reassured. Teacher

hastily kissed them, bade them stay just where she left them on the

high bank, and turned to get the rest. She fairly flew across that

shaking bridge. Two more children were brought safely over, albeit

somewhat more rapidly than they were used to running, even in their

wildest game of tag. Thus she got ten safely across, ever flying

faster on her return trips. The children were quiet now, calmed by
the thought that Teacher was taking care of them and would let

nothing harm them. Those who were already over and those who
were left behind stood perfectly still on the bank, watching each

couple as they went over. After the fifth trip the girl did not dare to

look at the water. She felt, rather than saw, that it was very, very
near to her hurrying feet. In spite of all her haste, the five passages

had taken time, and the mountain was still sending down a vast

volume of water. The fact that the foundations of the bridge were

very old, added to her trepidation.

The sixth pair were safely over, and Teacher turned back for the

last time. Her head throbbed, her feet felt like lead. So exhausted

was she that she felt as if she could never reach the other side. The

bridge was shaking ominously, and just as she reached the bank

where the last two children stood, the yellow water began to seep

up through the knot-holes and cracks of the boards. For two sec-

onds she stood still, trying to regain her breath. Then, taking each

little girl by the hand, she started out. "The water is pretty high,"

she said, "but we have time to get over. We must not let it see that

we are afraid. We must be brave. Perhaps if you shut your eyes

you won't mind it so much. I won't let anything happen to you."

So they went along; her two charges walking with closed eyes

that they might not see through the knot-holes and cracks, and she

praying that her strength would last long enough. About the middle

of the bridge one of the children asked, still with closed eyes, "What
makes it so wet. Teacher?"

"It's been raining so hard, dear, that the water is standing on the

boards. We won't mind getting our feet wet, will we Don't open

your eyes, it might make you dizzy to see the water."

They obediently walked on, still blindly. Never in her whole life

did Teacher forget that last trip. The water had risen to the level

of the bridge, was even now beginning to pour over it. Slowly,

slowly they progressed, higher and higher rose the water. At length,

after what seemed years, she felt her feet reach ground. The last

board had been crossed.

Regardless of mud and wet, she threw herself on the drenched
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earth for a few minutes, the children crowding eagerly around her,

conscious of the service she had rendered them, and anxious to

show their appreciation. But the knowledge that all were safe was
all the comfort the faithful little Teacher needed.

They had not gone far on the way home when they met a farmer

driving furiously to the schoolhouse. He had heard of the sudden

rising of the creek and had lost no time in starting out to get his

three children. He did not say much as Teacher told her story, but

while they were talking, there came a crash, and the bridge went
down. Then he looked at Teacher and tried to tell her what was
in his thoughts, but, for some reason, he could not talk very well.

He offered to take Teacher home, but she refused, saying she wanted

to see the rest of her charges safely sheltered before she left them,
so he took his own and three other children with him. Soon they met

another farmer, who, likewise, could not say much when he under-

stood how it was that his little boy was on the way home instead of

at the schoolhouse. He also took other children with him, and as

she had not much farther to go with her remaining charges, she

would soon be home. Matters were becoming rather hazy in her

mind. In fact, nothing had been quite clear after the last trip across

the bridge. When she met her uncle coming for her, with his horse

all afoam, she decided that she could let go, and she did. She did

not faint or lose consciousness. She just stopped thinking. There

was a dim recollection of driving home with the remaining children,

of leaning rather heavily against her uncle as they turned towards

his ranch, of turning for a last look at the mountain, which had

caused all this trouble, and which looked so forbiddingly down at her.

Then she drank something hot, and after that she went to sleep.

It was evening of the next day when she wakened. Having a

naturally strong constitution which had in nowise been weakened

by the tennis and golf of her college days, she awoke with no trace

of the experience of the previous day. She felt very lazy, however,
and lay looking out of the window. The storm was past and the

mountain stood fair and beautiful in the halo of the ruddy haze. She
feasted her eyes on the picture of it, and felt suddenly very content

with life.

Then her uncle came in, and when he found she could talk, he said

many things to her which made her feel embarrassed. It seemed that

she was quite the heroine of the county ;
and not being used to the

role, it made her most uncomfortable.

"Anyhow," he said, in spite of her efforts to make him stop, *'I

guess you can keep that school just as long as you want it; in fact,

I think you would have a hard time to resign. By the way, to change
the subject, Thanksgiving comes next week. I think we will have a

pleasant day, don't you?"
"Yes, I am sure it will be a nice Thanksgiving," agreed Teacher.

And she turned to the mountain for a good-night look.

Berkeley, Cal.
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"MISS SMITH or THH EAGLE"
By SARA DEAN.

|ISS PENELOPE ADBURY always declared the re-

sponsibility lay with the California sunshine rioting

like champagne through her unaccustomed Boston

veins. If this were refuted she would illogically lapse

into a feminine protest: "What else was it then? It

must have been something, and imagine my doing such a thing at

home !" Then she would open wide her brown eyes in horror, and

shudder delicately.

Miss Adbury was a young lady of fads. This tendency developed

early, when she began collecting mascuHne hearts, and, after a care-

ful analysis, dismissing them, one by one, with polite but unargu-

able reasons—for Miss Adbury's reasons, Bostonese though they

were, were usually unarguable. Next she took to sociology, and

pursued it with enthusiasm in a New York settlement. From this

she lapsed to theosophy, but soon permitted herself to be drawn

back into the fold of the church, partly because she could not be

satisfied with cold abstractions, and partly because she adored the

Burne-Jones windows in the chancel. She always declared beauty

made her religious.

When she was called upon to accompany her widowed aunt to

California for a semi-tropic winter, she found herself torn from a

reverent study of architecture, ancient and modern. She went with

respectful sweetness, however, telling herself there must be some

libraries there—of an inferior grade, of course—which would help

to offset the lack of culture.

"For a time I will dedicate myself to nature," she thought, glanc-

ing from the window of the Pullman can in which she sat, and sup-

pressing a shudder at the endless stretch of dreary sun-baked deso-

lation through which the train was passing.

In Southern California, she wandered through miles of orange

groves, plucking the golden fruit still warm from the sun's rays. At

Coronado, she took a Hellenic delight in the shining, white stretch of

the beach, the wonderful, blue-green blend of the surf, and distant,

hazy Point Loma stretching out a welcoming arm to the glad, in-

coming ocean.

While everything was so opposed to her previous conceptions, she

welcomed the dawning of a new enthusiasm with exaggerated joy.

She became absorbed in the study of early Spanish architecture, and

soon knew by heart the romantic history of each Mission—with its

hallowing of religious enthusiasm, and heroic struggles with its In-

dian foes—and would raise deprecating eyebrows at any solecism
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in the modern' architects' attempts to reproduce the early Spanish

style.

When her aunt's iron-bound itinerary took them to San Francisco,

she refused all invitations except a few from intimate family or

college friends. Her aunt was a semi-invalid, she pleaded, with an

inward groan at the mere thought of a series of calls, teas, lunch-

eons and receptions thrust upon them in this Western city.

"It's bad enough at home," she sighed.

Later on, however, she feared this almost entire cutting-off of

the social element in their Western sojourn, had deprived her of a

pleasure for which her heart yearned. She had been collecting

photographs to illustrate a lecture for her Girls' Club at home. It

was complete now, except that she had no picture of a patio
—the

court of a Spanish house. This patio seemed to have died out en-

tirely from the modern Spanish-California scheme.

One day she discovered her mistake. It was during one of her

brisk morning walks, when she was enjoying the warm, winter

sunshine. The bay lay shining on her left, its islands standing out

with crystalline clearness, and Fort Point frowning—grim but inef-

fective guardian of the Golden Gate. In the distance before her

rolled the sand-dunes, their shining grey-yellows accented by an

occasional clump of Bermuda grass, or purple or yellow lupin. To-

wards these dunes San Francisco's luxurious homes straggled off,

then stopped altogether, as if, perforce, they were halted by the

heavy, yielding sand.

Upon one of these houses, surrounded by spacious lawns. Miss

Adbury's eyes fell with a start of delight. Here was early Spanish

indeed ! There was the usual yellow, sand finish, the brown beam-

ends projecting from the plastering; but her practiced eye perceived

something more—the peculiar low, broad formation.

A grey-haired gardener was working beside a flowering acacia

tree. She eagerly accosted him,

"What a beautiful house!"

The man looked up and leaned on his spade.

"Yes, Miss," he answered. "Most tourists thinks so."

Tourist, indeed ! The very name suggested peanuts and ple-

beianism ! She had an instant's vision of her much-betagged trunk

at home, and wondered if she presented a similar appearance to the

inward eyes of observing Californians. But her interest smothered

her momentary annoyance.

"Has it," she queried, breathlessly, "has it a patio?"

"Huh?" said the man, staring stupidly.

"Has it an inner court—a space within with flowers, and a foun-

tain?"
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"That it have, Miss," cried the man, catching her enthusiasm,

"and heHotrope ten feet high, and geranium to the second gallery."

"Oh dear, oh dear, and I can't see it !" cried Penelope. If only

she had accepted some of those invitations, how easily it might have

been managed.
That there were wheels within wheels in the social circles of this

far-off city did not occur to Miss Adbury of the Boston Tea-Party,

whose family numbered many martyrs to a glorious cause. That

this fog-steeped San Francisco should pen itself off into the narrow-

nesses of self-sufficient society egotism never entered her mind.

For days afterwards her walks led her irresistibly past that house.

She hovered about it like a Peri without the gates of Paradise. One

day she passed it on her way home from luncheon with a college

friend. There were a number of carriages before the door, and as

she paused in the shadow of a palm, a group of smartly dresseJ

women passed up the graveled path to the house. She caught a

g'impse of the immaculate Japanese butler, as the door was opened
to admit them. Later they were followed by several men in the

Sj.ick-and-spanness of afternoon calling costume.

"There they go," thought Penelope wistfully, "and they don't

know a patio from a loggia."

It was at this instant that her madness descended upon her. A
wild plan flashed into her mind—a plan so distinctly un-Bostonian

that it is not to be wondered at that she declared it utterly Cali-

fornian, and unallied to her previous existence.

Evidently a tea was in progress within those yellow, sanded walls

that held the patio—the coveted and romantic patio. How easily

.^he might enter, lose herself in the crowd—even as she waited one

group of people after another had vanished within the house—get

a snap-shot of the patio and leave unnoticed. She had her camera

with her—a sort of thumb-nail sketch of a camera, carried apolo-

getically in an etherialized steel-beaded edition of the inevitable

Boston bag. Standing secure in the freedom of the street the whole

plan seemed absurdly simple.

Ef^fore her resolve had time to cool she had walked up the invit-

ing flower-bordered path to the house, and was waiting before the

iloor. In the instant's pause she noted the tiny iron-barred windows

•.n each side of it, relics of the day when the vigilant warden in-

^l^ected visitors from within before admitting them.

Her heart had hardly time to quicken its beating before the door

swung open. A breath of warm air floated out to her, laden with

tl e fragrance of many flowers. An instant later she stood within

I'le hall. It was strewn with rare Persian rugs, and was a veritable

bower with airy tangles of fruit-blooms, and soft flushes of early
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hawthorne. From behind a screen of palms the sound of stringed

instruments thrilled softly. A staircase of rich time-dyed oak wound

up to the second floor. Beyond, between marble pillars, she caught
a glimpse of the patio. ,

Miss Adbury reared her dainty head, and, with the soft tread and

easy swing of one to whom such scenes are a life-long habit, turned

toward the inner court. She was about to pass a man who stood

sentinel-like at the foot of the stairs, when he spoke :

"If you wish to remove your wraps, madam," he said, "upstairs,

first door to the left."

Penelope looked up at him, annoyed. He had a hard, lined face,

and he was gazing at her scrutinizingly. If Miss Adbury had ever

permitted herself to dislike servants, she would have called the sud-

den, disturbed rippling which breathed across her heart, a distinct

aversion.

"I do not wish to remove my wraps," she said, icily.

"The drawing-rooms are on the right," he answered immovably.

No choice was left her. She found herself treading mechanically

up the stairs, intent on the "first door to the left." If she had not

been a young lady of elaborated self-deceptions, she would have ad-

mitted, as she entered the luxurious room and saw the array of fem-

inine wraps on the bed, that she was sorry she had come. It was

now clearly revealed to her that the photograph was out of the

question ;
but she would not acknowledge defeat. It was not a rout,

but a well-ordered retreat.

"I'll just pin a fold of lace into place, tie a stray shoestring, kill

a few moments that way, and leave," she resolved. .

In the room were several girls of the fresh-skinned luxurious Cali-

fornia type, moving with the suppleness and freedom born of an all-

the-year-round existence in the open air, and a life-time of climbing

the city's steep hills. She noticed, as usual, their full, deep voices.

One girl, tall, and with plentiful bronze hair, was standing before

a cheval-glass, powdering her nose absent-mindedly.

"Oh, dear," sighed the girl, "I feel so blue !"

"Blue!" cried a blonde standing near. "You oughtn't to feel blue

when Carry is so happy."

"But she's going so far away," said she of the bronzed tresses."

"Boston isn't far nowadays," protested the blonde. "You can just

run across in no time."

"Four days," said the first, discontentedly. "And what is a little

visit once in a year or two when we've had her in the next block?

Why didn't she fall in love with one of our Californians, instead of a

horrid Boston man who talks through his nose?"

Miss Adbury with difficulty repressed an indignant start.
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'*We ought to be flattered that he chose her instead of a Boston

girl with culchaw," said the blonde, with a laugh at her own mock-

ing pronunciation.

"Flattered, indeed! He's lucky to get Carry instead of one of

those Boston girls. Horrid little yellow things who live on beans,

and lobsters, and codfish. No wonder they have no complexions!"

Miss Adbury flushed up under her delicate skin, and as she made

an involuntary movement the girls turned and looked at her. Blank

dismay grew in their faces.

"Eastern !" whispered one.

"Boston !" breathed the other.

There was an awkward pause as they hovered near. A desire to

make amends was evident in their troubled faces. Then the bronze-

haired girl drew near impulsively, and laid a white-gloved hand on

Penelope's shoulder.

"I am so sorry," she said leaning toward her, with an entrancing

little struggling smile. It was just pure jealousy made me say those

horrid things. Why, I knew numbers of Boston girls at Smith, who
couldn't endure codfish, and who were just as pretty as—"

Her delicacy halted before the broad compliment. The three girls

looked at one another, the glimmer of a smile grew, and they burst

into hearty simultaneous laughter. Then the blonde spoke with a"

refreshing sense of good-fellowship established, which always fol-

lows after laughter frankly shared:

"Shan't we go down together
"

The awkwardness of her situation recurred to Penelope with em-

barrassing sharpness.

"No-o, thank you," she stammered, "my foot hurts. It think I'll

wait awhile."

"That's too bad," cried the bronze-haired girl sympathetically,

"but won't you be late? We want to see them come down, you
know."

"See them come down! See them come down!" The words

echoed dazedly through Penelope's mind. Could it be that she was

at a wedding, an unbidden guest at this most sacred of occasions?

She recalled the girls' previous conversation and wondered at her

own stupidity at not understanding sooner. An intruder at a wed-

ding! How inexpressibly indelicate! She forgot Boston, she for-

got everything but the nightmare discomfort of the situation. Oh,
if the roof would only descend upon her, or the floor swallow her up !

"You had better go down," she gasped distractedly. "I'll come

later."

The girls left her, wondering. She sat a crushed little heap of

misery, too dispirited to plan a retreat.
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"Can I do anything for you, Miss," aslced the becapped maid.

Penelope felt like a baited bear. She flashed an exasperated glance
at her.

"Nothing," she snapped, and the maid retreated precipitately.

Penelope sank back humiliated.

"And I thought my manners fate-proof," she wearily sighed.
At length the spur of necessity pricked her into action. She arose

and took her way down the stairs with deliberate dignity. Step by
step she advanced, her eyes roving furtively in search of the offi-

cious menial at their foot. There he stood, his eyes upcast, watch-

ing her. What right had he to scrutinize her thus? For the first

time in her life, her indignation was not infused with the effervescent

up-bubble of conscious virtue. Every muscle in her body became

rigid with intense self-consciousness.

"I'll just tell him I've forgotten something if he dares to speak,''
she thought, and at the foot of the staircase she turned toward the

front door. She was within a yard of him. In her vividly impres-
sionable condition he seemed to radiate antagonism. Oh, dire con-

spiracy of fate! An elderly woman left the drawing-room, and ad-

vanced toward her hurriedly. She was evidently a member of the

family. The combination of forces was too much for Penelope's

presence of mind. She turned sharply about, and entered the draw-

ing-room in utter desolation of spirit. No strayed lamb in a moun-
tain fastness felt more bewildered, friendless and lost.

She endeavored to obscure herself in inconspicuous corners, but

wherever she went she felt as if surrounded by deserts of space,

and that she was a solitary accent on the desolation. She fancied

suspicion in every friendly glance. The sense of many personalities

oppressed her. The odor of heliotrope, floating in from the patio,

turned her faint with its sweetness, and she knew she could never

encounter that fragrance again without its awakening an echo of her

present sense of haunted discomfort. She sought a corner between

a tall cabinet and a gigantic Japanese vase, and felt herself hemmed
in and at bay. She involuntarily lowered her little head, and glow-
ered gloomily at the waiting guests about her.

"I hate everybody," she thought with a catch of her breath.

Suddenly the musicians struck up the Lohengrin wedding march,
and the waiting groups dissolved to move toward the front drawing-
room. The bridal party was coming! Penelope lingered in her

corner.

"I needn't be a witness, if I am an intruder," she reflected, miser-

ably.

She thought she had never heard so long a marriage service. The
minister's voice seemed to rumble on interminably. Then the re-

plies came, the bride's faint and tremulous, the groom's firm and as-

sured. Penelope started involuntarily. To the sound of his voice a

string of memory faintly vibrated. With its tones came a dim. sub-

jective impression of booming surf, and seabird's cries. That was all.

The threads of associations became hopelessly entangled and she

could follow them no further.

London, England.

(To be continued)
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"And since, I never dare to write as funny as I can."

Nor I didn't, even then. It was a short, tired, inadequate para-

graph, after a night with "tuthak"—which also has apparently learned

not to be as funny as it might. And behold how great a matter a

small fire kindleth. For the most untied critic, and one of the least-

cricketed authors, in all America, befalls my diminished head like

a bolt out of a clear sky
—or a Brand (-)er from the burning.

DEFORMEI) SPELLING.
AN OPEN LETTER.

Dear Lummis :

No doubt it is foolhardy for anyone not connected with the show

to risk himself inside the Lion's Den ;

—but you and I have been

good friends for now a score of years and more, and I do not

believe that the King of Beasts will bite off my head merely because

we disagree about Deformed Spelling. At all events, I am just

venturesome enough to come close to the cage and stir the animal

up.

You seem to think that you spell "like civilized people" and that 1

spell "like savages with a sign-language." But I had always sup-

posed that the distinguishing mark of civilization was the willing-

ness to go forward. Civilized people are not back-numbers, and

savages are. Savages have the conceit of immense ignorance and

civilized people are always willing to learn. In fact, the more civ-

ilized they are, the more they recognize that stagnation means death.

They know that the spelling of English today is absurd, but they

know also that it is a little less absurd than it was yesterday. They

hope to follow in the footsteps of their fathers and to hand it down

to their children a little less absurd than they received it. They know
that their fathers spelt phantasie and phaenomenon and engulphcd
and zvaggon and gaol and governour. They see that all these spell-

ings have been simplified, and they wish to carry on this rational

process of simplification, not violently but steadily. They hope to

see in time an equally general acceptance of program and esthetic

and the and catalog and fantom and thoro. They want the peoples

who speak English to appear at least as civilized as the people who

speak Spanish and Italian, French and German, for they are aware
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that simplification has done its work or is now doing its work, to

make every one of those languages a more efficient means of com-

munication.

There is nothing radical in the proposals of the Simplified Spell-

ing Board, nothing anarchistic. Their proposals were made by men
who have acquired some skill in the use of the language and who
have some knowledge of its history. You write as tho you did not

know that the Simplified Spelling Board numbered among its mem-
bers the editors of Webster's dictionary, of the Century and of the

Standard dictionaries here in the United States, as well as the ed-

itors of the Oxford dictionary, the Etymological and the English

Dialect dictionaries in Great Britain. It has also in its membership

professors of English of Oxford and Cambridge, as well as of Yale

and Columbia, Johns Hopkins and Stanford. The recommendations

made by the Simplified Spelling Board have been approved by the

Modern Language Association. And your comment is that "igno-

rance will never die." If these men do not know about the history

of the English language and if they do not understand the laws that

govern its growth, who does? You, and the rest of those who have

refrained from devoting themselves to the study of the language?
Nor are the supporters of simplified spelling only college pro-

fessors and students of linguistics and literature. President Roose-

velt is a member of the Simplified Spelling Board
;
and its simpler

spellings are used in all the correspondence of the White House.

The British Ambassador and the United States Commissions of

Education are in hearty sympathy. So are the editors of the Cen-

tury and of the Independent. So is the President of Leland Stan-

ford. So are Colonel Higginson and Mark Twain. And yet you
assert that those who favor simplified spelling "are about all of them

good people
—all of them educated a little beyond their intellect."

When you wrote that, were you thinking of Mr. Roosevelt? or of

Dr. Jordan? or of Col. Higginson? or of Mr. Gilder? or of Mark

Twain? or of me? Of course, I am willing enough that you

should have been thinking of me—^for a friend ought never to

object to plain speech. But isn't it a little hard on the others?

You say that "they are not enough educated to understand the

heredity of language" and that "there is something about them which

an observer can generally relate to their attitude as to spelling." And

when I read that I could not help regretting that so savage a state-

ment had not been exprest in the sign language. I was pained to

read it in the spelling of civilized people. And in spite of my pain

I could not help wondering what the something was about Mr.

Roosevelt or Dr. Jordan
—or even about me—which had justified

the observation. No doubt, you are right; no doubt, there is some-
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thing about us which is peculiar, which sets us apart from other men,

and which you can detect at once, even tho you are "not much of a

mind-reader." I confess I greatly wonder what it can be. I con-

fess also to a profound satisfaction that you ''are not much of *»

mind-reader"—for, if you had been, what might you not have found

out about uS?

The fact is that we agree in disliking Deformed Spelling
—only

we disagree as to the kind of spelling which is really deformed. L

see deformation in any orthography which misrepresents both the

pronunciation and the derivation of a word. That is to say, I hold

up to scorn as specimens of Deformed Spelling comptroller and

rhyme and neighbour and sovereign and aghast. You think that

better examples of Deformed Spelling can be found in our list of

three hundred words. Now, altho that list has in itself no signifi-

cance and altho it does no more than point out the path of progress,

I cannot hope to convert you to my opinion. And, of course, I know
that you can have no hope of converting me. But you and I are not

alone in the world. We are not even the only readers of Out West.

And I feel sure that some of the others who find pleasure and profit

in your pages may be glad to be told where they can get full in-

formation about the spelling of the civilized people who constitute

the Simplified Spelling Board. For the benefit of these readers

therefore, I ask permission to say that anyone addressing a postal-

card of inquiry to the Simplified Spelling Board, i Madison Ave-

nue, New York City, will be supplied at once with our lists and our

circulars. I do not dare to expect that any of our documents will

get inside the Lion's Den—for I dread the mighty roar that would

certainly follow. Brander Matthews.
Columbia University, August, 1907.

DEFORMED SPELLING. ALSO OPEN.

Now, God forbid—indeed He has forbidden—that the Lion should

bite off the head of Brander Matthews, for any reason or unreason

under the sun. The common sense which He gave all His common

beasts, and which teaches them (without Health Congresses or

Mothers' Clubs) what is good for their tummies, would be enough—
even without our civilized repugnance to eating those we love. A
wild horse doesn't eat loco weed; it is only after he learns a rope,

and the involuntary bad associations at the other end of it, that

he bites into herbage that won't fit his internal economy.
If our digestion were to the head, the Lion doesn't know of any

head he would sooner swallow. Or if he could fully believe the

gospel of his aboriginal friends who take scalps and heads in full

confidence that the taker acquires the content into his own skull.

But as a matter of fact, it doesn't seem to the Lion that it is
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Mr. Matthews's head which is to share the fate of Van Amburgh.
It is rather his ear that is to be mildly nibbled—if a lion may be
allowed such frivolous use of long teeth. It is not the mind of this

fine American and scholar that is at issue, but the one absence of it.

And the Lion is frank to confess that the only good arguments
he has ever heard in favor of Deformed Spelling are not historical,

nor etymological, nor rhetorical, nor sane. They are simply that

several men like Brander Matthews, Theodore Roosevelt and a few
others have Listened. I also know some good people who are

Christian Scientists.

For a Mild Easterner, Mr. Matthews uses the argumenttim ad

hominem with an expertness which would win him distinction and

the cash-box behind a Colt's .44 on any lonely stage-line in the West.

For myself, "the language I use on occasion, is frequent, and pain-

ful, and free" ; but I hope I have never made anyone blush so hard

as the sage of Narragansett puts it to my personal cheek now. I

do not know that I shall undertake to tell him or anyone why he and

his friend and my friend, the catapult of the White House, look to

me Hke persons who would cut cross-lots with the English lan-

guage. They do. Perhaps they couldn't tell me any better why I

look Hke a person who would oppose these things, and string what

barbed wire I can across the corner they wish to cut oflf. I can

hardly tell why I take certain people at sight to be democrats, or

brakemen or Christian Scientists, or old maids, or actors, or Presby-

terians, or college professors, or school-teachers, or girls ;
but there

is a fairly frequent conviction of this sort which turns out on the

average to be rather correct.

No one could feel less than humble when bumped in the face with

so many so noble names. No one admires authority more than the

Lion does—it is a selfish necessity to recognize lions as different

from dogs. But in the first place, the Lion may be mistaken, and

in the second place at least some of the lions quoted by Mr. Mat-

thews are misquoted. I have in my hand at this moment a personal

letter from one of the giants that Mr. Matthews accuses me of de-

spising. It may be that some of the other persons named by him

have in their heart of hearts a similar reluctance for this desecration

of the graves of their forefathers. As for the Century Dictionary,

I wish to say that I will engage, even at my normal rates (and dic-

tionary work is much harder than plain writing), to supply a vol-

ume large enough to add to a set of the Century Dictionary, and de-

voted to a compact correction of the blunders—the sore and shame-

ful blunders—of the Century Dictionary touching the English lan-

guage as she is defined for the United States and the New World
in general. As a single example, I will remark that this monumental
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dictionary, which has the face to charge its patrons something Hke

$80 a set, defines the pepper tree—which I have seen in its habitat

in Peru, and of which there is a specimen in San Juan Capistrano,

Cal., with a spread of over 120 feet—as the "Chili pepper" ;

—which

is a Western annual about a foot high bearing pepper pods of lovely

hotness. So I'm not deeply impressed by the opinion of the editor

on anything.
I cannot gracefully answer the question "If THESE men don't

know about the history of the English language, and if they do

not understand the laws that govern its growth, who does? You,
and the rest of those who have refrained from devoting yourselves
to the study of the language ?"

I have not, indeed, devoted myself to the study of the language
but neither have I wholly refrained. I switched off, as to languages,
to Latin at 7, Greek at 8, Hebrew at 9 (and all of them steady till

20) ; and, later, Spanish, Italian, French, German and half a dozen

Indian tongues—none of which I know well, but on all of which I

have put at least a little thought. As for English, it's beyond me,
tho' near, I hope. I have sometimes suspected in these linguistic

toils that the people who study English without knowing Greek,

Sanskrit, Hebrew, Latin, French, Spanish, German—and all the

other tongues of which the English is compact and enriched—are a

little in the dark. I have no doubt that Mr. Matthews has these and

many more side lights ;
but I am quite confident that several of the

people he quotes as authority have not.

I hope his choice of friends is not as fallible as some of his other

decisions
;
for in all my life I have had no friendship which has been

worth more to me than his. But Mr. Matthews shows in this one

sentence, "Civilized people are not back numbers, and savages are,"

that even he cannot adjudicate our language. He goes on : "All

savages have the conceit of immense ignorance, and civilized people
are always willing to learn." All wars are matters of definition ; and

we might quarrel as to what "civilized people" and "savages" really

mean. Also "back numbers." Knowing civilized people, however,
almost as well as Mr. Matthews does, and savages several hundred
times better, I wish to remind this long-time friend that Old Man
God is still not half such a fool as He looks—to New York. The

savage has human nature in all the qualifications. We didn't invent

it. Civilization is that stage of human culture in which the people
of Hoboken are conscious of being a good deal smarter than their

Creator. They have invented criticism, abortion, divorce, race-sui-

cide, yeller journalism, and various other reproofs to their Maker.

They have forgotten
—that is, on the average

—mother love, filial

love, good manners, straight speech (Brander always excepted) and
the other things that an old-fashioned Jehovah set as pattern for the

little world which was one of His diversions.

Mr. Matthews "ha4 always supposed that the distinguishing mark
of civilization was the willingness to go forward." Does he mean
by "forward" graft, embalmed beef, suicide. Wall Street, Rockefeller,
trusts ? Or does he mean any one of a thousand other things I might
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call in the same category, if I cared to make another Catalogue of

the Ships. What is "forward?" Is it selling your father's grave
for a town-lot? Is it expunging your heredity? Is it scratching

yourself for the itch of the Other Fellow? Or is it living sanely,

happily, making life good to yourself and to your neighbor and to

the stranger
—not stampeded by the fact that some other neurotic

fool near you gets out and has tantrums of monkey dinners or yellow

papers, or deformed spelling?
Of all the definitions about which it is easy to quarrel, there is

perhaps no other so prolific of broils as the word "Civilization." We
are used to use it in a self-satisfied and complimentary sense—some-
what as venerable ladies of my acquaintance gloat each upon her

own major malady. I do not hope to enter the discussion here
;
we

will take "civilization" in almost any old sense. And then I will

say to Mr. Matthews that "the distinguishing mark of civilization"

is not "a willingness to go forward," but the Inability to keep from

l)eing Pushed Along. Civilization is the surrender of Life to Lia-

bility. It is the letting go of individuality to fall with the current.

If there is any Q. E. D., it is that Mr. Matthews cannot spell, nor

do anything else, "like a civilized person ;" for he hasn't let go. He
conforms to the crowd in the non-essentials

;
but he is as fine a speci-

men of savage as I have ever encountered—thank God. And he

wall die with his boots on. This disposes of his further assertion,

"savages have the conceit of immense ignorance." He adds that

"civilized people are always willing to learn." This is only half the

truth. Civilized people are not only willing, they are "fo'ced" to

learn; and so much so that they learn (as Lincoln said) "too darned

many things that aren't so." I never have known a savage who
was not as "anxious to learn" as any civilized person I ever knew.

The only difference is in the things deemed worth while. I have

seen savages risk their lives to crawl up around an enemy's camp
to learn their songs by night ;

because they thought those were good

songs, and would add to their own happiness and that of their fam-

ilies if included in their repertory. I never saw a savage who was

not glad to learn the use of a gun, or a pencil, or a steel knife, or any
other obvious advantage ;

and I have a very beautiful photograph of

an untutored Indian running a diamond drill.

On the other hand, I have stubbed my toes upon a great many
civilized people who were not willing to learn the first and best in-

vention God ever put in their power—a projection of their own lives

by what I presume the next circular from this august Board will

advise us to write "babiz." But Mr. Matthews is at least half right

about the willingness of civilized people to learn—for the very ones

I have been blaming have been willing to learn poodle dogs. Also

they are willing to learn flats in place of homes, and nervous pros-

tration in place of poise. It is needless to Dickens this to a finish;

the procession of the argument is self-evident.

It is a "New York and Way Stations" mistake to fancy that civ-

ilized people monopolize human nature. In fact, they are lucky if

they keep it even to a measurable extent. Very few of them, either in

his' own environment, has kept so much as Mr. Matthews still car-

ries easy on his erect shoulders. "The more civilized they are, the

more they recognize that stagnation means death." A savage real-
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izes that just as well. If Mr. Matthews were.more familiar with the

earlier stages of the race, he would know that no profession in civil-

ization is more exigent than many professions among common In-

dians for instance. No doctor or lawyer has to be more in the way
of learning through all his life. And I am not quite sure that we
should "stagnate" if we refrained from writing "thruout." Shakes-

peare, so far as I am advised, found it possible to express himself in

the English language as he found it ; and he is neither stagnate nor
dead. He won't be dead several thousand years after the rest of us
are not only dead, but so dead as to know it ourselves. Perhaps
this hits a structural joint in the whole matter. It is such a real and

majestic world, and there is so much in it that is worth doing, and

hardly a brain in it but can do something better than play solitaire

with a spelling book! If the Simplified Spelling Board would put
half the brains they have burned on this literary hysteria to doing
something Real ; if so many so good men, for instance, would bother

us as much with an attempt to teach the young men and women of

this country to write something worth while, and in decent English,
in almost any old spelling; or if they would combine their adamantine
faces against the average output of books and magazines, erotic,

neurotic, and tommyrotic—or if they would do any other grown-up,
two-fisted, useful thing, and let our poor old letters alone—I think

they would better apply their industry. The verv fact that Mr.
Matthews gloats on—that English used to be spelled "even more
absurdlv" than it is now—should, it seems to me. divert his fine in-

telligence from spilling itself on a present absurdity. For the world
is full, and the country is full, and literature is full, of things which
realize these absurdities and which scorn to be remedied. If Chaucer

spelled awfully, and Milton mighty bad, and Shakespeare ill enough—for God's sake let's bother more about inciting, provoking, im-

porting, breeding, or otherwise acquiring, people that can write some-

thing, than about the way they spell it. A generation in which even
so many leading lights as Mr. Matthews quotes can bother their

heads about the dotting of an I, has not the remotest chance to pro-
duce a real Master. When the leaders fall to flea-hunting, there is

little hope that the 'prentices shall strike for nobler game. And
fancy Homer, or old Jeremiah, waiting for a Carnegie letter-piddler !

The Lion is remote from St. Andrew ; and this hasty and inade-

quate and incompetent First Aid to the Injured of an idiom he loves

(perhaps in proportion to his ignorance of it) is entirely at his own
expense. If he were subsidized, and his time were at another's cost,

he believes he could meet the Deformers on their own ground, and

keep his mane toward them. But he believes that no one language
needs any single (or married) beast to defend it. In many activities,

he has acquired a large and comfortable confidence in that slow
attrition and contrition of common-sense in his kind. God knows
better than we do how much the slowness of human nature to accept
even real reforms is a benediction ; and as for the English lan-

guage, these people who have procured the Canny Scot to provide
the wind inside their tom-tom while they advise us not to spell
"favor" with aw (as none of us have done for half a century, and as
none of us ever again will do)—and in the same breath, and behind
this Dobbin of a stalking-horse, attempt to get us to be "ceast" (if
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God knows what that means, with deference to His Betterers by
the Board) from those spelUngs which are part of our youth, and
our growth, our heredity and our knowledge—they are Good Folks

;

but still a leetle too Young. The language is white-headed—in spots
bald. But even so—mebbe thirty million fools for a thousand years
on end may give pause to the S. S. B. founded Anno Carnegiei 68;
Anno domini 1905. The Rest of Us—who haven't split hairs on it

for comfortable salaries, but who live with it, and by it
;
who court

our sweethearts and calm our wives and flatter our babies, and
abate our creditors, and push our debtors, and pacify our only other

God-given masters, the Reporters, with the same medium—we also

have something to say as to how English Shall be Spoke. She's

Our'n, in a democracy—and whatever Czars may be, or should be,

elsewhere. Letters are, and always shall be, a Republic. And the

critics, ministers, reporters, Carnegie Boards, editors, authors, and

all other Superior Parasites shall always be in a hopeful but some-

what wilted minority. They shall win, in the long run, by just so

much as they anticipate the slower (because less organized) com-
mon sense of the crowd—and not an iota more. Wherein they get
too gay

—
they shall fade even as the Big Brother of His Country

faded after he had thought for a few glad minutes that he was With
the Deformed Spelrs.
The Lion cannot feel that the circular of the Simplified Spelling

Board—nor even the letter of Mr. Matthews—is quite ingenuous.
Both take cases which no one questions. They ask us to adopt their

parvenu system because it is better to write "color" than "colour,"

and "checker" than "chequer," and "wagon" than "waggon," and

"jail" than "gaol." If I am any judge of ore, they are salting the

mine on us. I do not know a person in America, unless of ineluctable

inheritance, who writes "waggon," or "gaol," or "colour," or

"tenour." Then why this demagogue appeal to those who have all

their lives looked upon these forms as affected, to get them to desert

orthographies which are part of their birthright?

Mr. Matthews thinks that his Simplified Spellers are "not radical

nor anarchistic." "Radical" they certainly are not, for they have

cut themselves off from their roots—and those of the language.
"Anarchistic" they certainly are

;
for they deny all the laws we have—

and propose no competent new ones. They have not adopted any

logical scheme of spelling. There is no truly logical scheme of

spelling English, for its letters have no fixed values. Neither is

there any plan by which we can make all Americans look alike. Some
of them will continue to look as if their grandfathers were Germans
or Spaniards or Jews or Saxons or Turks or Frenchmen or Sene-

gambians. Why cut off their noses or dye their hair and eyes, if they

can do business? The Spelling Bores are remindful of a Conven-

tion to Teach Cows to Give Milk. All the cow needs is Opportu-
nitv.

The Lion naturally likes raw meat ; but if it pretends to be half-

baked, he likes it well done. Circular No. 2, page i. urges that

"dripped" should be spelled "dript"
—because "apt" and "host" and

"best" and "nest" are spelled as they are.

And yet these people who would wipe out the participle, who
don't seem to know the difference between it and a noun, ask us
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to believe that they are not anarchists! Fortunately, the walking
delegates of San Francisco have never had a conference with Mr.

Carnegie's deformers.

I would like to know, as a mere Beast of the Field of Thought,
how these gentlemen have the face to ask me to write "catechize.'

Doesn't "catekiz" do the job? Will they tell me they believe in that

"ch"—or are they yielding to the galleries?
I hope that many readers will send, as Mr. Matthews requests,

for circular No. 2 of the Simple Spelling Board ; and that all who
do will observe paragraph 8 on page 5 thereof. This galaxy of

world authorities, whom Mr. Matthews takes as a patent handle to

the poor rag of me he seizes for mopping the floor, includes many
"words with the verb suffix of Greek origin," (naming several; and
then "legalize"). It is a long time since I escaped from the East;
and I may have left there some of the things I should have concealed

about me when I broke jail. But I cannot seem to remember any
lawful association of "legalize" with the Greek language; nor yet

any legal authority for spelling a Latin word this way. Possible the

Ess-Essers will advise me on this point. Maybe Latin has gone to

z-ing since my fortunate escape.
Circular No. i of these same distinguished personalities starts off

with the assertion that "One thing, and one only, hinders English
from becoming the dominant and international language of the

world"—and that this one and only thing is its spelling. Again, a

person who is thankful to have spent many years in breaking wild

horses and in driving mules, and in other useful though intellectual

occupations long enough to have taken the taste of the academy out

of his mouth, wonders if these persons ever compared an English
grammar with any other reasonable grammar. He would like to

know if any of them know of any other language which has, or needs,
a work like Gould Brown's Grammar of English Grammars. He
would like to know how many of them have ever taken into consid-

eration the fact that some of the spellings they are stubbing their

toes upon are at least as much grammatical as orthographical.
With the racial modesty which asserts in this same circular that

"with the spread of English will advance commerce, democratic

ideals, and intellectual and political freedom," there need be no

quarrel. Every six-year-old knows that without argument. If
—he's

six years old in English.
It must be true that, as this same circular asserts, "many schools

teach the new spellings. Many periodicals use them. A league of

periodicals exists on purpose." Does Harvard use them? Does the

Nation? Does the Boston Transcript? Does the Springfield Re-

publican? I am afraid that the only refuge for the Westerner in

this case is to go East as far as Chicago, and say "W'at t'hell." It

is not often that we have to go East for relief, even of profanity ;
but

a bright young gentleman of the Windy City seems to have asso-

ciated so long with the kind of thing which occasionally hits us that

he has invented a proper shibboleth.

I do not know of anyone who writes "sumach" in this country;
but if these Victor Igo Comprachicos of the alphabet will tell me
how they pronounce "sumac," I shall be better able to ask them why
the thunder they spell it that way. They do not recommend that
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it be spelled in the way that it is pronounced in any part of America
that I have ever invaded.

No American writes "succour." Our Mentally Unoccupied De-
formers pray on bended knee that we spell it "succor—as we all do,

and ever have done. But why in the world should we waste an
extra "c?" Sucor" is at least as English as "cataloging." And if

"cataloging," why not "loging-camps," and why not "doging his

footsteps," and why not "hoging the car-seat ?" And why in thunder

"Matthews?" Isn't my friend enough of a patriot to throw HIS T
Overboard in Boston Harbor or some other briny ? What's the mater

with Brandr Mathuz?
That these violations of the old-fashioned sanctuary are not logical,

even if sincere, is proved again by the recommendation of words like

"bur" and "pur." Now, dam a cat that would condescend to "pur."
No cat ever did or could. Purring means more R's than the Simple

Spellers ever wrote in "Reason." Also dam a simple set of spellers

who do not tell us how they would spell "puring." Here again, per-

haps, I may venture to suggest to Prof. Matthews that people that

know enough about their own language to be fit to meddle with it,

ought to recognize the onomatopoetic values. A double R means a

roll of the tongue, for one thing. It sometimes means other

things
—essential to pronunciation if not to derivation. As a matter

of fact, it is a structural fault of this whole fad that it does no

homely service to the English language it is trying to divert from the

fine discriminations which its filial lovers rejoice to keep alive.

The 15th of September brought to legal residence "in our midst"

that noble beast which has all the virtues of the Eastern lobster, and

none of his claws. Mr. Matthews would advise me to record that

upon that same blessed Sunday evening I "supt" on three martryed

crawfish, broiled alive. But I positively refuse to cut it so short. 1

s-u-double p-e-d on them—"and then some," for a roll under my
tongue. And while that grateful rejuvenescence is still alert in me, I

would like to know why Mr. Matthews wastes an e on "lobster."

"Lobstr" spells the thing unmistakably—and also saves the time of

the children and printers, for which the Double S. B.'s are so con-

cerned.

The chief argument of Prof. Matthews is that two dozen men
much better than I, and some of them as good as he, have been se-

duced to this new nostrum—this Lithry Peruna. I could, I think,

present as imposing a roster of persons subject to equal hallucina-

tion. Mr. Funk, of the Standard dictionary (whom Prof. Matthews

quotes with pride), is also, I believe, somewhat dependent on wire-

lessless messages from the spirit world; Mr. Carnegie, who is pay-

ing the price for this amiable eflfort to murther the mother tongue,

spends a great deal of money to encourage the wasting of fiction.

Melvil Dui was for thirty years a foremost figure in American Public

Libraries. He is now "formerly"
—and also Dewey. Secretary

Gage, once of the Treasury of the United States, is also a "formerly,"
and now of Point Loma, Cal. So we might proceed.

This is not in the least invidious. It is simply a typical sugges-
tion that there are other fits to which the devotees of Deformed

Spelling seem particularly subject.

I respectfully submit that, even if they are better and wiser men

who do it, they do not know so much about their own mother-tongue
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as they ought, who do not know that "blest" and "blessed" are two
different words. They do not know so much as they should, or do
not remember as much as they might, if they have forgotten thai

while "catalog" may pass with the thoughtless, it is a different prop-
osition with "cataloger" and "cataloging." If it is not anarchy to

dynamite the laws for hardening G, I don't know what is. When
people get thus far, it is no wonder to find them taking another stej)

and violating the very "Decalog."
One circular of the Simplified Spelling Board is headed "A First

Step." In its alphabetic procession we are advised to write "mama"
instead of "mamma." I do not know anything that better indicates

the futility of this wandering from the maternal apron-strings lin-

guistic. Some people were brought up to use the French mama ; and
some to use the English mamma. As the Simpliefid Spelling Board
fawncies that English is the only world-language, it might be as

well for it to leave out this basic word from its iconoclasm and let

children call their mothers undisturbed as they were bred. Again,
I would like to know from his inconsequent association of people
who might be doing much better things, whether I was wrong in

speaking of heredity ; and how they propose that we spell "Mammal."
Also whether they expect "mama" to have the same sound as

"mamma." If this is a "first step," I'd ruther continue to Creep.
But maybe it doesn't matter so much, since Civilized people are so

Always Willing to Learn, and probably may soon need neither

spelling. Pretty soon they will begin their "letters home" with

"Dear Incubator."

While Prof. Matthews quotes David Starr Jordan as an acces-

sory after, before, or during, the fact of this criminal assault upon
the English language, the Lion will not believe that any man who
has lived so many years in California, and headed so magnificent an

institution, would stand for this sort of thing. As a matter of fact,

the Lion knows that Dr. Jordan, who is never sea-sick on the ocean,

has had to quiet himself as to "the unutterable, or at least intoler-

able, thru." The Lion has also some suspicion that it is not quite
frank to include Dr. Jordan as an accomplice of the Simplified

Spelling Board. Unless he has changed his mind since the Lion
named a coincident infant after him. Dr. Jordan maintains the same

respect to heredity for which the Lion is now vaguely fighting.
Hasn't he, as a matter of fact and record, resigned from the S. S.'s?

Prof. Matthews throws President Roosevelt in my face. If Pres-

ident Roosevelt has not quit the Simple Simon spelling, I would like

to be advised. If David Starr Jordan will stand for the full flux

of this affair—why I can only call in an expert to test my latest letter

from him. It may be a forgery. If Mark Twain is not playing his

best joke now, I hope to live to see a better—for I cannot conceive

that anyone with his s^nse of humor would literally take into the

marrow of his bones the unhumorous ideas of the deformed spellers.

The fact that certain poets have taken phonetic liberties with the

language is not necessarily an incitement for us to do the same, save

in poetic moments. There are certain usages of speech and spelling

permitted to inspiration, which in common converse would subject
the user to the justifiable suspicion of being a damf ool (I believe this

will meet for once the approval of the Simple Spellers). So far as

m
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I remember, the past participle in the English language has for its

common brand and suffix, "ed." I do not remember any gram-
matical authority for a t in place thereof. And whatever Tennyson
might do, or Alfred Austin, to fill their laureat collars, I do not be-

lieve that any plain American cares for "crusht" strawberries, or

"stopt" watches, or "prest" flowers, or "tipt" waiters, or "tost"

pennies, or "tript" toes, or "whipt" cream, or "mist" trains. I am
confident also that every other sedate person of my age would object
to being "winkt" at—even though he might take an elusive and post-

graduate joy in the proper participle of improper purport.
One humor of the case is that, while protesting against the pres-

ent absurdity of English spelling, and urging that it be remedied

again by force because it is "now less absurd than it used to be,"
more than one-sixth of all their 300-word list reverts to the

phonetic spellings of the 161 1 Bible, to early editions of Shakes-

peare, Johnson, Spencer, Dryden, and other ancient worthies who
wrote well enough so that we do not care Adam how they spelled.

We should reform English spelling, since it has been reformed
before—says this collation of good names. And then (circular No.

2, page 2) they somewhat complain that Shakespeare, and Milton,

and Byron are now printed according to the modern distionaries of

the English language! They seem to think that for every man tc

spell as he blooming likes, tends to "order and simplicity." This is

precisely what every unlicked cub thinks as to his own activity ;
and

is precisely what the Lion objects to in "sass" toward the English

language
—as he objects to it among his own cubs, who are not al-

together unlicked. A certain authority is good in this world. There
is no real freedom without it. There is no law without it. Fifty years
from now a richer and {D^eo volente) a more taught Carnegie may
finance a Cacography Expedition to maim and hamstring a few
thousand other English words. These confiding souls, anxious to

serve a good cause, and led by overzealous committees that do the

work, might even lay sacrilegious hands on the Deformities of the

original Carnegie No. i Deformers. For instance, to take the first

word on the Carnegie list, they might change here from "addrest"

to "adrest"—and thus precipitate another wastefulness of the time

of school children, proof-readers, printers, and other worthy mem-
bers of the body politic whose present distress with needless letters

so much disturbs the associates of Mr. Matthews. If, as Mr. Mat-
thews alleges, civilization is to go "forward," his immediate suc-

cessors can give him fifty yards and then beat him in the ten-second

category. He still writes "spelled." But a "progressive" genera-
tion—or perhaps a more courageous, with the courage of its con-

victions—will write "speld." If they are as progressive in folly as in

courage, they will probably use the same spelling for two some-

what diflferent words—as, frinstanz, "the dam by the mill site, but

no mill by a damn sight." If consistency is to come into this matter

at all—consistency which shall recognize and desire to preserve dif-

ferences of derivation, differences of meaning, differences of sound

(and sometimes differences of ethics)
—Mr. Matthews's "civilization"

will go backward far enough to get right, instead of "forward" far

enough to keep wrong. I do not know of anything, except the yel-

low newspapers, which so much insults the intelligence of its patrons
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as the proposition of this Board of subsidized bogglers of the alpha-
bet that the "butt" of a joke and the "but" of a sentence should be

spelled the same, because "bin" and "pin" are analogous. And
these "educators" have the lack of humor or of imagination that they
would convert us from "centre" (which not one American in one
hundred writes that way) because of "the rule established by num-
ber." Do I understand Mr. Matthews to urge that we "cease lo

spell" the latter word "numbre ?" In the same connection, this same

precious circular No. 2, on its first page, quotes "timber"—logically
as against "timbre." Have we a Bourbon among us who thinks the

two words are the same ? If so—why, in the name of everything that

is Carnegied, do these our Lords give us peasants, who have Re-
frained from a study of the language, this kind of Postum? Ain't

plain Coffee Good Enough for Poor Folks?

There is no question that English spelling will reform itself as

fast as it good and pleases. It is doubtful to the Lion if any reform

of this sort will ever be made by people who have nothing better to

do. We cut the French "u" out of "honor," and "color," and "hu-

mor," and "arbor," and "armor," and "behavior," and all the other

Frenchified words. This does not disagree with the contention of

those that honor their father and their mother according to the lin-

guistic Commandments. The "u" does not belong, except by way
of France ; and we did this excision without the help of any Simple
Simon Spellers. Or Boards. Or Carnegie funds. It was an abvious

and a natural reversion to the very thing the Lion stands for, and
the Simplified Spelling Board stands against. That is, a clean gene-

alogy.
If it were possible, or even conceivable, that there should be an

Academy of the English-speaking world, to render to our uncommon
speech the service the Spanish Academy, for instance, has rendered
to the land of Don Quixote, there is no reasonable being but would
welcome this office, and agree to its better recommends. But when
a few people, of whom every one is competent to do something worth

while, are seduced to fritter with the spelling of words, when they
might be doing mason-work in the building of what words are good
for—they must not be surprised if the average American common-
sense meets their misapplications with a certain polite inattention.

Mr. Matthews is right when he says that we agree in disliking
Deformed Spelling, and that our disagreement is as to what is really
Deformed. He is faultless when he "sees deformation in any orthog-
raphy which misrepresents both the pronunciation and the deriva-

tion of a word." So we must shift the line of cleavage a little further—namely to his eye-sight. Does he think that "mama," "catechize,"

"sumac," "cataloging," "puring," and so on, really represent both
the pronunciation and the derivation ? Words are luckier than peo-

ple, in that they are never born deformed. Even in the evolution

of language a normal child "takes after" its ancestry. There are no

illegitimates (except slang, about whose spelling I presume one
shall not be bothered by the S. S. B.) and no hunchbacks, deaf-

mutes, cross-eyed, nor knock-kneed daughters of the mother speech.
That is because speech is still uncivilized enough to be without cor-

sets or abortions and to be delivered as easy as the Apache women
that used to drop behind at breakfast, and catch up with the proces-
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sion by supper with a new soul in their arms. The deformities of

language are put upon it
;
not born on it. Language is a growth like

a tree; but godlmity (allow me) was smart enough to make trees

smart enough to drop their own dead twigs and leaves without any
fussing of a corps of official foresters to make the primeval forest

into a clipped hedge of sore-thumb cypress.

One of the fine things about California is that the development
of a relatively new country calls for the ingenuity and the public

spirit of those that are come to possess it. This is the chief reason

why the State progresses as it does. But it is also one of its great

dangers. There is so much to do in the ordinary routine chromo

programme of "Progress" that we are in uncommon danger to

forget the much more vital things which are not programmed but

which are, after all, our longest concern.

A century from now it will make no odds to anybody whether
the deliverance of San Francisco came in 1907 or 1967. At the

present time the question does—and properly
—occupy so much of

the mental muscle of the good citizens concerned that they can

hardly have time or thought for anything else. Every community
has its own problems ;

and in a State so formative these problems
are generally enormous enough and vital enough to absorb all the

attention that it is reasonably possible to arouse in good citizens.

Above all, few Californians have any half-way conception of those

God-given resources and glories of the State for which we of this

generation are trustees to all posterity.
If there is anything in the world which should enlist the untiring

effort of every true Californian, it is the preservation of our Yo-
semites. There is one familiar and notorious valley of this name ;

but this is merely a type of several equally important, and at least

equally beautiful examples of the chiefest work of the glacial gouge.
So many people from every part of the world know of it that

vandalism in it would rouse a storm of protest from all Christendom

which neither commercial nor political graft could weather. Com-

paratively few people are aware that the Yosemite is at least trip-

lets
;
and that its interior sisters are equally to be preserved as a

world heritage.
It seems not to have reached the newspapers, which are pretty

busy with the sorrows and the seduction of servant girls, that there

is a deep and organized effort to debauch the less known Yosemites

in order to pour water through pipes into the homes, saloons, stores

and tenements of San Francisco.

San Francisco certainly needs water. If it had had more water

from a more honest company, it would be 50 per cent better ofif in

buildings than it is today
—for the earthquake was not quite so great

a disaster to San Francisco as the Spring Valley Water Co.

But San Francisco is only one little city in a very large world.

Those who have known it for a quarter of a century love it as among
the foremost cities

;
and even those who have not known it must

wish it the fair entitlement of services and comfort that is "coming"
to any city.

But if it came to be a question between the real estate interests

of San Francisco and the interests of every civilized person in the

world, as it now is, and as it ever shall be until that final combustion
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which we may hope is some way off—why, we would save the

Yosemite and let San Francisco spend money enough to condense,
and filter, and freshen the water of the infinite Pacific at its doors.

But even this is not necessary. The Sierra Nevada of California is

one of the greatest water-givers on the globe. It runs from the

middle of Southern California to Alaska. It is the American Alps
In its glaciers, its glacial lakes, its carious, it can supply all the water

wants that one hundred San Franciscos will ever know—and with-

out destroying any of those miracles that God has here and there

wrought upon the face of a good but ordinarily common-place
planet.
The very thing that makes the Yosemites glorious to every traveler

that sees them, naturally appeals to the corporation hunting for .1

reservoir. It is perhaps not curious that God Almighty knows as

much as our civil engineers know. A reservoir which should fill the

Yosemite would be adequate to give all the baths, and all the fresh

water drinks taken and to be taken by all the grafters and all the

decent persons in San Francisco. But nobody will ever dam the

well-known Yosemite. If we permit anybody to dam the Hetch

Hetchy, we may be able to die before our children and grand-
children rise up to tell us to our face what vandals and scrubs we
were.

The whole thing is absolutely wanton. Out of this tremendous and

.Alpine watershed, there is no trouble as to the supplying of all the

Golden State without a single vandalism or destroying something
which belongs to the whole world. The more we of California can

realize that our big trees, our Yosemites, our climate, belong to the

world as long as there shall be one, the better we shall do for our-

selves and for our children.

A city must have water. There is no question about that. The
most ardent member of the Sierra Club would not deny it—nor

would the most confirmed Californian. But San Francisco does not

have to have water at the cost of something which means not only
honor but cold cash to every population in the State. The dinkey

pipes they lay in city streets are not entitled to wipe Mt. Washing-
ton or Pike's Peak, or the Grand Cation of the Colorado off the

map of today and our children's children forever. There is always
a way to get water. We have had a similar example in the case of

Niagara Falls. It is a question whether Buffalo, New York, can

peddle the Falls out to manufacturers and kill them off for the whole
world. The overwhelming sentiment, not only of the foreign world

but of America, has been that the Falls must be preserved. The

overwhelming sentiment of California and of the world will be that

our Yosemites must be preserved. It is simply a question of har-

nessing this public opinion in time.

The matter is at an acute stage. The dollar-minded people are

working, for this robbery of a State of its glory and its worth to

the world, in order to put water into San Francisco, Anybody
American enough tb object to this sort of infamy should write at

once to Secretary of the Interior, James Garfield. Washington, D. C.
;

and may also consult with that Prince of the California Mountains,

John Muir, at Martinez, Cal.

Chas. F. Lummis.
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• BROOIiDALE:
By VIRGINIA GARLAND.

HERE are some places which make many of the sort of

friends who say not only, "This spot can give me rest,

profit, inspiration ;" but who sooner or later add, "What
can I give in return to this place?" Brookdale is dis-

tinctly of this sort—a little town conceived in love and

pride, watched and worked for in the same spirit by all who home

here, having a distinct temperament of its own due to this under-

lying feeling.. It has been my privilege during the last year and

a half to write a number of articles for Out West, which concerned

themselves with Brookdale and its environment of mountain and

river, forest and meadow, and the life that surges through all. With

no less sincere affection do I comply with the request of the editor

for a "write-up" of Brookdale.

Deep in the heart of the Santa Cruz mountains, seventy-eight

miles from San Francisco, six miles from the blue Pacific, Brookdale

is sheltered from biting winds dnd harsh fogs. The warm summer

fogs of dawn, wreathing the valley in pink mists, trailing vaporous

tangles of pearl and rose from redwood to spruce
—these have a

beauty and a healthful, humid beneficence which shall not be denied.

To aflfirm still, in the 'face of ample proof to the opposite, that all

Brookdalb Station
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fogs are injurious to weak lungs is as sensible as the delusion long

impressed upon us that night-air is bad to breathe. We have dis-

missed that fallacy ; why cling longer to the old idea that only per-

fectly dry air is the right sort to breathe? Starved lungs cry out

for one thing
—

air, pure air. Hard, dry tissues and cells often need

just this moisture in the atmosphere. A pure-rising ocean mist,

warmed and soon dispelled in sunlight, should be taken in deep

grateful draughts. If one drinks its beauty also, so much the better.

The air of Brookdale is for the most part remarkably clear and

bracing. There is no standing water or low soggy flats, anywhere

The Fish Hatchery, Brookdale

about. All the mountain streams go dancing down to the sea, stir-

ring and revitalizing the atmosphere.
The water of Clear Creek (by analysis, the purest in the State)

is piped into the bungalows. It is also used to generate the power
of the electric lighting plant, and to turn the machinery of the little

mill where, under skillful hands and individual designing, beautiful

furniture and other articles of utility are made for the people of

Brookdale.

Clear Creek is one of the finest in the State, coming straight from

the clouds, trickling through a mountain basin of granite, dashing

down a boulder canon with a fall of 500 feet to the mile, and of

sufficient volume to supply a large city. In a county noted for its
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abundance of running water, Clear Creek claims the supremacy over

all other streams.

Brookdale is twelve' miles from Santa Cruz, and about three miles

from each of the towns of Ben Lomond and Boulder, on a fine county
road. Especially good churches and school facilities are within easy

access. It is about five miles from the Big Tree grove at Felton,

and ten from the celebrated State Park in the Big Basin. It offers

a happy combination of mountain wonders, close to the ozone, the

smooth beaches and the marvelous carving and grottoed caves of

the ocean shore.

At Brookdale is located the County Fish Hatchery. Its big tanks

quiver with the dense silvery run of trout. Many are the visitors
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Brookdale has not happened by chance to be artistic, progressive.

It has been laid with determined and wide humanitarian hope and

plan.

No liquors are sold. All business is under the guarding control

of the Brookdale Land Company. No lots are sold to objection-

able people. The settlement has a permeating air of refinement,

seclusion—especially the place for discriminating fathers and moth-

ers to raise their children.

Some building sites are priced as low as fifty dollars. The cot-

tages run in cost from three hundred to five thousand dollars.

Moneyed people are desired
;
but a better wealth is looked for—that

of tolerance, fellowship, and the effort for the common good of the

communitv.

A Brookdale Home

A lasting refinement is gained through the friendship of trees.

Those who have heretofore given the matter no thought are soon

reluctant to hack down their splendid patient growth. It must be

done of course at times—for fuel, or to let the flooding sunlight fall

on the home roof.

Here are trees everywhere—groves of brilliantly colored ma-

dronos
; sunny open forests of chestnut-oak

; great valley-oaks cast-

ing their bulky twisted shadows on open glades ; sequoias and Doug-
las spruces straight to the sky.

Trees everywhere, and singing streams. At night the twinkling
electric lights, like big fireflies, lace cottage to cottage, shining

through the surrounding forest.
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An interest in Nature is encouraged, A growing group of artists,

craftsmen, health-teachers, botanists, writers have taken the lead.

Will Irwin and James Hopper have their homes here.

Hunting to kill is not allowed within the boundaries of the settle-

ment. The pleasure of studying the woodland people is taught in-

stead. There is game in plenty, and sportsmen find what they seek

in the ranges back of Brookdale—deer, quail, rabbits, coon, pigeons.
The rambling comfortable hotel is kept open all the year. The

water of several medicinal springs gives aid in overcoming certain

disorders. A physical culture director and masseur is in attendance.

It is a rather difficult feat to be long sick at Brookdale. The old

ache is soon discarded to catch the predominating infection of "going
back to Nature." Which, of course, is not going back at all, but

ever forward into new and more vital relationship with life.

A Brookdai^e Home

Christmas finds the bungalows full. Merry house-parties from

Oakland, Alameda, San Francisco, Sacramento and Los Angeles.

College men and women climbing the trails laden with greens (Ore-

gon grape, toyon, mistletoe, Vancouveria, huckleberry) their cheeks

red with the touch of the clear cold air. Those who "live in tree-

denuded lands are glad to journey many miles to satisfy their hunger
for a Christmas rich in the beauty of evergreen tree and vine.

Open fires, glowing logs, red mountain apples
—the true holiday

atmosphere here.

But the most fortunate ones of beautiful Brookdale are those who
live here the whole year, having their homes, their studies, their

work in this village of the forest.

Come and join us.
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1 he Irrigation Canal at Holtville

In Imperial Ualley, San Diego County, California

<«yrHIS valley comprises Five Hundred Thousand Acres of land as fertile as the val-

/|l ley of the nile. Water in abundance, from the Colorado River for all the land.
^^ Sunshine practically ev< ry day in the year. HOLTVILL,E is favored with a

perfect natural drainage and is healthful. Receives the first water coming from the
source to the* valley, thereby insuring water under any circumstances.

Is situated ju.'-t at sea level and generates electricity from water power for lights
and power for the entire valley. Tributary to this own lies rich sandy loam soil par-

ticularly adapted to raising the first (Jrapes and Cantaloupes in California. Alfalfa

can be harvested nine times in one season, though pasturing thi grass is very profit-
able and in which case fences t'^ke the place of hay stacks and the hops do the work
of the harvester. Land with water in this section can be bought for from $20.00 per
acre up. Come and see or address

^%lr^?r' CHAMBER of COMMERCE, Holtville, CaL
or any of thefollowing business firms:

r. N. CKaplin CEL Son, Real Estate
Ed. E. Boyd Realty Co.
tVin^ L. Rendle, Real Estate
L. S'windle, IVeal Estate
J. Ray "Wimp
M. P. Harris
H. J. Messenger, Livery and

Feed
G U. ApKins

C J. ScHencK, Genl. Mdse.
J. V. Tagg'art, Jr.
r. J. Cole, El Centre, Cal.
W. r, Robinson, Hotel Alamo
E. M. Morris, Confectionery
Citizens BanK
J. S. Bridenstine
National Lvimber Co.
W^. r. Holt, Redlands, Cal.
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Chill Tall Nights
Before the fires are lighted, when the evenings are chilly
and damp, the room in which you sit should be warm
and dry for your health's sake as well as comfort.

PERFECTION OU Heater
(Equipped ivltli Smokeless device)

is just the thing for this time of year. Touch ;

match to the wick—turn it up as far as it will go
You can't turn it too high, the Smokeless Device

prevents. Heats a large room in a few minutes

and can be carried easily from one room to another.

Handsomely finished in Nickel or Japan. Burns 9

hours with one filling. Every heater warranted.

Rq^O Lamp
^m^^ poses. Gives

The IP^^^/Srk T omtA is the best lamp for all-

round household pur-

poses. <.iives a clear, steady liffht.

Made of brass throughout and nickel plated. Equipped with the

latest improved central draft burner. Handsome—simple
—sat-

isfactory. Ever\' lamp guaranteed.
If you cannot get heater and lamp at your dealer's, write to

our nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
( Incorpo'-ated >



BURLINGAME
The most celebrated town
in Central California today.

SEVENTEEN MILE DRIVE AROUND SPRING VALLEY FALLS, BURLINGAME, CALIFORNIA

The home of golf, polo, magnificent country residences, charming drives,

healthy sea bathing and above all a climate that is second to none, educational
facilities of the highest order and a substantial class of "all the year round" San
Francisco business men and tradespeople.

Burlingame is the home of flowers. Here are grown more roses, carnations,
sweet peas and lilies than in any other section of California.

Commg more and more into public notice as a charming community of homes,
Burlingame is dominated today by a spirit of progress and any inquiry in regard to

real estate, business opportunities or home advantages will be cheerfully answered
when addressed to any of the concerns whose names appear below.

F. J; Rodg-ers & Co. Real Estate

Lyon & Hoag, Real Estate F. P. Lorton & Co., Real Estate

Geo. Wilkens, Grocer

Beebe & Tyler, Building Contractors

John Shepherd & Son, Express &
Transfer Delivery

A. L. Offield, Physician & Surgeon
Thomas McCutcheon, Restaurateur

26, Montgomery St., S. F., Cal.

San Mateo Bakery
W. C. Brown & Co., Fuel and Feed

Lorton & Morken, Grocers
J. H. O'Hara, Plumbing & Plumbing

Supplies
Albert A. Myer, Real Estate
Archibald & Aubrey, Real Estate

Joseph Culbert, Livery & Private

Boarding
August Berg, Contractor & Builder
Stanford & Co., Real Estate
Peninsula Meat Co.





s AN MATEO
THE FLORAL CITY

Sai\ Francisco's Nearest and Most eautiful Suburban City

THE PENINSULA

Now in course of construdtion at a cost of $500,000 will open April 1st, 1908

accomodating 400 guests

San Mateo has reached that stage of development which nothing short

of complet annihilation can now permanently check. The expansion of

San Francisco, as inevitable as that of New York, must in the very nature

of things be toward San Mateo, on the land side, unimpeded by intervening
water. Just so surely as New York has, by degrees, spread into West-

chester, so must San Francisco march into San Mateo with the teeming
thousands which are to populate the new and greater city. With such a

future, San Mateo becomes a point of wonderful opportunity, not alone to

the suburban home seeker, but to those v/ho recognize the value of realty
investments as sources of future wealth. Just as up-town realty built up
the Astor fortune in the Eastern metropolis, so will future Astors of this

coast realize from investments in San Mateo and vicinity.
For any further information, address San Mateo Board of Trade or

any of the following :

H. N. Royden, Real Estate
Peninsula Realty Company, Real Estate
Loveland & Shand, Real Estate
W. H. Cone, Real Estate
B. L. Grow Realty Co., Real Estate
E. M. Warn Lumber Co.
W. E. Tourtelotte, Contractor
Chas. N. Kirkbride, Attorney-at-Law
Clare-Metzgar Co., Furnishing Goods,

Clothing
E. H. Ait, Shoe Store
Levy Bros., IVIerchants
San Mateo Bakery
T. Masterson, Hotel Wisnom
J. A. Foster, Electrical Ennine'^r

Wisnom, Bonner Hardware Co.
Jennings Bros., Livery
A. L. Sanderson, Dentist
Sneider & Smith, Furniture Store
G. Palanca, Floral City iVIusic Depot
C. IVI. Morse, Druggist
Peninsula Meat Co., Meat Market
San Mateo Planing Mill Co.
J. F. Kiilelea, Co., Painters and Decorators
Borges & Kenner, Cigars and Stationery
John F. Lee, Building Contractor
W. R. Spence, Pianos and Phonographs
C. W. McCraken, Confectioner
N. Van Kammen, Jeweler and Optician
H. G. Von OORSCHOT. Photo Studio



MAYFIELD,!.
XKe Nearest To-wn To
anford University....

MAYFIELD SCHOOL HOUSE

Several things are now conspiring to give this
town a rapid growth: First, the saloons which
ruled the town in its pioneer days are extermin-
ated. Second, an electric road from Mayfield
South is almost complete—"Population follows

transportation." Third, it contains the very
nearest land to the great Leland Stanford Junior
University buildings which can ever be pur-
chased. This is no mere vague "close proximity".
Hundreds of students lodge in the university
dormitory and walk to their eating clubs in May
field thrice daily. Mayfield contains high ground
which overlooks the Stanford Campus. It is

healthful. Its climate is perfect.

Mayfield includes in its corporate limits the
famous residence subdivisions of College Terrace, Evergreen Park, Sunnyside, and
part of the "Ideal Town of Leland".

Its specialty is ideal home conditions for people of refined educational tastes and
of moderate means.

For further information address the SECRETARY OF THE BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the following business firms:

THE SHORTEST PATH TO STANFORD
UNIVERSITY IS FROM MAYFIELD

Stanford Realty Co., Chaa. Macrum, Mgr.

Co-operative Land & Trust Co.

Mayfield Bank Trust Co., C. S. Crary, Cashier

tj.
Meyer, M. D.

udfield Lumber Co.
Joseph R. Mesa, General Merchandise
S. A. Crary Banker

V. Domberger
D. H. Wood, Livery tt Boardins Stables

A. B. Clark

Alex. Pears

L. Distel

Peter Towne



San Bernardino, California
Located in the center of a magnificent and fertile val-

ley and reached by three transcontinental railroads—
the Salt Lake, Santa Fe and Southern Pacific.

Population 15,000
and Increasing Rapidly

^

FROM TROPICAL SAN BERNARDINO TO FRIGID MT. SAN BERNARDINO

The scenic beauty within and surrounding the city is unexcelled in Southern
California. Splendidly equipped trolley lines radiate to all neighboring towns and
communities. As a business and commercial center San Bernardino ranks among
the best in the State.

First class schools, Public Library and churches of nearly all denominations.
For booklet and further information address

Secretary Board of Trade, San Bernardino, California

The San Bernardino Merchants' Protective Association

or any of the following leading business firms:

Snn Bernnrdino Renlty Board.
Neff & Adnlr, Real F)Ktnte.
Boyd & Scnlt, Reiil KNtnte & Tnsurnnce.
VeMtnl & Hiilihnrd. Roil E^Mttite & InH.
Star Realty Co., Real Kstate.
InMiiranee, Iioun & Land Co.
Taylor Realty Co., Real Estate, Loans &

InHiiranee.
Cooliran & RIdenhaiigh (Miniature Oran{;e

GroveH, $.S00.
San Bernardino Realty Co., Real Elstate,

TnHiirnnce <K: Loans.
Pioneer Abstract & Title Guaranty Co.
San Bernardino Abstract Co.

Consolidated Abstract & Title Guaranty
Co.

Arrotrhead Garage.
Home Furniture Co.
David R. Glass, President Business College
Geo. M. Cooley Co., HardTvare.
Mrs. C. H. Davis, Bradford Rooming House
W. W. Brison, Jr.
Board of Trade.
San Bernardino National Bank
H. M. Barton
H. "W. Hagerman.
T. A. Blakely.
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Don't go to CALIFORNIA
without paying a visit to

SAN LEANDRO
ALAMEDA COUNTY

Climate Unexcelled No Winds or Fogs

Average Temperature J ^^^^'J^^ ^'^' ^.?'''
/ Winter 60

STEAM PLOW AND HARROW MADE IN SAN LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA== SAIN UEAINDRO -^=
possesses many attractions as a place of residence. It is convenient of access from
San Francisco and the fast growing city of Oakland; cars running every ten minutes
and connecting with the ferry service across the bay. Round about here are the
finest roadways in the State and San Leandro is a famous rendezvous for autoists.

For further information write to

The Best Mfg. Co., Agricultural Machin-
ery

O. J. Lynch, Druggist
A. Whelton, Real Estate

A, L. Peralta, Real Estate
C. W. McLaughlin
Suburban Electric Light & Gas Co.

H. H. Clark
J. M. Estudillo, Real Estate
M. C. King, Garage and Cyclery
J. J. Gill
J. M. Santana
F. B. Eber
Leo Best
E. Hoerst



RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA



PALO ALTO ^lifornia

Greatest Educational
Center of the 'We^t

Most Beautiful Honie
City in California

What the Hudson River region is to New York City, such is the San Francisco

Peninsula to the metropolis of California. Land lying near any great city has an
investment value that is unsurpassed, both in regard to stability and income.

The region for fifty miles south of San Francisco is being developed at a mar-
velous rate. Palo Alto is the central point in this development. Its educational

ALONG A PALO ALTO SIDEWALK

advantages, its public improvements, its business opportunities and its high moral
tone make the town especially attractive to all home-seekers, while rapid transit

brings it into convenient distance as a, residence place for San Francisco business
men. No one who anticipates making a home in California should fail to see

Palo Alto.

Write for information to Secretary Board of Trade, Palo Alto, Cal., or

Co-Operative Land & Trust Co., Real
Estate

Board of Trade
Dudfield Lumber Co., Lumber and Mill-

work
The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
"Curry of Palo Alto," Furniture, Carpets, ^

etc.
Palo Alto Promotion Committee
B. F. Hail, Real Estate
H. W. Siml<in8, Bookseller
Corbaley's Cyclery, Bicycles and Model

Making
Palo Alto Hardware Co.
Alfred Scale

Mendenhail & Woods, Dry Goods
S. J. Parsons, Livery
Mrs. M. Rafferty. University Hotel
Corbaley & Tliorpe Auto Co.
Michael Sabadin, University Restaurant
C. E. Haskell & Co., Men's Furnishings

and Hatters
C. N. Williams, Carpet Cleaning Works
Tholts Shoe Store
Earle & Co., Grocers
Frank W. Backus, Crockery and Paints
Palo Alto Transfer Co.
Robert A. Thompson, Real Estate Broker
J. T. Simpson, Haberdasher
M. C. Lauridsen, Meat Market



IMPERIAL c
San Die^o County

alifornia
THE METROPOLIS OF THE IMPERIAL VALLEY

WEST SIDE OF IMPERIAL AVENUE, IMPERIAL. IMPERIAL HOTEL IN FOREGROUND

Imperial is the center of the largest body of irrigated land under one system in

the United States, and Hpn. Frank W. Mondell of Wyoming, chairman of the Irri-

gation Committee of the House of Representatives, said after a recent visit: "I

consider the owners of land in the Imperial Valley among the luckiest farmers in

the United States. They are singularly blessed by nature and by man. They have

everything that they could ask to make themselves well to do. They have the soil,

the climate, the WATER, and the location, with railroad facilities for marketing
their crops, and good and constant markets for their products close at hand." For
further information address

H. N. DYKE, Secretary Chamber of Commerce, IMPERIAL, CAL.

Oceansidc

The Finest Home Site and

Pleasure resort in San

Die^o County

THE SAN LUIS

VALLEY

REY

Which is tributary to

Oceanside, is a large,
beautiful and fertile valley
watered by the San Luis

Rey river. Water in abun-
Rebuilding Corridors at San Luis Rey Mission dance is obtained from the

underflow of the river by means of wells and pumping plants. Large and small
tracts can be bought at reasonable prices. The land is adapted for fruits, vegetables,
alfalfa, dairying and poultry raising. The San Luis Rey Mission is four miles from
Oceanside in the valley and was founded in 1798.

Finest quail and duck shooting in America. Auto road complete from Ocean-
side to San Diego. Write Board of Trade, or the following:

The Hayes Tiand Co.
Thou, C. Exton, Druggrist.
Bank of Oceanside.
P. J. Brannen, Hurdvi-are.
Goeta Bros. Co., General Merchandise.
J. E. Jones, Merchandise.

Southwestern Realty Co.

First National Bank of Oceanside.
H. T. Blake, "Mira Mar Hotel »•

Oceanside Electric & Gas Co.
Griffin Hayes, Diamond L,lvery.
Geo. P. McKay, General Merchandise.
P. W. Rieke, Contractor.



FROM THE OAKLAND TRIBUNE, SEPT. 16. 1907

Alameda in Line
Alameda is joining in the march of municipal progress which has become

a permanent characteristic of the three neighboring cities. The community
south of the estuary has kept well to the front with its public improvements
for a great many years. No city in the State has better constructed or better

kept macadamized streets than Alameda. Of late new ambitions have been
housed in the community. A club of its enterprising citizens has been or-

ganized which has cut out for itself the work of expanding the population to

the fifty thousand mark. It will take a lot of hard boosting to accomplish that

x-esult, but the club is entering on its mission with enthusiasm, anticipating

nothing short of complete success.

In conjunction with the task undertaken by the Fifty Thousand Club,

steps have been taken by Alameda's progressive government to bond the city
in the sum of $305,000 for additional school facilities, a children's playground
and other public improvements. The promoters of the issue are actually

worrying over the fact that no serious opposition has developed against the

proposition. The community is so unanimous on the subject that when it

comes to voting the promise is good that there will be no negative ballots to

count at the close of the polls. The immediate effect of this situation is to

stop the flow of local oratory.
The early prospect of the electrization cf the local steam railroads is

stimulating self-improvement in Alameda. This week the work of paving
Webster street from the approach to the drawbridge south will be started, the

Oakland Traction Company co-operating with the city in the improvement.
This improvement has been a long pressing want. It will greatly facilitate

communication between the two cities. Then, again, Alameda is beginning to

cherish commercial ambitions, which is a good sign. It owns a water frontage
of 1200 feet on the south shore of the estuary, which, when improved, will

doubtless bring substantial revenue into the city treasury. The occupation of

its reclaimed marsh lands by manufactories and warehouses is also beginning
Lo add to Alameda's business importance and stimulate the desire to reach a

higher position than it now occupies. When the harbor subway is ripe for

development, Alameda is sure to be Oakland's ally in the enterprise, for it

realizes that what helps one city advances also the interests of the other.

Anything you want to know cf Alameda will find ready response by ad-

dressing the following:

Hninniond A Ilnmniond. Real Estate.
Miller ^t liiintn, Kent Entnte.
('hnrlen AdniiiM <& Co., Real Estate.
F. R. Seville, Renl Entnte.
HaUey Wehn Co., Renl Entnte.
J. S. Ilnnley & Co., Renl Entate.
l..eTrin & Shniv, Real Entate.
I.. W. Mo(ilauflln, Real Entate and In-
nnrnnre.

Scott <& Judd. Real Entate.
Alnniedn I.and Co., Real Entate.
Inlnnd Renl Entnte Co., Real Estate.
Win. 1)11 four & Co., Renl Estate,
n. H. Siielflohn, Real Entate.
H. a. >lehrtenn. Real Estate.
Geo. E. I'lnninier & Son, Real Estate
and Contrnctors.

C. V. IIiiKhen Co., Real Estate.
A. J. Torres, Real Entate.
Hally & Co., Real Entate.

Wm. Zniicsr, Merchant.
Rhodes & Jamlenon, \%'ood, Conl nnd

loe.

E. D. Elln * Co., Furniture Store.
Henry Schneider, Stationery Store.
M. 'H. Owenn, Plumber.
California Cabinet Co.
Bank of Alameda.
T. Von Ah Ala. Stables.
KreiK & Hnlton, Gents' Furnlshinsn.
L. A. KoniKTMhofer, Dry Goods Store.
Jersey Creamery Co.
Combs & Fisher, Meat Market.
Citisenn Bank of Alameda.
Pronser Pharmacy.
R. P. Clark. Carpenter.
Hans Andernon, Furniture Store.
Smiley & GnllnKher, Unilertnkers.
C. P. Magagnos, Photo Supplies.



FRUIT VALE
The Queen city around the bay of San Francisco, a suburb of Oakland and San

Francisco, a delightful temperate clima te; a population of 20,000; magnificent schools
and churches; a city essentially of homes where the tired toiler may rest after his

weary day's labor, and where his wife and children can obtain that health and
strength which is denied in congested cities, and yet we are only 20 minutes from
the metropolis of California, where flowers grow the year round and where property
can be had for a small fraction of the cost of a home in the large cities. Wide and
beautiful streets; 2 transcontinental railways pass through the town and with un-
excelled electric street car facilities. One of the most beautiful towns around the

bay of San Francisco extends to you a cordial invitation to invest and become one
of us.

FRUIT VALE ALAMEDA COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA

For further information address Secretary of Board of Trade or any of the

following firms:

Frwltvnle Realty Co.
Transbay Realty Co., 13.17 Broadway,

Oakland, Fruitvale Heights Tract.
S. T. Smith, Real Gstate.
H. A. Pleitner, Real Bntate.
Frank K. Mott Co., 1060 Broadway,
Oakland, Real Bstate.

Geo. H. Kee & Sonx. Real Fstate.
Henry Barknieyer. Real Estate

Myers & Maloon, Kleetrioal Elnslneers
and Contractors.

Bank of Fruitvale.
L. R. Green, Plumbingr.

J. E. Lloyd, Harness and Saddlery.
Fruitvale Hardware Co.

Gibbtns & Guirey, Contractors and Builders
Fruitvale l^uniber Co.
E. li. Brofvn, Grocer.
Fruitvale Garage Co.
T. McKenxIe, GrocerieM.
S. S. Austin.
Grant D. Miller, 1128 23rd Ave., Oak-

land, Undertaker.
Berhniann <& Jamison, Livery and
Boarding Stables.

IDEAL, Yes indeed,

San

Jacinto

Has advantages

hard to beat

Address^
Chamber ofCommerce

saNi JacIn'1"6 boV
Buff Wyandotte, owned by

O. S. Hofmann

Ideal for
Poultry

Soil of a sandy

loam, plenty cot-

ton-wood trees, (a

native here), arte-

sian water of the

purest.

SAN JACINTO,
Riverside County, Cal.

Hummel Bros. & Co., "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St Tel. Main 509.
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REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA

"TGe

Gem
City

»>

The home of the Perfect Orange. Where

prosperity abounds and happiness and com-

fort are everywhere in evidence, and how
can it be otherwise? Visit us next January
and see our 7,000 acres of orange trees load-

ed with the golden ripe fruit; hundreds of

beautiful residences, the homes of the pros-

perous orange grower and the well-to-do

or wealthy easterner; the magnificent mansions on The Heights occupied by the

millionaire who finds in Redlands the scenery, the climate and general conditions

which captivate him. All these people spend their money, and lots of it, in our

city. Then why not prosperity? Why not the best schools, the finest churches, a

thriving Y.M.C.A., social clubs and fraternal organizations, an up-to-date public li-

brary, the best and cleanest streets and grounds and the largest deposit per capita in

our banks? GROWING! Of course we are growing!! The Col. Greene "Castle on the

Hill" which is <iistributing $100,000 to labor alone at the rate of more than $3,000 a

week; the new Hubbard electric car line through the city; the Oak Glen electric line

about to be built to the new "Mile High Hotel" and mountain city; the opening up
of 14,000 acres of rich land in Yucaipa Valley only five miles south of us; the growing
popularity of our many nearby mountain resorts; the expensive and extensive addi-

tions and improvements to our New Casa Loma Hotel under the management of

D. M. Linnard, and last but not least the assurance of a big college in "this college
town without a college," all spell PROSPERITY.

Write the Board of Trade or any of the following firms, or better still, come and
see us and let us tell you of the good things in store for REDLANDS.

Williama-CnrllB Co^ Real ^mXnr^. John P. Fink, Real Bafate.
•I. W. Jenkins, Electrical Contractor. W. J. DaTenport A SIcLain, Contractors.
Cana I.onia Hotel Co. Geo. S. BiirKln. Real Y:,*\»X*. J. J. Nausbton.
D. M. Donnld, Contractor. Redlands Abstract Jk Title Co. First National Dank.
Mutual Orange DIstrlbntors, Fruit Shit pers. John P. Wight, Jr., Real Bstate.

John Blodsett, I.M erj-. Hill Crest Inn. Redlands Fruit Association
J. C. Reeves, Hay A Grain. Redlands Laundry Co. L. K. Huntington, Contractor.
Palm Confectionerr, E. K. Casew

*

Dike A Logrle, Real Estate.

Anderson A Asher, Real Estate* Anstla A Clark Co., Real Estate.

"- - - - - -
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No Better | ^^ j; A^ ^ I
Place than L^OQly V^Ul.

It is situated in the heart of the great
San Joaquin Valley, on the main line of
the Southern Pacific Railroad, between
Sacramento and Stockton, and has be-
come famous for its

Royal Flame Tokay Crapes
Over one-third of the table grapes from
California were shipped from Lodi, the
growing, prosperous city. No better grapes
grown anywliere. No better soil. No
better water, (and in great abundance).
No better climate. (Summers warm and
delightful, nights cool and refreshing).
No better roads. No better place for a
home or investment.
Every product of the temperate and semi-
tropical zones can be grown within a
radius of five miles around Lodi, the
largest body of fine rich sandy sediment
loam in the State.
Before deciding, see Lodi, and you will

find there is No Better Place. For more
detailed information address Lodi Board
of Trade or any of the following:

Henderson Bros., Hardware.
VV. A. Young liumber Co.
W. J. Robinson, Barley Mill.

Dougherty, Whitaker & Ray Co., Hotel.
The Realty Company.
John C. Beivley & Co., Real Kstate.
lieMoin & Fish, Publishers.
Northern Hardware Co.
San Joaquin Iiand Co.
Garner & AVoodson, T.and.
Beokman, AVelch & Thomson Co., Grocers.

COLTON The Hub City of J outhern California
The Center of the Orange Belt

Colton offers

special induce-

ments to Home-

seekers who should

be mindful of its

splendid school

and church privi-

leges; its business

(and social life, the

ideal climate and

the location as the

HUB CITY.

HOTEL AND PARK, COLTON, CAL.

COLTON is a rapidly growing city of 4,000 inhabitants, and has exceptional prospects for the future. Colton
is 56 miles east of Los Angeles, on the main line of three transcontinental railroads. You can\iafford to pass through
without stopping to investigate. For further particulars address any of the following:

U'Ren and Hayter, St. Clair

Liivery Stables.

Colton Pharmacy
J. M:. More, Blacksmith.
O. L. Emery, Hardware.
G. B. Caster, Contractor 4

Builder.

Wllcox-Rose Mercantile Co.
H. G. French & Co.
The First National Bank of

Colton.
Colton Fruit Exchange, out-
put 1906, 400 cars of or-
anges au'd lemons.

H. F. Foucia & Co., Real Es-
tate.

Gregory Fruit Co.

Hon. James D. Knox.
R. Ij. Deakins, Palace Cigar

Store.

G. M. Green, Supt. of Schools,
Colton Grain & Milling Co.
D. C. Svrartz, Undertaker.
M. A. Hebberd Co.



Earlimont Colony
Tulare

County

California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise

.
Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

EARLIEST
That's What Counts

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives*

Quickest Returns

Extraordinary Prices

Gathering the Earliest Oranges in the
State near Portersville.

EARLIEST VEGETABLES

EARLIEST DECIDUOUS FRUITS EARLIEST SMALL FRUITS

South of Portersville, earliest part of Tulare County. Rolling upland. At base
of Sierra foothills. No killing frosts. No scale. No smut. No diseases. No
heavy winds. A beautiful landscape. Responds to landscape gardener's art. Pure
air. Unsurpassed climate. Remarkably healthful. Well located. Abundant cheap
Water. Virgin soil, extremely rich. Close to railroad. Near to mountain camps
and resorts. Splendid hunting and fishing grounds in easy reach.

FIRST SUBDIVISION—TO THOSE WHO W^ILL IMPROVE
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tracts for sale for

subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
proves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone, etc., will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.
Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, Gal.
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LOS GATOS
The Most Beautifully Situated Residence Town in

Central California

LARGEST CONCRETE ROADWAY BRIDGE IN CALIFORNIA

Located in the foothills of the Santa Cruz mountains, fifty miles south

of San Francisco and ten miles from San Jose
Stanford University and State Normal adjacent. Los Gatos has first

class facilities.

Numerous Churches- No Saloons. Deli§fhtful Climate all the Year.

Electric and Steam Railroad communication. This locality is the home
of all deciduous fruits. For information address Secretary Board of
Trade, or any of the following :

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods
J. H. Pearce, General Merchandise
A. C. Covert, Real Estate
W. L. Pearce Co., General Mdse.
B, H. Noble & Co., Real Estate & Ins.

Johns & McMurtry, Real Estate.

J. A. McCoy, Real Estate & Ins.

F. F. Watkins, Druggist
Bank of Los Gatos

George A. Green, Drugs & Photo Sup.

J. D. Crummey
H. J. Crall, Books, Stationary, etc.

J. J. Fretwell, Watchmaker & Jeweler
L. B. Mallory, Broker
E. L. Chase, Music
O. Lewis & Son, Hardware, Tinning
& Plumbing

Hunt's Steam Bakery



The Famous Santa Clara Valley and

County California

LARGEST PRUNE-DRYING YARD IN THE WORLD. 25,000 TRAYS ON THE GROUND

I Population^
\ 40.000 ,

_ Tanta Clara County is Pretgmlnantly
th* Horticultural Count* of the State

San Jose (Pro
nounced\

"San Ho'Say")

50 MILES SOUTH FROM SAN FRANCISCO. M «gnificent all Year
Climate, No Ice, No Sno-w, Stimulating, Not £nervatin^

This is the world's famous fruit valley, and poultry thrives in this section. We will
make room for 5000 good families with a few thousand dollars to secure orchard
homes of 10 to 20 acres that pay. We need the boys and girls in the summer to pick
fruit and work in the canneries at good wages. We raise more peaches, prunes,
cherries, apricots, etc., than any other section.

For Information Address

SanJose Chamber of Commerce ^Zi-°?Jow",:
Jos. H. Rucker A Co., Real Estate.
A. C. Darby, Real Estate.
>ll«Mlon KeiiKy Co..

1-1 K. Snn Fernnndo St.
Cnnp, $liort & Ryan, Real Estate.
Eairle Brewery.
iHome L'nion, Groeerles. ^
lintel BriMtol.
Spencer A Healey, VeteHnary Sarseons.
jFred M. Stern, Send (or Cowboy OntUt
I CataloKue.
Red Star Laundry.

Any
T. S. MontKomery A Son, Real Estate.
T. C. Barnelt, Real Estate.
Johnson & Temple, Real Estate.
First National Bank of San Jose.
Garden City Bank and Trust Co.
A. Damonte & Co., Mtg. Calif. Glace Fralta.
The Bank of San Jose.
Security State Bank of San Jose.
Cambers-Hayes Co., Furnltare.
Trlnkler-Dohrmann Co., Crockery.
E. A. A I. O. Hayes.
The J. K. Armsby Co., Dried Fruit Packers.



On the Eastern Shore of San Francisco Bay.

ALAMEDA CO.
CALIFORNIA

Offers a better inducement
for investment or a home
than any suburb of San Fran-
cisco or Oakl£ind. Its splen-
did grammar school, new
high school, close proximity
to Mills College and the Uni-
versity offer the best educa-
tional advantages. Its trans-

portation facilities are first

class. A train for San Fran-
cisco every twenty minutes.
Electric cars for Oakland
Alameda and Berkeley every
five minutes. In eighteen
months its railroad business
has grown from nothing to

$25,000.00 a month.

MELROSE BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. Gunning, Renl Kstate.
Geo. A. Taylor, Real El.state.
Chan. A. ArniNtrong, Real E^state.
I'leasiants <& Pleasants, Suburb Realty

Co.
Healy Home Bulldingr Co., Real Estate.
H. \V. Davis, Real E:state.
Fred R. Bainniann, Hardware, Etc.
P. A. Dubois, Drug's.
Baker Bros., Garage.

L. Castera, Gents' Furnishings.
Wm. Sehoening, Grocer.
P. M. Hoist & Co., Hay and Grain.
C U. Henderson, Lumber.
G. E, Parker, Insurance.
R. H. Roane, Inspector.
Taylor & Park, Ice Cream Parlor.
J. R. Talcott.
Armstrong & Storey, Cigars and Bil-

liards.
i

Oxnard
The Beautiful

The Home o f

American Beet

Sugar Company

^^^^ (Founded J 898)

Corner of 5th and B Streets, Oxnard, Cal.

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Angeles, in the best

farming district in the state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is

represented here. No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth

par value. Water works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of

schools, good churches.
For further information address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the following well known firms:

American Beet Sugar Co. Hill A Laubacher, Real Fstate and Ins.

Ventura County Power Co. Oxnard Furniture «fc Plumbing Co.
Oxnard Livery <& Feed Stable. W. R. Norton, Oxnard News Agency.
Lehmann Bros. L. E. Vaughn, Jeweler.

Robert Green, Barber.



FRESNO

COUNH
^Professor Blackmar of Washington, D. C. says, "It is a

truly wonderful County. Productive beyond imagination,
and rich beyond the dreams of wealth—a wealthy agricul-.

tural district in one of the grandest valleys the sun ever

shone on."

^It is the County of opportunities for the man of small means
and plenty of grit.

^It is equally great in yielding returns on the rich man's in-

vestments.

qPRESNO COUNTY raised in agricultural products in 1906

nearly $25,000,000.

^FRESNO COUNTY has fourteen banks with deposits ag-

gregating $8,500,000.

^That means the saving of the ten, twenty and forty acre,

man. Looks good, doesn't it?

^How does it appeal to you?

you are interested write to any of the undersigned or to the

Fresno County Chamber ofCommerce

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

ind they will forward you a finely illustrated 48-i>age pamphlet,

telling of the great resources of this wonderful County.

IT FORMS A TRUE TALE OF A WONDERFULLY RICH DISTRICT

111 Real Eiitate AK«ney, Real Eatate.
«ralta InveMtiuent Co., Oranjce l>and.

fVarnonn

Realty KxchanKe, Real Biitate.
\. N. Rolirer & Co.. Ornnice & Grape I>and.
'eiiiie Janson A F. M. Blanchard, Real
Batate.

)e>vltt H. Grar A Co., Real Entate.

Sheperd-Teagne Co. Send for Free Home-
Meekera Gaide.

Fulton & Grand Central Hotels, under one
manaKement, apeclal accommodations
for commercial travelern.

Sperry Flour Co., Klour, Feed and Grain.
NARES I SAUNDERS. Manaeers. Laguna de Tache Brant



EUREKA, CALIFORNIA,
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight

rates ranging from $i.oo to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise,
clothing, manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those those of the

latter place, and vary but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has:

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort.

Healthfulness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giv-

ing variety in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great
natural resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inex-

pensive. Cheap fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools
within reach of every home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap
freight rates by sea to all Pacific points. The largest and best body of redwood on
earth. An honest, peaceful, law-abiding population

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and liti-

gation. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants,
to interfere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles

to destroy the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long
winters when stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegetation. Crop failures

from any cause whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms:

H. L. Ricks, Pres. Chamber of Com-
merce.

Geo. W. Baker, Real Estate.

Eureka Ice Co.
R. D. Johnston
Delaney & Young
Taylor & Zane
J. H. Hunter.

G. A. Waldner, Western Hotel.

Skinner-Duprey Drug Co.
Thos. H. Perry.
A. B. Hink.
Porter, Fautz & Brooks, Real Estate.

J. C. Henderson.
E. G. Kramer, (Revere House)
Bank of Eureka



Farmas

OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER AND LUX
Los Banost Merced County

California

SIGHTSEERS. LOOKl

You havn't seen the beauties of the
Pacific Coast until you visit

ENSENADA (Lower Cal.) MEXICO
Take the Lower California Develop-
ment Co.'s beautiful Steamer St. Den-
is from San Diego and you'll be well

repaid.
Time Card of Steamer St. Dcnli

LEAVE SAN DIEGO

i. 6. 8, 12. 22 and
25th of each month,
at 9 p. m., arriving'
next morning at Kn-
senada

LEAVE ENSENADA
3. 6, ;•• 19. 23 and

29th of each month at
8 pm arriving next
morning at San Dieffo

WOODLAND
The Capital of

Yolo County, California
WOODLAND Is' only 86 miles from San
''ijincisco and 22 miles from Sacramento,
he State Capital. WOODLAND has twelve
hurches, three two-story grammar school
buildings, one commodius high school, one
loly Rosary Academy, one well-equipped
(uslness college, the best talent obtainable
or the schools, one Carnegie library build-
ng, and fine free library, four social and
iterary clubs, twenty fraternal and bene-
It lodges one 200-barrel flour mill, one
rult cannery, two butter creameries, one
rait packing establishment, one winery,
ne olive oil and pickling plant, two large
'mber yards, four solid banks, four ho-
ts, one large city hall, one well-equipped
ft department, four large grain and hay
m'ehouses, a well conducted telephone
•tern, an average rainfall of 17 Inches,
id many commodious business houses
presenting all lines of trade.
For further particulars address any of
e following:
BIdwrll A Relth, Real Estate
Woodland Grain and Milling Co.

R. K. Iloyle, Booka and Stationery
Bank of Yolo
Bank of Woodland

Sierra liUnther Co.
M. C. Canipo, Ranclier

Yoscmitc

Valley
OPEN TO TOURISTS

Autumn Months

Winter Months

ALL THE YEAR

YOSEMITE VALLEY R. R.

QuicK Scenic Convenient
FARE ONLY $18.50 Round Trip

From Merced, OaL
Fine Vestibule Train Daily. Connects with

Santa Fe and S. P.

See Yosemite during the Fall months, when
the water-falls are running full, the dust of the

summer laid low, the air clear and cool, and
with all the beautiful Autumn appearance of

Valley and Mountain. Or, see it in Winter in

its mantle of snow^ and ornaments of ice.

An 80 mile ride throusli tlie picturesque Merced River
Canyon to the Portal of i osetnite. For information or

descriptive folders, address: -i'^.j^

H H. VIJ^CfNT
Genl. Agt., 5S3 S. Spring St.

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

O. W. LEHMER
Traffic Kir.
MERCED. CAL.



A AiVonderful

Mountain Trip

The ascent of Mount Lowe by trolley affords

the visitor to Los Angeles one of the most marvel-

ous and beautiful mountain railway journeys in the

world. And it is only one of the features of a

railway system covering 400 miles and reaching
all the points of interest in the garden spot of

America.

TKe Pacific Erlectric Rail^way
Depot at Corner of €>tK and Main

Los A.ngeles California

NAVAJO BLANKETSAND INDIAN CURIOS AT W^ H O L E S A L E
I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skilful now

living, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns,
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices.
I also handle the products of the Hop! (Mcqui) Indians, buying them under

contract with the trading posts at Keam's Canyon and Oraibi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
Navajo "rubies" cut and uncut, peridots and native turquois. Also the choicest
modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

Write for my Catalogue
and Price List

J. L HUBBELL, '"<"" Trader

Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona

400—Passenger Trains Daily-400

4
DOUBLE TRACKS
"TO THE ocean"

The most beautiful ride in the world. The scenic route of Southern California,

through Orange and Lemon Groves, Grand Mountain, Valley and Ocean Views.
14 miles along the Ocean front

26 Express Trains Daily, Except Sunday
Baggage called for and delivered to all principal points. Regular round trip

50f; 10, 30, 54 and 60 ride commutation books sold to all poinis. For partic-

ulars

GenL Office.BI6W, 4th. St. Y^'^i;; F. A. Short.G.F. and P. Agt.



Four
Routes
TO THE EAST

Uia

New Orleans
El Paso

Ogden
Portland

Limited Trains
HigH Class Service
Luxurious Dining^ Cars
ThrougH Cars to Elast-

ern Points

Wtsr tnc, L A



Southern Pacific

©6c*qNSIDETRACI\'

To Riverside <»^^ Redlands
Through the

ORANGE GROVES
of Southern California

special Train every morning from Los Angeles with

long stops for sightseeing, returning early in the evening.

T. A. GRAHAM, Asst. Genl. Freight and Pass. Agt.

600 S. Spring' St.. Cor. 6tK. Los Angeles



7/

Santa Fe

lornia
Limited /

^•^



GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
ReacKed on y

via tHe Santa Fc



Los <ANG£L£S
LlMITE©=i

i^ui;

y'f^.

m^

>/l

'Tis Truly

A Palatial Train

For Particular People
Leaves Los Angeles daily and runs via Salt

Lake Route, Union Pacific and Chicago &
Northwestern in

ThreeDays LosAngeles to Chicago

There's nothing better in railw^ay service than

this superb train as a trial trip will convince you.
Full particulars at all ticket offices or from

T. C. PECK FRED A. WANN
Genl. Pass. Agt. LOS ANGELES Genl. Traffic Mgr.

1= X
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Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second.



For good shooting and quick handling qualities,

perfect proportion, correct alignment and bal-

ance and the ability to stand up under hard

shooting for years without working loose, the

Hopkins & Allen
DOUBLE BARRELED SHOT-GUNS ARE UNEQUALLED

HOPKINS 8 ALLEN
Hammer Double Gun

The Twist and Damascus
arrels are imported goods of

le highest quality. The plain steel

arrels are decarbonized American steel

f selected manufacture. Stocks and fore

ds are of best select walnut, and the

ames and working parts of these double

guns are made of

Hopkins^Alleh

fid

and

II'IMIIHI — Alien
AOM* Co
WWICH. COMH.

Hopkins Ac Allen Gun Guide

Catalogue is the most complete
>lc on Guns ever isMied. It teiU

all about rifles, shot-guns and
'«>lvers— the sort to own and how

I care for them. Every man inter-

ed in Firearms should have one.

Sent Fne on Request.

IMPORTED

DAMASCUS
BARRELS

12 or 16 Gauge
28 or 30 in.

Barrels

$2000
At All Stores

or

Shipped
Direct

the finest quality

steel and are better

than any guns made
at anywhere near their price.

The joint is a doll's head exten-

sion dressed to a wedge and circle

i shape with cell in frame to corres-

pond and a bevel-wedge locking

joint, adjusted to take up any wear

that occurs. This joint will posilr\>ely

not shoot loose. Years of hard use

will find it as tight as on the day it was
first purchased.

These guns are regularly in stock m the stota

of all representative dealers ; but will be gladly shipp>ed

direct in cases where a dealer is inaccessible. Elach gun is guar-
zuiteed safe with all factory-loaded nitro-shells.

HE HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS CO.» 70 Chestnut St., Norwich, Conn.
Largest Manufacturers High Grade Popular Priced Firearms in the World



Absolutely Pure
A Cream of Tartar Powder
free from alum or phos-

phatic acid

HUESHOME BAKING EASY

BAKER'S
COCOA

Registered.
U. S. Pat. Off.

First in Years !

First in Honors !

First on the

Breakfast Tables

of the World!

HIGHEST AWARDS IN

EUROPE AND AMERICA

Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.
[EstabUshed 1780]

DORCHESTER, MASS.

BUtlOPir CAUFORNfA

ORANGE^
MARMfAOE

A delicacy made of choicest

oranges and pure sugar only.
A most delightful way to

serve the orange on your table

every day in the year.

Bishop's Orange Marmalade
preserves the true flavor and

delicacy of the natural orange.
Ask the Grocer.

BISHOP & COMPANY

WINES
OF UNQUESTIONED AGE
—AND PURITY=

Grapes raised in our vine-

yards, pressed in our winery
and aged by time in our wine
cellars.

DELIVERED FREE OF FREIGHT

TO ALL EASTERN POINTS

Two cases of Oy Peerless XX
wines — assorted, with one
bottle California Brandy

For $11.00
Two cases of XXX oldest

vintages - assorted, two
bottles California Brandy
and one bottle California

Champagne

For $15.00
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

irn California'
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Model 1907 Self-Loading Rifle
.351 CALIBER I1I0I1 POWER

The strongest, simplest, fastest shooting and most reliable recoil

operated rifle ever made. Nothing complicated, cumbersome or

freakish about it. It shoots up-to-the-minute type of ammunition;
less expensive and less bulky than old style cartridges no more

powerful, but big enough and hard-hitting enough to kill the largest

game. In competition, its speed has been shown to be more than

fwice as fast as other similar rifles. It can be unloaded without

working the cartridges through the action, which adds to its safety

and simplicity. It is a tw^o-part take-down and can be taken apart

as easily as opening a jackknife. These are only a few of the

innumerable points of superiority of the W^inchester Self-Loader.

Circular describing this rifle,
"

The Gun That

Shoots Through Steel,
" Sent upon request.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.



iENNENS
Borated
Tci 1 c u m

OILET
Aim Straight" '/^

•omi'lcvi'Ti truuhlrs. tiy prntrrtinr the skin ,1'^
uuhencd and chapi>ed by keen Jail winds. A\ '

at the heart of all

--iM'fore it is rt

Nennen's Borated Talcam Toilet Powder
protMla as well as kraU ( ii used daily it keeps the skin
and smooth, h'or ekappisr and ekafiaic there's
nuthinn half so good as UraBrn's, After bath-
lac and after skaTinr it is delightful.

I'ut up In oD-retiilable boxes— the "l»nx
tkatlox"—for your protection. If Meaara's
face is on the cover it's vranlae and a
Kuarantee of pnrllj. Guaranteed under the
Fo.h1 and Uruifs Act, June 30»h, 1906. Serial
No. 1542. SuM everywhere, or by mail 25
cent.s. Haaplii Krr«.

CERHARD HE!l!irH COm Newark, R. J.

Try Menncn's \ii>lct (Borated) Talcum
Toilet I'

It has the scent of fresh-cut Panna Violets

Die in

Open Air

Seeking
Water

grain for it. Dry, clean; never leaves a mark.

At Drutfofists
— 15c. a box. \^

y°"" *>""'? 't.'end"'*?^
•^O for one or 6oc for three

boxes, express prepaid. Also ask your druggist for Yankee
Roach Powder or send us xjc, we'll mail direct to you." Never Fails."

The Rat Biscuit Co. 38 Limestone St.
Springfield, O.

Just a little on

CHEESE
is delicious. It

adds zest to

Welsh Rarebits,

|lacaroni with Cheese, Cheese Toast, Rice

jnth
Cheese and all Chafing Dish Cooking.

Lea & Pcrrins' Sauce
THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

Its rare rich flavor makes Lea & Perrins' Sauce the most useful of all seasonings.

tware of ImltaHons. '°^" Duncan's Sons Arts ,
N Y.



OUT V/KST
A Magazine of thte Old Pacific and the Nev«

CHAS. F, LUMMIS
\ ^..^

CHARLES AMADON MOODY
\

^^^^^rs

SHARLOT M. HALL, Associate Editor

Among thb Stockhoi,dkrs and Contributors aric ;

DAVID STARR JORDAN
President o< Stanford University

FREDERICK STARR
Chicago University

THEODORE H. HITTELL
The Historian of California

MARY HALLOCK FOOTE
Author of "The Led-Horse Claim," etc.

MARGARET COLLIER GRAHAM
Author of "Stories of the Foothills"

GRACE ELLERY CHANNING
Author of "The Sister of a Saint," etc.

ELLA HIGGINSON
Author of "A Forest Orchid," etc.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD
The Poet of the South Seas

INA COOLBRITH
Author of "Soufirs from the Golden Gate," etc

EDWIN MARKHAM
Author of "The Man with the Hoe"

JOAQUIN MILLER
The Poet of the Sierras

BATTERMAN LINDSAY

CHARLES FREDERICK HOLDER
Author of "The Life of Affassiz,** etc

CHAS. DWIGHT WILLARD

CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS
Author of "The Shield of the Flenr de Lis"

WILLIAM E. SMYTHE
Author of "The Conquest of Arid America," etc

DR. WASHINGTON MATTHEWS
Ex-Prest. American Folk-Lore Society

WILLIAM KEITH
The Greatest Western Painter

CHARLES A. KEELER
LOUISE M. KEELER
GEO. PARKER WINSHIP

The Historian of Coronado's Marches
FREDERICK WEBB HODGE

of the Smithsonian Institution, Washintftoa
GEO. HAMLIN FITCH

Literary Editor S. F. ChronicU
ALEX. F. HARMER
CHARLOTTE PERKINS STETSON GILMAN

Author of "In This Our World"
CHAS. HOWARD SHINN

Author of "The Story of the Mine," etc
T. S. VAN DYKE

Author of "Rod and Gun in California," etc
MARY AUSTIN

Author of "The Land of Little Rain"
L. MAYNARD DIXON
ELIZABETH AND JOSEPH GRINNELL

Authors of "Our Feathered Friends"

Contents — November, 1907
Boot Hill, poem, illustrated, by Sharlot M. Hall 391

A Real Bachelor Girl, illustrated' story, by Mary Bell Swetnam; 393

In A Poet's Garden, poem, iby Ella Giles Ruddy 403

Thanksgiving, poem, by George B. Carpenter 405

A Begger on Horseback, story, by Eugene Manlove Rhodes 406

The Raven of Capistrano, Chapter XI, continued story, by Constance Goddard
iDu'Bois 415

A Santa Clara November, poem, by Clarissa Dixon 421

A Shepherd of the Silent Wastes, story, by Idah Meacham Strobridge 422

"Miss Smith of the Eagle", story, concluded, by Sara Dean 431

Soldiaddy, story, by Ernestine Winchell 439

Memoir of the Mudflats, story, by Gertrude B. Mallard 447

On the Road to Yuba Gap, story, by A. C. Anderson 454

The Lure of the Hills, story, by Gertrude E. Macquigg 4^3

Copyright 1907. Entered at the Los Angeles PostofBce as second-class matter. (See Publishers' Page)



(Established 1879)

"Cures While You Sleep"

Whoopin^-CougH, Croup,
DroncHitis, Cou^Ks,
DipHtKeria, CatarrK

Confidence can be placed in a remedy
which for a quarter of a century has

earned unqualified praise. Restful nights

are assured at once. Cr«$olene is a Boon to

Asthmatics

ALL DRUGGISTS

Cresolene Antiseptic
TTiroat Tablets for the ir-

ritated throat, of your
druggist or from us, lOc
in stamps.

TNf VAPO-CRES0l£N[ CO.

180 Fulton St., N.Y.

TA • Caall»y Stor m

THE NAME

Mullen

& BluetL

STANDS
tor Honest

Values Always. The

acknowledged Men and

Boys Outfitters of the Pacific

Coast. Clothing, Furnish-

ings and Hats.

Mail Orders Carefully- Filled

Mullen Sr Bluett
CLOTHING CO-

FIRST and SPRING
Los Angeles, Cal.

We present to your notice again the merits of our No. 8, 6 hole

QUEEN STEEL RANGE
Up-to-date in all Respeets

Has extra heavy cast Fire Box Lining and Duplex Grate, cast top, heavy
steel body, asbestos lined, full measure 18 inch oven, graduated lids, relief

door spring, oven thermometer, high warming
closet with teapot stands, and check dampers.

Furnished with stove pipe and set up in your
kitchen for

$37. SO
Do you want cheaper, lighteror smallergoods?

WE HJiVE THEM!

JAMES W.HELLMAN
161 N. Spring St.. Los Angeles



There is nothing so soothing as a mother's
kiss, except

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
Guaranteed under the Food and Drugs
Act, June 30, 1906. Serial number 1098

Millions of Mothers will tell you
t softens the gums.
It allays pain.
cures wind colic.

It is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
It is absolutely harmless.

For sixty years it has proven the best remedy for chil-
dren teething. Be sure you ask for

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup
and take no other

For More than a Century
various disorders of the stomach and bowels,
such as indigestion, sour stomach, heartburn,
biliousness, both in adults and children, have
been relieved by

HENRY'S
Calcined Magnesia
a mild and pleasant remedy. Corrects acidity, assists diges-
tion and relieves constipation. Take the genuine only— it

requires a smaller dose than imitations and is doubly effica-

cious without harshness. In use since 1772. Bottle sealed
witli old-style British "Inland Revenue" stamp bearing name
THn<s * WIl I m HPNRV Sold in the United States

mIn^hc^'rd ^** the name of Schieffelin
MANCHESTER & Co. on label, which secures

wrapper. Refuse inferior substitutes. Ask your druggist.

The German Savings

and Loan Society
526 California St*. San Francisco

Guaranteed Capital $1,200,000.00

Capital actually paid up in cash 1,000,000.00

Reserve and Contingent Funds $1,-103 7f5.6S

Deposits, June -.^9. 1907 $38,156,931.28

Total Assets $40 6.9,201.63

N. Ohlandt, President

Daniel Meyer, First Vice-President

Emil Rohte, Second Vice-President

A, H. R. Schmidt, Cashier

Wm. Herrmann, Asst. Cashier

George Tourny, Secretary.

A. H. Muller, Asst. Secretary
Goodfellow & Eells, General Attorneys.

Directors

N. Ohlandt, Daniel Meyer, Emil
Rohte, Ign. Steinhart, I. N. Walter, J.

W. Van Bergn, F. Tillman, Jr., E. T.

Kruse, W. S. Goodfellow.

Saint Vincent's College
Los Angeles, California

Boarding and Day College

and High School

Military Drill and Calisthenics a Feature.

For Catalogue write the President.

School Dayf—My Maruocia— Bonnie Jean—Silver
Heels and lOo other Popu ar Songs, with Music, post-
paid for 10 cts. Address Union Music Co., 1185 Union kn.M- Y.

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 12^0 Per Copy—Arrah Wannah—
Blue Bell—Bullfrog & Coon—Cheyenne—Happy Hei-
ne— lola—Laughing Water — Starlight—Would You
Care—Waiting at the Church—Cavelleria Rustlcanna
—Fifth Nocturne—Flatterer—Flower Song— Fra Dia-
valo— II Trovatore—Spring Song-Send 2c pos^tage for
FREE CATALOG. American Music Co., 66-57 Leonard St.,

New York City.

'JH D Detroit

^''•'^Engine
starts without craukin(t; no
cams, valves, springs or sprock-
ets. Only .3 moving parts. All
bearings bab- ^ A
i.itted. For
Tour Row Boat,
.Sail Boat, Launch.

10,000 in use.

Send for
testimonials

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS
1312 Tefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich

SENDFC
FRE£

CATALOC

SIGHTSEERS. LOOKI

You havn't seen the beauties of the
Pacific Coast until you visit

ENSENADA (Lower Cal.) MEXICO
Take the Lower California Develop-
ment Co.'s beautiful Steamer St. Den-
is from San Diego and you'll be well

repaid.
Time Card of Steamer St. Denis

LEAVE SAN DIEGO

2, 5, 8, 12, 22 and
25th of each month,
at 9 p. m., arriving
next morning at En-
senada

LEAVE ENSENADA
3, 6, 9, 19. 23 and

29th of each month at
8 p. m. arriving next
morning at San Diego



450c
GENUINE DRAWNWORK tf»« (\fk

Handkerchiefs ^^'^
$2.00 Value for $1.00.
bt-autiful handkerchiefs are

;:ne hand drawnwork on fine

:i lawn : 11 inches square. As-
.il designs as illustrated. No. A.
H. very sheer. 50c ; C and D, 30c

:i. Our special introductory offer,
t<>ur handkerchiefs illustrated,

postpaid for only $1.00. War-
d Kenuine handwork.

20c.U.NUINE CORAL

f^ECKLACE
Special Half Price Sale.

|rhese2 NECKLACES for $1.

Warranted sretiuine.
best imported rich color
coral. For limited time

following sizes at half regular prices: 16-in. Necklace.
' like inside illustra' on. with clasp, regular 40c. for

I'^an Chain. 42c: 16 n. Necklace of genuine round
-:, like cut, regulai 11.75, for 85c; both necklaces

:., :...= ...aed for «1.(>0.

Genuine $2.00 Turquoise $1.00
BIRTH STONE FOR OECBIVIBER

®The

world's finest turquoise is mined in New
Mexico; hence we can sell it at half jewelers'
prices. A beautiful azure turquoise with ex-

quisite matrix vein markings, like cut, weight
about 1 carat, rekiular price $2.00, special offer.
to introduce, each $1.00. Warranted to keep
color ; otherwise cheerfully exchanged. Each
gem under our warranty. Our art catalog of
Native Gems, such as Fire Opals. Amethysts,

na Rubies. Topaz, etc., in colors, fre2 on request.
i; SWASTIKA—This emblem has been used by the
ijo Indians for ages as an amulet of good luck, and
this uriKinated the present Swastika fad. Wesell only

original hand«made Swastika, in solid silver and gold—
seap imitations, which are unworthy of this beautiful
lie emblem. Our circular giving the history and
•ling of the Sw.astika sent free on request. We make
following special offers; illustrations are actual size :

SOLID SILVER.
rURQUOISE-SET SWASTIKA

•i brooch is the original hand-made Indian
^^tik.t. solid silver, hand-hammered with

iracters. and mounted with genuine
\irquoise ; ft inch wide, as illustrat-

! 75ic value ; our special price. 50c.
-I set of four for $1.75. Same brooch
i'>ut turquoise, 35c ; 4 for $1.25. Same
u' in H in. scarf pin, turquoise set, 35c;
t, 25c.

GOLD FILIGREE
fURQUOISE.SET SWASTIKA

This Swastika brooch is solid 16k gold, ex-

quisitely hand-made in gold filigree by our
expert Mexican workers ; a work of art. very
dainty, yet strong. Set with genuine fine

blue turquoise (birth stone for December),
showing prettily against the gold, 14 inch
wide, like cut. Worth $3.75. Our specia
price, each $3.00. Waist set of four foi

Same thing without turquoise, $2.50; 4 for $9. Same
'.gin I'a-inch scarf pin, turquoise set, $2.50; unset, $2,35

Money refundt-d if not satisfactory

enuine Hand-Woven CDCC ^;V%"S^^o^^

t r IVcc "}«'« '«.««,illustration)

Xl-page Art Catalog of Mexican Drawnwork,
ndian Rugs, Baskets, Pottery, 6 cents.

)» FRANCIS E. LESTER CO , Dspt, NC11, Mesllla Part, R.M
vetl Jittailers Iadian-Mexican Handicraft in the Work

$3.00

ndian Baskei 9

CLEAN HANDS ^^^tr^ro"*

batleT'SWbrer
TOILET BRUSH
% PATJUNE 4. S9.

Price 25o. eacH. For -sale by all dealers iu Toilet
Goods. Mailed on receipt of price. 1^Agents wanted.

Baile/s Rubber MASSAGE ROLLER

A Sample
Jar of Skin
Food GIVEN
with evem
Roller.

r sale by all CrAtf>
dealers or mailed nilli
Don receipt of

*^^^

RUBBER BOOK

Baby's TeetK
cut -witHout irritation
The flat-ended teeth of Bailey's
TeetMao Ring expand the gums,
keeping them soft, comforts
and amuses the child, prevent-
ing convnlsionn and cholera infantum

Mailedfor the price (stamps), toe.

,Z. J. Bailey & Co., 22 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

FOR HEALTH, HAPPI-
NESS AND A HOME

COME TO

Southern
California

Write for information

and illustrated printed

matter, enclosing a 5

cent stamp, to

=THE=

Chamber of Commerce
Los A.n^eles, Cal.



SACRAMENTO
Sacfamento the Wide Awake

Come to Sacramento where increasing population, five new

railroads, great industrial and territorial development are mak-

ing values advance with a rapidity that daily transforms modest

investments into splendid competences.

Foi* Home Makets
Who has not heard of hospitable Sacramento, the City of

Homes? Sacramento where health, air, sunlight, shady boule-

vards, plazas and parks, trees, flowers, modern schools, flour-

ishing churches, libraries, theaters, clubs, congenial social life

and a high standard of clean living, grip the heart of the home-

maker and hold it closely forever.

Fot Btisiness Men
Prosperity is everywhere. Low taxes, cheap water communi-

cation, new railroads, large commercial interests, mines of

agricultural wealth, splendid banking facilities, enormous and

ever increasing payrolls, the open-minded fairness of its citi-

zens, intense activity in all lines and the low cost of living

makes business success a certainty. Sacramento gives everyone

a chance.

Foi* Industrial Woifkcts

Railroad shops, canneries, mills, great building activity, new

irrigation projects, extensive railroad development and a great

commerce, large grain areas, grape lands, asparagus country

and strawberry fields, assure to the industrial worker constant

and well paid employment in a splendid health-giving climate.

Write! Write!! Write!!!

Write to our Chamber of Commerce, write to our Realty

Board, write to our Jobbers' Association, write to our banks

and to our business men. Ask them for information, they will

be glad to send it to you. Sacramento needs you and you need

Sacramento. "Sacramento the Wide-awake" will give you the

great glad hand and great strong shove

Up the Ladder of Success
'L —

Ramona Toilet 30AP ^vTr^^h^^
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SACRAMENTO PARKS

SACRAMENTO AS A
RAILROAD HUB

OLD LINES

Central Pacific, overland route to Ne-
vada and the East.

California and Oregon R. R. to Wash-
ington and Oregon, traversing both
sides of the Sacramento Valley.

Sacramento Valley R. R. to El Dorado
County.

Southern Pacific to San Francisco.

NEW LINES

The Western Pacific Railroad.
Sacramento Southern, a new line to San

Francisco.
Northern Electric, connecting Red Bluff.

Colusa, Chico, Marysville with Sacra-
mento.

Vallejo and Northern from Vallejo.
The Central California Traction from

Stockton.
The Sacramento and Lake Tahoe, link-

ing Fairoaks and Orangevale with
Sacramento.



SACRAMENTO LEADERS
REAL ESTATE

Great New 1^ R. Terminal—Roseville, Cal, Sierra
Vista Park, the home site. $20 invested now will be
worth $40 later. Send us the first $20 and watch it grow.

California Corporation
620 J Street Sacramento, Cal.

U. L. DiKe Investment Co.
63 I J Street, Sacramento

The ELVERTA Tract, 20 minutes from Capi-
tol on Northern Electric line. Ten acre tracts

and easy terms. BUY A HOME.

BANKS

California National DanK
of Sacramento

Capital and Surplus $1,300,000.00
Deposits 6,500,000.00

The largest financial institution in California
north of San Francisco

Your banking should be done with the finest bank

in Sacramento

"THAT'S US"

Fort Svitter National BanK

HOTELS

CAPITOL HOTEL 300 Rooms

Newly furnished. European Plan.
Grill Room. Special rates to commercial men.

Cor. 7th and K Sts. W. O. Bower, Prop.

GOLDEN EAGLE HOTEL
Large, Comfortable Rooms

All modern conveniences. American Plan.

Special rates to commercial travelers.

MERCHANTS

WEINSTOCH., LUBIN CgL CO.
Almost anything you need for MEN,

WOMEN, CHILDREN AND THE HOME
400 to 418 K Street

CHAS. P. NATHAN CBL CO.
Outfitters for

MEN WOMEN AND CHILDREN

Big J Street Store J and 6th Streets

PUBLICITY AND PROMOTION

Sacramento Valley Development Association

Representing Butte, CcJusa, Glenn, Sacramento, Solano

Sutter, Tehema, Yolo and Yuba counties of the Sacra-
mento Valley. Information and illustrated matter sent

for the asking. lOOft FovirtH St.

Sacramento Realty Board

"THE BOOSTERS-

For Information Write Box 142, Sacramento

£/ jS/ ^ REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE, ETC. j^ j0 j^

H. A. McClelland co.,
S. W. Cor. sth and J.

NOBLE & WENTZ,
1015 Sth St.

HAWK, HAWLEY & CARLY CO.
623 J St.

PACIFIC COAST INVESTMENT CO.
507 J St.

THE CARMICHAEL CO.,
800 J St.

SUTTER'S FORT REALTY CO.,
424 J St.

KLEINSORGE & HEILBRON,
605 J St.

TENNYSON-FENTON REALTY CO.,
915 7th St.

CHARLES T. HILLS,
617 J St.

BROCK & WISEMAN,
704 J St.

JOHN G. HOUSTON, Builder,

2705 O. St.

SACRAMENTO ABSTRACT &
TITLE CO.,

701 I St.

BECKER & FOSTER, Real Estate,
Oak Park, Sacramento.

ED. CONRADT, Builder,

(Bauunternehmer) 2916 26th St,

J. E. HARRIS, Builder,

1114 P. St.

WM. H. BRADLEY & SONS, 1015 nth
Street, Automobiles for rent.
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BOOT HILL
By SHARLOT M. HALL.

[In the old days of the Frontier, the cemetery in every town and mining-

camp was called "Boot Hill," because many of its inmates died, literally,

"with their boots on." Today these graveyards, with their sunken, half-

obliterated graves, are all that is left of many a once-thriving camp. Their

nameless dead are the drift that mark forgotten channels where once the

tide of human life flowed full and strong.]

O SOFTLY, you whose careless feet

Would crush the sage-brush, pungent, sweet.

And brush the rabbit-weed aside

From burrows where ground-squirrels hide

And prairie-dog his watch-tower keeps

Among the ragged gravel heaps.

Year long the wind blows up and down

Each lessening mound, and drifts the brown

Dried wander-weed there at their feet—
Who no more wander, slow or fleet.

Sun-bleached, rain-warped, the head boards hold

One story, all too quickly told;

That here some wild heart takes its rest

From spent desire and fruitless quest.

Here in the greasewood's scanty shade

How many a daring soul was laid !

Boots on, full-garbed as when he died
;

The pistol belted at his side;

The worn sombrero on his breast—
To prove another man the best.

Arrow, or knife, or quick-drawn gun—
The glad, mad, fearless game was done.

A life for stakes—play slow or fast—
Win, lose—yet Death was trumps at last.

Copyright laOT bt Out West MaqazincCo. All RioHTm RncRvco
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Somewhere the bar-room's tinsel flared,

Or painted dance-hall wantons stared
;

Somewhere the lone, brown ranges bared

Their parched length to a parching sky,

And God alone might hear the cry

From thirst-dried lips that, stiff and cold.

Seemed still to babble, "Gold, gold, gold I"

Woman, or wine, or greed, or Chance
;

A comrade's shot, an Indian lance;

By camp or canon, trail or street—
Here all games end, here all trails meet.

\

The ground-squirrels chatter in the sun
;

The dry, gray sage leaves, one by one,

Drift down, close-curled, in odorous henps

Above, wide-winged, a wild hawk sweeps ;

And on the worn board at the head

Of one whose name was fear and dread,

A little, solemn ground-owl sits.

Ah, here the Man and Life are quits !

Go softly, nor with careless feet—
Here all games end, here all trails meet.

Dewey, Arizona.
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A REAL BACHELOR GIRL
By MARY BELLE SIVETNAM.

T WAS during my vacation last summer that I first

met a real Bachelor Girl. Summer resorts were being
discussed at our club, when three of us—a scientist,

a doctor, and myself—decided to "cut'' the hotels and

boarding houses, and camp. We chose a place called

Big Sur, about thirty-six miles south of Monterey.

One afternoon early in July we boarded the train at San Fran-

cisco, and reached Monterey about dark, where we settled ourselves

in a hotel. At supper we met the stage driver, whd assured us

that Big Sur was just the place. Hunting and fishing were good,

and, he added, "By jingo, gentlemen, you'll meet the Bachelor Girl."

At five o'clock the next afternoon the four-horse stage lumbered

along the road among the tall dark redwoods of the Big Sur canon.

It is the most picturesque of places. A large river of clear water

rises miles away in the timbered mountains, and flows, now quietly,

now in white cascades, narrowing and broadening alternately, until

it empties into the Pacific about a mile south of the Point Sur light-

house. In places the caiion is narrow and thickly wooded, in other

places it opens into a broad, sunlit valley. On either side rise high

sage-clad mountains, reUeved by a brilliant sprinkling of wild

flowers, and on their summits, where jagged rocks lie bare in the

glaring sun, tall mescals stand like white sentinels. Big Sur fasci-

nates and lulls one to sleep. Once there, one ceases to wonder why
the Bachelor Girl has buried herself with nature.

It was the third day after our arrival. Camp had been pitched,

and I, restless and tired of lounging, went fishing. At one place,

The Bachelor Girl
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where tree-roots and underbrush were thick, a trout not less than

fourteen inches long darted from a bend in the river to the roots

almost under my feet. Down went my hook, a bite followed, but

I pulled up too soon. The fish dropped off, and the hook caught
on a root just out of my reach. I was about ready to "say things,"

when a light rippling attracted my notice, and there, swimming
against the current, with chin up, brown eyes sparkling and cheeks

rosy, was the Bachelor Girl.

She was dressed in a golden-brown bathing-suit (doubtless of her

own making) that fitted her plump little figure to perfection. She
wore neither stockings nor bathing shoes, and her hair, only a shade

darker brown than her suit, was caught in a loose knot on top of

her head.

I had only a moment to observe her, for she saw me almost at

once, and knew the predicament I was in. She did not scream nor

throw up her hands, but, with cheeks rosier than before, if possible,

swam to me and unfastened the hook.

''Thank you," I said, and, having found my voice, told her who
I was, where we were camped, how long we were going to stay,

and ended by expressing a wish to see her often.

'*We will meet often, I am sure," she said. "No one is formal

here, and beside, I have liked you from the first."

I looked at her squarely, expecting to see an artful smile or a

droop of the eyelashes, but the frank brown eyes met mine cordially

and fearlessly. You may be sure I tried to keep the conversation

going, in order to detain her. She talked with me for some few

minutes, and then said she had been in the water long enough and

must be getting home.

With a few swift strokes of her round arms, she reached the other

side of the river, and I watched hei: disappear among the trees.

Evidently her cabin was there, and as I walked up along the opposite
bank I could barely see it through the thick foliage.

One morning several days later, the doctor and I were going deer

hunting; the scientist would go with us and search for bugs. I

was restlessly pacing around the tent, the doctor was buckling on

his cartridge belt, and the scientist was putting away bugs.
"Never mind your darn bugs," I called. As I faced the river,

I saw the iiachelor Girl, gun in hand, crossing the river on a fallen

redwood tree.

Her path lay within a few yards of our camp, and, as the doctor

and the scientist joined me outside the tent, I introduced them.

When I asked where she had been hiding, she looked surprised,
told us that July was a bee-month, and that she had been busy with

bees and honey on another part of her homestead.
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She, too, was in quest of deer, and volunteered to show us the

best hunting places. We tramped until noon over trails and no

trails. I was hungry, and the doctor, about fifty pounds too fat,

was fagged, but the scientist—small and wiry—was as fresh as when
we started. As for the Bachelor Girl, she was making better time

than she had in the morning. At last I asked where lunch was

coming from, and she told me that if one did not eat, tramping was

easier, and it was important that we should find the deer while they

were lying, or quietly grazing, near their watering places.

When we reached the hunting grounds, the Bachelor Girl turned

around and laid her hand on her lips as a signal for silence. With

lowered rifles we walked cautiously, and soon heard snapping twigs ;

then suddenly a pair of deer-horns rose above the brush for a second.

A low snorting whistle followed, and the buck plunged off down

the ravine, hidden from view in the thick lilac brush.

The Bachelor Girl stood, ready to pull the trigger, waiting for him

to appear in the open. The doctor and I started in pursuit. For

more than a mile I tore along. Finally, seeing no more broken twigs

nor deer-tracks, I began looking for the lost trail, when a rifle-shot

sounded from where we had first jumped the buck.

Retracing my steps, I found the doctor trudging up the hill to

where the scientist and the Bachelor Girl stood by the fallen victim.

They had hardly moved from their tracks, wKen the buck, fright-

ened at being pursued, made a circle to escape, and the Bachelo'r Girl

brought him down at oue shot, as he appeared running in the open.

The scientist was bubbling over with enthusiasm, and she was as

cool as though she had killed a rabbit.

"I would not have shot when I did," she told us, "but from the

course he was taking, I knew it would be the last chance we would

have."

Not until the buck dropped on the ground near our tent, did I

realize how tired I was. The scientist straightened his shoulders and

raised his head, almost as fresh as ever, and the Bachelor Girl had

not changed a particle since she stood there in the morning, except

that her brown curls had curled a little tighter and more carelessly

about her face, and a dead twig or leaf was tangled here and there

among them.

The scientist and I arranged the buck so that we could "snap" him

while the light was good. Then I placed the Bachelor Girl and the

scientist, one on either side of the deer. All went well until she saw

the kodak
;
before I could level it she handed her rifle to the scientist

and withdrew. We could not persuade her to stand there again ;
and

the doctor, thoughtlessly, or with the idea of getting some good out

of the day's work, stepped into her place and tried to look Uke a

hunter.



Pauls of thk Big Sur River
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We thought the venison belonged to the Bachelor Girl
; she in-

sisted that it was a four-party hunt, and that she was entitled to only
one-fourth. She seemed to forget that the scientist was bug-hunting
instead of deer-hunting.

The next morning I slept late, and when I awakened the doctor

still lay as the dead. The scientist was nowhere to be seen. On his

camp-stool was a piece of paper with, "Gone with the Bachelor Girl

to the Apiary" scribbled on it. Some bread was missing from the

food-box
; evidently he intended to make his luncheon on bread and

honey. Now that was cool ! The audacity of it, to steal off like

that !

I was too tired and out of
spirits

to fish or hunt, so I busied my-
self frying venison. The doctor pulled himself together about ten

o'clock and ate breakfast. He was tired out, his feet were blistered,

and he told me every bone in his body ached. He limped about so

cornically that I couldn't help laughing. He saw me and started to

throw the flapjack spoon in retaliation, when he thought better of it,

smiled weakly and said : "I know I am a tenderfoot, but d that

Bacnelor Girl ! She's worse than an Indian runner."

I saw he was tired and peevish, so I left him alone the rest of the

day.

He was sitting on his camp-stool, disconsolately smoking, and I

was getting supper, when the scientist returned. The Bachelor Girl

looked in and apologized for having taken our friend away.
"He spoke of going when we were hunting, and I had intended

asking you and the doctor if you wouldn't go, too, but after we killed

the deer I forgot it. Are you interested in bees ?" I told her that I

was, and that I would rig up a bee-hat with my straw hat and some

mosquito-netting.

The next morning I went with them. As soon as we reached the

apiary, the bees began buzzing around my head. I slapped at them,

but istead of going away they stung my hands. In the hurry of

escape, I overturned a bee-hive. The Bachelor Girl took little notice

of the upset hive, but followed to where I stood rubbing my hands

in pain. I did not know that the stings were still in my flesh
;
she

saw them, and taking my hands in the most gentle, sympathetic way
possible, removed the pain-makers. There were eight, and they

looked like tiny black thorns.

From that time I was afraid to go near the bees. The scientist

would stand in the apiary all day, working the bellows of a bee-

smoker, while she took the honey from the hives. The weeks went

by ; during July she worked almost constantly. One day early in

August the scientist announced that the honey was stored in the big

extractor. He sighed as he told us, and the doctor winked at me.
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The scientist began to collect and classify bugs, but with not quite

his old interest. As often as he saw the Bachelor Girl he talked

bugs, and she learned that there were several varieties that he had

not found. She knew every foot of land in the vicinity, and where

to find bugs. He had helped her with the honey, and she reasoned

generously that she should help him. For a time she went bug-

hunting as often as he, and that was pretty often.

One day, while fishing, I came upon them unobserved. Of course

it's wrong to eavesdrop, but on that occasion I couldn't help it. He
was talking love, just as a scientist would talk it—in the most awk-

ward way imaginable
—and I don't believe she thought he meant it

personally until he was on the point of proposing. Her mind seemed

to be miles away till suddenly she laid her hand restrainingly on his

arm with : "Don't, please don't ! Let's talk about something else."

He turned away from her utterly crushed, and stood looking down
at the ground. I alone saw her eyes fill and overflow.

We were spending our last day at Big Sur, when the Bachelor

Girl stopped in front of our tent and asked us to have breakfast with

her the following morning. It was like her to want to do some last

generous act
; perhaps, too, a shade of sentiment prompted her.

Early the next morning we carried our traps to the main road,

and then went to the cabin.

At the door she welcomed us with charming hospitality, and I

watched the doctor's eyes grow wide as he noted the perfect sim-

plicity of her attire. Instead of wearing the usual outing suit, she

was gowned in white muslin, and a watch and chain of gold adorned

her. While she placed the cofifee, broiled quail, hot biscuit and honey
on the table, we looked about.

The room was twelve by twelve feet. Novel ideas and modern

conveniences combined to make it artistic and comfortable. She had

her own little stove, dishes, cooking utensils, a bed, a small table and

three chairs
; neatly ruffled white muslin curtains hung at both win-

dows, and were tied back with bows of red ribbon. The skins of

two wildcats, a fox and a mountain lion almost covered the floor.

I brought a box from the outside, for the fourth one to sit on, and

we had the best breakfast I have ever eaten. The scientist was as

serious as an owl
;
even the doctor, the Bachelor Girl and I found it

hard to keep our usual spirits. She exhibited a charming bit of

camaraderie by offering to go with us to the stage. After drinking

toasts in the coffee cups and pledging to meet again, we filed out of

the cabin, somewhat like a funeral procession. The Bachelor Girl

and I lingered to close the door and gate, while the scientist, pur-

posely keeping pace with the doctor, walked ahead.

I shall always remember Big Sur as it was that morning. The
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dark, distant mountains and near-by trees were alike mirrored on the

smooth surface of the river. No breeze stirred. The sunUght glinted

in and out among the trees and fell on the leaf-covered ground.
As we passed through the rustic redwood gate, her watch swung

from her belt and flew open. I saw a bit of purple fall, and picked
it up—a tiny withered flower. She blushingly replaced it and we
walked on. No word passed between us, but a moment later her

eyes were filled with tears as I had seen them once before. After

all, this California Bachelor Girl had a woman's heart and a woman's

tears.

When we reached the main road the stage was waiting. She

shook hands with us and we climbed upon the seat.
'
Three cheers for the real Bachelor Girl," called the doctor in his

cheery voice. We waved our caps until we were out of sight, and

she answered with her bit of white handkerchief held high above her

head.

Monterey, Cal.

IN A POETS GARDI:N
By ELLA GILES RUDDY.

^jrt
KD roses that a poet's hand have nurtured into bloom—

^l\ How softly bold in color, and how daring in perfume !

Their fragrance moves the soul to peace, yet holy passion
wakes

;

Psyche might lay them on her breast—and die for their sweet sakes.

Shy rosebuds that a poet's breath has since their birth bedewed.
Fondled 'gainst Juno's paling cheek might bring glad youth renewed.

In folded petals, cool, though wrought of .southern light and heat,

Are crimson hues, which yet with warmth some waiting hearts will

greet.

]

White jasmine that a poet's eyes, so full of tender gloom,
Have beamed upon in pity, thinking of its transient bloom.

Ah, who would sigh beholding now its beauty quickly wane,
Since still, to perfume life's sad morn, his verses blithe remain ?

Los Angeles.
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THANKSGIVING
By GEO. B. CARPENTER.

HY must people be specific,

In a dead perfunctory way,

Itemizing all their blessings

On one duly scheduled day?
When you're breathing every second,

And your heart can scarcely drive

Pulses fast enough to quicken

All your joy to be alive—
If you're really living,

Every day's Thanksgiving.

When each morning hears new voices,

And throughout the summer long
You are wakened by the music

Of a joyous feathered throng;

Till the Northwind lights the fires

Crackling on the hearth, as though

, In defiance to the challenge

Of the jingling bells below—
If you're really living,

Every day's Thanksgiving.

When each noontide paints new pictures
—

Bursting buds of Spring unfold

Into drowsy leaves of Summer,
Which the Autumn turns to gold,

Falling soon, but not forgotten

By the Frost-king's lavish hand ;

Reproduced in jeweled whiteness,

On the panes throughout the land—
If you're really living.

Every day's Thanksgiving.

When each evening stirs new feelings

As you lay your duties by.

Snuff the light to see the better

All the big, star-sprinkled sky ;

When the prayer you raise to heaven

All too small, unworthy, seems,

And the thoughts you had in waking,
In your sleep go on as dreams—

If you're really living,

Every day's Thanksgiving,
Los Angeles.
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A BEGGAR ON HORSIIBACK
By EUGENE MANLOVE RHODES.

OR two weeks Jeff Bransford had lingered on the little

isle of Manhattan, off the Atlantic Coast. The per-

versity of sundry affluent denizens thereof caused the

delay. They had examined Jeff's "Golden Fleece" mine
in Southern Arizona, and found it good. Jeff's errand

to the islet was to close a deal with them, transferring an interest in

the property to them in exchange for certain moneys.
Before signing, however, a discrepancy appeared no larger than

a man's hand. The islanders desired to purchase a fifty-one per cent,

interest; Jeff had contemplated the sale of only forty-nine. The
other two shares, he explained, would cost them exactly as much as

the first forty-nine. For himself he found dividends vastly more

diverting than assessments, if less instructive. The cHmate of Ari-

zona was warm, yet freeze-outs were not unknown.

"Fifty-one shares or nothing," was the firm rejoinder of the unan-

imous investors—money converses—take it or leave it." "Beggars
should not be choosers," added one of them, a much-scented and be-

ringed person, with curly hair and nose.

"Forty-nine shares, one hundred, or nothing," responded the un-

moved beggar, also unanimous
; adding darkly, "If a dog bite thee

once, shame on him; if he bite thee twice, shame on thee. Also,

there are others."

"Fifty-one shares or nothing," responded the islanders
;
from this

stand nothing could move them—that was absolutely their ultima-

tum. They finally compromised on forty-nine shares.

So it was that Bransford, having landed in New York light of

heart and purse, departed for the mainland with a heart as light and

a purse much heavier.

"Better wait a month and go out with us," suggested Warbeck,

who was seeing him safely off on behalf of his fellow Argonauts.

"Can't. You see I lost sight of my mother and my steady brother

Louis about two years ago. I've been down and out, you know. I

say, old sport, if you fellows had known I was literally down to my
last dollar, you would have stuck to your penultimatum a while

longer; wouldn't you? So now I've got to hunt them up and give

a heap big potlatch. They was in Trinidad, Colorado, last time I

heard from them. I've got to go home first and then take their trail,

and I'll be in luck to find them before you come out. I want mother

to sit on a cushion and sew a fine seam, from now on."

"That's right, that's right." Warbeck shook hands with more

warmth than he had hitherto shown. "Look there ! That's the great
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C. D. Kennedy and his son-in-law, Lisle. Worth a hundred million

or so. Wonder what's up. He generally uses his private car."

"Think I'll kidnap him and threaten to set him at large if the

public doesn't ante up. They ought to pay me a handsome sum per

annum to keep a Major of Industry caged up."

On changing to the Santa Fe Flier at Chicago, Jeflf stayed in the

smoker until they were some hours on their way. When he finally

sought his Pullman towards evening, he noticed three things. First,

the Great Kennedy had also changed to this train, having been joined

by two other flabby and otherwise prosperous-looking gentlemen.

Second, that there was a remarkably pretty girl across the aisle from

Number Nine, which was his section. Third, that said Number

Nine was much occupied by a magnificent youth, who, with his hat

and hand-baggage, quite covered both seats. His eyes were half

closed, his extended hands lay with the pink finger-tips delicately

touching, and Solomon in all his glory was never so arrayed. As

Jeff hesitated, looking up at the section number, this resplendent

being languidly regarded him with that air of calm repose which

is so difficult to distinguish from studied insolence.

Jeff surveyed this apparition with a look benignly incredulous,

tilting his head to one side like a contemplative parrot. The girl

across the aisle found him good to look at as he he stood there sway-

ing lightly to the motion of the train with all the unconscious poise

and certainty of a wild creature. The strong, clean-cut face, while

too dark and weather-beaten to be handsome, was distinctly notice-

able, stamped with resolution, energy, decision, and with the confi-

dent alertness and elasticity seldom seen except on the faces of those

who have undergone—and overcome—great vicissitudes. The brown

eyes were clear, candid, fearless and friendly, and a sleepy smile

lurked under the drooped mustaches. There was something inde-

scribaly roguish and boy-like in his face, maugre the fine wrinkles

on his brow and the crow's-feet at the corners of his eyes.

"Well, pardner," said Jeff cheerfully, "I hate to disturb you, but

my berth ticket calls for Upper Nine."

Thus adjured, the Lily of the Vale opened his eyes deliberately

without otherwise moving even so much as to disturb the nice ad-

justment of his fingers. With a leisurely stare he swept the fron-

tiersman slowly from head to foot, lingering with surprised atten-

tion on the soft gray sombrero, and arching one brow ever so faintly

at the flannel shirt.

Setting his suit-case down, Jeff slowly and solemnly revolved in

his tracks as for further inspection, pausing to extend and flex one

arm, then the other, and finally both, all with a face absolutely ex-

pressionless.
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As he turned he caught the eye of the Girl Across the Aisle, strug-

gling with the rudiments of a smile. His own eyes lit up with swift

merriment, but he steadied himself, lifted his chin high, and as-

sumed a countenance positively wooden, while the Girl turned to the

window and shook with unseemly mirth.

The conclusion of this revolution found the golden youth stonily

unaware of Jeff's very existence. Jeff looked pained for a second.

Then, brightening up :

"Poor fellow!" he said compassionately. Leaning over he tapped
the De Vere's shoulder, flashed his teeth in an ingratiating smile, and

before his indignant eyes wreathed supple fingers into weird and

kaleidoscopic combinations such as might have been made by a

drunken deaf-and-dumb asylum.

This was too much for the Girl's gravity. She rose abruptly,

buried her face in her hands, revealing a bit of scarlet cheek and pink

ear, and fled sobbing down the aisle. Probably this annoyed the

Oracle, for it spoke at last, drawlingly insolent.

"Really, fellow, your antics are quite amusing. But I dare say

they would soon weary me, and then I should find your society in-

sufferable. How much would it be worth to you to obtain a seat

elsewhere?" And he (produced and unfolded a large flat pocket-

book.

"Why, it can speak !" quoth Jeff delightedly. "Aren't you—aren't

you sometimes tempted to run violently down a steep place into the

sea?"

"I will not bandy words with you, fellow. I asked you how much

you would take to leave ?"

Jeff fished up a roll of bills like a small saw-log. "Speaking of

leaving, what will you take?"

"Sir!"

'I'll tell you what I'll do, old sport
—

just to show you I'm all right.

Count out what you are willing to give or take, I'll cover it with as

much, and we'll flip a dollar, loser to take the pile and go."

"Sir!"

"Well, then, I'll play you the first game of seven-up, loser to go.

Or I'll pay twice your fare to any charity the conductor will desig-

nate if you'll drop off at the next stop. And I'll double that if you

drop off now ! In the meantime allow me to call your attention to

the fact that I am still standing."

He paused expectantly. The other made no motion so Jeff quietly

sat down on the outstretched feet, deposited his suit-case on the

hat in the opposite seat, and became absorbed in the flying land-

scape.

"Ruffian ! Barbarian ! Get off my feet. Oh ! you're spraining

my ankles!"
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"Why, so I am. Dear, dear! Then I suppose this must be your

seat, as your baggage and part of your carcass is over here. Lend

me your ears !"

He reached over, grabbed those adjuncts, jerked their owner over

where his feet had been, and jammed him down, taking the other seat

himself,

"Now I want to get an idea into your head—if that is really a

head. It looks more like your neck had just growed up and haired

over. Look here!"

He shoved up the blind and thrust his lean, hard face forward into

the sunlight.

"Ruffian ! Desperado ! Battered Bully !"

"Exactly—that was what I wanted to bring to your notice. See

these scars?" He touched swiftly a dozen places on his face, then

ran his fingers lightly through his somewhat coarse black hair, show-

ing that grim record as well.

"There are nearly thirty of them—and all in front! They were

made by Men—in every state west of the Missouri. You are not a

man, but a helpless, incompetent, snarling, snapping puppy. That's

what saved you from being chastised, even more than my reluctance

to make a scene before a lady. Now you converse with me—pleas-

antly
—about the weather and how do I like the east."

He did.

When the Girl returned, a personable youth a few years her senior

came with her. Both shot amused glances at section Nine. Jeff tried

to return the Girl's frank and friendly glance by one as cordial, and

at the same time to assume toward her escort an attitude of deep-

seated resentment. This, as Mark Twain says, "is difficult and rarely

attempted." In the feat he failed disastrously and the escort's smile

broadened into a grin. Confound the fellow ! He wa§ probably the

Girl's husband, or—even worse—would like to be. Jeff rose morosely
and sought the "diner."

Sometime after he reappeared, followed by the Pullman conductor.

Pausing by Number Nine, Jeff struck an attitude, expanding his

chest, throwing his arm out and back, palm up, as who should mag-

nanimously say, "All is forgiven."

"Sir," he said suavely, "pardon me—I do not know your name,
but I presume you are an Astor or a little Asteroid at least. I have

somewhat to propose to you to our great mutual advantage, whereby

you will be relieved from my loathed and abhorred presence, and I

also—shall be well content.

"There is, so this gentleman informs me, a young lady, alone, far

from strong, who is in the day car, all the berths being taken or re-

served. Now, sir if you will take my berth ticket and let the young
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lady have your lower berth, I will betake myself elsewhere and we
will neither of us be so lonely."

"I paid for the lower berth, and will keep what I paid for,"

snarled the Astoroid. "I can't prevent all sorts of people from forc-

ing their company upon me, but I can keep my own, I hope."

Jefif twisted his long brown mustache and bit thoughtfully at the

corner of it.

"Well," with a sigh of regretful resignation, "if you insist upon it,

I suppose I shall have to try the effect of moral suasion. It does

beat all that my knuckles never do get healed up. I am sure the

rest of the passengers will bear with me while I exhort you a little."

The Girl's escort leaned across the aisle. "Pardon me, but if you
don't mind sharing your berth with me, my sister can take my upper
and let the girl have hers."

He had a good-looking, good-humored, friendly face, thought JelT,

and wondered that he had not noticed it before.

"I am sure the young lady will thank you," he said, "and this

young—person
—

ought to."

"Let's all go after her," suggested the Girl. "She'll be afraid of

two mere men."

Now it is rather an awkward thing to introduce four people when

two of them are utter strangers to the other two and to each other,

but the Girl's brother managed it, gravely vouching for himself as

being one of the most delightful persons imaginable, and the others

as gravely following his lead. The lady who joined them was a Miss

Oliver, en route for California
;
the Girl's name was Isabel Gray-

son ;
her brother, so he informed them, was Old Common Bill. He

neglected to state that this was a term of affection bestowed upon
him by a certain famous club.

They hit it off capitally, and on the morrow they formed a jolly,

lively and congenial quartette.

Be it recorded with sorrow that Jeff proved' himself neither reti-

cent nor modest. By the time they caught the first glimpse of the

Rockies—the Spanish Peaks—he fairly occupied the center of the

stage. As fast as he finished one story, his auditors demanded an-

other. That he was interesting will, in part, condone his offense.

Also, the West was new to the others, and he was in a sense doing
the honors to them.

And the mighty West was a well-thumbed book to him. One

grandmother was a full-blooded Sioux, he told them
;
his grandfather

one of the Northwestern Fur Company's men. His father had drifted

South, and was with Sibley and his Texans when they "came up the

Rio Grande to split the Union" in '62. He had been wounded at

Valverde, again aat Glorieta. Left behind in the precipitate flight
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when the natives arose and drove back the invaders, he had married

his gentle Mexican nurse,

Jeff was born in Santa Fe, schooled in Trinidad. He had mined at

Leadville, Pueblo, Cheyenne, the Black Hills, the Coeur d'Alene,

Butte, Carson City ;
later in Creede, Victor and Cripple Creek. He

had punched cattle in Wyoming, California, Arizona, New Mexico

and Texas
; lumbered in Oregon ; skinned mules in Nevada and

Death Valley ;
harvested in the San Joaquin ;

dealt bank, monte and

roulette at Tucson, Tombstone and Silver City; lumbered again at

Flagstaff; been Deputy Sheriff at Roswell under Charlie Perry;

built railroad by contract for Eddy. He had made half a dozen re-

spectable stakes with mines, lumbering, cattle, railroad or beef con-

tracts
;
lost them again, and cheerfully set to work at the first thing

that turned up. There was scarcely a town or mining camp in a

dozen states which was not familiar ground to him.

He was still holding forth as they crossed the New Mexico line,

swinging swiftly down the long sharp curves, when with a crash

the emergency brakes were thrown on and the passengers piled up
in the forward seats. A hoarse wail as of mortal agony and despair

from the engine-whistle answered byi another, wilder, more men-

acing, a-thrill with terror. Cries, screams, oaths—an increasing

crescendo of protesting steel, piercing, shrill and intolerable, as the

brake-shoes bit deep. The wheels shuddered and slid. To many
who heard it, that menacing blast was the very trump of doom—that

hideous discord of shrieking steel was the last of earth.

Panic-stricken passengers rushed madly to the doors only to tram-

ple each other as they fell, or to be crushed between the cars at the

moment of collision.

Miss Oliver found herself held close in Jeff's strong arms. "Sit

down—hold on to the seat—brace yourself against the other one!"

he shouted to Grayson, who was picking his sister up. "Hold tight,

everybody !"

A moment of indescribable horror, of stunning, blinding, appalling

shock, as the two heavy trains thundered together
—the grinding of

metal as iron tore its way through stubborn iron—cars telescoped

with the crash of breaking wood and steel and glass
—the roar of

escaping steam, and above it cries of despair and anguish unutter-

able.

Scarce knowing if this were real and not some monstrous and

malignant dream, they felt the solid car buckle and heave beneath

their feet, as it rose swaying—splintering, crushing, twisting—stood

up, balanced, tottered, fell, crashed through the tough underbrush.

. Darkness—sflence!

Dreamily, Jeff became half-conscious of vague sounds, distant, in-
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definable, that threatened to disturb his pleasant drowsiness. The
sounds became more distinct, as one half waking hears far-off voices

which come nearer and nearer. A pung^ent smell as of burning oil—
a crackling. He roused up, loosened his still unbroken hold on the

unconscious Miss Oliver, and got dizzily to his feet on the steep

slope of the car.

His face was bleeding, his hand bruised by his desperate grip on

the car seat, and a big bump on his head accounted for his knock-out.

His whole body was bruised and shaken
; but otherwise he was un-

hurt.

He scrambled to the end of the car to get the axe kept there for

emergencies. By the door lay three crushed and mangled bodies,

and another car was mashed down over the end of theirs. Two
more had fallen diagonally across these, and somewhere wood was

beginning to burn.

When he came back Grayson was sitting up, dazed. He had not

fared so well as Jeflf, but they were able to make their way out, car-

rying the two girls. These were revived in a few moments, and it

was found that none of them was gravely hurt, Grayson's injuries

being the most serious. Jeff and Grayson began to help the other

passengers carry out the dead and wounded, leaving the girls to

help tend the injured.

Both engines, baggage and mail cars, smokers, dining car and

three coaches were in the ditch. Of the Limited only three Pull-

mans kept the track. Both engineers and firemen were killed—both

conductors disabled. Jeff carried out the conductor of the Limited,

who at once sent out flagmen, gave Jeff some urgent directions, and

fainted away.

Jeff at once took charge. He called for and found two doctors,

detailed the women and some of the wounded as assistants, organ-
ized the rescuers into parties, and assigned a car to each gang, him-

self leading a volunteer corps who plied axe and lever desperately to

keep the flames from spreading.

From every quarter came groans and cries from the injured pinned
down by wreckage, their sufferings aggravated by fear of fire.

"Look at them damned scoundrels up there !" gasped a man strain-

ing breathlessly at Jeff's elbow. "They should be made to help."

"What !" Jeff leaped back and looked up. On the car platforms

above sat Kennedy and his party with the Astoroid and two others,

calmly observing the spectacle.

Jeff sprang swiftly up the slope, axe in hand, tore the Astoroid*

from his seat, flung him down the bank and confronted Kennedy
with a bitter curse.

"Go down and help
—you crawling black-hearted dogs !" he

shouted.
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"What!" exclaimed Kennedy, rising. "You will suffer for thh.

Do you know who I am ?"

"I know what you are—and that you are going to try and fill a

man's place for once."

"And the alternative?" sneered the magnate.
"There is no alternative ; you'll go !"

They looked into each other's eyes— the masterful and the Mas-

ter; and it was Kennedy's gaze that faltered and fell.

His son-in-law, flushed and defiant, leaped down.

"We do not have to help you," he shouted belligerently. "And

you'll lie in jail before night, you blackguard !"

Half turning, the Adventurer whirled his axe up and back. The

sharp steel gleamed through the spot Lisle's head had occupied and

bit deep into the side of the car. But Lisle was not there. Thor-

oughly convinced of his error, he was running down the embank-

ment,

"As all the wolves of Appenine were hot upon his track."

The others hastily followed.

"Whom none could advise, thou hast persuaded," JeflF quoted

grimly.

He threw himself back into the rescue, working everywhere at

once, daring all dangers, prying up beams that held down the in-

jured, giving brief and prompt directions when effort was being

wasted, doing two men's work till the last one was taken out. In

this hour of stress he stod revealed the born Leader to whom men
looked instinctively for guidance. Scorched, bleeding, blackened, so

the Girl remembered him in after days, when men of much better

manners paid her homage.
A day later they were on their way again, little the worse for thdr

experience. At Albuquerque, during the long wait, the little party

promenaded the platform, Jeff in his element, explaining to the

others this strange new world—the Pueblo Indians from Isleta, the

two cowboys flaunting gay neckerchiefs, with fringed gauntlets and

hat-brims aslant, who forced their riotous little ponies up to the

engine ; the curios, Navajo blankets, basketry, pottery ; the agates,

turquoise, garnets and petrified wood offered for sale. He held forth

on the picturesque Mexican and his quaint 'dobe dwellings, with side

lights on the "irrepressible conflict" of the native and the conquer-

ing Saxon.

Then, with kindling eyes and sweeping arm, he pointed out and
named the distant mountains—Zufii, Glorieta, San Mateo, Magda-
lena—gloriously tinted with changing purple and blue and amethyst.
He told of the unseen valleys and mighty plains between them ; how
these same opalescent hills, seen closer, were pink and red and yellow,

brown and green and gray ;
a land of enchantment and mystery,

decked with barbaric colors, whose changing ebb and flow, by some

potent sorcery of atmosphere, distance and angle, altered daily.
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hourly ; deepening, fading, combining into new and fantastic hues
and shapes, to melt again as swiftly into others yet more bewildering.
He showed them the nearer ranges to the east—the Sandia, Man-
zano, Oscura—and told how the same subtle alchemy of distance

would transform their neutral grays and browns to misty purples
and hues.

His head was thrown back in keen delight, each breath long and

vigorous. He found a magic in the very air to thrill him with an
incommunicable delight. The voluble, out-spread hands were never
more convincing, the dancing eye never more bright, the white teeth

never so frequent.
So intent was he in his discourse that he was only vaguely aware

of a shriveled old woman, dark and worn, in the plainest attire, who,
meeting them, flashed a startling glance at his bright face. Swiftly

averting her sad eyes, she drew her shabby shawl across her features.

So Caesar's self, when Brutus stabbed, covered his face with mourn-
ful dignity.

O my son, my man-child ! Could you not feel me near ? Hush
traitor tongue—be still, my heart ! He is youthful, prosperous, joy-
ous—his friends are radiant, fair and gay. I would not shame him—
I who am old and gray and withered and unlovely. He will never
know that I was so near him—his new friends will never dream that

one so humble was aught to him ! But oh, my baby ! my brave,
beautiful boy !

They stood on the platform of the observation car as the train

started, Kennedy, Lisle and the De Vere on one. side, the Grayson
party on the other. As the buildings crept slowly by, Jeff touched

Grayson's shoulder.

"At the next crossing," he said, as the train gathered headway,
"I saw a man killed in '83, resisting arrest. The sheriff overtook
him just as he was boarding the Mexico Express. Ten seconds
earlier and he would have made a good get-away. Odd, isn't it, how
a few moments will change the whole course of our existence ? Right
there it was that.—"

The pointing finger paused as if turned to stone—the word died

unfinished on his lip. There—where once the desperate fugitive had
turned at bay for his last battle, stood a woman, old and wrinkled

and bent and brown—the little, worn, shrinking woman whose faded

calico, but now, had brushed the Girl's cool gray gown on the depot

platform.
She had thrown back the shawl now and held it at her throat

with a thin brown hand and the dimmed eyes looked wistfully after

them.

A breath, a heart-beat. Her son—law-breaker, gambler, bully,
adventurer—sprang lightly over the low railing, his eyes a-thrill with

love and pity, folded the tired figure in his strong young arms, kissed

the trembling lips that sang his cradle song.
From the receding train friend and foe alike leaned out to bid him

God-speed with fluttering 'kerchiefs and waving hands. He still

held her close-clasped as they looked their answer, the young face

loyal and true and tender, the old one proud and high.
Apalachin, N. Y.
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THE RAVEN OF CAPISTRANO
A Xr\i© "Wonder Tale

By CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS

CHAPTER XL

OSE', having given his promise to smoke once more the

satcred pipe and to consider his dreams, left Rjtmon and

went out among the crowd, A bright-eyed girl in a

white dress with blue ribbons greeted him with a smile.

"Susanna, is it you?" he said. "I have not seen you
before."

My mother does not like fiestas for girls," replied Susanna, "and

she will not let me stay; but she said that I might come for just one

dance, and then go back with Mrs. Ellis, who will let me ride in her

wagon."
"But the dances are over," said Jose.

"No, they have just begun," corrected Susanna.

"Oh, you are speaking of the new and I of the old, as usual,"

he remarked. "The Indian dances are over. Who would wish to

spin around like a top upon a wooden floor?"

"I should like to," said Susanna. "The girls all know how to

waltz. Do you not want to try it with me ?"

"I?" exclaimed Jose, amazed. "An hechicero waltz to a fiddle?"

"But that has been proved nonsense," she replied. "The stone

did not put out the fire."

"Only because you and the others did not believe truly," he re-

torted.

"Well, here comes Reymundo to ask me, but I would rather it

had been you," she said, and she nodded farewell over her shoulder.

Jose watched her, distinctly vexed that she should waltz with

Reymundo, yet not able to account to himself for the feeling. Su-

sanna was only a girl, and one who was constantly interrupting his

moods or contradicting his opinions. Why should he object to her

taking the hand of another? Why should be blush in anger that,

though the waltz was modestly danced, Reymundo's arm should

half encircle her waist?

As he stood in deep reflection, the Indian policeman approached

and tapped him on the shoulder.

"Miss Allen asked me to hand you this letter," he said in answer

to Jose's start of surprise. "She says it is very important, and

wishes you to take care of it, and to show it to Jo Williams when the

proper moment arrives."

"Many thanks, Salvador," said Jose, using the Spanish in 'which

Copyright, li)3T, by Constance Qoddard Du Bois.
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his companion had spoken, a language always employed among the

younger Indians, while Indian was used with their elders, and Eng-
lish in the schools. "It is indeed important, and the sight of it takes

away a load which has been resting upon me all day, a load as heavy
as that which my grandmother lifts in her carrying net."' He

laughed gayly, for he felt himself once more free among his people.

The letter from Washington had come in good time.

"Where is Miss Allen?" he added.

"She has gone home with her mother and Mr. Drew," Salvador

answered. "I heard them say that there is to be an ecHpse of the

moon, and they are going to watch it from the piazza of the Mis-

sion house. They are tired of the fiesta. The men have begun to

drink, and I shall soon have some arrests to make."

"An eclipse of the moon—what is that ?" asked Jose.

"I saw one once," replied Salvador. "A black mouth seems to

swallow the moon. The old people are afraid of it."

"Oh, Ramon has told me of that," said Jose, "but not by that

name. It is very strange that it should come tonight."

"Why so?"

Jose made no reply. He too was anxious to be away from the

fiesta.

"What time is it, Salvador ?" asked a loud voice beside him. Sal-

. vador, being the proud possessor of a watch, was often asked that

question.

Jo Williams, flushed with wine, and angry from losses at the

gaming table, had long kept his eyes upon Jose's movements; and

now, at Salvador's reply, he clapped his hand on the boy's shoulder.

"Five minutes past twelve, and you are my prisoner," he cried.

When the release from Washington was shown him, he refused to

believe that he was not the victim of a conspiracy, and only the feai*

of an arrest which would greatly interfere with his plans led him to

moderate the fury of his rage.

"My money, give me my money," he demanded
;
and Jose winced

in misery. The tourmaline, upon which he had relied as certain

wealth, could not be used for money. Loyalty to Ramon and to his

ideals forbade that.

"I thought I should have it for you, but I have not now," the boy

said piteously. "Give me time and I will work it out. I will surely

pay my debt."

"It was twenty-five dollars, and he swore by all that is holy that

I should have it tonight without fail. He is a liar, a sneak and a

coward ;
but let him take care. Remember what I have threatened,"

Jo Williams shrieked in a drunken fury ; and, elbowing his way

among the curious onlookers, he was soon out of sight.
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Mrs. Ellis, the deaconess who taught the lace-making, had paused

with Susanna to observe the altercation.

"I am sorry that you should make a promise which you did not

intend to fulfill, Jose," she said, when Susanna at her request had

interpreted part of the conversation. "I always believed that you
were a very good boy, though lately I have heard that you do not

care as much for telling the truth as you should."

"But that is a mistake," cried Jose. "An Indian keeps a promise.

My word is sacred to me. When I made the promise I was sure

that I should very soon have hundreds of dollars honestly my own."

Mrs. Ellis shook her head doubtfully. But Susanna said, "Jose

always tells the truth, but his truth is different from the white man's,

because he sees and hears different things."

"Nonsense, Susanna," said the lace-teacher sharply. "I cannot let

you talk to Jose, if you believe the stories he learns from Ramon.

Ramon is a very good old man, but he has queer notions."

Susanna lingered to whisper to Jose: "Come to my house at

once, this very night. I have twenty-five dollars I will give you for

Jo Williams. If you do not pay it, he will shoot you, I know. He
has already killed three men."

"You give to me! I take money from a girl!" exclaimed Jose

indignantly.

"I will lend it to you," urged Susanna. "I made it from a year's

work in the lace class. I was saving it to buy my mother a sewing-

machine."

"I will take it as a loan," he answered, "and I will work my fingers

off to pay it back within a month."

Salvador, being appealed to, agreed to act as intermediary, to re-

ceive the money, and to place it in the hands of the enemy that very

night.

"I shall sleep easier," said Susanna, smiling happily.

Jose took her hand and shook it heartily. "You are a very good

girl, Susanna," he said.

The full moon, which had lighted the earlier hours of the fiesta in

dazzling splendor, had changed to an ineffectual, mis-shapen thing

of sickly hue before the last of the revellers found shelter for the

night. The huge bonfire, resisting the power of the sacred stone, had

burned itself out according to the inevitable laws of nature
; and be-

neath the shadowed moon and beside the dying fire, three old men sat

motionless.

Ramon was not deserted in his hour of need, for two devoted ad-

herents kept him company ; but realizing that speech was valueless

at such a time, they made no attempt to put sympathy into words
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further than to respond to the old chief's occasional outbursts with

acquiescent monosyllables.

"The moon is sick," said Ramon, "and the people sleep. There

are no death songs, no ceremonies ; and such there never will be

again. I told you that the past would die with me, and this night

sees the last of it. All my hopes that I might make it live again are

dead, too. I told the boy hechicero to curse our enemies, but he will

not do it, or if he did it would be of no avail. The white man has

power now, the power of gold, and strength and endless numbers.

We must give up. I give up. This is the end."

Then he, too, kept silence, and the three old men sat shrouded in

gloom, as darkness fell about them, and the fire faded into ashes.

CHAPTER XII.

Jose, light-hearted and light-footed, once more climbed the moun-

tain to the cave of Ma-lah-va, where, removing the sacred pipe from

its hiding-place, he went outside to blow the smoke-wreaths to the

four quarters of the sky.

From this high outlook the heavens were outspread before him

with all the glory of night in the Southwest, where no envious in-

visible vapor steals their splendor from the stars. Each glowed
like a planet, and the planets were like moons. The Milky Way
shone with a light, vague, but radiant enough to attract the eye

again and again to the zenith, which it spanned like a silver bridge.

The moon, dwarfed and deformed as if caught in the jaws of some

invisible monster, hung among the stars which shone the brighter for

its defeat.

Jose was awed by the spectacle ; and when he laid his body in the

cave to sleep, his spirit went forth again beneath the same splendid

canopy of the heavens, and through the same darkened forest.

There was a strange hush in the air. The Earth-mother seemed

to be holding her breath
;
and the creatures of the wood moved

stealthily, if they moved at all. No leaf stirred.

It seemed matter for surprise when a loud crackling of broken

twigs and rustling of bent branches announced the running leap of

Coyote, who paused in the open glade and grinned apologetically

when he saw Jose.

"You are on your way to Po-lah-lak," he remarked. "You want

to sing the death songs with the rest. They tried to send me in the

opposite direction, but I shall be there at the burning. I, more than

any other, have business at my father's funeral pyre."

He grinned to show his teeth, and disappeared as quickly as he

had come.
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Hun-wut, the brown bear, now strode soft-footed down the path.
'

Jose faced him boldly to conceal an inward tremor.

"Where are you going, Hun-wut?" he asked.

"To Po-lah-lak, where else?" he growled.

"What is going on there tonight ?" asked the boy.

Hun-wut glanced upward. "Can you see the moon, or are you blind

at night ? If you can see it, why ask a question already answered ?"

Then he pushed forward, and the boy did not dare to detain him.

As he stood hesitating, the boughs were parted and a face peered

through.

"You are welcome, my son," said a loud, deep voice. "It is my
duty to take you to the death-dance, the first held since your initiation.

Wait till I make ready my feather head-dress. Then you may go
with me."

In a moment the magnificent figure of Wiskun, his bronze skin

painted in black and white, his noble head crowned with feathers,

appeared in the pathway. All fear and uncertainty vanished at his

approach. The very look of him was warrant for safe conduct.

"Come, little brother, give me your hand," he said. And the two

strode onward together down the rocky trail.

"Whose death is celebrated?" inquired Jose.

Wiskun pointed upward to the darkened moon. "The names of

the dead are not to be lightly spoken," he said solemnly.

The air grew heavier as they descended the mountain. The mists

that rose from the swampy springs where the tules grew seemed to

distort into grotesque blurred outlines every moving thing, so that of

the many figures encountered, all hurrying onward, none had it&

natural shape. As they passed the pond in the hollow, a shrill song

rose upon the air, a song of jeering mockery. In the hushed stillness

of a world wrapped in sorrow for some great funeral scene, this one

discordant note gained undue prominence. Everyone paused to

listen.

"Curses upon your evil head," cried Wiskun; and plucking a gi-

gantic boulder from its bed, he hurled it into the pool, sending all its

water splashing in mud showers upon the tules.

"It sounded to me like the song of a frog," said Jose.

"Those who do evil hate those whom they injure," remarked Wis-

kun sententiously, and he made no other explanation.

All the world seemed to be on the way to Po-lah-lak. The Deer,

who had run so gaily in the races, now marched with drooping head

in company with Tuk-wut, the Lion, who was even more deeply sunk

in woe. Hun-wut and Is-wut, the Bear and Wolf, came side by side;

and Coyote, hovering in the rear with his usual air of sneaking

apology, brought with him Buzzard and Blue-fly, who swaggered
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along, trying to carry off with a bold air the consciousness that they
were by all disHked and suspected.

The stars faded one by one, and yet there was no sign of dawn. All

the radiance of the sky was concentrated into the blazing splendor of

the Milky Way, which glowed the brighter as moon and stars paled,

seeming to absorb all the light of 'the body in eclipse, which became

ever of sicklier hue and more mis-shapen. Jose's heart was heavy.

The woe of the silent mourners was contagious. It made him think

of every death which he had witnessed. Since he knew no name
with which to associate all this semblance of sorrow, it seemed to

him that it was Death itself which they were celebrating, the coming
deaths of themselves and all that were to be born into the world.

When they reached the high mesa set about with the encircling pine

trees, where the great fiestas were held, it was very dark, except for

the light of a fire burning in the center of the level space. This was

not such a fire as he had seen at the dances
;
for the ground was hol-

lowed out as if for a shallow grave, and logs had been laid crosswise

above it, and were level on top like a table.

Upon a great log, hollowed boat-shaped and painted black and

white in strange figures, lay a man, dead
;
and upon his bare brown

chest was placed the skin of a raven dried and stretched so that its

outspread wings partly covered his body.

Jose had seen heroes in the spirit dances, but never before such a

hero as this. His limbs were moulded, as if of bronze, into the

ideal shape of the human form. His face, wasted by long suffering,

was smiling now in the repose of a welcome release; and it was the

most beautiful face that could be imagined, inspiring love and con-

fidence in life and endless regret in death.

It was no wonder that the people wept about him
;
but Jose soon

learned that the grief which changed the face of nature, dimmed the

moon, and set the world to mourning, had its origin in deeper causes

than at first appeared.

"I am weeping, little brother," said Su-kut, "not only that Ouiot is

dead, but also because for the first time we have learned that we,

too, are threatened by this strange new thing. He is the first to die of

those born of the Earth-mother. But his death has brought death

to all."

"We did not know what death was," said To-wut, the Rabbit.

"No one had heard of it. No one imagined that it existed. How
happy we were when we lived free from the shadow of this terrible

fear. Who can now know any real joy in existence? Who can

forget for an instant the blackness of night that may swallow our day
as the cloud has swallowed the moon?"

Then Ash-wut, the Eagle, stood up in the midst of the sorrowing
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people and said : "Listen, my brothers. I more than any am great

among you with the power that works wonders, and I said to myself,

'Though all the rest must die, I shall go free.' And I sent my spirit
to the four quarters of the sky, to the utmost limits of this world,
where it verges upon the Beyond ;

and I said, 'I will pass this bound-

ary that I may thus escape from death.' But the Beyond would not

receive me unless I had the mark of death upon me. So there is no
release. Accept your fate. Death is supreme. He comes to all,

how soon none can tell. He reigns everywhere."
A burst of bitter wailing arose upon the night air.

"But listen again, my brothers," said Ash-wut, the Eagle. "At the

borders of the Beyond lies the Milky Way, the Sky-Spirit, and from
him I was taught in the things of the spirit. Pay heed to my words
that I may teach them to you."
He spoke, and the people listened; while wonder, reverence and

resignation by turns awoke within them. Jose, listening, understood.
It was as if a new world opened before him

; as if the reasons for

things over which he had sometimes pondered with childish curi-

osity were made clear by a sudden mental illumination
;
as if he had

seized upon the answer to a problem which would transform exist-

ence when it should be known. In the joy of this discovery he turned
his eyes upward. The moon shone full as a golden globe swinging
in the deep blue sky. The shadow had passed away.

"Life in its finality will thus conquer death." With some such
words Ash-wut concluded as his voice faded upon the ear.

A SANTA CLARA NOVEMBER
By CLARISSA DIXON.

^iTS garb to loitering descent

JJ The White Oak slowly casts,

And bares its arms, with wrestling bent,
To meet the coming blasts.

The mistletoe above it climbs.
The laurels touch its feet;

It seems but waiting for the times

That make the year complete.

The golden of its garments vies—
All sunshine-flecked and fair—

With gold glint of the butterflies

That linger here and there.

The laurel's blushes rise and run
Athwart her emerald glow.

As if she feared the ardent sun
Beneath the mistletoe.

San Francisco.
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A SHEPHERD OF THE SILENT WASTES
By IDAH MEACHAM STROBRIDGE

jO BE hung. To be hung by the neck until dead."

Over and over I say it to myself as I sit here in my
room in the hotel, trying to think connectedly of the

events which have led to the culmination of this awful

thing that, in so short a time, is to deprive me of life.

At eleven o'clock I am to die—to go out of the world of sunshine

and azure seas, of hills and vales of living green, of the sv/eet breath

of wild flowers and fruit-bloom, of light and laughter, and the music

of Life, to—v/hat? Where? How far does the Soul go? What
follows that awful moment of final dissolution ?

At eleven o'clock I shall know
;
for I must die. There is no hope,

no help, though my hand has never been raised against mortal man
or woman. Never have I taken a human life.

At the stroke of the hour a great crowd will stand in the prison-

yard, and gape at the scaffold, and see the drop fall, and—fascinated

and frowning—gaze with straining eyes at the Thing dangling at

the end of a hempen rope. A Soul will go out into immeasurable

space. A purple mark on my throat will tell the story of death by

strangulation. Two bodies will lie stark and dead tonight
—his and

mine. His will be laid in the pine box that belongs to the dishon-

ored dead ; while mine will be housed in rosewood and satin and

silver.

You do not understand ?

Listen—let me tell you. Let me go back to the first time we met
—he and L

After college days were over, I left the Atlantic coast and all that

life there meant to me, and came out to the West of the sage-brush,

and the whirlwinds, and the little horned-toads. And there, in the

wild wastes where there is nothing but the immensity of space and

the everlasting quiet of the desert, I went into business for myself.

Business there? Oh, yes
—for out there, where men go mad and die,

cattle and sheep may thrive. I, who loved life, and the association

of bright minds, and everything that such companionship gives, in-

vested all I had (and little enough it was!) in a business of which

I knew nothing, except that those men who went there with a de-

termination to stick to the work till success should find them, brought

away bags full of gold
—all they could carry

—as they came back

into the world they had known before their self-banishment.

So I, too, went there, and bought hundreds of sheep
—

bleating,

blear-eyed, stupid creatures that they are ! I, essentially a man of

the cities, and of people, began a strange, new Ufe there, becoming
care-taker of the flocks myself.
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A lonely life? Yes; but remember there was money to be made

in sheep-raising in the gray wastes; and I was willing to forego,

for a time, all that civilization could give. So I dulled my recol-

lections of the old life and the things that were dear to me, and went

to work with a will in caring for the dusty, bleating, aimlessly-moving

sheep. I wanted to be rich. Not for the sake of riches, but to be

independent of the toil of bread-winning. I longed with all my soul

to have money, that I might gratify my old desires for travel to the

far ends of the earth. All my life I had dreamed of the day I was

to turn my face to those old far-away lands, which would be new

lands to me. So I was glad to sacrifice myself for a few years in

the monstrous stillness of the gray plains so that I might the sooner

be free to go where I would.

Friends tried to dissuade me from the isolated life. They declared

I was of a temperament that could not stand the strain of the awful

quiet there—the eternal silence broken only by some lone coyote's

yelp, or the unending "Ba ! Ba !" of the sheep. They told me that

men before my time had gone stark mad—that I, too, would lose my
mind. I laughed at them, and went my way ; yet, in truth, there was

many a day through the long years I lived there, when I felt myself

near to madness as I watched the slow-moving, dust-powdered,

woolly backs go drifting across the landscape as a gray fog drifts in

from the sea. It seemed the desert was the emptier by reason of

the sheep being there
;
for nothing else moved. Never a sign of life

but the sheep ;
never a sound but their everlasting bleating. Oh ! I

tell you, I was very near to madness then, and many another man in

my place would have broken under the tension. But not I. I was

strong because I was growing rich. I made money. I took it east-

ward to the sea, and watched the ships go out. It was a fine thing

to see the great waste of waters move, as the desert wastes never had.

There was the ocean, blue and vast
;
and beyond lay far lands ! Still

I said to myself:

"No; not yet will I go. I will wait yet a little longer. I will wait

till I hold so much gold in my hands that I need never return—need

never again look upon the desert and its ways."

So—though I watched the ships sail away to waiting lands beyond—the time was not yet ripe for me to go. Back to the money-making
a little longer

—back for a while to the stupid, staring-eyed sheep
—

then a final good-bye to the desert's awful emptiness, and that never-

ceasing sound that is worse than silence—the bleating of the flocks !

It was on one of these trips to the Atlantic coast that I saw, for

the first time, him of the Divided Soul.

The hour was late afternoon of a hot midsummer day. The sun

was red as blood and seemed quadrupled in size where it hung on
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the horizon with its silent warning of another terrible day on the

morrow. Block pavements and cobbles radiated heat, and the side-

walks burned my feet painfully as I stepped on their scorching sur-

faces coming out of my friend Burnham's office. The hot air stifled

me, and I flinched at the dazzling light. Then I stepped in with the

throng, and in a moment more was part of the great surging mass

of heat-burdened humanity. Drifting with the pulsating stream, I

was for the time listlessly indiflferent to what might be coming, ex-

cept that I longed for the night, and for darkness. It might and

probably would not bring any welcome cool breeze, but at least in the

shadows of the night there would be a respite from the torturing

white glare that was now reflected from every sun-absorbing brick,

or square of granite or stone. I was drifting along the great cur-

rent of Broadway life when—
There was a sudden clutching at my heart—a tension on the

muscles that was an acute pain
—a reeling of the brain—and I found

myself gazing eagerly into two eyes that as eagerly gazed back into

mine. Dark eyes they were, smouldering with evil passions and the

light of all things that are bad. The eyes of a man I had never

known—had never seen; yet between whom and myself I felt a

kinship stronger than any tie that my life had hitherto admitted.

For one instant I saw those strange black eyes, blazing and baleful,

the densely black hair worn rather long, the silky mustache brushed

up from the corners of the mouth, the gleam of the sharp white

teeth under a lifted lip, the smooth heavy eyebrows slightly curving

upward at the outer edges, giving the face the expression we give

to the pictures we make of Satan. These I saw. Then he was lost

in the crowd.

Where had I seen him before that these details should all seem

so familiar? I knew (and my blood chilled as I confessed it to my-

self) that in all my life I had never seen or known him in the way
I had seen and known others. And more—I knew that we were

Hnked by some strange, unknown, unnamed, unnatural tie. It was

as though a hand gloved in steel had clutched at my heart in a

strangling grip as he moved past. I gasped for breath, staggered,

caught myself, and, staggering again, fell forward on the pave-

ment.

"Sunstroke," they said. "Overcome by the heat."

Long afterward I saw him again.

I was traveling in far lands. Going over from Stamboul to Pera

I stood one day on the Galata bridge watching the great flood of liv-

ing, pulsing human life—those people of many races.

There was a fresh breeze from the North that day, and it set

dancing the caiques and barcas where they threaded their way among
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the big ferry-boats and ships of many strange sails, and all the craft

of summer seas. There was a sparkle on the Bosphorus under the

golden sunshine and a gleam on the Golden Horn. A violet-hued

haze hung over the wide expanse, and through it one could see the

repeated graces of mosque and minaret, the Seven Towers, and the

rounded whiteness of Santa Sophia. Higher, there was the green

of laurel and lime, of rose-trees and shrubbery in profusion
—ter-

race upon terrace—and now and again darker shadows made by the

foliage of cypress and pine. All the morning I had revelled in Na-

ture's great color scheme
;
had feasted eye and sense on the amethyst,

and emerald, and sapphire of water, and sky, and shore. And then J

went to the Galata bridge.

There I stood and watched that medley of races moving by. Arab

and Ethiopian, Moslem and Jew ;
the garb of modern European civ-

ilization, and the flowing robes of the East; Kurds, Cossacks, and

Armenians; the gaudy red fez, and the white turban of the Turk;

dogs lean and sneaking-eyed ;
other eyes which looked out from

under the folds of a yashmak. And always the babble of voices,

speaking many tongues. Greeks and Albanians, the flowing mantle

of Bedouins, the Tartar in sheepskins. Ebbing and flowing—ebbing

and flowing, the restless human tide at the great Gateway of the

East.

As I stood looking and listening, there came again without warn-

ing that clutching at my heartstrings
—that sharp pain in my left

side—that same dizzying whirl of thought—that sickening fear of

something (I knew not what) which I could not control
;
and out of

the moving tide of faces I saw one not a stranger
—the face of him

I did not know. His eyes held mine for a moment again, and in that

instant something seemed to tell me that he was my everlasting

curse. Through him would come things dread and evil, from him

there was no escape. I looked—my eyes starting in their sockets. I

gasped—caught at the air—and lost consciousness.

When I recovered myself I was sitting in a little cafe whither a

young lad had assisted me. I gave him a few piasters and told him

to leave me. He took them, said, "Pek eyi I" and went away.
Left alone at the cafe table, after motioning the attendant also

away, I sat and pondered. Where would this haunting dread end?

The basilisk eyes I so loathed had borne a message to me which I

could not yet translate. Not yet. But he would pass again some

day, and once more his eyes would speak a message. What was it ?

Something evil, I knew. But what?

So I went away; went away from the Galata bridge, away from

Pera and Stamboul.

And then—
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Then from the deck of a dahabeeyeh on the Nile !

I was with the Burnhams. We were eight in the party. Lucille

Burnham (Joe's sister) and I were betrothed, after months and

months of playing at love, and the making and unmaking of lovers'

quarrels. Each had thought the other meant nothing more than what

makes for an idler's pastime, until drifting on the current of old

Nilus we read the true love in each other's heart, and the story (old

as Egypt is old) was told over again there where it was told cen-

turies before by men and women who loved in the land of the lotus.

Joe and his wife, and the Merrills (brother and sister), Colonel

Lamar and his pretty daughter, and my dear girl and 1. What a

happy, care-free party we were ! My most precious dreams were

, coming true, and now I went up and down the earth's highways as

I willed.

Under the awning that day I was lying at Lucille's feet, half-

asleep, half-awake, and wholly happy. I remember how, just there

above Luxor, I noticed two women on the river bank, the dull blue

, dress of the one, and the other carrying a water-skin to be filled. A
boy, Jiaked and brown-skinned, sprawled in the sand. Moving—
slow moving with the current—we came drifting out of that vast

land that is old as Time itself reckons age.

Then between my vision and the banks beginning to level which

reached far and away to the hills beyond, came the shadow of a

lateen sail not our own. A dahabeeyeh was slipping by, going against

the current, I raised myself on my elbow, and there—unfathomable,

dark as Erebus, and gazing out of deep sockets—were the eyes of

the man who drew me to him with a power I was unable to resist, a

power fearful as it was strong.

The thin, sneering lips seemed to whisper the word "Brother!"

and "Brother—"
I whispered back.

The sight of that face under the shadow of the lateen sail—like a

shadow cast by a carrion bird where it slowly moves above you in the

desert—coming, as it did, in the midst of my days of love and new-

found joy, left me unnerved and wrecked both mentally and phys-

ically.

"Come, come! this won't do," Joe said. "You are going to have

the fever !"

"It is nothing," I declared, shrinking from his scrutiny. "I—I

have these attacks sometimes."

"Who is he? What is he?" I asked myself the question hourly.

And there in the silence of those nights under the stars of the East,

while we breathed the soft winds blowing across the sands the

Pharaohs had trod, the answer came to me.

He was my other Half-Self—the twin half of my own Soul. The
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brother of mine—this being for whom I had a loathing deep and

intense—was one in whom was an incomplete Soul (a half that was

evil through and through) and mine was its other half. I was be-

ginning now to understand. We had been sent into this world with but

one Soul between us, and to me had been apportioned the good.

Evil or good—good and evil—we were to be inseparable henceforth

in our fate.

But always I cried out in my helpless, hopeless agony, "Yet, why—why—why?" It is the cry of the Soul from the first day of cre-

ation.

I turned my back on the far East, my face to America.

Then-
Then I started on a trip through California and Old Mexico. My

health was broken. My marriage with Lucille was postponed.

On the Nevada desert our train was side-tracked early one morn-

ing to allow the passing of the east-bound Express which was late.

A vast level plain stretched its weary way in every direction. Only
the twin lines of steel and the dark-red section house showed that

the White Man's footsteps had ever found their way into the still-

ness of the dreary plains.

We had fifteen minutes to wait. I got out with others and walked

up and down the wind-blown track, smoking my cigar and spinning

pebbles, which I picked up from the road-bed, at a jack-rabbit in the

sage-brush across the way. The wind made a mournful sound

through the telegraph wires, but a wild canary sang sweetly from

the top of a tall greasewood—sang as if trying to drown the wind's

dirge. Dull grays were about us ; and we were hemmed in by moun-

tains, rugged and rough and dull gray, with here and there touches

of dull reds and browns. On their very tops patches of snow lay,

for up on the heights. Miles down the valley we could see the com-

ing train. A few minutes later the conductor said "All aboard!"

and I swung myself up on the steps of the last sleeping car as we

began to move slowly toward the western end of the switch.

There was a roar and a clatter—a flash of faces at the windows—a

rush of wind and dust whirled up by the whirling wheels—and, as

the Eastern Express shot by, I saw on the rear platform of the last

car him between whom and myself a Soul was shared.

The conductor stepped up on the platform where I stood and

caught me by the arm as I reeled.

"The high altitude here," he said, "makes a good many folks get

dizzy. You'd better go inside and sit down."

Then again, on a ferry-boat crossing the bay from the Oakland

pier over to San Francisco.

I had just returned that morning from a four month's tour of
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Mexico. It was raining dismally, and everything about the shipping
on the bay was dripping and dreary. Gray-white sea-gulls circled

and screamed; darting and dripping, they followed our wake, or

dropped down into the foam churned up by the wheels. Winds—
wet and salty, and fresh from the sea—tugged at our overcoats, and

flapped the gowns and wraps of the women where, huddled together

away from the rail, we stood under shelter. Sheets of flying fog,

dense, dark, and forbidding, went by—gray ghosts of the ocean's

uneasy dead. And back of the curtain of falling waters and fog,

whistles shrieked shrilly and the fog-horns moaned and bellowed.

The city seemed but an endless succession of terraced, water-

washed houses under an endless rain. The storm lashed the waves

in the harbor into running ridges of foam, and on the billows the

ferry-boat pushed her way through gray skeleton-ships at anchor,

and into her slip at the wharf. The drivers of wagons and trucks

on the lower deck, wrapped in oilskins, yellow or black, and all

dripping wet, drove down the echoing planks. Then the people

began to descend the stairways. With my right hand steadying me,

I had taken three downward steps when the gripping at my heart

told me who was passing at my left (always at the left, it had been)

and he of the smoldering eyes that burned into mine like live embers

passed me quickly, and went on down the stairway and into the

rain-wetted crowd.

And again it happened when, with a guide and some club friends,

we went through the Chinatown slums of the city.

It was Saturday night
—the night of all others for hovels and

evil haunts to disgorge their hives of human bees to swarm through

passage and alley, or up and down the dark and wretched stair-

ways.
We began at the Joss-houses, gaudy with tinsel, and close and

choking from the incense of burning tapers. We had gone to

restaurant and theatre. At the one, going in through the back

way and on through their cooking rooms where they were pre-

paring strange and repulsive food; at the other using the stage

entrance and going on the stage with the players. Into opium joints

our guide led the way, where the smokers in their utter degradation

lay with the dead, as the drug carried the dreamers into a land of

untranslatable dreams. We had looked at the pelf in the pawn-

shops, and at the painted faces of Chinese courtesans peering through

their lattices.

Then underground we had gone down (three stories) and had

seen places and beings hideous in their loathsomeness—loathsome

beyond description. To the "Dog Kennel." Up to earth's surface

again; to the "Rag-picker's Paradise." Through "Cum Cook Alley"
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—through "Ross Alley,' where within a few feet, in a few years,

murder after murder had been committed, and (the murderers

escaping through the network of secret passageways and hidden

doors) the deaths had gone unavenged. Through the haunts of

highbinders and thugs and assassins we moved; and once I passed

a little child—a half-caste—toddling through the alley that was

reeking with filth. "Look out, Baby !" I said, as he stumbled and

fell. "Look out, Man!" he answered in English, and laughed.

Then, somewhere between high walls that reached to the open

air, I found myself alone, left behind by the others. I could see the

guide's light burning—a tiny red spark—far ahead in the darkness,

but my own candle had gone out. Away up in the narrow slit show-

ing the sky, shone the cold, still stars. Under my feet crunched

clinkers and cinders wet with a little stream from some sewer run-

ning ov?r the ground.
Then in the dark wall a door opened, and as the light from within

lit up the inky blackness without I saw him again. Again the

sirocco passed, burning, scorching the life-blood in my veins.

They came back and found me lying in the wet of the noisome

alley. For weeks, in the hotel, I lay ill
; then, as soon as I was able

to walk unassisted, I took passage for Japan, intending to extend

my trip to Suez, and through Europe, on home. I said to myself

that I would never again set foot in San Francisco. I feared that

horrible Something, the power of which seemed stronger over me
there than anywhere else. Six times we had met and passed. I

shrank from the seventh
;
for a voice whispered that death would

come with the seventh. Each time that we had come face to face—
met—paused—drifted apart, I heard a voice saying that my life was

daily being drawn closer and closer into his, to be a part of the warp
and woof of his own. And the end ? It would be—when ? Where ?

In what way ? What would be that final meeting of ours ? How far

off was it? What would that fatal seventh meeting mean for us

both?

I fled from the city as one does from the touch of a leper. I dared

not stay.

But the third day out on the ocean there suddenly came over me
a knowledge that a greater force than my own will would compel
me to return. Something bade me go back. I fought with it, I

battled with the dread influence the rest of the voyage. It was use-

less. I was a passenger on the ship when it returned to San Fran-

cisco. There I found the whole city horrified over a murder, hide-

ous, foul, revolting. Carmen de la Guerra, a young Spanish woman,
had been brutally butchered by her lover. I was sick—chilled, when
I heard. A forebodingr of the truth came to me as I listened. I
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read the papers feverishly ; they told of the tragedy in all its frightful
details. I went to the public libraries for the back files. Then I

went to the jail to look at the face of the fiend who had killed her.

I knew whom I should see behind the bars. It was he. And it

was the seventh meeting.
His eyes bade me go and get him release.

"Go !" they said. "Call to your aid all the angels of your Heaven,
and the help of the demons who are one with me in Hell, that you
may save me from the gallows. My Soul is your Soul ;

if I die, you
also must die with me. Keep the rope from me

;
for you are fighting

for your own life. Go !"

I went out of the chill jail-corridors a madman. I raved against
this hellish destiny. What use? I must save him, or I must die

with him. No one understood. I told no one my secret. Early and

late, day and night, I worked unceasingly to get him pardoned.
God ! how I worked to save him. I tried every conceivable means
to secure him his life. I exhausted all methods known to the law.

I spent money as a mill-wheel runs water.

"You believe him innocent ?—this fiend !" my friends cried, amazed
at my mad eagerness to get him acquittal.
"No! not that!" I answered in my agony, "but he must not hang!

must not—do you hear ? Innocent or guilty
—what do I care ? Only

he must not die !"

It had been in vain. At eleven o'clock he is to be hanged. The
death watch is with him. And the death watch is here with me.

Two are here; and the name of one is Horror and the other's name
is Fear. Down below I hear the rattle of the traffic on the street,

and in the hotel corridors I hear the voices of people talking
—I

heard one laugh just now. They do not know. And Lucille—
Ah, my poor Lucille !

The tide of life is running out, and the end is drawing nigh. I

have come to find at last that evil is always stronger than good ;
and

in that way he draws me after him. I cannot hold his Soul back.

Closer and closer together we come. A divided Soul—his and mine.

His body has housed the evil half—mine the good. His is all that

is vile, and bestial, and bloodthirsty ;
mine has always striven after

the best. Yet because of his sin must I, too, die.

At the hour of eleven he will hang for the murder of Carmen de la

Guerra. At eleven I too will die. As the sherifif cuts the rope, and
the evil Divided Soul swings out eternity-ward from the body that

has housed it evilly, so will I die at the instant—death by strangula-
tion. For a Divided Soul may not live when its twin is gone.
Death. And then one body in the rosewood casket, and one in its

box of pine. *

At eleven—
"Ba! Ba!"-I hear the sheep

— No; it is—What is it? I cannot

see—something is being pressed down over my eyes, shutting out the

light. My arms—^my feet are being tied—I cannot move ! Help !

Something is closing on my neck—I cannot breathe ! It is tighten-

ing
—

choking
—I hear the bleating of the sheep— God ! God ! I am

strangling ! The rope
— It is the rope

—and Death. May God have

mercy on my soul !

Los Angeles.
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"MISS SMITH OF THE EAGLE"
By SARA DEAN.

(Concluded)

HE service over, a chorus of many voices uprose in a

hum of congratulation. Now was her chance. Ad-

vancing on tip-toe toward the door of the back draw-

ing-room, her eyes lowered almost to closing in obedi-

ence to an ostrich-like instinct, she gained the hallway.

"Pardon me, Madame, can I do anything for you
"

She looked up into a smiling face, all aglimmer with undisguised

suspicion, and sardonic questioning. It was the sentinel at the foot

of the stairs. Some instinct warned her not to challenge him further.

She dared not persist in her retreat.

"I was a little faint," she stammered, and returned to the draw-

ing-room in self-confessed defeat at last.

From her niche she watched the waiters enter and distribute the

tables through the rooms. The bridal table grew wonderful in

glimmering crystal and silver, and fairy-like green-and-white. Her

one thought was to get as far away from it as possible ;
and when a

waiter officiously pulled out a chair for her at a distant table, she

sank into it mechanically, not daring to disobey the impUed invita-

tion.

"I don't suppose there will be any relations here," she thought,

feeling in an unreasoning way a little comforted.

She took a furtive survey of her fellow-diners. At the end of the

table sat a youth who looked at her with a visible brightening in his

face. He had evidently been struggling with his disappointment at

finding himself so far from a group of buds whose laughter reached

them from the room beyond. At the opposite end of the table was

a girl of a curiously original type of ugUness. Her ill-matched feat-

ures wore an expression of acute discontent and unamiability. Across

from Penelope sat a grey-haired, elderly woman, dressed with quiet

good taste, and elegance. She sat with her head tilted slightly back-

ward, looking about her with an air of frank interest. The chair be-

side Penelope was occupied by a man in the ripeness of hale old age.

There was an air of quiet daring and strength in his rugged face, and

a frank gallantry of manner which, later on, Penelope learned to

dread.

Last of all her eyes turned toward the young man sitting diag-

onally opposite h'er. She had purposely avoided looking at him be-

fore, although her observations had been made in a flash.

He was a young man of thirty years or thereabouts, with a keen,

clean-cut, clever face, and extremely observant eyes behind eye-
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glasses. From the moment of entering the room, she had been

vaguely conscious from time to time of those same observant eyes.

One course succeeded another. Penelope nibbled at the delicate

viands, not daring to forego entirely the pretense of eating, yet feel-

ing as guilty as a thief. She gave no heed to the desultory conver-

sation about her, and did her best to avoid the quiet, watchful gaze
of the keen-faced young man opposite.

Suddenly she grew conscious of a paunse, and looked up with a

guilty flutter of the heart. The rugged-faced old man was leaning

towads her expectantly, while all the table waited. Somebody evi-

dently had asked her a question.

"I—I beg your pardon," she stammered, coloring vividly.

"I was just saying," said the old man, "that I guessed you were a

stranger here."

Penelope smothered an inclination toward panic-stricken contra-

diction. Her second thought dismissed the suspicion of innuendo.

"Yes," she murmured, constrainedly. She fancied the gray-haired

body viewed her with increased curiosity.

"I thought so," cried the old man heartily, "and now Pll make
another guess. Boston?"

"Yes," repeated Penelope struggling to drive her smile beyond her

lips.

"I thought so, I thought so," cried the old man. "We can always

tell you somehow—I don't quite know how. Do you, Mrs. Belmont ?"

"I never really considered, Mr. Fitch," said the grey-haired I^dy,

smiling cordially at Penelope in an effort to relieve her very evident

embarrassment.

"Yes, but there is a difference somehow, and I ought to know. I

have been rooted in this soil since I was a boy. I'm a 'forty-niner,*'

said Mr. Fitch proudly.

"Indeed," said Penelope, endeavoring to look interested, but in-

wardly anathematizing her unwelcome conspicuousness.

"Yes," said Mr. Fitch, warming to his subject, "I have seen this

city climbing up Telegraph Hill, and growing out over the sand-

dunes
;
and would you believe me, the water-front once came up to

Montgomery street.

Penelope failed to locate Montgomery street in her bewilderment,

but endeavored to look impressed.

The youth at the end of the table now spoke, after a visible mental

struggle as to his right to enter the conversation.

"All the men say San Francisco is the jolliest place to live in after

New York. It's so cosmopolitan !"

Mr. Fitch's eyes searched Penelope's face for indications of ap-

proval.
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"What do you think of our city?" he asked.

A little demon of contradiction, born of intense nervousness, en-

tered Penelope's heart at this moment. She hesitated.

The girl at the end of the table smiled disagreeably.

"Of course it isn't Boston," she said mockingly.

Mrs. Belmont hastened to the rescue.

"We could hardly hope to rival Boston with its memories," she

said, smiling at Penelope.

"We have memories, too," persisted the girl. "Think of our pio-

neers."

"Hear! Hear!" cried Mr. Fitch, approvingly.

"Let us drink to our pioneers," said the youth, raising his glass,

his face aglow.
It was drunk constrainedly.

"What do you think of our city?" persisted the youth, his scant

meed of tact drowned by the champagne.
Prudence demanded an inconspicuous acquiescence. Yet Penelope

felt, with a sense of growing panic, hysterically unable to command
her own tongue." At this question the girl at the end of the table

smiled disagreeably, and pricked her into open antagonism.

"It's a very ugly city," she said meditatively.

"Oh, I say," said the youth, protestingly.

"Just rows and rows of wooden houses with bay windows stick-

ing out in front," continued Penelope, looking at him with the sweet

placidity of the immovable.

"But we don't have those now," cried the youth. "Those were

built years ago."

"Then they should be pulled down, or burnt up," said Penelope,

growing anarchistic in her perturbation. "The sins of a generation

should vanish with its generation!"

Mr. Fitch burst into hearty laughter.

"Fm afraid we old fellows are responsible," he cried, "and we're

not all dead yet. Come !" raising his glass. "Let us drink to the

young lady with the radical ideas. Miss— ?" he leaned toward her,

questioningly.

The room swam round; she had rushed madly on to her fate.

Dared she declare herself, drag the honored name of Adbury into a

position so undignified, so inexcusable? Never. An inspiration

came to her. It was straining the probabilities, but a stranger migh:
be there in one capacity

—a society reporter. Her mind sped off in

search of the paper she should represent. She recalled one, a weekly

of high literary grade, whose society notes were confined to a favored

few, and selected it instinctively. But her name? Smith! In the

instant's pause, she endeavored to dismiss it, conscious that its very
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commonplaceness singled her out for suspicion, but her mind was a

blank, and she could recall no other.

She smiled into the eyes of the young man opposite,

"Miss Smith, of the Eagle," she said.

For an instant he lowered his mask, while over his face swept a suc-

cession of expressions
—amazement, doubt, mirth.

Penelope's lips dropped apart, her eyes were fixed on his is a

startled stare. From the first his face had been vaguely familiar.

At this moment the association of ideas cleared her mind, and she

recalled his distinctly ;
the memory sprang out with crystalline clear-

ness. She saw him standing beside her friend Miss Blanchard's tea-

table, his head slightly bent, his eyes fixed on ,hers, while Miss

Blanchard murmured: "Mr. Craig, editor of the Eagle, Penelope
dear. One of our really clever men."

Penelope's eyes leaped out at him in wild appeal. He bowed

gravely and raised his glass.

"To Miss Smith, of the Eagle!" he said; and she was answered.

Penelope hardly knew how the meal was finished, but some half

hour later she was wandering broken-spiritedly about a small, de-

serted reception-room. The idea of escape had slowly faded from

her mind, under the influence of continued panic.

She turned with a start, and found Mr. Craig standing beside

her. He was regarding her with a wondering sort of gentleness,

and the humorous twinkle had vanished from his eyes. Even on the

instant a sense of comfort in his bigness, and his broadness, and a

certain indefinable kindliness, came over her. He did not look at

her as he spoke, but fixed his eyes on a bronze vase, filled with

dafifodils.

"I just thought Pd mention to you. Miss— ?" he paused.

"Adbury," flashed out Penelope, defiantly.

He bowed gravely, and continued addressing the bronze jar.

"I just thought I'd mention to you, that Miss Wallace, of the

Eagle, is at present floating about the premises, taking copious notes

on costumes and decorations,"

Penelope collapsed inertly into a chair, and looked up at him in

helpless appeal.

He was regarding her frankly now, in mystified enjoyment of the

situation.

"Can't you do something?" she gasped.

"I am afraid Miss Wallace's able newspaper qualities, persistence

of purpose and difficulty of suppression, would avail against us as

late in the game as this, Miss Adbury."

"Oh, it's too dreadful," gasped Penelope.

His eyes were again fixed on the bronze jar.
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"And perhaps, I might add, a trifle mysteirous," he said, dryly.

Penelope's white-gloved finger-tips outlined the design on the

chair beside her. There was not a trace of the easy assurance of

manner, born of Adbury blood and five seasons. She looked Uke an

accused child, as she began her confused explanation.

"I know it is mysterious, and inexcusable, and everything it

shouldn't be; but how was I to know it wasn't a tea at all, but a

wedding. Where, except in California, would they have a wedding
at four o'clock in the afternoon?"

"Nowhere, except in California, do they time such affairs for the

six o'clock Overland train," he responded quietly.

Penelope felt the sense of injury which usually accompanies a

weak defense.

"How was I to know ? I just thought I'd come in with the crowd

and go out with the crowd, and no one would notice me—and I

could get a snapshot of the patio. And it was a charity, too, for it

was to illustrate a lecture to my Girls' Club, and they are poor girls

and can't travel to see it for themselves."

She glanced up in time to see Mr. Craig struggling to suppress a

smile. Under the influence of that suppressed smile the tears welled

up. Mr. Craig perceived them as they took their course down her

cheeks, from which she was too proud to brush them. He was about

to speak impulsively, when he caught a glimpse of Mrs. Belmont,

mysteriously beckoning to him from a doorway. He smiled reassur-

ingly on Penelope before he went to answer the summons.

Mrs. Belmont drew him into the hall. She looked fluttered and

anxious.

"I cannot understand, Mr. Craig," she began abruptly. "A Miss

Wallace, of your paper, is taking notes out there in the dining-room
How many reporters do you usually put on for such an aflfair?"

"One," he answered, imperturbably.

"I just knew it," she exclaimed. "There was something odd about

that Miss Smith from the beginning. One of Naseby's detectives,

whom we have stationed out there in the hall, says she answers ex-

actly to the description he has of a confidence woman, limber-fingered

Kate, and—"

He interrupted her.

"The intelligent myrmidon of our friend Naseby has been pursu-

ing his usual policy
—

putting two and two together, and making five.

Miss Adbury—"

Mrs. Belmont started at the name.

"Yes," he said, answering her look, "of the Adburys of Beacon

Street, Boston."

He knew it was improbable that the name Adbury would have any
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associations for Mrs. Belmont, but Beacon Street and Boston were

words to conjure with. To Californians they stood for severely

over-starched respectability,

"Oh, yes," said Mrs, Belmont vaguely.
He went on perverting the truth artistically. "Miss Adbury is a

stranger in San Francisco, and when after removing her wraps she

found herself among strangers at a wedding, instead of a tea as

she expected, she was confused and overcome—and the rest you
know."

Mrs. Belmont regarded him suspiciously. Even newspaper men
are occasionally gullible, and Miss Adbury was decidedly pretty.

"You knew her before," she asked tentatively.

"Yes, I met her at Miss Blanchard's. It was quite natural my
memory should be longer than hers—alas !" he answered, with a serio-

comic sigh and a glance at Mrs. Belmont.

She laughed, looking relieved.

"I'm so glad," she said, with a quick little sigh, as if her heart

had been freed of a burden. "I am just foolish enough to be super-

stitious about complications at weddings. But now present me to the

poor child, and let me put her at her ease."

Penelope awaited Mr. Craig's return with sensations she had

not experienced since she had been sent to the library to await her

father's reproach, when on one or two memorable occasions she

had outgrown the gentle, feminine rule. Her face flushed and soft-

ened now in her gratitude at Mrs. Belmont's cordial greetings, in a

way that completely won her womanly heart.

"You are too good," cried Penelope, speaking with nervous rapid-

ity, "far too good. Your great kindness, and Mr. Craig's," she

turned toward him, a warm light in the depth of her brown eyes,

"have made an impossible situation easier. Indeed I have been

wretched," with a little motion of her hands. "I don't deserve—"

She stopped, confusedly, in response to a warning glance from Mr.

Craig.

Mrs. Belmont smiled into her face, suffused with sudden flushes.

"Not at all, my dear," she said brightly. "I am at this very mo-

ment planning to profit by this chance. May I not call upon you ?"

"Oh, do," cried Penelope, her eyes aglow, her last reserve stormed

by Mrs. Belmont's tactfulness. "And please come because you want

to come, and not just to put me at my ease."

"I shall call upon you and not the situation," laughed Mrs. Bel-

mont. "And now let me present my niece, and her husband, Mr.

Broughton. You may know him
; he is of Boston, also. Why, here

he is now ! Jack—"
but she said no more. Penelope had turned and

seen him. The involuntary start she gave affected her companions.
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Mr. Broughton and his bride had withdrawn somewhat from the

press of their friends within the drawing-room, and were now ex-

changing a few words on the eve of her upward flight to exchange
the snowy film and sheen of her wedding-gown for a traveling cos-

tume. They were evidently lost to all the world in their enjoyment
of this, their first approach to anything like solitude. John Brough-
ton's sunburnt profile was bent slightly toward his wife's upturned,

adoring face. They saw nothing of the group of three, within the

small reception-room, who were watching them intently.

Mr. Craig's face was irradiated with a smile of kindly sympathy.
He had known the bride since she was a child. Mrs.. Belmont's ex-

pression was tender, with the underlying sadness with which middle-

aged experience so often contemplates bridal happiness sunnily facing

an unknown future. Penelope's lips were slightly parted, her brown

eyes opened wide. She was a picture of frozen guilt, and terror
;
and

the backbone of her self-control crushed, grim panic possessed her.

Her sins had found her out. There stood John Broughton, the one

man on earth about whom her conscience had always tormented her

since he had parted with her in bitterness, three years before, beside

the roar of the Atlantic. It had been a case of feminine rivalry and

vanity. A strain of the pure coquette, dancing somewhere amid the

placid flow of her Puritan blood, had led her principles away, once.

Just once, her heart cried out bitterly, and now, thousands of miles

away from the scene of her weak selfishness, it must be at his wed-

ding she had so unpardonably obtruded herself. In an instant he

might turn, and see her! Mrs. Belmont already made an onward

movement as if to attract his attention.

"Don't!" hissed Penelope in a hoarse whisper, grasping her arm
with tragic intensity, her eyes still fixed on the couple in the door-

way. "Don't 1"

"My dear," said Mrs. Belmont in half alarm at the steelly grip of

the little fingers.

"Don't," whispered Penelope, wildly. "I'll die right here if he

sees me. I know Mr. Broughton. I never could explain to him.

You have been kind to me, Mrs. Belmont. Never mention my name
to him, and just let me go now, please," pleadingly, half leading her

toward the hall. "Now, be good to me," with a hysterical catch of

her breath, "and let me run away."

"My dear," said Mrs. Belmont again, in wondering concern; but

Penelope only lingered to take both her hands in a rapid hand-shake,
and fairly flew into the fresh air.

The early dusk had gathered without, and the lawn was flooded

with patches of light from the windows of the house she had just
left. She involuntarily sought the shadows on her way to the gate.
She welcomed the coolness of the evening air against her cheeks
as she stood on the street-corner awaiting the car. In a maze of
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mortification too deep for connected thought, gradually one poignant
question pierced the chaos. Had he seen her? Oh, had he seen her?
She felt as if positive assurance on that point would be the greatest
relief she had ever known.
The fog had crept in from the ocean, and was drenching the euca-

lyptus trees above her with moisture. The street lamp shone hazily

through it. Drops of water pattered down from the leaves upon
her faultless, grey tailor-gown, but she did not heed.

A figure loomed mistily through the fog.
"Miss Adbury," said a cheery, matter-of-fact voice which fell like

a balm on her mood of exaggerated feeUng. "It is dark, and you are

a stranger here. May I venture my services as a guide to your
hotel ?"

Penelope took Mr. Craig's appearance without question. She
had grown during that eventful afternoon to expect him to descend

upon the scene, like the God in the Car, at the right moment.
"Thank you," she responded drearily from the dusk. "I believe

I need a guardian. We are at the Palace."

"And here is our car," said Mr. Craig, briskly. "Inside? It is

damp. Our San Francisco blanket is settling."

"No, outside," cried Penelope eagerly. "The dummy. I should
smother inside."

For some time they sat in silence. Penelope felt his presence in-

expressibly soothing. He watched the patrician lines of her profile

against the square of the lighted car-window, with a keen delight in

its loveliness, and a half-pitying twinkle in his eyes at the dejected

droop of her lips. His instinct far patching out incomplete situa-

tions had long since revealed its cause to him.

Penelope roused herself as she caught his gaze.
"I suppose you know," she said, limply.

"Perhaps I guess," he responded.
"Did—did he see me?" hesitating in her fear of his reply.
"Not a glimmer," he answered, betrayed into a smothered laugh at

the memory. "You shot off like a comet."

She forgave him his laugh in her relief at his words.

"There is one thing about," she said resignedly. "Everything has

happened that can happen, for one day."
But something else had happened as Mr. Craig knew very dis-

tinctly. He recalled Mr. Broughton's tender gaze into his wife's

face with something like wonder as he looked at the profile beside

him. Who could forget such a countenance?
There was a long pause. Then she turned toward him abruptly,

as if startled by a sudden thought, her eyes filled with a sort of specu-
lative dismay.

"In Boston they'd have frozen me," she breathed, involuntarily

muffling her soft, round chin in her sable boa.

Mr. Craig recalled certain reservations in his confidence to Mrs.
Belmont

; and smiled to himself in the darkness.

"Human nature's the same pret^ much the world over," he said.

Dame Rumor has it that Miss Adbury's latest fad is a close and

analytical study of Californian character, and that she is giving espe-
cial attention to the editorial type.

London, England.
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SOLDADDT
By ERNESTINE WINCHELL.

|OSSIBLY old Soldaddy had once been young', but it must

have been in the golden days before History was.

Probably in that far-off mythical time his name had

been the graceful Spanish Soledad—but the meaning

only remained with him. His wives and children had

passed one by one to the regions of eternal sunshine and plentiful

food, leaving^ the old man solitary and alone—but the scars had

healed as foot-prints vanish in wet sand. The rancherias were full

of his grandchildren and great-grandchildren in many varying de-

grees of propinquity* and color—dutiful descendants who shared

with him their beans and tobacco when he favored them with his

company ;
but the share was usually so small that his reciprocal inter-

est was far short of being paternal or patriarchal.

So, solitary, independent and irresponsible, old Soldaddy shifted

for himself. He was a full-blooded San Joaquin Indian, little and

shriveled and black—grotesque of feature and gnarled of body—a

most unlovely old creature at first sight. But one's admiration was

never long unconquered by his splendid optimism, his cheerful

egotism, his impudently independent obsequiousness. Nature had

tried to dignify the black wrinkled face by crowning it with siver

hair, but sometimes her feminine instinct is sadly misplaced, and

Soldaddy's leering little eyes and his craftily grinning crack of a

mouth seemed forever joking together about her mistake.

Many years ago when Joseph Belknap, with his young- wife and

baby, settled upon the homestead in the foot-hills, Soldaddy at-

tached himself to the new household as a sort of independent re-

tainer with the self-bestowed title of Soldaddy Belknap. He came
and went as he pleased; sometimes pottering about the garden or

wood-pile for days at a time, eating with satisfaction the generous
meals which Sarah Belknap regularly handed out to him

; some-

times disappearing for a week or more of untrammeled freedom.

Again, impelled primarily by the need of clothing
—a need which

kindly hands or friendly trash-heap had ignobly failed to relieve—he

would present himself to Mr. Belknap as a most self-respecting can-

didate for remunerative employment. And when the desire for a

glorious period of inebriation came upon him he would ask for his

money and betake himself to the nearest store.

The law forbids the selling of whiskey to Indians and, of course,

a store-keeper obeys the law! So, with the thirst in his vitals and

money in his pocket, old Soldaddy would saunter nonchalantly

through the store leering furtively about, while the store-keeper as-

sumed a calm indifference to his presence. After a dignified interval

the customer would select a pair of overalls :
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"Me buy 'im this pants, I guesso," holding them up to view.

"All right, Soldaddy. Six-bits."

The money counted out on the counter, Soldaddy was soon ar-

rayed, as to crooked little legs, in generous folds of bright blue.

Then a cotton shirt in gorgeous stripes is spread out:

"Him heap good shu't, Jack, how much you want ?"

"Dollar and four-bits."

Again Soldaddy counted out the price with care, and then put

himself, dirty rags and all, into the gay new shirt.

"Gib um tobacco."

"Here you are. Two-bits," Jack flings the plug of tobacco on

the counter and while he replaces the box the Indian lays more

money on the little heap of coin. That there is an extra dollar there

does not surprise the store-keeper in the least, and he grins confi-

dentially at the back of the gay little figure hobbling down the steps.

An hour or two later, in a casual stroll about the premises, Sol-

daddy would find in some strange place, a brown bottle of that com-

pound of joy and repentance
—pyanna to the Indian, whiskey to the

white man. Then would follow for happy old Soldaddy
—

lonely no

more—a joyful period, the duration of which depended upon the

latitude of extravagance he had allowed himself in the matter of

blue overalls, striped shirts, etcetera. After the joy, woe tremendous

would descend upon the old man ! Consciousness of a variety of

discomforts—entirely physical
—would overwhelm him

;
and then,

soiled, torn, hungry and exhausted, he would instinctively take his

uncertain way to the Belknap house. At the back door he would

wait, huddled in an abjectly miserable trembling heap, for Mrs.

Belknap to notice him, his bleared little eyes full of tears, his black

old face quivering. He knew from long experience that at that

door he would receive an ample portion of bread and meat, and with

it a vigorous scolding conscientiously and energetically admin-

istered.

But to scoldings and commands, and even to long kindly talks on

just consequences, old Soldaddy proved alike impervious. At last,

in desperation, Mrs. Belknap brought up the subject at the dinner-

table one day.

"Mr. Belknap, why don't you make Soldaddy work?" Thought
of the old sinner loafing in the sunshine all that morning after his

latest afifair with "pyanna," put an edge on her tone.

"Why, my dear, I don't care whether he works or not. Seems

to me the ranch work goes on just as well when he is drunk as any

other time. And I never had to shut down the saw-mill because he

wasn't on hand. If I did," he laughed as he buttered his bread, "I'd

have to give the mill away."
"That's no way to look at it, Joseph, and you know it. Why, the
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old man looks on this as his home and on us as his protectors. We're

responsible for him, Mr. Belknap, before the Lord and the world,

and it's perfectly scandalous the way you let him go on."

"Shucks! Sarah, you take him too seriously. He's a shiftless

old scallawag, I'll admit. But he always was and always will be,

and we can't help it, and we are not responsible."

"But, Joseph," she urged, "he's getting to be an old man; what

will he do when he can't work?"

"Well, he ain't any older now than he was ten years ago, and I

guess he's good for another twenty."

"Oh, you're evading the question! Listen. Can't you interest

him in his work, and keep his money for him—"

"Sarah, my dear, your heart is all right, but you don't understand

the case at all."

"Joseph—"

"Let's talk about something else. We can't ever agree on this."

And they never could. As the years passed on, Mrs. Belknap

grew more and more severe and impatient with Soldaddy's short-

comings. All the Belknap children were grown and some were

married and gone, but Soldaddy, as unchanged as the hills, still went

his usual round with its wonted variations.

Sarah Belknap's heart was as kind and generous as ever, but her

temper had grown shorter and her tongue had grown sharper as

the seasons had filed along. From reasoning with her husband

about the old Indian, she had come to rating him soundly whenever

the subject came up. And Soldaddy had learned to wait till she

was well away from the kitchen, and appeal to one of the girls

when he showed himself in whatever stage of a spree.

The children had grown up with a degree of fondness for the old

creature. He was always good-natured and willing to wait upon
them; he helped sympathetically in all sorts of mischief, comforted

them after spankings, and loyally admired all new accomplishments
and acquisitions. Also, the vigorous scoldings that descended im-

partially upon all deserving heads made another bond between them.

It came to pass one evening that old Soldaddy—half-drunk, too

satisfied with a certain old Indian to fear anybody, too happy to

expect rebuff, too mellow-hearted to think of such a thing as unkind-

ness—neglected his customary reconnoisance and presented his

smirking old countenance at the kitchen door. Nora saw him and

warned him away with gestures and frowns which she tried to make

ferocious, but—
"Who are you making faces at?" her mother asked sharply, and

without waiting for reply she went to see for herself. What she

saw was the hilariously grinning old vagabond of a Soldaddy
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shamelessly holding out a black hand, while he begged with com-

placent assurance :

"Gib um eat?"

After a silent moment of astonishment, the accumulated exaspera-
tion of years crystallized.

"Yes, I'll 'gib um','' she exclaimed. Her hand caught the broken

handle of a broom, and with it she swiftly belabored the skipping
old legs and the humped shoulders and the wildly brandished arms.

Thump ! thump ! whack ! She laid it on vigorously, and with it she

explained, minutely and freely, her opinion of lazy, shiftless, drunken

old Indians.

The episode was painful to Soldaddy. After the excitement of

his departure, depression settled over him. As he felt tenderly of

his bumps and bruises, it was borne in upon him that he was mis-

understood and unappreciated. Evidently there was no such thing

as gratitude in this world. Here was he—Soldaddy ! Had he

ever worked for any one but Joe Belknap all these many years ? Had
he not raked the yard and brought in the wood for the woman ever

since Walter was baby? Well, they could get along without him

now. Beat Soldaddy, would she?—and he glanced fearfully over

his shoulder lest she be near !

In the course of the next few months the old fellow became a

mere bundle of rags. All the trash-heaps for miles around had been

levied upon and he was still wanting. It was getting hot in the

foot-hills, and all the Indians, and all the Whites he knew, were

gone up the mountain to the lumber belt. Soldaddy did not like

to be alone—and the flies pestered him—and it was hot ! But it

was too cold up there to live in these rags. Clearly he was in des-

perate straits—he would have to go to work ! It took careful nurs-

ing to maintain ^is righteous resentment, but his fear of Sarah

Belknap helped him to keep his word to himself. He would work

for Joe Belknap never again.

In this extremity of his he learned that one of his descendants,

Charlie Jim, by name, was working at Fred Mason's logging camp.
Good ! He would make, with Charlie Jim and Sally Jim his squaw,
a kindly visit. Certainly he had long neglected them, which was

sad—for were they not flesh of his flesh, and bone of his bone? Du-

tiful Sally fed him generously and an old blanket by the camp-fire

kept him warm
;
but the question of clothing becam.e more and more

serious, and filial suggestions that he work saddened him.

A day came, however, when Fred Mason glanced up from his

work to see before him on the ground a bunch of miscellaneous rags,

above which peered a wrinkled black face crowned with silver hair.

He said nothing; when he looked up again some time later neither

rags nor face had moved. Finally he said :
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"Hello, Soldaddy, what you want?"

"You like Injun wuck?"

"You like work for me, Soldaddy? Why you no work for Joe

Belknap?"
"Huh !" grunted Soldaddy scornfully, "Me no wuck Joe Belknap !''

Then, his voice trailing off in a scared whine, "Joe woman heap

fighta me!"

Mason laughed. "You poor old beggar! Well, all right; you
work for me. There's the noon whistle—come along to grub."

While the white men ate, the Indian squatted in the sun, near the

door with the dogs. When the men came out of the cook-house,

wiping their mouths on bandanas or the backs of their hands. Mason
said: "Go in and eat, Soldaddy, and then I'll set you to work." The

old fellow went in, cringing as to ragged body, peering as to crafty

eyes. He sat down and looked the table over. The men had made
havoc with its order, but there remained, in plenty, boiled beef, beans

and potatoes, bread, pickles and apple-sauce. The cook came in

and Soldaddy waved his hand over the table. "Huh ! No got bif-

steak?" He looked around again as if he might have overlooked it.

"No got hot biscuit? No got pie? Huh, me go Sally house!" He
strutted out, glancing loftily about and bristling with importance.
He was mightily pleased with himself; for he had given an impres-
sion of his quality

—and kept another day of freedom.

The next morning, however, he presented himself for breakfast

in beautiful humility. He made no observations as to the menu,
but ate all he could, silently, and went quietly out to work. But

he soon realized that this was a very different affair from working
for Joe Belknap. Fred Mason was not a hard man, but he did not

employ Soldaddy for entirely charitable reasons. He knew that

the old chap was not strong, so he set him as light a task as he

could and expected him to keep moving at least. What a shock to

the feelings of the old Indian to hear at this tenth five-minute rest :

"Soldaddy! git a move on!" And at the next but one: "Say, you
old monkey, git to work!" And later, just as he was becoming a

little easier in his mind, a peremptory "Muckchaw ! work !" It was

distressing, certainly
—all the time work, work !

The second day he was so nervous that he started up several times

before he was entirely rested. By night of the third day he knew
that in justice to himself he must resign, for without doubt another

day would kill him, and Soldaddy was not yet ready to die—oh, no !

Charlie Jim went with him to the store and saw that the three dol-

lars went for clothes instead of whiskey, stolidly ignoring his grand-
sire's wheedling suggestion : "Charlie-Jim, pyanna heap good ?"

When they came out Soldaddy was a very decent old Indian in ap-

pearance, newly garbed, proud and high-stepping.
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Provisions suddenly became scarce at Charlie Jim's shanty—he

did not even have any tobacco. Consequently the patriarch lost in-

terest in this particular branch of his family, and decided to visit

the Pinon Rancheria; they would be glad to see him he knew—
was he not grandfather to half of them?

Therefore a brilliant mid-summer morning found him paddling

cheerfully along the trail that led through the forest, across meadows,
and over the ridge, two full days' journey, to Pinon. The air was

warm and sweet, and the bits of sky seen through the trees were un-

spotted turquoise-blue. His complacent ears caught the pleasing

sounds of the working of men
;
from over there came the creaking

and squealing of a logging-truck and the hoarse shouts of the ox-

driver; a little further on he could hear the rasping of a cross-cut

saw and the ring of an ax. He drew in a great breath of fragrant

air—he, Soldaddy, did not have to work! A chipmunk sat up and

examined him curiously;, then, with impertinent flirt of its tail, dis-

appeared ;
a black-squirrel scolded him from high in a sugar-pine ;

a blue-jay on a lower limb derided him—^but it was all one to Sol-

daddy. Was he not clothed and full ? Why, he even had some cold

tortillas buttoned inside his shirt against future hunger ! He stepped

out proudly for a yard or two.

Slowly but steadily he covered the miles that led him deeper into

the forest, and soon after noon he passed the last shake-maker's

camp. At sundown he stopped where a tiny brook crossed the trail.

Parallel with the stream lay the charred trunk of a great cedar
;
be-

tween them, and five or six feet from the log, the Indian scraped

away the leaves and twigs on the ground, making a bare circle per-

haps three feet across, within which he made his fire. Then, with

his back to the log and his feet to the fire he contentedly ate his tor-

tillas, envying no man. Soon he became drowsy, curled up and went

to sleep, waking from time to time to replenish his fire.

In the morning he took up the trail again. It was a long, long

way to Pinon ! There were no cheering sounds of other men's la-

bors. The squirrels and birds were distinctly impudent. Why did

he eat all the tortillas last night ? With many sighs he plodded des-

pondently along. At noon he paused for a moment's rest, his hands

folded sadly over his empty stomach, and bewailed anew the tor-

tillas of yesterday.. There was no food between him and. Pinon,

and the rancheria was yet seven hours away, north of the sunrise.

Then he remembered ! At the Bald Rock, on the creek toward the

south, young Carrol had built a cabin several years before, and every

summer he and another man or two came to it from the great hot

valley. Later, there had been another cabin and women and babies.

And always when Soldaddy had gone there they had given him to
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eat in plenty, and had held black boxes at him, and had set up

strange boxes on three legs and hidden their heads under black

cloths, and looked out at him, and hidden again, and laughed at

him. Well, he did not mind the strange boxes nor the laughter, and

he did like the plenty to eat. Also, that food was but three hours

away and he was quite empty; therefore he would go to the Bald

Rock cabins.

All the morning he had lifted his head at intervals and sniffed the

air. There was fire in the forest, and now he saw, as he glanced

along, that the vistas between the trees were shorter and bluer.

When he turned south on the fainter trail to Bald Rock Creek, the

smoke grew denser as he progressed. When he reached the Rock
the two yellow cabins were smoke-veiled, and he could see the flash

of bits of blaze through the dim branches of the encircling trees.

The door of the first cabin was closed, but it was vacant. As he

neared the second he heard the crying of children within, and peered
in at the open window. Lying on the bed in the corner he saw a

woman with fever-flushed face; on the floor were two small chil-

dren, crying fretfully, while one a little older tried to quiet them
with toys and endearments. The darkening of the window caught
the children's attention and the babies stopped crying, but when the

Indian grinned in friendly wrinkles they all cried at once,

"Hello, muchacha!'' he said reassuringly, and they cried louder

till the woman on the bed waved him away with weak, impatient
hand.

He walked about the cabins and considered the situation. The
fire, which came from the south, almost surrounded the buildings
and was drawing nearer

;
the creek was scarcely a barrier, for burn-

ing twigs could drop across it. As he deliberated he became con-

scious of a step at his side, and turning, saw a slight young woman
with hair tumbled, face flushed and smoke-grimed, and dress torn

into tatters. With a few swift words and gestures she told him that

all day she had been fighting the fire, alone.

"Where you man ?" he asked.

"Gone on a hunt—all of them—they won't be back till tomorrow

night !"

Soldaddy measured with his eye the distance to the fire—judged
the ground between—held out his hand to the breeze. Before to-

morrow night the Bald Rock cabins would be in ashes ! He sighed.
"You got eat?" he asked, plaintively.

She gave him food, placed some for the children, and ate hun-

grily herself. When the last morsel was gone, the old Indian sighed

again; reluctantly he took up a spade that leaned against the cabin

wall, and motioned her to follow with the rake.

The girl showed him what she had done to oppose the fire, and
he sniffed at its futility ; but, using it as a base of operations, he

laid out rapidly a course along which she was to rake away the

twigs and leaves for a space half a yard wide. Then with groans
and deep complaints Soldaddy followed, shovelling out the dry pine-
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needles and mould, making a ditch the width of the spade and down
to the damp solid earth. The ground-fire could not cross this ditch,
but blazing limbs and tufts of leaves could be flung far inside the

encircled space from the tall burning trees, and for these they must
be prepared.
He glanced gloomily at the girl from time to time, noting with

scowls and guttural revilings the growing weakness and irregular-

•ity of her movements. Finally he took the rake from her relaxing
hand.

"Go house," he growled. "Go fix papoose, I guesso."
He raked for a few feet now, then shoveled, in frantic alternation.

He groaned no more—there was none to hear, and besides he lacked

the breath. He raked, then shoveled—a burning branch dropped
inside and he ran to beat out with his spade the fire it brought.
The girl

—white, and wide-eyed—staggered out to him with bread
and hot coffee, and he ate and drank, and then raked and shoveled

again. Would he ever get around to the creek?—there was another

fire inside ! He beat it out and hobbled back to his ditch. When
the next limb fell the girl put out the fire that started, and lay on the

ground to rest till another should fall. All the night those two—the

deadly-weary, slim young white woman and the old, old shriveed

Indian fought that stealthy untiring foe.

The men reached the Bald Rock at noon the next day. The anx-

iety that had come upon them that morning, at sight of the smoke-
filled cafions, had grown to fear as the location of the fire became
more and more evident with their advance. Miles away they had

dropped their pack-mules and ridden for all their horses were worth.

Then they left the horses too, for the frightened animals refused

the hot ground and reared at sight of the blazing trees. Desperately
the men took to the rocky course of Bald Rock Creek, clambering
and leaping from rock to rock—scorched with flame—strangled with
smoke—cold to the heart with horror ! The first man to round the

Bald Rock stopped with a choked, inarticulate cry. Pale and dumb
the others joined him.

Within a circle of burned and smoking trees stood the two cabins,

yellow in the sunlight. Blue smoke rose from the stove-pipe and
three little children played by an open door. For a moment four

men battled for self-control, then rushed up the slope. Near the

open cabin door, his back against the warm wall, a huddled heap of

sweat-and-smoke-stained garments, black chin resting on bony
knees, was old Soldaddy, watching, with sunken and blood-streaked

eyes, the contented babies at play. On the bed within, two women
slept heavily

—
peacefully

—
safely !

And this is why a certain black little old Indian—self-consequent,

disreputable, unlovely,
—works no more ; why Sam Lewis, the store

keeper, has every year an order to honor any demand of Soldaddy
(except for whiskey) up to a given sum; and why the old fellow

says with scorn unmeasured, as he squats in a sunny corner of the

storeporch :

"Carrol, he heap no-good. He talk Sam no gib Soldaddy pyanna !

Huh ! Soldaddy heap like pyanna ;"

Tollhouse, Cal.
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A MEMOIR OF THU MUDFLATS
By GERTRUDE B. MILLARD.

WANT to get a boat," said my husband, as the big

front door swung protestingly on its disused hinges.

If we had not been green about going to Bolinas, we
should have hiked gaily around to the side entrance,

as did the accustomed campers and the natives.

"I'm real sorry," said the old lady who held the door knob, beam-

ing benevolently over her glasses. "But the hens ain't laying very

well jus' now! Ef you ken wait a minute, I'll run down to the

hen-house—"

"I want to get a boat," reiterated Samuel, very distinctly. We
had heard that the old lady was deaf. "You'll have to pick 'em

yourselves!" she replied on a very high key. "It does beat all

what an appetite for cherries these summer folks—."

"I—want—to—get
—a—boat!" repeated our leader in stentorian

tones.

"It's too bad the Cap'n ain't home," said the old lady, waddling
out upon the broad veranda, and carefully closing the door behind

her. "He'd dig ye some in a jiflFy, but—."

"I want to get a boat," said Samuel once more. But I de-

tected resignation in his dropped voice, and the children began to

look disappointed.

"Land sakes!" cried the good woman, suddenly inspired. "Mebbc
it's a boat you want! There's two or three down to the landin',

but I'm afraid Josiah's got all the padlock keys in his pocket." She

looked so honestly distressed that for a second I forgot it was I,

not she, who ought to be commiserated. When one has walked

two miles and a half under a shore sun to reach them, padlocked
boats are certainly an aggravation.

"I'll tell ye," exclaimed the Dispensor-General, suffering further

illumination after a perturbed pause. "Ef Mr. Morton's come in,

the Mary Ann'U be at her moorin'. He warn't there when the

la'nch left, so she'll be swingin' free. You just go right along an*

get into her, an' I'll tell the Cap'n when he comes home."

Down the long rose-bordered walk and across the sandy shore-

road we speculated mournfully on Mr. Morton's having "come in."

Matters so far had certainly not been encouraging. And we were

all out of baking powder, coffee and sugar—with no market nearer

than Bolinas, seven miles around the bay. One's desire for coffee

—with sugar—becomes ungovernable, living in a tent
;
and when

there is not a baker anywhere, and your own equipment permits

only the making of thin things, yeast powder goes like dew before

the sun.
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"There's the launch," said my good man dejectedly. "She makes

one more trip tonight, I believe."

"Well," I answered slowly, "if we must! But it's too expensive

for us all to go. You can do the errands and the boys and I

will play along shore till you get back."

At which one boy wailed dolefully, "Oh, rnamma?" and the other

surreptitiously dug his fist into his eye. But had we not come

to this blessed camp of the unfashionable for the privilege of wear-

ing old clothes and saving every cent, while accomplishing the outing

so necessary to brain-fagged city folk ? I must stick to my colors.

Life to our weary limbs, reward of the ungodly that she proved

to be, the Mary Ann rode at anchor below the spider-legged pier.

Even I, who am short of sight, could read the aggressive black

name scored upon her bow as it tilted to the tiny ripples. Mr.

Morton had come in! Her gay-painted oars beckoned brazenly.

But misgiving smote me as I eyed the straight and narrow way
that led to our salvation.

"Are the people all pirates hereabouts," I demanded of my de-

voted spouse, "that they expect a woman to walk a plank to get

into their old boats? What do they run their landing away out

there for, anyway?"
"For the launch," he responded, briefly. "The water is not deep

enough for her out of the channel. Here, give me the baby again.

Go slow and you'll be all right !"

"And leave the boys to shift for themselves?" I cried reproach-

fully. "You know Rob always gets dizzy at any height, and Dickie

is so cocksure, he'd be off in no time?"

"I know ! I know, mamma !" exploded my eldest, dancing up
and down in his frantic desire to bring up the information from

the depths of his boots. "There's a funny little handcar to run

on these rails for the bundles. I saw it when I drove down with

Mr. Brown after the mail. Papa can push you on it !"

• Out to the end of the wind-swept scaffolding departed the sure-

footed mascuUne; and in the twinkling of an eye he was back,

shoving a miniature flat-car. Upon this we loaded all the in-

fantry, much to Master Independence's disgust, and my Bridge
of Sighs lay behind me with scarce a tremor.

Right rejoiced I was to see that the Mary Ann was broad of

beam, and deep of bottom. The harder, I argued, for my venture-

some sprites to tip over, or drop out of. Had I foreseen the agony
to which her draught was to subject me later, I would have set

foot within a cockle-shell by preference.

We sailed upon a summer sea—that is, I did. Sam was rowing.

The sky was of the bluest blue, with tiny drifting flakes of white
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lazily detached from the fog-bank lying far oflF behind the Far-

allones. Wee waves lap-lapped so softly upon the sleek sides

of Mary Ann, singing low lullaby to the sleepy baby at my breast.

The green-girt, land-locked, brilliant bay, protected by the beach

bar's strong, yellow curve from tumbling surf and hungry ocean

thundering beyond, seemed so safe, so deliciously peaceful, I was

fain to follow my mannie's example and fall into a waking dream

in the warm sun—only Dickie was fishing with a pin on a string,

and behind his father's back I did not dare to take my eye oflf

him.

Really it was an ideal row. My hat was off, like the boys ; my
fingers trailing alongside in the cool flood, and I was making mental

note to buy cold cream in Bolinas if its stores should not prove
too benighted, when I realized by the sudden increase in sound-

volume to my left that we had come from the protection of the

sandspit into the sea-way. The cords stood sharply out upon my
husband's forehead for an appreciable minute as we cut directly

across the outgoing channel, and then we were on a floating plat-

form, and making our way cautiously up rickety steps into the

curious little old Spanish village that hangs half over the water

at the mouth of Bolinas Bay—so nearly asleep that one is afraid

it may lose consciousness sometime and fall in.

We sallied through the confines of the Flagstaff Inn—which

sounds un-Spanishly out of keeping with its surroundings, arid be-

trays the touch of that old British shipmaster, who years past found

snug harbor for his rotting timbers here out of the world, though
the stars and stripes, still further anachronism, flutter from the tall

mast before the door—and did our shopping shortly up the dozy
main street. Our strictured purses and the shop limitations con-

spired to make that shopping short. The children filled up on doubt-

ful candy for the first time since we left San Francisco on its

sand hills. And in a scant hour from our arrival we were back

at the inn landing, embarking for our temporary home.

Two or three denizens of the place lounged upon the sea front,

placidly imitating methods of the ruminative cow. One of these

offered information to the unlightened sojourner. "Tide's well past

the turn. Mister, It'll be a stiff pull over to Curdy's landin ! If

ye row lively, ye might make the upper channel
; she'd cut ye off

'bout three quarter of a mile."

The water was, in fact, a foot or so lower on the weedy piles,

and swirled among them with a sickening force that made me
eager to leave their vicinity. Having tucked us all into position,

Samuel stood holding the Mary Ann against the float with that

careless strength I so admire in him, while he questioned the man
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concerning this upper channel. It was not feasible for the launch,

he said, though quite in use by local oarsmen. He gave us minute

directions on passing several false openings in the tules that led

nowhere, bidding us turn sharp to the right just opposite a certain

red barn on the southern shore. "She's runnin' hard—ye'd bes' row

lively !" he repeated again, as we shot away under the long stroke

that the father of the family learned at Harvard years ago.

"Is that Cap. Curdy's Mary Ann?" he shouted after our wake.

"She's a deep un ! Mebbe—" The rest was lost in the rush of

oar and grind of rowlock as my good-man bent to his task.

"What did he mean by the Mary Ann's being a deep one?" I

mquired anxiously of Samuel. "Do you suppose that channel is

so shallow? It would be horrid to have to come all this way back

again !"

"Nonsense! Don't be always borrowing trouble." growled the

eternal male principle. "It was good of that fellow to put me
on. This old tub pulls harder than the twenty-mule borax team

against the ebb. Do you see those horses feeding on the salt grass
on that island? They say the people hereabouts wait till the tide

is down and swim them over to pasture. Where is that red barn

he was telling us about, anyway?"
"There it is, papa! There it is!" vociferated Dickson, almost

going over the side in his efforts to point out what was now plain
for us all to see; of course, Sam had his back toward it.

It seemed to me that we had not passed anything Hke the requisite

number of blind passages, but I took it for granted that the man
at the helm had been counting them—he was not at the helm

exactly, for the Mary Ann had no steering gear except intuition,

but he was in charge, anyway, and I had no premonition of danger
until I looked back over the flat islands and saw two red barns in

the distance. I did not want to be reproved for croaking again, so

I kept still; but I knew we were "up against it" before the Mary
Ann's prow ran into the mud. My husband stood up to survey the

surroundings. "What did the fool mean," he demanded, fiercely,

"by sending us in here? There ain't water enough in this creek

to float a vinegar cask." Whereupon I pointed out the phenomenon
of the two barns, and he whistled. "You might have spoken

sooner," he said grimly, as he backed us down the narrow way by
which we came.

The mud banks on the river channel were perceptibly higher as

we slid into it stern foremost from our side excursion. Rampant
groups of sea-birds were squabbling over slimy tidbits in the

ooze now stretching from many of the islands. The wind had not

risen noticeably, but a thin film of misty vapor began to obscure the

blue. My spirits dropped, and I reached instinctively for my jacket.
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"Why did he tell you to row lively? Do you suppose
—"

I

mumbled, and stopped. I was determined not to deserve the name
of "Worrier," if the upper channel was dry when the tide was out.

Besides it was not good for the baby. We steered clear of a couple
more rapidly lessening waterways, and swung at last into a

more promising looking opening directly opposite the second barn.

The cross-creek wound sinuously among sedge and moidflat.

Deep water, which grew determinedly less deep as we progressed,
was now on one side of the way, now on the other, so we lost steer-

age continually. Still the Mary Ann and her captain kept nobly on.

A coming chill in the air developed, until I ordered the boys into

their wraps and bundled up the baby so he could not move. Being
his mother's angel he promptly went to sleep again. Samuel was
red-faced and warm enough from his exertions. "Eureka !'' he

shouted, as a vista opened before us in the long grass, disclosing,
framed as in a painting, the main channel, a smack tacking home-

ward, and in the distance Curdy's landing. Even as he spoke the

Mary Ann struck bank with a deadened thud.

"I will say for Samuel that he never swears. (He used to some-
times before Robbie got old enough to say "Damn" as easily as he

did). He pushed and tugged until I was afraid he would burst

a blood vessel
;
but it was no use. We could see the water growing

less under our keel as we sat. By-and-by I suggested that we all

get out on the solidest looking side, and maybe he could work her

along empty to a deeper place.

My dear man took off his shoes and stockings and carted us

one by one to terra firma—terra qtiaka was more like it—and we
picked our way as well as we could through the dreadful, wiry
marsh growth. I could feel my kid ties getting squelchier at every

step, and I knew that if my second son got his feet wet he would
have the croup. Meantime, the poor fellow waded, hauled and per-
suaded, coaxing that logy Mary Ann over a sort of bar which,
he said, divided the flow of one channel from that of the other.

Oh, she was a "deep one," was Mary Ann ! I saw noW that the

Bolinas man knew what he was about when he tried to warn us

against her. But I did not begin to realize yet the utter depravity
concealed by her smart and capable appearance.

Finally she floated. Samuel got in and shoved her along with
one oar, feeling the bottom, and looking for a good place to take
us aboard.

"If I had noticed there were two red barns we might have been

spared all this !" he said, looking at meaningly.
That is just like a man ! He was every bit as much to blarme as

I was for losing time! Why didn't he count the creek mouths?
But it has been that way ever since Adam blamed Eve about the

apple. I would not answer back though ; for if he had not been

persevering, and very strong, we might have been sitting there in

the mud yet. Though I suppose next tide Her Naughtiness with
the kitchen name might have consented to lift her feet—keel, I mean.
At length we had our little flock corraled again, as Sam says, and

having allowed our transport to bury her nose in the mud once
more so we could climb in, my lord and nraster stod upon the

slimy shore to give her a mighty impulse toward the bay. I have
seen him do it a hundred times on half a hundred waters, and
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flinging himself over the prow, be at the oars before the boat lost

way. But he had reckoned without the Mary Ann !

His hand slipped on her sleek oiled sides, his foot slipped on the

uncertain ooze, and before you could say Jack Robinson, that

wretched scow, with her helpless freight, had caught the current,

leaving our tower of safety prostrate in the slime.

I used to handle an oar now and then when I was a girl, on
the placid pond at Leicester, Mass., where I grew up; but that

man of mine makes so much fun of my stroke that nowadays I let

him have it all his own way—especially as there has always been

a baby, big or little, to hold since we came to California. Now it

was "up to me" and "no fooling." Dropping my tiny tot into the

bottom of the boat—Mary Ann had the virtue of being dry as a

bone, thank heaven—I sternly bade the boys sit still, and scrambled
for the rowing seat.

Certainly she pulled like many mules ! I realized that, as soon
as my oars struck water. Already we had drifted quite clear of

the cross-channel, and were being swept back the way we had

gone to Bolinas. I struggled with all the force of love and fear

to return that errant damosel to the waiting arms of my shouting,

dripping Samuel ; but gradually the tide made way against my
puny strength

—and slowly the mist shut down. First we lost the

/.ills, and then the landing. Soon the further flats were a memory,
and next the gesticulating figure running, splashing, on the edge
of space, disappeared. I and my infants were alone, driving toward
the open sea.

Dickie began to cry, but I shut him up sharply. Rob turned really

pale ; but he is such a little man I knew he would not break down
unless I did mjyself. I was so frightened that my ears hummed,
and more than the fog obscured my vision. But I had to hold myself

together to save the children. At first I could think of nothing
but the breaking surf of Bolinas Bar, and the fearsome green swirl

of the race among the piling, but after awhile the acres and acres of

mudbanks which I knew were fast rising on each side of the wind-

ing water road obtruded themselves upon my mind's eye as a haven
of safety. Frantically I fell upon the oars, which had somehow

clung to my nerveless grasp. She swerved ! She swung ! Three
minutes of an eternity in which one's hair might go white—mine
did not—and once more the "Deep One" was aground.

I'm not one of the fainting kind, never was known to faint, and
I am sure I did not quite go ofif then, if things did seem a bit black.

I became aware presently that wee Ned was wailing, and Dick im-

patiently insisting, "Didn't papa look funny, muzzy, when he
tumbled in the creek ?"

My eldest was gazing at me with a wan little look of apprecia-
tion that brought me still further back to the world, and, summon-

ing up a moonlight smile, I announced that it was so thick we
had best wait right there until the tide turned—then we would go
back and look for papa. The while I prayed within that somebody
would come to look for us before ever the long hours till the tide

turned, after dark, should set their seal of misery upon my flock.

Poor, poor Samuel ! I knew he was in agony about us ? And
if it was not for the blinding moisture, perhaps, we could even see

him from where we sat. Probably he was picturing the perjured
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Mary Ann banging bottom upward on the bar, and four white faces

—The tears I had been fighting rushed scalding to my eyes, and

I buried my head in the baby's wooly shawl that Robbie might not

see.

"For heaven's sake, why didn't you holler?" demanded a voice,

directly over us in the muck. "If it hadn't been for the kiddie cry-

ing I should have gone right by ! I've been yelling like a Comanche
till I'm hoarse. Knew you must be right here somewhere. You

might have—."

"Mamma was asleep," blurted Dickie.

"She was awful tired from rowing; this is an awfully heavy
boat," supplemented Robert, the wise.

My husband looked at me curiously, and stopped short in his

tirade. "Poor little girl! Poor little girl!" he said softly. "We'll

get out of here as soon as the Lord will let us."

"You'll catch your death of cold!" I mourned, "in those wet

clothes and this wretched wet blanket of fog." Somehow the dis-

mal grey curtain seemed legions less appalling now that my natural

protector was near.

"Oh, never mind me—I'm tough !" he growled. "It's you and

the children I'm thinking about. "Thick or thin, we can't get lost
;

there's no bay left but the channel."

What a relief it was to get back where I belonged, with no
further responsibility than to snuggle my neglected lamb's little

warm body to my breast. Did you ever notice the brooding effect

a summer mist has on waveless water when your mind is free from
care? One feels as if one's own bit of a boat was the center

of the universe, and all the mysterious hidden world was yours for

a magic word's revealing. I almost jumped out of my skin when
the launch tooted right behind us, and Captain Curdy's big sea-voice

boomed out, "Do ye want a tow home?"
"How much did he charge you?" I queried, pucker-browed,

as we smoothed our rumpled feathers, and tried for our land-legs,
in the road, after our final flight in the baby flat-car. I had in

mind the unconscionable time we had labored with the vagaries
of Mary Ann

;
and that, perhaps, we might have made money by

the apparently dearer gasoline-engine trip.

"Two bits," replied Samuel promptly.
"Two bits an hour ?" I demanded, incredulous

; that would have

been too good to be true by standard of the watering places I knew.
"Two bits—twenty-five cents—in toto," reiterated my husband.

"He said that the experience was worth a dollar, but that that did

not belong to him."
The Captain's mother stood by the gate, under the roses, and

beamed at us as we went by, like a rotund, feminine sun, fog-bound.
"Have a pretty sail?" she called in her thin old voice.

"There's the dispensor-general !
—Do you want to get a boat ?" I

giggled. Poor Samuel looked so fierce, I couldn't resist the tempta-
tion. He turned on me—I suppose I was rather the worse for wear—and there was a world of reproach and something more in his

glance.
"If ever I take you to Bolinas again," he said solemnly, "it will

be in the launch—if it eats my last cent !"

San Jose, Gal. /
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ON THi: ROAD TO YUBA GAP
By A. C. ANDERSON.

|OM DAVIS stood at the wheel of the Colbtirn stage,

working a new brake-shoe into place. The chill of

night still lingered in the mountain air, though a June
sun glanced over the tops of the Sierra Nevadas, slant-

ing irregular beams between the boughs of the pines,

and licking up the remains of frost that sparkled upon the grass
blades.

"Ye can't depend on a shoe that's run over two days, with them

little spindly brake-blocks," Tom commented, as he gave the shoe a

final thump that wedged the green wood firmly to the jaws of the

backing.

"If ye've got a wagon," he continued, "where the block is a self-

respectin' bit o' wood that won't crumble when you look at it hard,

a shoe ought to last half a season ; but I expect this little confection

will melt away on the first slope. If it wasn't for the breechin' I

wouldn't drive down that grade to the river for no man's money,"
and Tom laughed.

Tom's laughter was proverbial. Sometimes it arose from a con-

templation of external happenings through the medium of a jovial

temperament ; occasionally, from the remembrance of food for

hilarity from the past; but more often it was an element of the con-

versation merely as a kind of running accompaniment, and it had

gained for him in the towns and villages lying between the Sierras

and the Western Coast, where he was a familiar figure, the title of

"Laughing Tom."

I had met Davis some years before, up Shasta way, and had run

across him since then, here and there, in different parts of the state.

But over two years had passed since our last meeting, when, one

morning, as I was about to take the stage from the little town of

Colburn to the station at Yuba Gap, I found that "Laughing Tom"
was to be its driver.

We had a great many experiences to swap before it was time for

the stage to start. Things were always happening to Tom in his

various capacities of miner, lumberman, teamster and general Jack-

of-all-trades, and as for myself, I had found the position of mining

inspector for an eastern company, with shafts all over the state, not

entirely uneventful. But at last a broad-faced Indian and an elderly

rancher and his wife had stowed themselves away inside, and we

mounted to the driver's seat, while Tom continued his remarks on

the 'subject of brakes.

"They don't seem to keer for the breechin' in this part of the coun-

try," said he. "Everything depends on the brake. Then the rod
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snaps, wood crumbles, something goes to pieces, and you're off. Six

miles o' coast if ye can hold the horses in the road and keep 'em clear

of the wagon, an* five hundred feet o' fall if ye can't."

We were out of the village by this time, on the downward slope

to Yankee Jim's. On either side the pines lifted their feathery

emerald plumes against the deep blue of the sky, for the way lies

through part of the great forest that clothes the Western Sierras,

running over the recurring ridges, wave after wave, from the summit,

until at last it ebbs away upon the grassy plain of the Sacramento,

The liquid notes of the mocking-bird—California's sweetest singer^

echoed from the woods, and the quail chattered and rustled beneath

the low-spread bushes. A rabbit crouched for one instant at the

sound of approaching wheels—the next, his long ears were laid back

upon his shoulders, and with kangaroo-like leaps he sailed out of

view. Here and there beside the roadway, in the middle of a little

clearing, a bank of red subsoil, crude against the surrounding greens,

told of the never ending quest for gold.

Beyond Yankee Jim's, for six miles the road curves and loops

back and forth on the face of the slope, until when the river is

reached at the fifth return, the sides of the canon retreat upward
for a thousand feet. In the six miles from the crest to the bridge,

no part is less steep than another, for the pioneer road-builders, who
carved its thread-like course on the surface of the cliff, unwilling to

lose pitch, adhered rigidly to the steady grade with which they had

begun, Froni the bridge, a more moderate ascent leads to Yuba Gap
and the railroad.

"Don't suppose ye ever heard about the time Jim Annstrong's
brake-rod snapped on the hill, have ye?" Tom asked, as he drew a

cigar from the case I offered him and tore off a match from a block

he had in his pocket.

"No," I replied, "I have only been in this section a few days. How
did it happen?"

"Well," said Tom, "I'll never fergit that day if I live to be as old

as a giant redwood," and his shoulders shook at the recollection. "I

was on the hill in front of Jim when his rod broke, an' Hank Brewster

an' Liza Perkins was inside the 'bus on their weddin' trip. They
had been married in the mornin'."

For a few minutes Tom puffed away and laughed to himself as he

recalled the events connected with this remembrance.

"Let's hear the whole stor>'," said I, lighting my cigar and bracing
back a little as the stage tilted forward, while the four horses rattled

us at a good pace down a sharp grade.

"Well," said Tom, thoughtfully, flecking off with his lash a sprig
of shining poison-oak from a bush by the roadside, "I've been to all
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sorts of entertainments, marriages an' christenin's an' buryin's-in

different parts o' the state, but T never experienced anything else just

like that weddin' in all my travels. It was more like a execution

than anything you could mention, an' that's a fact
;
not but what

Hank wanted to marry Liza fast enough. But bashful ! He orter

had a special word made to fit his case. No one ever had it that bad

since a white man blushed hisself into the first red Indian."

Again Tom seemed lost amid humorous recollections, and I waited

until, after a few minutes of smoking and chuckling, he went on.

''Hank and Jim Armstrong was both up to their scalp-locks in

love with the same girl. A pretty enough girl she was, too, and smart

as they make 'em. One o' the kind that never seem to work hard,

but make everything come clean an' orderly wherever they happen
to be, by a kind o' magic. The hotel people wasn't particular pleased

with Hank for takin' her away from 'em. She worked at the Colburn

House, where Hank chored an' did the porterin'. Jim drove team,

haulin' lumber off the divide to Yuba Gap, an' any kind of freight

he could git, back from there."

"I wonder," I said, "if that wasn't the man who gave me a lift up
from the Gap a few days ago. He had a four-horse truck loaded with

ice for the Colburn House."

"Big feller with a red face an' a happy smile? Yes, that's Jim.

Didn't look like a blighted bein', did he? Well, you should 'a seen

him about a year ago.

"At that time, as I just remarked, Jim an' Hank both was deep in

love with Liza, an' fer a long while no one could tell which one was

ahead in the game. Jim was a good-natured, easy-goin' chap, an' a

great hand fer makin' presents. Almost every time he went down

to the Gap he would bring some sort o' nick-nack back to the girl
—

a brush an' comb in a red plush case
;
some soap with vi'lets all over

the wrapper; two or three bottles of good, strong perfum'ry that

you could smell clean through the bottle
;
a sunburst o' them near-

diamonds one day ;
a book o' poetry by a man named Brownin', with

a pale blue cover—just matched a blue glass vase she had, an' pleased

her all to pieces
—somethin' appropriate an' tasty every time. But

it's a melancholy fact that this very gift-slingin' an' lavishness was

what queered Jim's chances. He was always broke. Made good

money too, but it just seemed to leak away from him, and by the

end of the month he'd be in debt.

"After he began courtin' Liza it took a heap to keep him in

clothes. Couldn't get neckties tony enough at the Gap, and used to

send way to 'Frisco for 'em. Purple was his fav'rite color, but he

had one he called 'busted strawberry' with big green satin arrows on

it, that was very neat an' pretty. An' yellow shoes an' white gloves
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was a part of his reg'lar Colbum costchume. He used to stop the

team in a clump o' bushes just outside the town and embellish hisself

before enterin'. Likewise on leavin' he used to stop an' take the

fixin's off. Not for economy's sake, for Jim didn't know the meanin'

of the word, but because he said they choked in so many places, and

were so durned uncomfortable.

"Jim's feet wasn't the smallest size—about thirteens was the num-

ber, I guess
—and them yellow shoes used to create a sensation.

'You'd 'a been quite a tall man, Jim,' says a drummer to him one day,

if they hadn't turned up so much of you for feet.' 'Perhaps so/

says Jim, 'but at any rate I'm glad they didn't do the shortenin' by
filin' off the other end, or takin' it up in tucks in the middle,' an' he

give a expressive look at that drummer's flat, bald head, an' the

place where his waist ought to 'a been, if he'd had one.

"Yes, for a fact, Jim certainly was dressy. As one of the lady tour-

ists at the hotel remarked when she first seen him in his best clothes,

here wasn't no one could compare with him ; he was in a class en-

tirely by hisself. But all this beautifyin' and splurgin' only made his

chances slimmer. Liza liked his taste in presents, and naturally she

couldn't help admirin' him when he made such a fine appearance
drivin' past the hotel ; but she didn't fancy his way of spendin' every-

thing he got.

"Hank was different. He never made no presents, but used to

save his money, an' when he had a fair-sized roll, he'd send it down
to the Hibernia, in 'Frisco. He was tall an' thin, strong as steel, but

no more flesh to him than on a hay-fork, an', as I said before—bash-

ful ! Well, really, it would make ye ache all over an' feel ashamed

of yourself to see him with a girl.

"Curious thing it was, too, for with cattle or huntin', or anything
that required grit, no man in the divide showed up better

;
but when

it come to women, or a crowd of folks, Hank just weakened in every

joint, an' in pint of conversation, went back to one year old.

"Ye can imagine when it came to courtin' Hank wouldn't make

very much of an appearance. He would turn a deep maroon an' lose

the use of his languidge when Liza came in sight, an' stutter an'

tremble, an' have trouble in disposin' of his hands an' feet. He cut

his lip good and deep one day, with his knife, because she happened
to look at him quick when he had a load o' peas just enterin' the

portals. None o' the peas reached the address they was shipped for,

but Hank never said a word, just clapped his napkin to his mouth
an' sat there drinkin' water round the corner of it, too bashful to

skip before the others was through—though he was out o' commis-
sion for anything else in the eatin' line that day.

"Well, everyone in Colburn was interested in the proceedings
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and had made up their minds which was to be the lucky man. The

majority expected Jim to win out—especially the men—but some

o' the women seemed to think from the signs that Hank's chances

was better. At any rate, one day Liza puts an end to the guessin,'

by tackin' up a neat placard in the hotel office announcin' that

Miss Elizabeth Perkins an' Mr. J. Hancock was ingaged to be

united in holy matrimony.
"That certain was a facer an' a knock-out for Jim. Poor

feller, he felt pretty sick about it. He's married now to a nice

little woman, but at that time he took on hard enough about losin'

the fair Elizabeth. Couldn't seem to get over it neither, but kept

hangin' around, an' whenever Liza an' Hank went to a dance or a

picnic, Jim went too, lingerin' in the background an' lookin' mis-

erable. An' the only person in Colburn who looked more miser-

able an' down in the mouth than Jim, was Hank—the happy bride-

groom which was t' be. If he was shy before, he was worse

now. Didn't seem to want to meet no one, nor look a feller in

the face; and when a friend clapped him on the back and wished

him joy, it was a toss-up whether he'd faint dead away or get

oflf easy an' only have the blind staggers.

"They'd planned to hold the marriage ceremonies in about

six weeks, in the one-room cabin Hank had built for 'em to live

in, on the' old Hogan ranch. Hank had bought the ranch on one

o' them 'dollar down, penny a minute' plans o' payment.

"Well, the day o' the weddin' come along, an' bein' about this

season o' the year, of course it was a glorious sunshiny day like

this. They was to be married in the mornin' by the Justice o'

the Peace, an' take the stage afterward down to the Gap. The

Overland went through late in the afternoon then, so the stage

left Colburn about eleven.

"I see several people fixin' an' decoratin' around the cabin that

mornin', but I didn't go over till ten o'clock, which was the time

set for snubbin' 'em up, an' then I found that the folks had been

spreadin' theirselves. They had trimmed that little house inside

and out, an' smothered it in flowers till it looked like a Floral

Feet an' a Street Fair combined, and someone had borried the big

hotel flag an' run it up from the roof. When the weddin' was

over they found the flag at half mast. They laid that to Jim

Armstrong, though Jim hisself was on his way to the Gap at

the time. I met him as I was goin' over, just startin' for the

railroad with a load of shakes. An' mournful an' dejected enough

he looked that day, I can tell ye.

"I think I mentioned that the inside of the cabin was all in

one. Well, they'd run a string across nigh one end and hung a

lace curtain over it to make a separate waitin' room for the bride
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an' groom. In the main part of the cabin was gathered the en-

tire popylation of Colburn—includin' a party of tourists from the

hotel—all standin' up, an' a tight fit at that. An' in behin' the

curtain, kind o' faint an' misty through the lace, settin' on their

trunk—it was the only thing left to set on—ye could see the bride

an' groom. Hank had his arm around Liza, an' she was leanin'

her head on his shoulder, just like a pair o' pigeons on the ridge-pole

o' a barn.

"Hank was in a terrible state. He was far more than skeered,

he was clean paralyzed an' out o' his head with fright, an' the

more the crowd grew the worse he got. Ole Mis' Brown, the

Justice o' the Peace's wife—she always was a leadin' spirit at the

funerals an' weddin's of the neighborhood—kep' whiskin' back an'

for'ard, behind the curtain an' in front, with a teacup that hed

sipirits in it. She'd give Hank a sip an' pat him on the back to

brace him up an' encourage him, then out she'd go in front to

see who'd come in last an' how things was goin' there ;
then in

again to try an' cheer Hank up a little. Reminded you of a hen

tryin' to look after a big flock o' chickens an' a troublesome young
duck at the same time.

"About quarter past ten, the Justice o' the Peace bein' there an'

everyone awaitin,' they told Hank his time had come,

"At first he wouldn't budge. Told 'em to go ahead an' he'd be

out later. But Liza argied with him until finally she persuaded
him to leave his Nottin'ham lace retirement an' come out into the

open—though he still hung on to her tight, as if he was drownin'

an' she was a spar he'd got a-holt of an' was afeard to let go.

"Hank had his good pints all right, but beauty didn't happen to

be one of 'em, strictly speakin'. He was long all over—took forty-

inch overalls, an' could reach as far with his hand as I can with

a hay hook—an' his head was elevated above the rest of his bein'

by a pipe-line that no collar could do justice to, as the highest kind
that come stopped before his neck had more'n just got started.

He had a suit made special for the occasion. It was black, an' he
told the tailor not to stint hisself: so the feller laid in an extra

bolt o' cloth when he seen what he had to pervide for. But he
kind of overdid the thing, an' in consequence the tails come down
below the crook o' Hank's knees behind, an' cut round from there,
in folds an' drapin's, to his belt-line in front. He wore a new pair
o' boots that squeaked tunes like a parlor organ, an' his hands,
which was covered with gloves of a pale shade o' lemon yellow, re-

minded you of a bunch o' half-ripe bananas.
"I never supposed that Liza could look so pretty. She always

was a good-lookin' girl, an' as neat an' trim as a fresh-painted
barn, but on her weddin' day you could a-called her beautiful with-
out stretchin' it. She wore a white dress with something soft an'

fluffy around her neck, an' pinned down in front with the two gold
hearts that Hank had give her for a weddin' present. In her hair

was fastened some white flowers, and she had on a little pair o'

high-heeled, white kid slippers, with pearl an' gold buckles in front—for Liza had small feet an' didn't care who knowed it !
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"When they finally stood up before Judge Brown, Hank was
so skeered that he was sort o' walkin' in his sleep. Ye could see

the lump in his throat risin' an' falHn', up an' down, up an' down,
like the shuttle o' an old rag-carpet machine I used to watch, back
in Missoura.
"We was crowded so in the cabin they had to take down the

curtain an' lift the trunk outside fer room to stand. But they

got 'em hitched at last. Ed Riley that ran the hotel, he gave
Liza away, an' Hank just gave hisself. He didn't have no backer.

And a nice piece o' work he made of it, tryin' to find the ring in

the pockets o' that new suit o' his.

"When it was over, everyone clapped Hank on the back an' told

him what a lucky chap he was, an' most o' the women kissed Liza
an' wished her happiness. Then they packed 'em into the stage,
which was waitin' outside, with their carpet-grip an' a new curve-

handle umbrell. With a blast o' rice an' old shoes flyin', off we went.

"It was a fine mornin', cool an' clear—so clear and still you
could hear the bells on the goats that was grazin' ; the other side

o' the river.

"About a third o' the way down hill, we passed Jim Armstrong
drivin' slow with his four-horse load o' shakes.

"He jerks up his thumb to me, mournful, without speakin', to

pass the time o' day, but Hank an' Liza bein' occupied with their

own concerns never seen him.

"We'd gone, perhaps, half or three-quarters o' a mile further on,
'round one loop an' down not far from the next, me lookin' straight
ahead all the time so as not to interfere with the love-makin' goin'
on behind me—though Hank was so bold now I believe he'd a

spoke out in prayer meetin'—when I heard a yell from above. Then
come the clatterin' o' horses breakin' into a gallop, an' the bumpin'
an' bangin' o' a wagon in the ruts.

"It occurred t' me that maybe somethin' had happened to start

Jim's team, so I let the brake snap back, an' we opened out. When
we got around the next turn I looked up an' Jerusalem ! Jim was

surely comin'. His brake-rod had busted, an' the hull outfit was

just fallin' down the mounting. The horses was humped up tryin'
to keep the wagon off their heels, an' Jim was braced back strainin'

hard at the lines, an' a cloud o' dust as big as a forest-fire rollin'

on behind. I see I had my work cut out to keep clear o' the outfit,

for naturally I wouldn't want to hinder Jim when he was in that

sort o' hurry, so I caught the leaders with the lash, give the wheelers
a clip, an' in a moment we started to do our share o' fallin' down
to the river.

"Fallin' was all you could call it. Great Scott! We took them
curves in a way that was entirely new in the art o' drivin'. Whiz-z-z !

We slew onto the edge o' one wheel. R-r-rack ! 'an we was around
one turn an' part way down the next.

"An' Jim! I asked him afterward how he felt as he turned
them corners. He told me he was thinkin' what a fine appearance
he'd make, layin' with his best suit o' clothes on, in a neat pine
box

; an' he was hopin' they wouldn't forget to put on his yellow
shoes, an' fix his hair up the way he wore it Sundays. Well, sir,

every time he reached the turn his inside wheels jumped nigh two
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feet from the g^round. But his gear was low, an' he had that kind

o' fool's luck that helps out reckless fellers. He was hopin' that

one o' the wheels would break with the slew, an' the hub drag
on the ground an' stop the tearru; butj the tires was fresh set

an' the wheels wet down that mornin.'

"At the next turn I see Jim was a-gainin' on me. The stage was

a good deal lighter than his wagon, an' my horses could give his

two furlongs in the mile on a level, an' beat 'em. But when it

come to fallin', he was ahead in the game. That heavy load o'

shakes pushed his horses on so rapid they could a-raced a cyclone
an' come out winners.

"To be sure, I might have pulled in as I passed a pocket on the

way down, but I was afeard Jim would reach me before I could

get in an' stopped. In that case we'd been scattered round an'

strewed along the road in little pieces, an' it didn't seem fair to

interrupt a honeymoon that way, so I thought I'd try an' keep ahead,

"I didn't have much attention to give to Jim, for it was a grown
man's job to guide the team. We was goin' so fast you couldn't feel

the ruts in the road
;
and mty ! the way the old coach swung from

side to side, an' slewed, an' pitched, an' twisted was worse than

a Monterey earthquake. I'd pull in close to the bank when we
come nigh each turn, an' make it as wide as I could without spillin'

off the grade on the down side. Ye can bet I. blessed the men that

made the road for every extry inch o' width they give it.

"Hank an' Liza, by this time, had been dumped up to the front

end of the coach, an' was sittin' close behind me. I sung out to

Hank to know how far away Jim was, an' he calls back that he
was about a hundred yards behind. We still had a mile to go, but

while this curved considerable it didn't make no sharp turns to go
the other way. like that corkscrew we'd just been whizzin' over.

"
'Seventy-five yard !' yelled Hank a minute after.

"I raised in my seat an' made the lash play over them four

horses, an' I'd like to bet that the wheels never touched the ground
the rest o' the way down. We was sailin' through the air like birds ;

an' the trees an' boulders beside the road jumped up, an' flashed

by, seemin' so close you'd duck your head for fear of hittin' 'em.
"
'Fiftv yard !' called Hank when we was about half a mile from

the bridge. Then I knowed unless a horse fell we'd make it.
"
'Twenty-five yard !' I pulled around to the upper side o' the

flat an' threw the brake on. Jim an' his load o' shakes went by us
with a roar an' rush like the Overland Flyer, an' didn't stop till

they was out on the bridge."
Tom took a long breath. "Curious how a skeer takes diflferent

people," he said. "I've seen some men—big, strong fellers, too—
faint when the strain was over; others get excited an' talk a lot

without knowin' what they're sayin'. But it always makes me
seasick. I got down an' heaved away for a couple minutes, an'

then I was all right.

"When I turned around, Jim had left his wagon on the bridge
an' was comin' towards us, lookin' mighty white an' shaky. Hank
had jumped down when I did and he went to meet Jim, who come
on holdin' out his hand. But when the two men. met, instead o'

shakin' friendly an' peaceful as I expected. Hank's fist shot out
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like a flash an' caught Jim on the jaw ;
an' Jim, who was weak from

the strain he'd been under, went over Hke a sack o' barley.
"Hank was mad

;
that was plain enough. I don't know as I ever

seen anyone much madder before or since.
"
'See here, Jim Armstrong,' he sings out, performin' a sort o'

war-dance around Jim lyin' on the ground, 'you had your chance
at courtin' Liza, same as me, an' all fair play from the beginnin'.
If she'd a-chose you I would a-cleared out an' give you both a chance
to be happy. But instead o' doin' that, you've been a taggin' round
after her, with a face a yard long, spilin' her pleasure wherever
she went, an' tryin' to make every party seem like a funeral. Even
that ain't enough for you, though, an' here on her weddin' day
you chase us down the mounting like a band o' mad Apaches, an'

try to turn our weddin' journey into a trip to the Happy Huntin'.

Nice feller you are. Now get up an' fight it out like a man. I'm

ready for ye !' An' he begun rollin' up his sleeves an' squarin' ofT.

"Jim still lay on his back, too weak to move, but when Hank
says this he looks up at me with a funny expression on his face,
an' gasps out, 'He thought I done it a-purpose !' Then he went off

laughin' an' in another minute fainted dead away. He was used

up pretty bad by his little coast. But we brought him round in a
few minutes, an' then some explanations was passed.
"When Hank see Jim's wagon with the broken rod a-hangin'

down, he takes back his remarks about chasin', an' makes him a

hansum apology. Then Jim escorts the bridal couple
—

for, of course,
Liza had come to see what the row was about—back to the coach,
which was standin' there with the horses still shiverin' an' sweatin'

from the hurry an' fright. After the politest of orry voys an' good
wishes on both sides I gets up on the box again, and off we goes
once more on our weddin' journey.

"There was a couple o' hours to wait at the station for dhe

Overland, but Hank an' Liza was so busy meditatin', or talkin' about
the high price o' coals in China, that they seemed to think it had
come ahead o' time when it puffed in, more'n a half hour late."

Tom paused a minute and then he broke into one of his long
rollicking laughs at everything in general and nothing in particular.

I looked back at the zig-zag line threading from the mountain-top
down to the bridge we were about to cross, and drew in my breath
as I thought of the race with death down that steep and jagged
road. The American River lay below us, shrunk to summer insig-

nificance, picking its way amongst the gray blue boulders that in

winter were buried beneath its foaming waters. Soon we were

nearing Yuba Gap and the sheer heights and depths had given place
to gently swelling hills where the growth of manzanita and chap-
arral, with its predominant blues, had been replaced by a sequence
of orchards and vineyards, robed in the yellow green of early foliage.
The horses charged the last grade before reaching town at a

swinging trot.
"
'Why, yes,' says Jim to me, afterwards, continued Tom,

"
'there's

one thing certain' says he. 'If you're in a hurry an' want to save

time, just smash your brake-rod at the top o' the mounting, an'

you'll sure be early for your ingagement at the bottom.'
"

Washington, D. C.
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THi: LURE or THE HILLS
By GERTRUDE E. MACQUIGG.

|ENEATH the wide-spreading oaks of Los Coyotes

canon were clustering several small adobe buildings.

Weather-stained, sun-baked, they seemed a growth of

the country, glowing dully with soft browns and greys,

with warm suggestions of rose and lilac, as if Nature,

in attempting to reclaim their elements of construction, had dusted

a garment of color over their artificiality. A huge bush of mescal

cactus rose against the ranch house, almost touching with its reach-

ing arms the roof of dried tules. Just beyond, stood a smaller

whitewashed building. Unfinished, ghostlike against the oaks, it

seemed to have pushed a way through the grass in search of a

foothold in the earth.

Two strong oak limbs lay crossed from wall to wall, inter-

sected by many branches. Over these an Indian was spreading

tules, lapping them like shingles with the slant of the roof; skill-

fully, carefully, 'holding them in place until on one side it was

nearly a foot thick. Every line of the stooping figure told of

bodily strength and vigor. This was the type of Indian that lived

before the passing of the Fence Law and its consequent restric-

tions.

In the lush grass sat a young white girl mending a silver-mounted

bridle. As she bent over her work she appeared on the very

threshold of girlhood. Built so slightly, so delicately, that at first

glance she seemed scarcely more than a child, yet her frailty sug-

gested no physical weakness. She embodied health and an over-

abundant joy in her youth. When she raised her head the im-

pression of childishness was lost in the deep thoughtfulness of her

eyes. Brimming with mingled laughter, curiosity, tenderness, veiled

by a comprehension of sorrow—did anyone ever know the color of

her eyes? Now they shone blue with the clearness of reflected

heaven; at times they darkened into harmony with Nature's moods
in anger and you were conscious of a glint of green ;

but alway?
their depths held the calmness of gaze that comes to one brought

up in the midst of vastness, the mjark of pure savagery the wil-

derness brings forth.

Gradually a sound, indefinable, vibrant, made itself felt in the

drowsy stillness. The girl sprang to her feet and stood alert, listen-

ing. The sound increased in volume, rising, falling, swelling,

sweeping until it filled the canon. The Indian dropped lightly

to the ground and whistled low and long an almost caressing note.

The roar individualized into the frenzied shouts and yells of savages,
the snorts and whinnyings of excited horses, the pounding of hoofs.

"The rabbit chase \ Oh ! Manuel !"
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She lingered over the name, her eyes imperatively asking a boon,

A small cow pony appeared beside them, its approaching clatter lost

in the tumult. The horse whinnied frantically, pawing the ground,
its black eyes gleaming with a baleful excitement. The savage
started for the cattle shed, the pony following. It seemed to the

girl that it was hours before he dashed toward her.

"Manuel !"

With a low sweep he caught her in his arm and lifted her to

the horse, where she settled into place unconsciously. Into the

hills they galloped, the horse safely making its way through the

brush, over rocks, ledges, boulders, slippery shelves of shale, across

gulches and canons, until they were gathered into the mad rush

of a hundred savages, enjoying their play with an ectasy of abandon.

Even the ponies paid close attention to the game, watching with

wide gleaming eyes the small light spot they pursued, slipping, slid-

ing, running, jumping, steady of nerve, self-reliant, true western

horses. Now and then a pony dashed away at a dead run and
the swish of the boomerang mingled with the yells of the savages.

Invariably the little quivering hunted animal was killed, and

then the crowd became denser, the horses brushing against each

other; for by the rule of the game, the one who carried off the

rabbit, and not the one who killed it, won. The girl kept her

seat splendidly, unnoticed by the Indians, one hand buried in Cupa's

flying mane, the other, now pressed against her breast, now flung
out as she joined in the primitive chorus, a savage herself.

She was vaguely conscious of the flying panorama of hills, ravines,

valleys and cafions and of smooth stretches of loose rock where
the pony bunched her feet and slid. Manuel leaned slightly to one

side, gripping Cupa closely with his knees. The horse sprang for-

ward.

Whiz-z. The boomerang careened dizzily through the air. The
dust rose about them hot and dry, writhing, twisting like a living

thing. For a moment the Indian swung far from his saddle, then

pushing the rabbit against the girl, they dashed out of the crowd.

Beneath her hand the little creature felt moist and warm.

The chase passed up the ravine, leaving behind a trail of dust

and the warm sensuous odor of trampled herbs. Cupa snorted

and stamped her feet, impatient to follow. She nibbled the Indian's

moccasins, but he guided her relentlessly up through the chaparral

to the ridge, over bright color-masses broken here and there by

tall, slender stalks of creamy yucca, between huge boulders in whose

crevices flamed the Spanish bayonet.

The girl gazed across the hills with eyes so dilated that she

was conscious of their physical pain. Dreamily she heard the tolling
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of the bells, rhythmic, musical, the bells of the Indian mission.

She scarcely noticed the familiar sound, but Manuel slipping from

the saddle to the ground, took the rabbit from her.

"Girl, go home," he said slowly. "Manuel come tonight."

Cupa picked her way with marvelous sure-footedness along the

ridge. The reins were held lightly, thoughtlessly.

On the crest of the rise, silhouetted against the glow of the

western sun, was a horseman. Straight and broad, he sat his horse

with the assurance of a conqueror, his very pose characteristic of

the fearless activity, the adventurous spirit, of the average young
American. Claiming his features from an expression of mere

brute strength was a certain fineness of outline, an expression in

the eyes of something subtly in accord with his physical develop-

ment, suggesting a broad appreciation of things beautiful, a bigness
of mental scope. His large well-shaped nose held will power, while

his mouth marked tenderness and humor.

He was eagerly, boyishly interested in the rabbit chase, enjoying
it with the delight a stranger has in all things novel or at variance

with his experience. Breathlessly he traced its dust-circled course

up the canon, until from its chaos of noise and motion came a

direct antithesis of such a wild-west show.

As his horse stood quite across the trail, Cupa paused with a slight

toss of her head, then stood stock still beside him. The girl con-

sidered this obstruction to her progress quietly, her cup of feeling

too full to admit of surprise. With incredible swiftness, distance

deadened and dulled the wild clamor until sound was felt rathei

than heard, and lost in the numberless tiny voices of the country.

"Isn't it wonderful?"

She almost caressed the words, one hand taking in all things
with a comprehensive sweep. She was smiling at him. He leaned

slightly toward her. She was smiHng with him.

"Yes," he answered, meaning something very different, "there

is nothing more beautiful."

For a time he followed her gaze to the desert thousands of feet

below with its white, endless trails and wagon roads, the bleak

stretches of alkali, the brown growth of shrubbery and over all the

palpable quivering veil of heat.

"I have loved it all my life," she continued.

Straightforward grey eyes met hers,

"I have only loved it since today."
"You are a stranger," she commented, misunderstanding him

"Why did you come here?" she added.

"Because—"
he began impetuously, then as suddenly paused, held

by the burning eagerness of her eyes, claimed by the vividness of

the present.
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He told her how he had come upon a mountain spring that

morning and thrust his arms deep into its icy coolness, drinking

thirstily, his face pressed into its sparkling depths. He reveled

In the happenings of his camp Hfe, slight occurrences in themselves,

but of vast import and significance to the man.

Gradually, as they talked of the things she loved and felt closely

akin to, she regarded him more personally, and because of this

subtle difference of attitude a silence fell between them. Restlessly

she lifted a wind-blown strand of Cupa's mane and let it sHp through

her fingers. What a slender sensitive hand was hers ! Like a tendei

fragile thing it would rest within the strength of his. Wonderingly

he marked the delicate refinement of her features, the pale gold

of her hair, the beauty of her strong young body. She had been

with the Indians, enjoying to the full the maddest play they knew,

and yet
—

irrestibly their eyes met.

"Why—why— ,' she faltered, drawing sUghtly away.

"Who are you?" he demanded. "Where did you come from?"

"I was born on the Desert," she answered quietly, almost un-

consciously, more in response to the man and the strength of

his personality than to his mere question. After a moment she turned

from him, her hand flung toward the mysterious kingdom beneath

them.

"There, lost in the terror of long nights and longer days, m.y

mother died. Father buried her in the choking white dust under

the pitiless sun—"
her voice broke and her breast rose with the

catch of her breath, yet no memory of her past could have stirred

her. "We were pioneers," she concluded simply, as if that word

explained everything,

"And that is the price men pay for gold?"

The girl leaned forward clasping her hands passionately.

"No, no! It was the price their love demanded—they
—"

Conviction, belief and their protection were as nothing before

the insistance of the Present.

"You—you are not laughing at me?" She shrank away shyly.

"Laughing at you?" he repeated slowly, smiling straight into her

eyes. "Do you know, I feel more Hke kneeUng to you?"

He was so unhke a suppliant that all at once she laughed, and

in it rang so much of irrepressible youth that almost without volition

he joined her.

"They named me Triste, meaning sorrowful," she said.

"Triste! Triste, why, it's the most beautiful name in the

world !"

Beneath them the Desert quivered and glowed, and the mountains

changed mysteriously from rose to violet, casting long shadows
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upon each other. Weirdly there came into the stillness a low call,

repeating itself plaintively. Unconsciously they drew closer.

"What is it?" he whispered, laying his hand over hers.

He felt it quiver beneath his touch, and met the white flash of

her eyes, holding their startled glance with answering radiance.

"Don't you know?" so softly that he had to stoop to catch the

words. "T'is the nesting call of the quail."
She was gone, over the ridge into the darkness with only the

sound of a galloping horse to tell him she was real. For a time

he sat motionless, listening to the distant clatter of hoof-beats,

fighting to the death a battle with Trevo Spaulding, gentleman
and aristocrat. Over the struggle there swept a flood of staggering
emotion.

Spurring his horse, he became in a moment man primitive, in

pursuit of one woman. What meant hereditary influences, self-

control, against the force of environment and emotion old as the

world? Along the ridge he galloped, gaining rapidly on the tired

pony. Once he heard a sob before him
;
then it was lost in the

clatter of hoofs. He caught his breath convulsivelv.

"Triste!"

For a moment she was silhouetted against the sky, then sank into

the shelter of the canon beyond. Daringly, recklessly, he fol-

lowed, his blood like fire in his veins. Suddenly the horse stumbled.

In the inattention of the moment the man was thrown violently to

the ground. The sound of hoof-beats died away beneath the live

oaks in the cafion. The last warm glow faded from the West,

melting into the deep tangible purple of the night.
Voices broke the expectant stillness, far away, music-filled

;
a

woman's rich, full tones rang out for a brief span, thrilling forth

a Spanish love-song. A myriad small noises rose, soft cracklings
of the brush, snappings of twigs, uneasy murmurs suggesting cau-

tious padded feet creeping through the undergrowth.
An hour passed. From the cafion came a prolonged neighing.

The horse on the crest of the hill started nervously, stretching out

his slender neck ; his nostrils were dilated, and he drew his breath

in with a quick snort. The man moved slightly and a low moan
escaped him. With a delighted whinny the pony rubbed his nose

against him.

"Jerry," the man said slowly. "I can't get up;" and as he

grasped the bridle he added, incoherently, "I must get up!"
Wearily he relaxed his hold. He was no longer unconscious, and

deep in his gray eyes glowed a great determination. He had never

shirked responsibility. With a splendid simplicity of conception
he considered cause and faced squarely the thought of result; and
at the base of his reasoning he found something of the meaning
of life. At times there was a boyish tremor about his lips and
once he shut his eyes suddenly.

"I want her so!"

From the horses in the corral a call was lifted and echoed. Jerry
tossed his head and answered. The man turned slowly and stared

into the faint mist that hung over the canon. He raised himself

slowly, stretching out his arm toward the horse. Jerry paused
for a moment; then with a restless snort galloped madly into the
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darkness. The man sank slowly back against the dry sun-baked

earth. He was conscious of its warm vitality, as if the breast

of the Great Mother lay bare beneath the night, throbbing with

life, rugged with strength, wrapping him close in the low spreading
redolence of living things, filling him with the alluring tang of

the West.
* * * *

Breathlessly she sapk down beside him, her clean little frock

spread out like the petals of a wild-blown flower, and slipped her

arm beneath his head, lifting him slightly. For a moment he kept
his eyes resolutely closed

;
visions are apt to come when one prays

for reality.

"Boy, boy!" she sobbed.

Then, as he opened his eyes and looked and loved and longed,
her cheeks were aflame.

"I thought—I thought you stopped because you dared not follow

me—there," motioning toward the lights beneath them.

"You wanted me to follow you there?"

"You are hurt; you must be carried down the hill."

He reached up and touched her with infinite tenderness.

"You wanted me to come?" his' love insisted, commanded.
Her hand struggled in his grasp. She spoke but one word, in

it appeal, affright.
"Please—"
He released her hand and she drew her arm carefully from be-

neath his head. He lay quietly watching her as she looked away
with wide startled eyes. Instinctively she felt she was turning to

the Great Mother to find strength in her strength and an answer

to the unknown feeling that thrilled within her. He raised himself

painfully.
"You do not fear me?"
"No!" she cried, turning to him. "I never feared you, not even

when I ran away. Why should I ?" she added slowly.
After a while he spoke quietly, almost as a father might speak

to a child.

"We trust each other, Triste, but we fear ourselves. Yours

has been the hardest part to understand. Out here in the loneliness

I've had time to think, and oh, child, it's very simple, it's grandly

primitive. You are the woman, I am the man. We want each

other, not for name, wealth, position or any of the things the

world holds worth while, but for no other reason than because

you are you and I am I. Don't you understand?"
It was the heart of one wilderness-bred, that caused the wild

rising and falling of her breast. She drew his hands within her

own.
"Triste!" precipitous the call, primal in its appeal.

Suddenly she swayed toward him, her red lips parted, her dark

eyes glistening,^ radiant, shining forth response, surrender, joy.

He unclasped her hands and drew her unresisting, close against his

breast. Into the wonderful silence that followed crept the voices

of the Hills—the cry of a wild pigeon, the call of the quail, the

soft hoot of an owl, and somewhere thrilling forth the magic of

a few pure notes—a belated meadow lark.

La Jolla, Cal.



FROM THE OAKLAND TRIBUNE, SEPT. 16, 1907

Alameda in Line
Alameda is joining in the march of municipal progress which has become

a permanent characteristic of the three neighboring cities. The community
south of the estuary has kept well to the front with its public improvements
for a great many years. No city in the State has better constructed or better

kept macadamized streets than Alameda. Of late new ambitions have been
housed in the community. A club of its enterprising citizens has been or-

ganized which has cut out for itself the work of expanding the population to

the fifty thousand mark. It will take a lot of hard boosting to accomplish that

result, but the club is entering on its mission with enthusiasm, anticipating

nothing short of complete success.

In conjunction with the task undertaken by the Fifty Thousand Club,

steps have been taken by Alameda's progressive government to bond the city
in the sum of $305,000 for additional school facilities, a children's playground
and other public improvements. The promoters of the issue are actually

worrying over the fact that no serious opposition has developed against the

proposition. The community is so unanimous on the subject that when it

comes to voting the promise is good that there will be no negative ballots to

count at the close of the polls. The immediate effect of this situation is to

stop the flow of local oratory.
The early prospect of the electrization of the local steam railroads is

stimulating self-improvement in Alameda. This week the work of paving
Webster street from the approach to the drawbridge south will be started, the
Oakland Traction Company co-operating with the city in the improvement.
This improvement has been a long pressing want. It will greatly facilitate

communication between the two cities. Then, again, Alameda is beginning to

cherish commercial ambitions, which is a good sign. It owns a water frontage
of 1200 feet on the south shore of the estuary, which, when improved, will

doubtless bring substantial revenue into the city treasury. The occupation of
its reclaimed marsh lands by manufactories and warehouses is also beginning
to add to Alameda's business importance and stimulate the desire to reach a

higher position than it now occupies. When the harbor subway is ripe for

development, Alameda is sure to be Oakland's ally in the enterprise, for it

realizes th^t what helps one city advances also the interests of the other.

Anything you want to know of Alameda will find ready response by ad-

dressing the following :

Hammond & Hammond, Real Katate.
Miller & Bnnta, Iteal Katate.
Charlen Adnmn & Co., Heal Estate.
P. n. Neville, Real Untnte.
Hal«ey Wehn Co., Real Kiitate.
J. S. Hanley & Co., Real EHtate.
LeT«-lN & ShnTv. Real Entate.
L. ^V. McGlauflIn, Real Estate and In-

surance.
Scott & Jadd, Real Estate.
Alameda Land Co., Real Estate.
Island Real Estate Co., Real Estate.
Wni. Diifour & Co., Real Estate.
G. H. Suelflohn, Real Estate.
H. a. Mehrtens, Real Estate.
Geo. E. I'liimmer & Son, Real Estate
and Contractors.

C. \. HiiKhes Co., Real Estate.
A. J. Torres, Real Estate.
Rally & Co., Real Estate.

\Vm. ZnlKKT, Merchant.
Rhodes & Jamleson, Wood, Coal an

Ice.

E. D. Ells & Co., Furniture Store.
Henry Schneider, "Stationery Store.
M. H. O^vens, Plumber.
California Cabinet Co.
Bank of Alameda.
T. Von Ah Ala. Stables.
KreiK & Halton, Gents' Furnishings.
Li. a. KonlKshofer, Dry Goods Store.
Jersey Creamery Co.
Combs & Fisher, Meat Market.
Citisens Bank of Alameda.
Prosser Pharmacy.
R. P. Clark. Carpenter.
Hans Anderson, Furniture Store.
Smiley & GallaKher, Undertakers.
C. P. Magagnos, Photo Supplies.
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Are invested in all the Building and Loan Associations in the United States.
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on money deposited.
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Association
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payable semi-annually, on term deposits; 4 per cent on ordinary deposits,

and from 5 to 6 per cent on monthly savin gs.



=—FOR THE-—

INDIANS
The Sequoya League

is aiding the Mission Indians not only
by remedying abuses and trying to

get them better lands, but also by ex-

tending the market for their BAS-
KETS.
A representative collection is on

sal-e, for the benefit of the Campo re-

servations, at reasonable prices and

fully authenticated. These baskets
can be had of

Mrs* Chas* F* Lummis
200 Avenue 42, Los Angeles, Cal.

60 Additional Baskets, of Much Var-

iety, Recemtly Received.

Prices, $2 to $10

THE MONEY GOES TO THE
INDIANS

Our Holiday Suggestion

1847

ROGERS
BROS."

is t'lat you present your-
self ns tvcU as your friends

with a sensible, ser*

i& viceableRift—spoons,
forks (or the fancy
pieces that niatcli),

bearijijr t:ie oUl and
well-known trade marlc

1847 ROGERS BROS:

Cheap and unreliable
goods in all lines abound—a discredit to maker (if

knowti), giver or user.

Buy something known to
be Ousting'

—" Silper Pale
that Wears"— of leading
dealers. Send for oi;r

catalogue "L-?9," beauti-

fully illustrated.

NAVAJO BLANKETS
AND INDIAN CURIOS AT -WHOLESALE:

I have more than 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skilful now
living, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns,
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices.
I also handle the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians, buying them under

contract with the trading posts at Keam s Canyon and Oraibi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
Navajo "rubiei"cut and uncut, peridots and native turquois. Also the choicest
modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

J. L HUBBELL, mi." Tr.d«r

Write for my Catalogue
and Price List Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona

BEKINS VAN & STORAGE CO.
Reduced Rates to and From all Points

Shippers of

Household Good*

140 South Broadway, Los Angeles
1060 Broadv^ay . . Oakland

OFFICES 530 First National Bank BIdg., Chicago

13th and Mission St., San Francisco

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It is not a freckle coating ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO.. 427 North Main St., Los Angelee

KAMONA ToiLET ^OAP FO R 3 A LE
EVE.RYWHE.PfE

Help^AII kinds. See Hummel Bros. & Co., 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



HEALTH MENU

BREAKFAST
Sliced Grape Fruit

Parsley Omelet Baked Potatoes

Hot Cakes, Maple Syrup
Coffee

Hot Cakes—Use Allen's Self-rising

Pancake Flour, mixed with water or

milk and 'water. Full directions in

every package.

LUNCHEON
Scalloped Onions Cucumber Salad

Brown Bread Sandwiches
Berries and Cream Cookies, Tea

Sandwiches—One loaf Boston
Brown Bread sliced thin and spread
with butter. Make bread from AL-
LEN'S BOSTON BROWN BREAD
FLOUR. For sale by all grocers
Directions in every package.

DINNER

Soup—Cream of Tomato
Roast Lamb Mint Sauce

Green Peas Mashed Potatoes

Lettuce Salad Salted Wafers
Plum Pudding—Foam Sauce

Fruit Nuts Coffee

Plum Pudding—Stir one cup raisins

into two cups Allen's BostOTi Brown
Bread Flour and add one-half cup
New Orleans molasses, one cup sweet

milk, one egg, one teaspoonful cloves

and one-half a nutmeg grated. Steam
two hours.

Foam Sauce—Directions in every

package of Allen's Boston Brown
Bread Flour.

For sale by all grocers.



16 Ft. Steel La^unch with
ZHPCngine

complete

i

"
. ^ >ut launches at proportion

atr in. .-, All launches fitted with two

'^iv '*.*'='*'"» ehgines with speed con-
trolling lever; simplest engine made; starts
without cranking: has only 3 moving parts.
Steel rowboats. $20.00- All boats fitted with
waitrtlibt coni|wrliM. I » c« .not <lii«. ncp.l m. oum li,

Wti are the I»ri<t.Mt niHUUfaoLri<t_Mt niHUuraotur«ra of
lais ill ihe world. Urderi
r rfoelved. H'li aell direct to

iuttiiig out lUiJdleineu'd i^rotlt.

MICMII/IN STEEL 10*1 CO.
IJI2 Jiffirtn Ave. Ddrtil.Mich

Espey's FragrantCream
\\ ill relieve and heal chapped hands and lips, rash sun-
burn, chafed or skin rough from any cause. Prevents ten-

dency to wrinkles or aging of the skin. Keeps the face and
hands soft, smooth, firm and whitt has no Oqual. Ask
for it and take no substitute.

PacKa^e of Espey's Court Plaster
Sent FREE on receipt 2c to pay postage

P. B. KEYS, Jtgt.. Ill So. Center Ave., Chicago

kiuDERS PASTILLES, ig'"^^"^

STOWELLACoTmrsT
,";^^ Asthma.
bold by ail DruKKlsta,
or by mail. 85 cpnts.
Charlestowu,

"

Whether for racing hull, auxiliary,

commercial craft or family launch, the depend-
able Scripps 4-cycle Engine will give you more

down-right hard work and satisfaction than any
other engine in the world—none excepted. In

the racing craft, it gives exceptional speed (note

cut above) with scarcely any vibration; in the

family launch, it consumes mt/c/i less fuel than a

2-cycle engine, and no

cranking. Long life? Well,
it will outlast your boat.

Send to-day for catalog.
Dealers.! Agents. Boat Builders will

overlook a splendid opportunity
if they fail to write for our pro-
position.

SCRIPPS MOTOR CO.

2 Cyl.. 8-10 H. P.

4 CVL.. 15-20 H. P.

601 Trumbull A,v«.

DETROIT, MICH.

Scripps Rotors

Come! LooK!
See For Yourselfb^^

This is all we ask. Look all over the State of California, or the entire continent,
for that matter, then come to CAMPBEXL, Santa Clara Co., Cal., and we krtow
what your verdict will be—you will become one of us. We know we have just what
you want, and we want you to know it, too. This is not a section of country wait-
ing for a future, but is an established community with present day records of pro-
ductiveness to guarantee future results. Nothing problematical about that, is there?
Besides, there is no better all-thc-year climate in the world than we have right here.
Winters and summers alike leave nothing to be desired, and you do not have to go
elsewhere in summer to keep cool or in winter to keep warm. You can stay at
home all the year and be as comfortable as at any place on earth. But you cannot
live on climate, so Campbell will furnish you with an opportunity to make a living.
You can get a fruit ranch of any size desired, all ready for you to step in and
become one of our prosperous orchardists. Cheaper lands furnish grand opportuni-
ties for poultry raising, with a ready market for all your product. Fruit packing
and drying houses need your work during the long fruit season—men and women,
boys and girls, are then in great demand. The best of educational advantages in a
good, clean, "dry" town will appeal to all, whether they are seeking a town home,
a business place, a fruit ranch or a poultry farm. Write for additional information
to the CAMPBELL IMPROVEMENT CLUB, or

J. C. Ainsley, Fruit Canner Mrs. C. W. Sutter, Hotel E. B. Kennedy, Real Estate
John F. Duncan Farmers' Union C. N. Cooper
S. G. Rodeck C. H. Whitman C. Berry
P. C. Hartman, Dentist B. O. Curry, Real Estate E. W. Preston, Cyclery
Mary F. Campbell John L. Hagelin Campbell Fruit Growers' Union



DRINK

Maicr Brewing

Go's

SELECT
BEER

The best and purest brewed on the

Coast. For sale in bottles

and kegs.

TelepHones; S'unset, Ex. 91
Home 91

PURE
GALIFORNIAlWINES

The Pure Juice of

Selected Grapes
Aged by time alone. We
make a feature of shipping
east two cases assorted
wines containing 24 bottles

(5 to gallon) for

$1 1;£2
Freight prepaid to any
R. R. station in the U. S.

Write for Price List

xasf^

EDWARD GERMAIN WINE C0>
€>35 So. Mam Str.
L.OS ANOEUES C.AU.

The Waysde Press
'^ WOLFER & DUNN, Proprietors

'

Designing
Engraving
Printing

Printers o f

OUT WEST

Estimates

Promptly
Furnished

837 So. Spring St. Los Angeles I

COMMERCIAL, BOOK AND CATALOGUE

PRINTING and BINDING



JUl Roads
Lead to— Holtville

Has Good
Shade Trees

THE WHOLE WORLD IS HEADED THIS IVJtY

The Irrigation Canal at Holtville

In Imperial Ualley, San Diego County, California

-•rHIS valley comprises Five Hundred Thousand Acres of land as feriile as the val-

l|l ley of the nile. Water in abundance, from the Colorado River for all the land.
^^ Sunshine practically evrry day in the year. HOLTVILLE is favored with a

perfect natural drainage and is healthful. Receives the first water coming from the
source to the valley, thereby insuring water under any circumstances.

Is situated just at sea level and generates electricity from water power for lights
and power for the entire valley. Tributary to this own lies rich sandy loam soil par-
ticularly adapted to raising the first CJrapes and Cantaloupes in California. Alfalfa
can be harvested nine times in one season, though pasturing thi- grass is very profit-
able and in which case fences tske the place of hay stacks and the hops do the work
of the harvester. Land with water in this section can be bought for from $i0.oo per
acre up. Come and see or address

^^-
^/.e^Sr- CHAMBER of COMMERCE, Holtville, Cal.Secretary

F. N. CKaplin CSl Son. Real Estate
Ed. C Boyd Realty Co.
Kin^ L. tlendle. IVeal Estate
L. S-windle, R.eal Estate
J. Ray "Wimp
M. P. Harris
H. J. Messenger, Livery and

Feed
G U. ApKins

or any of the following business firms;

C, J. ScHencK, GenL Mdse.
J. V. Taggart, Jr.
F. J. Cole. El Centre, Cal.
"W. F. IVobinson, Hotel .A.lamo
F. M. Morris, Confectionery
Citizens BanK
J. S. Bridenstine
National Lumber Co.
M^. F. Holt, Redlands, Cal.





ESCONDIDO California

The Inland

Metropolis of
San Diego
County

HOTEL ESCONDIDO
A thrifty growing country, new homes and new business houses being built every

day. Is the center of a large area of productive farming country, and offers the best
inducements for a home or for investment in Southern California.

Here is an up-to-date Irrigation System owned by the people; no expense for

Water except cost of distribution and maintenance of the system. The finest high
school building in Southern California. No bonded debt. No saloons. Just the

place for an ideal home.

Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Escondido, Col.

COVI N A Jt city amid the Orange Groves

Piclcing Oranses—A Typical January Scene

Covlna Is situated on the Southern Pacific railroad and the new Covlna line of
the Pacific Electric, in the center of the world famed San Gabriel Valley, in a thickly
populated neigrhborhood, has first class Grammar and High School, six churches, two
national banks and savings bank, live newspapers, hotels, good stores, Carnegie
library, ladies' and men's club houses, electric lightingr and power, gas and telephones
and finer roads for automobiling than any other town or city in the United States.
Abundance of pure water and the finest orange groves in the state. The place for a
home, the place for investment.

Hourly trolley car acrv ice trlth Loa AnKclen. Rann InK time thirty-flve minntea.
For further information write to Board of Trade, Covina, Gal.



BURLINGAME
The most celebrated town
in Central California today.

SEVENTEEN MILE DRIVE AROUND SPRING VALLEY FALLS, BURLINGAME, CALIFORNIA

The home of golf, polo, magnificent country residences, charming drives,

healthy sea bathing and above all a climate that is second to none, educational
facilities of the highest order and a substantial class of "all the year round" San
Francisco business men and tradespeople,

Burlingame is the home of flowers. Here are grown more roses, carnations,
sweet peas and lilies than in any, other section of California.

Coming more and more into public notice as a charming community of homes,
Burlingame is dominated today by a spirit of progress and any inquiry in regard to
real estate, business opportunities or home advantages will be cheerfully answered
when addressed to any of the concerns whose names appear below.

F* J. Rodgers & Co. Real Estate

Lyon & Hoagft Real Estate F. P. Lorton & Co., Real Estate

Geo. Wilkens, Grocer

Beebe & Tyler, Building Contractors

John Shepherd & Son, Express &
Transfer Delivery

A. L. Offield, Physician & Surgeon
Thomas McCutcheon, Restaurateur

26, Montgomery St., S. F., Cal.
San Mateo Bakery
W. C. Brown & Co., Fuel and Feed

Lorton & Morken, Grocers
J. H. O'Hara, Plumbing & Plumbing

Supplies
Albert A. Myer, Real Estate
Archibald & Aubrey, Real Estate

Joseph Culbert, Livery & Private

Boarding
August Berg, Contractor & Builder
Stanford & Co., Real Estate
Peninsula Meat Co.



s AN MATEO
THE FLORAL CITY

Sai\ Francisco's Nearest and Most eautiful Suburban City

THE PENINSULA

Now in course of construdtion at a cost of $500,000 will open April Ist, 1908

accomodating 400 guests

San Mateo has reached that stage of development which nothing short
of complet annihilation can now permanently check. The expansion of

San Francisco, as inevitable as that of New York, must in the very nature
of things be toward San Mateo, on the land side, unimpeded by intervening
water. Just so surely as New York has, by degrees, spread into West-
chester, so must San Francisco march into San Mateo with the teeming
thousands which are to populate the new and greater city. With such a

future, San Mateo becomes a point of wonderful opportunity, not alone to

the suburban home seeker, but to those v/ho recognize the value of realty
investments as sources of future wealth. Just as up-town realty built up
the Astor fortune in the Eastern metropolis, so will future Astors of this

coast realize from investments in San Mateo and vicinity.
For any further information, address San Mateo Board of Trade or

any of the following:

H. N. Royden, Real Estate
Peninsula Realty Company, Real Estate
Loveland & Shand, Real Estate
W. H. Cone. Real Estate
B. L. Grow Realty Co., Real Estate
E. M. Warn Lumber Co.
W. E. Tourtelotte, Contractor
Chas. N. KIrkbride. Attorney-at-Law
Clare-Metzgar Co., Furnishing Goods,

Clothing
E. H. Alt, Shoe Store
Levy Bros., Merchants
San Mateo Bakery
T. Masterson, Hotel WIsnom
J. A. Foster, Electrical Enolne'^r

WIsnom, Bonner Hardware Co.
Jennings Bros., Livery
A. L. Sanderson, Dentist
Sneider & Smith, Furniture Store
G. Palanca, Floral City Music Depot
C. M. Morse, Druggist
Peninsula Meat Co., Meat Market
San Mateo Planing Mill Co.
J. F. Klllelea, Co., Painters and Decorators
Borges & Kenner, Cigars and Stationery
John F. Lee, Building Contractor
W, R. Spence, Pianos and Phonographs
C. W. McCraken, Confectioner
N. Van Kammen, Jeweler and Optician
H. G. Von OORSCHOT. Photo Studio



San Bernardino, California
Located in the center of a magnificent and fertile val-

ley and reached by three transcontinental railroads—
the Salt Lake, Santa Fe and Southern Pacific.

Population 15,000
and Increasing Rapidly

^

FROM TROPICAL SAN BERNARDINO TO FRIGID MT. SAN BERNARDINO

The scenic beauty within and surrounding the city is unexcelled in Southern
California. Splendidly equipped trolley lines radiate to all neighboring towns and
communities. As a business and commercial center San Bernardino ranks among
the best in the State.

First class schools, Public Library and churches of nearly all denominations.
For booklet and further information address

Secretary Board of Trade, San Bernardino^ California

The San Bernardino Merchants' Protective Association

or any of the following leading business firms:

San Bernardino Realty Board.
Neff & Adair, Real F.state.
Boyd & Scott, Real E^state & Insurance.
VeHtal & Hubbard, Real E^Htate & Ins.
Star Realty Co., Real E^state.
Insurance, TiOan & Land Co.
Taylor Realty Co., Real Elstate, Loans &

Insurance.
Cochran & RIdenbaugrh (Miniature Orangre

Groves, $300.
San Bernardino Realty Co., Real Instate,
Insurance & Loans.

Pioneer Abstract & Title Guaranty Co.
San Bernardino Abstract Co.

Consolidated Abstract & Title Guaranty
Co.

Arrofvhead Garage.
Mome Furniture Co.
David R. Glass, President Business College
Geo. M. Cooley Co., Hardware.
Mrs. C. H. Davis, Bradford Rooming House
W. VV. Brlson, Jr.
Board of Trade.
San Bernardino National Bank
H. M. Barton
H. A.V. Hagerman.
T. A. Blakely.

Hummel Bros. & Co.. "Help Center," 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



IT l» NtVER TOO LATE TO VISIT

San Leandro 'AuJrct'



Looking down from Rabidoux Mountain

RIVERSIDE
C A LirORN I A

Twelve thousand happy, prosperous people are proud to call Riverside

"home". Four million dollars are annually distributed among them as

cash returns from the golden harvest of her orange groves. Three-fourths

of this surprising sum represents net profit to the grower, who thus enjoys

a yearly dividend of from fifteen to twenty-five per cent of the whole cost

of his grove. The full-fruited orchards possess a rare charm for the winter

tourist and offer splendid investment opportunities to the home seeker.

Full information will gladly be furnished by any of the undersigned.

RIvino Land Co., Valencia Groirea.
Geo. F. KlUott, Real Estate.
P. Fay Sibley, Automobiles.
Riverside Abstract Co.
First National Bank.
Riverside Title & Trust Co.
Shlels & Son, Plumbing: & Heating.
Home Telephone Co.

Frank A. Miller, Glenvrood Inn.
Riverside Trust Co., Orang« Groves.
Seaton & Klnnear Lumber Co.
Riverside Savings Bank & Trust Co.
Cresmer Mtg. Co., Planing Mill.
Russ Lumber & Mill Co.
Pacific Lumber Co.
Arlington Apartments, Lime and Eighth

Sts., Furnished Rooms.



PALO ALTO ^alifornia

Greatest Educational
Center of the M^est

Most Deavitiful Home
Cit>' in California

What the Hudson River region is to New York City, such is the San Francisco
Peninsula to the metropolis of California. Land lying near any great city has an
investment value that is unsurpassed, both in regard to stability and income.

The region for fifty miles south of San Francisco is being developed at a mar-
velous rate. Palo Alto is the central point in this development. Its educational

ALONG A PALO ALTO SIDEWALK

advantages, its public improvements, its business opportunities and its high moral
tone make the town especially attractive to all home-seekers, while rapid transit

brings it into convenient distance as a residence place for San Francisco business
men. No one who anticipates making a home in California should fail to see
Palo Alto.

Write for information to Secretary Board of Trade, Palo Alto, Cal., or
Co-Operative Land &. Trust Co., Real

Estate
Board of Trade
Dudfield Lumber Co., Lumber and Mill-

work
The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
"Curry of Palo Alto," Furniture, Carpets,

etc.
Palo Alto Promotion Committee
B. F. Hall, Real Estate
H. W. Simklns, Bookseller
Corbaley's Cyclery, Bicycles and Model

Making
Palo Alto Hardware Co.
Alfred Seale

Mendenhall & Woods, -Dry Goods
S. J. Parsons, Livery
Mrs. M. Rafferty, University Hotel
Corbaley &. Thorpe Auto Co.
Michael Sabadin, University Restaurant
C. E. Haskell &. Co., Men's Furnishings

and Hatters
C. N. Williams, Carpet Cleaning Works
Thoits Shoe Store
Earle & Co., Grocers
Frank W. Backus, Crockery and Paints
Palo Alto Transfer Co.
Robert A. Thompson, Real Estate Broker
J. T. Simpson, Haberdasher
M. C. Lauridsen, Meat Market



Occanside

The Finest Home Site and

Pleasure resort in San

Diego County

THE SAN LUIS REY

VALLEY

Which is tributary to

Oceanside, is a large,
beautiful and fertile valley
watered by the San Luis

Rey river. Water in abun-
Rebuilding Corridors at San Luis Rey Mission dance is obtained from the

underflow of the river by means of wells and pumping plants. Large and small
tracts can be bought at reasonable prices. The land is adapted for fruits, vegetables,
alfalfa, dairying and poultry raising. The San Luis Rey Mission is four miles from
Oceanside in the valley and was founded in 1798.

Finest quail and duck shooting in America. Auto road complete from Ocean-
side to San Diego. Write Board of Trade, or the following:

The Hayes Land Co.
Thos. C. Eixton, Drugrsist.
Bank of Oeeanslde.
P. J. Brannen, Hardnrare.
Goeta Bros. Co., General Merchandise.
J. E, Jones, Merchandise.

South-western Realty Co.

First National Bank of Oceanside.
H. T. Blake, "Mlra Mar Hotel'*
Oceanside Ellectric & Gas Co.
Griffin Hayes, Diamond Livery.
Geo. P. McKay, General Merchandise.
P. W. Rleke, Contractor.

FRUITVALE
The Queen city around the bay of San Francisco, a suburb of Oakland and San

Francisco, a delightful temperate clima te; a population of 20,000; magnificent schools
and churches; a city essentially of homes where the tired toiler may rest after his

weary day's labor, and where his wife and children can obtain that health and
strength which is denied in congested cities, and yet we are only 20 minutes from
the metropolis of California, where flowers grow the year round and where property
can be had for a small fraction of the cost of a home in the large cities. Wide and
beautiful streets; 2 transcontinental railways pass through the town and with un-
excelled electric street car facilities. One of the most beautiful towns eU"Ound the

bay of San Francisco extends to you a cordial invitation to invest and become one
of us.

FPTTITVAT P ALAMEDA COUNTY,r I\ KJ I L VAI^C CALIFORNIA
For further information address Secretary of Board of Trade or any of the

following firms:

Prultvale Realty Co.
Transbay Realty Co., 1357 Broadway,
Oakland, Prultvale Heights Tract.

S. T. Smith, Real Estate.
H. A. Pleltner, Real E^state.
Frank K. Mott Co., 1060 Broadway,
Oakland, Real Estate.

Geo. H. Lee & Sons, Real Estate.
Henry Barkmeyer. Real Estate
Myers & Maloon, Electrical Engineers
and Contractors.

Bank of Prultvale.
L. R. Green, Plumbing.

J. E. Lloyd, Harness and Saddlery.
Prultvale Hardware Co.

Gibbins & Guirey, ContractorB and Builders
Prultvale Lumber Co.
E. L. Brown, Grocer.
Prultvale Garage Co.
T. McKenzIe, Groceries.
S. S. Austin.
Grant D. Miller, 1128 23rd Ave., Oak-

land, Undertaker.
Berhmann & Jamison, Livery and
Boarding Stables.

Ramona Toilet 30AP FOR 3 ALE
EVERY^<HEF?E



MAYFIELD,I,trr;a
THe Nearest To"wn To

University ....

& 1



IDEAL, Yes indeed,

San

Jacinto

Has advantages

hard to beat

Address=

»*|w» •
** ^

Chamber ofCommerce
SAN JACINTO BOY

Buff Wyandotte, owned by
O. S. Hofmann

Ideal for
Poultry

Soil of a sandy

loam, plenty cot-

ton-wood trees, (a

native here), arte-

sian water of the

purest.

SAN JACINTO,
Riverside County, Cal.

IMPERIAL c
an Diego Covinty

alifornia
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REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA

"TEe

Gem
City"

V.

The home of the Perfect Orange. Where

prosperity abounds and happiness and com-

fort are everywhere in evidence, and how
can it be otherwise? Visit us next January
and see our 7,000 acres of orange trees load-

ed with the golden ripe fruit; hundreds of

beautiful residences, the homes of the pros-

perous orange grower and the well-to-do

or wealthy easterner; the magnificent mansions on The Heights occupied by the

millionaire who finds in Redlands the scenery, the climate and general conditions

which captivate him. All these people spend their money, and lots of it, in our

city. Then why not prosperity? Why not the best schools, the finest churches, a

thriving Y.M.C.A., social clubs and fraternal organizations, an up-to-date public li-

brary, the best and cleanest streets and grounds and the largest deposit per capita in

our banks? GROWING! Of course we are growing!! The Col. Greene "Castle on the

Hill" which is distributing $100,000 to labor alone at the rate of more than $3,000 a

week; the new Hubbard electric car line through the city; the Oak Glen electric line

about to be built to the new "Mile High Hotel" and mountain city; the opening up
of 14,000 acres of rich land in Yucaipa Valley only five miles south of us; the growing
popularity of our many nearby mountain resorts; the expensive and extensive addi-

tions and improvements to our New Casa Loma Hotel under the management of

D. M. Linnard, and last but not least the assurance of a big college in "this college

town without a college," all spell PROSPERITY.

Write the Board of Trade or any of the following firms, or better still, come and
see us and let us tell you of the good things in store for REDLANDS.

^VllUama-Cartla €0^ Real >Satare. John P. Flak, Real Eatate.
J. W. Jenklna, Klectrical Contractor. W. J. Davenport A McLaln, Contractora.
Caaa I^oma Hotel Co. Geo. S. BlKnin, Real Eatate. J. J. Naaehton.
D. M. Donald, Contractor. Redlanda Abatract A Title Co. FIrat National Bank.
Matnal Orangre Dlatribntora, Fruit Sbli pera. John P. Hicht, Jr., Real Kntate.
John Blodarett, Llierr. Hill Creat Inn. Redlanda Fruit Aaaoclation
J. C. Reevea, Hay & Grain. Redlanda Laundry Co. I<. E. Hnntlnston, Contractor.
Palm Confectionery, E. B. Caae. Dike A Lo^e, Real Eatate.
Anderaon A Aaher, Real Fatate, Auatln A Clark Co., Real Fatate.



Earlimont Colony
Tulare

County

California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise

Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

EARLIEST
That's What Counts

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives

Quickest Returns

Extraordinary Prices

Gathering the Earliest Oranges in the
State near Portersville.

EARLIEST VEGETABLES

EARLIEST DECIDUOUS FRUITS EARLIEST SMALL FRUITS

South of Portersville, earliest part of Tulare County. Rolling upland. At base
of Sierra foothills. No killing frosts. No scale. No smut. No diseases. No
heavy winds. A beautiful landscape. Responds to landscape gardener's art. Pure
air. Unsurpassed climate. Remarkably healthful. Well located. Abundant cheap
Water. Virgin soil, extremely rich. Close to railroad. Near to mountain camps
and resorts. Splendid hunting and fishing grounds in easy reach.

FIRST SUBDIVISION—TO THOSE WHO W^ILL IMPROVE
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tracts for sale for

subdivision. A crop of e^rly vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
groves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone, etc., will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.
Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, Cal.
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LOS GATOS
The Most Beautifully Situated Residence Town in

Central California

LARGEST CONCRETE ROADWAY BRIDGE IN CALIFORNIA

Located in the foothills of the Santa Cruz mountains, fifty miles south
of San Francisco and ten miles from San Jose
Stanford University and State Normal adjacent. Los Gatos has first

class facilities.

Numerous Churches- No Saloons. Delightful Climate all the Year.
Electric and Steam Railroad communication. This locality is the home
of all deciduous fruits. For information address J ecretary Board of
Trade, or any of the following: :

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods
J. H. Pearce, General Merchandise
A. C. Covert, Real Estate
W. L. Pearce Co., General Mdse.
B. H. Noble & Co., Real Estate & Ins.

Johns & McMurtry, Real Estate.

J. A. McCoy, Real Estate & Ins.
F. F. Watkins. Druggist
Bank of Los Gatos

George A. Green, Drugs & Photo Sup.
J. D. Crummey
H. J. Crall, Books, Stationary, etc.

J. J. Fretwell, Watchmaker & Jeweler
L. B. Mallory, Broker
E. L. Chase, Music
O. Lewis & Son, Hardware, Tinning
& Plumbing

Hunt's Steam Bakery



The Koyal Flame
Tokay Grape No Better | ^^ J|; ^ > 1

Place than l^OUl^ Vrul«
It is situated in the heart of the great

San Joaquin Valley, on the main line of
the Southern Pacific Railroad, between
Sacramento and Stockton, and has be-
come famous for its

Royal Flame Tokay Grapes
Over one-third of the table grapes from
California were shipped from Lodi, the
growing, prosperous city. No better grapes
grown anywhere. No better soil. No
better water, (and in great abundance).
No better climate. (Summers warm and
delightful, nights cool and refreshing).
No better roads. No better place for a
home or investment.
Every product of the temperate and semi-
tropical zones can be grown within a
radius of five miles around Lodi, the
largest body of fine rich, sandy sediment
loam in the State.
Before deciding, see Lodi, and you will

find there is No Better Place. For more
detailed information address Lodi Board
of Trade or any of the following:

Henderson Bros., Hard-ware.
W. A. Young Lumber Co.
W. J. Robinson, Barley Mill.
Dougherty, Whitaker & Ray Co., Hotel.
The Realty Company.
John C. Bewley & Co., Real Estate.
LeMoin & Fish, Publishers.
Northern Hardware Co.
Saq Joaquin Land Co.
Garner <& Woodson, Land.
Beckman, Welch <& Thomson Co., Grocers.

On the Eastern Shore of San Francisco Bay.

ALAMEDA CO.
CALIFORNIA

Offers a better inducement
for investment or a home
than any suburb of San Fran-
cisco or Oakland. Its splen-
did grammar school, new
high school, close proximity
to Mills College and the Uni-
versity offer the best educa-
tional advantages. Its trans-

portation facilities are first

class. A train for San Fran-
cisco every twenty minutes.
Electric cars for Oakland
Alameda and Berkeley every
five minutes. In eighteen
months its railroad business
has grown from nothing to

$25,000.00 a month.

MELROSE BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. Gunning, Real Estate.
Geo. A. Taylor, Real Estate.
Chas. A. Armstrong, Real Estate.
Pleasants <& Pleasants, Suburb Realty

Co.
Healy Home Builfling Co., Real Estate.
H. W. DaTis, Real E.state.
Fred R. Bammann, Hardtvare, Etc.
P. A. Dubois, Drugs.
Baker Bros., Garage.

L. Castefa, Gents' Eurnlshings.
Wm. Schoenlng, Grocer.
P. M. Hoist & Co., Hay and Grain.
C. U. Henderson, Lumber.
G. E. Parker, Insurance.
R. H. Roane, Inspector.
Taylor & Park, Ice Cream Parlor.
J. R, Talcott.
Armstrong & Storey, Cigars and Bil-

liards.



The Famous Santa Clara Valley and

-County California =

•"''•«-'./in\

A YOUNG PRUNE ORCHARD NEAR SAN JOSE
Tanta Clara County Is Pre'etninantty
tH* Horticultural County of the State

Population^
. 40,000 , San Jose (Pro

nounced\
"San Ho'Say")

50 MILES SOUTH FROM SAN FRANCISCO. M *gnificent all Year
Climate, No Ice, No Sno-w, Stimvilatin^, Not Enervating

This is the world's famous fruit valley, and poultry thrives in this section. We will
make room for 5000 good families with a few thousand dollars to secure orchard
homes of 10 to 20 acres that pwiy. We need the boys and girls in the summer to pick
fruit and work in the canneries at good wages. We raise more peaches, prunes,
cherries, apricots, etc., than any other section.

For Information Address

SanJose Chamber of Commerce IZyiTfl^.,
Jo*. H. Rucker & Co., Real Estate.
A. C. Darby, Real Estate.
Mlaaion Realty Co..

14 K. Snn Fernando St.
Cane. 9hort & Ryan, Real Estate.
EaKle Rrevrery.
Home U nion, Groceriea.
Hotel Briatol.
Spencer A Healey, Veterinary Surseona.
Fred M. Stern, Send for Cowboy Ontflt

Catalogme.
Red Star l^anndry.

Followingt
T. S. MontKomery A Son, Real Estate.
T. C. Barnett, Real Eatate.
Johnaon & 'I'emple. Real Eatate.
Flrat National llnnk of San Jose.
Garden City Hank and Trust Co.
A. Uamonte <& Co., Mtg. Calif. Glace Fruits.
The Bank of San Joae.
Security State Bank of San Jk>ae.
Cainbera-Hayea Co., Furniture.
Trinkler-Dohrninnn Co., Crockery.
K. A. * I. O. Hayea.
The J. K. Armsby Co., Dried Fruit Packers.



EUREKA, CALIFORNIA,
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight

rates ranging from $i.oo to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise,
clothing, manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those those of the

latter place, and vary but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has:

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort.

Healthfulness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giv-

ing variety in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great
natural resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inex-

pensive. Cheap fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools

within reach of every home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap
freight rates by sea to all Pacific points. The largest and best body of redwood on

earth. An honest, peaceful, law-abiding population

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and liti-

gation. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants,

to interfere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles

to destroy the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long
winters when stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegetation. Crop failures

from any cause whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes.

For further information address any of the following well known firms:

H. L. Ricks, Pres. Chamber of Com-
merce.

Geo, W. Baker, Real Estate.

Eureka Ice Co.
R. D. Johnston
Delaney & Young
Taylor & Zane
J. H. Hunter.

G. A. Waldner, Western Hotel.

Skinner-Duprey Drug Co.
Thos. H. Perry.
A. B. Hink.
Porter, Fautz & Brooks, Real Estate.

J. C. Henderson.
E. G. Kramer, (Revere House)
Bank of Eureka



FRESNO

COUNTY
^Professor Blackmar of Washington, D. C. says, "It is a

truly wonderful County. Productive beyond imagination,
and rich beyond the dreams of wealth—a wealthy agricul-
tural district in one of the grandest valleys the sun ever
shone on."

^It is the County of opportunities for the man of small means
and plenty of grit. %

^It is equally great in yielding returns on the rich man's in-

vestments.

qPRESNO COUNTY raised in agricultural products in 1906

nearly $25,000,000.

^FRESNO COUNTY has fourteen banks with deposits ag-

gregating $8,500,000.

^That means the saving of the ten, twenty and forty acre

man. Lxjoks good, doesn't it?

€[|How does it appeal to you?

^If you are interested write to any of the undersjgned or to the

Fresno County Chamber ofCommerce

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

md they will forward you a finely illustrated 48-page pamphlet,

telling of the great resources of this wonderful County.

IT FORMS A TRUE TALE OF A WONDERFULLY RICH DISTRICT

GUI Real Estate Aac*u*Tf Real Eatate.
Pernlta InveMtnient Co., OranKe Land.
I'rnrMonn Kealtr ExchunKe, Keul lOMtate.
\\ . >', Kolirer & Co., OrtinK'r A Grnpe I^and.
JeMM« JnnHon A F. M. Blaochard, Real

Entate.
De^vltt H. Gray A Co^ Real Eatate.

Sheperd-Teagme Co. Send for ii^ee Home-
aeekera Guide.

Fulton & Grand Central Hotela, under one
niannicenieut, ttpeoinl aceommodatlons
for cwiiiuieroinl trnvelerH.

Sperry Flour Co.. Flour, Feed and Grala.
NARES t SAUNDERS, Managers, Laguna de Tachs Grant



OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Metced

California

MILLER AND LUX
Los Banos^ Merced County

California

Yoscmitc

Valley
OPEN TO TOURISTS

Autumn Months

Winter Months

ALL THE YEAK

YOSEMITE VALLEY R. R.

QviicK Convenient
FARE ONLY $18.50 Round Trip

From Merced, Cal.

Fine Vestibule Train Daily. Connects with
Santa Fe and S. P.

See Yosemite during the Fall months, when
the w^ater-falls are running full, the dust of the

summer laid low, the air clear and cool, and
with all the beautiful Autumn appearance of

Valley and Mountain. Or, see it in Winter in

its mantle of snow and ornaments of ice.

An 80 mile ride through the picturesque Merced River
Canyon to the Portal of Yosemite. For information or

descriptive folders, address:

H- H. VI^^CENT
Genl. Agt., 553 S. Sprine St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

O. IV. LEHMER
Traffic Mgr.

MERCED, CAL.



Four
Routes
TO THE EAST

Via

New Orleans
El Paso

Ogden
Portland

Limited Trains
HigK Class Service
Luxurious Dining Cars
THrougH Cars to EZ,ast-

ern Points

City TicKet Office

600 5. SPRING ST

Out Wesr tnc, \. A



Southern Pacific

e>.c"INSIDE TRACIi"

To Riverside ond Redlands
Through the

ORANGE GROVES
of Southern California

special Train every morning from Los Angeles with

long stops for sightseeing, returning early in the evening.

T. A. GRAHAM, Asst. Genl. Freight and Pass. Agt.
600 S. Spring St., Cor. 6tH. Los A.ngeles



To Chicago
The train that in its

equipment, service

and time makes the

strongest appeal to

people who unaer-

stand the refinement

of Hfe

You should stop

over at th<

Grand Canyon

en route

Santa Fe

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
preventH early wrinkles. It is not a frecklr coatingr ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO., 427 North Main St., Los Anareles



GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA ""vt'.tr'' Santa Fe



Los <ANG£L£S

-.uf-jc.v

A2fe,

•>?3.:^

'Tis Truly

^ Palatial Train

^t

For Particular People
Leaves Los Angeles daily and runs via Salt

Lake Route, Union Pacific and Chicago &
Northwestern in

Three Days LosAngeles to Chicago

There's nothing better in railway service than

this superb train as a trial trip will convince you.

Full particulars at all ticket offices or from

T. C. PECn FRED A. M'^ANN
Genl. Pass. Agt. LOS ANGELES Genl. Traffic Mgr.



Hummel Bros. & Co. furnish best help. 116-118 E. Second.
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A hot breakfast in a cozy warm room starts one right for the

day. A cold dining room spoils the enjoyment of the meal.

The dining room or any room in the house can be heated in

a few minutes with a

PERFECTION Oil Heater
(Equipped ^vith Smokeless Device)

For instance, you could light it in your bed-

room to dress by, then carry it to the dining room,
and by the time the coffee is ready, the room is

warm. Impossible to turn it too high or too low—
never smokes or smells—gives intense heat for 9
hours with one filling. Every heater warranted.

The
iS^c

k\

T ^^ is the best lamp for all-

A-zdlllJ^ round household pur-

poses. Gives a clear, steady light.

Made of brass throug:hout and nickel plated. Equipped with the

latest improved central draft burner. Handsome—simple
—satis-

factory. Every lamp guaranteed.

If you cannot get heater and lamp at your dealer's, write to

our nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
I Incorporated)



^mn^
Absolutely Pure

A Cream of Tartar Powder
free from alum or phos-

phatic acid

MAKESHOMEBUINS EASY

BAKER'S
COCOA

Registered,
U.S. PauOff.

First in Years !

First in Honors !

First on the

Breakfast Tables

ofthe^A/'orld!

HIGHEST AWARDS IN

EUROPE AND AMERICA

Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.
[Established 1780]

DORCHESTER, MASS.

BUnOPir CAUFORNIA

ORANGE^
marMl^oe

WINES
OF UNQUESTIONED AGE
:^=AND PURiTY=

Grapes raised in our vine-

yards, pressed in our winery
and aged by time in our wine
cellars.

DELIVERED FREE OF FREIGHT

TO ALL EASTERN POINTS

Two cases of Old Peerless XX
wines — assorted, with one
bottle California Brandy

For $11.00
Two cases of XXX oldest

vintages - assorted, two
bottles California Brandy
and one bottle California

Champagne

For $15.00
MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

iri\Califori\i&'
Los Angeles, Cal.

f-^W VT^Xr^ have been established over 55 years. By our system
mj l</m l\la 1^^ of paymentsevery family inmoderatecircttmstances
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RIFLES for ALL KINDS of HUNTING
TEN MODELS TO SELECT FROM

From the ten different models of Winchester repeaters

you can surely select a rifle adapted /or hunting your
favorite game, be it squirrels or grizzly bears. Win-
chester rifles are made for low, medium and high power
cartridges in all desirable calibers, from .22 to .50, and in

styles and weights to suit a wide diversity of tastes. No
matter which model, caliber or style you select, you can

count on its being well made, accurate and reliable.

The rough, hard usage that hunting rifles often receive

requires them to be constructed on sound mechanical

principles and of the best materials. All Winchester
rifles are so made. Strength, accuracy, reliability of

operation and general finish are all given careful atten-

tion Nothing is left undone that will make them shoot

well, work well, look well and wear well. ^ ^ "^ ^
Winchester Rifles are made for all kinds of Hunting and Winchester Cartridges for all kinds of Guns

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. - NEW HAVEN, CONN.



MENNEN'S
Jordted , ^5c^ Tal c um
OILETM POWDER

protector of the «ktu aud compltfxlou of particular iiieii ati

women First come*

ENNEN'S BORATEO TAtCUM TOILET POWDER
«f<- »«<) puri-iic»riiig Slid proteelirr poH^ler. Ihc iiwriu ol which
n- bwii tirc-milieil aDd comuieiided by ihf luedicul profimiioii for
kiiv ;»ra. Wiiiirr windi bave uo III rITccta where Mnan's la

P.I dnllr after tkiftef aud afier ktlkiaf. In tl<e Dur>er\ li la

lfM*««»''l<-- K..r.v<.ur |irale<;iioi>.piii up In HM-rrtlrtlt Iwxea-
'>•' "tai tkat iMkt" irMOMCI't ri<r<- la ou ibe cover it a

iM aud n lumiu ! pariif. (iuaranterd
.dm the Kuud and Druga Act, lane 30ih,
1K0*. SerUl So. 1542. Suldevervvhere: or hy
mail tie.

laapl* Fm
GERHARD MENNEN CO.

rirk. H. J.

Tr.v MKX.NKNS Violei ( Korated) Talcum
Toilet Powder m

It baa the actnt ol freah cut Parma Vlolii^ H

(Established 1879)

"Cures While You Sleep"

WHoopin^-Co\a^H, Croup,
BroncKitis, Cou^Ks,
DipKtHeria, CatarrH

Confidence can be placed in a remedy
which for a quarter of a century has
earned unqualified praise. Restful nights
are assured at once. Cresolene is a Boon to

Asthmatics

ALL DRUGGISTS

.Send Poatal for Deacrlptive
Hooklet

Cresolene Antiseptic
Throat Tablets for the ir-

ritated throat, of your
druggist or from us, lOc
in stamps.

THf VAPO-CRfSOlWt CO.

180 Fulton St., N.Y.

Soups
Stews and

Hashes

See that Lea CS, Perrins' sig-

nature is on wrapper and label
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•THE INDIANS OF ARIZONA
Bj SHARLO'l M. HALL

]\I1LE outside the city of Phoenix the Territorial Fair

Grounds lie, with the second race-track in the West

looped like a rin^ around an emerald alfalfa field. Be-

low and above the grand-stand scatter groups of build-

ings, housing exhibits from the heaped-up, rainbow-

glistening ores of a thousand mines to a sheaf of six-foot, many-
headed Indian wheat.

In the stalls and stables behind, sleek cattle and blooded horses

doze undisturbed by sight-seers; the grand-stand is packed, and

all eyes are turned to the front, where mounted policemen are

scurrying the omnipresent sulkeys and white-booted trotting horses

oflF the broad, clean race-track.

By sunrise, long, gray clouds of dust might have been seen ris-

ing on all the country roads
; and before the deep red-purple had

faded on the saw-peaked desert mountains circling the valley, groups
of riders on wiry ponies, and full-packed vehicles, from old freight

wagons held together with rawhide to smart surreys, were turn-

ing in through the wide gate to the alfalfa field.

Gay dresses fluttered out of the wagons and settled like a big

flock of bright birds on the green field. Fat old women herded

the long-legged, agile, yellow dogs out of the lunch-boxes, and fat

old men lounged in gossiping groups. Some of the women were

bare-headed, with raven-black hair hanging down their backs
;
some

wore cheap, flower-loaded hats in brilliant colors.

A few of the old men were "long-hairs," with the red handker-

chief still bound around their heads. The young men all wore

soft black hats, light shirts, new overalls, and gay ties or necker-

chiefs, and their ponies, still steaming from races on the way in,

were decked out with ribbons. It was "Indian Day" at the Arizona

Fair.

There was a stir among the groups in the field
;

all that could

find standing room climbed up in the wagons or hung along the

CoPTNioHT 1907 av Out West Maoasink Co. All Rights Rksknvkd
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fence. A steady line of dnst showed outside
;
then the dark-faced

bandmaster stepped out into the race course, raised his baton, and

the Phoenix Indian School band played up a stirring march.

Back of the band came long swinging lines of gray-clad cadets;

big fellows first, in full uniform with shining rifles. Back and forth

through the military movements with precision and skill
;

then

rank after rank followed, down to the little boys just arrived at

school and hardly at ease in their new clothes.

Then out between their own officers line after line of girls, in

neat blue or red dresses, smooth dark hair tied with ribbons. How
they marched ! Up and down—the wee girls following all together

and solemnly keeping step ; every eye on the leader and the flag

where the stars and stripes rose and fluttered in the desert wind.

Five hundred Indian children, marching and counter-marching

under the eyes of parents and friends and tribesmen and ten thou-

sand white spectators, where fifty years ago the Pima woman gath-

ered mesquite beans and stockaded their little fields of corn and

squashes against raiding Apaches
—and a white face was a wonder !

There were all sorts of people on the grand-stand ; grown men

and women who had never seen an Indian before and to whom

they were curiosities, not fellow human beings ;
men whose "In-

dian claims" for property lost in Apache warfare the Government

was still investigating, and to whom the only good Indian was still

a dead one
;
men to whom the Indian was only a reservation loafer

and Indian schools a clear waste of good money ;
and men who

had buried their comrades, shot beside them on the old trails, and

harried the parents and grandparents of these children out of their

strongholds in the dim, blue, circling mountains down to the reser-

vations and the peace of the conquered.

Each spectator saw the scene in the measure of his own under-

standing, and the one man who, perhaps, understood the yesterday

of those marching children best was most impressed with it all.

It is significant that the men who knew the Indian best in the old

day are most just in their judgment of his present and his probable

future. ,

There are still a few, a very few, of the old scouts left—men

whose quiet, competent service went far to bring the peace and civil-

ization of today, and whose names are scarcely known beyond their

own friends and comrades
;
men as diflferent from the buckskin,

bead and long-hair scouts of modern fiction as a cavalry bugle from

a red tin whistle.

One of them sat on the grand-stand and watched the marching

children. There was no curiosity in his quiet face, no amusement

in his keen blue eyes, no disapproval at money wasted, but tlie
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most genuine interest. "I was thinking as I watched them,"' he

said. "It was in the fall of 1872 that General Crook began his

first campaign, and by the late spring of '73 he had put most of

the mountain Indians on a reservation on the Verde river. His

idea was to get them where he could watch them—close to two mili-

tary posts, Camp Verde and Fort Whipple, and in a place where

he could make them work and pay them for it. The Indians didn't

understand, except a few of them
; they had to be dragged in like

whipped dogs, of course.

"Along in the late winter or spring I was coming up to Prescott

from Walnut Grove alone over the trail; I'd been prospecting
—

that was a good gold country. I raised a ridge and saw an Indian,

then another and another—dozens of them. I thought my day had

Maricopas at Territorial Fair

come. They were Date Creek Apaches. I reckon they had got as

many prospectors as all the rest. We still remembered the Wick-

enburg massacre and poor Billy Dennison, and how they tried to

kill Crook himself while he was holding a big talk right at Camp
Date Creek.

"I knew they had seen me. I just stood still and waited. They

kept coming in single file along the backbone of a ridge ; bucks, but

they looked beat out—no arms and mighty little clothes. Some
had dirty rags tied around their heads or arms or legs where they

had been wounded. There was a lot of squaws, carrying bundles,

and babies too little to walk
; a herd of scrawny, dirty children run-

ning behind.
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''They were all poor and thin, nearly all more than half naked—
and it was cold—and such miserable little bundles of old rags and

dried mescal and acorns—^all they had in the world. One old

squaw had a broken Dutch-oven on her head with a few pine-nuts

in it, all she had. Along behind I saw the troops and the pack-

train. I tell you blue cloth never looked better to me
;

1 knew I was

safe then.

"Crook had been chasing those Indians all over the mountains

all winter, and now they were being herded in to Whipple on their

way to the Verde reservation. They didn't understand what was

going to be done with them. They were scared and starved and

some sick and wounded. 1 never saw such a miserable lot of human

beings in my life.

Photo by Baer

Apache Women Bringing Wood

"That's what I saw while those children were marching; I stood

right back on tlhat ridge among the pines and saw their parents

and grandparents trail along like a lot of hunted coyotes down to

Whipple to see what the old Gray Fox would do to them. The

mothers of some of these girls wxre children in that outfit; they

pounded acorns on a rock to make brea^, and dressed in skirts

of Cottonwood bark. Some folks think the Indian was better oft'

before the whites came
;

it was a free life, but they starved oftener

than they were full, and the strong tribes hunted the rest like

coyotes after jack rabbits.

"It couldn't last—Crook told them that. It was learn white man's

ways, or go like the buffalo. These children have a chance, any-

way ;
these girls won't pound acorns on a rock. It don't matter how

many of them go back to the blanket
; they won't go back to skirts
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Apache Woman and Baby
Photo by Baer

of Cottonwood bark. If every white child that went to school

learned something and made use of it, things would be mighty dif-

ferent from what they are. Those children out there are full as

far away from that pine ridge as any white child would be with the

same chance."

The bandmaster led the march through the gate into the alfalfa

field
; his men piled their instruments into one of the wagons and

the cadets stacked arms beside them. Girls and boys in school dress

visited with their parents and friends from the reservation. The fat
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old men fingered the gray uniforms and told of scouting under

Juan Chivari
; everywhere yesterday and today intermingled—with

today well to the front.

The scene was typical of present day Indian condition in Arizona :

the young people are on the white man's road, and the older ones,

most of them, reconciled to the change. There is no longer an

"Indian problem," except the universal problem of practical educa-

tion which will make the individual master of his environment. The

grandsons of famous warchiefs now attend school or work at trades,

and their descendants will be respected citizens in the land which

their ancestors fought so hard to hold from the white man.

Arizona has the distinction of having within her boundaries the

fiercest tribe of Indians in the United States, and three of the most

OivD White Mountain Apache .Medicine Woman
(Stoned to death by her people for foretelling a frost which destroyed the

spring planting of corn and squashes.)

civilized and peaceful. The name of the Apache is inseparable from

that of Arizona
;
but he did not call himself an Apache till he learned

it on the reservation
;
to himself he was the Tinneh, or Dinde—"the

man."

And he zvas a Man—wild as a hawk, cunning as a fox, sinewy and

enduring as a mountain goat ; savage, merciless, but a foe worthy

any man's steel. The sun-scorched barren deserts and rough, in-

accessible mountains that were his home shaped him to their own

mold. He could travel on foot seventy or eighty miles in a dav, if

hard-pressed, as many army officers have attested
;
he could do with-

out water an incredible time in the desert heat, and live on roots

and seeds for weeks at a time.
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Photo by Hartwell

An Apache Type

There is, I suppose, nothing in Western life so absolutely mis-

understood and misrepresented as Indian character. The average

conception of the Indian is built up from romantic stories in which

he is endowed with all the white man's finest or most evil qualities;

or from exclusive study of the atrocities of savage warfare.

In the nature of things neither could be right ; the Indian is not

a white man glorified nor a white man "satanized." He is a primi-

tive human being, whose mental processes correspond to his environ-

ment—to wild, unpeopled regions
—to the round of the seasons,

storm and wind and freezing cold and burning sun with no roof

overhead; to finding food on any wild acre of hill or mesa, and

to such shelter as the deer and squirrels know.

Nature docs not coddle. If the Indian had not wit to find some-

thing with which to fill his stomach, it went empty. The ground

squirrel was better housed. Less provident than the rats and squir-

rels, he made the most meager provision for the future, and his

feasts were always less certain than his famines.

Of whatever tribe or locality, his mental development corresponded
to the inevitable experiences of his daily life. His religion, or
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mysticism,
• was rooted in natural phenomena—storms, wind, light-

ning, cold, fire.

Most observers have been too ready to read a. white man's emo-

tions into the Indian
; or, having nothing on which to base an under-

standing of him, to attach a ready-made, misfit interpretation.

The Apache has been made a type of ferocity and endurance,

lacking in all afifection. There has been perhaps no other tribe his

equal in physical endurance, and his mental cunning and imperious

temper made him master and dreaded foe in his own land. But

among themselves the Apaches are rather talkative
;
inclined to joke

and play tricks, and fond of games, and real afifection is not wanting.

Their old customs, in common with those of all Indians, are dying

out, and in another generation will be forgotten.

Captain John D. Burgess, who served with General Crook and

Photo by Baei'

Apaches at Home

spoke the Apache dialect well, gave in a letter this interesting

account of some of their characteristics and customs at the time

when their very name was a menace and a dread to the white settlers

of Arizona.

"The male Apache has very little of what civilized people call

tenderness in his make-up ; priding himself on his disregard of

personal danger, his indifiference to pain, fearlessness, and disdain of

anything feminine. Nevertheless there is a strong undercurrent of

love for his children ; the stronger perhaps that it is only expressed

in unguarded moments.

"I once witnessed an outburst of this paternal affection which the

Apache has been said not to possess. Several Coyotero. Southern

White ]Mountain Apache children were playing on the banks of the

Gila river near Ezra Hoag's house at the sub-agency one day in

August, 1 88 1. One of the little fellows, naked except for the uiev-

itable G-string, fell into the river
;
the water was at flood from the
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A Familiar Tvpb op the Older Men

summer rains, and very muddy, and the "eskine" (boy) disappeared.

"The alarm was sounded by the 'nod-o-lee-nas' (girls) on the

bank, the boys being too manly to make an outcry. The father, who
was dressing some rawhide strings for a new riata near-by gave a

jump, and ran along the bank till he caught sight of the boy's G-

string. He plunged in, and, after buffeting the mighty current for

fifty yards or so. brought the child to the bank. When he had

crawled up the bank, he enfolded the lad in his arms in a fervent

embrace, lookinj]^ intensely into his face for signs of life.

"When he was satisfied that the boy was safe, he looked up at the

crowd that had gathered, and, seeing a smile of amusement at his

concern on the faces of the bucks, he held the boy at arm's length.
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administered a resounding whack on his little sitting-down place, and

flinging him on the sand, walked stolidly back to his rawhide.

"The Apache father's feeling was only for his male children
;
he

showed no interest of any sort in a girl, and she belonged absolutely

to her mother. As the girl approached womanhood, the mother used

all her art to enhance her appearance that she might bring a good
price from some admiring buck. This purchase price belonged to

the mother, and the average Apache squaw is the most avaricious,

miserly being on earth.

"In June, 1876, some of the Chiricahua Apaches refused to be

moved to San Carlos and tried to compel the two sons of

Photo by Hartwell

Arizona Indian Baskets (Moqui, Havasupai, Pima and Apache.)

Cochise, Natchie and Chatto, with their following, to accompany them

to Mexico. After a severe battle near Ft. Bowie, the secessionists

got the worst of it, and under Juh, their war-chief, and Geronimo.

who was then only a crafty medicine man, fled to the higher parts

of the Chiricahua mountains and defied the troops to bring them in.

"It fell to the writer to help disperse them, and, following a small

band near the head-waters of the White river, we came upon the

body of a girl child about six months old, with its head crushed.

Two days later we captured the band, consisting of a buck named

Ez-kin-tzine, his two wives and many children. After their sur-

render and a good feed of hard-tack and coflfee, the mother of the

dead child related in an ear-piercing shrill cry how the father, when
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Apache Girls

our advance was close to them, and the child cried and made a

noise, seized it and dashed out its brains on a rock.

'"The mother expatiated on the beauty of the child and declared it

would have grown to be as lovely and attractive as herself, and that

her husband had paid ten horses, two rifles, and one hundred Mexican

dollars for her. She thought the child ought to be worth half as

much, and then and there filed a bill against her husband for five

horses, one rifle, and fifty Mexican dollars, and begged the Lieutenant

in command to audit the bill and see that the United States Indian

agent at San Carlos enforced payment when they got to the agency.
"In May of '76, while moving the submissive Chiricahuas from

Bowie reservation to San Carlos, a squaw asked permission to fall

out. When the column reached Cedar Springs that night, she had

overtaken us with a new-born babe strapped to her back. The child
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was a girl, and her whole talk was of what she would be offered for

it at marriageable age.

"The squaws are careful of the girls apparently only for the price

they will bring; they pay very little attention to the boys after they

are old enough to run about
;
the father takes full charge of their

training. The squaws do most of the mutilating of dead enemies.

The bucks look on and applaud, but I am told by Apaches whose

confidence I have gained, that what little scalping the tribe has

been known to do was done by the squaws ;
with the exception of

the Tonto Apaches who in early days practiced scalping almost gen-

erally."

There are perhaps 5,000 Apache Indians in Arizona, attached to

the San Carlos and White Mountain Agencies ; the small but ex-

tremely interesting Mescalero group having their home in New
Mexico. There are about 1,200 children of school age at the two

reservations, and something more than half of them are in day-

school at home or in the boarding schools.

In a group of school children the faces of the Apaches, keen, alert,

wilful, or sullen and stubborn, stand out. They are a type apart,

wilder, stronger, more difficult to manage and more able when once

they respond to instruction. Some of the children are beautiful as

young deer, with smooth brown skins and black eyes of haunting

beauty and wildness.

They love color, and dress in the bright, rich reds which other

Arizona Indians do not use. Some of their bead-work is fine, and

their baskets show very original and intricate designs. They have

as a whole suffered least from contact with the whites, and have

kept the sturdy physique which was characterized more by endur-

ance and muscular development than by size.

Many of the men go away from the reservations to work, and

they are good unskilled laborers, doing pick and shovel work on the

railroads and the United States reclamation projects. On the res-

ervations they cut wild hay and wood, and have considerable num-

bers of cattle. Of all Southwestern tribes the Apaches and Navajos
are most likely to persist, and to blend their strong, wild traits into

the character of future generations.

Most of the Apaches now use the dress of the whites, with fan-

tastic individual variations
;
but they have not become house-builders

to any extent. The little round-topped hovels of bent poles, cov-

ered with bear-grass, old canvas or tin cans cut open, are still the

usual home, and there is little attempt at furniture or house-keeping.

Of all the white man's "medicine," (after whiskey and tobacco)

the Indians have taken most kindly to canned goods. The idea of

dinner in a tin can meets his fullest approval, and every camp and
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Old-T(me Mescalero Apache Chief in Full Dress

\\ick-i-u|) has its "kitchen-midden" of empty and rusting tins. The

trader in a remote little store on the White Mountain reservation

had long catered to this taste with tomatoes in gaudy cans and the

cheap pears and peaches which are a prime luxury, when it occurred

to him to break the monotony of long days alone with an Edison

phonograph.
The machine came in due time and was started going; the whirr

and burr of "Dollie Gray" in an unmusical tenor disturbed the

desert atmosphere. A group of young bucks riding m tor a little

monte, with canned pears "on the loser," heard the outburst, and
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Blind Old Pima Woman

circled round and round the store at a safe distance trying to figure

out the cause. When after a brief silence the joyous notes of "Mr.

Johnsing, Don't Get Gay" floated out of the door, they turned their

ponies and rode headlong back to the camp. "White man heap
drunk!" they announced.

The older heads decided to go over and investigate, followed at

a respectful distance by half the tribe. A dog-fight was on the ma-

chine, but the trader switched on a comic recitation and a few

songs, as more suited to his audience. Half an hour of persuasion

had brought the most daring no nearer than the door, when a griz-

zled old buck with a sinister scar across his face drew his blanket

tight and walked up to the counter. He watched the waxen cylind-

ers go on and off, then turned with a look of supreme disgust at
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the cautious heads poked in at the door. "Ugh ! Canned white

man !" he grunted, and stalked off to his pony.

When the full history of Arizona is written it will be seen how

large is the early debt to the Pimas and Papagos. The Spanish

found these friendly, peaceful people settled along the river valleys

of Southern Arizona, growdng corn and squashes and tobacco and

cotton
; making their pottery and baskets, and weaving blankets of

cotton that would hold water.

They still preserve vague traditions of their gradual progress

north from Mexico, and in race-traits and customs show their kin-

ship with the southern peoples. From the Spanish missionaries,

and from barter with tribes whom the Spanish had visited earlier.
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Pima Woman Milling Corn

they added wheat, barley, chickens, and a few goats and horses to

their domestic economy.

They vmderstood irrigation and had canals and ditches in the Gila

and Salt River valleys, covering farms of some extent. The stores

of grain and squashes which they offered for barter were an import-

ant food-supply to early emigrant-trains, saving more than one party

from hunger.

The fields and stores of the Pimas and Papagos were always

subject to raids from the nomadic, predatory Apaches; and though

both tribes were good enough fighters and had held their own, they

welcomed the white emigrants as a further protection. Their scouts

led the first expeditions aginst the Apaches and were of great
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assistance, and the Pima villages at Maricopa Wells were a regular

depot of supplies until military posts were established. •

After the Mormon settlements were made, higher up the Gila

river, the Pimas were deprived of sufficient water for their fields,

and abandoned the growing of corn and tobacco. It is doubtful

if any specimens of the Pima cotton blankets exist except those

secured by the Bartlett expedition.

The Pimas and Papagos are of one origin, though at the present

time the larger bodies of them have different reservations. The

Maricopas, who since 1846 have lived near the Pimas, are a Colorado

river tribe, and formerly lived near the Cocopahs on the lower river.

After quarrels with the Yumas they asked protection from the Pimas

Pima 'Kees"
Photo by Hartwell

OF Mud and Arrow Weed

and removed in a body to the vicinity of Maricopa Wells. At pres-

ent they are located along the Salt river just above its junction with

the Gila.

In 1859, Colonel Silas St. John, as agent, distributed the first seeds

and farming implements among these Indians. The plows were

the single-horse "nigger plow" of Southern cotton-fields, and, having
no work-horses, the Pimas hitched in a tandem team of squaws, who

pulled by a rawhide rope, and laughed with delight to see the furrow

roll over behind them.

Up to this time the women had dressed in skirts of the soft, inner

bark of the cottonwood tree
; the method of tailoring was to tie a

strip of bark around the waist and draw long strips under it till a

thick fringe dangled from the waist. Colonel St. John bought at
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Yuma six dozen dresses of English print and distributed them among
his people, the first dresses worn by the Pima and Maricopa women.

It should be recorded to the credit of the Pimas that they are

probably the inventors of the American breakfast-food idea. They
boil their plump-grained wheat, spread it thinly in the sun till dry,
and then parch it lightly and store it for exactly such use as the

best "patent" product ; except that this "chu-ah" may appear at any
meal of the day, boiled again into a very palatable mush, or a stew
with a jack-rabbit for flavoring.
There are perhaps 4,000 Pimas left, settled along the Gila and

Salt rivers, and at the agency at Sacaton. The Pima agency farm
is conducted as far as possible as a school in farming, and is said

to be the best Indian-agency farm in the United States. The Pimas
take kindly to farming, and with sufficient water would become self-

supporting and prosperous. They grow considerable wheat and have
some stock, and the men work whenever wood-cutting or pick-and-
shovel work can be had.

The Pima women make the finest baskets of the Arizona tribes ;

some of them close rivals to the Pomo work in delicacy of stitch,

and in the most intricate and artistic designs. The children nearly
all attend school at the reservation day-schools or at the Phoenix
school.

The Pimas lack the alert fire and sullen yet keen spirit of the

Apaches, as well as the trim, sinewy build and quick movements of

the mountain-bred people. They are of no more than medium size ;

often stoop-shouldered, the women shapeless and stocky, with heavy-
featured, good-natured faces.

Since the settlement of the valley with white people, the Pimas
have developed tuberculosis until nearly all of them are more or less

aflFected, and the records of the resident Presbyterian missionary
show that two out of every three deaths of adults are from this

disease. It must be due chiefly to inoculation from the large num-
bers of pulmonary invalids that yearly spend the winter in the Salt

River valley; for, while some families have small adobe houses,

the climate is so mild that they practically live outdoors the year
round.
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Indians have very slight resistance to disease, and one who sickens

seriously seldom recovers. The Southwestern tribes are all steadily

diminishing, and some of the lesser ones are almost extinct. Con-
tact with the white man's vices has been fatal, and clean, strong
blood is rare.

The Pimas have always buried their dead in deep graves, wrapping
them in many blankets. One thing the whites have taught, and the

hope of every Pimas is to be buried in a "store coffin." To this end

they will make any sacrifice, and the desire sometimes has its amus-

ing side.

A young Pima stricken with death had a beef steer or two ; he
ordered them sold in haste, and a coffin and a new suit of clothes

bought. He was still alive when they were brought ; he put on
the clothes, laid down in the coffin to see if it was a fit, and was so

pleased that he refused to get out, and died in it. .Another man.

thought to be dying of consumption, had his coffin brought that he

might see it. He recovered and lived two years, but kept the coffin

as the ornament of his house and his greatest pride.
There are now only a little more than 450 Maricopas, and the

births scarcely make good the deaths. The Maricopas have retained

their own language and the customs of the Colorado river Indians.

They burned their dead in a pyre of brush and logs, until recently
the missionaries have induced some of them to bury instead.

The Maricopa women make beautiful pottery in fantastic or most

graceful shapes, painted and decorated in black and white. They
make very few baskets, but those few are of simple and artistic

pattern. In their pottery they copy the things seen in store win-
dows with wonderful accuracy, and after her first sight of an elephant
at the circus, a Maricopa woman modeled a very good elephant in

pottery, and offered it for sale.

Like the Pimas these quiet, peaceful people fall victims to con-

sumption in increasing numbers, and are likely to disappear in a

few generations.
The very name of the Papagos, which means "baptized," is a

legacy from the brief, romantic Mission period. Up through the

beautiful Santa Cruz valley the Franciscan Fathers came and gath-
ered the scattered Indian rancherias together in the wide curving

plain near some low, black volcanic buttes.

Little fields were marked off from the greasewood and mesquite.
and planted to wheat and corn

;
the raiding Apaches were driven

back to sit like lean black hawks on the jagged peaks above, ready
to swoop as chance oflfered

;
and that faith which savage lances

could not check, nor deserts sear, shaped from the very sun-baked
earth the noblest human monument within the borders of Arizona.—
the Mission San Xavier del Bac.

For a generation after the priests had gone, some of the Papagos
lived in the little huts and guarded the huge old pile, though its

great doors swung open to bird and squirrel and wind-gust. After
more than a century they still cultivate the old fields and build better

homes on the old sites, and bury their dead in sight of the old walled

graveyard.

They are a wilder and stronger people than their kinsmen, the

Pimas. The men are better workers, and more restless and quarrel-
some. The women make good baskets and very original pottery,
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shaping some of the big jars to uncouth human form. Like all these

gentler people, they are devoted parents and much affection exists

among them. There are still some 2.000 Papagos, but the mark of
contact with the white man is on them and not for good.
The P'ima and Papago women make themselves calico dresses in

dull colors, black, blue and white, or inconspicuous mingling of light
shades. The Papagos almost universally wear the black shawl over
the head, as Mexican women do. Beadwork ornaments are seldom
seen among them, and are then of Apache make.
When President Hayes made his tour of the West he was enter-

tained at Tucson by a reception in the home of Mr. Williams, of the
famous old firm of Lord and Williams. The army and civil life of
the Territory lent their most brilliant representatives, and Mexican
officials w^ere there in rich uniforms

; but the hostess has said that

among them all the dignity and fine bearing of a deputation of thirty

Papago chiefs impressed her most.
The Papagos cling to the vicinity of the Mission for the burial of

their dead, though the old Campo Santo with its leaning wooden
crosses is long outgrown. Not long ago the representative of an
Eastern tombstone firm came down on them and would have replaced
the crumbling wood with crosses and lambs and insipid doves and

painfully Anglo-Saxon cherubim in patent bronze.
One gray-haired head of a family looked through and through

the sample-book in vain, hunting a suitable design for the stone that
should mark the resting place of himself and his wrinkled old wife.

The agent talked
; the old man shook his head. At last the agent

promised a stone designed to order. "Pll take it back if it don't
suit" he urged.

"All right ;
make um so-so." with a sweep of his hands indicating

something like the tail-gate of a wagon. ''No sheep ; no chicken
;
no

kid. Maybe-so you put on, 'Gone. No likey dis place!'
"

The Colorado River, fretting down through its long, low valley as

if it still remembered the fight with the rock-walled canon above,
has drawn to itself many Indian peoples. The first Spanish explor-
ers found them—Yumas, Cocopahs, Chemehuevis, and Mojaves—
living along the near foothills, farming the rich, low bars which the

spring overflow irrigated, and growing a small, pale-yellow, flint-

grained corn, and squashes and tobacco; and harvesting an ample
bread-crop of mesquite-beans from the trees that grow broad-limbed
in the track of the overflow.

Year by year they have dwindled, till only a small number of

Yumas and Chemehuevis, and between 1,500 and 2,000 Mojaves
are left within the borders of Arizona. The Yumas were river

men, as their name told—strong, clean-limbed people, darker of skin
than any other Arizona Indians, with somber, strong-featured Ori-
ental faces. The river steamers employ them as deck-hands, and
others work on the great Laguna wier which the United States

reclamation service is building to control this most masterful river.

The Mojaves have two reservations along the river, at old Mt.

Mojave above Needles, and at Parker, 120 miles below. There are

schools at both, and farms cultivated by irrigation. Many of the

men are employed on the railroad sections and in fhe roundhouse at

Needles, and others on the river. They are fearless boatmen and
the best pilots on the river.
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That heroism is not a thing of race two of these brown river-men

proved during the past summer. The power-boat Hercules became

unmanageable in a whirlpool ;
a woman and a little boy were on

deck as passengers. They were thrown into the water and had gone
under twice when two Mojave Indians, Peter Dean and So-toul-

mah-kal, pushed a long landing-plank toward them and swimming
beside it, pulled up the woman and child.

Then came the great test. The board was too light to support
them all. Peter Dean loosed his hold, pushed the woman up on
the board, and was sucked down into the red, muddy swirl of water
never to reappear alive. After a hard struggle So-toul-mah-kal

guided the plank to shore and the woman and child were saved.

The Mojaves burn their dead, except such as have come under
the influence of the missionaries. They say that after a great sick-

Photo by C. H. Shaw
A Havasupai Home

ness in which nearly all the tribe died a woman came down out of
the mountains where the dead Mojaves go and told them to build

heaps of logs and arrow-weed and burn all the bodies and the
sickness would stop.
With the body they burn all the possessions of the deceased and

new blankets, calico and goods of all sorts ; for they believe, in com-
mon with the Maricopas, that the dead man enters the life beyond
with just that property which is burned with him, and often the
most genuine sacrifice is made by the friends and family, that the
loved ones may not be paupers in the world of dead men.

All Arizona tribes seem to have shared the belief that the dead
return to earth at night, and for this reason they never travelled
after dark if it could be avoided, and very seldom made an attack
on an enemy earlier than daybreak. This is in part the reason that
some tribes burned the hut in which anyone died, and others aban-
doned or pulled it down. The dead man was believed to walk about
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A MoQUi Boy
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his old fields at night, and some of the tribes left the little fields to lie

idle a season or two after the owner's death.

Along the line of the Santa Fe railroad from Peach Springs to

Wollapai Caiion live the Hualpais, or "Wollapais," as recent cor-

ruption has it. They are a strange mingling of the blood of the

Apaches and the customs of the Colorado river tribes, speaking an

Apache dialect and calling themselves "cousins" to that tribe, and

burning their dead as the Mojaves do.

General Crook found these people living in the deep, wild side-

cafions that break down into the Grand Cainon of the Colorado—
the Diamond, the Sunup and the Wickety-wiz—and enlisted their

scouts and fighting-men as invaluable aids in the early campaigns
against the Apaches. They saved Crook's life by a timely warning
that the Date Creek Apaches had planned to kill him during a big
conference at Camp Date Creek. Later they moved out to Beale

Springs and for some years received rations there.

Their reservation at the present time is a barren and desolate

reach of desert hills and flood-swept sand-washes, along which small

farms have been made by irrigation with windmills. They have a

school which most of the children attend, and many of the men work
on the railroad sections, and are still employed as trailers after stock

and criminals.

If there was ever a "human bloodhound," it was the Hualpai
trailer, and though the most famous trailers are dead, some of the

young men will follow for hours without stooping to look at the

ground a trail which a white man would not find at all.

One of their strangest customs is the yearly "Big Cry," or time

of mourning all the dead of that year. The Hualpais believe fully

that the dead return to their old haunts at night and that the spirits

of the dead are angry if due respect is not shown them, and have

power to bring sickness and trouble on the living.

Like the Mojaves and Yumas they formerly burned the body as

soon as the breath left it, but after the advent of white people who
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Moj^i I Snake I'kiests

thronged as curious spectators, they frequently removed the body

secretly and buried it in some remote and hidden spot. Whether
buried or burned, ponies and dogs were formerly killed during the

ceremony, and all the clothing and property of the deceased burned.

The "Big Cry" is one of the strangest of Indian ceremonials, akin

to the Day of the Dead among the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico.

The date is set by the chief and announced some time in advance of

the day. There is great preparation, gathering of food and clothing,

and green willow and cottonwood branches are brought from the

Colorado river to roof the big ramada under which the talks take

place.
At daybreak of the day set the chiefs and head men begin a long,

solemn talk on the lives of the departed. After hours of funereal

harangue, the death-wail is sounded and taken up by all the waiting
crowd. The mourners beat themselves on the ground, wring their

hands and show every possible evidence of great grief. The medi-
cine-men circulate among the wailing people and incite them to

greater show of grief and the ceremony continues till late after mid-

night, when it ends in the "burning of the snakes"—a wild scene

which the snake danre of the Moc|uis does not equal in its wildest

moments.
In the Cataract Caiion, the wild, deep gorge which cuts far back
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from the southern rim of the Grand Canon, the Havasupai people
have their hidden home. Never numerous, there are now but a few
hundred of these most interesting people. In customs they are akin

to the Colorado river tribes, but in myths and traditions they come
near to the Moquis, their neighbors across the barren, rich-hued

"Painted Desert" to the northeast.

-In the shadow of the mile-high clififs, they farm their tiny fields

and dry the peaches from the old gnarled trees, and make crude but

curiously-figured baskets on which the eagle and lightning are pic-

tured. In years gone they burned their dead at the bottom of a

wild canon, reached by a secret trail and jealously guarded. Now
the young people attend the day-school, and a resident farmer directs

the care of the fields. The beautiful and quaint folk-lore and myths
are known to only a few of the old people.
The strong-walled, communal homes of the Moqui or Hopi people

are set like eagles' nests high on a group of flat-topped, cliff-rimmed

buttes in northeastern Ariozna. Wild, barren, sand-reaches and

desolate hills surround them—a barrier set by the earth itself against

pursuing enemies. The Hopis were a hunted people when they
found this inhospitable refuge; but for generations they have main-

tained the most suriously interesting, and the most civilized, life of

all the Arizona Indians.

No other tribe has kept such an unbroken chain of traditions or

developed such an intricate and interesting mass of folk-lore and

religious myths. From the Hopis should come some day a great
Indian poet to blend and weave into a deathless epic the old tales.

The snake-dance and the curious myths of the snake-woman are only

part of an extended mythology which, like all Indian mythologies,
will never be recorded in full.
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The young people of the Hopis now all have more or less school-

ing ; the home life is changed ; new individual houses are being
built ; and the dances and ceremonials are taking on the character of

a bait to a profitable tourist-season rather than a religious observ-

ance.

A few Moqui women still make pottery of much originality,

painted with the old symbols ; but the meaning of most of these is

lost, and the vessels fall far short of the old ones in workmanship.
Most interesting of modern Moqui pottery are the oblong tiles on
which the symbols of the different famiiles are painted. The Moqui
baskets are entirely distinct in stitch, design, and coloring, and are

often of unusual shapes, but their beauty is lessened by the commer-
cial dyes now used in coloring the materials.

The Moquis have for generations carried on a traffic with the

Navajos, from whom they obtain blankets and silver jewelry. Half-

nomadic herdsmen, the Navajos are still the best blanket-weavers

and the only silversmiths among American Indians. In years gone
every blanket woven and every piece of silver worked out had the

stamp of true artistry ;
the old patterns, simple or elaborate, had a

meaning and a dignity and beauty not always seen today when

cheap dyes, Germantown wool, and meaningless patterns are used

to catch the fancy of the tourist buyer.
The Navajos have the property-instinct ; they have been called

the Jew among Indians. They are the richest of Southwestern
tribes

; proud of the great flocks of sheep and herds of ponies that

roam over the reservation, increasing yearly. Their income from
blankets alone is large and from blankets, wool and stock has

reached half a million dollars a year.
In many race traits they are akin to the Apaches ; more spirited

than the southern desert tribes ; fine horsemen, good workers, often

developing much mechanical ability. Their very number has pro-
tected them from many of the results of contact with the whites,

and probably only the White Mountain Apaches have preserved
their tribal customs so little altered. The Medicine Man still wields

great power among the Navajos, and especially on the remoter parts
of the reservation the life is little changed from the past.

Since the earlier days of white emigration westward. Navajos
have not been openly hostile; a people with property cannot afford

to go to war, and the Navajos learned this once for all when the

Government seized their herds and flocks at the beginning of what

might otherwise have been as bitter a struggle as the Apache wars.

Now more and more Navajo children are in school each vear and
are among the brightest pupils, though like the Apaches they pine
with homesickness and for the freedom of the outdoors.

The Navajo reservation is one of the most interesting corners of

the Southwest ; wild and rugged, cut with canons and mountains.

Some of the largest prehistoric ruins are found on it, and stories

of mines of fabulous richness lure prospectors in every year in spite

of the fact that they can obtain no title to anything found there.

There is a story of a deep caiion on the walls of which a huge rock

shaped like a monster bear keeps guard over gravel seeded with

nuggets as thick as plums in a pudding, that is told at everv old

prospector's camp-fire. Many a man has looked for it and more
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than one will swear that he has found it, only to be driven out by
watchful Indians. The finest garnets in the world are found on
the reservation

; the Indians gather them off the big ant-hills, where,
with occasional peridots and opalines, they are carried up out of tlie

earth by the tireless little workers.

Like the Apaches the Navajos have always practiced polygamy to

some extent. On one occasion the war-chief, a stately middle-aged
man in a magnificent blanket and massive silver belt, rode into the

camp, of some travellers to exact tribute in the shape of a square
meal—for an Indian can always eat, even just after dinner.

With him were three wives, ranging from sixteen and strikingly

pretty, to sixty and as ugly as only a squaw can become. They
were banquetted on bacon and beans and sweetened black coffee, and

(after himself) the copper-colored Mars was most solicitous for the

cup and plate of his latest matrimonial acquisition.
When the smoking and the compliments were done, he ordered

Maricopa Woman, with Pottery

up the ponies with a wave of his hand. They were tied with flat-

braided rawhide ropes just beyond camp—two old bays in poor con-

dition and two spotted beauties shining with good care. The old

squaw hobbled out and brought them in
; her lord took two of the

ropes, lifted his pretty bride into the saddle on one of the pintos and

settled her comfortably.
The young woman rode off and wife number two scrambled onto

one of the bays and followed. Then, with a final wave of his hand
to his hosts, the chief turned to his own pony, and promptly the old

squaw flung herself on all fours alongside, making a convenient

horse-bench from which his lordship mounted and trotted off, never

turning to see that the old drudge climbed up on the bony bay and

jogged along behind.

Given another generation and little of the old Indian life will be

left. Probably nothing so speeds its passing as the reservation

schools, with resident teachers and matrons. What the children learn
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(luring the day, they carry back home at night. These schools are

doing more than anything else to break down the adult Indian pre-

judice against education. In this matter the women are more con-

servative than the men, and the Apache women have been particu-

larly hard to win over.

If less individual progress is made in the reservation schools, they
avoid the tragedy of sending the boys and girls back home strangers
to their parents and to the conditions among which they must live.

It is inevitable that most of the Indian graduates will return to their

people, and it is criminal to send them, as many have been sent,

without any means of making a living on the reservations.

A good tinner or wagon-maker who does not know how to irrigate
a crop of wheat, or raise a garden, or build a fence, is at a greater

disadvantage than the boy who learned to farm at home and cannot
read. For, to use what he knows the tinner must go back and seek

employment among white tinners, where he is neither welcome nor
well paid.

In the Phoenix Indian School, which is the largest in Arizona, and
one of the largest boarding schools in the United States, an effort

is made to perpetuate the typically Indian arts and industries, and

basket-making and blanket-weaving are taught to the girls. Some
of the finest Pima baskets have been made by school graduates, and
the ready market and high prices encourage this industry till the art

is in no danger of being lost.

vSome of the Maricopa girls who have attended school make beauti-

ful pottery, and this too finds a ready sale and might easily be

expanded into a permanent industry.
The Indian boys can be taught to do fine wood-carving, and the

Apache girls make beautiful baskets and bead-work. It would be

easy to establish an Indian Arts and Crafts Guild that would give
remunerative employment to large numbers of the young graduates,
and most of the work could be carried on in their own homes.

Only the habitual seer of the shadow lays stress on the "Twilight
of the Indian." If there is a twilight, it is that of dawn, not of

night. The old wild life is gone forever, it is true; the rationed

idleness of the reservation is past, like-w ise forever
;
but there are

hundreds of young Indians who are fitting themselves to meet the

new conditions, and, if they themselves fall short of success, their

children will be citizens of the United States, not members of a tribe.

Dewey, Arizona.
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THE BURNING \VATER
(Some years ago, Clarence H. Shaw, whose beautiful photographs of Ari-

zona Indians and scenery have been frequently reproduced in the pages of

Out West, spent several months in the Havasupai Cafion, photographing and

studying the Supai Indians, as they are commonly called. Mr. Shaw came
to speak the Supai language somewhat and gathered many interesting legends
and stories, and made the fullest and most valuable series of pictures ever

attempted. The Supai medicine men became especially friendly to him,
told him many of their secrets, and took him to spots remote and hidden,
where their ceremonies were performed. They gave him an Indian name,
called him brother, and when they learned of his death mourned with the

rites used for their own brotherhood. The following account of an early en-

counter with the medicine men is taken from his notes.—S. M. H.)

ON-I-KA-JAR is the chief of the Supai Indians
;
Si-nel-

li, his brother, is the principal sub-chief. Lin O-men.

Vesner, and Captain Gabe are sub-chiefs.

Vesner speaks good English, but Captain Gabe has

learned only a few curr words
; though from listening

to the cow-punchers he has caught the strenuous manner in which

they are used on the range.

We were all together in Monikajar's camp one day when I made
the statement that I could make water burn. This statement was.

of course, received with doubt, and on the part of Captain Gabe with

open disdain.

However, they wished me to show them, all but Captain Gabe :

he would have none of it, and to show his contempt for me sat

down with his back against a shack and pretended to sleep. I paid

no attention whatever to him ,but proceeded.

During the discussion I had quietly taken a small piece of sodium

from a little vial which I carried in my pocket, and held it in mv
hand.

I drew a circle in the sand, and called for a straight willow wand,

which 1 peeled and stuck upright on the side of the circle toward

the sun. Where the sTiadow of the wand ended, I bored a little

depression in the damp sand with my knuckle, and along the line of

the shadow I dug a little trench with my finger.

I called for some dry corn-husks and they were brought ;
mean-

while I had dropped the sodium on the ground within the circle. I

now picked up from inside the circle a few bits of stone the size

of kernels of corn, the sodium among them.

These I showed to the Indians, and went through an incantation

over them
;
then deposited them in the depression and placed the

husks over them. I called for water, which was brought in a tin

cup ; this I refused, saying that the Great Spirit would not allow me

to burn water from any receptacle which he had not made himself.

Water was then brought in a gourd, and this I took. Facing the
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sun, I called upon the spirit of fire residing there to make the water
burn

; then, drinking from the gourd, I poured the rest of the water
into the trench.

Slowly the little stream trickled down and disappeared under the

pile of husks. There was a moment of suspense, the faces of the

Indians showed increasing disdain; Captain Gabe was apparently

sleeping peacefully.

'There was a splutter from beneath the husks, a nervous move-
ment among the Indians—and Captain Gabe opened his eyes. A
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tiny column of blue smoke rose from the pile ;
I heard a grunt and

then the husks broke into a flame.

There was panic among- the Indians; Monikajar jumped into the

circle and kicked the burning husks right and left, while the others

stamped them out as they fell. Captain Gabe was wide-awake, half

risen to his feet, his eyes popping, as he exclaimed explosively :

"Go-Dam! Go-Dam! Go-Dam-Hell!"

The whole place was in confusion ;
some of the Indians were

drawing circles in the sand; others gathering bits of stone. One

had the wand which he was jamming into the ground, where he

had made a circle; another was making motions to the sun, and all

were wild with excitement.

It was some moments before things quieted down enough for

them to make me understand that they wanted another demons+ra

tion, which they intended to watch more closely.
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I went through my manoeuvers again, allowing the chief to gather
the stones from within the circle and place them in the depression.
He picked up my sodium along with the rest, and gravely deposited
it in the hole.

We went through the whole performance, and when the fire came
and the husks blazed up there was silence.They burned to an ash.

One Indian looked to another. After a few moments the chief spoke.
A general discussion ensued

; then, when all was silent again, Vesner
turned to me and said impressively :

"Monikajar, he big chief; he say you long time my friend; now
you all same my brother. You Big White Medicine ISIan—all same
Supai medicine man. Kanaka, hanaka!" (Good, good.)

where: nature reigns -supriime
By LEW B. PEEIV.

^^OT in the close confine of crowded wood,
^1^ Nor in the wide expanse of heaving seas.

With waves white-lashed by every passing breeze,
Is Nature in her most majestic mood.
The man-wrought waste where once great forests stood

Bares the mute weakness of the sturdy trees—
Not there the mighty strength of desert leas.

The fickle waves, with untamed spirit rude.

Rage angry-white when taunting winds harass;
But here the desert, stern-hued ashen green,
The same in awful permanence shall reign.

No thoughtless wanderer can her portals pass
Unmindful of the wondrous barren scene.

Majestic wastes of sombre hill and plain.
Fresno, Cal.
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THE ave:avi:r
By HARRISON CONRARD

UBTLE
The shuttle,

But subtler the skill of the maiden

That clraweth the train

Of her delicate skein

Through the warp with her long toil laden.

It seemeth

She dreameth,

And into the woof she is twining
—

Dark child of the sun—
Her sweet dreams of one

Away o'er the desert sands pining.

Sighing,

And plying

The thread of her long toil-measure,

A vigil she keeps

Down the mesa steeps

For the bound of her dark heart-pleasure.

Ah, subtle

The shuttle.

But subtler the skill of the maiden

That draweth the train

Of love's bright skein

Through the warp of a life sore-laden.

Flagstaff, Arizona.
5
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WHAT CHRISTMAS BROUGHT TO
CORLISS

By J. TORREY CONNOR
IFE was good to Lolita.

At the moment it was good to Robert Corliss, also.

He held the softly yielding form of the Mexican girl

close, close, and murmured in her ear :

'*Ah, my beloved, fill the cup that clears

Today of past regret and future fears."

Lolita twisted herself free of the encircling arm, and sitting side-

wise on the bench, looked into his eyes. Presently, with a con-

tented little sigh, she turned and let her gaze wander idly down
the rambling street, penciled with the shadows of plumy palms,
that ended at the river.

Her thoughts wandered, even as her glances. How easy it was
to be good—how very easy !

—when the saints gave one everything
one wished in life—beauty, love, and a new rchozo of white silk,

the like of which, for fineness, for length of fringe, and for rich-

ness of 'broidery could not be matched in all Frontera. She had

prayed to the saints for it, and lo! in two weeks' time it had come,
in answer to Roberto's letter, by steamer from Vera Cruz.

"The boat is due to arrive this morning." Roberto had told her.

"Run down to the landing and get your Christmas present,

qnerida mia."

There was to be a pasa<Ja tonight
—the f>asada that ushers in the

day which Roberto called "Christmas." She would wear the beau-

tiful rebozo to the pasada.
Their small casa was at the upper end of the street, and apart

from the palm-thatched habitations of their poorer neighbors.
Three rooms it had : and it was painted white, as are the casas in

the country from which Roberto had come. A trellised vine hung
its purple racemes above the doorway ; and in the wind-blown

shadow of green leaves the two sat often, as now, she with her

guitar and her love-songs, he with his books, which one must be

very learned to read.

Roberto was a doctor. He himself had written one of these books.

At all times she resented them as something which took him out

of her life. Sometimes the resentment was expressed by an elo-

quent silence ; again, it bubbled out in quick, petulant phrases,

mingled with words of endearment.

Corliss' murmurous chant went on
;
but there was a new note in

his tones. The theme had changed.
"Do you know the world's white roof-tree—do you know that

windy rift

Where the baffling mountain-eddies chop and change?
Do you know the day's long patience

— ''

"No!" cried Lolita. sharply. "I like not that one." Quick tears

quenched, for the moment, the light of her dark eyes. There was

grief in the downward curve of the mouth that was like a flower.

Outraged love set its flaming signal in her face, where a fiery

red burned through the olive. "It is that you do not care for me.

I know! I know! 'I mus' go, go, go a-way from here.' / know."
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He soothed her, as one would soothe a child
;
and presently the

light came back to her eyes, the smiles to the scarlet mouth.
She leaned her head against Corliss's broad shoulder, and fol-

lowed, speculatively, the movements of two men—one a tall, white-

garmented hombre, topped by a high-crowned sombrero—who
toiled across the blistering waste of sand bordering the river. Who
would be abroad at such an hour—the hour when all Frontera
should be taking a siesta?

The sun blazed upon the red roofs of the custom-house and

freight-sheds, and covered, as with a sheet of corrugated gold, the

broad expanse of river, rolling majestically between palm-senti-
neled banks. It was hot, although the sun hung so low that it ap-
peared to be caught among the tossing plumes of the palms.

Lolita laughed suddenly.
"What is it, little one?"
The two men had turned into the street that ended at the river.

"He look funnee, that Americano," she gurgled. The spare
white figure with its white sombrero had suggested to her mind a

tallow candle capped by an extinguisher ; but she could not put
this thought into English words, much as she prided herself on
her English.
The men came slowly along the street

; not until they were op-
posite Corliss's casa did they pause. Robert got up, his bronzed
face working as he confronted these unexpected visitors from the

world he had left behind.

"Grant ! Perkins ! How under the sun, moon, stars and the

Milky Way did you blunder into this neck of the woods?"
"It is the jumping-off place

—rather," said the tall man, Grant,
with a laugh. "We heard two years ago that you were here, and

thought we'd stop over a steamer and look you up. We've a busi-

ness deal on—perhaps you'll join
—"

"Yes, and we wanted to see if the pride of the college had made
good," bantered Perkins. "How is it that Frontera, a place where
there is nothing to eat and things that eat you, has claimed you
for so long?"
"At first it was just plain duty

—
duty to my fellow creatures—

that kept me. There was so much to be done for these people, and

only one man to do it—myself," said Corliss, simply. "Afterward—
the same old story. I looked into a girl's eyes, and then it was
air up with me. I want you to see my wife, boys. Lolita ! Lolita !"

But Lolita, shy as a quail, had fled into the garden, and chose

not to hear the summons of her esposo.
"It's not half bad here," said Grant, sprawling comfortably on

the matting, and watching, through half-closed eyes, the brisk

movements of Corliss, who was concocting cooling drinks for his

guests.
"Not half bad," echoed Perkins, "if a man hasn't any particular

ambition in life. But—er—don't you ever feel the need of getting
back into the world of- affairs, among people

—er—of your own
sort?"

Corliss winced
;
but his hand, as he set the glass down, was

steady, and he smiled whimsically.

"Well, boys, the simple life has its advantages. One discovers,
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all at once, that civilization and bondage are synonymous. There
is the tyranny of fixed hours, and fixed customs, and, for the matter
of that, of fixed costumes. We go to the office in a certain stvlc

of coat, to dinner in another; we affect football hair or pompadour,
whichever is the fad of the moment ; we have established hours for

eating, slee|nng, walking, riding
— I had all but said, for courting.

We never, by chance, do anything but 'follow the leader— ' "

"You didn't do any of these things according to rule and line,"

Grant interrupted him to say. "You were always attacking the

conventionalities—"

"And here there are none to attack," laughed Corliss. "Here
life is so exquisitely simple ! Perkins, did you ever lie on the

sand, watching the incoming waves change from green to amber,
from amber to snowy white, and thinking poetry

—"

"Lord bless you, man, no!" exclaimed the scandalized Perkins.

"Grant, can you tell me what a sunrise looks like? Pve seen

'em here, that—that brought a lump into my throat. And the

moonlight nights—every leaf, every blade of grass as if it were
fashioned from beaten silver. The music—there's always music—
has the surge of the sea in it, and the call of the wind, and the

weeping of the rain. The wailing notes play upon one's heart-

strings as upon the strings of a harp. One hears heart-throbs in

it, and sees visions that are as old dreams dreamed anew—" He
broke off abruptly. "You know how it is. Grant. We used to go
on long tramps together, into the woods, into the hills—"

"I have my living to make," said Grant, shortly.
"In the land of maiiana," Corliss continued, "it is easy to forget

that one ever owned to an ambition other than the pursuit of hap-

piness."
"But—I thought

—"
Grant hesitated, and the two men exchanged

glances.
"We supposed," Perkins supplemented, "that your purpose in

staying on here was to experiment with your discovery
—the anti-

dote that knocks the fever germ."
Corliss's face brightened.
"I concluded my exjieriments a year and a half ago. It has

been my good fortune to put an end to two epidemics during that

time."

Grant sat up.
"You've proved it a success ! And yet you bury yourself in this

wilderness when you might be out there— ''

he waved his hand ex-

citedly
—

"enjoying wealth, honors—"

Corliss interrupted him.

"Let us not talk of that. Tell me what you are doing.''
"But it's not a thing to be dismissed lightly," Grant insisted.

"The world, it seems to me, has some claim on you, on your dis-

covery
—"

"I haven't kept my di.scovery from the world," Corliss said. "I

sent for Hargrave—you remember Hargrave?"
"Hargrave, the plodder," Perkins cut in. "I remember him.

Somebody told me he had fallen into something good. So it was

your brains that set him up in business !"

"Tell me Ahat you are doing," Corliss repeated. "I want to
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know how life has used you since we three were at college to-

gether."

"Speaking for myself," Grant rejoined, "I haven't any fault to

find with life. Just now I am on my way into the interior to make
a report on rubber lands that the Prag-Toledo Company is think-

ing of buying."
'"The Prag-Toledo company? But rubber doesn't grow in that

part of the country
—never will grow there in a thousand years,"

Corliss objected.

"Oh, I'm aware of that,'' returned Grant, easily. "We are all

aware of it. When I am sent out to make a favorable report,

though, I always report favorably."
He winked portentously. Corliss, looking at him attentively for

the first time, missed the frank, direct gaze that he had known. The
eyes were shifty ; and there were hard lines about the mouth—he
saw them now. The disclosure made by Grant astounded him.
It was unthinkable that Grant, his friend of other days, should as-

sociate himself with tricksters—Grant! At some turn in the road
he had missed the way. How far he had strayed !

Corliss turned to Perkins.

"You married, didn't you, Perkins? I heard that you won the

prize of the season—"

He stopped. Grant had laid the touch of warning upon his arm.
"I guess we'll go back to the hotel now," Grant said, with a

meaning glance at the sullen, half-averted face of Perkins. "W^e'll

drop in again
— ''

"You'll not go until we have broken bread and eaten salt to-

gether," Corliss interrupted, giving a hand to each. "Afterward,
we might see the pasada. It is Christmas Eve, boys. Let's spend
it together for old sake's sake."

They sat and talked, while the blazing tropic sun sank down,
down, to smoulder at last in a bed of ashes-of-roses. In the short

twilight that followed the sun-setting, they ate the simple meal

prepared by the shy Lolita, and then went forth—Lolita proud and

happy in her new rebozo—to witness the Christmas Eve celebration.

After all, they were too late for the passing of the pasada pro-

cession, which, headed by two women carrying figures representing

Joseph and Mary, had gone from house to house of the village,

begging admittance, as did Joseph and Mary of old. At the church,

which was decorated in flowers and greenery, the procession had

gained entrance and was moving slowly from station to station

of the cross, all singing as they advanced. When the altar was

reached, the figures were placed thereon.

Corliss and his companions took their stand near the door of the

church, among the men of the congregation. Grant, the more ob-

servant, could not fail to note with what respect, nay, with what

love, Corliss had been greeted as he passed through the crowd.
As for Corliss himself his eyes were upon Lolita's kneeling form

;

there was a tender smile upon his face.

There were rows of pews in the church, well up in front, which
were occupied by the ladies of prominence. Those who knelt on

the floor, further back, had done their poor best to make them-

selves presentable. Their scant, faded skirts and their upper gar-
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ments of white were freshly washed ; and althouj^h they were hare-

footed, the satin-sleek braids of black hair were not without orna-

ment—a flower or a knot of ribbon, tucked under the cotton rebozo.

Lolita was kneelinj^ with her humbler sisters.

At twelve of the clock the native choir sang the "Gloria in

Excelsis." With bowed heads and reverent mien, the people stood

in silence until the last note floated upward to the listeninj;^ stars.

"Come away,'' whispered Grant to Perkins, "They'll never miss

us—good old Corliss and the little sciiora. I feel like a bally serpent
in a latter-day Eden— I do ! Come away."

They were not. indeed, greatly missed. When the three-room

casa at the end of the long street was reached, Corliss took Lolita

into his arms and held her close, close. He felt, somehow, that

Christmas had brought him wisdom, understanding, and the peace
that passeth understanding.

Lolita laughed happily ; Roberto's kisses were on her lips, her

eyes, her hair. He laid his cheek against the soft cheek of his

"little one," and Lolita, thrilled, and wondering at the new, exul-

tant strain in the deep voice, heard the familiar chant :

"Ah. my beloved, fill the cup that clears

Today of past regret and future fears."

Oakland, Gal!

ON THi: ROAD TO NOGALEIS
By NELLIE SUVDAM

J^Ri)'Sl the road's wind-swept niche,

J}\ High up the mountain range,
We peer into the depths
Of valleys lone and strange ;

Of valleys strange as those

Which shadow the wan moon—
A land whose silence chills

At flood-tide of the noon.

Across the dark'ning gulf

Pale, flame-scarred mountains stand—
The forge on which were shaped
The vast beams of this land.

Beyond those distant peaks
Of ashen blue and red,

Nor lamp nor fire is lit,

Nor candle for the dead.

No cowboys ride the range ;

There is no camping place
—

Only the starless depths
Of chill, eternal space.

Glendora, Cal.
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ALONSO'S CHRISTMAS
By EVE LUMMIS

N a many-roomed adobe ranch-house, at the foot of a
tall snow-covered mountain, in the higher habitable re-

gions of New Mexico, eight thousand feet above the

level of the sea, preparations were going on for the
feast of the Nativity on a Christmas Day of thirty-five

years ago.
Don Federico Aragon and Dc«ia Placida, his wife, were pass-

ing in religious quiet the last years of their well-spent lives, and
at this festival would break the monotony of years to celebrate,
surrounded by their children, their children's children, and Hfe-

long friends, the return of Alonso, the youngest and favorite son,
from travel in foreign lands. No family in the territory was so

respected as that of Aragon. Don Federico had been one of a

party of pioneers from the mother Mexico. His life had been a

battle against the hardships of the frontier, and each brave fight
had left its wrinkle on the kindly old face

;
but his industry had

rewarded him with so many leagues of land, flocks, and sacks of

gold that he and the wife might enjoy whatever comforts that

stingy land afforded.

In the kitchen was old Lipa, ordering, directing and scolding
some younger w^omen who were helping to prepare such alhondigas,
chiles reUenos, himuelos, and different kinds of breads, meats, and
cakes as never were equaled after she became too great a slave to

the aches of rheumatism to put a pinch of chile here, or a slice of

garlic there, and to give to each dish just the right savor. She had
been captured from a thieving band of Navajos that was making a

raid on Don Federico's corral of fine horses one dark night years
and years ago; but she would scorn to be a Navajosa now, and
no one there was brave enough to accuse her of such ancestry.

Pita, ancient and toothless, the grinder of corn, was singing a

strange song to lighten the labor as she ground the yellow kernels

into corn-flour for the tortillas. She had been brought as a present—a well-frightened one—to Dona Placida on one of Don Fed-
erico's return journeys from Sinaloa, and had grown old in faith-

ful service to a kind mistress.

Victoriana, the cunning-tongued, was widowed and made home-
less one day by the fury of a bronco her husband was breaking
for the master, and had been welcomed to Casa Colorada, there to

live while her tiny baby grew into young womanhood. She was
a pretty girl, was this daughter Marcelina; it was time that she

should marry, but no man to whom Victoriana was willing to give
her had as yet asked for her. Perhaps the brighter men could see

in her face a prophecy that she would look like her mother when

age should have robbed he'r of teeth and wrinkled her cheeks—
and the mother was dreaded by all ; it seemed as if the milk of

human kindness had soured in that breast.

Dofia Placida had been enjoying for a month a visit from her

oldest and dearest friend, whose home was distant many leagues in

another parts of the territory ;
and as they sat in a sunny window,

drawing delicate linen threads and filling in with rare design, they
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were recalling memories of their young days. They had an eager
listener in Victoriana, who was supposed to be absorbed in beading
a tabaquera for Bartolo—Bartolo who lived all alone and who had
land and sheep and goats. Maybe some cold night when Bartolo

shook his tobacco out of the gay tabaquera to fill his cornhusk, he
would think of her who had sat long hours so patiently sewing
each tiny bead in place.

'

"It is many years ago, though it seems but yesterday, that we
pledged thy little son and my wee daughter for one another," Dona
Perfilia was saying. "What a handsome fine little man he was!
It is a long time that daughter Leonor and I had not seen him till

his arrival two days ago, but he has changed little."

"He was not a more handsome boy than was Leonor a girl," said

Dofia Placida, warmly. "But dost thou notice how pale the child

is? Her cheeks used to be color de rasa, but now how white!

Surely she is not looking herself."

"It is true," anxiously sighed the mother. "I wish she would
not go about among the sick so much. But she is like a' sister of

charity. At home I could not keep her from the houses of the

poor and the ill. She must ever teach the Holy Faith to a dying
woman, read stories to a sick child, make atoles or caldos for the

poorly nourished, or carry remedies to others, until I feared me
some dreadful malady would seize her, and I hoped that in this

place, where all is new to her, she would forget such sad ones.

But she has found them even here, and now it is the lame Juanito
of Jesus Montoya she would attend. Ay Dios de mi vida!"

"Well, if she loves God's poor and miserable, she loves also His

sunshine, and all that life has of the bright and happy. Alonso's

eyes would burn her with every glance. The twenty years have
not changed the heart of the boy of five. But Leonor—I do not

understand—she seems cold."

"Last night she pained me to the heart, dear Placida. She said

that because two fond mothers pledge their children to one another,

there is little reason that they marry twenty years after! And
that marry Alonso she never will! She declares she has lost faith

in all men
;
and reason I could not put into her head. What

witchery has possessed my poor daughter I know not."

Victoriana, in her distant corner, started, and had to take out a

red bead she had put in where a green one should have gone.
"She said that man is such a faithless creature he could not love

one woman alone two years
—

say nothing of twenty. Ay! That
I cannot understand my own child !"

"Perhaps it is but a girl's whim," said Dona Placida. "Leonor
loves Alonso, by the Virgin would I swear it ; and it would break

my heart if after all these years of looking forward to the marriage
of my son to the daughter of the dearest friend of my girlhood-

days, anything should happen to prevent it."

Dofia Perfilia's work dropped from her thin old handSj^and they
carried her kerchief to her eyes. Victoriana hastily got herself to

the other side of the door, and as she closed it she met Leonor

just in from one of her errands of mercy.
"How is the lame one, my child," questioned Victoriana, so

sweetly.
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"He is better," answered Leonor. "He has cheer now. He

will walk yet, I believe."

"Thou dost work miracles, little one. Thou seest, surely, that
thou shouldst give thy life to work like this—to no other. Who
could have encouraged and helped that hopeless one but thee?"
Leonor looked very weary and entered her room without trying

to find an answer, but Victoriana followed.

"For that, God has lent thee life—for nothing else. Thou
shouldest ever be an angel of mercy to the afflicted—never knowing
for thyself the cares and pains of a woman of family, the incon-

stancy of man.
"Art thou sure, Victoriana, that as thou hast so often said, all

men are faithless?"

"Sure? Child, have I lived till three times thy age, and with eyes
in my head, to remain unknowing of the ways of men ? How many
years thinkest thou I have burned candles to the memory of Juan
Valera on the Day of the Saints? I myself cannot count them,
but it is since my Marcelina was a Httle thing in arms. Knowest
any man who has so long lived alone for the love of a dead woman ?"

Leonor did not know of any such man.
"There is a dicho among us that the widower stands at the grave

of his wife, as it is being filled, weeping with one eye; with the
other he is looking for a bride. It is quite true, but the most of the
men wait not till their wives' graves are being made before seeking
the new love—only till the month of honey is over."

Poor Leonor groaned. Every one came to her with their sor-

rows, and oh, how many jealous wives had whispered their misery
into her ears!

"And think of a man as independent as Alonso having his wife

picked out for him by his mother when he was but five years of age.
He has traveled in far-away lands and has seen fair women—the

Americans that I hear know so much of books, and the French
women that dress so gay—and has he not been in that province
that is the true home of beautiful women, and women of his own
race, in Spain ? But he was ever a most dutiful child, and would
do anything to please his mother; and he is a man of honor, and
would not make a girl to be laughed at. Thou showest in thy face

that thou art sad, I am praying all the time to the Virgin to help
thee. But what is the ache in the heart of a girl who will forget
in a few weeks to the pain in the heart of a woman who finds

herself married and unloved and whose misery endureth forever.

I speak only because I love thee. There can be no thought of
self in this, well thou knowest."

Victoriana closed her eyes and wiped them as if they wept. But

they were looking at a picture her imagination was painting
—a

picture of Marcelina, all in white, standing beside Alonso before
the altar.

"Thou dost speak wisely," said the wretched girl. "Better a

heart-ache now than before it is too late. But thou must leave me
now—I must rest for tonight."
"And wilt thou finally go in to the dance?"
"I must. My mother" (and his mother, she said to herself)

"would be very sad if I did not."
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But Leonor's thoughts brought such torture she found no rest.

What a miserable affair it was! She wished she had never been

born—or that she had never come to Casa Colorada—she had been

happy till then. But no, she was glad she had come—that she had

found out in time. A month ago she would as soon have thought
of a change in the great white mountain over there as of a change
in Alonso's affections. But now she had learned of the world,

and she knew better. He should not marry her just for duty!
He must be a clever actor, for he truly did seem to love her, as of

old, and her heart thrilled again as she remembered how he looked

at her, how he made every opportunity for being near her—but

always with her mother or else with all the family gathered. They
had never been alone together a moment—Alonso and Leonor. But

even with her mother ever with them, there were chances for talk-

ing love, when the dear old lady's eyes, tired with the ever-present

drav/n-work, would close in a dream real or pretended ; and Leonor

had told Alonso that she would never be his wife—even that she

did not love him. But he would not have it so. She mtist love

hirn ;
he would make her love him again ;

he would not believe her

hean had changed.
Then he must be made to believe it. She would insist that her

mother accept for her the proposal that had been received and

had not even been answered—the proposal from Alonso's bitterest

enemy—but they should answer it, and with yes. And then—well—
she knew that she would surely die before the day came to marry
him

; but what matter ? It would show Alonso that she was not

going to be thrown at him.

She hated Ricardo Sanchez. Since his first sight of her he had

followed her everywhere. He had astonished priest and people by

attending mass, but they soon discovered that he went only to feed

his greedy eyes on her face. He had learned all her habits and now
she could not even go to the homes of the poor unfortunates with-

out finding him there before her, or having him come in during her

visit, offering them work, or making some other excuse for being
there. He had even dared to walk a short distance with her the

other afternoon as she was coming home from lame Juanito's

house; and he had said such wild things that she had been afraid

to tell even her mother for fear it would reach Alonso's ears—for

she knew that then there would be a tragedy.
Ricardo had threatened to kill Alonso if she did not promise to

marry him ; but she had scorned him and had rid herself of him

with a show of bravery she was far from feeling. How terribly in

earnest he had seemed ! But he would not kill Alonso, for the

answer should be sent to-morrow ;
and to-night she would have her

last dance with the man she loved!

While Leonor had been shut in her room thinking a thousand

bitter and unhappy thoughts, the bidden guests were flocking into

Casa Colorado from great distances and from every direction. Some
had been a week on the way, passing the night at the house of some
friend or relative and starting afresh on the journey in the morn-

ing; some had come in comfortable carruages drawn by the wiry,

enduring horses of those plains ;
and some m broken-down, patched

up buckboards one dared not wink at for fear of causing a collapse,
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drawn by beasts a humane officer would dispatch without hesitation.

Prancing animals with silver-trimmed bridle and saddle brought
young bloods who were eager for the dance and impatient for the

glance of the eye of some comely Mexican maid. And slow, careful

stepping burros brought some of the tamer ones who would look

at the young beauties with admiration and longing, but with never

the courage to ask them for a waltz. All had braved the intense

cold, the long, lonely road, with its danger of Indians—for thirty-
five years ago they were a hideous menace to travel—to attend this

feast
;
but the welcome they were given made them forget all the

discomforts of the way and everybody was feeling muy contento

after the excellent supper on which Lipa had spent her best efforts.

Then men and women from the plaza began to gather with the

guests from afar and crowd the already full house of Don Federico.

Such greetings, such cordial welcomes, such Christmas cheer and

good will as prevailed in the mountain ranch home that night, one

must travel far to see.

The blind fiddler and the guitarists played a familiar waltz that

started young feet and old feet to dancing -the slow glide of the

Spanish. Everybody could dance, grandfathers and grandmothers,
and little four-year olds.

Alonso would have the first waltz with Leonor, who looked like a

dainty flower in her soft white gown. As he touched her hand,
its trembling aroused his lover's anxiety. "Art thou ill, Leonor
mia?" he asked.

"No," she answered. "Perhaps—perhaps, for the cold I tremble."

"Let us draw near the fire then. See, what flames are leaping
in the fireplace."

But every one's blood was coursing too fast and hot for need

of fire, and the chimney-corner was deserted.

"No, no! The dance will warm me," she said.

As he placed his arm about her waist to guide her, such a strange
faintness overcame her that she could barely stand; and Alonso

began to plead his cause.

"Ah, little one, why wilt thou not look at me? Thy eyes have

not met mine since I am home ; and I have traveled very far for

one look such as thou used to give me in those happy days before

I went away. I would to God I had never gone. Instead of the

sweet welcome 1 dreamed thou hadst for me, I get only the coldest

touch of thy hand. I will not believe thou hast changed. It is

something else that has .come between us. Thou shalt tell me what
it is."

When Alonso spoke in that voice and with that look, every-
one obeyed him without asking why or wherefore,; and Leonor
took strength to say, "Because thou hast surely lost thy heart to

some foreign woman more wise and fair than I. Because—be-

cause—I can never be thy wife. I have lost faith in everybody
and I have no wish to marry."
"Thou well knowest how I love thee," Alonso answered, almost

angrily. "As for the foreign women, they are fair, I deny it

not, but less fair than thou. Their ways are not to the taste of

any Mexican gentleman, though they may be well for them. And
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I never looked into their eyes without thanking God that my
Leonor's were so different, so gentle, so tender—
"What! dost thou still follow me, Diego mdcriado? Thou hast

been bothering around me since sunset. It is not money thou wilt

have. What, then, will rid me of thee, disgraced one?"

And Alonso gave a look of fury to old Diego, a figure that had

slouched up to them, whose breath suggested the wine cup, and

whose eyes burned with a strange fire. He had ever been an in-

offensive creature who slipped unnoticed everywhere—un hobo,
who was treated as a child. True, he belonged to the household

of the enemy, but what could poor old Diego do to harm anyone?
So he came and went as fancy led him, but tonight he was a real

nuisance; Alonso had not been able to move without having Diego
at his heels, nor to turn his eyes without meeting those burning
ones.

"It is only, master, that I wish to give thee welcome home. I

bring for thee one little Christmas, just one little Christmas, but I

may not give it to thee here in the presence of all. Only step out-

side with me a moment and it shall be thine, and I swear I will

not trouble thee—by the saints, never again
—

just a little Christmas."

"Go, Don Alonso," said Marcelina, who had stopped her danc-

ing to hear Diego's whining. "He is full of wine. The ladies

are afraid of him. Go to be rid of him."
"I will go, then," said Alonso. "And let me not see thy face

around here again till thou hast slept off the wine that makes thee

more fool than usual."

"Alonso," cried Leonor. "Go not, go not, I pray thee! I like

not the look of this man tonight."
"Little carest thou whither I go," and Alonso followed the reel-

ing fellow outside the door.

No sooner was it closed than a rifle-shot rang out loud and

piercing on the clear winter night air. The music stopped ; the

women were half fainting; the men rushed toward the door, but

Leonor was before them all. Alonso was all red with blood, and

Leonor fell into his arms. A dark heap lay at his feet and a man
bent close to hear what it was saying.

"Dios mio! but I am done for. That shot was meant for Alonso—
for Alonso from Ricardo Sanchez. God and His Blessed Mother
have mercy on my soul !"

And the heap, with a frightful jerk, straightened into a long stiff

figure.
In a moment Leonor opened her eyes, and Alonso saw in them

the look he had waited long to see, and he knew that Diego had,

indeed, brought him a Christmas.
Los Angeles.
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SUANEH
By ERNESTINE WINCHELL

[^^liJJlS cigarette lighted and the first burning of the paper
flicked off with practiced finger, Tom Willis held out
his hand, and in a flash his young wife stood within
the circle of his arm. He kissed the fresh lips, and
then held her off to see the responsive flush come into

her face.

''Now remember!" he said, practical even when love-making, "You
are not to touch that washing. If I can't find a squaw today, I'll do
it myself, to-morrow." He shook her in gentle emphasis, and kissed
her again.

She laughed at his declaration, and smiled ruefully at his command.
How like a man to overlook the baby's need of a clean dress and
to ignore the soiled towels !

At the first bend in the trail Tom turned and waved his broad hat
in a final parting, and Elizabeth went in to set in order the pleasant
little room. Its creamy-tinted walls were odorous of the heart of the

pine-forest from which they came; between the boards shone long
golden lines of light, and the knots and streaks glowed as clearly red
as Venetian glass.
From his bed the baby demanded her, and as she lifted him she

realized again how rapidly he was outgrowing her slight strength.
With kisses and laughter and ecstatic little hugs, she bathed and
dressed and fed him, feeling again the delicious flood of joy and
thankfulness that belongs to motherhood.
That evening, for the first time, there was reluctance in Tom's

step as he turned toward home. Disappointment weighted his free

stride a little, and he mused whimsically upon the importance of

wash-ladies in domestic life. As the trail rose over a gray ridge of

granite, a bit of brilliant color caught his eye and winged his feet

with hope; for near the trail, squatted around a tiny fire of sticks

and pine-cones, four Indian women and a child were eating their

supper. Sidelong, incurious glances gave the only sign that they
knew of his presence.
A full moment passed in calm silence. Then :

"Hello, majella," Tom greeted them briefly, and gravely contem-

plated the many-colored group.
To the native Californian the impassive faces were as an open book.

Two of the women were full-blooded Indians, young, buxom and

lazy. One, also an Indian, was old with lined face and slight body,
but with a fire unquenchable in her large sunken eyes. In the clear

features of the fourth, a woman not yet old, his familiar eye noted
the touch of his own race, and in the fairer skin of the girl huddled
at her side, he saw it again and stronger.
"You wash?" he asked finally.
From one to another went low indifferent words in throaty Indian,

and a ripple of soft scornful laughter. Then the old squaw answered :

''Si. Me wash."
"You come to-morrow?"
"Mebbe so yes. Me come."
Without further parley, and with relicA^ed mind and cheerful
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whistle, Tom swung along the rough path, never pausing till wife

and baby were fast in his impetuous arms.

Next morning three motionless, squatted figures wrapped in bright-

colored blankets, greeted Elizabeth's eyes when she threw open the

cabin door. Lifelong familiarity with Indians gave an air of ac-

quaintance to the laughing, "Hello, majella!" she flung to them; and

by the time the last washed garment was spread on the hazel-bushes

to dry, the three were her friends—old Mary, and Lissy, her half-

white daughter, and Luly, the whiter child.

Old Mary came unfailingly in the early morning of every eighth

day, sometimes with Lissy and the child, but oftener alone. She

came gay in gorgeously-flowered clean calico, from which she would

presently emerge, faded and draggled but ready for work. She

worked with the deliberate patience of her kind—but always the many
clean garments covered the hazel-bushes like snow while the sun was

yet high.
One day, tired of the heat and quiet of the cabin, Elizabeth came

out with the baby and sat with him at the foot of the spreading fir-

tree that shaded the space before the door. She sewed a little, and

played with the baby, and absently watched the old squaw at her

work.
Old Mary spread the last washed pieces carefully to dry; then,

tipping up the last tub of water, watched the blue cascade tear its way
through the pine-needles and on down the slope. Placing the tub

carefully upside down with the others on the bench, she turned and
looked wistfully at the happy young mother and her fair-haired boy.
As she looked, her dark face softened into a smile, and, touching the

baby's pink cheek with a gentle finger, she said:

"Me got muchacho one day. White muchacho—half-breed."

"Why, Mary !" exclaimed Elizabeth, shocked a little by the frank-

ness in spite of her knowledge of the Indians and their ways. And
then:

"How long?"
"O, long, long time—muchos anos I" Thrice old Mary spread and

closeed her two hands.

Elizabeth nodded: Thirty years ago. "Where is he?"

"Ai-i-yee-e-e 1" The squaw's voice wailed like the winter wind.

Crouched at the foot of the great tree she flung wide her open hands.

"Mtirid! Murio!" (He died! He died!) Twining her arms she

dropped her head upon them.

Elizabeth regarded her gravely, stirred by this primal grieving.
"Tell me," she said gently.
For moments they sat in silence—the old brown mother with head

bowed over empty arms—the young fair mother cuddling the warm
fullness of her arms thankfully. Finally the squaw rose, and kneel-

ing by the creek bathed her face and neck and hands and arms, dry-

ing them on her skirt ; then she arrayed herself in the clean gay dress

of the morning. She moved as leisurely as if all time were hers.

Leisurely she returned to the foot of the tree, and dropped down
again on the thick matting of fresh fir-leaves. Clasping her knees

with her arms she gazed unseeingly into space, and Elizabeth pa-

tiently waited.

When the Spaniards gave to the aborigines many words of their

lan^age they gave with them abundantly the spirit of maixana.
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"White-man heap devil," said old Mary calmly, and described him

further with musical Spanish oaths.

"No!" protested Elizabeth. "No!"
Mary considered

; then she said kindly : "O, you man heap good."
Then, decidedly: "Tom, he pretty good man, mebbe so."
With guttural Indian and liquid Spanish words, and mixed Eng-

lish sentences of strange construction, the old squaw told a story that
is but too common in the Sierras—common everywhere that the ad-
venturous sons of the white race find the natives

; told it with a sim-

plicity and unconsciousness that lifted it from squalor ;
with a sweet-

ness of intonation and refinement of gesture that denied it degrada-
tion. In the soft voice sang the music of the wind in the pine-trees,
called the plaintive coo of the wood-dove and the insistent note of
the

quail.^
The brown, wrinkled face grew young and soft; then

hard; then sad and old again. The black eyes glowed with tender-
ness—blazed with anger—filled with tears—and the slender smooth
brown hands followed every change of mood.
Three and thirty years ago Mary—Suanee—had been sold by her

father to Jose, her tribesman. Jose was young and straight, and it

was joy to tan the many skins he brought, and to gather the acorns
and berries and seeds for him, and to prepare his meat.
When the tribe was at the winter rancheria, where the San Joaquin

flows through the foot-hills, the papoose came. It was small and
weak and Suanee knew little of its needs; sometimes she forgot it

when watching eagerly for Jose to return from the hunt. She was
but a child herself—Suanee—but she grieved when the little life went
out just as the hills were turning from purple and green to yellow,
under the warming sun. The old women brought wood and piled it

close and high, and upon it they placed the dead papoose, swathed
in clean bright calico and tied within the beautiful cradle the young
Suanee had woven. Slowly the fire crackled through the green wood,
and the sweet-smelling smoke rose high. At last, amid the wailing
of the women, the heap crumbled into glowing coals.

Scarcely had the ashes cooled than the tribe, according to the cus-

tom of the grandfathers, moved out of the growing heat of the foot-

hills along the narrow trails that unerringly followed the easiest,

safest way to the Sierra spurs, where the black-oak and yellow-pine
and dog-wood grow.
Here Suanee first saw one of those strange things of the white-

man, which, with much groaning and puffing and shrieking, cut

lengths of fallen trees into long, thin pieces. And deeper in the forest,

men made other, smaller, thinner pieces with strangely shaped knives.

One of these men showed Jose how to push and pull a long bright

jagged knife back and forth through the trunk of the prostrate tree

till it was jointed like a salmon's back.

Suanee brought the skins and blankets and weapons and baskets,
and Jose did the white-man's bidding. Every day he brought home
a round shining dollar, which, they had learned, could be exchanged
for the many useful things of the white-man—flour and calico and
tobacco. Often Suanee went, noiselessly and unseen through the

forest, to watch Jose's brown face shining in the sun as he pushed
and pulled, pushed and pulled.
Ah ! he was beautiful, that Jose ! His skin so smooth and brown ;
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his body so straight and strong; his eyes, big and dark and soft as

the wild buck's, when he looked at her
;
his teeth so white when he

smiled at her.

Often, too, she looked through the cedar screen at the white-man ;

he was big and beautiful too, but different. His hair and beard were

like the sun and his eyes were like the low sky where it meets the

pines. One day he saw her and smiled, and she smiled back—for

does not a man know when a woman is fair, be she brown or white ?

And does not a woman smile when a man is pleasing? Next day he

looked for her—and found her hidden behind the cedars, and he

smiled again and spoke to her in Spanish. Sometimes, when she

stayed in camp to bake the tortillas and cook the meat for Jose's

supper, he came and spoke with her. Yes, he was different, was Mac
—he was tender as well as strong.

So the beautiful summer drifted on, till one day Jose beat her—
beat her and flung upon the ground the silk bandana and the gay
wonderful shawl that Mac had given to her—and trampled them!

Then, her back bent under the weight of the blankets and baskets,

she followed him humbly down to the tribe encampment. O, he

was quite right
—

Jose! She had displeased him and should be pun-
ished. But he was good—her man—and he soon smiled again, and

stroked her round cheek, and patted her soft shoulder.

When the nights grew cool and the quail were fleeing from the

snows to come, the tribe went with them to the river again; and

with the quail came back when the nights were hot in the hills. In

the summer sunshine they straggled along the trail—a pathway
worn even into the solid granite by generations of bare Indian

feet! There were men and women who had grown old upon it,

and children who had taken their first steps upon it, and strong

young men and burden-bent women.
With them came Jose riding the laden buckskin pony, and Suanee,

her forehead banded by the strap of a beautifully woven cradle,

within which slept the baby of the man with hair like the sun.

They two did not stop with the tribe, but went on to where the

strange men of the white race toiled and toiled. Jose, he was wiser.

He rested, and lay in the sun, and hunted, if he wished, till the

acorns and the flour and the dollars were gone. O, foolish to work
while one could eat! But all was gone now, and they would be

hungry, and the muchacho would cry, till Jose should work for

more.

The dollars came as the sunny days went. There was much to

eat, and Jose laughed, and Suanee sang, and the muchacho grew in

strength and beauty. Never was such a one !
—so big

—so strong
—

so happy!
But now came a change in Jose. Some days he sang and stumbled

as he walked, and laughed that he stumbled. Some days Suanee

dared not speak to him, and she kept the muchacho where he could

not hear it cry. He would go to the store, and all night and some-

times the day she would wait for him, fearfully, at the wickiup;
and he would come at last, sick and empty-handed. Sometimes he

broiight a bottle of dark, hot water that burned one's mouth and

throat, and he drank and slept, and drank and slept again, and then

lay hot and sick all day on the blankets.
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Of other squaws she learned what this dreadful change meant.

She learned that he gave his money for this poison of the white
man

;
that those who drank it came back for more

;
that having

drank they laughed and sang and fought and drank again, till they
crawled oflf in the darkness, sick like her Jose. Her Jose ! Her man—her strong, good, beautiful man! Sometimes she thought some
evil spirit had wrought a spell upon him. He seemed her Jose no
more!
One day, in the trail under the dogwood blossoms she came face

to face with Mac—Mac, big and red and gentle as ever. His big
hand and persuasive Spanish held her, and finally, shyly, she brought
the cradle into view. Shyly, she told him! He buried the wee
brown face for a moment in the gold of his beard—then her face,

too ! The strange, sweet caress of the white-man ! The same kind
Mac—not changed and sullen like Jose.
There were days now that held bits of joy

—hours that were
warmed for her by the hair and beard like the sun—lighted by the

eyes like the low sky. When Jose slept with his bottle beside him.
she stole off silently through the forest to the young pine-thicket
from which she could watch Mac and his men at work.
And she would send down to him the soft call of the wood-dove !

Even when the muchacho fell sick, even when .she sat all night
and the day and the night again listening' to his slow breathing—
trying to warm his little body—coaxing his pale lips to her full

breast, the thought of Mac gave her warmth and strength.
When the muchacho lay stiff and cold across her knees and she

wailed aloud in her sorrow, it was Mac who led her to the blanket

couch, and sat near while she mourned and the old women swathed
the wasted little body. And when the funeral wood was burning,
Mac stood gravely by while she sobbed, face down, on the ground.
Jose ? Yes, he was sober then

; but that night he drank again, and

slept in the blankets while she crouched by the ashes till the last

coal died.

Ai-i-i-yee-e-e ! El muchacho! Never was such a one!—so beauti-

ful—so strong! Murid! Miirio!

The summer faded, and again the Indians fled with the quail from
the mountain winter ; again, in the warm days when the buckeye
bloomed, they drifted back. The last miles were weary to Suanee,
and the night was one of trial ; but the morning light fell on her

peaceful sleeping face, and the tiny head of the baby of the man
with hair like the sun. Lissy, cara mia!

In a few days she followed Jose and the buckskin pony up the

crooked trail again, her forehead banded by the cradle-strap as it

had been fourteen changes of the moon before. Then she so strong
and the fat muchacho so heavy—now she so weary though the

cradle so light.

All summer she waited for Mac, but he did not come. She
crooned over his baby, but her days were dark. Jose gave much of

his money for the poison he loved
;
often there was nothing to eat

and she had no money to buy food. "Squaw !" Jose would roar,

''Is there no other white-man? Are you old and ugly, that no man
looks at you ?"

(In the golden sunset Tom Willis strode cheerfully home. For
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moments he stood and listened, and then sat down by his wife.

The cigarette between his fingers burned out, but the voice like

the wind in the pine-trees never ceased its rhythmical cadence.)
The years went on and with them went Suanee's youth. Men

ceased to look at her, but she and Jose and Lissy must eat, and yes,

Jose must drink ! May all the curses of all the Indian and all the

Spanish and all the white-man's gods fall on the white-man and the

white-man's poison!

Jose! Jose, her man—with his eyes like the wild buck! He is

gone, he is gone ! El muchacho—so strong, so beautiful ! He is

gone, he is gone ! Suanee—young, happy ! She is gone, gone !

Ai-i-i-yee-e-e-e ! Murio! Murio!

Wailing like the winter wind the thin old figure sprang up with

outflung open hands, then fell prone upon the sweet fir-carpet, the

dark wrinkled face hidden in twined arms.

Tollhouse, Cal.

Minneapolis.

THE PRODIGAL
By MARTHA H. BOLES.

3
HAD wealth, three months ago.
Hoarded up and coffered.

In the springtime's rain and cold

O'er and o'er my coin was told.

I a-purchasing would go,
When the market offered.

These my riches, an' you please
—

Unspent summer days.
With their shimmer, with their glint,

Perfect coinage of the mint,

Stamped with sunlight, joyous breeze,

Purple dream of haze.

Coin on shining coin I laid,

Days to spend, by sevens ;

Gloating o'er the golden rows
I should spend as spend I chose:

They would fetch me, when I paid,

Joy beneath the heavens.

Now my coffers empty lie,

Gone the hoarded treasure.

Scattered over land and sea.

Wanderer's coin thrown lavishly.

Gloriously the spendthrift, I,

Buying only pleasure.

Ocean's blue and dip of sails.

Haunts where poets wandered,
Isles and highways, meadow swales,
Sheltered hamlets, stream-cleft vales, .

Devious forest, mountain trails—
Thus my hoard was squandered.
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"white: WOMAN'S WAY"
By LILLIAN H. SHUEY

jHE old hunter, a settler in the far north woods of Cali-

fornia, laid his gun across a stump, and sat down on a

log to fill his pipe. "Take a cheer, stranger," he said,

motioning his visitor hospitably to another log. "Take
a cheer and be comf'table. I reckon you don't know

much about these here woods; it's a fur stretch from 'Frisco bay to

the Oregon line. It's a big country, but a blamed good place to

live in, that's a fact. I'd ruther sleep under that thar redwood
tree, and hear that little stream run round them boulders, and see

a deer come down to drink before breakfast than live in the biggest
mansion on California street.

"Settlers' thick? Yes—every three mile or so. Live? Easy!
There's them tan-oaks, acorns thick, for hog food; there's the
lumber companies for work; there's berries—and fish in the sea.

I never buy no meat
;
this here rifle knows where to pint' to meat.

"No Bowser"—this to his dog—"you -needn't take that scent, I

don't want no meat today.
"Indians? Plenty of them. They're civilized now—got homes of

their own. Yes sir, the Indians, they're the aristocracy in these

parts.

"The way it was—the gov'ment 'lowed every one of them Indians
a homestead, trees, rocks, gulches, everything according to survey.
Some of it's poor land, but it's all the same to the Indians

;
if one's

got nothing but rocks, he uses the other Indian's pasture and it's

all right. Indians are sorter on socialism, you know.
"Some of them Indian quarter-sections is the pick of the coun-

try. If you've got twenty acres of bottom-land 'long side of a

little creek, and some oak-land, fer mast, and a few clearin's, you've
got as good a thing as there is in the state of Californy."
Then the narrator changed his position, laughing.
"He, he ! That makes me think of Sail. Sail, she's pretty bright

for an Indian. Most of the squaws 'round here are up to date ;

they've been down to the towns and learned white folk's way.
"Dress? Why, that Sail she could cinch up her waist, and lace

up a high-heeled shoe with any girl in Round Valley. She went
down to Wheatville for six months, and when she come back to

live on her quarter she was clipper, you bet. She had a red silk

waist, and a hat as big as a cart-wheel.

"Sail's quarter was a prize
—lots of cleared land, three trout-holes,

and a meadow, and a deer-lick, and plenty of wild hogs.
"Sail 'lowed she'd have a cabin, and she went to packin' shakes

down the trail with that red silk waist on. There was a handsome

young buck, called Straight Tom, that helped her.
"
'Bout that time old Si Teevers come 'round here looking for

pasture for a lot of cattle he'd brought up from the big valley.
He saw that quarter-section and he saw Sail. You see an Indian
woman can't deed her land to a man even if he marries her—that's

law—but he can marry her and use it, and she can take a cussin'

for her pay.
"Old Si, he paid her for a month's rent for his thirty head of

cattle, and then he hauled up some furniture for that cabin. Sail,
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sire was out .pickin' hazel-nuts and huckleberries with Straight
Tom half the time, and looking as saucy as a chipmunk.

"I says to Sail, says I, 'Why don't you marry Tom and keep the

white men off your land?'

"Well, she rolled her beady eyes and laughed, and said, 'I like

have cattle.'

"The next I heard, she went down to Wheatville with Si, and

they was married. I guess for a while Sail thought she'd struck it

pretty rich, Teevers was supply in' the lumber camps with meat,
and things was lively.

"Well, as I said. Sail was up to date. She kept her house neat ;

they had several rooms and a room for travelers, and we used to

call it 'Sail's hotel.'

"But an Indian's house is always a campoodie—you can't make
nothin' else out of it, if there's plenty to eat around—and Sail had
her cousins and friends all she wanted.

"I don't know how you're going to be mean to an Indian woman
that never answers back, but Si was. She missed them new red

dresses she used to have so many of, and he wouldn't let her go
to the coast fishin' with her tribe, which was hard lines for her.

"Si got to gambling down to Big Mills, and one night he lost his

whole pile. There was some debts out, and he come bilin' home
horseback next morning to save them cattle on Sail's ranch. He
sold his stock to his wife, gave her a bill of sale for them, and I

witnessed it—the safest deed a man can give his wife or anybody
else. He told her that that would pay her for the use of the ranch,
and she said as quick as a flash :

"'Not much pay. Si Teevers!'

"Lord! he expected to burn that bill of sale in two or three

days, and he went off on a trip to get some money to pay on them
debts.

"That night, about midnight, I heard a stamping through the

brush by my cabin, and I raised up and listened a minute, and I

says, 'The devil's to pay !'

"I peeked out in the moonlight, and sure enough, there was

Straight Tom and Sail, riding Indian ponies, and driving them

thirty head of cattle.

"Now it wasn't none of my business. Teevers had gone south,
and they was going north, and I didn't want to kill my horse trying
to ketch Teevers, so I crawled into bed

;
it was kinder chilly, and

I didn't want to catch no rheumatiz.

"Teevers, he didn't get back for several days, and then he come
tearin' up to my cabin wantin' to know where Sail was, and if I'd

seen them blamed cattle.

"Some days I'm deef, and I can't hear nothin'. and after Teevers
had yelled at me a while he went off to the Indian rancherie and
lost two days that way.
"When he got back everybody in the country knew what had

happened. Sail and Tom had sold the cattle in Yreka, and had

gone to Oregon.
"Teevers couldn't do nothin' but swear, and he did that up in first-

rate style. He couldn't touch the land, you see, so he hauled his
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furniture down to the big valley, and got his divorce in short order,
and a fool white woman married him.

"Sail and Tom come back, and had a white wedding.
"She's a good cook, Sail is, and the other day I says to her.

'Sail, you're pretty cute—you got the cattle and Tom, too!'

"Then she rolled her eyes and says, 'Yes, all same white woman's
way.'

"Sail, she's civilized, and the Indians are the aristocracv 'round
here."

Florin, Sacramento Co., Cal.

THE NAVAJOS WOOING
By HARRISON CONRARD

^yHE winds of the sun am I,

^i'And breath of the moon art thou.

I gather the clouds in the sky,
Thou sweepest them back to the brow
Of the mountain, where melted are they

By the dehcate joy of thy breath;
And they hide in the passes away
Lest I summon their spirits to death.

The pine on the mountain am I,

And the grass" at my feet are thou.

I pierce the cloud in the sky
And its opals drop soft on thy brow

;

I sift down a blanket of snow
And drive off the spirits of cold

;

And the chiefs of the sun dare not throw .

Their shafts through my mantle's deep fold.

Come thou to my lodge, and thy smile

Will burn up its desolate gray ;

For afraid are the sun-spirits while
The moon-spirit stayeth away.
And the sun and the cloud-dripping pine
Shall gladden the moon and the grass ;

And my snow and my rain shall be thine,

And the sheaves of the mists as they pass.
Flagstaff, Arizona.



THE RAVEN OF CAPISTRANO
A True "Wonder Tale

By CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS

CHAPTER XIII.

jOSE' Jose," called another voice broken by groans, and
the sound of it brought the boy back in spirit to the

cave of Ma-lah-a, and sent him hurrying forth into

the dawn.
"Where are you, my father?" he cried, groping his

way through the tangle of rock-strewn chaparral.

"Here, to the left. Ah, raise me carefully. No. You cannot
do it. Call the men. My thigh bone is shattered by the fall. There,
Patience. All will be well."

So spoke Ramon in the anguish of his hurt, trying to smile as

Jose bent above him.

He had fallen in the darkness of the early morning, while attempt-

ing to mount the trail with a message for the boy.
The men came hurrying, and they carried the old man to the

house of Jose's mother, which offered better shelter than his own.

They made a bed of mattresses and pillows on the floor, and laid

him tenderly upon it. The best in the house was none too good now
for the use of him who had lain upon the hard earth scantily covered

through the cold winter nights.
"Will he die?" asked Jose, and the old man heard the whisper.
"Yes, my son, I shall die; but whether it will be tonight or not

I cannot tell until I have asked the Power. Then I shall know. The
end comes as I said it would. I die, and the past dies with me."
The women's wailing rose within the house. Relatives hastily

summoned, the few special friends who had loved him, the old men
who were his only followers, these gathered about the bedside and
watched by turns day and night. For he lingered in his pain through
three long weeks, and it seemed to Jose that for a Hfetime of sorrow
he had sat by Ramon's bedside, listening to his groans, holding his

hand, and smoothing his pillow.
On the second day, imagining that death was near, the old chief

said : "Call all my people about me. I wish them to hear my last

words."
A messenger was sent in haste; and soon, over the fields, a wo-

man or a child, a young man or an old one might be seen wending
their way to the little house on the mountain side. Few responded
to the call. Many were busy ; some were at a distance ; others felt

that they had too much neglected the old man in life to show any
feeling for his death.

If Ramon noticed the defection of the people, he gave no sign.

Propped up by pillows, he sat and spoke with the authority of olden

times, emphasizing his words with the little boyish toss of his head

just as he used to do, employing eloquence, humor, pathos Hke the

born orator that he was, forgetting his pain in the effort to impress
upon a heedless age the message he had to leave behind him. This

chiefly concerned the future of his tribe, henceforth without a leader,

heirs of a past that was dead and a future that must lead them along
the white-man's road.

Copyright, lt»07, by Con8tAnce Qoddard Du Boia.
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Many wept as they heard him. Jose sobbed as loudly as the

women, unashamed of his tears.

The old man, feeling for his hand, concluded with an affectionate

address to the boy.

"My eyes are clouded with pain," he said. "All is white and

dazzling before them; but I feel your hand. Farewell, my good
child. You have obeyed all my words, and the words of the mighty
you have heard in your dreams. It may be that they will still guide
you when 1 am gone ; or it may be that you, too, will walk only in the
white-man's road. But all roads lead to one end. I shall meet you
again in the place of the Sky Spirit."
The last words were whispered as Jose bent near.

One night the priest came to administer extreme unction to the

dying man. He was a young missionary with a face Hke a saint, and
the flame of an unselfish zeal burned in his eyes. An old Indian

dying in a hut was as precious in his judgment as the rich man in

a palace. Each was a soul to be saved.

The Northern Cross, close to its setting in the western sky, hung
above the little Indian chapel as if visibly placed in the heavens to

repeat the symbol upreared upon the altar, before which the young
priest knelt alone to consecrate the elements which he must admin-
ister before the departing spirit might find peace.
The night air was chill with frost. The priest, fasting, had ridden

sixty miles in haste over the mountains. His physical being was

faint; but he was full of rejoicing that he had found the long neg-
lected child of the Church still living and in condition to receive the

holy mysteries.
"He has confessed me," whispered Ramon to Dolores. "I was

too weak to mention or remember many sins
;
but the padre re-

minded me, and was content that I should answer yes and no."

"Pobrecito," murmured Dolores. "You have fewer sins than

most of us to answer for."

When the sacrament was administered and extreme unction had

been given, the reflection of a wonderful peace shone upon the face of

the old man. The sorrows and sufferings of ninety years were at an

end. The world of spirits was opening before him. He had been

faithful to his trust; and he now felt satisfaction in accepting the

authority of another, a greater chief than he, the administrator of a

more perfect ceremonial. The promised joy had already entered the

soul of him who had done what he could.

CHAPTER XIV.

The silvery tolling of the chapel bell at sunset announced to all

that the brave old chief had departed. Susanna's grief was all for

Jose.
"How unhappy he will be," she thought. "I wish I might meet

him and comfort him ;" and with this in mind through all her dreams,

she rose early, dressed hurriedly, and went out into the chill morn-

ing to seek her friend. She knew that the boy would be early around ;

and, guided by sympathy, she soon discovered him lying on the

grass near the winnowing-field, with his hat pulled over his eyes.' It

was a sheltered spot where the sunshine would first drive the frost

from the air.
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Susanna sat down on the grass beside him, and kept silence re-

specting his sorrow.

"What do you want?" he asked, turning his tear-stained face

upon her. "1 came here to be alone."

"But you are always alone. I hoped I might comfort you," she

answered.

"Now, indeed, I shall be always alone," he cried in an outburst

of grief. "My only friend is gone, the best, the noblest, the most

unselfish of men. Do you know, Susanna, that all through his

terrible pain he never uttered one word of complaint. He was

thinking always of others and never of himself. He was afraid I

should be tired or sick from watching, and he wished my mother
to take more rest. And he was so grateful for all that was done

for him, never feeling any bitterness for all that had been left undone
these many years."
"He was a good man," said Susanna.
"And it was on my account that he met his death," sobbed Jose.

"He told me little by little when his voice was so weak that every
word was a pain. He overheard Jo Williams threaten to surprise
me and take me by force to the white man who had offered him the

reward, pretending that he knew nothing of the letter from Washing-
ton, and hoping to receive the white man's money before any one

else should should tell it. So Ramon climbed the mountain to warn
me of the danger ; and in the darkness he missed the trail and walked

directly off the cliff. He had lain there an hour when I found him.

So I was the cause of his death."

"Do not say that," urged Susanna, consolingly. "Jo Williams

was the cause of it, and everything happens that way. There is

.ilwavs an 'if to be said. But if we try to do right, we are not to

blame."
"I have not told you the chief reason for my unhappiness," said

Jose.
"Tell me now," begged Susanna.
"I am not sure that I can trust you. Girls are always tattling."

"I promise not to tell," said Susanna earnestly.

"Perhaps some day I may trust you, but not today," he answered.
"Do you know the story of the spring behind the cemetery?"
"No, I do not know that," she replied.

"Of course not. You care only for the new stories."

"No, no, Jose, you do not know my heart," she said. "I am
changed since I have discovered how much you love the old days.
I will ask all the old people to tell me stories and to teach me songs.
The women can sing the songs, too."

"Yes, but the stories and songs can not be taught outside the

family line, and you have no family. No one knows who your
mother's father was."

Susanna hung her head in sorrow. "Perhaps; the raven will

teach me, too," she said.

"I think the raven is dead," said Jose sadly. "And it was through
the talk of the women that you heard the words that the rock spoke
to me. You see they must always be telling things. As for the

story of the spring behind the cemetery, 1 can tell you as much
as that. A man once went down into the world below, where he
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had strange adventures too long to relate. When he wanted to go
home, those people below agreed to his wishes on conlition that
he should promise never to tell a living -.oul where he had been;
for if he should do so, a rattlesnake would bite him and he would
die. So he promised faithfully to tell nothing. But when his vife

begged him day and night with tears and coaxing to tell her the

secret, he consented. Then he went out of his door, and a snake
bit him and he died. They burned the body and buried the ashes
there behind the cemetery, and a spring burst out of th ground
where it had never been before. That is the spring we see today ;

and you may have noticed that pieces of charcoal are always rising
where the water bubbles up."

'*That is wonderful," sighed Susanna. "How many beautiful

things you know. You are indeed a great hechicero."
"But that is my sorrow," cried the boy, surprised by her sympathy

into a burst of confidence. "I am no longer an hechicero. Last

night I could not remain in the house given up to the dead, so I went
to the cave at Ma-lah-a, and smoked the sacred pipe as I used to
do. Always at other times my spirit went into the wonder world,
and met the! heroes of the dead, and received instruction in the

ceremonies, and heard the songs and danced in the dances. And
Ash-wut, the Eagle, told me the secrets that no living man knows.
He taught me the meaning of death, and the reason for all that

happens. When I awoke, I could not remember this. So it was
more important than ever before that I should go once more into

the spirit world. I wanted to know this secret
; oh, how I longed

to remember it, now that Ramon is dead. And I made the invoca-

tion, sending my thoughts to the Milky Way, the Sky Spirit. Then
I slept ; and nothing happened."

Susanna sighed. "Another time you will do better," she ven-
tured.

"No, never again," he said sadly. "I slept just as any ordinary
man does; and I dreamed a silly, ordinary dream. I dreamed of

you, Susanna."
The satisfaction that filled Susanna's soul at these words shone

in her eyes ;
and the boy, watching her, surprised the look.

"Now I am sorry I told you anything," he cried. "You are glad
for yourself, but you cannot understand my grief. The loss of the

wonder world is harder to bear than the loss of Ramon. Everything
now is dull, common and ugly. It is the white man's world, and
I shall have to walk the white man's road with the rest."

He rose, drew his hat over his forehead to conceal his tearful

eyes ; and left Susanna sitting alone and sorrowful under the weight
of his rebuke.

The old chief's funeral was as brave in pomp as love hindered by
poverty could make it. The rude coffin of pine boards, covered with
white cotton cloth and adorned with lace and ribbon, was so covered
and loaded with flowers that it seemed decked for a festival of joy
rather than sorrow. •

They laid him in the poor little cemetery, where a wooden cross

marked each heap of dry, sun-baked earth ; and on his cross was
inscribed his name with his title, "The Chief."

The white neighbors who gave the flowers from their gardens paid
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a further tribute by their presence, and spoke regretfully of the poor
old man who was gone. Then time softened and obliterated the mem-
ory of him, as the winter rains washed down the heaped-up adobe

clay above his grave.
To Jose's loyal thought he remained a daily presence, and the

boy's life was still shaped in obedience to what had been the old

chief's wishes.

To repay Susanna's loan he worked early and late, joining a gang
of day laborers employed to change the grade of the mountain road.

It was work that made the back ache and the head swim. After

hours of it, when evening brought release, Jose lay like a log in

heavy, dreamless sleep till daylight called him to be up and doing.
Since the foreman urged haste, no rest was taken even on Sunday ;

and the change of habit and locality made a definite break in the

order of his life. The contact with rude careless men, who had
no thoughts beyond their daily living, diverted the current of his

ideas, and made the gap between the old and the new less evident

to him. For the month during which he must endure the toil and

stress, he laid aside his fancies and was content to be a clod with

the rest.

It never occurred to him to seek the easy release from debt which
the sale of one crystal of the hundreds buried in his hidden mine
would oflfer. But he felt satisfaction in the thought that each dollar

represented a day of toil, justifying his manhood for being debtor

to a girl. For it was as a man that he returned to his home. Toil

and hardship had worked an outer change, sorrow and disillusion-

ment an inner.

His mother exclaimed at the sight of him, ''Hijo mio, how you
have grown !" and the toddling baby shrieked in shy alarm as if at

the sight of a stranger.
**I suppose so," replied Jose. "I feel years older—as old as my

grandmother, in fact."

"How is that?" she asked, while the others laughed.
"Because only the very old regret their childhood, and I grieve

for the loss of mine. It is as if I had lost some very precious thing.

and there is nothing in all the world that can make me happy again."

"Well, where are you going now ?" asked his mother. "You hardly
ate the rabbit meat. I thought it would be such a treat, meat for

dinner."

"It is good," he answered, "but I do not feel like eating. I must

carry Susanna her money."
"Return soon, then," said his mother. "I have had no son for

three months or more. Now I want you to be mine again."
I shall always be vours." he answered; and he slowly descended

the hill.

CHAPTER XV.

The air was bracing. The highest mountain had put on a cap
of snow, but green was beginning to show in the valleys, and the

trees were full of sap. One day of warm wind would set their buds

to swelling. Winter in Southern California is only a long spring-
time. The hot, dry summer is Nature's season for sleep.

A brown chipmunk darted across the path. "Hi, Wiskum, my
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brother," called Jose, but there was no answer, and he expected none.
He sighed deeply, and was still lost in sad reflections when he reached
Susanna's home. k

The door was set wide open, the house empty. The adobe floor

was swept clean, the rude bed neatly made and covered with a patch-
work quilt. There was a red cover on the table, calico curtains at

the windows and a clock on the wall. This was luxury for an Indian
home.

Susanna was at the spring- so he decided after a quick survey of
the footprints near the house

; and he went to meet her in the hollow.
She came singing through the willow thicket, a heavy watei-pail

in each hand, her gingham dress revealing a beautifully rounded

figure, her fine, dark eyes beaming in a smile—eyes as deep and
translucent as sunlit pools. They were part of her inheritance from
some unknown Spanish ancestor. Susanna's descent was not, like

Jose's, unmixed and direct from the times of myth and legend.

Jose ran to her and took one of the pails she carried. She re-

sisted his offer to load himself with both.

"How changed you are," he cried.

"It is you who have grown so big." said Susanna smiling. She
looked so sweetly kind that Jose's sad heart was comforted.
"But I would hardly have known you," he insisted. "You are no

longer the little girl who scatched her hands on the briers to bring
me messages when I was hiding in Wash-tub Cation. I said then
that a short time would turn you into a woman."

"I suppose I must be a woman now," she replied with a coquettish

shyness "since I have received an offer of marriage."
"From whom?" cried Jose.

"Reymundo wishes me to be his wife," said Susanna, casting down
her eyes until her long dark lashes almost touched her cheeks.

Jose's heart seemed to stand still. In. an instant he realized some-

thing which he had never known before.

"Susanna," he entreated. "You are never to be the wife of any
one but myself."

She shot him a kindling glance. It was vain to attempt disguise
when joy so completely filled her heart, but she struggled maiden-
wise for dignity. "You may ask my mother for me," she said. "Rey*
mundo has already done so."

"Reymundo shall answer for it to me," said Jose.
"But you have never said you loved me," she objected. "He tells

me so a dozen times a day ; and he plays the violin at night under

my window."

"Come, let us go up on the mountain and sit under the pine tree

where you came to offer me your company that day when the squirrel

spoke to me," he said. "I think you loved me then; and that is

a good place for you to give your promise to me."
JEIe was answering the voice of her heart, not the words with

which she endeavored to disguise it
;
and love for him so ruled her

soul that she had no choice but to follow him.

While they sat beneath the pine tree, Susanna said thoughtfully,
"I wonder that you should choose this place, which must make you
remember the dream world for which you grieve so sadly."
"That is one reason that I choose it—to try and reconcile the past
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and present," he replied. "Do you know why I so suddenly lost

that wonder world, Susanna?''

"Only that Ramon was dead, and the past died with him as he

said."

"Yes, that is true; but it might have lived again in me, if only I

could have believed truly ; but deep down in my heart there was

always a little teasing voice of doubt. It was the voice of a girl

with a wonderful smile and deep beautiful eyes like the shadowed

pool in Wash-tub Canon. That girl was you, Susanna; and it was
because I loved you always unknown to myself, that I could not be

a true hechicero."

"Oh, then I am the one to blame for all that you have lost. How
can you love me after that?"

"I love you in spite of everything," he said. "And love is the

great wonder worker. In a day it has changed all my life. I was
the man, the foolish boy rather, who declared this morning that I

could never be happy again. And now there are no worlds to tell

the joy I feel. You have taken away one wonder world
;
but you

have given me another and a better one. It is just opening before

us. Shall we enter it, qnerida miaf"
The girl, smiling happily, placed her hand in his and they went

down the trail together.
"It will be necessary even in our wonder world to think of money,"

said Jose one day. "You do not wish to grind pinole, Susanna
;
and

the we-weesh, when you make it, is always watery. We must live as

white people do. We must have a nice little house."

"With lace curtains at the windows," suggested Susanna raptur-

ously. "Tliat is my great wish."

"You shall have it," he promised. "Mr. Drew has come back,
and he will hire me at a dollar a day to be his guide. If he should

discover a good mine, if it turned out to be very, very rich, he

might some day let me be the superintendent of it."

"If" suggested Susanna doubtfully.
"Trust me," said Jose gaily, "and I will yet show you some

wonders in our wonder world."

Elmer Drew had returned from a fruitless search for the sort of

employment which would enable Lucia to live in the locality best

suited to her mother's health.

"I can find plenty to do in the smaller cities," he told her, "but

here in the mountains there is nothing but cattle raising and mining.
Now as to mining—"

"Shall we try again today, Mr. Drew?" asked Jose opportunely,
as he stood with hat in hand addressing his friend while his eyes
were fixed on Lucia. "She is very beautiful," he was thinking,
"and yet I wonder why I should have felt so very sad when I thought
I might never see her again. Those days were very long ago."
Elmer agreed to undertake one more expedition in search of the

mine; and with canteen and knapsack the two started to climb the

trail.

"It will be an all-day tramp, if you go where I plan," Jose had
said. "It is a climb for mountain sheep.

"Why choose such a place? A mine would be useless where it

could not be easilv reached."
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"A road could be built by clearing off the chaparral,'' was the

reply. "The mountain rises by a ridge from the foothills on a natural

grade ;
but now all is manzanita and greasewood as high as your

head. The only open way is up the face of the cliff."

"What makes you decide on attempting it?"

"I have been there before," answered Jose, smiling. "Only wait
and see."

When, some hours later Elmer sank breathless on the small plat-
eau which crowned the brow of the ridge, Jose expatiated upon the

indications which had originally led him to the spot.
"You are quite right," said Elmer. "It does look promising.
He worked awhile with hammer and drill, becoming all the time

more eagerly attentive, hopeful and alert.

"Time passes," said Jose, measuring at a glance the sun's decline.

"If you have found enough to satisfy you that it is best to do so, why
not locate the claim. It is beyond the reservation lines. No one
has ever filed upon it."

"I believe I will do so," said Elmer. "It can do no harm."
"Then it is your mine, you have chosen it," said Jose. "And now

I will show you something."
He drew forth a pick-axe from a pile of rocks, dug vigorously

for awhile in the loosened earth, and disclosed to Elmer's wondering
gaze a heap of glittering crystals.

"I worked here for a couple of weeks," he explained. "I found
a pocket and opened it, and then I buried the stones again."

Elmer's delight knew no bounds. "But it is your mine," he said.

"Why do you give it up to me."
It was impossible for Jose to explain the mingling of casuistry

and good sense which had led him to the conclusion that, the mine
once claimed by a white man, he was free from conscientious scruples
as to the disposal of the gems, and might even make a living indirectly

by their sale. He gave only the more evident explanation to his

friend, when he repHed: "I am an Indian, and no one will trust

me with money enough to open the mine. I do not know enough
about figures to manage it; white men would cheat me. But if it

is yours, you might hire me to dig for you ;
and some day, if I study

hard and learn enough, and if the mine proves very, very rich, you
might make me superintendent of it."

"My hand upon it," said Elmer Drew. "If it is all like this it

will indeed prove very rich
; and, in any case, you shall have all

I can give you by way of reward for your cleverness and persever-

ance, your skill and generosity."
Praise was sweet to Jose, and the future was opening fairly

before him.
"I can not tell you what this stroke of good fortune means to me,"

said Elmer, with emotion. "I can marry and have a home in the

only place I should have chosen."

"That is why I showed you the mine," said Jose calmly. "Miss
Allen was my teacher. She was kind to me. I, too, shall marry when
I have enough money to build a frame house with lace curtains af

the windows. Susanna wishes that above all."

Elmer laughed gaily.
"Your hand again, brother," he said. "White skin or brown skin.
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all is one in love. Let us hurry back before the dark catches us, and
tell the good news to those who will be glad to hear it."

So each one told his story in his own way that evening, and the

world was a pleasant place, and good to live in. No one remembered
the dead past, the future dawned so bright with promise.

"There is one thing the white man has taught me which I think

good, Susanna," remarked Jose, while the two lingered for farewell

under the canopy of the great live oak through which stray moon-
beams filtered upon them.
"What is that ?" she asked.

"It is part of the sign language which he uses to explain his heart

to the girl he loves—like this," said Jose. And, bending ,he kissed

her shyly, reverently upon the lips.

The End.
Waterbury, Ct.

A HOPI PASTORAL
By HARRISON CONRARD

^|[
IN the melons and you on the steep

J} Of the half-barren mesa-slope, trailing your sheep,

Why tarry so long,
And what is your song
Whose sweets to my ear from the brown mesa creep?
"Lo'-lomai !

"Lo'-lomai !

Maid in the melons.
Your dark, glossy hair.

Of its arches grown weary,
On your brown shoulders bare
Is yearning to fall, like the sweet summer rain

On the warm, glowing sands of the desolate plain 1"

I in the melons and you on the steep.
While your love-hallowed notes from the brown mesa leap,
Hark to my song.
As you loiter along
Far in the wake of your faint-lowing sheep :

"Lo'-lomai !

"Lo'-lomai !

Youth on the mesa.
Allured by your prayer.
Unwound from its arches.

My dark, flowing hair

O'er my shoulders has dropped, like the slant summer rain

That drenches the sands of the broad desert plain !"

Flagstaff, Arizona.
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The mild and inadequate remarks about Deformed Spelling in the

October Den seem to have received the glad ear on many sides. This
is no particular indication that they were correct; but it is always
gratifying to know that there are patriots ready to take arms in de-

fense of our threatened liberties. Not that we are very much Threat-
ened by the theorists who ask us to boggle the language in a way for

which we would spank our children; but it is evident enough that

in case of a real invasion we should be able to muster force to repel it.

First of all comes the most serious champion of Deform—and
while the most serious, he has a better sense of humor than most of

the rest. That has always been one of the finest things of one of

the finest natures in American literature—his freedom from little-

ness.

October 24, 1907.
Dear Lummis :

Well roared, Lion ! And yet no bones are broken on either side.

I'd like to have two or three more copies of the October Out West—and
Brentano hasn't any. Could you send them to me? I'll remit the needful

stamps. Yours ever,

(Signed) Brander Matthews.

To my friendly Demetrius I can only answer "Well run, Thisbe."

And again I am glad to note Matthews's fine appreciation that his

crusade is a Mid-Summer Night's Dream. "And then came Pyra-
mus." (

With reference to the doubt I expressed whether David Starr

J ordan hadn't been in California too long to go the full length of this

academic folly, he is himself the best witness :

"Referring to the spelling folks, I may say that the first collection of
three hundred words was published by a local committee without consulting
*the members of the Board. In view of this fact, I resigned from the Board,
but accepted membership again after the arrangement had been agreed upon
that nothing should be issued as coming from the Board that had not the

positive consent of two-thirds of its members.
"I suppose that 'thru' and 'pur' will be abandoned when the Board gets at

them. It looks to me like this : The silent 'u' in 'honour' and 'favour' and
the like is omitted because American scholars have agreed not to use them.
There is room for the same process to be carried a good deal further, and
this without mutilating or deforming any words, which have no fault except
having too many letters.

"The Board as now constituted contains very many of the best linguists
of England, America, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, and I think that

it is worth while to stay with them, as whatever they recommend is likely
to be worthy of consideration, and as this is but a continuance of the natural

process by which, in America, we have escaped from 'gaol.'
"
'Purr' and 'burr' need the two r's to express their feeling, and 'thru' is

enough to fatigue a polliwog."

(Signed) David Starr Jordan.
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The Lion bows his diminished head. He tried to growl a little at

the Deformed spellers ! But his worst ^rowl was mere aphasia com-

pared to Dr. Jordan's classic sentence which really fits those mem-
bers of the "Deformers" that the Lion objects to—that "these things

fatigue a polliwog."
It is to congratulate that Dr. Jordan has gone back to the Board,

which evidently needs heavy weights. He is a big force for sanity
wherever he is—and God knows he is needed among these dreamers.
A valued editor in Chicago writes :

"Your delightful roast of those would-be reformers and improvers. It was
so good that I read it over twice here ; then took it home and read choice
extracts therefrom to the family by the evening lamp. Your graceful refer-

ence to the 'sweet reasonableness' of the Spanish Academy I am also per-

sonally grateful for. It has always seemed to me that their 'This is in good
taste' and 'That is not' are founded on sound logic and real erudition."

A Harvard man taking a post-graduate course^in Arizona writes:

"My Dear Lummis :
P®^^^ ''^^ UlXWgf

The October number of Out West has just arrived. It came last evening,
to be exact—and venturing into the Lion's Den, where Mr. Matthews feared
to tread—I found something which gave me such joy that I felt I must tell

you of it. It is great, oh, great! that answer to the 'open letter' on Deformed
Spelling. I read it, and re-read it with so much enthusiasm that I wished for

once I was a trust, that I also might found a board and spread your essay
broadcast through the land.

"I have read much for, and more against, Mr. Carnegie's idiotic board; but
nowhere have I found their follies so adequately stigmatized, so surely proven
as in your article. . . You have rendered a great service to the Eng-
lish-speaking peoples, and the excellent civilization which they in their entirety

express.
"For myself, I want to thank you for the pleasure and the profit you have

given. It is so good to see one's own ideas set down incomparably m print."

From one of the fine old-timers of Southern California came the

following scriptural message :

"And David put his hand in his bag, and took thence a stone, and slang it,

and smote the Philistine in his forehead, and the stone sank into his fore-

head, and he fell upon his face to the earth."

"My Dear Lummis:
"A thousand thanks for your 'also open' letter to Brander Matthews. It is

great—good in every way. It is far and away the best thing I have read for

many moons. Brander was right when he suspected something might happen
to him if he ventured into the den of our own Royal King, and 'stirred him
up.' Something did happen ; 'and they took up of the fragments that were
left twelve baskets full.'

"
Very sincerely yours,

D. Freeman.

Also a voice from Santa Barbara :

"Dear Mr. Lummis :

"I thank you for your report on . . . but I am more grateful for the
keen enjoyment afforded me by the roar from the Lion's Den against that ill-

conceived, misshapen, grotesque heresy of a charlatan age—Deformed Spell-

ing. Sincerely yours, Jarrett T. Richards."

Chicago heard from :

October 20, 1907.

"My Dear Lummis :

"I rejoice that the Lion has not lost his roar. I had begun to fear—not
that he had lost it, but that the readers of the magazine had. That Brander
provoked that roar is in itself sufficient reason why he should have been
born into the world. I am almost persuaded that a wise Providence ordered

everything from the beginning of the world, and that B. M. and his letter
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y were written into the cast of characters and the scenario for the express pur-

pose of giving the Lion an opportunity. If you ever get to heaven, I'm going
to stir up a fight between Huxley and you—to watch which will be heaven,
sure enough. Sincerely yours,

"Frank C. Scott."

The Los Angeles Times takes a characteristic whack at the sub-

ject
—

diverting its big stick for a few moments from the heads of
the walking delegates :

A SPELL OF THUNDER.
"Prof. Brander Matthews and Charles F. Lummis, our own 'Lum,' have

taken each other by the hair on the subject of reformed, or deformed spell-

ing. The pundit dogmatizes as a college professor does, must and can ;

while the Out West Lion roars from out his den as gently as 'any sucking
dove' ....
"Simmered down to a practical point, useful in everyday life ... it

seems to The Times That the Los Angeles man of letters has the Eastern
man on the run like a dry autumn leaf before a strong gale from Lake Michi-
gan sweeping down one of the broad avenues of the Windy City.
"The central idea of the reformed-deformed spelling of Prof. Matthews is

phonetic. It is an appeal to the ear, not to the ej'e, not to the derivation of
the word, not to the memory as fed in the spelling book. But men have al-

ways depended on their auricular nerves as their only guide in reducing the
sounds of the vernacular to terms of the alphabet. From Chaucer, and back
to that wonderful attempt to reduce the Hebrew Scriptures to early English
rhythm, down to Shakespeare and to the printing of Samuel Johnson's dic-

tionary, the ear was the only guide which a pen-artist had in transferring his

burning words (or freezing as the case might be) to mar the virgin page.
Take 'Canterbury Tales' and count how many various ways the single word
'sudden' is penned, if you wish to know how misleading a guide the longest
or shortest ears of the 'literary fellow' may be.

"As a matter of cold but important fact, the English tongue has been stead-

ily in process of real reformation in the spelling, pronouncing, discarding of
words and coining of words, every day since Caedmon. Never before the

present day of grace, and the advent on the linguistic stage of Prof. Matthews
and the other spelling deformers has any of this useful and effective work
been done by committees of professional reformers . . .

—never was
any of this work done 'a purpose.' It was not done at all. Like Topsy, it

'just growed,' and thereby hangs a tale longer than that of the lion. By
growing in this natural way the language was not 'done' in the process. . . .

Language is a living, almost sentient thing. It is like a tree, or rather a
forest of trees, and grows out of the natural life of man, not made 'a purpose'
like a watch or chest of drawers. No skillful tinker in word construction,
be he Brander Matthews or other college professor, can take his ink pot and
pen and make a language. He may make a jargon (witness 'Esperanto').
But you cannot write Hamlet in 'Pidgin English,' or 'Chinook.' For Dante,
Shakespeare, Milton or Roosevelt to express himself, his language must
pulsate with life. It is the production of centuries and of generations, not of
committees or reform spelling books. .

"Busy writers will not try to force the graft into premature development,
which will result in a puny growth.
"Mr. Lummis refers in his answer to Prof. Matthews to the word sumac

as it is spelled and pronounced. A learned professor once told his class that

sugar was the only word in our language in which 's' has the sound of 'sh.'

One of the boys in the class said: 'Are you SURE, professor?'"

Mr. Samuel S. Knabenshue, American Consul at Belfast, Ireland,

contributes a scholarly letter telling about reformation in the spell-

ing of Irish names. While picturesque and interesting information,
and a good example of the way that orthography has been formed,
it hardly affects the present discussion—which is as to the way we
should spell English as we have her now. Almost every foreign word

adopted into English spelling is an orthographical compromise :
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"Brander Matthews's letter on reformed spelling, and the editorial re-

joinder, in the Lion's Den, must be the excuse for this letter. Probably you
are unaware that the names of Irish places and persons have been reformed

(or deformed, if you prefer) in spelling, by a process parallel to that Mr.
Matthews advocates. This came about in the following way : These names
are all of Goelic origin, and were given long before the English occupancy
of Ireland. The English new-comers were ignorant of Gaelic, and, of course,
were ignorant of their proper spelling. So they spelled them in English let-

ters, following the rules of English orthography. That is, the Gaelic (Irish)
pronunciation was preserved, except in case of a sound with is not found in

English—the final guttural gh in lough, for instance. (To hear this sound,
get a German to pronounce the exclamation 'Ach !') The spelling only was
changed.

"Gaelic spelling is rendered complex by aspiration, by eclipsis, and by vowel
redundancy. In certain instances, the sounds of some consonants are aspired—that is, instead of the breath being stopped, it becomes a sibilance. That
is indicated by placing a dot over the aspirated letter, or by placing h after it.

Some of the nine consonants which may be aspirated change their sounds,
while others lose them entirely. Eight consonants may be eclipsed : that is, in

certain cases, another letter is prefixed, which is sounded, while the eclipsed
better is silenced. A few examples wilbmake these clear:

"Murphy is spelled Murchadha in Gaelic; the c is aspirated, and (in this

case) takes the sound of ph ; the d is aspirated, and becomes silent. Hence,
Murphy represents the Gaelic pronunciation. Murray is the English spelling
and correct pronunciation of Muireadhaigh ; Casey of Cathasaigh ; Corrigan
of Corraigain; Bryan of Briain—the last two names illustrating the redundant
use of Gaelic vowels. Hanna, in Gaelic, is spelled 0'h.A.nnaidh. the O being
dropped. The h is put in between the O and the A to avoid their coalescence ;

but the A still remains a capital letter. (Let the compositor be careful to get
it 'O'hAnnaidh..'
"The Gaelic word poll means a hole or pool. Gort-na-bpoll (the field of

the hole) is pronounced Gortnabool, the p being eclipsed by b, and silenced.

Cnoc-na-gcoilleah (the hill of the grouse) is pronounced Knocknagully, the
c being eclipsed by g; Baile-an-tsagart (the town of the priest) is pronounced
Ballyantaggart, s being eclipsed by t. This name is further corrupted to

Ballintaggart.
"It will be seen that the result is to shorten the spelling of Irish names.

Thus, the district around Belfast was anciently inhabited by a clan or sub-
tribe of the O'Neils, called Clannaboy. The Gaelic is : Clann, a tribe ; Aedha.
of Hugh; buidhe, yellow—the clan of yellow Hugh (O'Neill), so designated
from the color of his hair. It is quite a shortening from Clann-acdha-buidhe
to Clannaboy, but the latter exactly represents the pronunciation of the former.

"County Tyrone was formerly Tir-Eoghan. Tir means land; Eoghan,
Owen, a man's name. Tyrone reproduces its pronunciation—Tir-Owen—
slightly shortened. Ballylusky is the exact pronunciation of Baile-loisgothe,
'burnt town.' Duflferin, the name of a barony near this city, well represents
the sound of dubh-thrian, the black third, which refers to the color of the
soil.

"In fact, the great majority of the Irish personal and place-names have
had their spelling revolutionized and shortened, while the pronunciation has
been pretty accurately preserved. This letter is oflfered as a contribution to
the discussion of spelling reform, with the fervent hope that the Lion's jaws
will not snap together over the head of

"Yours very truly,

(Signed) "S. S. Knabenshue."

A brip^ht librarian in Washinja^on contributes a paragraph with
which the matter may well be left for the present. With Macaulay
on our side, we rest the case:

"I have enjoyed so much your reply to Brander Matthews on 'Fonctik Re-
fawm.' I think you brought out their very weakest points—that they u.se the
words to which we are all accustomed (honor, etc.) as 'stalking horses' to
foist such abortions as 'thru,' 'thoroly,' etc., upon us. Matthews's new book—otherwise so good—is made foolish and an insult to the eye every now and
then by these words, and by 'mist' (not meaning a fog), 'clast," and so on.
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Moreover, as you point out, they will show their sincerity when they simplify
their own names. I wonder if you have heard of the man Macaulay knew,
who thought the last syllable of Christmas savored of Popery? He wished
it to be changed to Christ-tide. His own name was Thomas Massey Massey;
and Macaulay suggested that he begin his reform at home with Thotide
Tidey Tidey. Mr. Dewey is the only simplified speller that ever operated on
his own name, I believe; and he didn't stick to Dui very long."

And last but not least, since it opens a new vista of joy, comes a

letter from Mr. Benjamin E. Smith, Editor of the Century Diction-

ary, somewhat violently resenting the incompetent remarks made
about his weight as a member of the Simplified Spelling Board

;
and

stating :

"Yon will, of course, give this answer as wide publicity as your
attack."

I will try to. And then some. Under the same conditions that

Mr. Matthews was broad enough to ask for in the beginning. A
Remote Beast of the Field of Thought cannot afford to be rended by
such wise superiors without some little chance to scratch back. Mr.
Smith's defense, and some rebuttal, shall have place as soon as pos-
sible.

* * *

It is one of the great blessings which abound in life that none of

us Know it All. If we did, we should lose what is unquestionably
the greatest privilege of life; namely, to learn something every day.
Therefore we cannot afford to laugh at what the other fellow does

not know—at least, not to laugh in any invidious spirit. But of course

the funniest jokes in the world are based on hurnan blunders.

Not long ago I had the task of giving an examination to a class

of young women desirous to become trained librarians. All of them
were high school graduates, and some of them had college educations.

I am very proud that four out of six passed a written examination of

fifty-five questions, and an oral examination, which would have been
fatal to two-thirds of any freshman class I ever knew in Harvard

College. But there were some things that some of them didn't know—
chiefly those who didn't get through.
A couple of them characterized Sitting Bull as "a Chief who made

the colonists much trouble." One classed Mr. Bryan as a Republican
candidate for President. Two felt sure that Robert Morris invented

telegraphy. Andrew Johnson was listed as a "Confederate Com-
mander in the Civil War." One wrote that "Protestantism began
about 1500 B. C"; and another that Moses lived 500 B. C. One
said Sir Wilfrid Laurier was poet laureate of England ;

and Xerxes
was defined as a "great Greek." One had The Aeneid written by
Homer

;
and another had Homer written in Latin. Cadmus invented

printing ;
and Cicero wrote the history of Rome

; and Moses wrote
the books of Chronicles and Ecclesiastes ;

and Scott wrote "Locks-

ley Hall"—if we may believe two of these candidates. James G.

Blaine was "a famous Judge of the Supreme Court" and "one of

the Presidents of the United States," according to different author-

ities in this examination.

But all this is child's play. I am sorry that I cannot print in red

ink the veritable paper submitted by a candidate for a county teach-

er's certificate in Los Angeles county in August, 1907. Mr. Birney
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Donnell, Vice-President of the Polytechnic High School, conducted

the examination, and aSked the candidates, among other things, to

write a short essay on some easy subject, giving them several choices

of topics. One choice was "Capital Punishment." And this is one of

the papers, verbatim et literatim :

"capital punishment.
"The question of capital punishment is one that has been before the edu-

cators, and thinking people for years.
"Is it right, or is it not right? That is the question that confronts us

today.
"The best educators think it is not right, except in extreme cases, where in

the judgment of the teacher, nothing else will conquer the child; but first

every other means, such as kindness, appealing to manhood, should be tried.

"If it becomes necessary that the child must be punished, by capital punish-

ment, great judgment should be used, and the amount of punishment admin-

istered.

"Care should be taken not to strike the child on the hands or about the

head.
"The teacher should never administer capital punishment when he is angry,

but be careful to have investigated the case before doing anything rash.

"Do I think it right? Only in extreme cases, for it tends only to make the

child dislike the teacher, and when other means will do never use capital

punishment."
* * '

A fine Westerner, who has written some of the best short stories

that have come out of New Mexico in many years ;
a gentleman, a

scholar, and a cowboy ;
with the tenderness and tact of a woman—

and a head battle-mapped with six-shooter scars from holding his

own in the lawless days of the frontier—writes me a line from his

(let us hope temporary) exile in beautiful Western New York:
"I have become sadly involved in a good deal of unpleasant noto-

riety. I will disguise nothing from you. The mere fact is, during
the recent prolonged drouth, I allowed myself, from pure innocence

and unsophistication, to irrigate my garden. It has caused great
excitement. To the aboriginal mind, this seems a species of blas-

phemy, a direct flying in the face of Providence. 1 should be in-

dubitably churched, save for one thing.
'T do not know what to do. In vain I have pointed out that I

have the only garden in these parts, and so far as I know, the only

tomatoes, chili, and cucumbers in the State. This only aggravates
a bad matter ; on the ])rinciple, I suppose, that 'the greater the truth,

the greater the libel.'

"My peace-loving instincts urge me to run away and escape the

consequences of my hasty and ill-advised action. Yet, I would hate

to have my children taunted with their father being a fugitive, and am
almost persuaded to stay here and live it down.
"Of all the absurd things I ever saw, for a writer to go West in

search of material is the worst. Myself, I shall presently write you
some 'East from a Car-Window' articles.

"For instance, I was long puzzled to know why—WHY—corn,

cracked corn, and cornmeal should each sell at exactly the same price
here. Also why Graham flour sells for more than common old

garden flour, when more Graham flour is made from less wheat
with less work. Accordingly, having puzzled my brains for a solu-

tion to no purpose, I went to a leading miller for information. It
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is absurdly simple. I don't see why 1 didn't think of it. The reason
is—they have ALWAYS done that way !"

It would be hard to think of a more engaging prospect than a
book on "The East from a Car-Window" by this positive and
pointed gentleman who wields a sassy pen and who has the advan-

tage over Dickie Davis of a structural modesty. He would not use
the geography as a blackboard across which to write his own smart-
ness

; and, in fact, his "car-window" would be a very deliberate and

painstaking observation. Let us trust that his neighbors will keep
him stirred up until he starts the tour!

In this month of gentle memories—for it is colored throughout
by world-wide, if temporary, keeping of the spirit of the First

Gentleman—when, for once in the year, we believe it is blessed to

give and receive, even if we cannot go the whole distance of the

text, it will be well if we may remember those who most need the

helpfulness of our annual thawing-out.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars will be spent in Southern Cali-

fornia this month in Christmas presents. Those who know what
life is good for will spend "more than they can afford" to give
pleasure to their children and their friends. Probably they will

drop some coins in the box of the Salvation Army, and the little

glass boxes of the Orphan Asylums, and the hats of the beggars.
But away out of the desert edge of this our paradise there arc

some thousands of those First Americans, whose lands Ave enjoy
without having paid them. They are not here on the streets where
we see their gauntness, their poverty, their need of human brother-
hood. But up in the mountains of the southern counties, where it

is cold even in a Southern California winter, housed in poor shelters,

half-clothed, ill-nourished, because despite their industry
—and there

are no more industrious people in California—they cannot raise

adequate crops from the worthless soil to which they have been
crowded and confined.

It is proposed to send Christmas boxes to the Southern CaHfor-
•nia Indians. The Sequoya League has taken charge of this matter
and will receive and forward and properly apportion whatever of-

ferings may be made. Neither corsets, nor discarded French hats,
nor Paris gowns are needed. Overcoats, blankets, warm under-

clothing, calico (or any other cloth) ; common clothing for men.
women, children, and toys for children, are the most desirable con-
tributions. Candy for the youngsters is eminently desirable at

Christmas time; but that can best be contributed as money—which
will buy the sweets at the reservation without the trouble of freight-

ing.
This magazine and the bulletins of the Sequoya League have fre-

quently stated the sad conditions on these Southern California In-

dian Reservations. The public has always been generous to help
since it first began to learn through these sources of the need of

help ; and this is merely a reminder that now is a good time to re-

member these neglected people again.

Wells-Fargo & Co. have agreed—with a generosity characteristic

of this "corporation with a soul," and practiced by it for several

years—to attend to the transportation. The Sequoya League will
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attend to the distribution. All packages must be under fifty pounds
in weight. Unless of breakable articles, they would better be shipped
in gunnysacks. An agent of the League will arrange for the gath-

ering of such donations, if donors will advise Mr. Lummis, Chair-

man of the Executive Committee.
The Fourth Bulletin of the League has been issued and will

be sent on application.
Chas. F. Lummis.

the: brown mothers lullaby
By HARRISON CONRARD

'JJNDER the low mesquite,

^HSmah! smah! my sweet!

Hear the laugh of the little ha
As it runs away from the big enyah.
When the yahmosee and the white ellah

Have come up behind the great red face,

Hanne, thy father, will come, my sweet.
With quail from the thicket and deer from the chase.

Under the low mesquite,
Smah ! smah ! my sweet !

Under the low mesquite,
Smah! smah! my sweet!

Little brown antelope, have not a fear—
The growling mawhata will not find you here ;

He is up on the peaks in the pakah, my dear.

When out in the trail creeps the long alonee,

Hanne, thy father, will come, my sweet,
With rabbit and turkey for you and for me.
Under the low mesquite,
Smahe smah! my sweet!

Flagstaff, Arizona.
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$665,000,000.00
Are invested in all the Building and Loan Associations in the United States

j

This is more than the capital of all the National Banks.

WHY IS THIS?
Because they are the safest investment in the world and pay the best interest

on money deposited.

THE

Continental Building & Loan

Association
of San Francisco, is the largest in the United States and pays 6 per cent,

payable semi-annttally, on term deposits; 4 per cent on ordinary deposits,

and from 5 to 6 per cent on monthly savings.



EUREKA, CALIFORNIA,
Has regular and quick water communication with San Francisco, with freight

rates ranging from $i.oo to $4.00 per ton, the cost of living and prices of merchandise,
clothing, manufactures, and general supplies are governed by those those of the

latter place, and vary but little therefrom.

Humboldt County Has:

Great extent, affording choice of location. Cheap lands in abundance. Its own
lumber, fuel, food, wool, leather. Equable temperature, insuring bodily comfort.

Healthfulness, especially absence of fevers and malaria. Diversity of products, giv-

ing variety in occupations. Abundant rainfall, guaranteeing crops and water. Great
natural resources in divers branches. Cheap lumber, making improvements inex-

pensive. Cheap fuel, costing little more than the labor of taking it. Good schools
within reach of every home. Good county government, honestly administered. Cheap
freight rates by sea to all Pacific points. The largest and best body of redwood on
earth. An honest, peaceful, law-abiding population

Humboldt Has Not:

Chinese, to compete with American labor. Irrigation, with its expense and liti-

gation. Spanish grants, to cloud titles and bar settlement. Railroad land grants,
to interfere with progress. Codling moths to destroy the apples. Colorado beetles

to destroy the potatoes. Summer thunderstorms to interfere with harvests. Long
winters when stock must be fed. Severe frosts to destroy vegetation. Crop failures

from any cause whatever. Cyclones, blizzards, tramps or strikes. •

For further information address any of the following well known firms:

H. L. Ricks, Pres. Chamber of Com-
merce,

Geo, W. Baker, Real Estate.
Eureka Ice Co.
R. D. Johnston
Delaney & Young
Taylor & Zane
J. H, Hunter.

G. A. Waldner, Western Hotel
Skinner-Duprey Drug Co,
Thos. H. Perry.
A. B. Hink.
Porter. Fautz & Brooks, Real Estate.

J. C. Henderson.
E. G. Kramer, (Revere House)
Bank of Eureka



Looking down from Rubidoux Mountain

RIVERSIDE
CALIFORNIA

Twelve thousand happy, prosperous people are proud to call Riverside

"home". Four million dollars are annually distributed among them as

cash returns from the golden harvest of her orange groves. Three-fourths

of this surprising sum represents net profit to the grower, who thus enjoys
a yearly dividend of from fifteen to twenty-five per cent of the whole cost

of his grove. The full-fruited orchards possess a rare charm for the winter

tourist and offer splendid investment opportunities to the home seeker.

Full information will gladly be furnished by any of the undersigned.

Rlvlno T^and Co., Vnlencln Groves.
Oeo. F. E^IIIott, Real Estate.
F. Fay Sibley, Automobiles.
HIverMlde Abstract Co.
FiTMt National Itank.
RIverMide Title & Trust Co.
ShlelM & Son, Plumbing & Heating.
Home Telephone Co.

Frank A. Miller, Glenwood Inn.
RivorMide Tru«t Co., Orange Groves.
Seaton & Klnnear Lumber Co.
RiverNide Savings Bank & 'I'rust Co.
Crewnier Mfg. Co., Planing Mill.
Runs liumber <& Mill Co.
Pacifle Lumber Co.
Arlingt|>n Apartments, Lime and Eighth

Sts., Furnished Rooms.
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Send lor our illustrated catalogue showing many patterns ol unusual artistic merit
"
1847 ROGERS BROS."

rUmped on spoons, knives, lorks, etc., represents quality proven by lilc-long service— "SllPer Plate that Wears. "

Sold by all leading dealers. This is the brand o( silver plate that has been i'Justrated in this magazine throughout the year.

Ask for CaUloifue "MSB" MERIDEN KRITAKNIA CO.. "-rlden. Conn. (Int4nTfl"onnl Silver Co.. SucccMor).

m

NAVAJO BLANKETS
AND INDIAN CURIOS AT >V H O L E S A L E

I have more tlian 250 weavers in my employ, including the most skilful now
living, and have taken the greatest pains to preserve the old colors, patterns,
and weaves. Every blanket sold by me carries my personal guarantee of its

quality. In dealing with me, you will get the very finest blankets at wholesale prices.
I also handle the products of the Hopi (Moqui) Indians, buying them under

contract with the trading posts at Ream's Canyon and Oraibi and selling them
at wholesale.

I have constantly a very fine selection of Navajo silverware and jewelry,
NavHJo "ruble*" dit and uncut, peridots and native turquois. Also the choicest
modern Moqui pottery, and a rare collection of prehistoric pottery.

J. L HUBBELL, '"<''" T,ade,

Ganado, Apache Co., Arizona
Write for my Catalogue
and Pricf List

BEKINS VAN & STORAGE CO.
Reduced Rates to and From alt Pnints

Shippers of

Household Goodi

140 South Broadway, Los Angeles Ci F P I C* F T
1060 Broadway . . Oakland =^^^^^^^^=^==

530 hirst National Bank BIdg., Chicago

13th and Mission St., San Francisco

DENTACURA
Tooth Paste cleans and preserves the teeth. Endorsed by thousands

of Dentists, in tubes convenient and economical. For sale at best

stores or direct 25c. Send 6c stamps for trial tube and book.

DENTACURA CO.. 107 Ailing St., Newark, N. Y.

Home A 2055 IVIaln 2rOS

Fittins Up an Office?
Well! Visit the Desk Exchange. We save you money

1 0S N. Broadway LOS ANGELES

ANYVO THEATRICAL COLD CREAM
prevents early wrinkles. It Is not a freckle coatinar ; it re-

moves them. ANYVO CO . 427 North Main St., L,od Anirelee

RamonaToilet^oap FOR 3 ALE
EVERYWH£r?E



SIGHTSEERS, LOOKl

You havn't seen the beauties of the
Pacific Coast until you visit

ENSENADA (Lower Cal.) MEXICO
Take the Lower California Develop-
ment Co.'s beautiful Steamer St. Den-
is from San Diego and you'll be well

repaid.
Time Card of Steamer St. Denis

LEAVE SAN DIEGO

2, 5, 8. 12. 22 and
25th of each month,
at 9 p. m., arriving
next morning at En-
senada •

LEAVE ENSENADA
3, 6, y, 19. 23 and

29th of each month at
8 p- m arriving next
morning at San Diego

DRINH.

Maicr Brewing

Go's

SELECT
BEER

The best and purest brewed on the

Coast. For sale in bottles

and kegs.

TelepHones; Sunset, £x. 91
Home 91

Designing
Engraving

Printing

We Print the

OUT WEST
MAGAZINE

Estimates

Promptly
Furnished

WM, WOLFER A. M. DUNN

t^ ^^^

Commercial, Book and Catalogue

Printing and Binding

837 So. Spring Street, Uos Ang'eles



BAKER.-HOEYCOMPANY
(INC.)

Typewriter Dealers and Rebuilders
244 S. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

We are offering fac-

tory rebuilt Reming-
tons, Smith-Premiers.

Olivers, L. C. Smiths,

Monarchs, Underwoods.
Blickens erfers and

other typewriters at

prices never before

heard of.

Rebuilding a Typewriter
In "rebuilding" a typewriter we replace

all worn and defective parts with new ones.

The machine is as entirely taken down as it

ever was at any time in the process of its

making in the factory from which it came.

Everything n.eeding replacement by new
parts is replaced. After this all parts are

again assembled after being finished and rc-

nickeled, and you have a machine which, in

appearance, perfection of parts and ability
to produce perfect work for a long time is

ill every way equal to a new machine'. The
liflFerence is a saving in cost and worry, be-
cause our machine being actually "rebuilt"

is infinitely better—and must not be com-
pared with a merely "repaired" product.

We Manufac-

ture Cylinders

for All

Machines

Write for Price List and Catalogue

EVERY MACHINE
GUARANTEED

The Only Typewriter Rebuild-

ing Faiflory in the West*



HEALTH MENU

BREAKFAST
Sliced Grape Fruit

Parsley Omelet Baked Potatoes

Hot Cakes, Maple Syrup
Coffee

Hot Cakes—Use Allen's Self-rising

Pancake Flour, mixed with water or

milk and water. Full directions in

every package.

LUNCHEON
Scalloped Onions Cucumber Salad

Brown Bread Sandwiches
Berries and Cream Cookies, Tea

Sandwiches—One loaf Boston
Brown Bread sliced thin and spread
with butter. Make bread from AL-
LEN'S BOSTON BROWN BREAD
FLOUR. For sale by all grocers
Directions in every package.

DINNER

Soup—Cream of Tomato
Roast Lamb Mint Sauce

Green Peas Mashed Potatoes

Lettuce Salad Salted Wafers
Plum Pudding—Foam Sauce

Fruit Nuts Coffee

Plum Pudding—Stir one cup raisins

into two cups Allen's Boston Brown
Bread Flour and add one-half cup
New Orleans molasses, one cup sweet

milk, one egg, one teaspoonful cloves

and one-half a nutmeg grated. Steam
two hours.

Foam Sauce—Directions in every

package of Allen's Boston Brown
Bread Flour,

For sale by all grocers.



The Famous Santa Clara Valley and

—-^County California =

A YOUNG PRUNE ORCHARD NEAR SAN JOSE

Population'
, 40,000 ,

_ Tanta Clara County Is Pre'eminvntly
th» Horticultural Count; of the State

San Jose (Pronounced\"San Ho.Say")

30 MILES SOUTH FROM SAN FRANCISCO. M »^nificent all Year
Climate, No Ice, No Sno-w, Stimulating, Not Znervatin^

This is the world's famous fruit valley, and poultry thrives in this section. We will
make room for 5000 good families with a few thousand dollars to secure orchard
homes of 10 to 20 acres that pay. We need the boys and girls in the summer to pick
fruit and work in the canneries at good wages. We raise more peaches, prunes,
cheriies, apricots, etc., than any other section.

For Information Address

SanJose Chamber of Commerce IZ^'^^^'.^^t
Jon. H. Riickrr & Co., Real Eatate.
A. C. Darby, Real Estate.
MlMMliin Henlty Co..

14 E. Sna Feraando St.
Cnnf. «h«rt & Ryaa, Real EMtate.
Enjfle Bre^very.
Home U aioa. Groceries.
Hotel RriMtoI.
Speacer & Healey, Veteriaary SarKeoaii.
Fred M. Stera, Sead for Covrboy Oatflt

Cataloini^.
Red Star l.nuadry.

T. S. MaatKomery A Sob, Real Estate.
T. C. Baraett, Real Entate.
JohBNoa & Temple, Real Entate.
First Natioanl llaak of Saa Jose.
Gardea City Maak aad Trust Co.
A. Damonte & Co., IHfic. Calif. Glace Frnlta.
The Raak of Sna Jose.
Security State llaak of Saa Jose.
Cambers-Hayes Co., Furaiture.
Triakler-DohrmaBB Co., Crockery.
E. A. A I. O. Hayes.
The J. K. Armsby Co., Dried Fruit Packers.



REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA^

"TTe

Gem
City"

The home of the Perfect Orange. Where

prosperity abounds and happiness and com-
fort are everywhere in evidence, and how
can it be otherwise? Visit us next January
and see our 7,000 acres of orange trees load-

ed with the golden ripe fruit; hundreds of

beautiful residences, the homes of the pros-

perous orange grower and the well-to-do

or wealthy easterner; the magnificent mansions on The Heights occupied by the

millionaire who finds in Redlands the scenery, the climate and general conditions

which captivate him. All these people spend their money, and lots of it, in our

city. Then why not prosperity? Why not* the best schools, the finest churches, a

thriving Y.M.C.A., social clubs and fraternal organizations, an up-to-date public li-

brary, the best and cleanest streets and grounds and the largest deposit per capita in

our banks? GROWING! Of course we are growing!! The Col. Greene "Castle on the

Hill" which is distributing $100,000 to labor alone at the rate of more than $3,000 a

week; the new Hubbard electric car line through the city; the Oak Glen electric line

about to be built to the new "Mile High Hotel" and mountain city; the opening up
of 14,000 acres of rich land in Yucaipa Valley only five miles south of us; the growing
popularity of our many nearby mountain resorts; the expensive and extensive addi-

tions and improvements to our New Casa Loma Hotel under the management of

D. M. Linnard, and last but not least the assurance of a big college in "this college

town without a college," all spell PROSPERITY.

Write the Board of Trade or any of the following firms, or better still, come and

see us and let us tell you of the good things in store for REDLANDS.

Wllliamii-Ciirtlai Co., Real >i:iitDre. • John P. Flitk, Real Estate.

J. \V. Jenkins, Electrical Contractor. W. J. Davenport & McLaln, Contractorii.

Casa lioma Hotel Co. Geo. S. Rlsgln, Real Estate. J. J. Naugrtaton.
D. M. Donald, Contractor. Redlands Abstract A Title Co. First National Bank.
Mutual Oranee Distributors, Fruit Shli pers. John P. Hlgrht, Jr., Real Estate.

John Blodgett, Livery. Hill Crest Inn. Redlands Fruit Association
J. C. Reeves, Hay & Grain. Redlands Laundry Co. L. E. Huntington, Contractor.

Palm Confectionery, E. E. Case. Dike & Losie, Real Estate.

Anderson <& Asher, Real Estate. Austin & Clark Co., Real Estate.



FROM THE OAKLAND TRIBUNE, SEPT. 18. 1907

Alameda in Line
Alameda is joining in the march of municipal progress which has become

a permanent characteristic of the three neighboring cities. The community
south of fhe estuary has kept well to the front with its public improvements
for a great many years. No city in the State has better constructed or better

kept macadamized streets than Alameda. Of late new ambitions have been
housed in the community. A club of its enterprising citizens has been or-

ganized which has cut out for itself the work of expanding the population to

the fifty thousand mark. It will take a lot of hard boosting to accomplish that

result, but the club is entering on its mission with enthusiasm, anticipating

nothing short of complete success.

In conjunction with the task undertaken by the Fifty Thousand Club,

steps have been taken by Alameda's progressive government to bond the city
in the sum of $305,000 for additional school facilities, a children's playground
and other public improvements. The promoters of the issue are actually
worrying over the fact that no serious opposition has developed against the

proposition. The community is so unanimous on the subject that when it

comes to voting the promise is good that there will be no negative ballots to

count at the close of the polls. The immediate effect of this situation is to

stop the flow of local oratory.
The early prospect of the electrization of the local steam railroads is

stimulating self-improvement in Alameda. This week the work of paving
Webster street from the approach to the drawbridge south will be started, the
Oakland Traction Company co-operating with the city in the improvement.
This improvement has been a long pressing want. It will greatly facilitate

communication between the two cities. Then, again, Alameda is beginning to

cherish commercial ambitions, which is a good sign. It owns a water frontage
of 1200 feet on the south shore of the estuary, which, when improved, will

doubtless bring substantial revenue into the city treasury. The occupation of
its reclaimed marsh lands by manufactories and warehouses is also beginning
Lo add to Alameda's business importance and stimulate the desire to reach a

higher position than it now occupies. When the harbor subway is ripe for

development, Alameda is sure to be Oakland's ally in the enterprise, for it

realizes that what helps one city advances also the interests of the other.

Anything you want to know of Alameda will find ready response by ad-

dressing the following :

Hammonil & Ilnminond. Real Eatate.
Miller & Iliintn, iteni Kittnte.
CbnrleM Adninn <& Co., Real Estate.
F. It. Neville, Ketil Kntiite.

Halney Wehn Co., Real Kntate.
J. S. Hanley & Co., Rent Estate.
LeinrU & Sha-w, Real Bntate.
L.. W. McGlauflln, Real Estate and Ib-

snranoe.
Soott & Jndd, Real Estate.
Alamedn Land C<i., Real Estate.
Island Real Estate Co., Real Estate.
Wm. Uufour & Co., Real Estate.
G. H. Suelflohn, Real Estate.
H. O. Mehrtens, Real Estate.
Geo. E. Plumnier & Son, Real Estate
and Contractors.

C. V. HuKhes Co., Real Estate.
A. J. Torres, Real Estate.
Hally & Co., Real Estate.

IVm. ZnlKK« Merchant.
Rhodes & Jaiuleson, Wood, Coal and

Ice.

E. D. Ells & Co., Enrniture Store.
Henry Schneider, Stationery Store.
M. H. Owens, Plumber.
California Cabidet Co.
Bank of Alameda.
T. Von Ah Ala. Stables.
KreiK & Halton, Gents' Earnlshinss.
L. A. KoniKshofer, Dry Goods Store.
Jersey Creamery Co.
Combs & Fisher, Meat Market.
Citizens Bank of Alameda.
Prosser Phnrmncy.
R. P. Clark. Carpenter.
Hans Anderson, Furniture Store.
Smiley & GallaKher, Undertakers.
C. P. Magagnos, Photo Supplies.



MONTEREY, California

Financially
The greatest opportunities

Climatically
The evenest temperature

on the Continent

Commercially
Tht most promising

Residentially
The pleasanlest on Earth

Transportationally
A safe harbor at all seasous. Southern Pacific R. R. system, Monterey,

Fresno, and Eastern R. R., building, and other lines contemplated

Before locating elseiohere commumcate ivith

PROMOTION COMMITTEE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
or any of the following hading firms:

Lillie Sanatorium
Merchants' Association

Monterey County Gas & Electric Co.
A. M. Aggeler, Grocer
David Jacks Corporation

Monterey News Co.

Wright & Gould, Real Estate
F, M. Hilby, Druggist
Littlefield & Masengill, Eureka Stables
Francis Dcud
Ella Thomas, Real Estate

all winter.

It's Summer All The Year

at Pacific Grove, California

The Winter Seaside Resort

The CALIFORNIA CHAUTAUQUA on the
beautiful bay of Monterey, 128 miles south of San
Francisco, Sunshine and no frost. Flowers bloom

A paradise for invalids and convalescents.

Surf bathing every day. Fine new bath house. Won-
derful submarine gardens. Glass bottom boats. Boat-

ing and
fishing. Magnificent scenery and charming drives.

Beautiful military post. Fine schools. Old

^
* - mission and famous historic buildings. All

s^ ^" round trip railroad ticket are good for a visit

<yBK to Pacific Grove without extra charge.

<*Hli^
'

^°' literature and information address

_^^^DJ)FJRADE, PACIFIC GROVE. CALIF. ,

or any of the following firms: ^
Holman's'Department Store; D. R. Beardsley, Gro-

cer; Pacific Improvement Co., Real Estate; Culp
Brothers, Stationery, Sporting Goods; C. S. Harris,

Real Estate; Monterey County Gas & Electric Co.;

Winston & Winston, Del Mar Hotel; Alexander &
Fitzsimmons, Real Estate; Long & Gretter, Pharma-

cists; Strong & Camp, Real Elstate & Insurance,

Mrs. Thomas Gibson, Grove Cafe; Thos. M. Luke,
Mammoth Stables; W. M. Davidson,' Real Estate.



Lodi, Cal.The District of| ^'^ ^rm ^ m ^"^ Is not Excelled in

the State

For many reasons, the Lodi district is destined to be one of the richest and most de-
sirable in the state. The climate is even and healthful and the water pure and
bountiful. The prevailing west winds bring the equable climate of the sea, Her
soil is rich, and will grow, successfully, fruit, grapes, berries, alfalfa and all kinds of
vegetables. Any one who -would till the soil can suit his taste, or his genius. Farmer
make ff^om $.loo to $200' per acre growing potatoes, and from $200 to $300 growing
onions. Our gardeners make from $300 to $500 per acre growing vegetables and
berries. Alfalfa produces from 5 to 7 crops each season and from 8 to 10 tons per
acre.

The Lodi district without doubt excells all others for the

Famous Royal Plame Tokay Grapes
and is great for wine grapes. This district alone shipped 1141 cars of table grapes
(mainly Tokays) and sold them in the Eastern markets for $1,141,000. This was
fifty per cent of the table grapes of the entire state. A single day's sales of the
LODI TOKAY GRAPES aggregated over $40,000. Other crops sold for $1,200,000.
This district is noted for fruit. One farmer gathered, this season $4350 worth of
peaches from 15 acres, $1500 worth of French prunes from 5 acres and $1600 worth ol

pears from 8 acres. Are we wrong when we say the LODI DISTRICT IS NOT
EXCELLED IN THE STATE? Home seekers and investors can do no better than
come to the Lodi district.

for Further Information Address

LODI BOARD Or TRADE, Lodi, California

Come! LooK!
See For Yourself

This is all we ask. Look all over the State of California, or the entire continent,
for that matter, then come to CAMPBELL, Santa Clara Co., Cal., and we know
what your verdict will be—you will become one of us. We know we have just what
you want, and we want you to know it, too. This is not a section of country wait-
ing for a future, but is an established community with present day records of pro-
ductiveness to guarantee future results. Nothing problematical about that, is there?
Besides, there is no better all-the-year climate in the world than we have right here.
Winters and summers alike leave nothing to be desired, and you do not have to go
elsewhere in summer to keep cool or in winter to keep warm. You can stay at
home all the year and be as comfortable as at any place on earth. But you cannot
live on climate, so Campbell will furnish you with an opportunity to make a living.
You can get a fruit ranch of any size desired, all ready for you to step in and
become one of our prosperous orchardists. Cheaper lands furnish grand opportuni-
ties for poultry raising, with a ready market for all your product. Fruit packing
and drying houses need your work during the long fruit season—men and women,
boys and girls, are then in great demand. The best of educational advantages in a

good, clean, "dry" tovvn will appeal to a*J, whether they are seeking a town home,
a business place, a fruit ranch or a poultry farm. Write for additional information
to the CAMPBELL IMPROVEMENT CLUB, or

J. C. Ainsley, Fruit Canner Mrs. C. W. Sutter, Hotel E, B. Kennedy, Real Estate
John F. Duncan Farmers* Union C. N. Cooper
S. G. Rodeck C. H. Whitman C. Berry
P. C. Hartman, Dentist B. O. Curry, Real Estate E. W. Preston, Cyclery
Mary F, Campbell John L. Hagelin Campbell Fruit Growers' Union



JUl Roads
Lead to....

I.

Holtville
Has Good
Shade Trees

THE WHOLE WORLD IS HE.ADED THIS WMY

The Irrigation Canal at Holtville

In Imperial Ualley, Imperial County, California

i^^HIS valley comprises Five Hundred Thousand Acres of land as fertile as the val-

/|l ley of the nile. Water in abundance, from the Colorado River for all the land.
^^ Sunshine practically ev<ry day in the year, HOLTVILLE is favored with a

perfect natural drainage and is healthful. Receives the first water coming from the
soiirc to the valley, thereby insuring water under any circumstances.

Is situated jus-t at sea level and generates electricity from water power for lights
and power for the entire valley. Tributary to this town lies rich sandy loam soil par-

ticularly adapted to raising the first (Jrapes and Cantaloupes in California. Alfalfa
can bt- harvested nine times in one season, though pasturing thi grass is very profit-
aide and in which case fences t^ke the place of hay stacks and the hogs do the work
of the harvester. Land with water in this section can be bought for from $20.00 per
acre up. Come and see or address

^%lr^?:^''' CHAMBER of COMMERCE, Holtville, CaL
or any of thefoUo'wing business firms:

F. N. CHaplin CgL Son, Real Estate
Ed. E,. Boyd Realty Co.
tiling L. Hendle, R-eal Estate
L. S^windle, Real Estate
J. Ray "Wimp
M. P. Harris
H. J. Messenger, Livery and

Feed
G U. ApKins

C J. ScHencK, Genl. Mdse.
• J. V. Tagg'art, Jr.

F. J. Cole, El Centro, Cal.
"W. F, Robinson, Hotel yVlamo
F. M. Morris, Confectionery
Citizens BanK
J. S. Bridenstine
National Lumber Co.
\V. F. Holt, Redlands, CaL

H<>in—All kinds. Se« Hummel Bros. & Co.. 116-118 E. Second St. Tel. Main 509.



ESCONDIDO Califofnia

The Inland

Metropolis of
San Diego
County

HOTEL ESCONDIDO
A thrifty growing country, new homes and new business houses being built every

day. Is the center of a large area of productive farming country, and offers the best
inducements for a home or for investment in Southern California.

Here is an up-to-date Irrigation System owned by the people; no expense for

Water except cost of distribution and maintenance of the system. The finest high
school building in Southern California. No bonded debt. No saloons. Just the

place for an ideal home.

Address CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Escondido, Cal.



BURLINGAME
The most celebrated town
in Central California today.

SEVENTEEN MILE DRIVE AROUND SPRING VALLEY FALLS, BURLINGAME, CALIFORNIA

The home of golf, polo, magnificent country residences, charming drives,

healthy sea bathing and above all a climate that is second to none, educational
facilities of the highest order and a substantial class of "all the year round" San
Francisco business men and tradespeople.

Burlingame is the home of flowers. Here are grown more roses, carnations,
sweet peas and lilies than in any other section of California.

Coming more and more into public notice as a charming community of homes,
Burlingame is dominated today by a spirit of progress and any inquiry in regard to
real estate, business opportunities or home advantages will be cheerfully answered
when addressed to any of the concerns whose names appear below.

F, J» Rodgers & Co. Real Estate

Lyon & Hoagf, Real Estate F. .D Lorton & Co., Real Estate

Geo. Wilkens, Grocer

Beebe & Tyler, Building Contractors

John Shepherd & Son, Express &
Transfer Delivery

A. L. Offield, Physician & Surgeon
Thomas McCutcheon. Restaurateur

26, Montgomery St., S. F., Cal.
San Mateo Bakery
W. C. Brown & Co., Fuel and Feed

Lorton & Morken, Grocers
J. H. O'Hara, Plumbing & Plumbing

Supplies
Albert A. Myer, Real Estate
Archibald & Aubrey, Real Estate

Joseph Culbert, Livery & Private

Boarding
August Berg, Contractor & Builder
Stanford & Co., Real Estate
Peninsula Meat Co.



s AN MATEO
THE FLORAL CITY

San Francisco's Nearest and Most eautiful Suburban City

THE PENINSULA

Now in course of construdlion at a cost of $500,000 will open April Ist. 1908

accomodating 400 guests

San Mateo has reached that stage of development which nothing short

of complet annihilation can now permanently check. The expansion of

San Francisco, as inevitable as that of New York, must in the very nature

of things be toward San Mateo, on the land side, unimpeded by intervening
water. Just so surely as New York has, by degrees, spread into West-

chester, so must San Francisco march into San Mateo with the teeming
thousands which are to populate the new and greater city. With such a

future, San Mateo becomes a point of wonderful opportunity, not alone to

the suburban home seeker, but to those v/ho recognize the value of realty

investments as sources of future wealth. Just as up-town realty built up
the Astor fortune in the Eastern metropolis, so w;ll future Astors of this

coast realize from investments in San Mateo and vicinity.

For any further information, address San Mateo Board of Trade or

any of the following:

H. N. Royden, Real Estate
Peninsula Realty Company, Real Estate
Loveland & Shand, Real Estate
W. H. Cone. Real Estate
B. L. Grow Realty Co., Real Estate
E. M. Warn Lumber Co.
W. E. Tourtelotte, Contractor
Chas. N. KIrkbrlde. Attorney-at-Law
Clare-Metzgar Co., Furnishing Goods,

Clothing
E. H. Alt, Shoe Store
Levy Bros., Merchants
San Mateo Bakery
T. Masterson, Hotel Wisnom
J. A. Foster, Electrical Enoine'^r

Wisnom, Bonner Hardware Co.
Jennings Bros., Livery
A. L. Sanderson, Dentist
Sneider & Smith, Furniture Store
G. Palanca, Floral City Music Depot
C. M. Morse, Druggist
Peninsula Meat Co., Meat Market
San Mateo Planing Mill Co.
J. F. Killeiea, Co., Painters and Decorators
Borges & Kenner, Cigars and Stationery
John F. Lee, Building Contractor
W. R. Spence. Pianos and Phonographs
C. W. McCraken, Confectioner
N. Van Kammen, Jeweler and Optician
H. G. Von OORSCHOT, Photo Studio



San Bernardino, California
Located in the center of a magnificent and fertile val-

ley and reached by three transcontinental railroads—
the Salt Lake, Santa Fe and Southern Pacific.

Population 15,000
and Increasing Rapidly

FROM TROPICAL SAN BERNARDINO TO FRIGID MT. SAN BERNARDINO

The scenic beauty within and surrounding the city is unexcelled in Southern
California. Splendidly equipped trolley lines radiate to all neighboring towns and
communities. As a business and commercial center San Bernardino ranks among
the best in the State.

First class schools, Public Library and churches of nearly all denominations.
For booklet and further information address

Secretary Board of Trade, San Bernardino, California

The San Bernardino Merchants' Protective Association
or any of the following leading business firms:

San Bernardino Realty Board.
Neff & Adair, R«'al Rfitate.
Boyd & Scott, Real E^Mtate & Intinrance.
Vecital & Hiihbnrd, Real E^Ntate &, Ina.
Star Realty Co., Real EHtate.
Innurance, l^oan & Land Co.
Taylor Realty Co., Real Kstate, Loans &

InMiirance.
Coohrnn & Ridenbaug^h (Miniature Orangre

Groveci, fSOO.
San Bernardino Realty Co., Real Estate,
Insurance & Lonns.

Pioneer Abstract «& Title Guaranty Co.
San Bernardino Abstract Co.

Consolidated Abstract & Title Guaranty
Co.

ArroTt'head Garag^e.
I nine Furniture Co.
David R. Glass, President Business Collegre
Geo. M. Cooley Co., Hard'vt-are.
Mrs. C. H. Davis, Bradford Rooming: House
W. W. Brison, Jr.
Board of Trade.
San Bernardino National Bank
H. M. Barton
H. W. Haserman.
T. A. Blakely.

Hummel Bros. * Co.. "Heln Center." 116-118 E. Second St Tel. Main SCO.



DO IT N O W!
Go and see the Garden Spot of California

San Leandro
Alameda County Across the Bay from San Francisco

Perfect Climate Beautiful Shaded Streets

Acres of Table Vegetables and Great Cherry Orchards

LAKE CHABOT

This lovely sheet o( water lies one mile east of San Leandro. Precipitous hills on all sides enhance it

beauty. A scenic roadway situated at quite an elevation skirts the western shore for several miles.

For further information write to

The Best Mfg. Co., Agricultural Machlo*
ery

O. J. Lynch, Druggist
A. Whelton, Real Estate

A. L. Peralta, Real Estate
C. W. McLaughlin
Suburban Electric Light & Gas Co.

H. H. Clark
J.M.' Estudlllo, Real Estate
M. C. King, Garage and Cyclery
J. J. Gill
J. M. Santana
F. B. Eber
Leo Best
E. Hoerst



FRUITV ALE
The Queen city around the bay of San Francisco, a suburb of Oakland and San

Francisco, a delightful temperate clima te; a population of 20,000; magnificent schools
and churches; a city essentially of homes where the tired toiler may rest after his

weary day's labor, and where his wife and children can obtain that health and
strength which is denied in congested cities, and yet we are only 20 minutes from
the metropolis of California, where flowers grow the year round and where property
can be had for a small fraction of the cost of a home in the large cities. Wide and
beautiful streets; 2 transcontinental railways pass through the town and with un-
excelled electric street car facilities. One of the most beautiful towns around the

bay of San Francisco extends to you a cordial invitation to invest and become one
of us.

FRUIT VALE ALAMEDA COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA

For further information address Secretary of Board of Trade or any of the

following firms:

Frultvale Realty Co.
Transbny Iteulty Co., IS.^T Broadway,

Oakland, Frultvale Helglitii Tract.
S. T. Siiiitli, Real BMtate.
H. A. Pleltner, Real E-state.
Frank K. Mott Co., 1060 Broadway,
Oakland, Real Fntate.

Geo. H. l^ee & Soun. Real Fstate.
Henry Barkmeyer. R-al Estate
Myers «X: Maloon, Klectrieal Engineers
and Contractors.

Bank of Frultvale.
I^. R. Green, Plumbing'.

J. E. IJoyd, Harness and Saddlery.
Frultvale Haril^vare Co.

Gibbins & Guirey, Contractors and Builders
FruitvJile i^uiiiber Co.
E. L. Bro«-n, Grocer.
Frultvale Garage Co.
T. McKenKie, Groceries.
S. S. Au.stin.
Grant D. Miller, 1128 23rd Ave., Oak-

land, Undertaker.
Berliniann & Jamison, Livery and
Boarding Stables.

SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA
XKe Harbor City

SAN PEDRO HARBOR

In addition to the large amounts

being expended by the government to

improve the harbor, over six million

dollars of private capital is now being

expended to improve shipping facili-

ties. The object of this expenditure
is to furnish terminals for coastwise,

Oriental and South American traffic.

San Pedro is one of the best towns
in Southern California and its pros-

pects are exceptionally bright. Write
to the Secretary of the San Pedro

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
for information regarding San Pedro.

Dodson Bros,, Contractors
Bank of San Pedro
O. C. Abbott, Real Estate & Ins.

San Pedro Ice Co.
Huff & Williams Furniture Co.
J. A. Rocha, Contractor & Builder
N. T. McClennon
F. H. Poole & Co., Real Estate



PALO ALTO £
alifornia

Greatest Educational
Center of the "West

Most Deavitiful Home
City in California

What the Hudson River region is to New York City, such is the San Francisco

Peninsula to the metropolis of California. Land lying near any great city has an
investment vahie that is unsurpassed, both in regard to stability and income.

The region for fifty miles south of San Francisco is being developed at a mar-
velous rate. Palo Alto is the central point in this development. Its educational

ALONG A PALO ALTO SIDEWALK

advantages, its public improvements, its business opportunities and its high moral
tone make the town especially attractive to all home-seekers, while rapid transit

brings it into convenient distance as a residence place for San Francisco business

men. No one who anticipates making a home in California should fail to see

Palo Alto.

Write for information to Secretary Board of Trade, Palo Alto, Cal., or

Co-Operative Land & Trust Co., Real
Estate

Board of Trade
Dudfield Lumber Co., Lumber ai«d Mill-

work •

The J. J. Morris Real Estate Co.
"Curry of Palo Alto," Furniture, Carpets, ^A,

etc. #"
Palo Alto Promotion Committee
B. F. Hall, Real Estate
H. W. Simkins, Bookseller
Corbaley's Cyclery, Bicycles and Model

Making
Palo Alto Hardware Co.
Alfred Seale

Mendenhall &. Woods, Dry Goods
S. J. Parsons, Livery
Mrs. M. Rafferty. University Hotel
Corbaley &. Thorpe Auto Co.
Michael Sabadin, University Restaurant
C. E. Haskell &. Co., Men's Furnishings

and Hatters
C. N. Williams, Carpet Cleaning Works
Thoits Shoe Store
Earie &. Co., Grocers
Frank W. Backus, Crockery and Paints
Palo Alto Transfer Co.
Robert A. Thompson, Real Estate Broker
J. T. Simpson, Haberdasher
M. C. Lauridsen, Meat Market



IMPERIAL c
Imperial Covinty

alifornia
THE METROPOLIS OF THE IMPERIAL VALLEY
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Earlimont Colony
Tulare

County

California

A Land of Opportunity
A Land of Promise

Earliest Section
Of California's

Early Belt

EARLIEST
That's What Counts

Earliest Oranges
Earliest Grapes
Earliest Figs
Earliest Olives

Quickest Returns

Extraordinary Prices

Gathering the Earliest Oranges in the
State near Portersville.

EARLIEST VEGETABLES

EARLIEST DECIDUOUS FRUITS EARLIEST SMALL FRUITS

South of Portersville, earliest part of Tulare County. Rolling upland. At base
of Sierra foothills. No killing frosts. No scale. No smut. No diseases. No
heavy winds. A beautiful landscape. Responds to landscape gardener's art. Pure
air. Unsurpassed climate. Remarkably healthful. Well located. Abundant cheap
Water. Virgin soil, extremely rich. Close to railroad. Near to mountain camps
and resorts. Splendid hunting and fishing grounds in easy reach.

FIRST SUBDIVISION—TO THOSE WHO W^ILL IMPROVE
Earlimont Colony Co. will care for property of absent owners. Land with water only
$50.00 per acre. Purchasers given benefit of land at about one third usual price in

preference to other modes of advertising first subdivision. Large tracts for sale for

subdivision. A crop of early vegetables will pay for land first season. Orange
groves begin to bear second season and increase rapidly each succeeding year till they
net from $300 to $600 or more per acre. Good grammar school already on property.
Store, postoffice, telephone, etc., will soon be established. A flourishing town soon.
Electric roads in near future. Get in early and avoid the rush.

Address all communications to WM. A. SEARS, Portersville, Tulare County, Cal.
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LOS GATOS
The Most Beautifully Situated Residence Town in

Central California

LARGEST CONCRETE ROADWAY BRIDGE IN CALIFORNIA

Located in the foothills of the Santa Cruz mountainst fifty miles south
of San Francisco and ten miles from San Jose
Stanford University and State Normal adjacent. Los Gatos has first

class facilities.

Numerous Churches- No Saloons. Deligfhtful Climate all the Year.
Electric and Steam Railroad communication. This locality is the home
of all deciduous fruits. For information address J ecretary Board of
Trade, or any of the followingf :

Crosby & Leask, Dry Goods
J. H. Pearce, General Merchandise
A, C. Covert. Real Estate
W. L. Pearce Co., General Mdse.
B, H. Noble & Co., Real Estate & Ins.

Johns & McMurtry, Real Estate.

J. A, McCoy, Real Estate & Ins.

F. F. Watkins, Druggist
Bank of Los Gatos

George A. Green, Drugs & Photo Sup.
J. D. Crummey
H. J. Crall, Books, Stationary, etc.

J. J. Fretwell, Watchmaker & Jeweler
L. B. Mallory, Broker
E. L. Chase, Music
O. Lewis & Son, Hardware, Tinning
& Plumbing

Hunt's Steam Bakery



MELROSE
On the eastern shore of San Francisco Bay,
Alameda County, California, is the seat
of UNION HIGH SCHOOL No. 4, the
finest, best equipped school in Alameda
Co. ;itis also the seat of MILLS COLLEGE,
the Alma Mater of so many of California's
most talented women.

ON THE BOULEVARD, MELRO^n
H. G. Gunning, Real Estate.
Geo. A. Taylor, Real Estate.
Chas. A. Arnitstrong, Real Entnte.
Pleasants & Pleasants, Suburb Realty

Co.
Healy Home Building: Co., Real Estate.
H. VV. Davis, Real Estate.
Fred R. Baniinann, Hard^vare, Etc.
P. A. Dubois, Drugs.
Baker Bros., Garage.

It is but 40 minutes* electric
car ride—one fare—from the

University of California at

Berkeley. It is close to San
Francisco by the S. P. local

system, a train every twenty
minutes, and to Oakland
Berkeley and Alameda, by
O. T. Co. electric system and
transfers. Five minute cars.
Fare to all points 5 cents.
Melrose now presents the
best reasonably priced resi-

dence prdperty about the

bay and all the conveniences
necessary for a pleasant
home.
For furtherinformation address

L. Castera, Gents' Furnishings.
Wm. Sehoening, Grocer.
P. M. Hoist & Co., Hay and Grain.
C. U. Henderson, I^uniber.
G. E. Parker, Insurance.
R. H. Roane, Inspector.
Taylor «6 Park, Ice Cream Parlor.
J. R. Talcott.
Armstrong & Storey, Cigars and Bil-

liards.

IDEAL, Yes indeed,
V.

San

Jacinto

Has advantages

hard to beat

Ideal for
Poultry

Soil of a sandy
loam, plenty cot-

ton-wood trees, (a

native here), arte-

sian water of the

purest.

Address=
Chamber ofCommerce

—
SAN JACINT6 &6V

—
Buff Wyandotte, owned by

O. S. Hofmann

SAN JACINTO,
Riverside County, Cal.



FRESNO

COUNH
^Professor Blackmar of Washington, D. C. says, "It is a

truly wonderful County. Productive beyond imagination,
and rich beyond the dreams of wealth—a wealthy agricul-
tural district in one of the grandest valleys the sun ever
shone on."

^It is the County of opportunities for the man of small means
and plenty of grit.

^It is equally great in yielding returns on the rich man's in-

vestments.

qPRESNO COUNTY raised in agricultural products in 1906

nearly $25,000,000.

^FRESNO COUNTY has fourteen banks with deposits ag-

gregating $8,500,000.

^That means the saving of the ten, twenty and forty acre

man. Looks good, doesn't it?

^How does it appeal to you?

^If you are interested write to any of the undersigned or to the

Fresno County Chamber ofCommerce

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

and they will forward you a finely illustrated 48-page pamphlet,

telling of the great resources of this wonderful County.

IT FORMS A TRUE TALE OF A WONDERFULLY RICH DISTRICT

GUI Real Estate Aceiiey, Real Eiitate.
Pernlta InveHtnient Com Oranice Land.
PearHona Realty Kxchunice, Ileal Knlate.
\\. IV. Kohrer & Co.. UrnuKe & <;rHpe l.nnd.
Jeime Janson A F. M. Illanchard, Real

EMtate.
DeMrltt H. Gray A Co., Real F:>tate.

Sheperd-Tearne Co. Send for Free Home-
neekera Guide.

Fulton & Grand Central Hoteln, nnder one
nianaKeiuent, apeciul accomuiodationa
for ooiiiuierrlal trnvelern.

Sperry Flour Co., Flour, Feed and Grain.
NARES ( SAUNDERS. Managers. Laguna de Tache Grant



OF FIVE ACRES
AND UPWARDS

in the Counties of

Fresno and Merced

California

MILLER AND LUX
Los Banost

* Merced County

California

Yosemitc

Valley
OPEN TO TOURISTS

Autumn Months

Winter Months

ALL THE YEAR

YOSEMITE VALLEY R. R.

Quich. Scenic Convenient

FAKE ONLY $18.50 Round Trip
From Merced, Cal.

Fine Vestibule Train Daily. Connects with

Santa Fe and S. P.

See Yosemite during the Fall months, when
the water-falls are running full, the dust of the

summer laid low, the air clear and cool, and
with all the beautiful Autumn appearance of

Valley and Mountain Or, see it in Winter in

its mantle of snow and ornaments of ice.

An 80 mile ride through the picturesque Merced River

Canyon to the Portal of Yosemite. For information or

descriptive folders, address:

H H. VI^lC^NT
Genl. Agt.. 553 S. Spring St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

O. IV. LEHMER
Traffic Mgr.

MERCED, CAL.

Oxnard
The Beautiful

The Home o f

American Beet

Sugar Company

^^^^ (Founded J 898)

Corner of 5th and B Streets, Oxnard, Cal.

Has now 3000 population. Located in Ventura county, 66 miles from Los Angeles, in the best

farming district in the state of California. Every business known to first class California towns is

represented here. No property bought and sold for speculative purposes, and property is today worth

par value. Water works, electric light, two telephone and telegraph companies, two banks, best of

schools, good churches.
For further information address

SECRETARY BOARD OF TRADE
or any of the following well known firms:
American Beet Sugar Co. HIII & I^anbacher, Real Bstate and Ins.
Ventura County Power Co. Oxnard Furniture & Plumbing Co.
Oxnard I-lvery & Feed Stable. W. R. Norton, Oxnard News Agency.
LiChmann Bros. T^. F}. Vaughn, Jeweler.

Robert Oreen. Barber.



Four
Routes
TO THE EAST

Via

New Orleans
El Paso

Ogden
Portland

Limited Trains
HigH Class Service
Luxurious Dining Cars
THroug'H Cars to £.ast-

ern Points

City TicKet 0£Bce

600 S. SPRING ST.
Corner SixtK Los j^n^ele

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

mm»m

Ou» Wesr Cfiq l a



Southern Pacific

^>^c"INSIDE TRACH"

To Riverside <"»<• Redlands
Through the

ORANGE GROVES
of Southern California

Special Train every morning frcm Los Angeles with

long stops for sightseeing, returning early in the evening.

T. A. GRAHAM, Asst. Genl. Freight and Pass. Agt.
e>00 S. Spring St., Cor. 6tH. Los Angeles



>>^Sft^Valoma t«?ilet5?ap AX ALL
DRUG STORE--:



GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
ReacKed on y

via tHe Santa Fc



A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND

HAPPY NEW YEAR
To all our past and future patrons. Your joy will be doubled,
if, when you travel between Southern California and the East
the journey is over the Salt Lake Route, Union Pacific and

Chicago & Northwestern Rys. in that "Palatial Train for Par-
ticular People," the

LOS ANGELES LIMITED

Three days JIl'L Los Angeles and Chicago
There's nothing finer in railway service and beautiful scenery
to view en route. Any ticket agent can give you information
about this train and route.

T. C. PECK, Genl. Passr. Agent
F. A. WANN, Gnl. Traffic Mgr.

Los Angeles, Cal.
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Make that Cold

Room a Cozy Den
In nearly every house there is one room that is extremely

hard to heat—it is therefore practically closed for the winter.

This room can he made the coziest room in the house with
no trouble hv the use of the

PERFEaiON 00 Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

This heater gives intense heat, with no smoke, no smell.

Turn it as high as you can to Hght it, as low as you can to

extinguish it. Easy to clean, easily carried from ro(Tm to

room. Nickel or japan finish. Every heater guaranteed.

The m^^^\/^r\ T om t-\
is the best lamp for a]l-

J. X^^JfX^ J^dllip round household pur-^^^^
poses. Cjives a clear, steady light

Made of brass throughout and nickel plated. Equipped with the

latest improved central draft burner. Handsome—simple
—

satisfactory. Every lamp guaranteed.
If you cannot get heater and lamp at your dealer's, write

to our nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)

1



POWDER
Absolutely Pure

A Cream of Tartar Powder
free from alum or phos-

phatic acid

MAKES HOME BAKING EASY

NO OTHER FOOD PRODUCT
HAS A LIKE RECORD

Baker s Cocoa
50

Highest Awards
in

Europe and
America

127
Years of Constantly

Increasing

Sales

Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.

[Established 1780]

DORCHESTER, MASS.

A CHRISTMAS ^JSKET
OF BISHO'P'S FRUITS

Here is a gift to please anyone. A
basket like above illustration filled

with / 5 different pacl^ages of

Bishop's California Fruits, Jellies,

Jams, Preserves. Price $5.00. Ex-

pressage extra. Weight about 33 lbs.

Send order with Express or P. O.

money order to

BISHOP & COMPANY
Los Anseles, Cal.

ni.A vrrvc? have been established over 55 years. By our system


















